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PREFACE

In this volimie, the final one dealing mth the campaign
in Northwest Europe 1944 - 1945> the narrative opens mth
the stalemate on the. western front which ensued after the
battle of Arnhem,

and the limited offensive operations during the late autumn
to break through the Western Wall,

prepared a counter offensive timed for December %=vhich he
hoped would divide the Allied Armies and iwin him the great
prizes of Antwerp, Liege and Brussels,
failed and, after a brief period of re-organisation, the
Allied Armies, with a well organised communication system
behind them began, in the New Year, a series of methodically

planned advances which gained them the entire left bank of
the Rhine,

It describes the period of consolidation

Meanwiiile the enemy had.

This operation

It had been the intention of the Supreme Allied
Commander to concentrate the bulk of his forces in the north

when he crossed the Rhine but by the time that elaborate

operation was due to be launched American forces had already
secured two bridgeheads on the east bank of the Rhine.
There then follov^ed a period of rapid thrusts into the heart

of Germany which resembled in dash the Battle of TVance

during the previous summer. By the middle of April U. S,
troops had linlced up with the Red Army which, since early
January, had steadily pushed back the German Armies on the
eastern front. His essential industries and communications

crippled by ceaseless air attack, his Armies and Air Forces
drastically weakened by the offensives on the western and
eastern fronts, the enemy found it no longer possible to

The first signs of collapse came from Italy where
On the 5th, the German

resist,
hostilities ceased on 2 Iviay 1945.

forces opposing Field Marshal Montgomery surrendered to him.
The final capitulation of the Wehrmacht took place three days

later, eleven months after the landings in Normandy.

The participation of the Air Forces throughout the

phases of the battle east and west of the Rhine was decisive.
The combined efforts of the Strategic and Tactical Air Forces

were largely responsible for the German failure in the
Ardennes and that action, too, shovred how closely the

strategic air ̂-offensive against the enemy's oil production
was
of better ?/eather, the Air Forces insured the smooth running
of the operation to cross the Rhine in the north v/ith well
timed attacks against airfields, communication centres and

defended localities. The in5)ortance of seizing the Ruhr
made strategic and tactical air operations in the latter

phases of the campaign almost indivisible and by mid March
the Reich was no longer able to draw upon the coal and other
industrial products of this area as the A.ir Forces had
blocked all the approaches to it.

related to the land battle. In March, with the arrival

The Tactical Air Forces, overcoming the difficulties of

congested airfields behind the front and the poor weather
conditions during the autumn and winter, maintained air

superiority at all times. The German Air Force remained

defiant until the end, although it could only operat
small scale after the raid on Allied airfields

1 January 1945. therefore
when the Rhine had been crossed

e on a
on

necessary, particularly
to attack constantly tlie

enemy's airfields and engage his fighter forces v/ell behind
the German front. The unspectacular but essential

of rail cutting and attacks on transportation "were well

rewarded as the enemy found it increasingly difficult to

operatio

mov

ns

e
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supplies to the front. . These operations exacted  a high toll
of pilots and aircraft,
rapid advance into Germany vrauld not have been possible with
out the fleet of transport aircraft carrying essential

supplies to the forward troops.
vrar was that the Strategic Air Forces, having completed their
tasks of destroying the enemy’s industries and transport,

brought relief to the starving Dutch in western Holland.

It must also be noted that the

The final act in the air

r.In preparing this narrative the files and other dociiments
belonging to the Deputy Supreme Commander, now Marshal of the
Royal Air Force, Lord Tedder have been invaluable, the diary
of the Historical Officer at Air Staff, SHAEF and the notes
of important conferences held during the Ardennes Battle

written by the Deputy Chief of Staff (Air), Air Marshal Robb
have provided the atmosphere and the varying points of view
at the highest level of command,
amount of documentary material available diminishes as the
war draws to its close.

On the German side the

Nevertheless fairly detailed

a

situation reports of German air operations have provided a

useful balance in describing Allied air operations.

M

T
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Cli/^TER 1

THE BATTLE FOR THE APPROACHES TO Ai'ITWERP

Allied Strategjy in October ^^Uh

aiid the Importance of Antwerp

The problem v/hdr:h overhung the conduct of operations in
north-west Europe in October 194^ was the critical shortage
of reinforcements and supplies, particularly of artillery
aamnunition,
the front line,

General Eisenhov/er declared that Antvrerp port must be put

into operation as rapidly as possible.

The only solution was to open a port close to
It was for this reason that

S.C.A.F. 93

29 Sept. 194^-

It is necessary to remind the reader of the great and
sudden strain on communications which arose during the break

out from Normandy and the race across northern Prance during
the late summer,

the Brittany ports and the equal determination of the Supreme
Commander to throw all resources into the pursuit of the

See Lib, of N.W. enemy eastvTards, the original scheme for their employment had
The enemy had also determined to hold out

Owing to the enemy's stubborn defence of

to be abandoned,Europe Vol.IV,
in the channel ports of Le Havre, Calais, Boulogne and
Dunkirk,

finally captured and the garrison of Calais dj.d not lay dovm
its arms until 30 September,
merely to invest Dunkirk with a. holding force.

At Le Havre the port was badly damaged v/hen

Meanwhile it v/as decided

Chap,6

Thus, when the Allied spearheads Iiad reached the German

frontier they were still dravd.ng supplies from the MixLberry
Harbour at Caen, Arromanches, Cherbourg and Le Havre.
British also had the use of the nearer, though minor, ports

of Ostend and Dieppe.(l) The fighting troops had to rely on
the ma^ificent iirg)rovision of the transport services,
essential supplies such as food, ammunition and petrol, were
brought forv/ard by the "Red Ball Express", The "Red Ball

Highv^ay" v^as a circular one-way traffic route, prohibited to
civilian and locsil military transport, along v/’hich supply
convoys raced at high speed by day and by night from port or
beachhead to the forward positions,

Railv/ays were also pressed into service, but all the
Allied air attacks on the French and Belgium railv/’ay neb/zorks

had been so effective that Army engineers had to cope with

repairs on a large scale to bridges, tracks and marshalling
yards, and they also had to remove debris and clear away
wrecked trains from the lines.

The

The

The great distances covered by the ground forces also
made a continuous supply of petrol necessary,
v/ere laid as the aimies advanced, and, by early October, this

system v;as delivering 4?500 tons of petrol per day from the

Pipe lines

(l) Some idea of the capacity of these x^orts may be shown by
the average daily landings during the week 19
October. (File IfiC/TS, 108/9 Pt, 1).

25

TonnageBritish Ports U.S. Ports Tonnage

2083Ostend

Dieppe
Caen

Arromanches

Cherbourg
Le Havre

k0^1
4^36 9842
1977 3362
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P\main distributing point near Paris,
pipe line (Pluto) was laid under the channel beWeen
Dungeness and Boulogne, but by 17 November this v/as only

delivering 3^0 tons of petrol per day. (1)

Another reason for the drain on supplies was the great
increase of the Allied forces in north-west Europe,

north, a new U.S. Army (the Ninth) was already disembarking
in northern French ports,

troops were debouching through Ivlarseilles to reinforce the
newly formed Sixth Army Group in the southern sector of the
front.(2)

Later in the autumn a

In th

In the south U.S, and French

e

■ ri
The opening of Antwerp, the third largest port in the

world, and within easy access of the front, was, therefore,
the key to the problem. There was ample room for berthing
large sized vessels and good facilities for unloading spares
and equipment,
estimated that, when it became available for use, an average
of 25,000 tons could be unloaded there every day. In fact,
when Antwerp first came into operation, the average daily
landings during the week 6-12 December for British forces
\7as 3?S90 tons and for U.S. forces 1i4.;175 tons  - a total of

17,865 tons. During the following months tliis tonnage
steadily increased in the face of attacks by flying bombs and
rockets and despite being interrupted by dockers’ strikes,
until 14 February, 26,000 tons a day v/ere being unloaded at

the port.

The Chief Administrative Officer at S.H.A.E.F.

DSC/TS. 108/9
Pts.i and 2

At the same time General Eisenhovrer was determined not

to slacken v/ith offensive operations to reach the Rhine,

Tito major tasks, the clearing of the port of Aatvrerp and the
offensive west of the Rhine, had to be londertalcen by inadequate
forces v/ith inadequate meaias,
insufficient troops for this dual task, vjhile in the central sector,

General Bradley’s forces, not yet reinforced by the Ninth U.S.

Army, were not strong enough to break through the Vfestem \yall.

'hrenty-First Array Group had

S.C.A.F.93

29 Sept. 1944
Field Marshal Montgomery made his plans in accordance

with the Supreme Commander’s intentions. (3) He envisaged a
battle which vraxild con^jel the enemy to fight in strength v/est

of the Rhine, after which a swift advance would take place
Germany in the same way that the operations south ofacross21 Army Group

Directive

H.527
27 Sept. 1944

Caen had led to the dash across Northern France during the

General Denpsey’s troops were to execute a movement -summer,
north of the Maas which TTOuld envelop the awkv;ard obstacle of
the Reichwald Forest
then close to the Rhine between the towns of Emmerich and

Wesel and the right wing was to threaten the Rulir by advan

cing on the industrial centre of Krefeld.
General Hodge’s troops vTOre to advance from the Aachen

The left wing of the Britd.sh would

Siinult ane ous ly

/r

(1) By 16 February 1945 however, this had been increased to
1569 tons of petrol per day, (File DSC/TS.108/9 Pt,2).

(2) On 7 November it v/as estimated that the port of

MsiTseilles, severely damaged by the enemy, would be
xmloading 3j000 tons by 15 December. In fact, average
landings at this port from 13 “ 19 December amounted to
16,130 tons, (File DSC/TS0IO8/9 Ptol),

For Field Marshal Montgomeiy ’ s views on the conduct of
the oaji^aign that autumn the reader should refer to

'Liberation of Northwest Europe', Vol. r\T, Chap,6, page 129 =

SECRET
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district and seek a crossing of the Rhine 'betvreen Dusseldorf
and Bonn.

It fell to the First Canadian Army to clear the Scheldt.
This v;as an operation v/hich needed considerable regrouping
as these troops vrere strung out along the Channel coast.
Only a week had elapsed since the capture of Boulogne while
the protracted siege of Calais by a Canadian force was still
in progress.

After a week's fighting during which the enemy tried his

utmost to dislodge the Second Army from the Nijmegen bridge-
'Biis was due tohead a crisis arose in the northern sector,

the shortage of troops v/ho faced a determined enemy fighting
vrith his back to the Meuse in the north and manning the

Insufficient ammunition7/ostem Yfall in the south,

prevented both British and U.S. Armies using their superior
The problem of reinforcements and

supplies had in the meantime been aggravated by a strong
autumn gale wloich swept the Channel during the first vreek in
October and interrupted the unloading of sliips at Cherbourg
and Arroman.ches,

weight of artillery.

In a series of signals to General Eisenhower from
6-9 October the Commander of Twenty-First Army Group

expressed his anxiety over the tactical situation in the
north and the inability of First U.S. Army to maice any

It had become obvious to him tliat the 7th U.S.l^rogress.

'Eyes only’
Montgomery to
Eisenhower

6 Oct. 19ii

Armoured Division originally intended to foimi a link between
the Second British and the First U.S. Army and to clear out

the enemy west of the Meuse vras unable to cope with the task.
He considered that there was a serious lack of co-ordination

On the evening ofbetween the plans of the two Annies,
7 October Field Marshal Montgomery infomed the Supreme
Commander that he had been coii^elled to halt the thrust to

wards the Rliine(l) v;hich according to the latest S.H.A.E.F.
Not onlydirective was the main objective in the north.

'Eyes Only’

Montgomery to
Eisenhower

7 Oct, 19A4

T/’a.s the enemy pressing too hard on the right flank of the
Second Army between Gennep and.Roermond but Twenty-First Army
Group was not strong enough in mam pov/’er to deal with the
three tasks to vhich it was committed namely:-Montgomery’s

Notes on

Situation for
D.S.G.

7 Oct. 1944

(i) Clearance of the approaches to A-ntv'ferp

(ii) Defence of the Nijmegen bridgehead

(iii) Clearance of the enemy west of the Meuse

At this point it should be explained that at that date there
were only sixteen full scale divisions in Twenty-First Army
Group with seven Independent or Special Seivice Brigades.
This total included the t\7o U.S. airborne divisions v/hich

had taken part in Operation ilarket and were nov/ due for with-
drav/al from the fighting line to re-equip for future airborne

operations.

The Supreme Commander^ after receiving this signal,
realised that the tlirust of the t\To Armies towards the Ruhr

must be postponed, although he told General Bradley that the

(1) Preliminary heavy bomber operations in support of this
attack (Operation Gatrd-ck) had already begun that day
and a force of over 700 Lancasters ajid Mosquitoes
bombed Emmerich and Cleve communication centres behind
the enemy’s defence line on the Meuse.

SECRETDS 96326/1(11)
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first mission of the Northern and Central G-roups of Jbrmies
was still to reach the Ehine north of Bonn ’ as quickly as

He suggested shifting the v^eight of thehmanly possible’,

S, A. C. to

Bradley
8 Oct. 19¥f

First Anny north of Aachen and moving the Ninth U. S. Army as
soon as possible into that area. On the other hand, writing
to Field ilarshal Montgomery on the following day, he said
that "Unless the port of Ant\7erp vras in operation by mid-
November the winter cair^aign in the v/est would have to close

He indicated that the clearance of the Scheldtdov/n.

’Eyes Only’
S.A.C. to

Montgomery
9 Oct, ̂ Skh

required Field Marshal Montgomery’s personal attention and
reinforced this argument by quoting a complaint from the Navy
that the Canadians, owing to lack of a port had insufficient
ammunition to launch their offensive on the Scheldt.

The Twenty-First Army Group Commander vigorously denied
that there was any lack of ammunition and declared he would
use every means available to open up An"fcwerp for shipping at
an early date. While this interchange of signals v/as in
progress Field'tlarshal Montgomery called a conference on
8 October at which General Bradley and General Hodges (First
U.S, Army) attended. The Deputy Supreme Commander came from
S.H.A.E.F. to ascertain the latest intentions of the Twentj'"-

Pirst Army Group Commander. Another visitor to the latter’s

Tactical Headquarters that day was General Llarshall, Chief of
Staff to the U.S. Army, then on a tour of inspection on the
continent. As a result of decisions taken at these talks
nevT orders were issued to the British Armies on  9 October.

The Second Army was limited to clearing out the enemy v/est of
the Meuse,
across the Meuse be"bv/een Hasselt and Sittard.
and inclusive of these tvra tov/ns was to be later talcen over

by the First U.S, Army. The 7th U.S, Armoured Di"vision and
a Belgian contingent were to come under command of the Second

Array to help the operations along the Meuse. Meanwhile the

Canadian Army vras to devote its entire energies to clearing
the Scheldt. An American division, then arriving in the
Brussels areajT^as diverted and placed at the Canadian Army

Commander's disposal and the 52nd (Lowland) Division

(originally destined to be landed at Arnhem) was also
earmarked for en^loyment in the Scheldt offensive.

The U.S.- British boundary was shifted to a line
The area south

’^lyes Only'
Montgomery to
EisenhovTer

9 Oct. 1944

’Eyes Only'
Montgomery to
Eisenhower

1 Oct. 194^k

21 Array Group
Directive

H.530
9 Oct. 1944

'Eyes Only'
Montgomery to
Eisenhower

8 Oct. 1944

Field Iilarshal Montgomery had also shovm disquiet over
the fact that no Air Commander-in-Chief had been appointed

place of Air Chief Marshal Leigh Mallory who v/as about to
But General Eisenhower assured

3

leave for South East Asia,

.n

him that Air Chief Marshal Tedder was to be in command of all

^Eyes Only'
S.A.C. to

Montgomery
10 Oct. 1944

Air Forces in the west and would be personally responsible
for £iir operations over the Scheldt,

Clearance of the south bank of the Scheldt

The great port of An"trwerp lies some fifty miles from the
mouth of the Scheldt, On the south bank of this estuary

there is polderland - flat, low-lying, marshy fields criss
crossed by ditches and canals. It was admirable ooimtry for

defensive purposes and an attacking force either had to fight
along narrow roads raked by machine guns or flounder through
watery polder. On the north side lies South Bevelemd con

nected to the mainland by a narrow isthnms crossed by a
causeway carrying a road and railway line and Walcheren, an
island separated from South Beveland by the shallow Slooe
Channel but joined at its narro^vest point by a similar type
of causewfQT, V/'alcheren stands like a sentinel at the mouth

of the Scheldt and it was the keypoint in the German defence

system. A large number of long range coastal guns had been

See Map No.l
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erected on the west side of the island and a quantity of

anti-aircraft artillery had also been accumulated there.

At the beginning of October Antwerp) city and the dock

yards vrere in Allied hands,
along the south bank of the Scheldt into what vras called the
Breskens Pocket,

The enemy had been driven

This was surroimded by a number of
On the east was the inlet of the Scheldtnatural- obstacles,

knovm. at the time as the Savojaards Plaat but which is more

correctly loiovoi as the Braakman Inlet.(l) To the south the

enemy held the north bank of the Leopold Canal which begins
Just south of the Braakman Inlet and runs almost in a
strai.ght line tovrards the coast entering the sea below the
holiday resort of Knocke Sur Mer, On the north and north
eastern sides of this pocket were the North Sea and the

The coastline between Breskens and I^ocke W£isScheldt,
V

also heavily fortified with long range guns able to dominate
the Leopold Canal while the heavy guns at Flushing in
Walcheren covered the north bank of the Brankman Inlet.

On tills coast Canadian troops advancing northwards

from Bruges and Ghent had reached Zeebrugge and further
inland had made an unsuccessful attempt to cross the Leopold

Canal above Ivlaldegem at the close of September.
Canadian Division then began to control the Canal to the
Braakman Inlet,
command of the Canadian Army v/as responsible for operations
north and east of Antwerp and after crossing the Antwei^-
Tumliout Canal its main task was to support the left flank

The Canadian 2nd Division had begun

The 4th

At this time the 1st British Corps under

of the Second Army,
to advance from Antwerp towards the South Beveland isthmus.

During September the eneny had been active in ferrying

troops from the mainland to the Dutch islands.
T.A.F. had harassed this movement immediately before

Operation I'larket and the prolonged spell of bad v/eather
experienced at that time. The attacks had not been very
successful for a number of reasons; prior commitments else

where, the poor weather and the pov/erful flalc which was a
deterrent to the figliter bombers.

No. 2 Group attacked movement along the Scheldt whenever

possible,
v/ould play an important part in reducing the Scheldt
defences and he requested the Deputy Chief of Air' Staff that
R.A.F. Bomber Command and the VIIIth U.S, Air Force should
be made available for the coming operations.

The 2nd

At night Mosquitoes of

The Supreme Commander foresaw that air power

Liberation of

N.W. Europe
Vol. IV.

Chap. 6

S.A.C. to A.M.
S.H.A.E.F. PWD

15386

21 Sept. 1944-

Planning for operations in the Scheldt were begun in

September by the First Canadian Army in conjunction witliNo, 84
Group R.A.F. and ’T* Force, The Royal Navy, the latter
being detailed to put ashore the assault forces on

The object of the operation was to clear theWalcheren,

Scheldt estuary and from the first it was realised that
arduous combined operations were required which might also
involve airborne landings. The plan fell naturally into

First it was necessary to capture the souththree phases,
banlc of the Scheldt to enable an assault force together with
artillery to concentrate on mounting an attack against
Walcheren. This made the immediate clearance of the

Breskens Pocket essential, the operation being known as
Switchback, In conjunction with this attack Soutli Develand

(1) The Savojaards Plaat is the name given to the mud flats
at the mouth of the inlet.
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In the second phasewas to be isolated from the mainland#

this peninsula was to be captured by a thrust along the
causeway from the north and an amphibious attack launched
from Temeusen on the south bank of the Scheldt#

The final assault.

This Y/

to be knovm as Operation Vitality.

as

Operation Infatuate, was to take place against Y/alcheren
where, it was expected, the toughest fighting would talce
place owing to the formidable nature of the defences.

The plan for Operation Sv/itchback v/as that elements of
3rd Canadian Division should attack across the Leopold CanaJ.
near Maldegem followed by an anqphibious assault by a brigade
across the Savojaards Plaat or Braalonan Inlet,
force would then make for the defended areas of Bi'eskens

while the other troops advanced to\Tards them clearing the

enemy out of the centre of the pocket,
give full support to the ground forces,
the operation Ko. 84 G-roup had a Typhoon and a Spitfire V/’ing
located at the large airfield of Deurne outside jmtweirp and

another Spitfire Wing was at Gri.mberghen in the same area.
Also located near by were the reconnaissance squadrons and
the Hain Headquarters of the Group at St. Denis Westram.
The remainder of the Group was at Courtrai and Merville
south of Brussels.

The latter

No. 84 Group was to
At the onset of

,  I

Bile 2nd T.A.F.
Orders of Battle

Jxine 1944 “

I'iay 1945

At this time the main task of the 2nd T.A.P. was to

disorganise comimmications leading to the battlefield north
of the Ruhr,

lines connecting the towns of Zwolle, Amersfoort, Utrecht,
Deventer, Zutphen, Almelo, Hengelo, "Winterswijk, Munster,
Emmerich, Wesel north of the Rhine and Cleve, G-och, Xanten,
Geldem, Venlo Roermond and others south of the Rhine.

Thus all available aircraft not employed in direct support
of the Army were engaged in bombing bridges, embankments,
viaducts, fly-overs, cutting lines and attacking locomotives
and goods wagons with rocket projectiles and cannon,

operations were slowly beginning to delay the arrival of
enemy supplies and reinforcements. (1)

The assault across the Leopold Canal began on the
morning of 6 October supported by flame throv-rers v/hich, it
was hoped, v^ould dislodge the enemy entrenched on the
reverse slope of the canal bank. The crossing was made in

the face of strong opposition and reinforcements carried in
assault boats found difficulty in reaching the far bank to
strengthen the bridgehead.

No. 82{. Group to give full support to the attack and gun
positions at Breskens and a headquarters at Oostburg

Nearer the battle zone machine gun and mortar posts

were strafed with rocket projectiles.

Although the weather deteriorated on the 7th there was
intensive air activity,
close support from the Forward Control Post and over 100
sorties v;ere flov/n against seven gun positions, three mortar
emplacements and ten strongpoints and other targets,
attack by No. 2 Group had to be abandoned because of poor

visibility,
headv/ay as the canal was so well covered by enemy machine gun
fire tliat they could not throw pontoon bridges over to the
far bank.

This plan involved the cutting of railway

These

Good weather that day enabled

were

bombed.

Pighter-bombers answered calls for

An

The Canadian troops were unable to make much

2nd T.A.P.
Air Staff

Appendices
38 et seq
Oct, 1944

See Map No. 7

See Chap, 2
P. 34

2nd T.A.P.

Daily Log
Sheet Nos,

1772 - 1775

2nd T.A.P.

Daily Log
Sheet Nos,

1785 - 1789

and No, 84
Group O.R.B,
App. 7.

Oct, 19ij4

(1) A photograph of a typical rail cut may be found at

Appendix No. 7*
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For the next three da.ys low cloud and d2?izzle curtailed
The forceactive air support over the Sreskens Pocket,

sponsible for crossing the Braakman Inlet navigated its
Buffaloes(l) up the Canal from Ghent to Terneuzen and after
2i hours' delay crossed over at midnight on 8 October,

pre-arranged medium and fighter—bomber support had to be
cancelled. Once established on the far bank these troops

came under fire from the guns at Flushing and Breskens,
the iOth Spitfires of No. 8k Group attacked enemy forming up

th of Breskens but it v;-as decided to use heavy

re

But

On

areas sou

No. 8lf Group
O.R.B.
Oct,

bombers to silence the coastal batteries.

The first of these attaclcs took place on 11 October

when two forces of Lancasters from R.A,F. Bomber Command
One force attacked four batteries in

, in the ancient

Fair visibility was

flew to the Scheldt,

Flushing and the other made for the
Fort Frederik Kendrik in Breskens.

R.A.F.
Bomber Cmd,
O.R.B.

App, A,
Oct, 1944 experienced but the bomber crews had to fly through severe

flaJc. Another force returned to Port Frederik Hendrik on

the next day and after photographic recomiaissance had been
made two guns v/ere claimed to be out of action. During
these two days (11-12 October).- 257 sorties were flown by
Bomber Command in si:pport of the Canadian Arriiy, Medium
bombers of No. 2 Group made a small attack against guns
Cadzand to the west of Breskens.

at

Ibid

effort in the face of
No. 84 Group made an intensive

bad weather to support the Breskens operation from
10-12 October. Typhoons and Spitfires attacked the road ̂

junctions and towns of Oostburg, Schoondijke and Sluis souoh
infantry were believed to be concen-of Breskens where enemy

2nd T.A.F.

Daily Log'
Sheets Nos,
1801-1820 trating. Strong points and mortars were strafed and

Typhoons assisted the heavy bombers by attacking gun posi
tions at Breskens ̂ vith 500 and 1,000 pound bombs. From

11-12 October 1,400 sorties v/ere flovTO and although a propor
tion of aircraft flew far from the battle area to cut German

the majority of targets were either at Breskens,
It vms true that little

railways
V/alcheren or north of Antwerp,

NOo 84 Group
O.R.B.

App. 11
Oct. 1944

caused to the heavy guns, but so long as the
were

damage was
fighter-bombers remained overhead the German gunners

quiescent.

As the troops on the north banlc of the Leopold Canal

were mailing little progress another infantry brigade crossed
ordered to strike southwards andthe Braakman Inlet and was

link up with 4th Canadian Armoured Division on the Leopold
Canal. This was achieved on 14 October, The offensive^

now developed into a two pronged drive, one column thrusting

along the Scheldt to Knocke and the other probing to the
coast north of Zeebrugge, The first stage was an assault

against the fortified towns of Schoondijke, Breskens and
The heavy guns at Flushing which Bomber Command

had attempted to silence during the previous v/eek had
revived and were again harassing the Canadians west of the

Consequently on 21 and 23 October 187

Cadzand,

Braakman Inlet,

R.A.F.
Bomber Cmd,

O.R.B.

App, A.
No, 930,
932,
Oct.

Lancasters v;ere despatched to re-attack the batteries,
these two occasions just over 1,000 tons of high explosives

The latter attack was undertaken in bad

On

were dropped,
weather making accurate bombing almost Impossible and
several aircraft made two or three runs over the target

before releasing their bombloads,
defence went into action and claimed four of the Lancasters,

Powerful anti-aircraft

(1) An^hibious armomred carriers.

DS 96326/1(15) SECRET
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The 21st of October was a day of great activity for 2nd
T.A.E* over the Breskens Pocket, It began with an attack
by a force of Mitchells and Bostons v/hich had been directed
to bomb the batteries at Cadzand, Visibility vro.s poor and
only the Mtchells were able to press home their attack using
navigational aids,
but only three ’boxes* of aircraft claimed to have bombed
correctly,

priority to the support of the Canadian Army and Typhoons and
Spitfires were active throughout the day,
attack vras made against Port Prederik Hendrik and other
defended localities in Breskens,

houses, pillboxes, slit trenches and roads were strafed with
rocket projectiles,
flown in support of the 2nd Canadian Division while other

squadrons had attacked targets north of Antwerp,
same time a high proportion of fighter bombers undertook the
routine task of rail interdiction in north-west Germany^

Further attemot was made that afte2moon

Operational orders to No, 82+. Group) gave first

A concerted

Heavy guns, fortified

By nightfail about 230 sorties had been

At the

0^2nd T.A.P.

Daily Log
Sheets No,

1911-1918

In spite of the air bombardments the Canadians wrere.

still harassed by the enemy artillery although they
experienced little difficulty in talcing the tov/n of Breskens,
A last stand was made by the garrison of Port Prederik
Hendrik. But after a set piece attack had been planned,
involving the support of medium and fighter bombers, the
garrison tamely gave in vathout a fight on 25 October,
this date onwards the arduous battle south of the Scheldt

drew rapidly to its close,
to comb out the enemy in his concrete defences at Cadzand and
Knockco

Prom

Tlie final task of the troops was

Bad weather once again prevented much air support
and preparation for the assault on Y^alcheren due to begin on

1 November claimed first priority for No. 8if Group,
last troops of the German 62+.th Infantry Division surrendered
near linocke on 3 November and Belgium became the first of the

occupied countries to be cor:pletely liberated by the Allies*

The

Among the captured was Major General Eberding vdio had
commanded the troops in the Breskens Pocket. In ̂  inter

view with the Commander of the 3^^d Canadian Division he

admitted that his artillery had been compelled to remain
silent while Allied aircraft were overhead which is evidence

that the efforts of the Typhoons had not been made in vain.
Another interesting point brought forward, by the German
General was his opinion that more air attacks against his
line of communication would have been more effective than the

persistent strafing of town and village strongholds. The

other side to this picture was provided by the Commander of
the ^rd Canadian Division who, shortly afterwards paid a
tribute to the work of 2nd T.A.P. and referred to the value

of the fighter bomber attacks on enemy observation posts, the
destruction of buildings in fortified areas and tactical air

He said that the constant availability of

aircraft for close support had greatly stimulated his troops
who had to fight under such difficult conditions and that

althougli on several occasions targets submitted for the
fighter-bombers were sometimes less than 1,000 yards from the
front line, there were only six occasions reported when air
craft fired upon Allied troops,
three men were wounded,
wordsa

reconnaissance.

In these cases no more than

The report ended v/ith the follcfvving
The effective air support provided from all

Report No, 188
Historical
Section,
Canadian

Ihlo H.Q.
PP. 74 to 75

No. 84 Group
O.R.B, App, 2.
Nov. 192+4

channels materially assisted in the completion of our task

and speeded up the clearing of the Breskens Pocket, ”

tir

A daring exploit by No, 82+. Group during that v/eek took
place further afield. This v/as another attack by five

Typhoon Squadrons of No, 12+.6 Wing against the Headquarters of
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the Fifteenth German Army at Dordrecht just north of the Waal
Estuary at mid-day on 2k- October,
break in the low rain clouds which were so prevalent at that
time.

Advantage was taken of a

Careful planning made the raid a complete success,
Dordrecht was known to be plentiful in anti-aircraft artillery
and while' some of the squadrons made feint attacks in various
quarters of the town a rocket carrying squadron struck at the

Wing Commander Gillamj,

No, 8if Group
0,R.B.

Serial No, 59?

Oct. 1944 buildings lodging the Headquarters,

and App. No, 47 ^^ho led the attack^ then dropped two phosphorus bombs which
Nov, A3kk

7A.

seived as a guide to further Typhoons flying at a very low
level and carrying eight 1,000 lb and fifty 500 lb bombs,
strong barrage of flak then broke out, but ov/ing to the success
of the feint attacks all the aircraft returned safely to base.
A number of the Dutch Resistance Movement watched the raid and

A

2nd T.A.F.

Daily Log
Sheet No. 1930 afterwards inspected the damage,

in ruins and others were badly knocked about,
just about to sit dovm to lunch at the time of the a!ttack and

several senior officers were apparently killed,
number of the inhabitants of the town also suffered from the

attack the spirits of the Dutch were greatly exhilarated by
this display of Allied air power.(l)

At least one building was
The staff was

Althou^ a

The decision to abandon the thrust to the Rulrr

By the middle of October the operations to clear the
Scheldt were slackening in tempo due to lack of troops to
carry out the task and the weariness of men who had had no
rest since the Normandy battle,
determined to prevent the Allies from using Antwerp for as
long as possible and although he was short of armoured troops
he was able to make the maximum use of his infantry in defen
sive positions behind water obstacles,
approaching and unless the unloading of ships at Antr/erp could
begin soon, all Allied offensive operations would have to
cease.

Marshal Montgomery became really anxious both about the slow
progress being made towards the Scheldt and the inability of
the First U.S. Army, owing to shortage of. artilleiy ammunition, to
strike towards the Rhine from Aachen,

to General Eisenliower and informed him that he was going to
close down all offensive operations other than those along the
Scheldt and that he vrauld order the Second Army to strike
eastwards to assist the Canadians,

point in going off alone tovvards the Ruhr and to do so would
not be good,

A new directive was issued to Twenty-First Auiay Group on
16 October,

the Nijmegen area towards S'Hertogenbosoh and Breda and
prevent the enemy escaping over the Maas,
between the British and Canadian Armies was to be the road

running north and south from Turnhout to Tilburg,
the main strength of the First Canadian Army was to move forward to
clear Breskens, Yfelcheren and South Beveland, now that the

Second Army was about to strike westwards, a more powerful
thrust could be made by I Corps north of Antwerp in the direc

tion of Bergen Op Zoom and Rosendaal to prevent the enemy re
inforcing the South Beveland isthmus.
Marshal Montgomery left his Tactical Headquarters at Eindhoven
and came to his lylain Headquarters at Brussels so as to be
nearer the crucial battle.

The enemy was nat\irally

Winter was nov<r

But it v/-as not until 14- October that Field

On that date he v/rote

He said 'There seems no

The Second Array was to launch an offensive from

The boundary line

Although

Field

●Eyes only'
Montgomery to
Eisenhower

See Chap. 2,
P. 29

21 Army Group
Directive 532
16 Oct. 19A4

(1) Further attacks were made on enemy headquarters in
Holland, See Chap. 2, p, 44-.
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The isolation and capture of South Beveland ([
During the first week of October the'1st British Corps

had been given the dual task of advancing northwards tov/ards
the llaas to isolate the South Beveland isthmus while at the

same time it was to support the left flanlc of
Ceneral Dempsey’s Army* At first good progress was made in
the wooded country north of Antv/erp against a scattered and
demoralised enemy* A number of blows were dealt by fighter-
bombers of 2nd T.A.E. A new technique for air support v/’as
tried out here by No* 8A Group. It had been customary in
Normandy for the infantry to pin point targets by firing red
smoke shells on to the target. But in this flat country it
was difficult to ascertain the exact' position of guns and
strong points. Instead a smoke screen vras laid along the
British forward position extending from about 2,000 to 3?000
yards. Beyond this line the fighter-bombers were free to
attack targets of their own choice. Kho'wn as Operation
Winkle, this system worked successfully on several occasions.

But once it was apparent that the 2nd Canadian Division
was trying to cut off the South Beveland isthmus the enemy

began to resist vigorously and strong reinforcements began to
arrive in the threatened area. On 8 October air reconnais

sance showed that there were over 2,000 troops assembling in
the vicinity of Bergen Op Zoom, The Canadians continued to
advance through Korteven and Y/oensdrecht and from
10-16 October several v;aves of troops tried to storm their
way across the flat isthmus, but these attempts failed.
Enemy machine guns took a heavy toll of men, many of whom
were experiencing their first taste of battle.

The prospect of a westerly advance by the Second Array
meant that pressure on these Canadians woiild soon be lifted*

The 1st Corps was reinforced by the I04th U.S, Infantry
Division and the 2fth Canadian Annoured Division which had

arrived from the Leopold Canal, The latter division now

formed the spearhead of a nev/ attack (Operation Suitcase).
Its task was to strike across the Rosendaal Canal and seize

the tov/n of Esschen southeast of Bergen Op Zoom, This wo\ild
force the enemy to relinquish his hold on the road from the
Moerdijk bridge to South Beveland,

(
No, 84 Group
O.R.B.

Oct. 1944- (T
p.2

The attack began on the morning of 20 October and in
front of a long line of smoke laid dovm by the artillery,
rocket-carrying Ty;^oons of 2nd T.A.P. swept the straight
road from the woods north of the Camp de Brasschaet to Esschen
itself. This tarn was bombed by Spitfires which afterwards

2nd T.A.P.

Daily Log
Sheets No.

1897-1902 set alight a number of houses believed to be harbouring the
Over 100 sorties were flov/n in that area by the end

Esschen was captured by the armoiired troops on
Bergen Op Zoom was the next objective and other

troops of 1st Corps lunged at Rosendaal and Breda,
22 October the Second Army attacked towards S'Hertogenbosch
and from that date ora^ards the enenry began a slow withdrawal
across the Maas,

enemy,
of the day,
the 21st.

On

By the beginning of November Allied troopsSee Map No, 1

stood on the southern bank of the great river.

In the meantime the 2nd Canadian Division had regained

strength for a fresh attack along the treacherous South
Beveland istlimus,

peninsula the main obstacle

waterway used by barges which cuts the peninsula in half from
It was anticipated that the enemy would

defend this line and an amphibious assault from the south

Once a footing had been gained on the
the Beveland Canal a widewas

North to South.
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■bank of the Scheldt was designed to take the enemy garrison
in the rear.

The assault on the isthmus "began on Zk October but the
Germans j among v/hom were hardened paratroops j still bitterly
contested the district of Woensdrecht and they had sm'/n
numerous
threat to Bergen Op Zoom in their rear forced them to v^ithdraw
and diiring the next two days 2nd Canadian Division crossed the
narrav neck of the isthmus and advanced on the Beveland Canal.
Their path was blocked by minefields and flooded polderland
while the straight cobbled road which afforded the only dry
approach was covered by fierce machine gun fire. Often the
troops had to wade to their objectives through the waterlogged
fields.

But theminefields to slow dov/n the Allied advance.

A brigade of 52nd (Lowland) Division
anrahibious operation. The expedition put out in 'Buffaloes
from Temeuzen in pitch darlcness on the night of
26/26 October and landed on the dykes and slimy mudbaiiks of
South Beveland to the east of Slle;70utsdijk. The defenders,
mainlv invalids and middle-aged men, were talcen by _ surprise
and a lodgement area was speedily formed, Meanv/hile on the
●isthmus the 2nd Canadian Division experienced great hardships
in crossing the v^atery landscape. The Beveland can^ was
cros-ed under heavy mortar and machine gun fire on 26 Ootoher.
Althoueh reinforcements to the Scottish troops were delayed By
roff in the Scheldt, the 52nd division penetrated inland and on
the 29th noined hands with the Canadians. The enemy was now
rushed back to the causeway leading to Walcheren with little
fl -iffioultv and by 31 October South Beveland had been entirely
SSe/ Im attempt was made to follai the Germans across
th/causeway but it was too effectively covered by artillery,
i^rtars and machine guns while the Slooe Channel at that
point was too shallow for assault boats. ^ter a gallant^
?ttLot to gain a footing on the far side of the causeway in
^ ^ 1 November, supported by rocket-iiring Typhoons,

2nd Canadian Division was withdrawn to rest and
fresh assault which took place

carried out the

ITalcheren on
the exhausted

Lowland Division planned a
the

the following day.on

Thpse operations had been for the most part an affair of
4.^ ● -fan-t-rv There were few targets for the fighter-bombers

to’the exposed nature of the ground most of the
^va^cofwore undcrtalcen at nl^t. mt the P-t played by
J?^T^L-,v!l-oes of No. 2 Group shoiad be remembered, From

middle of September until the capture of . outh Beveland
fhesraircraft had ranged up and do™ the Scheldt by night
a+tLking trains, barges and motor vehicles whenever the foul

Experienced throughout those vreeks gave them an qppor-
wea-unei ^^Q-agh a great deal of physical damage may not have been

fact that whenever a move was made by a formation,
importance, it v/as likely to be attacked,

the nerves of the enemy garrisons on

timity.
caused the
v/hatever its size or

t have played onmus
\7aloheren and Beveland,

of the Air CommandBRorganisati on

’■/Idle the opening stages of the Battle of the Scheldt
being fought, the control of the Tactical Air Forces

ed into nev/ hands and so before beginning the account of
the^combined operations against the island of V/alcheren the
new air organisation must be described. It was caused in the
first place by the appointment of Air Chief
■''ajrshal Leigh-Ivlallory to the post of Air Goinmander-in-Chief,

But a sin^lified system for controlling the

were

i'i
South-East Asia,

SECRET
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AnglO“U»S. Tactical Air Eorces had already been discussed
shortly after the landings in Normandy and tentative 3prqposals
were made by the Deputy Chief of Staff (Air) for  a joint
Anglo-American Air Staff integrated in S.H.A.E.F, which vrould
begin to function ●v’iien the Supreme Commander assumed direction
of operations on the continent. (1) By the end of September
the Main Headquarters of A.E.A.P. had crossed the Channel to
Versailles where it v/as alongside S.K.A.E.F, (laain) ?  thus
dispensing with Advanced Headquarters A..E.A.P, which had
landed in Normandy in August.
Marshal Leigh-Mallory left Versailles for London to prepare
for his journey to South-East Asia, and on the 15th
General Eisenhower announced the changes in coLimand. (2)

On 11 October Air Chief

T

(L
Pile D.S.C./
T.S. 108/14
End, 1

S.H.A.E.P. fAir)
Hist, Record
and Diary p.l.
Oct. 1944

The old Headquarters of A.E.A.P. v/hioh had been responsr
ible for directing the air support to Overlord was disbanded
and the Supreme Commander undertook responsibility for the
operational control of the Air Forces which, until then, had
been under the Air Commander-in-Chief, General Eisenhower
delegated to the Deputy Supreme CoimTiander authority to exer
cise this control and from hence forward until the end of the
campaign the latter was responsible for co-ordinating all air
operations in support of the Allied Expeditionary Forces,
Air Chief Marshal Tedder.was most unwilling to shelve his
other duties as Deputy Supreme Commander and adviser to
General Eisenhower, and determined to retain his interest in
ground operations. It v;as for this reason that the appoint
ment of the Deputy Chief of Staff (Air) asstuned great iiiport-
anoe, as this officer was to be responsible for day to daj’'
tactical air operations. After some discussion between the
Deputy Chief of Air Staff and General Spaatz as to whether an
American or British Officer should be appointed. Air Vice-
Marslial J. M. Robb, on the strong recommendation of the Deputy
Supreme Commander, v/^as designated, and shortly after v/as
promoted to the rank of Air Marshal(5) He became responsible
for reporting on all air operations to the Supreme Commander
and was on the same level of ranlc as General Bedell Smith, the
ground forces Chief of Staff to General Eisenhov/er.

The Anglo-U.S, Staff v/as formed under the Deputy Chief of
Staff (Air) and was divided into, two echelons known res
pectively as Air Staff S.H.A.E.F. (Main) and Air Staff
S.H.A.E.P. (Rear). The forward echelon. Air Staff S.H.A.E.P.
(l',iain), was situated at Versailles. It was responsible for
the policy and co-ordination of air operations supporting the
Allied Expeditionary Force, In particular it was concerned
with tactical air operations but it also had to assess and
pass on requests made-by the Tactical Air Force for assistance
from the heavy bomber forces. In organisation it differed
from A.E.A.F. in that it copied the Staff Division systera on

Pile D.S.C./T.S.
108/14
Enc. 14 & 29A

Piles D.S.C./iJ.3
and D.S.C./D.S.
108/14

(1) Air Staff S.H.A.E.P. would then co-ordinate the opera
tions of the Tactical Air Forces attached to each Army
Group in the same way that the Ground Staff of S.H.A.E.F.
co-ordinated operations of the Army Groups,

The York aircraft carrying Air Chief i^arshal
and party to India, while flying in a severe
crashed on a mountain about 30 miles east of
France shortly after mid-day on 14 November,
tintil 5 June, when the siiov/ had thawed, that
of the aircraft and remains of the crew were
by a peasant.

The post was, however, to be interchangeable to R.A.P./
U.S.A.A.F, Officers.

Le igh-Hall or

(See Pile D.S.C./T.S.200).

(2) y
snow storm,
Grenoble,

It was not
the v/reckage
discovered

(3)
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ViThich the ground staff at S.H.A.E.E. vra.s based,
divisions v^ere as follows:-

These

(1)
Intelligence
Operations
Administration

A2

A3
M-
Air Signal Section
Special Staff Section

A3 was divided into two sections, one v>ras responsible for

current operations, plaais, airborne operations and C.A.T.O.Ri
(Combined J\3.t Transport Operations Room), and the other
for navigation, flying control and safety, airfields, service
control and a section to compile operational records. The

Special Staff Section dealt vri.th such matters as chemical
warfare, weather, air defence etc.

The Rear Echelon of ilr Staff S.H.A.E.P., was located at

Stanmore, the old Rear Headquarters of A.E.A.E. , and v.’’as
controlled by the Deputy Chief of Staff (Rear), Mr Vice
Ivlarshal Wigglesworth. There were two reasons for keeping

a large air staff in the U.K. In the first place the
Combined Air Transport Operations Room operated at Stanmore
and transmitted the demands of the Allied E;<peditionary Eorce

for air supply to the air transport Groups, vfhich for the
British were Eos, 38 and Groups, and for the Americans,

the IXth Troop Carrier Command,
based on the U.K. (2) Secondly, requirements in heavy bomber

support .which had been approved by the Deputy Supreme
Commander at S.H.A.E.F. (Main) v/ere passed on to S.H.A.E.P.

(Rear) which arranged operations with the Strategic Mr Force,
also based in the U.K.

All these aircraft were

0

Mr Defence Great Britain which, for the opening phases

of Operation Overlord had been placed under the yd.r Commander-
in-Chief, reverted to its old title of R.A.F. Fighter Coimnand,
The Mr Marshal Coimnanding 2nd T.A.F, thus became the senior
R.A.F. officer on the continent, apart from the Deputy

Supreme Commander, and it was decided that he should dispose
●  of all R.A.P. administration matters in conjmction with the

At the same time he was redesignated Mr
In the U.K. Mr

Mr tiinistry.
Officer Cornmaiiding-in'-Cliief 2nd T.A.P,

Marshal Hill was given the title of Mr Officer Commanding-in-

Chief, R.A.F. Filter Command, Nos. 38 and ijjS Groups R.A.F,
remained imder the administrative control of Headquarters

R.A.F, Fighter Command and Headquarters R.A.P. Transport
Command respectively;
directed by the Commanding General, First Allied Mrbome Army.

operationally they continued to be

In the strategic sphere the Deputy Chief of Mr Staff
and the Commanding General, United States Mr Forces in

Europe, continued to control the heavy bomber forces by

(1) This division v^as considered superfluousA1 Personnel,

as matters of this nature were to be dealt with by the

Headquarters of 2nd T.A. F. for British and Headquarters
U.S.S.T.A.F.E. for U.S, personnel.

(2) The Deputy Supreme Commander directly controlled
C.A.T.O.R.

the use of S.H.A.E.P. (Mr) v/herever needed: in practice
the U.S. aircraft were generally used in support of U.S,
forces.

In theory all air transport was pooled for

r^s 96326/1(21) SECRET
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issuing directives from time to time on "behalf of the Chief
of Air Staff and the Chief of Staff U.S.A.A.P. (1  ) The

Deputy Supreme Commander informed them when General Eisenliov/er
required heavy bomber support in the battle and co-ordinated
these operations with the ground and air forces participating.

It was the responsibility of the Tactical Air Force Commanders
to assess the Army’s requests for heavy bomber support andj
if acceptablej request S.H.A.E.F. to take action.

Anting under directives issued from time to time by the
Supreme Commander the Tactical Air Force Commanders were to
arrange normal day to day operations v^ithin their resources
in consultation with their respective Aurniy Group Commanders.
Secondly, they were to give any necessary mutual support to
each other’s operations and were to consult directly v/ith
each other for that purpose. . The Air Officer Commanding-in-
Chief R.A.F, Fighter Command was to deal directly v/ith the
Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief 2nd T.A-.F. for any necessary
co-ordination of air operations.

4

N.

Coincident vdth the direction of air operations by
(Air) a new series of air meetings was held with tne Airmy
beginning on 13 October at Versailles. These took place

after General Bedell Smith’s daily staff conference and dealt
iTith operational matters requiring immediate decisions;
were, therefore, kept as brief and to the point as possible.
Either an airman or soldier presided at this meeting it
usually being Air Chief Iforshal Tedder or Air Marshal Robb,
for the Air Forces, and Lieutenant General Bedell Smith or

Lieutenant General Morgan, his deputy, for the Ground Force
Senior Staff Officers from R,A, F, Bomber Command, the First
Allied Airborne Army and the Royal Navy usually attended the
meeting in addition to the Assistant Chiefs of Staff (Air)

in charge of Intelligence, Plans and Operations,
Commanders Conference, which had been a feature of the

cajT^aign since it opened, continued to talce place twice
week at Versailles and was attended by Air Officers Commanding

and Senior Air and Ground Staff Officers. (2)

they

s ●

The Adr

a

The Assault on Walcheren - preliminary air operations

V/alcheren island is about nine miles in length and about
the same distance in breadth. Like the neighbouring

(1) One result of the control of the Strategic Air Force
passing into the hands of the Chief of A.ir Staff and the
Chief of Staff U.S.A.A.F. v/as that on 30 October the

Combined Strategic Targets Committee was set up to advise
the D.C.A.S. and G.G.U,S.T.Ai..F.E<, on the priority of the

different systems of strategic objectives and of the tar-
The Committee was advised bygets vdthin these systems.

4

Working Committees on oil, transportation, G.Ai.F. and any
other target systems v/hich required consideration,

addition the Coimnittee issued weekly priority lists of
strategic targets for attack under the current directive.
Members of both Air and Ground Staff S.H.A.E.F. 'as well

as ropresontatives from the Strategic Aiir Forces attended

these meetings in order to acquaint themselves with

strategic bombing policy and to put forward the view-
podnts of their particular commands. (See S.H.A.E.F.
(Air) Historical Record and Diary App, No. 5B-5C
October 19A4)

In

(2) For the move of S.H.A.E.F. to Reims, See Chap. 4? P.116
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peninsula of South Beveland its interior is mainly 'belcfVT' sea-
level and is con^osed of cultivated fields criss-crossed by

dykes and ditches and marshy polderland,
centuries the Dutch have patiently tried to reclaim the land

by building sea walls reinforced by sand dunes round the
island so that from the air ?/alcheren resembles  a giant saucer.
On the western side this sea wallj which was largely built of

clay and faced by stone varied from 250 to 500 feet in v/idth
at high tide and had very broad, gradual slopes,
there are numerous shoals which obstruct navigation,

attempting to taJce the island by storm would have to land on
the southwest coast where there was the only beach though

there the sand dunes were too steep for vehicles to

Elsev«rhere the wall ran parallel with the sea.

Throughout the

Out to sea
A force

even
ascend,
the southern side of the island is Flushing, a fair sized

port connected by canal to iliddelburg which lies roughly in
the centre of the island and is the capital and market town.

On

The island played an important part in the enemy’s
defences along the coast line of Europe and consequently these

positions were built facing the west in anticipation of an
assault from the sea. YHiat the Germans had not foreseen was

an attack from the rear, the occupation of iintwerp and an
advance to the South banlc of the Scheldt or along the isthmus
of South Beveland.
fore the coast-line between Flushing and v7est Kapelle where

coastal guns could cover the mouth of the Scheldt in company
with those oisconsed at Breskens. There were reckoned to be
about twenty-five batteries, the largest calibres being 220mm.

Pill boxes, minefields and undenmter obstacles

such as stakes studded this part of the coastline, in addition

to the many groins built by the Dutch,
the possibility of the flooding had not occurred to the enemy;
he made no counter-preparations against this threat and a
number of his batteries, headquarters and other defensive

positions had been placed on Iovt lying ground,
time Allied Intelligence doubted v/hether the Germans would

risk flooding Walcheren for their ovm purposes, and believed
that even they would shrink from being responsible for such a

calamity.

The most heavily defended area v/as there-

and 150 ram.

It is curious that

At the same

After the battle of Arnhem the Commander of the Fifteenth

German Army gave orders that Vfalcheren was to be held to the

last for,' the order v;-ent on to say, ‘After overrunning the
Scheldt fortifications the English would finadly be in a

position to land great masses of material in a large and com

pletely protected harbour. With this material they might
deal a death blovr at the north German plateau before the onset

But the troops on Y/alcheren island v/ho v;ere toof v;inter.

No. 8A Group
O.R.B,

App. No. 6
Nov. -192Ai-■c>.

undertake this important task were far from being first class.
The majority of them were dyspeptics and had been posted to
Holland where they mi^t enjoy the v/hite bread, milk and fresh
vegetables of the district. Nevertheless the German High
Connnand believed that from behind concrete and steel these
troops were as capable as any at firing a gun or  a rifle and
certainly the fierce resistance met during the assault tends
to support this theory.

General Crerar (First Canadian Army) made Lieutenant
General Simonds, Commander of 2nd Canadian Corps, responsible
for carrying out the operation and, from the la^t week of
September when General Crerar was compelled to relinquish his
command temporarily owing to sickness, General Simonds became
entirely responsible for the operations in the Scheldt,

Report No.

Hist. Sect,
Cdn, Mil.
H.Q.
P«59

●SECRETRS 96526/1(25)
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Between I3 and 29 September six meetings were held at
Officers v/ho attended v/ereFirst Canadien Army Headquarters,

the Allied Naval Commander5 Expteditionary Forces the General
Officer Commanding First Canadian Army, the Gonriiander of 'T'

No. 8A Group's

Report on
Walcheren Force, the Royal Navy, the Chief of Staff, Tr/enty-Fi^st Army

Group, the Air Officer Comn^ding No. 8A Group and Senior
Staff Officers from A.E.A.F., Bomber Command and the Canadi^
Army, The main topic discussed v/as the nature of the bombing

programme to be undertaken before D Day.

The requirements of the Navy were that the heavy coastal
guns south of the Scheldt should be put out of action to
enable the naval bombardment ships to approach YiTalcheren and

in the second place to allov; mine sv/eeping at the mouth of the
Scheldt to be carried out vdthout hazard. But by 10 October
these guns had not fired and there seemed no longer to be any
\u?gency for their immediate destruction. In their place the

radar stations on Vfalcheren became first priority as they were

more likely to interfere with mine sweeping operation
No. 8A Group required the silencing of heavy anti-aircraft
guns to enable its fighter bombers to operate more extensively

It was agreed that heavy bombers should
undertake the destruction of the fixed defences and the heavy

anti-aircraft batteries while the fighter-bombers should
destroy enemy headquarters, the lock gates on the Beveland and
Walcheren canals, shipping in the Scheldt and telephonic com-

s.

over the island.

Ops,
No. 84 Group
O.R.B.

App, 19
Nov, 1914

fT>'

munications on the islands. Tlie Armiy endeavoured to
establish a direct link between Canadian Army Headquarters
Bomber Command as had been done in the operations against
Boulogne and Calais but this was not sanctioned. Instead,

direct link was set up between No. 84 Group and Bomber Command
through which information and details about targets were
passed.

and

a

The first plan for the reduction of Walcheren vvas the

isolation of the island by medium bombers cutting the causei.'J'ay
which links it to South Beveland and the road and railway

crossing the neck of the South Beveland peninsula,
this, heavy bombers were to 'soften' the coastal batteries.

The Senior Air Staff Officer of No. 84 Group confidently
expected that these guns would be thrown out of alignment
because of the soft sand in which the caseinates were
constructed.

After

In the next phase airborne troops were to land

File

II S1/13(A)
End. 3A

No, 8A Group
O.R.B. App, 19
Nov, 1914

in the area west of the Veere-Flushing Caaial, Once beach
obstacles and minefields had been cleared a seaborne force

would cross the Scheldt and occupy the island in force,
the air programme did not work out according to plan,
coinciding as it did with the Arnhem operations and the bad

flying weather at the end of September. The medium bomber
attacks made by No, 2 Group and the IXth Air Force (the latter
raalcing one attack) did little damage to the causev/ay and the-
enemy was able to withdraw troops into the islands for their
defence, . General Brereton, supported by Air Chief
Marshal Beigh-LIallory persuaded the Supreme Commander to
squash any idea of an airborne operation as they firmly held
that although heavy casualties wcxild be accepted to gain such
an important objective, the terrain was altogether \msuitabl®
and, in addition, aircraft would be diverted from their ground
support role.

But

The Brereton
Diaries
PP.310-1, 353

S-A.C/ to
Montgomery

8-H.A.E<F, FWD
15385
21 Sept, 1944

But the Supreme Commander had resolved that the assault

on Ti^alcheren should have full support from the heavy bomber
forces, both British and American, and sent a signal to the
Air Ministry asking that they should be employed in this
operation,
should undertalce the attacks which were to be co-ordinated by

In London it was decided that Bomber Command

Pile
B.C./30717/16

Enel, 1IA

DS 96326/1(24) SECRET
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On 14 September, only threethe A±r Commander-in-chief,

days before operation Ivlarket v/as due to begin, Field
Marshal Montgomery requested the Air Commander-in-Chief that
the air programme for Vfalcheren should begin at once.
Although the battle situation on the ground clearly did not
permit an assault against the island for some time, heavy and
fighter-bomber attacks took place on the \7eek beginning
17 September,
Command attacked coastal defence guns at Flushing, Biggekerke

and West Kapelle and in the course of their attack dropped
519 tons of high explosive.
100 aircraft flew to T/alcheren but nearly all were forced to

Eventually on

On that day 100 heavy bombers of rsomber

During the next two days about

return because of the bad weather.

A,11.

File.

1151/13(A)
Enel, 4A

R.A.-F- Bomber Command

App!a*906 Sept. igiA
Ibid
A907
A908

23 September a small force of 50 aircraft managed to bomb
the batteries at Domburg on the north coast of Y/alcheren,
Fighter-bomber attacks took place on 20 and 22 September
against the garrison headquarters at Domburg but only one of
these operations v;as at all successful.

T3q)hoon squadrons attacked six radar stations on the island
in response to the Navy's request but it was difficult to
ascertain whether or not they had been put out of action.

On 1 October

Ibid

A910
No,. 84 G-roup
Sept, 1944-

On 23 September at a conference of Army, Naval and Air
Officers heLd at First Canadian Army Headquarters,
General Simonds declared that he wanted Walcheren to be a

' second Pantellaria' and that a prolonged heavy bomber attack

should at once begin,
this time, become anxious over the squandering of the heavy
bomber effort when it was obvious that there were no chances

of launching a ground attack until sufficient stocks of
ammunition had been built up,
sible for another three vreeks,

to the success of the air operations in a letter to
General Eisenhower on 27 September and told him that the

landings in Normandy had proved that unless the heavy bomber
attacks were followed rapidly by a ground assault their
effect on the enemy would be wasted,
the present the Strategic Air Forces should attack targets in
Germany and then make a sustained effort on the enemy
defences during the 48 hours before a combined air and

ground assault on the island.

The Air Coiiiraander-in-Chief had, by

This might not become pos-
He expressed his doubts as

It was better that for

A.M,

File II51/13(A)
Enel, 5A

File R.A.P,
Bomber Command

B.C/T.S.30717/16
End, I0A

This advice did not appear to be heeded for, at the
Air Commanders Meeting at S.H.A.E.F. two days later, the Air
Commander-in-Chief stated that General Eisenhov/’er had

insisted on an all out air effort against Vfalcheren and at

the Air Meetings held on 3 and. 6 October the Deputy Supreme
Commander said that Walcheren should ranlc as first priority
for the heavy bomber force,

re-invigorated enemy the Army decided that the only way to
take Walcheren would be by the methodical process of driving
him out from the south bank of the Scheldt and isolating and
capturing South Beveland.

effort was to be directed in support of operations south of

the Scheldt and not against Walcheren.

But by that time, faced by a

Thus for the time being the air

D.S.C./T.S.
100/9
Pt. 3
Ends, 3®

4A
5A

It was at the Conference at Canadian Yirmy Headquarters
on 23 September that Lieutenant General Simonds first mooted

the idea of flooding the island by malcing a breach in the sea
wall v/ith heavy bombers, although his Chief Engineer had

condemned this operation as being impracticable. There was,
of course, a tactical argument against the scheme. The
enemy could turn the floods into an ally and place his
v/’eapons to cover the high ground over v^hich the only movement
would be possible. Yet the advantages seemed to outweigh

A.M, Pile

II.S/13(a)
End, 5A

Report No, 103
Hist, Sect,
Cfin. Army
HvCb
PP* 36-37
PP. 28-29.
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Flooding wouldall doubts about the efficacy of the plan,

conpletely disorganise the enemy’s communications, immobilise
his reinforcements .and at the same time put out of action a
n\Mber of his defence works,
would be able to take advantage of the floods by swimming

through the breach in amphibious vehicles and operating
behind the enemy's forward positions,

flooding the island was discussed in detail at a further con
ference on 29 September attended by Lieutenant General SimondSj

Captain Pugsley Commander of 'T* Force, Air Vice-
Marshal L. 0. BroT/n, Air Officer Commanding No, 81. Group and '
Air Canmodore Dickens representing Bomber Command,

photographs of the dyke had been examined the Mr Officers
agreed that the task of making a breach was practicable
although it might take time,

eiEphasised that he could not guarantee success but said that
Bomber Command was capable of malcing the attempt single-handed.

● Althou^ the floods would ruin the livelihood of thousands of
Dutchmen and imdo the work of centuries the need for Antwerp

was so pressing that it was decided by all present to carry
out the scheme with the sanction of the Supreme Commander.
The heavy bombers were therefore to concentrate on flooding
the island and T^ere to leave the bombing of fixed defences

until three or four days before the assault began.
Supreme Commander gave his assent to this fateful strategem
on 30 September,

Furthermore the assault forces

The scheme for

Mter

Mr Commodore Dickens

The

A.M. File

IIS 1/13/(A)
Ends, 11A
and 12A

R.A.F. Bomber Command, the force detailed for the task,

was instructed to make the breach at the earliest opportunity
for it was during the first v/eek of October that the spring
tides were due to take place and it was thought that this
extra weight of water would increase the gap in the dyke made
by the bombers. Preparations began at once and on  2 October

the Dutch inhabitants of Walcheren were warned bjr radio and
leaflet that heavy bombardment of the island v/as about to

talce place and they v/'ere advised to evacuate their homes.

The first attenpt to make a breach took place on the next day.
The spot chosen Vfas at West Kapelle which is the most
T/esterly promontory of the island. North and South of this
village the sea wall was much narrower than elsewhere. A

force of 259 Lancasters and Mosquitoes took off to make the

first attenpt and the pathfinders dropped their markers on
the target area at 1300 hours. The heavy bombers attacked
in waves of 30 aircraft and the whole operation lasted two
hours, during which 1,262 tons of explosive were dropped.

A large amoimt of flak was experienced dioring the operations
but only twelve aircraft made abortive missions. (1) At no
time (3id the G.A.F. put in an appearance. By 1500 hours
bomber crer/s observed the sea pouring through a gap in the
ViTall and spreading about three quarters of a mile inland.
Reconnaissance aircraft of No, 8A Group confirmed their
reports a few hoinrs later and estimated that the gap was
about 75 yards in width while the sea was rapidly covering
the fields south of West Kapelle.

Pile B.C./T.S.
30717/16
Enel. 27A

R.A.F.

Bomber Crud.
O.R.B.

App. A 918
Oct, 191*4

File

B.C./T.S.30717
/16

Enel, 38A

R.A.P.

Bomber Cmd,
O.R.B.

App. A

Oot. 1944

921

On 7 October aerial reconnaissance discovered that the
floods which had increased to about two miles in width had

spread beyond the town of Middelburg and theatened to cut the
island in half,

113 Lancasters and Mosquitoes, tliis time further south, on

On the same day another attack was made by

(1) The attack was to have been concluded by the dropping of
a number of Tallboys (12,000 pounders) but as the object
of the mission had already been fulfilled they v/ere
brought home.

EG
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the sea v^alls on either side of the port of Flushing.

During these attacks 730 tons of high explosive .were drop
ped#
the streets of the town,

four days later at Yeere on the- eastern side of the island
by 66 Lancasters and again a substantial hole v/as made in
the dyke.

Here tooj the water seeped inland and penetrated into
jinother smaller attack v7as made

The successful flooding of the island put a new com

plexion on the Scheldt battle and preparations went forr/ard
for a combined operation to take place at Flushing and Y/est

ICapelle. A schedule for heavy bomber targets to be attacked
by D Day minus one was drawn up by the Senior Air Staff
Officer of No, 8lj. Group and the Chief of Staff, First
Canadian Army,
to be attacked by Bomber Command,

range guns which might harass Allied naval craft in the
Scheldt^ seven were capable of attacking military prepara
tions on the south bank of the Scheldt, seven "/ere anti
aircraft batteries and finally there were another six heavy

batteries and ei^t defended localities.(1) A final
schedule of target for No. 84 Group was issued on 29 October
and was to be completed by midnight on the 31st. 'They were

two ammunition dumps or stores, four radar stations(2) and

one battery of 75 nn-ii. guns,
bious vehicles through the gap in the dyke at Y/est Kapelle
led the Navy to request a ■widening of the breach.
Command undertook this operation on 17 October and the force
dropped bombs on the southern shoulder of the gap.
date Bomber Command had flovm 494 sorties and had dropped a
total of 2,665 tons of bombs on the dykes.

There was a total of 32 targets which were
Of these four were long

The decision to s'wim an^hi-

Bomber

By this

A.M. File
ii5i/i5(b)
Ft. II

R.A.F,
Bomber Cmd.
App. A
Octo 1944

The Army when making its requests for pre-arranged
heavy bomber attacks had been frankly told by Air
Ivlarshal Coningham and Air Commodore Dickens of Bomber
Command that the effects on the gun positions might well be

In the meantime S.H.A.E.F. (Air) had becomenegligible,

A.M. Coningham* s
Draft Report
para, 143 sixid
File D.S.C./T.S.
100/9
Part 5
Enel. 19A

apprehensive over the diversion of the hea-vy bomber effort
to V/alcheren, for betvveen 11 and 23 October four daylight
raids were made against the guns at Flushing and Breskens
besides an attack on the dykes. (3) At this time many Senior
Allied Air Officers believed that it was more important to
strike a heavy blov/ against German communications and
industry.

The Deputy Supreme Commander and cir officers of SJiA.EP.
(Air) had approved the plan knovm as Operation Hurricane -

combination of heavy bomber attacks against communication
and oil targets in the Ruhr v^ich were to be supported by
figliter-bomber attacks on railv/ays and bridges on the fringes
of the industrial area and tliis plaii v/as to be put into
effect as soon as favourable weather oarae.

a

Ibid
Ends.
11A to
I4A.

See Chap. 2,
p. 32

It was therefore not suiprising that they should regard
the expeditions of heavy bombers to Y^alcheren with disfavour
especially as these operations did not have the effect of

(1) Eight of these gun positions were discovered later to
have been flooded.

(2) These liad been attacked on 1 October.

(3) Daring that period many Bomber Command aircraft v;ere not
available for other operations as they were standing bv
for good weather to attack the guns.

D3 96326/1 (27) SECRET
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On the other hand thepermanently silencing the "batteries*
Army wanted as much heavy bomber support as possible ovving to
the general exhaustion of the troops and the pressing need
for artillery to support an offensive against the Riihr,
similar vie?/ had been taken by General Liarshall who had been

urging full support by heavy bombers to the Army in a supreme
effort to finish the v/ar by the ITew year*

A

At the Air

D.S.C./T.S,100/9 Commanders Conference on 21*. October the Deputy Supreme
Part 5
End 15A

File

Commajider forbade further heavy bomber attacks against the

Vlalcheren dykes and ordered a Joint air plan to be made by
the 2nd T.A.F, and the First Canadian Army,(l) On the

same day No. 84 Group vras instructed by Headquarters 2nd
T.A..F. to take over from the heavy bombers the task of

silencing a number of batteries.

Cl

But despite these diversions Bomber Command v^as able to
deal a number of heavy blov;s against the Ruhr during the last
two weeks-of October,

was made against Duis"burg in dayli^t and that night another
thousand "bombers returned to the same town,

23/24 October 1^000 aircraft bombed Essen; this raid was
followed up on the next day when 770 heavy bombers revisited
Essen, ● Similar tactics v/ere adopted against Cologne on the
28th and on the ni^t of 30/31 October,
attacks 1,659 aircraft dropped their bombloads

On 14 October a thousand bomber raid

On the night of

During these
the city.(2

R.A.F.
Bomber Cmd,
O.R.B.

App. A
Oct. 194i^

See Chap. 2,

p. 34 )on

The assault on V/alcheren was planned to begin on
1 November and from 28-30 October Just over 740 aircraft of

Bomber Command attacked strongpoints and gun positions drop
ping 4>092 tons of bombs. Although strong flak v;as
experienced on the first and last of these attacks only four
of the heavy bombers failed to return to base. Escort was
provided by Fighter Command Spitfires but on no occasion did

the Luftwaffe attengjt to interfere, Ihe largest of the
attacks took place on the 29th which happened to be almost
oloudlesso Over 350 aircraft were involved and eleven tar

gets from Domburg to Zouteland (north of Flushing) were
attacked. Thirty to thirty five aircraft were detailed for
each battery. It v/as unfortunate that the attacks for the
31st (D Day minus one) had to be cancelled because of bad

weather and thus it was in^ossible to carry the satiuration of
targets up to the last minute.

On 28 October No, 84 Group v,ras instructed to make the

gun positions on Y^alcheren its first priority. Pour of
these batteries were in the Flushing area and one north of

Zouteland in the Domburg area. Repeated attacks were made
that day by Spitfires and Typhoons carrying 500 pound bombs;
rocket projectiles were used as well. Reconnaissance showed

that very little physical!, damage was caused and in only one
case was a battery destroyed and this was after thirty tons
of high explosive had been dropped on it. On the 29th a
further attenpt was made and one of the batteries was re
attacked a number of times with both 500 pound and 1,000
pound bombs. Strong points were also strafed, Mthough
the flak met by the fighter-bomber pilots was severe no

aircraft was lost di.iring these operations. The drizzly rain
and low cloud once again covered the area on 30 October

Ibid

See Map No, 3

■(2nd T.A.F.
Daily Log
Sheet; Nos.
19i4-19"79
and
No, 84 Group
O.R.B.
Oct, 1944

(1) As seen, the plan vfas in fact made by H.Q. Ho, 84 Group
and the Canadian Army,

A.ttacks by over a thousand aircraft v;ere made by the
VIIIth Air Force against Cologne on 14 "17 October,

(2)
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making it possible to fly only 28 sorties against Walcheren,
These vrcre attacks against the port facilities in Flushing
and Veere.

visibility V7as reduced to a thousand yards in certain areas
and flying operations had to be abandoned,
enemy a valuable respite for tv7o days before the assault
took place.

Nevertheless a substantial effort had been made by 2nd

T.A.P. for from 28-30 October, 6^6 sorties had been flovrn
against the island defences,
the effort made south of the Scheldt v;here Typhoons assisted

in the wonning out of the enemy garrison there and also in
support of the 1st British Corps operations north of Antwerp,

But weather conditions Trorsened. On the 31 st

This gave the

This total does not include

The Plan for the assault

The main problem which the planners had to face was the
weather and the heavy seas on the Dutch coast to be expected
at that time of year,
tion to either the first days of November or about the middle

The assault (Operation Infatuate) was to be
Operation Infatuate I vras the

Commandos were to sail from Breskens

This limited the amphibious opera-

of the month.

carried out in t\70 phases,
attack on Flushing,

the night of 31 October/1 November and were to land on
the sea front of the tcym in the early hours of that morning.

The Array was anxious to sv/amp the defences by a heavy bomber
attack while a strong artillery barrage was to be fired from
the south banlc of the Scheldt,

tion was not to depend on air support.
West Kapelle (infatuate'II) were to be roade about three and
a half hours later. The force consisting of Royal J^arine

Conimandos and a Naval Support Squadron were to leave Ostend,

shortly after midni^t on 1 November and take up their posi
tions in the 'Scheldt, At 0900 hours the Support Squadron

then to deluge the coast defences with rockets and

on

Apart from this the opera-
The landings at

was

I
A.M. File II

S1/13(b)
Part II

medium and light artillery were to fire from converted land
ing craft,
the monitors H.H.S, Erebus and H.M. S. Roberts v^ere to give

supporting fire vrith their 15 inch gims assisted by air
spotting,
the gap in their amphibians, land on the dunes and link up
with the assault force at Flushing and capture the batteries

Out to sea the battleship H.M.S, Warspite and

At 09A5 hours the Commandos were to pass through

at Domburg,

Unfortunately it was found impossible- to concentrate

the sea and ground forces involved in Infatuate until shortly
before the start of the operation,
the Commandos trained for the landings at Ostend and the

Naval force which was to support them prepared for its role
Similarly the combined planning staffs working

Thus it happened that

in England,
at Bruges, although only a short distance from G-hent, the
Ivlain Headquarters of First Canadian Army and No, 84 G-roup
v/ere too far away from the staffs of the higher formations,

Twenty-First Array Group and 2nd T.A.F., to facilitate the
exchange of ideas on all aspects of the landings and this
later led to misunderstandings and recriminations despite,

the representation of all three Services at the most
important planning conferences and despite the ultimate
success of the operation.(1)

No, 84 Group

Report on
Y^alcheren,

Lessons learnt.

(1) Another point to be noted during the planning phase
v/as the lack of lo»7 level air photographs of the

T/alcheren coastline. See Report on Infatuate II by
the Commander Force ‘T‘ App. B para. 8.
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(iAH availalDle aircraft of R'o. Qk. Group which could he

spared from other commitments were to support Operation
Infatuate by giving cover to the naval craft and close sup
port for the landings and the subsequent ground operations
in the interior of the island. The close support was to

consist of fighter-bomber attacks along the coast at West
Kapelle for twenty minutes before H Hour to subdue the

enemy gun positions,
before and after H Hour (li Hoirr minus 5 to H Hour plus lO)
four rocket carrying Typhoon squadrons were to attack pre
selected targets in the interval when the Support Squadron
had fired their rockets and while the Commandos were going

For the rest of D Day a cab rank of fighter-

For fifteen minutes immediately

ashore,

A.M, File

II SI/13(b)
Part Ii

(f
bombers v/as to be on call from the Air Support Signals Unit
which was to land with the ground troops,(I) An Air Staff
Officer aboard the Headquarters ship H.IvI. S, Kingsmill( 2) was
to be in touch both with No. 82f Group, Control Centre and the

aircraft participating and would give them orders to begin
the attacks.

In the interval between the establishment of the Air

Support Signals Unit ashore and the link up of communications

with the Forward Control Post free-lance squadrons v^ere to
engage targets of opportunity.
Group v/ere to provide a smoke screen before and after H Hour

and air spotting squadrons from the U.K. were to direct the
fire of the naval guns.

Medium bombers of No, 2

The decision to abandon the heavy bomber attack on Flushing

The Army’s demand for the bombing of Flushing soon met
Tdth disapproval from the Air Commanders and this matter was

folly discussed at an important Air Staff Meeting on Sunday,
29 October attended amongst others by General Eisenhower, the
Chief of Air Staff and the Deputy Supreme Comraander.

Marshal Conin^am in reply to a question put by the Deputy
Supreme Commander as to why 2nd T.A.F. could not deal with
the targets in Flushing, said that its defences were believed

to be very strong and that as the assault was to take place
at dawn he had suggested night attacks by Mosquitoes,
Assistant Chief of Staff (Air) then recalled the havoc
brouglit by Bomber Coroinand on Le Havre and thought that the
Dutch mi^t s'uffer a similar fate,

sion TJ’as that the Deputy Supreme Commander forbade heavy
bomber attacks on the toY/n but permitted Mosquito attacks
immediately before the assaiHt,
supported by the Chief of Air Staff,

Air

The

The upshot of the discus

In this decision he was

File

D.S.C./T.S.
100/9
Part 3
Enel. 19A

See

Lib, N.V^. Europe
Vol. 17 Chap, 6 -

0"

On the same afternoon the Commander in Chief, Bomber
Command telephoned to Air Chief Marshal Tedder and told him
that he felt extremely reluctant about bombing Flushing,
After this conversation it is believed that Air Chief

ilarshal Karris put forward the same opinion to the Prime
Minister

bombing of the town that evening and this was communicated
to S.H.A.E.F. (Air) shortly after midnight on 30 October,
Later on the 30th the British Chiefs of Staff asked the

Supreme Commander whether he thought the bombing of Flushing
was essential and after consultations between 2nd T.A.F. and

At all events Mr, Churchill placed a veto on the

File

D.S.C./T.S.100
Part 7
Enel, A5A

rr

A.M. Pile

IDV38

D.S.C./T.S.100
Part 7

End, a6A

(1) The Air Support Signals Unit was to be in contact with
the For;/ard Control Post at Breskens,

(2) Group Captain Cleland.
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Tv/onty-Pirst Amiy G-roup the air plan
attacks on Flushing,
London that day it ivas decided that Flushing would only be
bombed on instructions from the Combd.ned Chiefs of Staff.

revised to e:xclud

At the mooting of the Yfar Cabinet i

e

nA.ii. Pile

ID4/38

But by the follov/ing day, 31 Octoberp a new situation
As a result of the collapse of South Bevelandhad arisen,

it v.'-as believed that from two to tliree thousand of the enemy

Accordingly at mid-dayhad entered Flushing.
General Bedell Smith signalled the British Chiefs of Staff
end asked that the C.G.3.(1) should sanction fighter and
medium bomber attacks on the tovm to assist the assault.

The reply of the Prime i/Dnister that evening v,ras to the
effect that vdiile :.ai efforts should be made to spare the

Dutch inhabitants of Flushing ' the view of the Supreme
Commajider must prevail'.

File
D.S.C./T.S.lOO
Part 7
Enel, /+0a

A.H, File

I D/4/38

Meanwhile the Air Officer Commanding 2nd T.A.F. had

been urging a heavy bomber attack on Flushing as he did not
believe that v/eather conditions v/ould permit the Mosquitoes

to operate while the heavy bombers would have the advantage
of being able to bomb through the overcast. He was then
informed of the Prime ianicter's ban. The Army although

extremely pessimistic about gaining surprise thereupon
decided to carry out the attad: that night as planned.

At the same time naval and military commanders had

been discussing the
in view of the bad ’weather forecast,

recommended postponement for 2.1\. hours j but General Simonds
and Admiral Rajusay agreed that the force should sail,
although they empowered the Commandors on the spot to turn
back if they thouglit v/eather conditions were too bad to land
the troops. Shortly before leaving Ostend the Air Staff
Officer on hoard H.M.S. Kingsmill informed the Force
Commanders that it was imlikely that they would get air sup

port before mid-day on the 1st. The decision to sail with
the Icnowledgc that air support would not be forthcoming was
indeed a grave one, but it v;as felt that if postponement
was made the.n, on another occasion the seas raiglit be too
rough for assault cral't to land.

feasibility of an assault at West Kapell

S.H.A.S.F. (Air)
Hist.

Record-Diary

Apps, 6A - 6B

e
Air Vice Marshal Brown

A.Ii. File

II S1/13/(B)

The Landings at Flushing

Just after 19OO hours on the evening of 31 October 35

Mosquitoes of No. 2 Group took off from the^U.K. to attack
the defences along the water front of Flushing. The pilots
encoimtorcd very bad vreather over V/alcheron, but pressed
homo their attacks until the eai'ly hours of the morning

strafing the beaches with cannon and 500 pound bombs,

observed a large explosion and flames rising to the height
of IjOOO feet. All the aircraft had retvirned safely to
base by O63O hours on the next morning. The Commandos
left Blushing in their assault craft at OkkO hours and

cruised in the Scheldt watching the air attacks on the town
and identifying la:idnuirks silhouetted by the e:xplosions.

This was accompanied hy a pov/erful artillery barrage fired
At 05/-h5 hours the leading

The

ITiey

by eigiit regiments of artillery,
detachments of Coranandos landed on the sea front,

2nd T.A.F.

Dally Log
Sheet No. 1985

enemy ‘was, in fact, completely taJeen by suiprise^and^opposi
tion did not become troublesome until after the initial

objectives had been taken.

At the airfields of No. 8if Group back in Bolgiuin that

morning rain was falling, the cloud base vaas less than 1,000
feet cind visibility in some cases v/as only up to 2,000 yards,

TTius the rocket carrying Typhoons due to sux)port the

(1) Combined Chiefs of Staff.
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Coperation against Flushing did not 130001110 airborne until
1100 hours,

hours vigorous support was given to the Coriunandos in the face

of- rain and drizzle v/hich persisted throughout the day.
About 160 sorties v^ere flovm, over half of them under direc
tion of the Forward Control Post at Breskens,

heavy guns, concrete emplacements, the fort on the mole and
other strong points,

firm possession of Flushing vd.th the exception of a few
isolated parties of the enemy v/ho held out in various quarters
of the tovm.

But from that tirac onvTards until about 1700

Targets were

By nightfall the Conunandos were in ●

2nd T.A.F.

Daily Log
Sheets No. 1987

to 1989

(f
The Landings at West Kapelle

The assault force destined to land at Y/est Kapelle sailed

from Ostend in the early hours of 1 November. By dawn the
rain had^ ceased off the coast of V/alcheren, the cloud base
was as high as 2,500 feet, visibility was good and there was
no sv/ell on the se

^  Air Staff -Officer on board
H.h.S, Kingsmill signalled to the iiir Officer Commanding
No, 8A G-roup that conditions were favourable for close air

^yppori, operations and the Force Commander decided to go ahead
■with the assault. But on the airfields around An-trwerp, as
already described, the fighter bombers were grounded by IoviT
cloud and rain and^the pre-arranged support before H hour did
not arrive. The Naval Support Squadron in the meantime had
gone into the attack. The time was then 0900 hours. But
the enemy vdio had had forewarning by the battle in progress at
Flushing -vras fully av/ake and he directed the coastal guns
fire at the Support Squadron, and at -bhe sajne time laid a
smoke screen to obscure prominent land marks on the beaches.
The naval craft gallantly continued to fire at the enemy
defence, but their cEisualties began to mount up and by the
time the Coinriandos were due to land only seven
of the Support Squadron were capable of further action; some
of them were unable to steer and v.rere niaking involuntary dis
charges of rockets among the neighbouring craft,(l)

to

out of 23 craft

A.M, File
II S1/13/(B)
End, 50A

Ibid
Part III
AITCXF
Report on
Walcheren

It was at this crucial stage of the action that the
Typhoons, due to Il^ake the pre-arranged attacks iimnediately
before H hour, arrived on the scene. They were on time
having taken off from Ursel and Grimberghen near Antvyerp at
0910 hoi^s in the most adverse conditions, (ten tenths cloud
and visibility 1100 yards) and they circled round waiting for
the signal to go in. This was given after the Naval
Commander had ordered the rocket craft to cease fire. Five
of the batteries north and south of the gap firing at the
navd craft were at once attacked wdth cannon and rocket
projectiles, the majority of v/hich found their way into the
target area. The radar station on the north shoulder of the
gap was attacked in a similar fashion and many direct hits
v/ere scored. As the Commandos advanced inland the Typhoons

//:2nd T.A.F.
Daily Log
Sheet No, 1988

attacked targets further ahead,
gunners were distracted while the Comroandos embarked on their
au5>hibians from the tank landing craft and later scrarabled
onto the dyke.

In this manner the enemy

The Air Staff Officer in H.Ivi.S, Kingsmill then asked
No, 84 Group Control Centre to despatch all av£d.lable aircraft

{1) That the Naval Support Squadron bore the brunt of the
assault is shov/n by their casualty figures; 172 naval,
personnel were killed or missing while the Commandos and
other troops involved lost about eleven men during this
phase.
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to attack the strong points and guns near Y/'est Kapelle and
a number of Typhoon end Spitfire sorties were flown and
directed to their targets by the Group Control Centre.
lo.tter wns in turn given information either directly by
fighter aircraft or by the Eor^fard Control Post via the Navy
as to which of the hostile batteries were firing and the
v/hereabouts of the Coranandos,
filtered back from the island and the situation ashore

The

But little nevfs of progress

A.M. File

II S1/12/(b)
Part II

Enel. 5^A
Pilots stated afterwards that had theyremained confused,

been allowed to attack batteries on their ov/n initiative they
But this unfortimatelywould have been of more assistance,

No, 84 Group

Report on
Operation
Infatuate

was impossible because of the scanty information sent back
by the Array, and control from the ground had to be maintained
for the safety of the troops.

Unfortunately the 15 inch guns of the warships had to
fire blindly a^ the spotter aircraft were not able to take
off from England until about I600 hours, and imtil that time

An Auster aircrafttheir firing was largely ineffective,
belonging to an Air Observation Post Squadron attempted to

remedy the situation, but it did not prove to be satisfactory
as communications between aircraft and ship were poor and the

The artillery atpilot was unfamiliar wi.th naval procedure,

Breskens attempted to hit tvvo batteries near the gap, but the
troops v/ho had gone ashore reported that they had little

The bad weather over England also prevented the
Boston aircraft of No. 2 Group from laying their smoke screen
as arranged.

effect.

covered
As the rooming wore on rain and cloud once more

V/'alcheren and it was only owing to the depression of the land
that aircraft wore able to identify any targets at all.

Great crodiLt is duo to the pilots for flying in such condi-

iifter mid-day the weather became almost iD!g)OSsible
for flying and the air effort of No. 84 Group was restricted
to providing cover to the naval vessels until about 1745 hours.
But" the battery near the south shoulder of the gap which had
caused so many casualties to the Support Squadron(l) was at
last silenced by rocket firing Typhoons at about 1500 hoxors.
There wns no sign of a single enemy aircraft throughout the
day. By nightfall I48 sorties had been flown in support of
the Commandos around V/est Kapelle by Typhoons and Spitfires

and 84 sorties flov/n by Spitfires in providing cover to the
● naval force. By that time the Commandos were in control of
the area around the village of V/est Kapelle and had advanced
northwards to take the batteries at Domburg while other

tions.

troops had struck out for Flushing.

There is little doubt that the action of the Typhoons

during the initial landings v/as
the Naval Support Squadron (Commander K, A. Sellar) who was
in the thick of the battle, reported afterwards that air

decisive and the Commander of

Ai'iGlCF

Report on
Waicheren

Appo
P« 7

action had contributed greatly to the success of the opera
tion. i'iessages of appreciation of the effort miide by No. 2
Group dirring the night and No. 84 Group by day v/cre also sent
by General Simonds of the Canadian Army.

Fighting vms to continue on Walcheren for another eight
days, but on 3 November Field liarshal Montgomery was able to
report to the Supreme Commander that the approaches to

Antweiq? and the Scheldt Estuary were no longer dominated by
the enemy and that minesweepers had already reached the port
of Temeusen on the south bank of the Scheldt. But the

Commandos did not have an easy task in clearing the island.
Those advancing along the dunes in the direction of Flushing

‘Eyes Only’
P.M. Montgomery
to S.A.G.

M.316

3 Novo 1944

(1) Naval Support Squadron.
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C
had to fight hard for the possession of the strong points
and "batteries ●which lay in their path* The "bombing of
these T)Ositions had clearly not affected all of the guns and
as soon as the crews had recovered from the stunning effect
they continued to fire them until they y/ere ST,irrounded.
Guns unrevealed "by air reconnaissance also came into action*

Flushing itself ms not clear of the enemy until
k- November and until that date small parties continued to
hold out in the docl^ardsj some installing themselves to
snipe from the cranes and gantries*
of the island troops of 52 Division crossed the Slooe Channel
in amphibians on the night of 2/3 November and forced the
enemy to relaoc his grip on the Walcheren causeway*
Shortly afterwards Allied troops were able to cross over at
that point. After Flushing had been captured several
columns converged on Middelburg which fell on 6 November*
The enemy then became isolated on the north coastline and
it was here that, apart from a fev/ troops isolated by the
floods, resistance at last ended on 8 November*

The dogged struggle made by the enemy at all points
meant that the aircraft of No* 8A Group remained much in
demand. On 2 November its effort (20A sorties) was nearly
as high as on the previous day. "\raluable work was done by
the rocket firing Typhoons which helped to e:^)el the suicide
squads in the Flushing docks* Elsewhere the usual targets
vrere engaged, gunpits, casemates, pillboxes and fortified
houses. On one occasion a pilot claimed to have fired a
salvo of rockets through the aperture of a casemate*
Between 2 and 7 November a total of 510 sorties were flo'wn
by Typhoons and Spitfires in the prevailing bad v/eather*

The flooding of vralcheren had, -without doubt, caused
much dismay among the enemy and had thoroughly unnerved him
apart from besetting him with the practical difficulties of
maintaining food and ammunition supplies for the island*
Commandos reported that the prisoners v^iich they captured
were dazed and helpless and senior German officers main
tained that had it not been for the flooding the island
would hs.ve been impregnable*

On the eastern side

2nd T.A.P,
O.R.S, Report
No, 9 App. D.

d

2nd T*A*F*
Daily Log
Sheets No*
1996 - 20kU*

The minesweepers did not complete their task for
another three weeks and it was not until 28 November that
the first Allied convoy sailed up the Scheldt*
administrative personnel took over the docks at Antwerp an*3.
thousands of tons of supplies were unloaded in the follovring
v/eeks«

American

At long last a capacious port within easy distance
of the front line was in active use and the severe strain on
the continental line of communication was relieved* This
was a landmark in the north-west E-urcpean can^aign and
preparations could then go forward to invade the Reich*
General Eisenhower later said The end of Nazism was in clear
vievf 7/hen the first ship moved- unmolested up the Scheldt*.

As

Conclusion

The air side of the planning and execution of Operation
Infatuate came in for criticism both from the Naval Commander,
Expeditionary Force and the acting Canadian Army Coirunander* ●
Admiral Ramsay asserted that no joint "plan had be^ evolved
and that both he and the Naval Commander of ®T* Force were
never informed about the plan for pre-arranged air attack
on coastal batteries or whether or not they had been
successful* This, as described above, was quite untrue*

A.M. Pile
II SI/B(C)
PART III
Enel. 28
A.N.C.X.P. to
S.A.C.
20 Dec, 19i+4.
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Both the Navy (represented by the Conanander of ‘T* Force)
and the Army attended conferences held at Canadian Army
Headquarters at v^hich the plan for air targets v/as disc\issed
on 19 September and later on 1, 7 and 26 October,
schedule for pre-arranged attacks based on the requirements
of the Navy, Army and Air Force was. for?;arded to the
Commander of Force and the results were discussed at the

joint conferences,

and II vra.s also Icnovn to the Navy and the Air Staff Officer
attached to ‘T* Force v/as at hand to discuss air matters.

The

The Air plan for Operations Infatuate I

At the same time

issued by the naval and military Force Commanders.

Simonds correctly pointed out that the essence of the plan
for Operation Infatuate was fle;-:ibility.
plan v/as neither possible nor desirable v/hen the assault v/as
dependent on so many factors - the clearance of the south bank
of the Scheldt and South Eeveland and the successfiol breaching

of the Walcheren dykes.

joint naval and military plan was
General

a

A hard and fast

O

The second criticisra v/as directed at the atten^ts made

by R.A.F. to destroy the coastal batteries.
Admiral Ramsay and General Simonds, impressed v/ith the urgent
need to open the Scheldt to sea traffic as soon as possible,
were prepared to launch the operation in the face of weather
v/hich would preclude air support,
postponement of the date meant that on another occasion the
v/eather might be unfavourable for the naval craft thereby
causing the abandonment of the amphibious operation

altogether. As it happened the v/eather v/as favourable both
for sea and air forces at the critical stages of the action

But both these commanders

Both

They recognized that

at West Kapelle on 1 November.

D.3.C./T.S.100/9 appeared surprised that the enemy batteries v/ere able to
effectively during and after the assault, inretaliate soPart 3

spite of the v/amings made by officers of 2nd T.a.P, and
Bomber Command and the evidence garnered from attacks on

batteries on the Normandy beaches,

criticized the policy v/hich caused the diversion of the
strategic air effort to other targets and iirplied that had
greater tonnage of bombs been dropped the results v/ould

have been more effective. (1) He ignored the fact that the

last heavy and fighter-bomber attacks took place on 29 and
30 October, more than 48 hours before the operation was
launched, and that the bad weather made it impossible to
carry out further air opera.tions imtil D Day itself. It
should be recalled at this point that both
Air Chief Marshals Leigh-Mrdlory and Tedder had advocated an
intensive aerial bombardment during the 48 hours prior to

the assault to stupefy the enemy* it was, given a

General Simonds

a

respite, the gun crev/s recovered from the shock of the
attacks and fought back assured of their protection by steel
and concrete.

Enel. 28A.

A.M. Pile

II S'I/'I3(C)
Enel. 2B
G.D.C.
2 can. Corps
to G.O.C. 1st

Cdn. Army*
1 Jan. 1943*

Four batteries in the Flushing area wei-e examined

later by the Operational Research Section of No. 84 Group.
It v/as discovered that a good deal of damage by bombs and
even rockets was in fact caused to guns in open emplacements

Sight 105 ram guns in thisfitted with steel cupolas
category v/ere estimated to have been silenced by air attack*

(l) General Simonds attempted to compare the bomb
concentrations on the dyke at 7/est Kapelle with those
on batteries - a very different type of target*
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Two were aooounted for -fay heav3^ -bonibers, favo were severely

daniagea by rockets, one by a shell and a rocket and one by
fighter-bombers. The guns in emplacements covered mth
thick concrete naturally suffered little damage. Eight

guns were* examined of vrhich one was put out of action (,by
the barrel being broken off) and superficial damage was
caused to three others. Although many rockets hit the

emplacements they did little harm. Most of the guns were
destroyed by the enemy before surrender and it was difficult
to ascertain whether or not they had been put out of action

by air attack. Another interesting effect of the bombing
that few casualties were caused to enemy personnel and

were disco*v*ered in the -vdcinity
T/as

at Slushing only two graves

2nd T.A.Fo

OaR.S, Report
Noa 9 App* C.

(f

of the batteries.

again, as *v7as proved by the bombing of gun
I'll in the Channel ports and the attacks by rocket

Once

positions
firing aircraft on armoured fighting vehicles during the
battle of Normandy, the intangible effects of an air attack

the mind of the enemy were not properly estimatedo At

Le Havre and Boulogne gun cre\7S dazed by the bombing quickly
suirendered *v7hen infantry follo*wed close in the -vrake of the

In other cases the enemy’s mil to resist

on

bombers,
decreased as a result of air attack for often those positions
which had not been air targets took t*mce as long to capture*
The action at Walcheren was no exception for there a heavy
and accurate air bombardment took place. (2) A quick follo*w

up on the ground was not possible yet the action of the
Typhoons at West Kapelle demonstrated that even rockets and

could silence the strongest defences for sufficient
time to enable the infantry to come to grips with the troops
cannon

within.

(1) The fact that bombs do not destroy gun positions but

ten^orarily put them out of action was learned early in
1943 after the operation to capture Pantellaria.

It appears that even at Vfelcheren morale was effected
and in one casemate a white flag was discovered.

(2)
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CHAPTER 2

CONSOLIDATION OF THE RIVER MAAS AMD
THE PIERGn^G OP THE V/ESTERN WALL

Air Support to Second Arnw during Oc-fco'ber ‘\9kh

The urgent necessity to clear the Scheldt blunted the
offensive power of Twenty First Amy Group further to the
east. The Second British Amy was at this time still
insecurely contained within the narrow bulge between the
Albert Canal and the Lower Rhine, Beside it v^as No, 83 Groiip

Thewhich occupied three airfields in the same perimeter,
lack of airfields put the Group at a serious disadvantage foi-
airstrips constructed a few weeks earlier became waterlogged
during the bad weather and the two permanent airfields
fomnerly occupied by the German were all that was available,
A good example of the congestion experienced was to be seen
at Eindhoven airfield which then held eleven squadrons,

was in this small town that No, 83 Group Main Headqmrters v.’-as

It

No. 83 Group
O.R.B.

Oct.

established.

At the beginning of the last chapter brief mention was
made of the part played by 2nd T.A.P. to repiUse the powerful
eneny attacks east of the Meuse. During the first week in
October a vigorous offensive was waged by both medium and
fighter-bombers in the Rhine valley. No. 2 Group set out to
destroy concentration areas, containing gims, troops and

motor transport, petrol, oil and lubricant dumps, railway
centres and bridges. Targets in the first category were
attacked at Arnhem and round Nijmegen, in the second was a

large fuel depot at Amersfoort south of the Zuider Zee and in
the third category were the important rail bridges crossing
the River Ijssel at Deventer and Zutphen. By night the

ubiquitous Mosquitoes attacked waterways in eastern Holland
and railway traffic north of the Ruhr, severely handicapped
as they were by the poor vreather.

During the following weeks No. 83 Group did not
experience the heavy demands for close support to which it
had been accustomed during the summer but nevertheless proved

to be of great assistance to the Amy on several occasions.
On 2 October for example rocket-carrying squadrons earned the

gratitude of the XXX Corps Commander v/hen they dispersed a
counter attack directed at Nijmegen, Other tasks performed

on that day were of more indirect assistance. Typhoons
harassed the eneiry*s rear areas, striking at the marshalling

yards at Goch and Geldem west of the Rhine and Winterswijk
east of that river. Other fighter-bombers destroyed a span

of the bridge over the Lower Rhine at Rhenen, a few miles
west of Arnhem, On the same day, No,2 Group flew 120

sorties from Dunsfold and Hartford Bridge against eneiry con
centration areas on the Lower Rhine, But this activity was

exceptional for the bad weather alluded to so frequently

(it was the wettest November on the continent experienced for
years) equally affected No,83 Group's area of operations.

On 12 October the Second Amy, in accordance vri.th Field

Marshal Montgomery’’s directive of the 9th, began to clear the
marshy and wooded ground between Gennep and Roermond, It

was hoped that this limited offensive would eventually reach
Venlo on the east banlc of the Meuse, Diuring this and the
following days besides attacking the familiar close support
targets, the principal activity of No,83 Group took plac
well behind the enemy's lines; locomotives and trains '

shot up and railway lines were cut from Goch to Munster,

e

were

See Chap. 1,

p. 10

No,2 Group
OoR.B,

Oct. 19¥f.

No,83 Group
O.R.B.

Oct. 19¥fo

8ee Chap. 1
k

N0083 Group O.R.D,
Oct. ^SLik.
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Slow progress was made on the ground and Venray west of the
Meuse was not reached until 1 7 Octoher,

Marshal Montgomery closed down this operationp the Second
British Amy faced about and began to push back the eneny
over the lower reaches of the Maas.('i)

On the 1 bth Field
1

See Chap, 1
p» 9*

Prom the air point of view these operations were
uneventful and in all probability a greater number of eneny
transport would have become victims to air attack had the
rainclouds dispersed. One feature was the number of raids

on eneny headqioarters. On 1 2 October, for instance, No*137
Squadron attacked the headquarters of General Student,
Commander of the redoubtable First German Parachute Army at

Terborg north-east of Emmerich, The centre of the building

was claimed to have been destroyed with rockets,(2)

opening day of the thrust on S’Hertogenbosch five field
headquarters were strafed in that area. On the last day of

the month No, 2 Group made another of its lightning raids
eneny headqioarters. This time the target was the Gestapo
headquarters at Aarhus in Denmark, Photographs taken
aftervvards showed that the attack made by 25 aircraft was
highly successful and the building was left in ruins,
one aircraft became a casualty to flak and was last seen
limping in the direction of Sweden, (3)

On the

on

Only

(

(2nd T.A.F.

Daily Log
Sheet 1819,

Ibid 1923.

No,2 Group
O.R.B.

Oct. 1944 and
2nd T.A.P,

Daily Log
Sheet No,1984.

The Luftwaffe continued to be inactive and only took

the air in strength when Allied heavy bombers flew over the
Reich. But patrols of Me.262s frequently vent\rred west of
the Rhine and skirmishes with Spitfires and Tempests took
place,

tage, lacking the jet fighter's speed and manoeuvre ability.
The eneny pilots, however, took few risks and for the most
part avoided a dog fight.

lfe,262 by a Spitfire of No,401 Squadron on 5 October should
be recorded.

The British aircraft were put at a great disadvan-

But the destruction of the firs

The bridges at Nijmegen were still useful

No,83 Group
O.R.B.

Oct. 1944,

t

objectives for the, Luftwaffe and the congested airfields in
that salient invited attack. A large fighter umbrella was
flov/n over the former'during-the first half of October by
Spitfires of No. 83 Group,
little more than a nuisance value but casualties were caused

on one or two occasions by anti-personnel bombs,
retaliation svraeps were made by Tempests and Spitfires over
the German airfields north of tlie Ruhr,

The attacks on airfields were

InIbid

The German counter attack west of Venlo - 27 October

The enemy was not slow to take advantage of the diver
sion of the Second Amy north westv/ards and he endeavoured
to frustrate that movement by launching a counter attack
west of Venlo, Although only on a small scale it had the

(■

effect of turning back several British divisions towards the
Meuse, On 27 October one Panzer division and one Ibnzer
Grenadier division took the road in the direction of Deume,
The full weight of this punch hit the 7th U,S, Armoured
Division, then attached to the Twenty First Arny Group, and

(1) Operations in the Venlo area were resimoed on
14 November, (See p.^ 42),

(2) According to the German Situation Map of the Western
Front for 4 October this location was the correct one
(lnfm,from A,H,B,6,),

(3) For further details of this operation, see
2nd TAF/30450/l/Ops,
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the Germans succeeded in recapturing the tcnvn of Meijel
■which lies d\.ie west of Venlo, This offensive took place
under low cloud and haze and robbed Noc83 Group
opportunity to strike at the eneny*
following day the T,veather had improved and allowed a power
ful medium bomber strike against communications over the

No«2 Group made two raids on the
Venlo railway bridge but only one of them, diuring which six
direct hits were scored, were successful. To the south the
central span of the Roermond bridge was destroyed and the
bridge over the Ijssel at Deventer received a concentration
of bombs at one end* On the 29th a further attack was made
on the Roermond bridge but without inflicting any more
damage, further north a second force attacked the bridge
at Zwolle; there, no resiats were observed.

No,8if Group, in the meantime, had been searching for
the panzers. But for the most part they were not in
evidence and it was only on the 28th that the Tsrphoons had
an opportmity of dealing with a tanlc attack. On that
occasion one v/as claimed to have been destroyed and four
damaged. By the 29th the Second Arrry was in control of the
situation, though in achieving this three divisions were
diverted from the Lower !Maas area. Great activity took
place over the Rhineland that day. Fighter-bombers of
2nd T.A.F, flying north of the Ruhr were responsible for
making 59 rail cuts and claimed to have either damaged or
destroyed 4-3 railway trucks or v/agons and 12 locomotives.
To the south R.A.P, Bomber Command carried out a heavy day
light attack on Cologne, This stung the Luftwaffe to
action and jet fighters patrolled along the Meuse,
Tempests of No, 83 Group were at once dispatched to Krefeld
and Achmer airfields to lie in wait for their return but no
victories were obtained.

of an
By thes armour.

Rivers Meuse and Ijssel,
2nd T.A.F.
Daily Log
Sheets No.
1 944-1948.
Ibid Sheets No.
l9o5”l964c»

Ses Chap. 4, V» 132.‘O

Ibid
Sheets No,
1950-1 931.

Ibid
Sheets No,
1973-1975.

Another operation of interest that morning v/as a
mission carried out by 30 Typhoons of No, 143 Wing, with a
strong fighter escort, each aircraft carrying one 1,000 pound
bomb which was to be dropped on the lock gates of the
Dortmund-Ems canal at Bevergen north of Munster,
aq.ueduct had been bombed on the night of 23/24 September by
No.5 Group of Bomber Command but it was believed that if the
lock gates (still untouched) were destroyed a further
section of the canal would be drained.

The

The T3Tphoon pilots

See Chap, 6
p. 184.

discovered that in fact the lock gates were raised and that
a good deal of barge traffic was passing through,(I)
did not succeed in destroying the gates but an oil barge was
blom up and a house along side the lock was ruined.

They
2nd T.A.F.
Daily Log.
Sheet No.

●1963.

Plans for a November Offensive

On the eve of the assault on Walcheren, General
Eisenhower issued a new directive to the Allied Expedi
tionary Force, His plan for the advance to the Rhine was
that the main effort should still take place in the North
and the eneny was to be defeated ^decisively* west of the
Rhine, The plan for the Northern Group of Armies was that
after they had reached the Rhine, bridgeheads on the river

(1) The reason for the activity on the canal was discovered
shortly afterwards by 2nd T.A.F, reconnaissance air
craft,
Ladbergen which maintained the water level.
Command attacked the embankment of Ladbergen and the
Mitteland Canal at Gravenhorston 21/22 November,

A temporary dam had been built just above
Bomber
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were to be secured and finally an advance into Germany vrauld
take place. The Central Group of Armies north of the
Ardennes v/ere to denloy to the Rhine and capture hridgeheads

to he co-ordinated with

push and the target date of
The First Allied Airhorne Arny v/as

south of Cologne*

Field Marshal Montgomery
10 November was given.

S.CiA.P. 11A
28 Oct.

7/amed that it must be ready to support the Twelfth Arny
Group's crossing of the Ehine* South of the Ardennes
General Bradley's forceSvwere to occupy the Saar hut no

target date for this operation was given^ it being left to
the Anry Group Commander to co-ordinate it with the principa
thrust in the north. The Southern Group of Armies were to

protect General Bradley's right flank and when feasible they,
too, were to advance to the far hank of the Rhine.

This advance was
s

Field Marshal Mongomery's directive to Tv/’enty First
Amy Group issued on 2 November v/as somewhat cautious in
tone. His chief problem was to shift the weight of the
Second British Artry from the lower reaches of the Maas w^here

they had been relieving pressure on the First Canadian Arny
back to the neighbourhood of Venlo. There, the most press

ing task was to drive the eneny back across the Meuse past
Venlo and thus seciure the river as a line of defence which

would enable more troops to be released for an offensive
role.(l) The Field Marshal did not consider that the p\osb

on his right flank would be very effective owing to the
To assistline which the American troops had to protect,

21 Arny Group
Directive

M.53^
2 Nov. 19kh-

them he ordered the U.S. divisions temporarily attached to
his command to be released as early as possible,
when the situation on the Meuse became more favourable he

vrould take over part of Twelfth Artiy Group Sector and
finally offensive operations on the Second Amy's right

flank were to go fonvard in conjunction -with the American
attack.

Then,

The First Canadian Amy was in the meantime to
relieve the Second Arry front as far east as Nijmegen.

Operation Hurricane

The stalemate in northwest Europe, which began at the
end of September, gave rise to much discussion amongst
senior air officers and their planning staffs over the
future role of the Strategic Air Forces,
whether a speed/ end to the war could be made by contini^ng
attacks on the eneiry's oil production and by dislocating his
system of commimications or whether the heavy bombers could

best be employed in the role of artillery to extricate the

ground forces from their present impasse.

The first of several plans which attempted to solve
this problem was evolved by the Combined Operational
Planning Committee at the Air Ministry on 2 October,
the first place it made it quite clear that the greatest
contribution which the Strategic Air Forces could make
towards victory was to maintain their attacks on oil targets.

In addition it advocated a policy of concentrated heavy
bomber raids on the Ruhr which would help to break the
stalemate on the western front.(2)

The problem ws-s

In

<

File IDA/38A
and

D.S.C./T.S.100
Pfc. 7
Ends, 3V A -

35 A

(1) For an account of operations in the Venlo area,
see p, if2,

(2) As wi.ll be seen this was the policy supported by the
Deputy Supreme Commander (See p. 35. )o
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In this plan attacks on transportation in Germany were
compared with similar operations in Erance during the past
summer and it was shown that the heavy hombers now had to

Opportunities for visualface a new series of problems,

O

bombing during the winter months would obviously be fewer.
The more complex railway system of Germary would require
greater effort made against it than the French system. The
heavy bomber forces would have to face a well organised belt
of flak and fighter defence which was almost non-existent in
France,

first priority, would naturally absorb the bulk of the visual
effort.

a

The destruction of the German oil industry, beingO

Nevertheless it would be possible to dislocate the
supply system by rail cutting operations carriedenemy's

out by the Tactical Air Forces behind the front and with
precision attacks by heavy bombers on vital targets like the
Dortmimd-Ems and Mitteland canals and the viaducts carrying
the main railway lines into the Ruhr,
believed that the main deficiency of this scheme was that it
left the Ruhr untouched - the great fire power of the two

Strategic Air Forces would not be used effectively and,
moreover, they thought that it neither took into account the
moral factor of concentrated air attacks in a limited area on

the civilian population nor afforded an opportunity to
demonstrate the superiority of Allied air power.

The Committee

I

The object of the Hurricane plan, then,
simultaneoi:is attack by both U.S. and British Strategic Air
Forces on the Ruhr:

and place.('I)
targets approximately one mile square
be selected from vindaraaged parts of the Ruhr.
Air Force was to attack synthetic oil and benzol plants
situated in the vicinity,
days visual effort and would, it was expected, create a state
of chaos in the Ruhr which might have repercussions on local

government,
direction of a large proportion of the * blind* bombing effort
of the winter months against the same targets,
time the XVth U.S. Air Force was to make visual attacks on

benzol plants in southern Germany or 'blind* attacks on the
industrial centres of Stuttgart, Saarbrusken and Karlsruhe,

On 13 October the Deputy Chief of Air Staff and
General Spaatz instructed the Strategic Air Forces to put
this plan into operation,
it was possible to bomb visiially over the Rvhr and at the
same time impossible to make visual bombing attacks against
oil targets,
every opportunity of striking at the Dortmund-Ems and
Mitteland canals, the railway viaducts at Bielefeld and
Fbderbom and the Sorpe Dam as they would not only substanti
ally add to the success of Operation Hurricane but would
indirectly affect land operations®

was a

a concentration of fire power in time
R,A,F, Bomber Command was to bomb area

in size which were to
The Vlllth

The operation would require two

Such attacks were to be followed up by the

At the same

On the first occasion on which

Furthermore, R.A.F, Bomber Command was to takey"
r ')

A plan known as Hurricane II had also been designed.
Its object was that the Strategic Air Forces should make a
simultaneous effort on the first day suitable for visual
attacks against the most important oil targets in Germany and
the occupied countries. R.AoF, Bomber Command was to

(*l) The Committee estimated that in the space of one or tv/o
hours some 2,500 heavy bombers could be deployed and
some 12,000 tons of bombs could be dropped,
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concentrate on synthetic oil plants in the Rijhr and
Rhineland*

attack on rail communications with the object of pushing
back the enei^y's rail heads and so force him to use more
fuel in carrying supplies to the front.

The Tactical Air Forces were to make an all out

Operation Hurricane was, in fact never executed as a
co-ordinated plan because of the poor weather experienced in
October and November but it was realised in a modified form

on 1A and 14/15 October when 2,000 bombers of R.A.F. Bomber
Command attacked Duisburg in less than 24 hours. On the
same day, the 14th, the VTIIth Air Force dispatched 1 ,000
bombers against Cologne, During the next week, on the
night of 23/24 October, over 1,000 R, A.F. heavy bombers
attacked Essen and this was followed up by a further heavy
raid on the same target thirty-six hours later.

See Chap, 1
p. 20.

i

There is evidence to show that-these concentrated

attacks caused great confusion, altho\igh they did not, by
any means, break the eneiiy*s will to resist,

the transport officer in charge of rail movement within the
Seventh German Army area reported that, as a result of the
attacks in the Cologne area on I5 October, lines on both
sides of the Rhine were blocked or closed for eight days.
In addition, a number of locomotives during that period were
put out of action (the work of the Tactical Air Forces) and

the necessity to run all trains at night delayed the arrival
of important supplies at the front.

For example.

Further attacks on

AHB6 Trans,

Report by
Tpt, Officer
A.0,K,7

9 Sept, 13 Dec,
1944.

See Chap, 1
p, 6.

See Chap, 5
p, 1 66 et seq.

targets mentioned in the Hurricane plan were made in October
and November by the Strategic Air Forces,
18 Januaiy 1945 Operation Hurricane was finally
By that time other plans were being matured, (w

On
cancelled.

Revision of the Directive to the Strategic Air Forces

lieanwhile the role of the Strategic Air Forces was
being discijissed at a high level on both sides of the
Atlantic,

Staff in Vfeshington on 21 October General Marshall strongly

advocated the abandonment of long term policies which pre
supposed the conclusion of the war well into 1945«
believed that if the total resources of the Allies were
thrown into the battle on the western front the deadlock
there would be broken and the Allies would be able to resume

the offensive before the winter bogged down mobile opera
tions,

by the beginning of the New Year.

At an informal session of the American Chiefs of

He

He then looked forward to seeing the end of the war

A.M.

File H)ii/38
J.S.1^12
21 Oct, 1944.

Following upon this, a draft directive drawn up by the
American Chiefs of Staff was sent for consideration to their

This directive was addressedBritish colleagues in London,

to the Supreme Commanders of the Northwest European and .
Mediterranean theatres, the Chief of Air Staff and the
Commanding General of the XXth U,S, Air Force,

significant passage in it referred to the Strategic Air
Forces, urging that they should be employed whenever
possible to assist the advance of the ground troops,
bore out the contention of General Marshall who had said

that targets of long term interest should * look after
themselves’,

Tho most

Th

This policy was, of course, entirely contr

Ibid J.S.M.

315
23 Oct, 19i»4.

is

ary
to that pursued by the British Chiefs of Staff who hitherto

(1) The nearest approach to Hurricane was the series of

heavy bomber attacks against the Ruhr prior to the cross
ing of the Rhino at Wesel, (See Chap, 6).
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3 had "based their strategy on the efficacy of the Bomber
Command offensive against oil and transportation targets in
G-ermany,

The Chief of Air Staff asked Air Chief llarshal Tedder
for his views on this matter and in a letter to him dated

22 October said that while he agreed to the valuable role of
heavy bombers in launching a land offensive or assisting a

vital attack, on the other hand, should they be used
indiscriminately the heavy bomber effort would be  ’ frittered

away in small packets if the Arny is to attack at all’ ●
This point of view coincided ■ivlth the opinions held by the
Deputy Supreme Commander. In his reply to the Chief of
Air Staff three days later he referred to the recent misuse
of heavy bombers in attaclcs upon the coastal batteries at
Walcheren, He then elaborated his views in a paper
which he criticized the handling of heavy bombers up
date. He believed that there was no guiding principle
behind the great striking power of these forces and that^
they were being used in an indiscriminate fashion attacking

The breaking of one
that

in
to that

targets scattered up and down Germany,
link would bring about the rapid defeat of the eneiry;

Pile
D,S.C./T.S,100
Ft.lo
Encl.32A,0

o
Ibid
Encl.33B.

These had becomean all out attack on communications.W3.S

increasingly important with the dispersion of German ^  ̂
industry while governmental control covild not be carried ouu.
effectively without them. He reinforced his argument by ^
pointing to the success of the attacks on railv,ray centres in
northern Prance which was a major factor in the defeat of
the German Arny west of the Seine. In Germany the limita
tions which had restricted air operations in Prance would
not apply and every attack on rail traffic would decrease
the eneny’s war effort. But it was necessary to concen
trate these attacks on one or two focal points to gain the
maximum effect. The Ruhr was the principal objective of
the ground forces and it was there that air attacks against
rail and waterways, cities and oil refineries could be
combined.

This challenge to the policy for Bomber Command
operations was naturally taken up by its Coramander-in-Chief,
His argument consisted of an explanation of the tactics of
his bomber forces and the diverse factors which influenced
the selection of targets. ' He pointed out that, in fact,
the Ruhr had been attacked whenever conditions permitted.
But such considerations as the weather, the strength of
flak, the use of markers, whether it was a moonlit or dark
night, had to be borne in mind. Then there were other
targets, requests from the Navy and the Political Warfare
Department etc, which claimed attention quite apart from the
priorities laid down in the directive to the Strategic Air
Forces,

Ibid
Enc,55A.

In the meantime the Amy had requested the destruction
of the Rhine and Ijssel bridges with the object firstly of
interrupting the flow of reinforcements and supplies to the
eneny fighting west of the Rhine and secondly of preventin'
him from withdrawing his heavy eqidpment into Germany.
This programme was to be concluded by 15 November, the date
for the beginning of the new offensive against the Vfestern

This demand was examined in detail by representa
tives from Air Ministry and the tvTO Tactical Air Forces.
They came to the conclusion that it was too big a task to

O

Wall,

Pile
D.S.C/T.S,100/9
Pto3
Encl.lOA
para,26.

File
XDli/3S
Ci^N.
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)
tackle in so short a tiTneC"!) and that the visual effort of

the Strategic Air Forces would be so absorbed that they would
be unable to maintain the offensive against oil,
they decided to improve upon the rail and bridge cutting

The TnediTJini bombers of

Instead

programme of the Tactical Air Forces,
2nd T.A.F. were to destroy the three bridges over the Ijssel
and the IXth Air Force was to continue its programme of
interdiction west of the Rhine from Wesel to the

Five of the Rhine bridges were to be allottedRiver Moselle, i:
to the two specialist squadrons of Bomber Command and the

Azon squadron of the Vlllth Air Force which^ it was hoped,
would stop inroads on the other commitraents of the heavy
bomber forces.

a

The Deputy Supreme Commander was dissatisfied with the
results of this Conference as the problem of isolating the

Ruhr had been untouched nor had the railway experts been
consulted, A few days later a planning Committee comprising
the Director of Bomber Operations, and representatives from
S,HoAoE,F, the War Office and the Railway Research Service

investigated the most suitable means of isolating the German

Armies in the west from their supply bases, particularly the
Riihr and Frankfurt areas. Once again they came to the
elusion that attacks on oil should remain the first priority

for heavy bombers. They estimated that only i^-6 trains per
day were necessary to supply the forces west of the Rhine and

that half of these were required for troops north of the
Moselle. In the Ruhr 30 out of AO railway centres would
have to be effectively attacked.

con-

However they agreed that a

i
Ibid

total of 16 bridges from Emmerich to the confluence of the
Moselle with the Rhine must be cut of which nine were s\oit-

able for heavy bomber attacks. This would deny 2? train-loads

per day to the eneiry and compel him to use approximately
7,000 lorries.

This led to a final conference held at S.H.A.E.F. on

26 October to discuss future bombing policy,
attended by the Deputy Supreme Commander, General Spaatz and
Air Marshal Bottomley. The- former emphasized that although
everyone was agreed upon the necessity to keep oil as a first
priority the object must be to ’police' targets already
attacked rather than to embark on a long term policy of
destruction,(2) The shortcoming of the suggested plan was
the lack of emphasis on transportation attacks with

particular reference to the Ruhr,

examination of the strategic bomber effort dijring September
which proved that the largest proportion of attacks had been
directed against cities and secondly in answering requests
from the Arny despite the fact that rail and water trans

portation targets were included in the second priority of the
ciirrent directive to the Strategic Air Forces. Air Chief
Marshal Tedder then propounded his theory that throughout the
war supply difficulties had been the major cause of defeat,
in Egypt and Tunisia and in the stalemate then in progress in

the west. Isolation, he said, was not a practicable scheme
but rather they should attempt to dislocate a limited area
around the Ruhr and Frankfurt.

It was

There followed an

S.H.A.E.F,

(Air)
Hist, Record

and Diary
Oct, 19AA

App*5A.

(1) A total of 57 bridges crossed the Rhine between Emmerich

and Basle consisting of 21 railway, 22 road bridges and
1A pontoonbridges for road transport. See Map No.6.

Oil production had been reduced to 23^ of the pre-attack
figure but it was reckoned that it would rise to 6C^ of

maintained.pre-attack capacity unless 'policing’ was

(2)

^ 963 26/1 (AA)
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As a result of this conference a new directive was

issued to the Strategic Air Forces hy the Deputy Chief of

Air Staff and the Commanding General U.S.SbT.A.F.E, on "1 ITovemher,

First priority remained the petroleum industry and second the
German lines of communication with emphasis placed on the

RuhraC"!) On the previous day^, the British Chiefs of Staff
had informed Washington that they considered the issuing of a

directive committing the Strategic Air Forces to the support

of the land hattle prematirre and re-asserted their "belief in
the value of continuing attacks on oil targets. They made

it clear that they were doing everything possible to further
the big offensive due in a few weeks time but they were sure

that 'premature committal of all resources now available

might seriously prejudice our chances of obtaining a quick
decision and thus prolong the war well into 1945*.

File

D,S„C./T,S.100
Pfc.7
Enel,

File IDZ+/58
M.Me S, 0,

to J.S.M,

31 Oct. 1944.

Policy for attacks by the Tactical Air Forces against oil and

communications targets

At this point it is necessary to explain briefly the

policy for heavy bomber attacks on communications in the late
autumn. On 15 November the Combined Strategic Targets

Committee issued a priority list which was divided into two

categories,
munioation system which contained the Dortmund-Ems and
Mitteland canals and the Bielefeld and Altenbeken viaducts

The first was the major rail and water corn-B.C/S.32151/3
Vol.I, Enclcl.

carrying the trunk-lines into the Ruhr,
consisted of a long list of marshalling yards, junctions and

railway centres which were grouped into regions,
there were a number of built up areas adjacent to or contain

ing communications targets hitherto substantially undamaged

by air attack.

The second category

Finally ●

Early in November, following upon a suggestion of RoA.F,
Bomber Command that area targets should be chosen with regard

to their connection with the oil industry or the transporta

tion system, a new list of industrial area targets was issued
by the Combined Strategic Targets Committee,
divided into two sections. The first consisted of targets

which were all placed west of 10*^ East (a line running north

to south through or near the towns of Hamburg - Kassel -

Wurzburg - Ulm) and which, if bombed, might influence the
course of the land battle,

targets which were situated east of 10*^ East and which had a

particular economic importance apart from their connection
with oil or transportation,
to be attacked when weather conditions did not permit the

bombing of normal priority targets.

This list was

The second section contained

But this target system was only

D,S.C./T.S,100
Pt.8

Enel. 26a.

But air attacks were increasingly directed against the
In a signal on 17 November theRuhr for several reasons.

Combined Strategic Targets Committee stated that it did not

intend to specify targets in the Ruhr as its communications
would be attacked under other priorities. They were the

B,C./S,32151/5

Vol.I

Enel. 2A, numeroiis high priority oil targets within the Ruhr,

Hurricane I operations and industrial area targets chosen
because of their relation to oil and transportation.
Bomber Command was to concentrate on area attacks in the R\Jihr

as it was difficult for it to operate effectively against

The Ruhr was becoming more and

R.A.F,

precision targets at night,

more important as an objective for land operations and.

(1) Reference to motor transport, armoured fighting vehicle

production and ordnance depots was omitted.

SECRETDS 96326/-I(4.5)
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during November and the eari^y part of December R»A*F. Bomber
Command was mainly concerned with attacks on area targets

within the Ruhr and raids on oil targets outside it. On
24. November the Combined Strategic Targets Committee issued a
new list of priorities for communications targets, all of*
which were concentrated in the vicinity of the central

sector, then the most important part of the front.

As a result of this trend in strategic bombing policy,
the Deputy Supreme Commander, in a memorandum, addressed to

the Tactical Air Force Commanders on 23 November, defined a
policy for tactical air operations against oil and trans-.
portation targets which would fit into the general pattern of
heavy bomber operations. He reminded them of the pairt

played by the Strategic Air Forces so far during the campaign '
in denying the enemy of fuel for his armoured divisions,
motor transport and air forces and foretold that during the
coming Trinter months the bad weather would tend to limit this

effort. But the offensive might be sustained if the

Tactical Air Forces raided oil targets whenever ground
operations permitted it,
suitable targets,

dumps, benzol plants and concentrations of tank cars at
railway centres or en route from station to station, (*1) He
drew the attention of the Tactical Air Force Coraraanders to

the current priority list of oil targets issioed by the
Combined Strategic Targets Committee, He also asked them to

watch closely the direction of heavy bomber attacks on com
munications in order that their fighter bomber force might
take full advantage of the confusion caused by strategic air
attacks in the rear areas.

He suggested three types of
They were petrol, oil and lubricant

Ibid

Encl,3A.

EaS.C,/T.S,100
?t.8,

Enel, 26a,

Attacks by the \nilth Fighter Coirmiand returning from
bomber escort missions as well as the Tactical Air Force took

place in accordance with these instnoctions and oil facili

ties were destroyed whenever possible,

the VTIIth Fighter Command took place on 1 8 November when
they attacked two fuel depots of the G-,A,F, in the Hanau -
Ulm area,

1,750 tons were left b’jrning and the second a fuel tank of

800 tons capacity and a number of tank waggons were also
destroyed,

train of about 25 tank waggons near Mannheim,

standing attacks of this nature were made by 2nd T,A,F, and
will be mentioned in a later chapter.

Operations of 2nd TpA,F,
Transportation

A notable attack by

At least five fuel tanks amounting to about

On the same day this command set on fire a fuel
Several out-

1-I 8 Novembers Attacks on

See Chap,5
P» 155,

While Twenty-First Anry Group re-adjusted itself for the
offensive against the Rhineland, 2nd T,A,F, occupied the
inteiwal by continuing its operations against railways and
bridges in north west Germany and western Holland,

the fighter bombers of the two tactical groups performed this
task by day and the Mosquitoes of No, 2 Group at night,
weather continued to be wet and cloudy causing poor
visibility and this factor often restricted air operations.

Conditions on the ground were equally poor and pilots had to
contend with water logged airfields in addition to battling
v.dth the weather in the air.

As usual

The

Nevertheless the sqiaadrons
located close to the German border were quick to take

advantage of a lull on every occasion that the sky lightened.

(1) The eneny was relying increasingily on Benzol as fuel
for motor vehicles on the western front,

SECRET^ 96326/1 (a6)
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By the heginhing of November the rail cutting was at
The ceaseless fighter-last heginning to make itself felt,

homher operations compelled the Germian rail transport to
move at night which gave No.2 Group’s roving Mosquitoes some
excellent targets. On the night of 1/2 November for

example, these aircraft searching for movement in western
Holland (Apeldoom - Arasrsfoort - Deventer - Utrecht)

spotted and attacked no less than 46 trains and on the
following night 21 trains were strafed with 500 poimd^borabs,
cannon and machine guns. The latter attack was particialarly
successful as an ammunition train was probably destroyed in

It should not be forgottenthe course of the operation,

2nd T.A.F,

Daily Log
Sheets

No. 1992-1 993-

Ibid
Sheets No,

2003-2004.
that all the trains were strongly defended and the ̂bombers
flew on to their objectives in the face of heavy fire.

The eneny's railway repair service methodically coped
with the damage and it was reckoned by Air Lfershal Conmgham
that the lines were active again within 48 hours of being ̂

There is, hovrever, evidence that the interdiction o±
A war appreciation

cut,

railways was becoming a nuisance,

D,S,Co/T.S, 100/9
Pt.3. Encl.27A,

prepared by the German Air Historical Branch early in
November indicated that the Allies were attempting ̂ to destroy
all communications in North Holland and the Ruhr with the

object of starving the troops on the Western Wall of
essential supplies and so bringing about the collapse of the
Wehrmacht. Contained in the same document were suggested
counter-measures; for example, the decentralisation of

marshalling yards, the camouflage of even the smallest
installations, the defence of locomotives, the use of

to draw off the tell-tale white steam and thecondensers

AoH.H,
Trans, No.vn/96
P. 10.

Ibid p, 16.

. ^ j
establishment of ferries at all important railvray and road

bridges. By 10 November Army Intelligence believed^that the
eneny in Holland had to some extent abandoned the railv/ays

in preference for the canals.

D.S.C,/T.S,100/9
Pt.3
Enol,33A

Attacks on transportation varied little from, day to day
and a detailed account of sorties would raereHy become a
series of repetitions. The programme undertaken by the

fighter bombers on 4 November is typical of this phase in
The v/’eather was above average on that day and

full advantage was taken of this fact,
interest to note that three aircraft of one squadron were
unable to take off because of the boggy state of their air-

This was not an unusual occurrence.

the air war.
But it is of

The types offield,

2nd T.A.F.

Daily Log
Sheets No.

2011-2019.
targets attacked in armed reconnaissance missions were
barges, a ferry across the Lower Maas at Gorinchera, flak
positions, tugs, locomotives and trucks. The majority of
sorties were flown on pre-arranged support,
attacks on railways in the area of Zutphen, Zv^olle, Xanten,

Rees, Groningen, Deventer, Winterswijk and Almelo;
and railway j’-inctions were attacked at Coesfeld, Dulmen,
Borken and Rees; locomotives and trucks were strafed at

Coesfeld and Dulmen. The day ended with the score of

41 rail cuts, one locomotive claimed as destroyed and nine

damaged.

These were

flyovers

During the following night 59 Mosquitoes undertook the

following three tasks. Firstly, they were to harass and
attack the eneny in the area extending from the estuary of
the Maas - Rotterdam - Hilversum - Deventer ●" Dusseldoarf -
Roerraond the last named on the boundary line between the
British and American Armies, Secondly, they were to attack
movement along the road and railway v^est of the Erft Canal in

to harass movement along
railway lines in eastern Holland and northwest Germany,
These operations proved successful and ten trains, several

western Holland. Lastly, they were

Ibid
Sheets No.
2022-2023.
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railT/ay junctions, marshalling yards, railway trucks and an
illuminated station were attacked.

Mosquitoes sought out movement along the Dutch canals in
partici:ilar the waterways connecting NeiAschauz  - 'Winschoten -
Groningen - Leeuwarden - Sneek and Lemmer in the flat country
east of the Zuider Zee,

On other nights the

Air operations against the rocket and flying homh
installations

The campaign against the rocket and flying hoinb which
was the responsibility of fighter Command was, of necessity,
shared to some extent by 2nd T.A.f. For by this date the
eneiry had switched his rocket offensive from London to

vulnerable and important targets such as Antwerp, Liege and
Brussels on the Allied line of communication. According to

the war appreciation already qiioted the Germans had begun to

consider whether attacks by V weapons behind the Allied front
line might not influence the battle more effectively than
attacks on the U,K, v/hich had been of such little effect.
If the information extracted from German documents is

correct, between 21 October and the night of 10/l1 November
865 flying bombs were launched against Brussels and Antwerp
and out of this total 733 were directed against Antwerp
alone. This port had in fact become the main target and the
eneny fully appreciated what dislocation at such  a place
would iman to the Allies,

21 to 31 October about 100 rockets were estimated to have

landed in the environs of Antwerp.

In the period of ten days from

See Map No. 8

A.H,B,6,
Trans.

Nov.VIl/96
P.

See A.H.B.1
Narrative

A.D.G.B.
Vol.VII.

The Air Officer Commanding Fighter Command looked to
2nd T.A.F, for support from its fighter and medium bombers,(v

for the latter force could obviously spend much longer time
over the target area in Holland than the former whose air
craft had first to cross the Channel,
however, the policy was that the rocket threat to London was
not sufficient, to jiostify a diversion of effort from the
battle area,
was modified.

For the time being.

By the middle of November this point of view
At the Air Commanders Meeting on 1 6 November,

Air Chief Marshal Tedder, Air Ifershals Bottomley and Hill and
Air Vice-Marshal Groom discussed the problem of Big Ben,
They agreed that v/’hile a major diversion at this stage was
unnecessary counter measures against the rockets were on the

san» level of importance as close support,
the Amy complaining of lack of support it should be pointed
out that the principal target, Antwerp, was essential for the
Amy's requirements. Air Vice-Marshal Groom, however,
warned his colleagues that 2nd T.A.F. was already behind hand
in fulfilling commitments for close support.

In the event ofI>.S.C./T.S.
100/9
Ft.3

Encl.38A.

The eneny* s rocket firing teams relied upon an efficient
transport system to maintain them with essential equipment

such as liqioid o^gen cylinders and spare parts and the
routine attacks on transportation and bridges by 2nd T.AoF.
proved to be of indirect assistance to the action against V
weapons.
Groups,

the early part of November to locate and to attack personnel
and motor transport hidden in the woods at Rijs near the
northeast shores of the Zuider Zee,

More specific orders were given to Nos.83 and 84
Their aircraft flew armed reconnaissances during

Orders were also given

2nd T.A,P,
O.R.B.

Air Staff

App5,29

seq.et

(1) Air Marshal Hill wanted attacks to be made on the rail

way station at Leiden and certain targets in the Hague
area.

BS
96326/1(48) SECRET
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for attacks on rocket firing(l) trains believed to be operat
ing on the railway connecting Zwolle - Apeldoom - Deventer -
Amersfoort. Attacks were made on vehicle parks believed to

On 26 November two squadrons ofcontain rocket eqmpment.
Spitfires bombed vehicles believed to be carrying oxygen
cylinders hidden in the woods near Doom (east of Utrecht)
but the Operational Research Section of 2nd ToA,F, discovered
that although several vehicles were hit no trace of any

A similar type of target was a

2nd ToA.F.
0,R,S,

Report NOo34*
●  cylinders could be found,
convoy of motor vehicles believed to be carrying liquid
oxygen cylinders hidden in the V/'ilhemina Park at Sneek east

of the Zuider Zee, Spitfires df spatched to this area
discovered no trace of rocket eouipment, Photo reconnais

sances 7/ere also flov/n over suspected launching sites and

unTisual activity or suspicious motor transport v/as noted.
,  On the whole there vras little evidence to show that these

operations had been effective.

a
See also

p. and
Chap . p. "1 29

Operations by No.2 Group

Daylight activities of No#2 Group during this period
consisted of attacks on bridges and railway centres west of
the Rhine, By 26 October No. 139 Wing (Mitchells) had

crossed the Channel and established itself on Brussels^
Melsbroek airfield and No.137 Wing (Mitchells) had arrived^at
Vitry by 6 November. 07d.ng to the scarcity of airfields
the British sector the Mosquito squadrons remained for the

tin^ being in the U.K.(2) By the first week in November the
Mitchells and Bostons v/ere flying operational sorties from

Their two most important targets were

in

their new airfields,

2nd T.A.P,
Orders of
Battle.

bridges over the Meuse^ the road and rail bridge at Venlo and
the rail bridge at Roermond used for supplying the enemy

Strong flak defences coveredsalient west of the river,

the bridges and the air operations against them were hazard
Pour attempts were made to destroy Venlo bridge and

three attempts were made against the one at Roermond begiii-
ning on 3 November and ending on the 1 9th.

ous.
No,2 Group
O.RcB.

Nov. 19i*-ih.

Missions were usually flown in bad visibility and crews
often found difficulty in identifying their targets in spite

of the use of navigational aids. Damage to the medium
bombers from flak v/as considerable although not more than

three aircraft were lost in the period^ k- to 3 November.

Of the two bridges, that at Venlo was probably the most

important to the enemy as three important roads west of the
Meuse converged upon the town,(3)
k November in which 61 aircraft took part the bridge was

still in operation, A request was made to SoH,A.E#P, by
Headquarters, 2nd T,A.P. that it should be taken on by the
heavy bombers which woifld attack from a higher altitude.
This commitment was undertaken by the Vlllth Air Force on

16 November, A squadron was detailed to stand by to attack

the bridges but owing to the weather the operation never

took place. In the meantime further hea\y attacks were
made by No, 2 Group (125 aircraft) and by 22 November the

After a raid onAir Staff
S.H.A.E.P,

Ops,
Journal

13 Nov. 19Mf,

D,S,C,/T.G,

100/9
Pt,3
Encl,38A,

(1) These vrere mobile rocket mortars in which tubes some

nine to fifteen feet in length were mounted pointing

upvrards at an angle of 6O degrees.

The first Mosquito IVing was based on the Continent at
the end of November.

(2)

(3) Artillery of Second Arny was also directed against
Venlo bridge.

DS 963 26/1 (Zt-9) SECRIilT
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aVenlo bridge and both the road and rail bridges at Roermond
■were pronounced to be impassable,
experienced in destroying these bridges shows hovf hard it
■would have been to cut the Rhine bridges within  a limited
period,
railway junction at Oldenzaal where results were unobserved
and the railway centre at Kempen (west of the Rhine),
latter target was re-attacked on 1 9 November and  a heavy
concentration of bombs fell on the lines southr«ast, north
east and east of the town.

The difficulty

Other targets attacked by No. 2 Group were the

The
Ibid

T
Operations by Second Amy and 2nd T.A.F, in late November

and early December

¥hen the enemy had been driven from the Scheldt estuary
the valley of the Meuse became the centre of interest, (1)
But operations conducted by the Second British Am^y ■were of
lesser importance than the effort being made by
General Bradley east of Aachen to reach the Rhine with the
First and Ninth U,S, Armies, The objectives of the British
operations were ■twofold; firstly, the enemy pocket in the
lowlying country west of the Maas near Venlo was to be
eliminated and, secondly, XXXth British Corps was to launch
an offensive east of the Meuse with the object of relieving
pressure on the Ninth U,S, Artry,

See Chap. 2
P. 32.

West of Venlo the plan (Operation Guildford) was that
Vlllth Corps should thrust towards Venlo from the line of
the Deume Canal while Xllth Corps cleared the watery
countryside south of Meijel intersected by the Noover,
Wessem and Zig canals. Crossings over the first two of
these canals were made on 14 November and two days later the
town of lieijel which had been occupied by the eneiiy d^uring
his_counter attack at the end of October was recaptirred by

British troops then crossed the Zig and
Deume Canals and by 22 November had lined up on the south
bank of the Meuse' at Roermond,

VUIth Corps,

The eneny resisted strongly
outside the important communications centre of Venlo while
the nature of the ground offered no help 'to the attackers.
It was not until 3 December following upon a set piece attack
that the last eneny stronghold west of the river was cleared.

The XXX British Corps was to advance towards
Ceilenkirchen in equally difficult coxmtiy, with the
River Wxxnn (a tributary of the Roer) on its right and the
Meuse on its left flari.(2)
Ninth U,S, Amy commanded by General Simpson, Composed of
the latest U.S, formations to arrive on the continent it had
entered the line on 22 October, Owing to the spell of very
bad weather in the middle of November the American attack d'ue
to start on the 10th did not get under ■way until 16 November,
The British attack up the Wurm valley began two days later,
Geilenkirchen was soon captured but the advance was rapidly
brought to a standstill after heavy rain had soaked into the
ground and made it impossible for armoured vehicles to move.
Strong Genian armoured reinforcements had also arrived in the
neighbourhood. Thus the position in the first week of
December was that the Germans were enclosed in a salient west
of the River Roer centred on the town of Hoinsberg,

South of the V^urm was the

yf.

i
(1) It will be recalled that operations in the Venlo area

were closed down on 16 October,

(2) An offensive later known

(See p, 2 9),

Operation Blackcock,as

ES 96326/1(50) SECRETP
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If the bad weather retarded the operations of the Arir(7
it was even more of an obstruction to the Allied Air Forces

and there were days when no flying was possible,
1 2—17 November air operations were out of the question and

another bad spell occurred in the third "week of the month
when for three days only a fevf reconnaissance sorties were

Nevertheless the Arny %vas given support whenever
For the first two

From

flown,

possible albeit on a very limited scale,
days of the XXXth Corps offensive east of the I^Ieuse, fighter
bombers of No.83 G-roup attacked the villages of Wurm and
Heinsburg which contained gun positions, tanks and concentrations
of motor vehicles. On the 20th bad weather made flying

On the following day there was an improvement
contribution to the land battle was

impossible,
and the fighter-bombers

2nd ToA.F,

Daily log
Sheets No,

2098 and 3005-

in the form of armed reconnaissance covering an area .rom

Heinsberg and Erkelenz (west of the Roer) in the XXXth Corps
area northwards to Emmerich and Dinslaken on the Rhine. ̂  For
the remainder of the month No, 83 Group became absorbed in

rail cutting and armed reconnaissance missions.
No.83 Group
O.R.B.
Nov, '1 9Mf»

During the first fortnight of December the Typhoons once
They were calledagain took part in close support missions,

upon to support the operation west of Venlo where the last
enemy outposts were being driven eastwards, A successful ,
attack took place on 2 December against a factory north of

Over 100 rocketsVenlo believed to be sheltering troops,

fell in the target area and the place was lit by fires.

During that night Mosquitoes of No.2 Group attacked batteries
east of Venlo which had been firing (at the British) across

the Meiase. On the 3rd, the day of the ground assault at

Venlo, over 30 sorties were made by rocket carrying Typhoons
against the same gun positions on the edges of the forest
east of Venlo. Owing to bad visibility these attacks were

largely a failure. Better resiolts were achieved^in an
attack on Kaldenlcirchen south of Venlo through which it was

expected enemy reinforcements would pass. Here the rockets
started two large fires. This town also became the target
for a force of No,2 Group v/hich attempted to create a^choke

point in the streets. Seventeen fightei>-bombers again
attacked in support of Xllth and XXXth Corps on 10 December,

No,2 Group
O.R.B,
Dec, 1 944--

A valuable contribution to ground operations was also

made by the medium bombers in the valley of the V/unm and
elsewhere in the Rhineland, Road and rail communication

centres were bombed in the period from 1 9 November to
Two attacks were made on the marshalling yards3 December,

at Rheydt which lies due west of Dusseldorf and is hard by
the other industrial town of Munchen Gladbach, During the
second attack there was 10/l0ths cloud and no results could be

Other railway.targets were at Kempen (due east of
14 miles south of the former.

observed.

Venlo) and Viersen some

No, 2 Group
O.R.B.
Nov, and
Dec ● 1 944-c

In the XXXth Corns sector No, 2 Group was active dioring
On the 5th its aircraftthe first two weeks of December

bombed a billeting area and an ammunition dump behind the

front line at Dremmen near Heinsberg,
bombs hit the target area,

the enemy was billeting his troops in villages behind the
front line to shelter them from the wintry v^eather. This

gave rise to a new type of mission for the Mosquitoes of
No.2 Group which were ordered to strafe the villages hy

night. The first of these operations began on the night of
6/7 December when weather conditions made a big air effort

possible. Just over 100 aircraft took off both from England
and the Continent and while half the force attacked movemient
east and west of the Rhine the other half carried out lov/

A large number of
It was known that in this sector
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level attacks on the village of Oherhrxick (east of Heinsherg).
Six aircraft made a diversionary strike on another village a

The pilot of one aircraft was fortunatefew miles away,
enough to discover the location of a stationary convoy which

Bombs were droppedwas estimated to be about 100 vehicles,

on it and the column was illuminated by a number of bright
explosions,

was resumed on the next night when effective attacks were
made on fo\ar more villages. On the night of 11/12 December
another assemblage of motor transport and troops in three
more villages were bombed,(l)

The harassing of the eneiiy in this district

Operation Cloak and Dagger in Holland

A period of static warfare set in on the First Canadian
Anry front. Birring the first week of November resistance

south of the Maas came to an end and Canadian troops faced
the enemy from behind a wide water barrier which safeguarded

their preparations for the coming advance into Germany.

9 November II Canadian Corps took over the Nijmegen bridge
head from the Second Arriy with the object of making it a base
for a southward strike on ICrefeld in the Rhineland. In the

meantime it fell to the aircraft of No.Sif Group to carry the
war into enemy territory. There being no specific close
support missions^ sorties were not restricted to the Canadian

Army front but also covered the Rhineland and railways and
roads north of the Ruhr,

On

Several tasks occupied the attention of the Group apart
from the routine armed reconnaissance and rail interdiction
missions. They included Big Ben operations^ the destruction
of midget submarines in the neighbourhood of the Scheldt^

attacks against wireless stations^ barracks and headquarters.
The latter came under the heading of Operation Cloak and
Bagger and the targets were passed on to 2nd T.A.F, from

First Canadian^Army Headquarters whose Air Photograph Inter
pretation Section later estimiated the damage wrought.
InfoCTnation about them was usually supplied by Dutch agents
of the imderground movement,
alleged headquarters had moved from

There were cases when an

a particular house and
gone elsewhere but there is little doubt that these opera
tions caused confusion amongst the Wehrmacht in Holland and

A special
factor which had to he taken into accoimit was the need for
great accuracy in the execution of these raids in order to
avoid casualties.

sometimes upset the direction of the battle.

Air attacks on targets in Holland were naturally

regarded with apprehension by the exiled Dutch government.
Moreover, there Y/as a growing shortage of food in western
Holland and the distress caused by famine combined v/ith the
damage, which inevitably resiolted from. Allied air opera

tions, would not tend to make the Dutch amicably disposed
towards the armies of liberation. On 21 October the Dutch

air liaison officer in London informed the Air Ministry that
barge traffic on the canals passing through an area north of
the line Hilversum - Utrecht - Vianen - Rotterdam and west

of the Zuider Zee was of greater value to the civilian
population than to the enemy. He explained that there was
little military water borne traffic in this district and

that barges carried farm produce from eastern Holland to the
local inhabitants. The Air Commanders sympathised with this

See Chap, 8
p, 2A6.

A.M, File

03381 i(/W/l
Encls.49A 60A,

(1) For Air Operations in support of Operation Blackcock

(17 Jan. - 26 Jan,). See Chap, h-g p, 12i|-.
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request and. S.H.A.E.E. instructed the Air Forces that they
should not, molest movement within this specific area as from
3 Novemher.

Four days later the Deputy Supreme Commander at the Air
Commanders Ifeeting, ruled that as little damage as possible
should "befall Dutch property. On 23 November the policy
for air attacks on Dutch territory was further clarified by

Towns and targets in towns where bombing might
cause civilian● casualties were only to be attacked in excep
tional circumstances and then only with the permission of
S.H.A.E.F. and alternative targets outside built up

Fighter-bomber attacks

S.H.A.E.P,

areas

were to be chosen v.rhenever possible,

D.S.C./T.S.100/9
Pfc.3.
Encl.31A,

D„S.C./T.S,100
Pb.8o
Enel,22B,

prohibited in the thickly populated areas in north-west
Holland e.g, Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Utrecht, Hilversum and
along the western border of the Zuider Zee north of
Amsterdam, Barge traffic in the Zuider Zee and in eastern
and south-west Holland was open to attack, (1)

were

But it was difficult to adhere to this policy rigidly;
not only did the German Arny make full use of the elaborate
canal system in various districts of Holland but the rocket
launching sites were often constructed in urban areas and
railways and canals were used for the carriage of rocket
equipment, Hov/ever, the Dutch Underground Movement
occasionally requested (through the Special Force Head
quarters attached to Twenty-First Army Group) that certain
targets, such as S,S, headquarters, lock gates and railways,
kno^m to be vital to the enemy, should be attacked.

Typical of such targets were the lock gates at Sneek and
Gaarkuiken situated near the north-east shore of the
Zuider Zee and which controlled the Friesland - Groningen

A heavy attack was made on them by Typhoons
Of the two

canal system,
carrying 1 ,000 pound bombs on 11 November,
targets the locks at Gaarkuiken were most heavily damaged.
They were evidently an important linlc in the eneny's trans
port system and he set about repairing them at once,
9 December a Special Force report stated that the lock gates
had been repaired and a quantity of traffic was passing

The battle situation did not permit another

By

through them,

2nd T*AoI^.
Daily Log Sheets
N 0, 206ii“2066,

2nd T.AJ.
30450/1/Ops
Encl.44A and
AoM, File
33814/4711
Eincl,72Ba

fighter bomber attack.

In November and early December the most spectacular
raids wei'e those on the Gestapo and Todt (Forced Labour)
Organisation (N.D.S.A.P.) in the cities of Amsterdam, and
Rotterdam,
destruction of the Gestapo Headquarters at Amsterdam,
No,14-6 V/ing was given the task and thirty-six Typhoons took
off shortly after midday on 26 November,
attack was similar to the raid on Dordrecht in 0ctober(2) and

The Dutch Government in London had requested the

The nethod of

See Map No,8,

Ko,84 Group o,R,B,
NOV, 1944 and
2nd ToAaP.
Dally Log Sheet
No,2134»

I

(1) By the beginning of December the food shortage in north
west Holland was becoming increasingly serious and
supplies were being brought by ship at night across the
Zuider Zee to this area. On the return journey the

The Dutchships carried children to a safer area,
requested that Allied night air attacks on traffic on
the Zuider Zee should cease. As there was little air
activity by night in this region S.H,A.E,F. did not
concur with the Dutch proposal and informed their
:ovemmGnt in London accordingly,
A,M„ Pile 33814/4-7/1 Encls.101 A-I03A).

(2) For an account of this operation, see Chap. 1,

SECRETBS 96326/1(53)
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some of the aircraft made a diversionary attack to confuse
the defences. As it happened the enen^r vyas completely taken
hy surprise and no flak was met "by the Wing,
were marked with four phosphorous rocket projectiles and

afterwards the Typhoons dropped their 1^000 and 500 poxmd
bomhs.

The buildings

The resultThe area was then strafed by rockets,

of the attack was that one building was claimed to have been

destroyed and another was left burning furious!ly,(l)

During the next fortnight a series of reports
acknowledging the success of the attack were received from
Resistance sources in Holland,

headquarters buildings had been hit and that the G-estapo wefe
compelled to move to another part of the town,
few casualties either to Germn personnel or to Dutch
civilians.

They confirmed that the

There were

However, the police records the destruction

Pile

2nd T,A,P,/

302,-50/1/Ops.
Encls.27B, 57Ap

which, was one of the primary objects of the attack, were -
destroyed and another raid was planned by 2nd T.A.P, But?
after due consideration, the Dutch government refused to
sanction this operation.

not91 A.

The 26th must have been a disturbing one for the en©i^
occupiers of Holland for three other attacks were made on

headquarters. No,123 Wing despatched 44 Typhoons to wip®
out a Dutch collaborator's headquarters in the little
of Wekerom, a few miles to the north of Arnhem and the
ing was burned to the ground, Unfortunateily the inform^'^^^^
in this case appears to have been unreliable and 2nd'T,A*'^*
Operational Research Section discovered that the building
in fact never been used

as a headquarters although some

2nd T,A,P,

Daily Log Sheets
No.2133-34.

2nd T.A.P,
O.R.S,

Report No. 34.

Germans stayed there on the previous night. East of
Amsterdam Spitfires of No, 135 Wing bombed barracks and
ings near Bussum, Interpretation reports indicated that
damage was done. The last attack was made by No.331
Spitfire Squadron on a suspected headquarters in  a house
Rotterdam. The pilots claimed to have dropped 25 bombs
the target area

in
in

.

Other attacks
against Dutch Collaborationist or

Police Headquarters were made on 19 November when the
collaborationist Headquarters at Limteren north of
largely destroyed. No more than four or five were Tied
the majority of the Collaborators were not there at +h<=> ti^®
of the attack. On 29 November the Todt Organisation heed''
quarters at Rotterdam, was attacked by No,146 Wing w5-t-h tb®
object of destroying documents. Here again the

was faulty and the house was empty vyhen the fighten -h mhef®
struck, Fortunately little harm was done to the
people or their property. Yet another attack on +h-
organisation was made, this time at Hoavalaken near
Amersfoort on 8 December, The roof was badly aama a
the Germans in occupation escaped unscathed,

2nd T,A,P,

Daily Log
Sheet No,300'^.

No,84 Group
0,R,B,
Nov. 1 Skk and
2nd T,A,P,

O.R.S,

Report Noo34«

V-
4.-',

Attaclcs on Artry barracks and headquarters inci  a a tb®

destruction of a barracks at Hilversum (25 November^ nrup'
on the previous day by Panzer troops; it was estiJ.4-°S ●fcb^'^
approximately 100 men lost their lives. Possibly
s\iccessful raid on the Arrry's command system in Non
made on the tactical headquarters of the LXXXrviip
the village of Houten near Utrecht on 28 November^ sp^'^®

j_&d2nd T.A.P.
Daily Log
Sheet No,2125.

No, 84 Group
0«H,B,
Dec, 1944
App,1 2, (1) Eight 1,000 pound, thirty-two 5^0 poimd bombs  h p

500 pound incendiaries, four phosphorous rocket
seventy-six rocket projectiles were used fon
operation. the

IB 96326/1(54) SECRET
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of inconsiderable damage the staff -vvas at once moved to
Bilthoven,

liXVII Corps believed to be contained in five houses near Gouda
were bombed by 2f8 Spitfires,
fruitless as enemy troops no longer occupied the building.
Other squadrons attacked and hit a regimental headquarters in
Wasserburg Castle north of Cleve that day.
target was the radio station at Jutphaas south of Utrecht.
Tv/o attempts were made to destroy it and on uhe second
occasion the rocket pronectiles of No.123 ̂ ing put one
building out of action.(l)

On the next day the main headquarters of

In this case the attack was

Another type of

2nd T.A-.P.
O.R.S.

Report No.3if
and 2nd T.A.F.

Daily Log Sheet
No.215if“2155.
2nd T.A.P.

Daily Log Sheet
No. 2113.

i other Air Operations in Holland;
1 6 December 1 SkU

3 November to

Some anxiety was expressed by the Navy over the threat
of one man torpedoes and midget submarines with which the
enen^y might harass the sea traffic in the estuary of the
Scheldt particiilarly as the arrival of the first convoy in
Antwerp had been subjected to great publicity in the press.
These weapons had been used, sometimes with effect, against
the shipping off the Normandy beaches. It became the
2responsibili-ty of N0.8A Group to attack the bases and
factories where these craft were assembled. A raid on such

a factory at Utrecht was made on A November and twelve direct
hits were claimed. Over a month later, on 8 December, t^vo

squadrons of Typhoons were despatched to the island of
Schouwen north of the t^ro Bevelands. In the harbour at

Burghsl\iis pilots identified a number of large objects moored
against a jetty which might well have been one n^n torpedoes.
They fired 100 rocket projectiles into the middle of them and
caused a large patch of oil to cover the v/ater.

The Navy was also concerned over possible attacks by
small surface craft - the E and R-Boats, and asked that their
bases should be raided by heavy bombers. As usual the

Commander-in-Chief, Bomber Command was reluctant to send his
force against a target inhabited by a friendly population but
the Deputy Supreme Commander enjoined that since Antwerp was
of the utmost importance as an Allied supply base this type
of operation should rank as first priority. Following upon
this statement at an Air Commanders Meeting, the  E and R-Boat

base at Ijmuiden in eastern Holland was raided by  a small
force of Lancasters with excellent results.

Ibid
Sheet No.201 6.

Ibid
Sheet No.2215«

D.S.C./T.S.

100/9
Pfc.3.
Enel. 60A.

R.A.P. Bomber
Cmd.

App.A. 9^9-»

O.R.B.

See Chap.

p. 13^.

There is little to relate concerning close air support
During these winter months No.8ifon the Canadian front.

Group’s role was to attack observation posts, gun positions
and defended localities which were out of range of Allied

Towards the end of November the siege operationsartillery
in charge of the Independent Czech Brigade at Dimkirk were
intensified and the usual targets such as strong points,

batteries and headquarters were passed to No.84 Group for
action. Attacks T/ere also made by British medium bombers on

Beyond the lower Rhine the enemy continued to bethe port
sensitive over the presence of the Allies east of Nijmegen.
In which ever direction an advance into Germany was made,
either eastwards across the Lower Rhine or southwards into
the Rhineland a foothold across the River Waal was

An attempt was made to flood out the bridge-prerequisite,
head when on 2 December the dykes holding the Lower Rhine at

(1) Attacks by N0.8A Group on special targets were also made
during the nranth of January. (See Chap. A, p. 133)c

DS 96326/1(55) SECRET
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Arnhem were cut,

enemy paratroopers,
onslaughts and continued to hold on to the Nijmegen bridges
and the east bank of the Waal,

by No,84- Group and fighter bombers breached the dams near'
Arnhem flooding an area about twelve miles in length stretch
ing from the Nijmegen - Arnhem railway to the town of Tiel
between the V^aal and the Rhine.

This was followed up with an attack by
The Canadians withstood these

Counter measures were taken
Noo8if Group
O.R.B,

Dec, 1914,

At the beginning of December air operations against
Crossbow targets were intensified. Air reconnaissance had
revealed a number of railway trucks carrying V,2 rockets in
Leiden station in addition to which an abnormal amount of

troop and supply traffic were passing through this railway
centre. Two attacks were made on the station by Typhoons

and pilots claimed three direct hits. During the night of
12/13 December Mosquitoes followed up the raid by another

harassing attack. A strike was made at this time against
bridges and canals in Holland. Fighter-bombers damaged a
bridge over the Oude Maas near Dordrecht while Mitchells and
Bostons inflicted more damage on the bridges at Deventer and
Zwolle. The medium bombers also tried to destroy the lock

gates at Zutphen (a canal flowing from Enschede in Germany
joins the River Ijssel at this town). Two attacks were made
but both times cloud obscured the targets and no results were
observed,(1)

Ibid

No.2 Group
O.R.B,

Dec, 1914.

Continued Attacks on Communications by the Tactical Air

Forces: 1 to I6 December 1944

For both the tactical groups of 2nd T.A.F, rail cutting
continued to be the most effective way of disorganising the
eneny^s rear installations.
November amounted to over 300*

being flown into Germany far deeper than before,
where stood the important viaduct so often attacked by the
Strategic Air Forces, was the most easterly point reached by
2nd T.A.F.

The number of cuts claimed for

In December sorties were

Bie le feld

The rapid repairs made by the eneny entailed a

2nd T.A.F,
O.R. B,

Nov. 1914.
.

succession of visits to the same stretch of line and thereby

caused operations to be conducted at a high price, as the
Germans had greatly increased their anti-aircraft artillery
north of the Ruhr and disposed it at likely points of attack.
Losses to pilots and aircraft had begun to mount up.

At the Air Commanders’ conference on 5 December, the
Air Officer Commanding 2nd T.A.F. announced that he v/as

losing up to two pilots a day in low level attacks, which was
more than he could afford,(2) Statistics in 2nd T.A.F.

Operational Record Book for November show that during that

D. S-« C ./T . S o
100/9
Pt.3«
End, 61 A,

(1) For further operations by 2nd T.A.F, against Crossbow
targets, see Cliap.l-, p. 129.

Pilots of 2nd T.A.P, lost on operations in Oct. and Nov.
numbered 80 and 86 respectively,

occurred during the more active phase of operations in
June (191), July (123) and Aug. (I83), but by December
there was a serious shortage owing to the fact that the

flow of pilots from the O.T.U.s was decreasing, it
having been assumed that the war would be over by
Christmas,

this matter and Air Marshal Coningham was assiored that
his force would be at full strength for the final

advance into Germany, (See Coningham's report,
paras,I84-I85 and 2nd T.A.F, O.RoB. Int, Apps. for 192^4).

SECRET

Greater losses

The Air Ministry took measures to rectify

(2)
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iiionth *110 aircraft were lost^ the majority of them due to
flake On the other hand a good deal of dislocation was^
undoubtedly being caused behind the eneny lines and daylight
movement for him was j\ist as difficult as it had been in^
France during the summer months, Howeverp the eneny seized
every opportunity to run supply trains to his forward areas
v/’hen the weather was too bad for flying.

An equally active and profitable effort was being made
by the Mosquito squadrons. On the nights of 26/27 and
29/30 November, 41 and 42 Mosquitoes vrere ■ ^
and machine gun movement along railways and waterways ̂  °
harass movement in general in the British sector. ^Direct
hits were scored on trains and locomotives and derailments
after attacks on trains were observed. The necessity for

the eneny to move at night provided plenty of targets,
the first week in December, No. 138 Wing was operating from

Belgium thus enabling the light bombers to stay longer over
eneny territory. Forces of between 40 and 50 aircraft were
active on the nights of 6/7 and 7/8 December in spite o
electric storms and poor visibility. Motor transport,

railway bridges and villages were among the targets,
indication of the effort being made by the Mosquitoes to

support ground operations is shown by No.140 T^ing vmich,
2/3 December, had flown 4,000 sorties since D Day, 6 June.

By

Some

on

U-:

No.2 Group
O.R.B,
and Dec. 1 944.

Nov,

At the same time the IXth Air Force strove to v/reok
: from Aachen to the

not dissimilar to that
rail communications in the American zone

Saar. Its plan of interdiction was
of the British, with the exception that it covered a wider
area, but which, on the other hand, contained fewer railway
lines. The medium bombers devoted much time to attacking

barracks, supply dumps, petrol and ordnance depots,
marshalling yards and bridges. Ihe majority of these
targets lay immediately to the rear of the German front.

Typical marshalling yard targets 7/ere

at Kaiserslautern, Neunkirchen, Duren and Coblenz. Road
and rail bridges over the Rivers Moselle, Ahr and the more
southern tributaries of the Rhine were frequent targets, in

particular the road-rail bridge over the Ahr at Sinzig near
Remagen, which carried an important railway line from
Cologne to Coblenz.(I)

west of the Rhine,

S.H. A.E.F. (Air)

Int/Ops.
Summs
Oct.-Nov. 1944.

The Tactical Air Commands cut railways and bridges both

t and west of the Rhine, but the programme was too largeeas

for it to be completed before more intensive air and ground
operations began in the middle of December. The activities
of the fighter bombers were divided into an ’
interdiction which included 27 railway lines west of the

Rhine and bridges from Euskirchen in the north to
Kaiserslautern in the Saar area and an 'outer' line of
interdiction east of the Rhine,

achieved in the latter zone, as it bore little relation to
the battle in the west,
has been discovered to show how damaging were the attacks

transportation immediately behind the western front but,
as in the area north of the Ruhr there were considerable

delays, dislocation and much effort expended on repair work.

inner’ line of

Fev/ positive results were

So far, no substantial evidence

on

IIS/108/1
The Effect of
Air Power on

Milo Ops,
Wo Einrop© p. 61,

(1) A report by the Transport Officer, Seventh German Ariry,
covering the period, 9 September to 15 December, stated
that the damage caused by these attacks made a number
of diversions necessary and considerable delays were

(A,H,B,6.experienced. Trans.: Reports of Tpt.
Officer A0K7 1 944.)
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similar conditions doubtless prevailed further south.
Against this it should be pointed out that the assembly of the
Panzer forces for the thrust in the Ardennes was not

prevented, although it is probable that delays v/ere imposed.
At the same time, travelling at night and round about routes
were taken for granted by the eneny in recognition of the
vast Allied air superiority in the west, V^ith regard to the
first of these conditions, the Americans had no equivalent of
the night armed reconnaissance work of No, 2 Group and, during
the hours of darkness in the American zone, the eneny could
move with impunity.

€?;The Resurgence of the G,A,P.

The Luftwaffe had taken full advantage of the impasse on
the western front to re-equip and re-organise the squadrons
Y^rhich had been driven back to Germany exhaiasted and depleted
at the beginning of September,

astonishing recoveay was made. This had bean possible to
achieve by drawing upon the reserves of single-engined
fighters whose construction had begun at the end of 1 943.

It was intended that a large force of night fighters should
be built as a complement to the increasing numbers of twin-
engined fighter aircraft. By the time of the landings in
Normancty, these single-engined fighters were converted to a
day role and bolstered up the diminishing numbers of opera
tional aircraft in Prance, Further fighter squadrons were
formed during the summer and the new jet fighters made their
first appearance in the autumn,

not inconsiderable reserves and, from the beginning of
September to the middle of November, the front line strength

of single-engined fighters had increased by seventy

In the next two months an

Pull use was made of these

per cent.

See Rise and
Pall of the

G,A,P,

A.C,AcS,(l)
Chap,17.

Changes in command and policy marked the withdrawal to
bases in Germany, For the time being the role of the
Luftwaffe was determined by the necessity to protect
industrial areas and cities from the incursions of the Alli©^

heavy bomber force both by day and by night,
ments of the Amy came second.

The require-
^ , Thus for the time being the
tables were turned, for during the summer it was the

Luftv^affe which had been sacrificed to support the ground
forces. With the conception of a coimter offensive in the
Ardennes, however, the resources of the LirTtwaffe

again put at the disposal of the Arny, For the time being,
however, the air command responsible for home defence -
Liiftflotte Reich - took

were once

over the direction of strategic and
tactical air operations. On 21 September Luftflotte 3 was
dissolved and an organisation subordinate to Luftflotte Reich
called Luftwaffe Command West was established. The new

command directed the operations of Jagdkorps II, responsible
for the northern sector of the front and Jagddivision 5,
responsible for the south.

^The policy adopted at the beginning of October was that
tactical aircraft should remain on the defensive and at this
time about 500 fighters were v/ithdrawn from Luftwaffe Command

West for home defence duties. The resumption by the Allies
of a more intensive heavy bomber campaign against oil and
transportation targets in the Reich had revealed serious
flaws in the defences General Galland, the chief of
fighter operations, worked out an elaborate offensive plan
known as Der Grosse Schlag in which swarms of fighters were
to attack the Vlllth Air Force at the first favoijrable

opportunity. Those never fulfilled the expectations of the
Luftwaffe commanders. For although strong enough in numbers
the G.A.P. was severely handicapped, not only by  a lack of

Ibid
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1 trained and experienced pilots but by the shortage of fuel
while the concerted drive of the Allies towards GerTnany both
from the west and the east had reduced the number of good

bases causing units to adopt second rate airfields which were
often unserviceable in wet weather.

A few pitched battles were fought betvreen the G.A.F. and
the Vlllth Air Force bombers and fighters in November and

forces varying from 500 to 700 fighters were in action
usually over central Germany where a deep incursion by the
Allied bombers became necessary. On 2 November^ for

instance, a big attack by the Vlllth Air Force on Merseburg
near Leipzig was opposed by over 500 fighters. An even
greater effort was made by the eneTiy on 21 November when goo
weather was experienced all over the theatre of operations.
This time nearly 700 fighters took off but only a small
proportion pressed home their attacks and more American
bombers were lost to flak than as a result of combat in the

air. The day and night raids over the Ruhr on oil targets at

Gelsenkirchen, Duisburg, Dortmund, V/anne Eikel and
Castrop-Rauxel did not provoke so strong a reaction.
Nevertheless the Commander-in-Chief Bomber Command pointe

attacks
out on 7 Nove

0

D.S.C./T.S.

100/9
Pfc. 3.
Encl.31A,

mber that the policy of concentrated air
on the Ruhr made an increase of enerry flak and fighter
protection in that area inevitable,

expected heavy casualties in the event of enemy fighter^
aircraft seriously interfering with his daylight operations.

He said that he

Early in November the Gernan Supreme Command was already

preoccupied with plans for a counter offensive in the
Ardennes. This involved the fighter squadrons in yet
another reshuffle and aircraft previously reserved for home

■' concentrated behind the western front. The
resoiarces of Luftflotte Reich again became dispersed.
Examination of the eneny*s fighter strength on the western
front in the autumn shows an increase from October onwards.
On 31 October the strength of single engined and night ground
attack fighter-hombers in Luftwaffe Command Vfest was 463, out
of which 348 were serviceable. By 10 December the strength
of conventional fighters and fighter bombers had increased to
1,283 ^vith 942 serviceable aircraft.(I) On the other hand
the bomber force which at the end of October had numbered
325 (233 serviceable) steadily decreased in size and on the
same date there were 233 aircraft of v;-hich 182 were service
able. Included in this total were 43 Me„262*s (32 service
able) used as fighter-bombers.

Another change in the G.A.F, was an improvement in
reconnaissance first noted at the beginning of December,
Throughout the battle in Normiandy the German High Command was
acutely deficient in its knowledge of Allied movements
because of the latter’s tremendous air superiority,
the autumn the force of short and long range reconnaissance

defence ■^s

But in

A,H.B,6 Trans,
G, A,P«
Orders of Battle
Oct, tc
Dec, 1944«

aircraft was built up wMch, on 10 December, consisted of
58 serviceable aircraft, the majority of which were Me.109s
but which also included two or three Arado 234s (jets),
increase in reconnaissance work was doubtless part of the
preparations for the coming offensive in the Ardennes, for,
on 4 December, reconnaissance activity which had previously
been restricted to the northern sector of the front spread
towards the south.

The
AoU,Bo6 Trans,
GcAoF, order of
Battle,

D.S.C,/T.So100/9
Pto3o Encln5o/^f
para.2.

(1) Three fighter-bomber units were, however, being
re-eqiiipped on this date.
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At this stage the major contribution of the G.A.F. to
the land battle was made by the night bomber force of JunJcers
88 and 188*

behind the Allied front, particularly in the American zone

and they also took part in sporadic mine-laying operations in
the Scheldt and occasional raids on airfields and head-

Their activities in the Scheldt never became a

They were used for harrassing communications

quarters,

menace to Allied shipping, as the Mosquitoes of No.85 G-roup
maintained constant patrols over the area of the Scheldt and

the Netherlands. It is interesting to note that No,85 Group
2nd T.A.P, O.R.B, claimed nine out of 16 enetry aircraft claimed destroyed by

App. Int, 2nd T.A.P, for the month of November, these being Jus,87^ 88
Nov. 1 944. and 1 88.

●*0

By day the Me,262, working as a fighter bomber,
made an occasional tip and run raid across the front,
great turn of speed enabled it to elude the Spitfire and
Tensest,
strafe eneny airfields,
jet aircraft were destroyed on the groiond on airfields in
north-west Germany.

It

The Allies’ only method of retaliation was to
In the course of such attacks a

s

fev/

The enetry* s new dispositions did not pass unnoticed by
Allied Air Hitelligence, although they seemed to have no
inlcling of an imminent offensive on a grand scale. At the
Chiefs of Staff Conference at S.H.A.E.P. on 11 November, it
was reported that the G.A.P. might be able to fly from 400 -
500 sorties per day either in support of the land battle or
in attacks on airfields. But, it was known that the eneny
would have to overcome a ntunber of problems before he could
employ his aircraft as an effective striking force, because
of the poor state of airfields behind the front. Apart from
a fairly heavy attack on airfields in the vicinity of Cologne
made by the Vlllth Air Force on 10 November and numerous

Enclo46A, straffing attacks "by fighter bombers, little effort was
expended on such targets. Air Staff S.H.A.E.P. believed
that the G.A.P. was still too weak to warrant extensive

D.S.C./T.S.100/9
Pt.3,
I^ra.3.

counter operations being made against it. As it was, the
German fighter force was kept in readiness for the big attack
and not squandered on minor operations.

However, by 21 November, the Vlllth and IXth Air Forces
were showing signs of uneasiness at the concentration of
eneny aircraft behind the western front and General Vandenberg
became responsible for originating a plan for a concentrated
attack on German airfields in which 2nd T.A.F., his own Air
Force and the Vlllth Air Force were to participate,
bombers of the Vlllth Air Force were to bomb airfields in
north-west Germany, medium bombers of the IXth Air Force were
to attack airfields in central Germaiy and fighters of the

Pile 2nd T.A.F./ Tactical and Strategic Air Forces were to follow up the
bombing with machine-gun and cannon attacks on grounded
aircraft and installations. At the beginning of December
the Air Commanders were waiting for favourable weather to
lamch this attack, known as Operation Riptide,
the German offensive in the Ardennes was launched and it was
because the G.A.F. siAffered such crippling losses in that
battle that General Vandenberg and Air Ifershal Coninghara
agreed to cancel the operation on 22 Janixary.

Heavy

30317/69/Ops.

Instead,
See Chap.3>
Po 99.

Operations South of the Ardennes - The Capture of Metz

It will be recalled that much was expected of
General Bradley’s piish north of the Ardennes with the First
and Ninth TJ.S. Armies ani detailed plans for support from
Strategic and Tactical Air Forces were discussed continually
from the beginning of the month.
General Patton who as usual was the first to get his Arry

Nevertheless it was
on

See p, 51.
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the move regardless of the appalling weather,
to hypass the fortifications of Metz which had "been holding up

his troops since mid September by an enveloping movement on

Leaving behind a Corps to reduce
the fortifications systematically, the ren^inder of the Amy
was to advance along the Moselle Valley, one of the classic
approaches to Germany, and seize the area surrounding Mainz,

D Day was to be in the first week
of November when the weather vr&s favourable for ground and
air.

His plan was

both flanks of the city.

Darmstadt and Frankfurt.

Several small scale attacks against outlying defences
had been made during the autumn which had been of little

unable to
Fighter-bombers working in support were

oI
crack the pillboxes and concrete casemates manned by a
stubborn and fanatical garrison. The armour which had

crossed France so effortlessly in the summer was engulfed in

a sea of im.id. Once again the Army found it necessary o
call in the Strategic Air Forces, The plan was that from
D Day minus one to D Day plus two the heavy bombers were o
smother the outlying defences of Metz by an attack on seve

A strike was also
communications

Medium

avail.

forts south and south east of the city,
to be made against the neighbouring towns and
centres of Thionville, Saarbrucken and Saarlautem.

bombers v/ere to attack forts, troop concentrations

dumps. The fighter ̂bombers of the XECth Tactical Air
Command, then established in the Verdun district,
make pre-arranged attacks on headquarters and

Fighters were to ground the Luftwaffe hy
striking at airfields east of the Rhine.

and supp

the battle area.

II 1/26
Effectiveness
of Third Phase
lactical Air

Ops, p.15<3 et
seq.

ly

Preparatory operations to dislocate
rear areas began on 5 November three days before

with a heavy bombing of marshalling yards at Karlsrun^
Frankfurt and Kaiserslautern in which some 800

involved. It was intended that the ground ^ waQfhfiT*

were

start after the bombing but this was prevented „ -lie
On 8 November American infantry crossed the River beii
supported by nearly i{.00 fighter-bombers of XEC  ^ ond
Commando These^aircraft effectively attacked head-
troop concentrations and amongst others obliterate ,
quarters of S.S. Panzer Division, Although .

still covered the battle area on the 9th, '-^^^Q^J.-rcraft
took off from the U.K. for the target areaj 7^9
attacked and dropped 2,609 tons of high

bombing in the Metz area was done with G.H. the
The

nearest troops stood at about four miles distance g
target areas so that no withdrawal was required,

and Thionville bombed by smaller forces. Anart
poor visibility the bombing was far from accura ®'’ g
from one or two direct hits on casemates materia

amounted to little. The intensity of the result
less, stunned and demoralized the garrison with
that on the 9"^^^ successful crossings were made ^ some

Moselle and on the following day the Army
miles east of ThionviiPe possession

number of

asualties,
towns and villsS®® which were captured with sma
The medium bombers of the BCth Air Force were even .  ̂

more

of a

restricted by the gather and out of a force of 5^^
only 7^ were able to identify and bomb two troop ̂
tions. Only ® 'Opposition was offered by ®
on 8 November an no aircraft were seen on the 9 *

Luftwaffe

^Illth Air Force

Summary of Ops.
^^ov. 1 944.

II L/26
Ibid and
Effectiveness
Of Third Phase
Tactical Air

'^pa,

^Illth Air Force

Nummary of Ops.
J^ov. 1944 P«54.

I.

(

I

support
they flew

From

fighter bombers closeThe   « m ,4.. oontinued to give
during the following week and from 8-1 9 November
2,114 sorties against uorml battlefield targets.
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13 to 15 November all aircraft were groimded "because of the
low cloud and rains The advance on the ground progressed

favourably, a deep bridgehead being established over the
Moselle by 1 2 November. Inroads on the network of forts
south of Metz then began. By 1 9 November Metz was finally
encircled and on the folloiving day resistance came to an end
apart from the inevitable small number of fanatics holding
out in one or two of the forts.

The opinion of the troops taking part in Operation
that the heavy bomber attack

The eneiiy

II S/108/1
Effect of Air
Power on

Military Ops.
V/, Europe
pp, 136-137.

Madison, as it was called, vra-s
on 9 November in general fulfilled its purpose,
was stunned by the bombardment and the opportunity to by-ps-®^
forts was seized while their artillery vras still inert-,
Moreover, objectives were taken with light casualties and the
eneny was \mable to bring up his reinforcements,
fighter-bombers were particularly useful in harassing trans

port and dispersing troops forming up to counter-attack,
the middle of November this offensive had to mark time while

the First U,S, Amy moved towards River Roer farther north.

Operation Madison was thus extremely limited in scope but the
air side of it which was designed to blanket the strong
defences around Metz may be said to have been successful
saved the Amy many casualties.

The

By

and

General Bradley* s first attempt to reach the Rhine

The next operation to which the Allied Air Forces were

required to give the utmost support was General Bradley’s
offensive east of Aachen known by the code name Qijeen,
Taking part were the First and Ninth U.S, Armies which v/ere

to cross the River Roer and push on towards the Rhine in
area of Cologne and Bonn, It was intended that this push

should coincide with a thrust across the Meuse by Fiel<^
Marshal Montgomeiy. The provisional date of D Day was
for 10 November. On the 7th the plans were revised and it
was decided that the operation should be launched on the

first fine day between 10 and 16 November. If the weather

still too bad for heavy bombers General Bradley was to

start the offensive without them relying merely on the
Tactical Axr Force. The fixing of the date was to be
by Generals Bradley and Vandenberg, the latter being the

Air Force colander on the spot and in a position to judge
when the weather was most favourable.

fixe

was

made

dSee p,

D o S 0 C o/T a S.
100/9 Ft.3.
Enel. 32A

para.A.

consist of a very powerful dayl^S
heavy bombers. The Vlllth Air

. .. , T „ ^ number of defended localities in the
neighbourhood of Langerwehe and Eschweiler (from seven to
eight miles east of Aachen) which stood in the First Arrry s

axis of advance These target areas were picked because
their believed toughness and in this the opiration differed

f  ̂ ^in^ply sSurated by the
Vlllth Air .^^agmentation bombs were to be used.

The tony was to begin to attack iramediately after the end of
the hombing. Two hours later Bomber CorZnd was to bomb ^

the valley of the Roer and Heinsberg north of GeilerJcirohen»
These places had been converted into fortified areas contain

ing troops and stores and were focal points for comtnunica-
tioru to the front and therefore required no restrictions
cratering. The mediui, bombers of the IXth Air Force were
strike at the i^er line of defences around Eschweiler,

^rlonweiler, Aldenhoven, Linnich, Luc hen and Echtz.
Fighter bombers of the IXth Air Force were to give vigorons
close support.

The air plan was to 1

attack by British and U.S.
Force was to bomb

of

in

for
t

II L/26
Effectiveness
Third Phase
Tactical Air Ops.
P,166-167.

Pile B0C./T.S.
32192.

o
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Great pains vrere taken to prevent a recurrence of the

mishaps at Ste Lo and south of Caen where a namher of troops
had become casualties to Allied bombs. As it was realised

that, of necessity, the operation might have to be conducted
in -poor visibility, elaborate safety measures vrare initiated.
The" actual bombing was to be done either visually, if condi

tions permitted, or with the aid of GoH,, Micro H and H2X
The safety measures involving radar, radio and

A vertical beacon was ●
equipment,
visual signals were as follows,

t;

II 1/26
Effectiveness
of Third Fnase
Tactical Air

Ops. p.167.

placed a short distance behind the front line so as to
indicate to the bomber crews their exact position v/ith regard
to the front line and the point from which they should

Two marker beacons vrere to keep therelease their bombs,

0

0
aircraft on course on their approach to the vertical beacons,

set up by IXth Tactical Air Command
The crews wereA ground control post was

to maintain radio contact vn
II S/108/1
Effect of Air
Power on Mil,

Ops. W, Europe
p,106p

.th the bombers,

to be thoroughly briefed and told not to bomb if they were at
all doubtful whether they had passed the safety line. The

Behind the front
Arnry also assisted in these precautions,
line anti aircraft artillery was to fire red bursts exploding
2 000 feet below flight level on instructions from the ground

control post. A little nearer to the front a line^of silver
coloured barrage balloons were to mark the safety line,
addition two large white ground panels were to be exposed,

one 1 9 miles behind the forward positions near Liege and the
other indicating the safety line near Aachen,

panels of cerise and orange were to be placed at intervals
ten miles behind the front to mark the line of approach,

themselves had to be in position at a distance of

In

Smaller

for

The troops
two miles from the target areas.

D Day ̂ vas at last fixed for 16 November,
tions .vere far from perfect -both over the U.K. and_the
Continent, 19 squadrons of the Vlllth Air Force being unable
t^tSe off 4ile others were delayed. A total of 1,23^.
Liberators and Portresses were despatched and from III5-

12A5 hours 1 191 aircraft dropped 3j872.9 Short tons of

fragiiBntation bombs. Altogether six target areas were
bombed at Eschweiler, Langerwehe and Weisweiler in the valley
of the River Inde, a tributary of the Roer, Strong escort

was provided by Vlllth Fighter Command which also attacked
ground targets over the area. Widespread cloud often up to
ViOths necessitated the use of instruments causing an

attack and only about 16 per cent, of the bombs
The safety precautions, however,

Most effective of all were the bursts

Flying condi-

inaccurate
fell in the correct areas,

proved satisfactory,

Vlllth Air Force

Summary of Ops.
Nov, 1 9Z*4,

- .
of coloured anti-aircraft fire but the panels were not seen

through the cloiid and the barrage balloons were shot down by
flak owing to their proximity to the front line. It was

ascertained that only five bombs fell behind the

I

forward Allied positions but fortunately without incurring

any casualties.

At 11h4-5 hours the British aircraft began to attack,
the first time that Bomber Command had supported

One thousand, one hundred and
R,A,F, Bomber
Cmd, Piles

B,C./Si/c„s.43
and

B.C,/t,S.321 92.

This was
American Arny operation,

eighty nine aircraft left the u,K, with a strong escort
provided by Fighter Command, Out of this total 1,124 air
craft bombed their targets and dropped 5,135 tons of high

Four aircraft failed to return to base. Theexplosive,

an

heaviest concentration of bombs fell on Duren and Julich,
The accuracy of the attack on both places was exceptional as
the cloud and haze which handicapped the Vlllth Air Force

crews had by then dispersed. At Duren markers were put dov/n
in the target area but soon became obscured in the bomb
explosions. The Master Bomber directed hia crev/s to bomb iin

R,A,F, Bomber Cmd,
OoRoB, Apn,Aa
NOV,
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the right area and the object of the attack was fixLfilled as

the centre of the tovm was completeiy gutted, the roads made
impassable and the marshalling yards severely damaged*

Julich smoke rose to a height of 8,000, feet and crews were
instructed to bomb up wind. Apart from some under-shooting
great accuracy v/as achieved, Heinsberg was covered by haze
but as the marker flares fell wide of the target crews

dropped their bomb loads visually and observed a large
esqplosion. No eneny aircraft interfered with any of the

bombers over the target area while flak was rarely more
moderate in intensity.

Over

than

<■:Low cloud and haze upset the attack by the IXth Bomb
Division and only 80 aircraft out of 119 were able to reach

Positions at Echtz, Luchen, Duren and
Similarly the fighter—bombers of

the IXth and XXIXth Tactical Air Commands flew no more than
3h-9 sorties.

the target area.
Eschweiler were attacked.

The intention v/as that each of the throe

II 1/26
p.168,

assault divisions of the First Arny should have one group
Th\mderbolts to support it. Lightnings were to attack
transport, troop concentrations, gun positions etc, behind
the eneny’s front and on the flanks of the ground attack.
Not only did poor weather hinder these operations but the
shortness of the November day restricted the amount of
effort. This was in direct contrast to operations in
Normandy when air activity continued to the end of the long
summer evenings. Bad weather had also prevented fighter
bomber operations planned for D Day minus one.

of

Despite the inaccuracy of the Vlllth Air Force attacks #
confusion and surprise spread among the eneiry,
hap^ned that on that very day the German A7th Infantry
Division was relieving the 12th Infantry Division in the li^i®
thus occupying the minds of both the troops and their
commanders. Moreover, the late hour chosen for the aerial
bombardment and the comparatively light barrage fired by
Allied artillery before the assault led the eneiiy to conol"^^®
that no ̂ attack was imminent. As it was units involved in
the relief were bombed and suffered many casiialties, ^
number of troops this was their first taste of battle and
they lay stunned in their fox holes for about an hour after
wards, Even veterans of Normandy were overcome by the
violence of the attack. Material damage was done to guns
and land lines between units were cut; but apart from places
where troops were bunched together waiting to come forward
casualties were not high. Bomber Command’s attack was
especially effective, thoroughly disorganizing supply
seirvicesi prisoners taken three days later said that they
ted eaten no hot food since the day of the bombardment.
Amongst other evidence they also stated that few casualties
were inflicted by fighter bombers attacking rear areas as
troops were taking shelter in deep trenches and bunkers.

It so

File
D,S.C,/T,3,100
Pb.8 Encl,33B
and
II 1/26
p.173.

Unfortunately the ground forces
this confusion

were unable to exploi'b
Their start line had been placed too fa^r

away from the target areas to enable them to achieve a deep
penetration. Thus by the time they had begun to break the
imer defensive core the eneiry had recovered and began to
hit back, short, the break through which had been
expected, did not come about and the Allied troops slowly
fought their way forward yard by yard clearing one defended
locality after another. The IXth Air Force continued to
give close support with medium and fighter bombers and
delivered attacks on strongpoints and troop concentrations
from 17-19 November, Thereafter the weather precluded
extensive air operations to the end of the month and hy that

II S/108/1
p,108 and
II 1/26
P.173.
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D time the two American Armies still had not reached the line
of the River Roer.

The failiore to "break through at Eschvreiler can in no
way he attributed to the Air Forces,
accomplished all that was asked of them,
owing to the lack of confidence between ground and air
staffs that full advantage v^as not taken of the ample safety
precautions,
have pennitted the Air Forces to have dropped their bombs
much closer to the troops,
have taken full advantage of the eneny's sijirprise and would
have penetrated deeply and frustrated any attempt to make a
counter-attack.

The heavy bombers
Rather was it

Implicit trust in these arrangements would

The latter in their turn would

PBomber Commandos attempt to breach the Roer dams

All available American resources were thrown into the

battle to reach the River Roer and at its height no less
than 17 divisions were employed by the two Armies,

Germans fought back stubbornly and confidently despite severe
losses as the Sixth Panzer Amy had assembled in the Cologne
area behind their forward defences.

Ninth U,S, Amy was in a position to overlook the Roer east
of Geilehkirchen but very slow progress was being made by the
First U,S, Amy battling in the densely wooded and hilly
stretches of the Hurtgen Forest,
his hands a card of great advantage in that he was able to
control the waters of the Roer and Urft (a tributary of the

Roer) by his possession of the dams across them, the most
important of which were sitioated south of Schmidt in thick
forest,

the Roer the eneny would open the sluices and flood the Roer

valley and part of the Meuse as far down as Roermond and
Venlo in the British sector.

Americans would then be met by the Ihnzers held in reserve.

The

By 3 December the

Moreover the eneny held in

General Bradley feared that when his troops crossed

Trapped by the waters the

See Map Wo. 5,,
I

This threat had been appreciated by General Bradley’s
staff early in November and requests to breach two of the
five dams or weirs had been made to Bomber Command,('l)

After a thorough examination of air photographs and other
evidence the Commander-in-Chief, Bomber Command concluded
that the v/-ater level was too lo;v for an attack to have any
effect. At the same time vigilant air reconnaissance was to
be maintained over the t7/o most important dans on the river.

The first (icnown as No,1 Dam) was the Urft dam,  a concrete
affair with a length of some 7h-0 feet and 3OO feet thick at
its base. It had been erected at the western end of a large

Fil® , ,
I

reservoir filled by the River Urft which joins the Roer at

The second (known as No.3 Dam) was
about four miles to the north east and was called the
about a mile's distance.

Schwammenauel Dam,

it was 160 feet high, about 1,150 feet in length, 1,100 feet
thick at the base and constructed of earth with a hard
concrete core.

By far the largest and most important.

(1) This was the second time that the ground forces had
requested an attack on a dam. On 7 October Lancasters

of No.5 Group attacked and damaged the sluice gates on
the Kembs dam on the Rhine north of Basle in response to

a request by Seventh U.S. Arny. It was feared that the
eneny might flood the Rhine up to Strasbo\u?g and make
crossings an impossibility. (See Bomber Cmd.
Pile B.G,/S,31A90/1 Encls,8B-25A.)
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Although told that on!ly by a lucky chance would the dams
be breached General Bradley insisted that he would not cross
the Roer until the dams had been put out of action by one

Their capture by a gromd attack v/ouldanother.^)means or
d*s®c»/t«s»
100/9 Pt.3.
Encl.52A

para.3.
require a corps and would delay the main advance across the
Roer; at the same time the idea of dropping paratroops was
condemned by General Brereton as there v/as not an airborne
division available nor did he consider it to be a practical
operation. On 29 November, therefore. Air Staff S.H.A.E.F.
directed Bomber Command to breach the dams leaving the method
of attack to the latter* s discretion. By then the First
U.S. Amy had reached points little more than three to five
miles away from the dams. The water level was still very
low but had risen considerably at the Urft Dam. It was

thought that 1,000 pound bombs followed by a number of
Tallboys (12,000 pounders) might crack it though the inventor
of the Tallbcy, Mr. V/allis remained sceptical. Another
possibility was that the eneiry might have prepared the dams
for demolition in which case the R.A.P, bombs would perhaps
detonate the charges. A more likely view was that the eneny
realising the defensive value of the dams woiild endeavour to
keep them intact to the last, A low level raid was con

sidered too dangerous because of flak.

File

B.C./SIt^T.S.lf2.

D.S.C./T.S.

100/9 Pfc,3.
Encl.59A

para.2,

The first attempt to breach the Urft dam was made by

207 Lancasters on 3 December but owing to thick cloud the
mission had to be abandoned. On the next day a picked force
of 30 Lancasters and Mosquitoes from No. 8 Pathfinder Group

raided the same dam using Oboe technique, each aircraft
attacking independently. Only 1,000 pound bombs were
dropped, but as visibility continued to be bad no results

were seen. The operation was unopposed by eneny aircraft
and flak. The Schwammenauel dam was attacked next on

5 December despite the low-water level there;
occasion only two aircraft dropped their bombs. At the
Air Commanders Conference that day Air Chief Marshal Harris

protested that it was futile to continue the operation. He
referred to the attack on the Sorpe dam in October when even
Tallboys failed to break it. He did not believe that the

flood-water released by the eneny would last for any length
of time. As General Bradley was still not satisfied,
Air Chief Marshal Tedddr directed that the attacks should

continue. The next two operations were directed against the
Urft dam. On 8 and 11 December forces of over 200 bombers
escorted by R.A.P, Fighter Command and the IXth Air Force

attacked the dam in poor visibility. Less than ifO Tallboy

bombs ̂ vere dropped, the remainder being 1 ,000 pounders. On
both occasions the dam was hit but apart from the concrete
being chipped and some damage caused to the controls no
serious harm was done. There seems to be little doubt that

an insufficient number of heavy bombs was used although it

was felt even if a breach had been made the enemy might still
have been able to control the flovf of water. Nevertheless
praise is due to the aircrevifs who delivered their attacks

under such poor conditions and yet succeeded in hitting their
target.

on this

R.A.F, Bomber
Crad,

AppoA,
Dec. 1944.

O.R.B.

Ibid

D.SoC./TaS,
100/9 Pt.3
Enel. 60A.

para. 14.

R.A.P, Bomber
Crad,

Aj^. 4.
Dec. 1944.

R„A.F. Bomber
Cmd.

O.R.B,

Pile

>

Plans were then made for a sixth attack, Air Chief
Marshal Harris wanted to break one end of the dam to allow

the water to erode the bank - provided that it was not solid
rock but on 1 2 December Air Chief Marshal Tedder and

(1) A German map captured later in the campaign shenving the
extent of the proposed flooding jTostified^
General Bradley’s refusal to cross the river.
S.H.A..E.P. Air Hist. Record and Diary App.I.o* 191^3)
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D.S.C./T.S.

100/9
General Bedell Smith decided to abandon the air operation as
it was diverting too much of the daily air effort. By then
it was estimated that about 2,000 sorties had been flown in
connection with the attacks. At last convinced that the

breaching of the dams by air was impracticable,
General Bradley began an attempt v/ith four divisions to

capture them on the following day and this operation was
still in progress when the eneiry launched his counter
offensive in the Ardennes on the l6th.

Pt,3
Encl,68A.

para, if*

Movement of the enenw^s armoured reserve west of the Rhine

In the meantime Von Rundstedt had been moving his
strategic reserve (The Sixth S.S. Panzer Anry) from their
training grounds on the northern plains of Germany to west
of the Rhine,

by S.H.A.E.E, Intelligence as early as 6 November, their
destination being the front north of Luxembourg,
next v/eek these suspicions were confirmed and on 14 November
General Strong (S.H.A.E.P. G.2) stated that he was fairly
certain that three panzer divisions from the German armoured
reserve had moved up to the Rhine,
troops were poorly equipped and under strength.

Troop movements by rail had been discovered

In the

He believed that the

D*SoC*/T,S.100/9
pt,3.
para, 2.

Encl.30A

Ibid
Encl.37A.
para,1,

Measures were taken to delay this movement by air
The Vlllth Air Force was ordered to destroy the

Bomber Command
attack.

D.S.C./T.S./100
Pt.8
Enel, 1 A,

railway viaducts at Paderbom and Bielefeld;
was to raid marshalling yards at Soest and Schwach in the
Ruhr area. Armed reconnaissance had already been planned

to take place between Paderbom and Dortmund but bad weather
had put a stop to these operations. The familiar dispute
over the priority of oil and transportation targets arose at
the Air Staff Jfeetings but Air Chief Marshal Tedder insisted

that special targets requested by the Arny should be given
first priority, in accordance with the current directive to
the strategic bomber force. Headquarters Bomber Command
made provisions for visual attacks by day or night or if the

But on 21 Novemberweather was bad with G,H. equipment,

Ibid
End, 42A

para,2,

the commitment for the tv,ro marshalling yards was cancelled

and these targets reverted to their normal strategic
priority. ("I) This was probably due to the fact that at the
Air Commanders’ Meeting that day the Deputy Chief of Air Staff
had laid stress on the importance of not relaxing air attacks

on oil targets although the Deputy Supreme Commander had
v/arned his colleagues that there was an urgent need for
attacks on communications.

Ibid
Encl,44A*

para,13*I

Hov/ever at the same conference a S,H,A,E,P, intelligence
officer told the assembled commanders that air reconnaissance

taking advantage of a break in the cloud and rain had
identified rail movement, through the Ruhr to the Cologne -
Dusseldorf district. The lines to Darmstadt and Prankfxirt

He was of the opinion that four panzerwere also busy,

Ibid

para.2,

divisions of Sixth S.S, Panzer Arny were in reserve in the

So far none of these troops had come inCologne sector,
contact with General Bradley's push towards the River Roer,
R.A.P, Bomber Command was then detailed to attack marshalling

yards at Aschaffenburg and Fulda; the former ̂ vas attacked on
the night of 21/22 November and the latter on 26 November,

See Chap. 3

p, 67.

In the course of the month the Vlllth Air Force had made
a series of attacks on the Altenbeken and Bielefeld rail via
ducts. Beginning on 2 November 151 aircraft struck at the

(1) Soest was attacked by Bomber Command

SECRET
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Bielefeld Brake and Sohildesche viaducts* Further attacks

■were made on 26 and 29 November and a third attempt on
6 December* The viaduct at Altenbeken "was temporarily put
out of action, thus cutting the route from Hanover to Soest.
By 5 December it appeared that military rail transport ■was
restricted to two main routes from Hanover to Frankfurt

S.H.A.E.F.either via Goettingen and Fulda or via Giessen.
Intelligence qualified this apparent success by their
estimate that the German forces west of the Rhine did not
require more than 40 trains per day. Altogether these
attacks on troop movement in-fco the Cologne - Franlcfurt
sector were little more than pin pricks; the bad flying
weather and the continuing priority for oil targets(l)
allo-wed Von Rundstedt to gather his forces for a counter
attack more or less according to plan*
is some evidence from prisoners of war talran at the time
that troop movement towards the western front suffered
delays and re-routeing because of air attack and there were
several cases in which trains
air.

Nevertheless, ther

actually hit from thewere
On 19 October Von Rundstedt complained that attacks

(J

e

S.H.A.E.F, IG*2}
Enany Conms, and
Supply Summary
No* 26 Annex*

railways and bridges across the Rhine would delay the
10 December he

on

move of Sixth S.S* Panser Army and
reported that a number of bridges (prestunably across the
Ahr and Mosel) had been closed by air attack, but that the
movement of formations was progressing without serious delay*

v/ere also being moved from Norway to
the western front and by the end of November a d'ivision from
this sector was already in action* The enemy took full
advantage of the railway betv;een Trondheim and Oslo when
transporting troops, thereby avoiding the attentions of
R,A,P, Coastal Command over Norwegian waters. He had,
however, to cross the stretch of sea known as the Kattegat
in order to reach Denmark. Counter measures against these
troop movements y/ere suggested in a paper issued by the
Joint Intelligence Committee at S.H.A.E.F. on 25 November
and, as a result, discussions took place between members of
S.H.A.E.Po (Air) and the representative of E.A.F. Coastal
Command at S.H.A.E.F.

on

German army units

A.H.B*6 Tronsl*
Von Schramm's
Treatise on Ops* in
Che West. Pp* 6,
11,114.-

D.S.C./T.S.
100/9 Pt*3
Enclo 49^
para.

S.HeA.E.F. (Air)
Hist. Record and
Diary Nov* 1944
App. 10A and 1CB*

It was agreed that it would be impolitic to divert air
craft employed in attacking communications behind the
western front at a time when they were beginning to show
results. The solution of the problem seemed to be that
R.A.P, Bomber and Coastal Commands should intensify their
mine-laying and anti-shipping strikes in Norv/egian and
Danish waters* Sabotage by Special Operations Executive
and Mosquito attacks on key bridges in Norway were also
suggested. They decided that it would not be practical to
attack the Danish railway system for the following three
reasons. Firstly, shipping could easily be diverted to one
or other of the north German ports Second, it was diffi
cult to obtain early information of train movements which,
in turn, would only lead to a sustained air effort
detrimental to operations on the western front* Thirdly,
in any case it would not be possible for fighter bombers to
reach Denmark* ^

In the meantime the Commander in Chief Coastal
Command had taken action. He requested that the Special

(1) During November R.A.F. Bomber
tons of bombs on oil tarup+s (24-^
tonnage) con^ared with 4^888 tons dropped on transporta
tion targets (9.2^ of the total tonns^®-''
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Operations Executive should sabotage the main line from
Bergen to Oslo so as to con^el the eneii^ to use the sea
route.(l) He also obtained permission from the Air Ministiy
to re~equip three of his Mosquito squadrons vdth rocket
projectiles and 100 gallon drop tanks so that they could
strike against shipping in the Kattegat by day. Hormal
operations by R.A.P. Coastal Command over Norwegian and
Danish waters continued in spite of the bad weather

experienced during early December. By night tv/o Halifax
squadrons operated against important convoys sailing between
Oslo and the Danish ports. They also attacked shipping in
the anchorages at Aalsund, Kfistiansund and Namsos. By
daylight Beaufighters and Mosquitoes attacked shipping

sheltering in the fjords along the Norwegian coast.

There 7/as also an increase of activity by R.A.P. Bomber
Command over this area. In the month of December the number

of mines laid in Danish and Norwegian v/aters increased by 383
compared to the previous month. These areas included Oslo

Harbour, the Skagerrack and Kattegat. Furthermore, three
strikes against shipping in Oslo Fjord were made in December
at night. They incliided an attack on the cruiser Koln.
In these latter operations 138 aircraft made attacks and a
total of 550 tons of bombs were dropped.

D.S.C./T.S.100/9'
PX.,3 Enel. 5U
para. A*

R.A.F. Coastal
Command O.R.B.
App. Nos,80i(.“8lZ}.
Dec. 19^

Ibid

App. No. 875

A.M, War Room

Summary of Ops.

by Bomber Cmd.
Nov.-Dec. 1 9AA-

The Saar Offensive December»r 1 944

In contrast to the slogging battle being fotight out in
the central and northern sectors, advances of a more spec
tacular nature had taken place south of the Ardennes and on

the Sixth Army Group front. By the first week in December
the Third U.S. Amy had reached the line of the River Saar

south of Merzig and owing to strong defensive works bej'-ond
the river had come to a halt. Plans were made for  a set

piece attack (Operation Tink) in which the Strategic Air
Force were to make an attack similar in conception to

Operation Queen with area bombing by the Vlllth Air Force
and the obliteration of communication centres and concen

tration points by Bomber Command,
on 19 December in conjunction with a supporting offensive by

the Seventh U.S. Army. However, General Bradley's opera
tions east of Aachen were to remain as first priority and in

the event of General Patton's attack failing to get under

7/ay reserves were to be diverted to the north,
offensive prevented this operation taking place.

On 1A December the First French Army began to break

through the Belfort Gap, After a v/eek's fighting it reached
the Rhine and French armour swung north to capture Mulhouse.
A little later the French in company with Seventh Army troops
who had been fighting in the passes of the Vosges pushed

through the Saverne Gap and reached Strasbourg on 23 November.
The enemy defiantly held out west of the Rhine betv/een
Strasbourg and Mulhouse, an area v/hich became known as the
Colmar Pocket and for the time being the French, weak as

they were in numbers, could not dislodge them.
General Eisenhower seeking to take advantage of the situa
tion directed the Seventh U.S, Army to break into the Saar
basin in conjunction with the Third U.S. Arny and this

operation had the effect of drawing off 14 enemy divisions
until events in the Ardennes brought the operation to a
standstill*

The battle was to begin

The German

(1) There is no record of any discussions on this proposal
and no attempt was made to carry it out#
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Air support to the Sixth Army Group -was given by the
First Allied (Provisional) Tactical Air Force formed at the
close of October,

consisted of a mixture of U,S. and French units;
Tactical Air Command; the 2f2nd Bomb Wing; the French
Western Air Force and the Ist French Air Force,

Commanded by General Royce this force
the Zllth

Proposals to defeat the enemy 7/est of the Rhine in eaxXv
December

The resolution "with "which the German An^y defended the
approaches to Cologne "was dangerously lengthening the dead
lock in the west; once again the Combined Chiefs of Staff
grew apprehensive over the slo"W progress of the Eiiropean
campaign, A quick victory "was all the more urgent "when so
much remained to be accoirplished in the Far East, The first
step towards the end of the cajipaign was the rapid defeat of
the enemy west of the Rhine, Discussions on the part to be

played ty the Strategic Air Forces in ending the impasse
were held late in November(l) and the Combined Strategic
Targets Committee was called upon to fiumish the Air
Commanders with a plan.

The Committee concluded that the offensive against oil
targets was still the most effective contribution which the

Strategic Air Forces could make. It suggested that as the
Ruhr synthetic oil plants were out of action for the time
being, the heavy bombers should concentrate on the oil plants
in central and eastern Germany,
centres would have to be confined to a restricted area east
and south of the Ruhr from Osnabruck and Paderbom to

Darmstadt and Asdiaffenburg in the south if they were to
assist the land battle effectively. The Committee was in
fact delineating the area through which Von Rundstedt moved
his troops for the Ardennes counter offensive. It also
proposed that in "vi.e7/ of the recent successes achieved with

G,H« and Micro H equipment a series' of experimental attacks
might be made on the 22 road-rail bridges crossing the Rhine
between Wesel and Coblenz, Finally the Committee advocated
the enployment of heavy, bombers in further operations on the
scale of Queen and to;, attack the large concentrations of
troops be"^een the Roer and the Rhine by day and night,(2)

These recommendations were discussed at a special meet
ing held at S,H,A,E«F, on 5 December attended by the Supreme
Allied Ccmunander, all the Air Commanders and Air officers
Coirananding Tactical Groups, The necessity of maintaining
attacks on oil and communication targets was not disputed.
It was generally agreed that the bombing of villages and
communication centres behind the eneny* s front line was

Attacks on communication

D,S,C./T.S.
100 Pt. 8

End, 53c

D.S,C./TcS,

100/9 Pto3
Encl,64A

>5

(1) General Jfo.rshall had already written to the Supreme

Commander asking him to consider an idea of
General Qixesada (iXth T.A.G,) v^herely Vlllth Fighter
CoramEind should be moved to the continent and that wide

spread lov/level fighter bomber attacks sliould be made by
all air commands against targets of opportimity in
Geimny, General Eisenhower replied that the Strategic
Bomber offensive and support to the land battle must

have first priority,
had attacked airfields and communication centres in the
course of escort duties and when the heavy bombers were

weatherbound (SeeDoS.0./T«S. 100 Pt,8 Encl3,14ii.  + 25A),

Similar views were expressed by S.H.A.E.F,

SECRET
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v;asted imless rapidly followed by a ground assault. Such
operations v;ere therefore to take place two or three days
before the ground operation began and v/ere to be followed i:Jp by
night attacks on concentration areas in toT/ns and villages.
Although an area attack by heavy bombers to assist the
offensive against the Roer dams was believed to be imprac
tical, heavy bomber attacks similar in scale to Operation
Queen v/ere of great value, provided the target areas were
close to the front line and quickly reached by the first wave
of troops. This type of operation was to be developed by
mutual discussions betv/een Tactical Air Force Commanders and

their opposite numbers in the Army,(l)

Meanwhile plans for future ground operations were set in
motion at a meeting betv/een the Si^reme Allied Commander,
Field Marshal Montgomery, General Bradley and Air Chief
Marshal Tedder held at Maastricht on 7 December, The plan,
in outline, was that Generals Patton and Patch should
straightway moimt their joint offensive against the Saar
follov/ed by a combined attack against the Ruhr by Tv/enty First
Array Group and General Bradley's forces north of the Ardennes,
All Commanders agreed that it was essential to keep on the
offensive tliroughout the winter and if possible to* clear the
enemy from west of the Rhine. The Supreme Commander
believed that the enemy could not continue to suffer such
heavy casualties(2) and that combined with a Russian winter
offensive a decision might soon be reached.

V/ith regard to operations east of the Rhine there was
the usual conflict of views between the Supreme Commander and
Field iiarslial Montgomery, Y/hile agreeing that the main
attack should be north of the Ruhr ito be the responsibility
of Tv/enty First Army Group with a U,S, Aimy under its command)
and that the Ruhr should be isolated thus provoking a phase
of mobile warfare. Field Marshal Montgomery v/as convinced
that his operation should be conducted at the esp/ense of the

remaining U,S, Armies. General Eisenhov/er, on the other
hand v/anted to maJce a subsidiary thrust through Frankfurt and
Kassel or alternatively through Bonn and he had no intention
of halting the offensive in the Saar, He declared that
there was no fundamental reason for disagreement v/ith Field
Marshal Montgomery but merely a difference of opinion as to
v/hich was the most suitable line of approach for the secon
dary offensive. There was also dissent about the exercise
of command over the Array Groups in the west.

Marshal Ifontgomery proposed that all operations north of the
Ardennes should be controlled by one commander and those to
the south under another. General Eisenhov/er believed that

inter-Army boundaries should be decided by the area of opera
tions to the front and not by natural features in the rear.
He therefore directed that the Ruhr should form the boundary
betv/een the British and American Groups of Annies,(j)

Field

See Chap,

A p. 110
Chap. 6 p. 175
Chap. 7 po 215

b/s.a.c./t.s.
100/12 Pt.I
End. 54A

(1) That evening at a dinner party glvai by A.C.M, Tedder to AoC.M. Harris and
the Group commanders of 2nd T.A.Fo* A.V.Mo Broadhurst (A.O.C. no,83 Croup)
remarked on the close liaison betv/een American Air and krw commanders In
contrast to the British where the Ground Commanders lived apart from their
Main Headouarters (S,HeA,E.F.(AIR) Hist, Rec, + Diary P,4 Dec, fhh)t

Enemy casualties, including prisoners, on the Vfestem Front from
8-26 November v/ere estimated to be 9,000 ter day, (See Appreciation by
S.H.A.E.F., G.2 File D.S.C./H, 12) .

A reviw/ of the campaign up to that date v/as sent bv General Elsenhaiver to
the British Chiefs of Staff and the Combined Chiefs of Staff on 3 December,
It contained an amplification of his vie^vs expressed at the Maastricht

The war Office v/ere of the opinion «iat the thrust north of the
Ruhr should have absolute priority over the other Sectors both for the
breakthrough and later exploitation. With regard to the question of
command it v/as felt that there should be two ground commanders and that
General Bradley should control the tv/o Army Groups north of the Ardennes
and General Dovers be responsible for the forces south of the Ardennes
(See S.C.A.F. 1^1, to bo found In File D/S.A.C./T.S.100/12 Pt.I Encl.I+OD and
war Office vie.7s on this paper and the Maastricht meeting, Encl.f/OA),

meeting.

(2)

(3)
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CHAPTER 3

THE BATTIE 0? THE ARPETJHES

Hitler's last attack in the West

At 0530 hours in the rain and mist of Satiorday

1 6 Deconher, Von Rundstedt launched his long and carefully
prepared counter offensive on a forty mile front  ^ stretcnxng
from Monschau, south of Aachen, to Echternach irhich stands
just above the junption of the rivers Saar and Mosel, east
of Luxembourg. There is no doubt that this vfas to ̂ ve
been the last desperate attempt to stave off the Allied
invasion of Germany.       The fuehrer hnjnself had conceived the

idea of a strong counter attack as soon as the Allies !^d
broken out across northern Prance and in orders given an
November he revealed that liis intention was not mere 7

territorial gain, but the virtual destruction of
Amies in the west. Hitler and his staff realised o

such an operation was a gamble in the face of Allie
superiority in men and material, but they were prepare
stake everytliing upon its success and they doubtless ̂
believed that at the vrorst it would delay the thru-j

Ruhr and gain time for the development of Germany s
weapons and jet aircraft.

secret

A.H.B.6. Trans.
Von Schramm’s

Treatise Opera
tions in the
West,

pp. 1 - 6.

Planning for the counter offensive, which rn-if^dle
the code name Herbstnebel (Autumn Mist), began .

of October by which time a stalemate had ^
Y/estern front. Early in November the plan of

been formulated and top priority for supplies ̂  ̂ ̂tins
vras given to the western front. Three Armies, ° .

of some eight panzer divisions and I6 sector

irjfantry divisior^, were to be assembled canmand of
of Army Group B (Roermond — Luxembourg) under jn-—et
Field Marshal Model. This Army Group was

priority in the west by order of the^Puelrrer.
attack according to the plan issued A^ies

Commander-in-Chief West was to destroy^the suonlv
between Ant\verp and Bastogne and to seize e the life

bases of Antwerp, Liege and Brussels and ' comprising
line of the Allies. The Sixth S.S. Panzer Army, comprising
the 1st and 2nd S.S. Panzer Corps under command 01

Sepp Dietrich, was given the most important
to strike out towards Verviers from its assem y
Eifel on a narrow front supported by a short,
artillery bombardment and seize crossings over
^rth Sd south of Liege. It vrould then spring north
oZtrTlnt.;^rp. In Ihe centre the Fifth Panzer uaader
General Manteuffel, re-equipped after its an
Normandy, was to penetrate the vreakly held Ardeme
thraxis Bastogne - Namur and hold the line of
Sound Dinant. Afte^ards it was
cover Brussels and Anfarerp and so proteci; the
S S Panzer Army. Volks Grenadier divisions wer
!;ildatS in the wake of the armour. The res^citated
Seventh Army v/as to strike towards the Meuse ’
ITIZ Stask was to safeguard the flanks of
Parser Armies from the south mid soutli-v/est
liberally equipped with anti-tank weapons. a
attack across the Maas from Holland was to be made y
General Student’s First Parachute Army,

of the

It v/as ●

The Ardennes operation Yfas to be supported by. airborne
whicli were to be dropped in advance of the main

Another feature was the
troops
attack to confuse the A.llies.
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employment of a special group dressed in Allied uniforms and
speaking English under command of the notorious Skorzeny (who
had helped to kidnap Mussolini). Equipped with U.S. tanks
and jeeps they were to gain a crossing over the Meuse in the

of the panzers and spread confusion behind the Allied
front line. Deeper in Prance saboteurs were to descend aj;id
wreck communications, and it is believed that bands of
assassins were to have eliminated the principal Allied

military commanders. For two days after the start of the
operation the Luftv^affe was to fly up to about 960 sorties
including a number of jet aircraft in support of the groimd

For this reason fuel was carefully husbanded
In the Channel U and

van

forces,

throughout October and November.

'O'
Ibid

P. 13.

fTIbid

P« 10.

E-boat activities were to be intensified. 1
The ground chosen for the attack might appear to be

utterly impractical for operations by a mechanised force
which Vfould have to negotiate the steep hills and wooded

Pew suitable roads crossvalleys of the Eifel and Ardennes,
this region and are easily blocked by resolute forces in pos

session of the chief road junctions,
same route that the victorious German Armies advanced on

Sedan under Von Eundstedt in the early simmer of 194-0, and

plans for this early operation were dug out from records and
This time the success of the operation depended

Yet it was along this

consulted,

Ibid

p. 1.

entirely on being launched in bad weather so as to coimter-
balance the immense Allied air superiority. Surprise, both

strategic and tactical, was also pre-requisite and it v/as
stressed in the plan that the panzers must secure crossings
over the Meuse within 24 hours from crossing the start line
so as to prevent the arrival of Allied armoured reserves.

Hitler personally concerned himself with the entire planning
of the attack and was to decide upon the moment for it to be
launched.

Preparations for the offensive went- ahead during

The S.S. panzer divisions, rested and^re-equipped,
moved tovrards the front from Westphalia while divisions of the
Fifth Panzer Army were unostentatiously withdrav/n and rested
in the quiet Ardennes sector. ■ Strict orders were issued on

secrecy. it was part of the enemy strategem to give the
impression that a large force was being gathered into the
Cologne' district to resist an Allied thrust towards the Ruhr
and there is no doubt that this deception proved fruitful

assisted in poor weather which hindered air

The fact that these preparations were conducted more or^less
according to plan in spite of air attacks on communications
and bridges in western Germany was considered a remarkable

achievement by the German Supreme Command, but ̂ even so some
delay resulted after such raids while the re-disposal of

and the extensive reorganisation at the front led to
the postponement of the operation for several weeks. More
over the Anerican offensives around Aachen and in the Saar

bit deeply into German man-power and led RuncLstedt to try and
induce the Fuehrer to launch a quick local attack south of
Roermond to exploit Anerican fatigue after Opera’cion Queen.
But the Fuehrer determined to abide by the original plan^ even
if it meant loss of ground and positions, and the operation
was fixed for 10 December.

November.

reconnaissance●

Ibid
p« 6.

ri

The provision of sufficient fuel for such a large
mechanized force v/as a major problem and O.K.W. estimated
that it would require 1700 cubic metres of petrol together
with about 50 ammunition trains. The static nature of
operations during the autumn enabled stocks ^to be conserved
but on the eve of the battle the Commander-in-Chief West

"double the time andinformed the Fuehrer that in his opinion

}-'J
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sectors infantry divisions had "been TrithdraTm for rest and

re-equipping. Although tv/o panzer divisions and six
infantry and panzer grenadier divisions had recently been

moved to the Saar the Germans appeared to him to be mostly
concerned ●with the Dusseldoxf - Cologne sector*
Geneiral Strong sav/ no indication of any major German opera
tion apart from possibly coimter-attaoking on a small scale
in the Hurtgen Forest to safeguard the Roer Dams.
Field Marshal Montgomery who issued a nev/ directive to
Twenty First Army Group on the day of the German attack was
also confident that the enemy had neither the strength nor
the means to pass over to the offensive.

It will be remembered that the bulk of the American
Army on the western front was either committed in the Aachen
sector or assembling for the thrust into the Saar,
north Field Marshal Montgomery’s troops were preparing
the long postponed drive into the Rhineland,
sector was thus thinly held by four divisions of the Vlllth
U.S. Corps. General Eisenhower in his repor't to the
Combined Chiefs of Staff on the progress of operations
October to January has recorded his decision to take the risk
of leaving a weak spot in the Ardennes in order to con
centrate the maximum force opposite the Riihr ^d in general
to keep on the offensive during the -winter.(l) In his book
’Crusade in Eiurope’ he recalls that both he and
General Bradley agreed that in the event of a German push
they must be prepared to withdraw to the line of the Meuse;
the Allies should be able to crush such an offensive by
attacking the enemy’s flanks from the direction of Aachen xn
the north and from the Saar in the south v,rhere the bulk of the
U.S, forces were poised for an attack. They believed that by
the time the enemy reached the Meuse he would have overtaxed
his supply line particularly if the Allied Air Forces had been
able to operate in strength against communications.

In the
for

The Ardennes

from

See Chap. 2
p. 57 et seq.

Ibid
Enel. 38A
para. 3«

)

S.C.A.F. 179
20 Jan., 1945.

Ciusade in
Europe

368 - 371.PP»

First moves on the groimd and in the air

S.H.A.E.F. (Air)
Hist. Record and
Diary p. 9
Dec
and S.A.C’s.
report to
C.C.S. p. 92.

1944,● 9

News of the counter offensive in the Ardennes reached
The SupremeS.H.A.E.F, during the afternoon of 16 December.

Commander, sensing danger reacted promptly to the threat and
instructed General Bradley, who happened to be with him, to
move up at once two armoured divisions towards the flanks of
the German penetration. On the evening of the lytl^
XVIIIth U.S, Airborne Corps, then in reserve near Rheims,
placed under command of General Bradley and ordered to con
centrate as soon as possible at the important road centre of
Bastogne, while on the I8th General Brereton (First Allied
Airborne Army) was instructed to move 17th U.S. Airborne
Division from the U.K. to the Rheims area by air. On
20 December 6th British Airborne Division was ordered to move

was .

’Out' Log
DrS.C, pp. 20,
22, 24, 30
Deo 1944.« 9

i

to the continent by sea and about that time 11th U.S.
Armoured Division, a recent arrival in Eiirope, began to
assemble around Rheims, in the role of SoH.A.E.P. Reserve.
Another measure which marked the gravity of the situation was
the granting of permission by S.H.A.E.F. to Twelfth Army
Group artillery to use the Variable Time Fuze,
been advocated by General Marshall during the autiomn when
urging the employment of all means to bring about  a rapid end
to the war in Europe.

Tiiis had
Ibid 'In’ Log

21p.
1944.Dec * 9

(l) He stated ’This was a calculated risk based on the
absence of strategic objectives or large depots in the
area, the relatively difficult terrain and my current
estimate of the enemy's intentions'o (S.C.A.P. 179,
para. 8.)
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On 17 December the enemy continued to prohe into the
Allied line from west of Trier to Monschau. The deepest
penetration was made by the Sixth S.S. Panzer Army which had
covered about ten miles in the direction of Malmedy. The
Allied Command v/as, on the wholes confident of dealing with
the situation; General Bradley was optimistic and staff
officers at S.H.A.E.P, felt that the advent of a phase of
mobile warfare might enable the Allies to strike  a decisive
blow against the Wehrmacht, Fairly thick cloud still
obscured the battlefield but there was a strong southerly
v/ind which cleared the mist a little and afforded a number

of opportmities for the IXth Air Force to strike at the
enemy. By the end of the day it had flown over
1200 sorties* The U,S, pilots attacked movement between
Cologne and Trier but at once encountered the G.A.F. cover
ing their ground forces in great strength. A number of
aerial combats were fought in which the Americans claimed
to have destroyed about 90 aircraft. East of the Rhine
British fighter bombers kept to their familiar task of
harassing transport round the Ruhr, A fevir skirmishes took
place between 2nd T.A.F, and enemy fighters along the lov^’er

reaches of the Rhine and the British pilots claimed to have
shot dovm eleven aircraft including one Me, 262 which was
forced to fly at ground level and crashed into a house.

D.S,C,/T.S.100/9
Pt, 2f3,
Enel, 75A and
Pt. 4-.
Enel. 1A,

S.H.A.E.F. Air

Daily Simnmary
of Ops No. 62
17 Dec., 1944.

o

2nd T.A.F,

Daily Log
Sheet No.

2254. “ 2237.

By the I8th the full implications of the German attack
had been perceived at S.H.A.E.F, as more information came in
from the U.S, front together with the apprisal of German
intentions in captured operation orders,
ground and in the air there was intensive enemy activity.

The most dangerous German thrust v/as still in the district
of Malmedy although attempts by enemy paratroops to spread
panic had proved singularly ineffective.(l) A deteriora
tion in the weather

Both on the

the reason for a drop in the rate ofwas

DSC/t.S.100/9
Pt. 4.
Enel. 2A and

d.s.c./t.s.100/12
Pt. 2 Enel. 1A.

In the face of it.effort by the Tactical Air Forces,

however, lowflying Thunderbolts attacked transport on the
roads to Malmedy and Stavelot, a tc^'/n further to the west,
claiming 230 motor vehicles destroyed; in the air over
40 aircraft were claimed to liave been shot down.

S.H.A.E.F. (Air)
Daily Summary of
Ops. No. 63
para, 5●

On the 17th Air Marshal Coningham and General Vandenberg
had already reached an agreement whereby all available air
craft from 2nd T.A.F. were to support the IXth Air Force on
the following day, leaving behind the minimum number to pro
tect the British sector. The two Commanders agreed that
the U.S. aircraft should give close support to their res
pective Armies and that the British should provide cover and,
in addition, operate east of a line decided upon by the
IXth Air Force. But nearly all the Typhoons despatched on
18 December to assist the Americans made abortive missions
because of low cloud. Elsewhere, armed reconnaissances were
made over the plain west of Cologne, but here the G.A.F,
refused any inducement to come out and fight. On the night
of 18/19 December a large number of Mosquitoes from 2nd T.AJ*’.
were ordered to scour the roads running from the Rhine
towards the front in an area stretching from Dusseldorf as

Air Staff
S.H.A.E.F. Ops.
Journal
17/18 Dec,, 1944
Ser. No, 13,

I

2nd T.A.F, Daily
Log Sheet
No. 2261.

(1) In A German study of their airborne operations during
the war, this operation was held to be a complete
failure. The airborne force was too small, training of
paratroops and troop carrier crews inadequate, the plan
ning was sketchy, the v/eather was unfavourable and
finally the ground plan miscarried, (See Airborne
operations: A Geman Appraisal. Office of Chief of
Mil. Hist, U.S, ArmyDept., p. 3l)
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With the help of navigational aids thefar south as Trier.

Mosquitoes bombed cross-roads, rail junctions and caught
several motor convoys on the move.Ibid Sheets

Nos. 2264 to

It was known that the bulk of supplies such as rations,

petrol, ammunition for the Eifel was sent by ̂ rail from the
Cologne district. In order to interrupt this flow the Allied
Air Forces would have to bomb the marshalling yards at

Cologne and Troisdorf east of the Rhine and at Neuss and

Eheydt west of the river. Troop movements as a rule were
made from north western and central Germany to tovms on the

Rhine such as Frankfurt, Bingen, Mainz and Coblenz,
principle adopted by the enemy was to use railv/ays as close

to the front as possible so as to conserve petrol. ^  ;/est of
the Rhine the railvra.ys follow the river valleys in the hilly

Eifel district; firstly there are the lines to the front
which run beside the tributaries of the Rhine such as the Ahr

in the north (beside T/hich stands the railv^ay centre of
Ahrweiler) and in the south the Mosel which is crossed several

The big junction of Trier

Secondly, there are the

The

times by the railway from Coblenz,
is also adjacent to the Mosel. ;

S.H.A.E.P. G.2

Weekly Int.
Summ, No. A1
Ft. E.

rivers running parallel to the Rhine and the front,

are the Our, the Prum and the Kyll; beside them run lines
from north to south and the railway centres^of Gemund, ICall,

Stadkyll, Gerolstein, Prum, Kyllburg, Waxv/eiler, Ehrang and
Bitburg close behind the front were convenient ̂detraining

points for tanks, supplies and other heavy equipment for the
German thrust into Belgium. West of the river Our the enemy
used the main roads as far as possible, a procedure contrary
to his usual practice, the reason being that he wanted to move
speedily in addition to which the secondary roads were so poor
in this district and detours were often impossible because of

the nature of the ground. Study of the terrain on the map
will show how admirable it was for attacks on^ communications*

The position of railways and rail and road bridges across the
rivers was such that accurate attacks would stop movement

westwards while the lack of good roads meant that the major
ones might well be blocked at certain essential junctions.

These

See Map No. 1i.

At the request of S.H.A.E.P. the Strategic ̂ r Forces
were soon throvm in to disrupt troop movement and
tions by attacking these key road and rail junctions.
18 December over 400 Liberators and Portresses ol the

.  , centres

eoncentr
On

Vlllth Air Force attacked i

a”*

Vlllth Air Force

Summary of Ops
●Dec., 1944.

mportant rail'way
immediately behind the front including the Kalk marshalling
yard at Cologne, the Lutzel marshalling 7^^ t-oblena and
railway facilities at Mainz, Bonn and Kaisers-Lautem.
the night of 17/18 December some 1200 aircraft of Bomber
Command flew east of the Rhine and attacked the town centres
of Ulm, Munich, Duistitirg anfL^u (near
night's operations met vdth sreat success and tne marshalling

particular, suffered s^ere damage*
On the 19th the Vlllth Air Force despatched a total of 329
aircraft of which the majority bombed road junctions and dho)^Q
points through which the panzers or their supply colun^s wer®

. m points were mainly in valley
at Glaadt

passing.

, Schleiden, Kyllbure Bitburg and Blankenheim.
Vlllfh A- P included the fklhead at Gemund on the Our
Vnith Air Force ^d the marshallin

Bomber Oomd.
ORS Reports
Dec., 1944,

g yard at Ehrang on the Mosel ne^
a force of ifncasters to

Deo ., 1944, attack the railway centre of Trier, but in fog
only 32 aircraft were able to take off. Pi-essed home
their attack and returned to England where they experienced
great difficulty In landing. This operation was neverthe
less, believed to have been extremely effeofi'^® and

On

)
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DSC/T.S.100
Pt, 9 Enel. 29A, sending a signal of congratulation to the Conmander^in-Chief,
and DSC/H^2. Bomber Command.(l)

General Eisenhov/er and Mr Chief Marshal Tedder combined in●0

Reorganisation of Command

Attempts by the Allies to stem the flood within the
salient with their ground forces now began to assume more
solid shape. On 19 December the Supreme Commander held a
conference at Verdun which was attended by his deputy,
Air Chief Ivlarshal Tedder and Generals Bradley, Devers and
Patton. The plan to which all the commanders agreed was
that the forces south of the Moselle should at once pass to
the defensive. While the American forces on the north side
of the salient were to attempt to plug the gaps tom in their
line, General Patton (whose front up to the Moselle was to be
taken over by General Devers) was to launch an attack north
wards towards Bastogne with the help of reserves from
Sixth Army Group. The object of this attack was to stop the
enemy penetrating into the weakest part of the Allied front
east of Namur. Stress was also laid on the need for holding
the Meuse crossings, if necessary using service troops to
defend them. Their plan was communicated to
Field Marshal Montgomery on the Supreme Commander*s return
from Verdun.

0

|0 ‘Eyes Only*
S.A.C. to F.M,
Montgomery
20 Dec., 1944
and
D.S.C,/
T.S.100/12
Pt. 2
End. 5A,

f

Further significant developments occurred on 20 December.
On that day General Eisenhower resolved to divide the Allied
Ground Command, since the wedge driven into the front by the
enemy prevented General Bradley from exercising control over
the whole of his Army Group. In the second place it was
clear that the German thrust was aimed at Antwerp and
Brussels in the British Sector and, thirdly, XXXth British
Corps, at that moment pulling out from the Roermond sector
prior to preparing for the advance by Twenty First Army Group
into the Rhineland, was the only reserve of any size in the
A.E.F, The Supreme Commander therefore decided that
Field Hfershal Montgomery was to command the forces to the
north of the salient, including the whole of the First and
Ninth U.S. Armies and General Bradley v/as to command the

S.H.A.E.F, (Air) forces to the south.(2) This idea appears to have originated
Hist. Record and with the Deputy Assistant Chief-of-Staff (General ^Vhiteley),
Journal App, 6A who had visited the Commander-in-Chief Twenty First Army Group
Pec., 1944» on I6 December.(3)

D.S.C./
T.S./IOO/12
Pt. 2
Ends. 8A - 9A,

At the same time plans for a similar re-organisation of
the Command of the Tactical Mr Forces was agreed upon by
Mr Chief Marshal Tedder, General Spaatz and the Deputy Chief-
of-Staff (Mr), Air Marshal Robb. The IXth and XXIXth
Tactical Mr Commands (responsible for supporting the First

C'

( (1) F.I.D.O. (Pog Investigation and Dispersal Organisation)
was then still in its infancy and v/as in any case
intended only for emergency landings.
Force airfields had not been equipped with this device,

F.M, Montgomery's demand at the Maastricht Conference on
7 December for tv/o Ground Commanders, one north and one
south of the Ardennes, was thus fulfilled (see Chapter 2)

The Vlllth Mr

(2)

(3) Notes of this and other ui^ortant meetings held at
S.H.A.E.F. during the battle were kept by d/C,0«S, (Mr).
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and Ninth U.S. Armies) v/ere to hs placed immediately under
the command of Air Marshal Coningham,
Air Command was to be reinforced by several fighter-bomber
Croups from the above mentioned Air Commands to enable it to
give adequate support to General Patton*s offensive,

the Strategic Air Forces, General Spaatz consented to place
one of his Bombardment Divisions at the disposal of the IXth

Air Force, in addition to two Groups of the Vlllth Fighter
Command v/hich were to operate from airfields on the continent.

The remainder of the tlllth AirForoe, together with Bomber
Command, were to be available to attack tangets in the battle
area,
was devised,

sion operating with the IXth Air Force was to be passed
directly between the Headquarters of the two Air Forces.
Targets for the remainder of the Vlllth Air Force _were to be
passed through Air Staff S.H.A.E.F.
of duplication with Bomber Command.

The XIXth Tactical

As for

A simple and speedy system of laying on operations
Target information for the heavy bomber divi—

to avoid any dangerso as

Ibid

The decisions to change air and ground commands^ were
taken during the morning meetings at S.H.A.E.F.
betvreen General Eisenhov/er and his staff and shortly after
signals were sent out to the various commanders confirming

General Bradley who agreed to the new once

telephoned to Field Marshal Montgomery and both agreed that
the boundary between them should be a line running through

Givet (on the Meuse) to Prum (roughly lying in rear of the
centre of the salient) both places being inclusive to
Field Marshal Montgomery. With two American Armies under

his control the latter began to make his dispositions,
first task was to assemble a reserve of four divisions in the

area east of the Meuse betv/een Durbuy and Marche which ̂
be commanded by the Vllth U.S, Corps. The XXXth British
Corps which had been lining the Meuse north of Aachen and

which was preparing to move to the Nijmegen area had already
began to v/ithdraw behind the Meuse and concentrate west of

Troops were also sent forr^ard to picquet the
bridges along the Meuse as far south as Givet. The two
U.S, Divisions in the St, Vith - Monschau v/er© instructed to

hold on for as long as possible. Reporting by signal on his
action to General Eisenhower that evening

Field iJiarshal Montgomery appeared to be op-
future prospects and declared that he did not deem it neces
sary to give up the ground which had been won by such hard
fighting east of Aachen.

on the 20th

them.

His

was to

Maastricht.

timistic about

See Map No, 11.

I
only

P, M. Montgomery
to S.A.C.

20 Dec., 1944.

The bad weather period

Prom 20 - 22 December thick fog which enveloped the
whole of north Europe provided cover to the enemy as he

pressed on tov/ards the Meuse. On 19 December
could put no more than a handful of fighters in
The IXth Air Force on that day flew less than ̂ 0 sorties and

claimed to have destroyed some 6o odd vehicles. Until the

22nd the Allied Tactical Air Forces were grounded. The
Strategic Air Forces based in Ensland were affected almost

as severely. The Vlllth Air Force did not fly
23 Decembe

2nd T.A.F*

the sl<y.

r, Bomber Command found -'t possible to operate
once by day and once by night during this period. On the
21st it made a second attack on Trier Navigational aids
were used but apart from observing a column of smoke pilots
were unable to ascertain what damage thev had caused,
the night of 21/22 December a of 250 heavy bombers

On

struck at Bonn and the Nippes marshalling yard at Cologne, but

little fresh^nage appears to have been wrought as aircraft
had to bomb through 10/10ths cloud

o

A,M, War room

Sumnary Bcmber
Cemmand Ops.

Dec., 1944»
R.A.F,
Bomber Omd.

O.R,S, Report
1944.Dec ● j
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At this stage units of the Fifth Panzer Army were nearest
to the Meuse, having covered an average of about 20 kilometres
a day.

St. Hubert and Moissy, less than 30 miles from the Meuse and
D.S.C./t.S. 110/9 small patrols were already even closer to the river. But
Bt, 4 General Mantexiffel had been forced to by-pass Bastogne which

Ends, 3A-5A. had been held by 101 U.S. Airborne Division since early on
the 19th.

beginning to lag behind and his chief spear-head, the 1st

S.S, Panzer Division, which was trying to reach Liege, could
not break through the U.S, line, Worst still it had run out
of petrol and held insufficient stocks of ammunition. (1)
Malmedy was still in the hands of the badly torn 106th U.S.
Division and south of Monschau the 7th IT.S. Division maintained

a tenuous link with 1st IT.S. Army,
had been transferred from the south to the St. Vith area to

try and break the obstinate American stand at that point.

Thus von Rimdstedt’s intention of reaching the Meuse in

one day had not been fulfilled,
fuel had been all too obvious and now the chances of capturing

Allied supply dumps to keep his armour on the move were becom
ing remote. Troops taken prisoner at this time admitted that
the lack of petrol spelt the difference between success and

The delay in the arrival of supplies brought about
by the bombing of rail-heads and the strafing of convoys which
began in earnest on 23 December, in addition to the inadequate

road system, merely made the position worse.

By 22 December these spear-heads had reached

In the north, Sepp Dietrich’s S.S. Troops were

Tlie 11th Panzer Division

S.H.A.E.P. G.2

Weekly Int.
Sums. Nos, 41
and 47 Bt, E
and Effective

ness of 3rd
Phase Tactical

Ops,
IH/26
P.186,

Prom the start the lack of

failure.

O' .

( 73

t*

.  During these critical days the battle situation was
studied intently by the ground and air staffs at the Supreme
Commander’s headquarters at Versailles,
slightly different procedure of command than hitherto Viras
improvised. At the Chief-of-Staff’s conference a review of

S.H.A.E.F. AIR the ground, air and sea situation was made. Thereupon the
Hist, Record and Air Staff began to v,rork out fvjrther details of air opera-
Joumal App, 6B tions.(2) At the same time General Bedell-Smith in company
Bee., 1944.

Prom 21 December a

with the Deputy Supreme Commander, the Deputy Chief-of—Staff

'j

(Air) and two or three other senior Army and Air Force
officers deliberated further on the sitviation before report

ing to General Eisenhower,

became customary for the Deputy Chief-of-Staff (Air) to
telephone to Air Marshal Coningham who by that time was in
possession of the latest information from the Headquarters of

Twenty First Army Group. He then joined the others v/ho had
assembled in the Supreme Commander's office. It was at these
two meetings that the principal decisions of the day vrere
taken after discussions with the Supreme Commander v/ho was

also in constant telephone communication v/ith General Bradley
at his headquarters in Luxembourg.

At the end of this meeting it

I

The 22nd of December was the last day of the bad vreathcr

Prom fairly early in the morning the fog began toperiod,
lift a little in the northern sector of the battle area.

Fighters and fighter-bombers of 2nd T,A«,P, became airborne
for the first time for tvro days when Spitfires of No,83 G-roup

took off for a sweep of the St, Vith - Malmedy district
shortly after 1000 hours. No enemy aircraft were seen and
the mission ended uneventfully. East of the Rhine Typhoons,

2nd T.A.P. .

Daily Log
Sheets

No, 2267 - 2269
i

(1) According to a P.O.VA, tanks of this division carried
700 litres of petrol which v^ere sirfficient for 200 to

225 kilometres (S.HoA.E.P, G.2 7^eekly Int. Summary No,41
Pt.E).

(2) In place of the Daily Air Staff Meeting,
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Spitfires and Ten^ests flew armed reconnaissances in the
Enschede - Munster area north of the Ruhr where weather con
ditions were more stable,

north part of the salient was provided by Mitchells of No«2
G-roup which attacked a detraining point at Nideggen and a
troop concentration at Heimbach both in the Roer valley,
niglitfall 2nd T.A.F. had flown sorties but the v,roathcr

was still not good enough for many groimd claims to be made.

Further direct action on the

By

Further south the fog was still very prevalent and kept
S,H,A,E»F. (Air) the bulk of the IXth Air Force on the ground although Thunder-

Daily Summary of
Ops. K0.67
para, 5»

bolts managed to fly 19 sorties against a panzer column north
west of Malmedy.
T.A.F. flew just over 100 sorties.

In the Sixth Array Group area the First

That night the air offensive was maintained by Bomber
Both forces experienced betterCommand and No.2 Group,

weather over the target area than had been forecast,
hundred and seventy Lancasters and Mosquitoes attacked the
marshalling yards of Coblenz and Bingen along the Rhine caus
ing extensive damage to railway facilities at the latter place
Enemy night fighters vrent into action but the counter measures
of Bomber Command deceived them and no more than two of the

Two

R.A.P.
Bomber Cmd.

Night Raid
Report No,798

bombers were attacked,

found many targets,
containing ammunition which burned for two hours,
craft harried a big convoy of lorries and armoiired vehicles
proceeding towards the front.

No.2 Group only made 37 sorties but
Six trains were attacked including one

Other air-

2nd T.A.P,

Daily Log
Sheets No.2270

Stemming of the German attack - Operations 23 - 2k December

By 23 December the stubborn resistance made by the
Americans in the key points within the salient had compelled
the enemy to revise his plan of campaign.
Panzer Array, which for the past week had battered in vain
against the northern shoulder of the salient (formed by the
line Stavelot-Malmedy-Butgenbach-Monschau) held by Vth U.S.
Corps, began to sheer off towards the south-west,
suffered severe losses in the St. Vith area and seemed to have

abandoned the idea of making a direct thrust on Liege.
Fifth Panzer Army advancing towards the Meuse similarly found
Bastogne a source of embarrassment on its line of communication.

It now appeared to be veering northwards towards Dinant south
of Namur and began to tap against the First U.S. Army reserve
(Vllth U.S. Corps) at that moment assembling in the area
Durbuy - Marche,

The Sixth S.S.

It had

The

D.S.C./T.S./
100/9 Pt. 4
End. ZfA
para. 1.

^On the Allied side Field Marshal Montgomery decided to
straighten out the Allied line on the north side of the bulge
and on the 22nd withdrew the 7th U.S, Armoured and the 106th

U.S, Infantry Divisions from their exposed positions on the
east of the salient. His strategy at this stage was to

0\

S.H.A.E.F. Hist.

Hec, and Diary
App, 6c

Dec., 1944.

remain strictly on the defensive, husband his reserves, hold
the Meuse bridges and it was made known that he would not

attack until the enemy had reached the limit of their supply

^  however, concerned about the converging move-

Panzer Army against his reserve for it
mi^t either be enveloped by the panzers or its resources
fettered away in minor counter attacks. Moreover the low

®,^fantry divisions in

Armies was causing him a good deal of disquiet. For these

reasons he disapproved of the early attack launched by
txenerai ratten towards the north and was frankly pessimistic

about Its ch^ces of success. It appeared to him that the
German Seventh Army might well be able to contain the Third
U.S. Army thus allowing the two Panzer Armies to converge on

secret

the First and Ninth U.S,
'Eyes Only

P* M, Montgomery
to S.A.C, M.389

22 Deo., 1944
and M.390

23 Dec., 1944o
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his own forces. These doubts were partially borne out for
General Patton’s attack launched on 22 December made little

headway. Enemy' resistance was powerful and the road to
Bastogne heavily mined. On the other hand the attack against
the north-west comer of the bulge failed to develop#

least General Patton’s operation prevented the Goriiians from
pushing too far to the west.

On the morning of 23 December the weather showed encoiirag-

ing signs of improvement v/lth a cold easterly "wind blov/ing away
the fog. At the Ohief«^-Staff's Meeting at S,H.A.E.P. it was
stated that this fine spell would probably continue for the
next three days. Although the v/eather vrould favour enemy

air activity first, an opportunity for the Allied Air Forces
to strike at the German Army had come at last. The problem
facing the Air Commanders was hovf to maintain the maximum
number of aircraft in attacking enemy communications
immediately behind the front. With the Luftwaffe operating
in such large numbers and in such a determined manner it

might be necessary to divert a great part of the available

force against the G.A.F. air bases. For the time being^they
agreed to watch the outcome of the day’s operations for it

might provoke large air battles and cause the destruction of
many hostile aircraft.

The Air Staff of 2nd T.A.F. had already defined areas for

the British and U.S. aircraft operating under its control.
With regard to the changes in command the officers commanding
the two U.S. Tactical Air Commands under 2nd T.A.F. had

expressed general satisfaction over the arrangement to
Air Marshal Coningham but in doing so complained of lack of ̂
co-operation from Twelfth Army Group. The IXth Tactical Air

Command was to operate from the bombline in front of the
First U.S. Army to a rectangular line formed by the towns of
Houffalize, Prum and Monschau. The XXIXth Tactical Air

Command was to operate from this area to the west bank of the
Rhine bounded on the north by the line Monschau - Arhv/eiler

and on the south by the line Prura - Andemach. No.83 Group
was given two operational zones, one for fighter patrols and
one for a3mied reconnaissance missions. Fighter aircraft

were to give cover over the American zone as far south as the
line Hoiiffalize - Prum - Andemach and as far north as the
line Julich - Neuss. Armed reconnaissance v/as to be made in

a more limited area (Julich - Neuss - Monschau *- Arhweiler).

Spitfire pilots were warned to be on the look out for American
Lightnings, Thmderbolts and Mustangs in their area. The
need to attack transport as close to the bombline as possible
was also impressed on fighter—bomber pilots. No#8if. Group
was to assist No«83 Group in these operations and in addition
was to provide cover over the British and Canadian Armies.
Thirdly it was also to prevent the G.AoF. from interfering
over the battle area by sweeping airfields north of the Ruhr.
The direction of No.83 Group fighters over the salient and the
provision of information about ground targets was to be

arranged mutually between the British and American Groups and
Commands. (1)

At
j-

D.S.C./T.S./
100/9
Pt,4 Enel. 4A

para. 2.

Ibid

para. 2●

S.H.A.E.F. (Air)
Hist, Reo. and
Diary App, 6C
Dec ●, 1 .

2nd T.A.F.
O.R.B.
App. No,.60
Dec., 1944.

Air operations on 23 December proved to be a series of
great air battles with the G.A.F., out in very great strength,

k
(l) A detachment from No.83 Group Control Centre at Erp

(Holland) v/as sent to Liege to deal with requests for
close support from the U.S. Armies and to control
British fighters and fighter bombers operating in the
U.S. Sector.
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of which the hrunt was home hy the American fighters.
Armed reconnaissance missions of 2nd T.A.F. could not hegin

before *1300 hours because of the fog but from that time fly

ing continued until 1618 hours. The only large target
spotted by Typhoons v/as a colximn of 15 tanks moving towards
the battle south of Duren; on the whole little transport was
observed and claims for vehicles amounted to about- 20 des

troyed and 36 dajiiaged. A few minutes before 1230 hours
72 medium bombers of No.2 Group took off from Belgian ai2>-
fields to attack detraining points and troop concentration
areas of the Sixth S.S. Panzer Army. These were situated at
Losheim, Darschied and Schmidtheim all three being south of
the town of Schleiden. The last named target received the

most accurate concentration of bombs; over
targets the bombs were more scattered. A prominent opera
tion by No.84 Group was a loyr level attack on the barracks at
Soesterburg airfield in north west Holland from which it was
believed Ju's 52 were operating
used for emplaning paratroops.
at the time and a direct hit v^as scored on one building.

the other two

d which might possibly be
The barracks were occupief

2nd T.A.P.

Daily Log
Sheets

Nos.2271 - 3.

See Map No, 12.

d
2nd T.A.P.O.R.S.

Report No.34-
p. 10.

Although the greater part of 2nd T.A.P's fighters were

enployed in seeking out the G-.A.P., no enemy aircraft were
claimed to have been shot down by them on the course of the

The only sightings were made by No.83dajr’s operations.
Group which pursued a fev;- Me.262’s east of the Rhine,
number of grounded aircraft, which might have been dummies,
were seen on the Hangelar airfield at Bonn. West of the
Rhine marks of jet aircraft were noted on the landing groiind

at Gymnich in the Aachen sector.

St. Vith area had nothing to report save an
American Mustangs.

A

Spitfires patrolling the
attack on them by

Fighter bombers of the IXth Tactical Air Command sought
out targets more in the centre of the bulge and was mainly

occupied in the Malmedy sector; the XXIXth Tactical Air
Command operated more to the east and south and made axmed

reconnaissance around Prum and swept the Cologne  - Bonn air
fields, The intentions of the G.A.P. on this occasion would
appear to have been the destaruction of the medium and heavy

bomber forces rather than giving direct cover to the Army.
The American Air Forces vfere thus fully occupied v^ith fighter
sweeps and escort duties vrhich accounts for their ground
claims being small in comparison with their rate of effort.
By the end of the day about 200 motor vehicles had been
claimed as destroyed. The IXth Tactical Air Command, however,

claimed to have destroyed 1+2 enemy aircraft over the battle
zone in the course of armed reconnaissance and escort duty to
the medium and heavy bomber forces.

The medium bombers of the IXth Air Force performed

similar tasks to No.2 Group and made 67O sorties. These
included attacks on communication centres behind the salient.

Such targets were at Kyllburg, Prum, Nuerburg, Waxv/eilor,
Lunebach and rail or road bridges across the rivers Mosel,
Saar, Erft and Ahr were bombed at Saarbourg, Mayen, Eller,
Euskirchen and Ahrv/eiler. Results v/ere reported as being
from fair to excellent. The IXth Bombardment Division

suffered heavy casualties losing 37 Marauders and an Invader.

The effort made by the heavy bombers was smaller than
that of the Tactical Air Forces. Targets were for the most

S.H.A.E,F. (Air)
Daily Summary,
of Ops. No.68,

o\
» ■

Ibid

IXth Air Force

Summary of Ops.
Dec,, 1944»

(1) More paratroops had been dropped in the Stavelot area on
22/23 December.
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part marshalling yards,

Bomher CoTTJuand, the Biggest (153 aircraft) visited Trier and
a small force of 34 Lancasters hombed the G-remburg marslia.lling

Escort TTas provided by Fighter Cominand,
It vra.s found possible to bomb both targets visually and
accurate attacks 7rere made.

Two forces were dispatched by

The Cologne force became

A.ivl. V/a.r Room

Summary of Bomber yard at Cologne.
Command Ops.
Deo. 1944.

embroiled with the G.A.F. and lost six heavy bombers.
Vllth Air Force sent out a force of 421 heavy bombers to

attack the marshalling yards at Ehrang, Komburg,
I^iserslautem in the I^lbselle area and the road and rail

centres of Ahrweiler, Junkerath and Dahlem as the supply
line feeding the north of the salient.

Command which provided an escort of 700 Mustangs and
Thunderbolts had a particularly strenuous day and Trere kept
fully engaged in beating off the enemy fighters,
they vrere successful for none of the Fortresses and

Liberators were lost and they claimed to have accounted for
76 of the enemy in aerial combat.

The

The Vlllth Fighter

In this

Vlllth Air

Force Montlily
Simnnary of Ops.
Dec. 1944*

By the end of the first full day's air operations in the
Ardennes battle 2nd T.A.F. and the IXth Air Force had flown

a total of 2,182 sorties, had claimed 96 enemy aircraft
destroyed together with 220 motor vehicles and 17 armoured
fighting vehicles,

the score of 80 enemy aircraft claimed as destroyed.
G.A.F. had made a most determined effort to prevent the Allied
mediimi and heavy bcmiber forces from reaching their objectives
and if it 7/as their intention to divert the Allied Tactical

Air Forces from the battlefield they v^ould appear to have
Not since the

To this total the Vlllth Air Force added
The

succeeded but at great cost to themselves,

summer had so many German fighters been seen in the sky and
it was reckoned that altogether they must have flcvn well
over 1 ,000 sorties on that day. Unfortunately German records
for this period are extremely scanty and it has not so far
been found possible to discover their daily rate of effort
during the battle.

The night of 23/24 December remarkable for the

activities of the British tactical aircraft both light

Two vrings of No. 2 Group were

v;as

bombers and night fighters,

sent out with orders to attack (a) eneiry movement in the area
Cologne “ Cfeblenz - Duren - Stadkyll and (b) to harass and
attack movement over the vrhole battle area from Cologne to

Trier concentrating on rail movement, detraining points and
railheads,
and the last aircraft returned to base at 0513 hours,
intruder aircraft Trere sent to liarass the airfields of

Deelen and Soesterburg in Holland believed to be the base for

troop carrying aircraft but no signs of activity were
observed.

One v/ing bombed five large convoys and strafed lights and
Detraining points subjected to bombing were at

The Mosquitoes began to take off at I83O hours
Two

The attacks on transport were highly satisfactory

railways

2nd T.A.F.

Daily Log
Sheets No,
2277 - 8.

.

Blankenheim, Bittersbom and Prura, the latter attack being
most effective. Pilots gained the impression that enemy
movement in the battle area 7;-as to the south-v/est.

Enemy night bombers continued to be very active, their
task being to discover the extent of Allied movement south

of Liege toY/-ards the salient and to liarass troops on the move

Attempts v/sre also made to supply leading panzer divisions by
No. 85 G-roup being the major night fighter force was

thus kept fully occupied. Its Mosquitoes v/ere out in
strength on 18/19 December patrolling the area from Nijmc-gsti

No more night operations 7fere possible until tlie

air.

to Namur.
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night of 22/23 December v/hen one hostile aircraft was claimed
destroyed. The night of 23/24 Decemher vras their most
successful when the Group claimed to have destro3'‘ed or damaged
12 enemy aircraft including Ju’s I88, -88 and an Me.4*10,
On that night 39 sorties vrere flovm. hy the Mosquitoe

Air Operations on 24 Decemher

s.

Ibid ’Sheet

No. 2279 and ■

No. 85 Groi:^
O.R.B, Dec.
1944.

On the morning of 24 December the vreather shov/ed a much

more marked in^rovement v;ith sharp frost, sunshine and little
cloud. The moxning mist dispersed earlier than usual. and
later in the day visi'bility had reach a distance of five
miles. At the Chief of Staffk conference at S.H.A.E.F. it

ms anticipated that these favourable -conditions might last

for another three days. The strong interference ̂ hy the
G.A.F. 7d.th Allied air attacks on oommunioations^ in the
"battle area on the previous' day led to the decision of the
Air Commanders to divert a large proportion of the ̂heavy-
bomber force to putting enemy airfields in the vicmity of
the battle out of action. The remainder of the Air Forces

communications leading to
to strafe

were to continue their attacks

the enemy salient. Typhoons ̂ 7ere beginning --- -

2nd T.A.P.
O.R.B.

24 Dec. 1944#

d.s.c./t.s./
100/9
^'t.4 End, 6A
para. 2.

transport before 0900 hours and this was the signal for the

begitming of one of the greatest efforts made in one day by

the Allied Air Forces to support the gro\and battle.

on

Air Marshal Coningham* 3 orders to the British and
American fighters and fighter-bombers varied

day before. In general the primary task of the U.S. Tactical
Air Commands was to support the ground forces while No. o3
Group assisted by No. 84 Group was to provide cover for the
U.S. Armies as far south as Houffalize. Fighter sweeps
Trere to be timed with the arrival of heavy and medium bomber

formations over their target areas.

2nd T.A.F.
O.R.B.

App. No. 61

Thus it was that the largest proportion
effort 7/as expended on fighter operations and its claims
for vehicles destroyed were consequently not _large -
70 being destroyed or damaged. A Typhoon Wing oi No.
Group ansY/ered calls for close support from the Uirst U.b.
Army sector. One squadron was sent to attack a column o±
100 vehicles and tanks near St. Yith but -p±^ots discovered
nothing except a convoy of ambulances and these were lelt

alone. During two other missions a handful of tranport
v/as damaged. In the battle zone enemy flak v/as extremely
severe while the .American anti-aircraft

appear to be over discriminating. Eleven Typhoons 7/ere
lost to flak on aimed reconnaissance missions.

and Tempests on patrol once again had few enoo^ters wxth
the G.A.P. for on this day the latter v/as

occupied 7/ith heavy bomber operations against i:neir

bases ̂ le their heavy losses on the Llv
reduced their rate

.

of effort considerably
large concentration observed was one of about ®

seen shortly after mid day south of Julicho ^
were claimed to have been shot down. A

on tactical and photographic reconnaissance
attracted the attention of the G.A.F. and

fights the British pilots claimed five Meo-109 ̂
German aircraft had been claimed destroyed by 2nd i.Acl.
at dusk.

of 2nd T.A.F

See Map No. 13»

2nd T.A.F.

Daily Log
Sheets No.
2280 - 6 and

No. 83 Group
O.R.B. Deo.

1944.

OV
U'
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:■ 3 The tvro Merican Tactical Air Commands under British
control did not mahe large claims either for transport or for
aircraft. They claimed i62 motor vehicles, 87 amoured

S.HoA.E.P. (Air) fighting veliicles and 18 aircraft. fiighest scores went to
Daily Sunmary of the XIXth Tactical Air Command, operating over the Third
Ops. No.69. U.S. Army area, which claimed to iiave destroyed over

420 veiiicles, 20- armoured figliting vehicles and 11 aircraft.

No.2 Group
O.R.B.
Dec. 1944-
S.H.A.E.P, G.2.
P, O.Ws state
ments on Air
attacks on
1 Jan. 1945.

Both British and American medium bombers were out in
full force. No.2 Group made 144 sorties and successfully
attacked road and rail net\7orks at Kail, Gemunde and Recht to
the north of the bulge. At Recht 900 gallons of petrol for
9 S.S, Panzer Division v/ere destroyed according to P.O.W’s.
Six Mitchells failing to identify their target bombed and
hit a railway viaduct at Born, a fev/- miles north of St. Vith.
The IXth Bombardment Division attacked two railway centres,
Niddegen and Julich (the former already attacked by No.2
Group) and tvro railway bridges across the Moselle at
Konskarthaus and Trier in the south. Results reported
ranged from good to excellent. On this occasion only nine
bombers failed to return from the mission.

'A

S.HoA.E.Po
(Air) Daily
Summary of Ops.
No.69.

I

The Vlllth Air Force made the biggest individual effort
of the day and over 90 per cent of its available strength
set out to take part in the battle. A record total of
2,031 aircraft were despatched from which 1,880 aircraft made
effective sorties and dropped 4,300 short tons of bombs.
The majority of the Liberators and Fortresses were involved
in bombing a chain of 12 airfields which surround Frankfurt,
Strike photographs showed that extensive damage was done to
runways and hangars. The remainder working in conjunction
with the IXth Air Force bombed about 17 road and rail
oommimication centres in the rear of the 'bulge' including
Gerolstein, Bitburg, Ahr\7eiler, Mayen, Wittlich and Koblenz,
An escort of 893 Mustangs and. Thunderbolts accompanied the
heavy bombers and this force kept the G.A.F. fully occupied and
claimed 75 aircraft destroyed. Eleven Fortresses and
Liberators v/ere lost.

The primary task for Bomber Comr^nnd vra.s also to attack
airfields. During dayliglit 338 aircraft dropped 1,316 tons
of H,B. on two airfields in the neighbourhood of Dusseldorf
and Essen. At both places good concentrations vrere reported.
Spitfires and Mustangs of Fighter Command provided escort but
the GeA.F. did not attempt to interfere v^ith the attack.

Vlllth Air
Force Monthly
Summary of Opg,
Dec, 1944.(

A.M. War Room
Summary Bomber
Qmd. Ops.
pec, l944o

By about I7OO hours when tvdlight stopped further
operations Allied aircraft including heavy bcmbers and their
figiater escorts and the tliree Tactical Air Forces had flovm
some 7,380 sorties in support of the battle,
of the Strategic Air Force v/’Mch had been to bl\mt the
offensive power of the Luftwaffe had been fulfilled.
Fourteen airfields had been damaged or temporarily made unfit
for use('l) and at the most about I30 German aircraft vrere
shot down either by Strategic or Tactical Air Forces,
After two days of heavy losses in the air together vdth a
declining rate of serviceability the G,A,F« (apart from the

The intention

(1) Reconnaissance reports on the extent of damage shewed
that the length of time during vfhich airfields were ouit
of action varied from tvjo to 13 days, (S.H.A.E.P, Air,
Weekly Int, Simim. No«43, para, I).
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raid on 2nd T.A.P. airfields on 1 January v/as never able

to make such an. intensive effort agadna
this diversion of effort from the battle zone did not prevent

fighter and mediimi bombers from multiplying the diffiovilties
of the panzer forces, many lonits of Ydiich by then had
practically exhausted their stocks of fuel and ammunition.

More vehicles had been claimed put out of action than hither
to in the battle and the medium and heavy bomber operations
against railheads and concentration areas behind the salient

were proving extremely effective.

At the same time

S.H.A.E.P,

Snemy Comms.

and Supply
Suirmary No. 26
Annexe.

Nor 7?as the enemy given much respite during the homrs of
the evening of 2A Decemberdarloiess for at 1730 hours

Mosquitoes of No. 2 Group began to take off .from Continental
airfields to attack movement into the salionto These

operations continued until 08A7 hours on the following

morning. A total of 139 Itosquitoes took concen¬
trated on bcanbing railv?ays, roads and detraining points.
Such road centres at St, Vith and NeuerbiJirg were bombed
accurately, two ammunition trains v/ere hit and several road

convoys were strafed. There appeared to be a good^deal of
movement tov^ards the salient in progress 75 vehicles and
20 goods wagons v/ere darned to have been destroyed.

on

2nd T.A.P.

Daily Log
Sheets No. 228? -
2288,

On the same night R.A.P. Bomber Command vra.s out again

east of the Rhine. One force of aircraft attacked^
airfield at Bonn and another force of 102 aircraft put the

finishing touches of destruction on the Nippes mars^llmg
yard at Cologne. The number of aircraft dispatched was

smaller than had been planned owing to weatherNevertheless
conditions over the United Kingdom airfield-®* .4.

this a useful ni^t's workf The ^ uSpes
Bonn was seen later to be covered v/ith craters the Nippes

marshalling yard v/as made, in the words of the Bomber Command
Operational Research Section Report, **^00 .
unserviceable'. Further testimony of

the attacks on this yard come from men follow
maintenance and repair unit who had been to follow
up the Ge^an advance Z

fxnda^g sufficient work there to heap employed,
If reports by th

of action.
ese men are corz

R.A.P, Bomber

Commaiid Ni^t
Raid Report
No. 8C0,

S.HoA.E.F,
■'i'nemy Command
^d Supply
Summary No. 26
Annexe.

^damaged and 2,000 wagons ●mre put out labour
Thousands of displaced nersons and Dutch
were also employed m the repair work# _ ^ -ugey, issued
lines had been repaired after instruction^^
that work was to continue until Allied aircn
practically overhead.

J
should also he made of a 24-th/25th^

Bomber Command on the nights of 23r'3-/2^**".„„™Ghutists in the

communioation centres in the enemy's
and Ehrang vTxth the object of causing direct

File
BC/SH/TS.12/1
Fuels, 9-6,

25 27 December
Thg_tmal5g_pOhe tide - Mr- Ooeratigia

ground continued to
■  , remained

enemy were still
●fchc most dangerous

On 25 December the
be critical.

thesituation on
The ground staff at S<.H

convinced that the two objectives of the
Liege and Namur but for the time being
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DoS.C,/TeS.

100/9 Ptoif,
Enclo JAs,

threat vas imdouhtedly in the north-v/est comer of the salient
v^here the XLVII Panzer Corps (Fifth Panzer Army) encoiiraged
hy its success vrest of Rochefort^ ms infiltrating tovrands

Dinant on the Meuse^, presumably ●with the object of capt'uring
Namur. This movement if it had been successful T/ould have
outflanked the Tilth U«S, Coi^s (First U.S. Army's reserve)
and opened the -way to Liege and Brussels,
small mobile enemy patrol got within 400 yards of the Meuse
near Dinant but was soon taken prisoner,
to the east, pressure on VII U.S. Corps ■vras being exerted by
II S.S. Panzer Corps ■'which had broken off its attack in front

British troops of Field Marshal Montgomery's
XXX Corps, covering the Meuse as far south as Civet, "went into
action against the spearheads and after the 26th no further

This was

On 24 December a

At the same time.

of Stavelot.

vresterly advances were made by the Panzer troops,

i.

No- 83 Group
OoR.Bo
Dec. 1944«

1

not due so much to the opposition on the ground ■twhich ■ttus on
a comparatively small scale but because the forward elements
of Von Rundstedt's command had begun to flag ow/ing to the
shortage of supplies which must be attributed to the
cuminLative effort of the hea'vy air attacks on coimnunications
by the Strategic and Tactical Air Forces during the past
three days. General Hodges (First U.S. Army) stated at^this
time that it \ia.s entirely due to the air support given him
that he "vra-s able to meet the German attack.

S«H. A.E a F.
(Air) Kisto
Record and
Diary App. 6E,
Dec. 1944®

The unabated pressure against Field Marshal Montgomery's
American reserve made it difficult for him to concentrate for
his counter attack, which v/as to link up v-rith General Patton,
although at that stage he refused to commit the bulk of
XXX British Corps held back north of Liege. General Patton's
atten^t to link up with 101 U.S. Airborne Division had still
not met "v/ith success and these troops were only able to hold
out vri-th the help of food supplies dropped by parachute and
landed by gliders of IXthU.S. Troop Carrier Command on 23 and
24 December.(l) In these operations a total of 850 sorties
were flovm*

The thorny problem set before the Supreme Commander and
his advisers was hovf to accumulate a reserve ■with which to
counter attack on a decisive scale,
strike a blow at the enemy v^’hile he \ra.s on the move but it
was difficult to accomplish this without expending their
meagre reseiwes such as 17 U.S. Airborne Division (which was
then being brought over by air from the U.K.) and 11 U.S.
Armoured Division, assembled along the Meuse, south of Givet.
D'uring the meetings on 25 sJ^d 26 December at SoHoA.EePo plans
were made to remedy the lack of troops behind the fighting
line. On the 26th the Supreme Commander decided that he
would ■withdrav/ the Sixth Anny Group in the Strasboirrg sector
to the strong defensive line of the Vosges. In doing so it
would be necessary for the French Army to evacuate the city
of Strasbourg and this was soon to have grave repercussions
on the general situation. A signal was also sent to the
U.S. Chiefs of Staff requesting them to hasten the re
equipment of a number of French divisions v/hich had been
proceeding tardily for several months®

They wanted moreover to

S.H.A.EoF. Air
Hist. Record
and Diary
App* 6E - 6G.

●Ci

D.S.C./T.S,
100/12 Pt.2,
Bnclo 25A.

(1) For details of these operations, the reader should
consult Report on Operation Repulse by H.Q
IXth Troop Carrier Command Attempts to resupply an
isolated U.S. unit at Marcouray in the salient vrere
unsuccessful. (See A.HoB. IIP2/20/22).

● »
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c
In the meantime some of the Air and G-round Commanders^ in

particTolar Air Chief 1-larshal Tedder and General Spaatz, as

v/ell as General Bradley^ were groY/lng dirgjatient of delays in
la\mching a concer*ted ground attack,
that the Army should at once follovf up the confusion caused
hy the recent heavy air attacks and take full advantage of
the spell of fine, cold weather Y^’hich at the most vrould only
last for another two or three days during which air operations

covild continue at maximum strength. They also pointed^out
that the effective air attacks on the supply lines feeding
the troops in the salient must have hlunted the enemy* s
striking power and decreased the mobility of his armoured
divisions.

They took the view

General Bradley, vrho had met

Ibid

a
Q)

Field Ivlarshal Montgomery on Christmas Day,
the latter’s determination to remain on the defensive for the

time being and began to press General Eisenhov/er to allov^
him to resume ccmmand over the First and Ninth U.S. Armxes.
For the rest of that week at S.H.A.E.F. irritation was to

grov/ over the Tv/enty-First Army Group Commander  s slov/ness
and this opinion was shared not only by American Army Officers
but also by the British and U.S, Air Staff*

disturbed at

Ibid

Vmile the bulk of the gromd forces rema.±ned on ̂ the
defensive during the second week of the battle the A^ Forces
continued to hit hard at enemy communications °-h*n ● +
Rhine until the weather broke on 27 December* VisxDxj.ity
up to that date remained good on the whole althougn lU
extremely cold and severe frosts made travel

difficult. In the three day period from 25 “ ^
the fighter and medium bombers were the most ac or e

spreading of fog over air bases in England necessii:a-cea a
slackening in the heavy bomber effort.

north-west corner
that theIn view of the threat to Namur, in the

the salient. Air Mkrshal Coningham directed
maximum effort of his Tactical Air Force shouln^'^s- Pljoe an
that area from east of the bomb line to St.

fore ̂shifted the operational areas of his TXth nnfl
Tactical Air Commands further to the west.
Xmth Tactical Air Coiranands vrere to make armea rec aissances

in the rectangular area, Malmedy - Durbuy "
Hcuffalize. He. 83 Group ™as Llocated

of Malmedy to the west hank of the Ehlne includes tovms
of Houffalize, I&yen and Ahrweiler, Wo.

continue to he responsible for covering the

Omadian Amies and the area north of the ^
the principal role of No. 83 Group was to restrictl^to
the northern part of the salient. This ̂ ®y°Lfort) ^
a line betvreen Bullange and Beausaint (near the*m?:^fl-?-nTn

lighter sv/eeps v;ere to be made in conjunction SditJon
and heavy bomber operations over tVie sali®nt» PomT^ends

assist the two American task of No 8k

jn their area should the need arise. of the Ruhr^
recommence rail interdiction ̂ °^r)^sseldorf «

^d lastly continue to sweep airfields in the
Bonn - Faderbom districts.

of

2nd T.A.F,

0,R,B. App,
No, 62 Dec©
19k4.o

See Map No, 12,
)

\

r « Z" I>ay a distinct decline was ,
G.A.P effort over the salient due to the recent

and attacks on airfields although the numbers

w^ch v/ere flown was still abovf nomal. devote morf ■
presses enabled the Allied fighter bombers
attention to ground targets and with the enemy

the bulge , In particular intensive activi y
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progress on the routes leading towards the north of the
salient between Schleiden and Prum,

ordered to strike at choke points and in conjunction ̂ vith

thertij filter bombers attacked armoured vehicles and *soft*
transport moving into the towns of Malmedy and St, Vith.
These convojrs belonged to 10 S.S. Panzer Division travelling
westwards to reinforce the Marche - Hotton area.

Medium bombers were

S-:,H.A.E,P, Mr
Hist, Record

and Diary
J^p, 6P
Dec. im.

Abandoning their Christmas festivities, the Typhoon
pilots of 2nd TaA.P, were active over this area from about

1000 hours to 1A00 hours. The first squadron^on the scene
attacked a convoy of about 80 vehicles travelling west of
Munstereifel and claimed 30 of them destroyed or damaged.

Three tanks were claimed damaged or put out of action,^
Later in the morning the Poiward Control Post in the First
U.S, area directed Typhoons on to a tank concentration
in the vraoded and hilly country around Stadkyll (one of the
main detraining points for Sixth S.S. Paiizer .Araiy), Groups
of tanks and vehicles v/ere discovered at the villages of

Hillesheim and Kronenburg and one tank was

been damaged, A clash between the Typhoons and -Mistangs o
the IXth Air Force ocouzred while the British fighter bombers

iroling round their target but fortunately^casu^oxes
were avoided. In the afternoon No. 83 Group joined
American Thunderbolts in attacking transport near St, i
and to the south of this tcfwn. By the end of the
2nd T.A.F. claimed to have accounted for 137 motor vehxcles oi

various types. Spitfires and Terrpests v/ere
American front and besides constant patrols escorted e
IXth Bombardment Division on its raid on communication centres,

aircraft including

claimed to have

were c

They claimed to liave destroyed five enemy

2nd T.A.F,

Daily Log
Sheets No,
2289 - 91.

Ibid

Sheets No,
2294 - 6, an Me,262 shot down by a pilot of No, 83 Group,

The IXth Tactical Air Command v/as given

tunities of crippling the armour near St, Vith
its missions between armed reconnaissances and fighter

escorts. The XXTXth Tactical Air Command covered  a wider
area from Stavelot to Bitburg and fighters strafed the ai
fields at Bonn claiming to have destroyed four enemy aircrafu

on the ground, A total of 25 enemy aircraft had been claimed
by the IXth Air Force at the end of the day. Its gprovind
claims amounted to 813 lorries and 99 armoured vehicles.

LT-
S.H.A.E.P, Air

Daily Summary
of Qps,

para, 5 No. 70
25 Deo, 1944.

In the cold, frosty weather of the next two days 2nd
T.A.P, flew many sorties over the *bulge‘. Useful work^was

done by Typhoon squadrons on the roads in the area Schleiden
St, Vith - Houffalize about 95 vehicles being claimed put
out of action and I6I damaged. The air became congested

■with Typhoons, TenpestSj ^itfires. Lightnings, Thunderbolts
and Mustangs and perhaps it vras inevitable that mistakes in

On the ground theidentification sliould frequently occur,

2nd T.A.P,
Daily Log
Sheets No,
2298 « 2308,

enemy convoys moved to and from the front but it is interest
ing to note that on 26. December the general trend of move
ment seemed to be eastv/ards.

Ca

Several air actions by 2nd T.A.F, on the 26th are of
special interest. No, 181 Squadron in ansv^er to  a call
from the forv/ard Control Post located and attacked a column
of tanks approaching the village of Celle close to the Meuse
which formed the most westerly tip of the salient, A^er
attacking them with rocket projectiles, the pilots claimed
to have destroyed or damaged four tanks in addition to
inflicting casualties on the crews they ran for cover.as
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GHo. 181 Sqdn.
OoR.B. Dec. 19Vi

Ho. 83 Group
O.R.Ba Dect

Shortly afterwards the Army confirmed that the Typhoons had
● in fact Icnocked out four heavy and three light tanks, )

At the inportant rail junction at Euskirchen other Typhoons
of IToo 83 Group attacked an assembly of locomotives in the
station yard and claimed ei^t destroyed or damagedo
existence of the locomotives had been discovered from

photographs taken by No, 39 Wing on the day before,
same time a high rate of effort v/as maintained by the
'U,Se squadrons under ccanmand of 2nd ToAaE, and more large
●claims vrere made for both *soft‘ and armoured vehicles in
addition to about 30 enemy aircraft shot dovm. in combat.
On the 26th the panzer forces suffered a serious loss v/hen
U,S, fighter bombers destroyed a petrol convoy of some
70 vehicles.

Medium bombers played perhaps an even more decisive
part in frustrating the enemy* s offensive since they caused
so much confusion at his supply distribution points,
25th to 27th December the IXth Bombardment Division v/as the
most active,
attacking focal points in Sixth S,S, Panzer Army area has
already been made,
'biilge* were bombed by Marauders on that day including
Munster, Eifel, Irrel, Bitburg, Wengerohe, Vianden, St, Vith,
Ahrdorf, Abutte, Hillesheim,
Taben Rodt and Keuchingen, (2)
effectively bombed the road netv/ork at Stadkyll and the rail
junction at Glaadt nearby and during the following night
Mosquitoes continued these harassing operations by bombing
vehicle concentrations near Kyllburg, '
road centres in the west of the 'bulge* were bombed by the
Americans such as Laroche, Houffalize, (both bombed on
successive days), the railheads of Konzlcarthaus, Pronsfeld
and Kali,
Ahrv/eiler (twice bombed), Eller, Nonweiler, good to
excellent results being reported by aircrev/s.

The

At the

Prom

Mention of its activities on 23 December in

Nine communication centres in the

Two bridges v/ere bombed at
On the same day No, 2 Group

On 26 and 27 December

Other formations attacked bridges at Bad Jdanster,

S.H.A.E.E, (Air)
Hist, Records
Slid Diary
■^Pp, 6G
Deo. 19i,4.

Q

See lifeLp No. 12.

No, 2 Group
O.R.B,
Heco- 1944o

S.H.A,EoP, Air
Daily Suiransiry
of Ops.
No. 71 - 72,-
Dec. 1944,

The first raid on Houffalize, according to civilians
interrogated after the battle, caused about 2A hours delay
in movement as the attack killed a number of troops- and
destroyed vehicles passing through the town but the craters
were soon filled in by the Germans,
attacks resulted in heavy damage to the one bridge in the
town which the First U.S, Army had left unblown when it
retreated on 21 December.
German transport passed through Laroche but after the raid

At Laroche the air

From 22 to 25 December much

2nd T.A.P,
OoRoS, Report
No, 19 p,7, and
App, D,

(1) On the previous day a Thunderbolt had claimed to have
destroyed a tank v/ith two Napalm fire bombs on the same
road, A check made by 2nd T,A.P, Operational Research
Section aftervrards revealed the presence of a Panther
v/ith damage to a turret hatch and a Mark IV which had
been conpletely burnt out and had also been penetrated
by armour piercing sheila fired by ground^artillery.
In the vicinity three armoured troop carriers had been
abandoned undamaged, 2nd TpA.F, O.RoSo Report No, 19
P0IO,

The daily programme of operations for m^ium
bombers was made up of two plans ^
was conposed of targets to be bombed visually and the
other was a programme for bad weather when radar aids
v/ere to be eniployedo

(2)
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on the 26th motor vehicles could not cross the bridge.
Another tv70 attacks vrere made on the tov/n although the raid

on 27 December appears to have been most effective and no
real effort ●vra.s made to clear the debris in the streets after
that date.

Bomber Command attacked two targets in the period
25 - 27 December but no night operations were possible,
most in^portant mission was to block the roads leading through
the town of St. Vith« Roads to Vielsalm, Laroche, Recht
and Houffalize passed through St. Vith and made it tne most
important road junction on the Sixth S.S. Panzer Azmy frono.
On 25 December I'iarauders had visited St. Vith and, according
to prisoners of war, had demolished a large part of -the town.
Prantic efforts viere made to clear the streets of rubble

little one-way traffic

Its

during the night and "by the morning a

S.HoA.E.P, Enemy
CcmmSe
Summary No. 23
Annexe p,3.

was possible.

At 1500 hours that afternoon the to\m was bombed by 29^
Lancasters which dropped 1,138 tons of high explosive.
craters in the roads made all routes throu^^the to^
in^assable. Geimian sappers who had to repair the u. 1
ifeLnedy road stated that it V7as beyond repair for a distance
of from tv70 to three kilometres beyond the tovm.
following day the tovm ms placed out of bounds to bOo roops
and civilians and military traffic used secondar;> roa s as
by-pass routes, a distance of about two miles nor an
of the town. One small by-pass in the town itse ms m e
through the railv/ay yard on the 27tho +vi-

c?

On the

of all the attacks on choke points in the Ardennes battle this
Clearance mrk did not begin until

29 December and by 3 January the roads throu^^l the ton still
could not be negotiated by traffic"
arrived in the tom on the 8th but their ^ °

was the most effective.

to keeping open the by-pass north of St. i_ wh-iiP'
fighter bombers constantly interrupted repa^ w ng
range American artillery intermittently s ® ® ®
By 11 Januaiv, I6 days after to last .air bomtotent roads
running through the tom remained blocke ap ‘ '
highways leading to ilalmedy .and Monschau which form a junction

the northern outskirts of the to\Jn»on

A.M. V^ar Room
Summary of
B. Cmd Opso
Dec. 1944o

2nd T.A.Pa
O.RoS, Report
No. 19 App. D
and S.H.A.E.P*
Enemy Coirans.
Summary No. 23
Annexe p.3^

attacks on road netvrorks ira.sThe effectiveness of these r^-p
later examined by the Operational Research Section of
2ad T.A.I’, It came to the conclusion that in the adverse
circumstanoes of the battle such as the poor vfeather for^
bombing and photo-reoonnaissanoe and the of t^ge.,E
which required attacking urgently, ^
whole, delayed by air attacks. It felt, ho'wever, that this
type of opeLtion would have been more economical, more delay
viSld have been Imposed, and that friendly civilian casualties
OTuld have been minhnised, if roads around the choke point
could -nave been cut in preference to dropping a great weignt
of bombs on the choke point itself. °°'”;try such

the Ardennes where roads iiin through defiles or follmr tne
contoOTS of steep hillsides, there were mmy suitable places
Xwhich to make road blocks. The report also specified
targets for heavy and medium bombers; the former were more
suitable for dealing vath an open road-neo such as S.. Vith,
while the latter were more effective against roads which
converge on a point (Houffalize). Such attacks it was
thought might profitably be followed up^by fif^ter-bombers
bombing approach roads at vulnerable points.

as

2nd T.A.p„
Report O.R,s_ ■
No. 19 pp,
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The next Bomber Goramand target ms a marshalling yard
west of the Rhine - at Rheydt near Dusseldorf which was
bombed by 211 aircraft (1^16^ tons) on
crews easily identified their target;
concentrated and large explosions vrere seen.,
provided by 50 fighters of 2nd. ToA.P#
27/28 December a force of over 300 heavy bombers effectively

attacked the marshalling yards and \7orkshcrps at Opladen near
Cologne.

27 Decembero Air-
the attack was Trell

Escort was

On the night of

A.M. War Room

SummEipy
Bomber Coimnand

Ops. Dec. 19AA. .

Operations by the Vlllth Air Force Trere also handicapped

by morning and evening fog over its bases in East Anglia
which made taking off and landing extremely hazardous;
number of aircraft and crev/s vrere lost in this manner,
extensive list of road and rail centres between the battle

front and the Rhine had been drawn up for attack on the
25th but only eight targets were actually bombed by small
forces of 30 aircraft each. They were the road/rail
junctions west of the Rhine at 7/ahlem, Pelm, Hallschlag,

Ivkirlenbach, Waxweiler, Pronsfeld, Prum and Misch.

of the same size attacked bridges at Kaiserslautern, Bad
Ikinster, Morscheid, Alirweiler and Eller. On 26 .December
not more than I50 aircraft left the U.K. and attacked two

bridges and tv70 marshalling yards. On the 27th there was
a slight improvement, 632 aircraft were dispatched to

marshalling yards and railway bridges. heaviest attacks

An

Forces

made by forces of between 70 and 1 AO aircraft ̂ ere mostly

Vfest of the Rhine at Euskirchen, Gerolstein, ? Anderaaoh
and Homburg. Bridges were bombed at Bulimy

midway between Trier and Koblenz, Altenahr (on the Ahr west
of Remagen) and Keuvaed (above Koblenz).

T-.TO Groups of VIII Fighter Command 36lst)
became attached to the IXth Air Force from 25

assisted it by giving cover and close Tact^^r'^
of the month. They 7/ere controlled by the
Air Command. The rema.inder of the Command

operate from England and escorted the Lit>f ^
Fortresses on thoir miasicns east and west of the Rhinee

a

S.H.A.E.F, (Air)
Hist. Record and

ary App. 6j,
I^ec. '}92i4.

Vlllth Air Force

Summary of Ops.
I5ec. 1914,

Di

These persistent attacks on rail-road

■bridges had the effect of pushing back the ®
situated immediately behind the front as aouSS®
^a, -m some oases, to east of the river.
the strain on motor transport which in ,
quxoiay the meagre stocks of fuel. The

in the mntry weather, together mth the -"^ties
many of the vehicles, asirravated transport difi^.cuities.
Thus at a stage in the ZllTIon the
most dependent on rail-heads close to
ymre disrupted and this fact caused suppH®®
areas to be seriously delaved The attacks on bridps west
Of the Rhine (largelj ^ST^^rk of IT.S. -^1™
bombers) , such as those across the rivers Ahr and Mosel, had
by the end of December also effectively

t^g railway traffic proceeding to the
oommunioation centres behind the front to sufier severe

e^®p hnportant jmotion of
wv f prohibited to traffia» ^

nad been constructed it oso as to by-pass

S.H.A.E.F.
Eneii^ Gommso
and Supply
Summaries Nos.
23, 26. Amexe.
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Secondly, the honibing of rail centres along the Rhine
from Cologne to Coblenz forced traffic from the river valley
as far east as Karssel and Wiarzburg and this served to increase

Finally, the general effect of thesedelays and re-routeings.
air attacks v/as such that by day rail travel fjest of Giessen
v/as virtually iirgjossible except v/'hen bad T/eather prohibited

This ban sometimes extended as deep as Hamm andflyingn
Huremburg*

Wot only was the flow of supplies interrupted but
reinforcements took days to reach the front after the start

the battle, just as they had done In Normandy, and, after

detraining east of the Rhine, had to make their way to the
front as best as they could. On about 28 Eecember, for
example, reinforcements for 9 Panzer Division had to detrain

Colo^e) and then proceed on foot

via Bonn for a distance little short of 100 miles. ̂  At^about
the same date reinforcements for 10A Panzer Grenadier Dxyisxon
travelled for six nights to make the rail journey from Siegen
to Bendorf, near Coblenz, and from that point had to march to
liayen, vrest of the Rhine. Reinforcements for the Volks
Grenadier divisions, backing up the panzer fomations vvere

held up for days because of bomb damage at Cologne.

Reconnaissance work 16 - 27 December

02

Siegburg (south ofnear

The part played by the strategic and tactical reconnais
sance squadrons during the period of the battle when the
enemy held the initiative was perhaps almost as important as

Much valuable information

Y/as presented to the Army commanders on the movement of enemy
divisions directly behind the front and reports vTere made on
communication targets which were of inestimable value in

planning day to day air operations. In 2nd T.A.F. Wo. 39
Recoimaissance 7/ing of Wo. 83 Groiq) had a most arduous task
to fulfil for not only did it have to cover the front of the
Second British Army from the Reichwald Forest to Aachen but
also that of First U.S. Army as far south as Givet on the

Meuse; from these points reconnaissances Y/ere flovn up to
the Rhine. The tasks of this V/ing were firstly to investigate
the traffic in marshalling yards along ing)ortant stretches of

railY/ay line, secondly, to search for concentrations of armour
in densely YYooded countiyside such as the Monsohau Forest
and, thirdly, to report on the progress of the enemy spear
heads infiltrating towands the Meuse. A smaller number of

artillery and photographic reconnaissances vrere flovn but
results from the latter type of mission ̂ Tere often disappoint

ing OY/ing to the frequent cloud and low haze.

the air attacks on communications.

No. 39 7/ing
O.R.B.
Dec. 19^!4«

Wo. 33 Reconnaissance V/lng of Wo. 8A Group, although
much smaller area, had no less important a taskvrarking over a ^ . a. ● ● ^ ●

for it had to report any extraordinaiy enemy activity m
Holland which might denote a diversionary attack upon the

British-Canadian sector along the lo\7er Maas.
Y/ere made over the airfields ofv/ealcly held

D

●C-x
No. 33 V/ing
O.R.B.
Dec.

aylight reconnaissances
and Soesterburg and a watch was kept on naval

t' itv in particular on the midget submarines and E-boats
ac IV y? ^^g^gified their operations from the occupied

of the Dutch coast.
which had
islands

The Mosquito
ladron took photographs by day and by night of marshalling

● north and west of the Ruhr and special attention
rail activity in the Rhineland towns of Rheydt,

?efeld, Heinsberg, Munchen-Gladbach and east of the Rhine,
l^stero 'ihis assisted Intelligence Officers ct Twenty^First

work v/as done by Wo. 3A Wing.Valuable

was
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0'Array Group in estimating the movement of German formations
from the north towards the fhulge*. Vfellingtons and
Mosquitoes of No® 34 Wing made "both visual and photographio
reconnaissances over Dutch airfields and specified roads
opposite the Second British Army which might he used hy
reinforcements to reach the front. Long range strategic
reconnaissance missions deep into Germany yiere most necessary
for it was essential for the Adlied Supreme Command to kno7/
Y/hat reserves were being transferred from other fronts to
the west. Reconnaissance aircraft of the XVth U.S. Air

Eorce based in Italy were enlisted for this puirpose and kept
a watch on all railv/ay lines from Italy and eastern Germany
as far north as Dresden.

i

0
Summary of air operations 17 " 27 December

At this stage of the battle it is necessary to pause
and review the great effort which had been made in^the air.
After four days of foul vreather in Y^hich all the Air Forces
on the Continent and the majority of aircraft in the United
Kingdom were grounded, a period of five days, from
23 “ 27 December ensued when the vdiole of the Allied Air

Forces, Strategic and Tactical, were thrown into the battle
to halt the westY/ard advance of Von Rimdstedt* s armour.

The close harmony v^ich distinguished the British and
U.S. Air Forces combined operations before and after the
landings in Normandy vra.s never more apparent
this crisis. The transference of a large part of the
IXth Air Force to the control of Air Officer Commanding

2nd T,A,F, v/as aoconplished v/ithout friction as was the
redistribution of U.S. fighter bomber units to south of the
salient. In like manner the Strategic Air Forces put all
their Y/eighty resources at the disposal of _
Commander. One bombardment division of the VIIIth Aijr^Force
came \md.er direct command of General Vandenberg Air

Force) for the pui^ose of strilcLng at tactical targets v/hxle
the rest of the Vlllth Air Force was to undertake the bombing
of targets in the base of the salient. ^ ®
resources of the IXth Air Force were strengthened by two
groups of Ihstangs and Thunderbolts of Vlllth Fighter

Command vjhich became based on the continent. Corned
Y/as to concentrate on attacking marshalling yards along the

Rhine from Colo^e to Coblens. There ^
consider or evolve a coir^lex air plan. +^6 thrust
Air Force was thus to delay as far as possible the thrust
nito Belgium while sufficiLt forces were

gromd to drive back the enemy. The role f
medium bombers was to attack communication centres^d
fridges stretching from directly boSbLfwas to
Rhine and beyond. The task of the roll

conX ffrom the rail-heads and

create choke points insiS the salient to delay movement to
and from the forward

euperio:if/"\r"^ "" Ehi^rre hy

area.

.s to
“  ®° r£" «=● »■»G.A.is exercised little influence on Allied flah+^r^/

T  euooessful in targats®^orfilter bomber aircraft from attacking

I
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ALLIED AIR EFFORT AND THE GERMAN

RATE OF ADVANCE 17-27 DECEMBER 1944
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0f several days it had, on the other hand, to postpone the
attack on airfields until *1 Janiiary 1945 "when too late to be

of any assistance to the ground offensive,
reckoned that in this ten day period, over 700 aircraft "were
lost by the enemy and after the severe losses experienced
ITevr Tear* s Day the final decline of the G.A.F# set in.

Another aspect of air povver during this period ms
demonstrated in the operations accon^lished by troop carrier

This ms the successful resijpply by air of the

beleaguered garrison of Bastogne in the face of very poor
vreather conditions and strong enemy opposition,
the fact that the Supreme Commander ms able to concentrate
reserve divisions speedily ms due in no small measure to
the transporting of an entire division by air from the U.K.
to the continent.
29 December. (*^)

It has been

on

aircraft.

Further,

This cperation ms completed by

0

0

Even during the bad weather of the first week of the
In thatoffensive a substantial air effort was achieved,

period R.AoP. Bomber Command, operating by day and night, flew

over 2,000 sorties against communication targets, while the
Ylllth Air Force flevr over "1 ,700 sorties against road and
rail centres. Limited though they v/ere by poor visibility,

2nd T.AoF. flew about 2,280 sorties and the IXth Air Force,
3,970 sorties during this week. (2) By 27 December the
armoured thrust to the Ifeuse had been halted and the German

operation to seize Antwerp which depended entirely on speed
and sunrise had failed. This ms before the Allied ground
forces had had time to launch any large scale offensive.

By tliat date the Allied Air Forces had flovn a total of
34,042 sorties of v/hich the majority v/ere directed to crush
the German attack. Sorties and tonnages 7/ere as follows:

i

Tons (Short)Sorties

15,7024,193

8,404

11,316

Bomber Command

Vlllth Air Force(5) 10,302

6,6A3IXth Air Force

5505,9712nd T.AoF.

1,5111st (Prov.) T.AcF. 3,119

1,039R.A.F. Fighter Command

34,708Total 34,042

(0 Supply by Air, BelgiumSee Operations ‘Repulse’.
Dec, (2F2/20/22),

It vdll be seen that A.O.M, Harris v/as not strictly
correct when he 7/rote:
Command alone, v/as able to operate against communications
used for the counter offensive on 4 nights and 2 dfiys.”

(See "Bcmber Offensive" Page 253)»

"Bomber Ccminicind, and Bomber
(2)

o
(3) Dicludes fighter aircraft.
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Out of the total weight of "bombs dropped, about 23^831
tons were dropped on railway and other types of communication
targets together mth cities on the lines of communication
used "by the Germans for the offensive. The Operational
Research Section of 2nd T.A.P, estimated that the fighter
bombers caused about one day's delay in the transmission of
supplies to the forv/ard troops while the effect of the
rearv/ard medium and heavy bomber operations were felt after
two days had elapsed. By 2A December the enemy' s advance
vra.s considerably reduced after fighter bombers had resimied
their normal rate of effort on the previous day. By the

A.P, O.RoS. 26th the heavy bomber attacks had taken effect and combined
Report No. 19.

2nd i. ●

v/ith the fighter bombers increasing efforts the advance came
to a standstill. The Air Porces, therefore, fulfilled their
role in the battle and this Tra.s evidently appreciated by the
Sii^reme Commander when, in a signal to the C.O.S
that the Air Porces constituted his 'main strategic reseiwe*.

he stated● 9S.C.A.P. 168

7 Jan. 19A5.

Stalemate - Air and Ground operations 28 December  3 January

A stalemate, v;hioh continued from the middle of the
second week of the battle \mtil the launching of
Field Marshal Montgomery's attack from the north on 3 January,
nov; existed vdthin the bulge. After a five day siege the
garrison of Bastogne vreis relieved by Third U.S. Army on
26 December and on the same date a large number of prisoners
and equipment v/ere taken in the Rochefort district. Tt^
Volks ● Grenadier divisions had meanv^hile consolidated in the

T/ake of the panzers along the northern shoulder of the salient
thus allowing II S.S, Panzer Corps to assemble along the
River Salm, The left flank of this Corps was protected by

the northward push of LVIII Corps (Fifth Panzer Army). Prom
27 December Headquarters Twenty-First Army Group yra.s certain
that Sixth S.S, Panzer Army v;as about to make another attempt
to brealc through to Liege, this time by making a vri.der
flanking movement west of Stavelot (v/here a week before it

had met with a rebuff) and crossing the River Ourthe in the
region of Durbury. Its chances of success vrere, however.

remote as the First U.S. Army had recaptured the inportant
crossroads of Monhay (near Grandmesnil) and held securely the
rail Junction of Marche to the west. Moreover, the improve

ment of the Americans position at Bastogne forced
Field Marshal Model to move 1 S.S. Panzer Corps to the south

to protect his communications. By the end of the last week
of December 2 S.S. Panzer Division had moved to the Basto^ie

area.where it v/as Joined by 10 Panzer Division. The enemy's

reserves intended to follov/ up a break through.  9 Panzer
Division and 15 Panzer Grenadier Division, v/ere also committed

to action at Bastogne presumably with the object of frus
trating an American attack into the centre of the 'bulge'.

The planning and discussion of Allied groimd operations
at this time revealed a distinct rift between the commanders

H.A.E.F. (Air) of Twenty-First and Tvrelfth Amry Groups. General Eisenhower
^  delayed visit to Field IJarshal Montgomery at

Diary Hasselt, near Liege, on 28 December and the tvro commanders

D?n* discussed policy for future operations. The Supreme
o* "»944

S.

. Commander had understood the Field Marshal to say that he

would attack with First U.S. Army no later than 1 January or

Rs 96326/1(98) SECRET
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' O as soon as the German threat in the Vielsalm area liad been

eliminated. (*1) Ho7rever5 this statement 7/as contradicted by
the Chief of Staffs Tv/enty-Pirst Army Group v/ho attended the
meetings held by General Eisenh07/er and his Chief of Staff on
31 December# Defending Field Marshal Montgomery’s policy.
General de Guingand explained that the plan was still to let
the enemy exhaust himself by running from one part of the
salient to another and secondly that a proper fire plan and
suchlike preparations must be worked out before the troops were
launched into the attack#

Ibid

App* 6J#
Dec#

O
General Bradley on the other hand held that VonRundstedt

was taking advantage of the lack of pressure in the north to
shift divisions to meet the American threat from the south#

Thus it v/as that growing inpatient of Field f^arshal Montgomeiyb
apparent slov/ness and hearing from the Supreme Commander that
the taz'get date for the northern thrust had been fixed for
1 January, General Bradley ordered the Third U.S. Army to
attack northeast of Bastogne on 30 December#

TTsre, of course, unco-ordinated v/ith Twenty-First Army Group
Headquarters#

General Bradley’s plan of attack had also been the subject
of controversy at S.H#A,E#F. for General Patton in conqianywith
General Bedell Smith and Air Chief Iv5arshal Tedder -//anted the

offensive to be launched as far east as possible so as to
cause a greater threat to the enemy’s commimications.
General Bradley, ho^Tever, favoured a more direct thrust into
the centre of the ’bulge’ along the axis Houffalize - St. Vith
and this plan was finally adopted for the reason that it would
threaten the biilk of the enemy strength which v/as concentrated
in the north of the salient#

These operations

O

Ibid

A.pp# 61.
Dec. '1944.

Ibid

App# 6H, 61,
Dec# 1944.

It was the opinion of the ground and air staffs at
S.H.A.E.F. that in spite of the set back which the enemy had
experienced over Christmas he was able to v/ithdraw divisions
from the salient and could make good use of his limited but

still passable interior lines of communication by shifting
This v/as a very different

point of view from that taken by Headquarters Twenty-First

Army Group. The Supreme Commander, his Deputy, and the
Chief of Staff (Air)"felt that v/hile Field Marshal Montgomery
had retrieved the dangerous situation in the north during the

early stages of the battle he v/as novr missing am opportunity
of striking the enemy v/hile the attack v/as at its crest#
Supreme Commander therefore decided that General Bradley
should resume command of First U#S# Army v/hen it joined hands

v/ith Third UcS# Army in the salient#

forces to any threatened spot

Th

Ibid

App. 61, 6J,
Dec. 'I944.

e i

O

o (1) In his book ’Normandy to the Baltic’
Field Marshal Montgomery states that XXX British Corps
reliefs were to be concluded by 2 January so that
General Collins’ VII UoS. Corps could begin to attack on

3 January (see page 1?8)# This date had been put forward

by one day after consultation v/ith General Hodges, First
UoS. Army# (Eyes only Signal F#M# Montgomery to S.A.C.

31 December 19^4»)

f

I  ̂
(2) A.C.M# Tedder expressed similar viev/s after the Battle of

El Alamo in.
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CThis -.Tas one of the points incoiporated into an outline
plan issued hy General Eisenhovrer on 3*1 December to his Army
Group Commanderso Briefly it 7ra.s tliat south of* the Moselle
the Allies i^ere to continue to remain on the defensive.

Sixth Army Group forming the source of a SeH.A»EoPo reserve*
The operation to clear the salient v/as to be conducted by

First and Third U.S. Armies converging towards Hoirffalize
and bringing the main body of the eneiiQr to battle. There
after the Allied axis of advance was to be north eastv/ards

(Prum - Bonn),
tired divisions were to be rehabilitated and T^venty-Pirst

i\rmy Group v/as to launch Operation Veritable (the clearing
of the Rhineland west of the Ruhr) as soon as possible. Any
emergency measure which it might be necessary to make in the
coming weeks v/as to be effected by Field I\([arshal Montgomery
and General Bradley vdth the power of decision resting in the
former person.

Air operations v/ere to continue along the same lines as
before v/ith the bulk of the Air Forces attacking communi
cations, Taking advantage of the dislocation of the

enemy's railway system west of the Rhine, Air Staff* S.H.A.E.F.

began to choose railv/ay targets east of the Rhine such
Fulda and I^assel where air reconnaissance had located

congested marshalling yards# This was taken by the
Anr Ministry to be an infringement of the authority to decide
upon strategic targets held by the Deputy Chief of Air Staff
and Commanding General United States Strategic Air Forces in
Europe. The Deputy Chief of Staff (Air) S.H.A.E.F. felt
that he should impress upon Air I&rshal Bottomley the
mpossibility of distinguishing betv/een tactical and
strategic targets at that juncture and put this view before
him in a telephone conversation on 27 December.

Once the Americans had reached the Rhine

as

Ibid

App, 6K,
Dec. 1944o

G

Q

S.H-.A.E.F. (Air)
Hist. Record

and Diary
PP* 15jt 16,
Dec.

T^ problem of deciding the priority of oil and trans
portation targets also arose. After the successful attacks

on airfields and communication targets General Spaa.tz showed
himself desirous of returning to the attack of oil targets
v/hen weather conditions vrere suitable over Germany.
Deputy Supreme Commander and the Chief of Staff to the

Supreme Commander condemned the idea eir^hatically but their
opinion was not shared by the Deputy Chief of Staff (Air)
who, after due consideration, realised that the destruction
of Germany's remaining oil supplies might soon bear decisive
results in the battle area itself.
23 December the XVth U.S. Air Force had ma.de a series of

effective attacks upon oil refineries in Eastern Germany and

Czecho Slovakia at Blechhairaner, Oswiecem, Brux and Politz.
On the night of the 21st R.A.F, Bomber Command had also

attacked the oil refinery at Politz# The enemy was now

restricted to the Leipzig area for his principle requirements
of fuel for the Wehrmacht and if six to eight targets in this
area could be put out of action it

critical fuel crisis would confront the enemy#
well prove disastrous should the Russians begin their long
e^qoected vrinter offensive in the east# On 29 December,

therefore, the Vlllth Air Force made two plans for the day’s

operations^ (g.) the support of the tactical battle together
^dth attacks on oil refineries in the Leipzig area, and

(b) attacks on tactical targets only#
enforced adherence to the second alternative on that day but

on the follovang night R#AoFo Bomber Command sent 337 aircraft
to bomb the oil refiaery at Buer# On 31 December U.S. heavy

Summa^ of Ope# bombers despatched a small force to attack an oil target, but
Dec. 1944# the Supreme Commander insisted that targets m the battle area

Ibid

App, 6G.
Dec, 1944#

The

Ibid p.15

In the v/eek ending

Ibid

App. 7B, 7C«
Dec. 1944*

possible that a most
This might

v/as

Ibid

App,
Dec. 1944.#

Weather conditions

Vlllth Air Force

3
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‘O D.S,cyT.S.
●100/9
Enel,11 A,
para.15
See Chap. 4,
p*120.

should have first priority for visiial homhing and it -was not
until the second week in January v/hen the salient had “been
eliminated tliat powerful attacks could he recommenced on the
oil industry.

Attacks on rail traffic north of the Ruhr

After 27 Decem'ber the v/eather ceased to favour operations
of the Tactical Air Forces and fog and mist covered the
Ardennes salient vrhich on the 31st t-urned to sleet or snenr*
Fighters and fighter bemhers of 2nd T.A.P. v/ere therefore
switched to the familiar interdiction area north of the Ruhr
where their role was to disirupt rail traffic travelling south
wards to the Cologne - Pranlcfixrt sector. On 29 December
2nd T.A.F. vras able, for the first time since the battle began,
to make large claims for rail transport and enemy aircraft.
Typhoons and Tempests out on arned reconnaissance at about
0830 hours found the railways in the Munster - Enschede
district crowded \7ith trains, evidently carrying reinforcements
and supplies for the Ardennes as many of the wagons obviously
contained sjiimunition, gun carriers and other kinds of military
equipment,
the G.A.P. was providing cover over them in some strength.
Eos. 83 and 84 Groups claimed to have destroyed or damaged 47
locomotives and 222 goods wagons - a record score. Included
in this total were tvro ammunition trains attacked at a small
station near Enschede by No.174 Squadron. Orange and yellow
flames vrere caused by the rocket projectiles hitting the wagons
and overshoots ignited stores in a shed adjoining the station
yard.

Their importance may be assessed by the fact that

0

O
2nd T.A.P.
Daily Log
Sheet
Nos, 2313 *“
2318.

The G.A.P* being in an aggressive mood, took part in a
number of combats v/ith 2iid T.A.P. and by the end of the day the

claimed to have destroyed 32 aircraft and damaged 14.
British losses amounted to 16 aircraft (13 pilots lost).
Although the enemy v/as keen to fight, in the opinion of s
of 2nd T.A.P. pilots, they displayed lack of training by their

The biggest score was claimed by No.331

ome

inexperience. v u ^ , - n
(Norwegian) Squadron v^hich at about 1045 hours engaged five
P Y/ 190s iri Rheine area. Pour vrere destroyed but at the
s^ie time the enemy accounted for four Norwegian pilots. The
same squadron was in action again during the afternoon sweep
ing the area between Arnhem and Enschede and met  a superior
force of about 25 Me.109s, At once going into the attack,
the squadron claimed 12 destroyed and two damaged  - a notable
effort for one day. Four aircraft and their pilots were lost,

■□adrons which claimed large scores were No. 411 (eight
laimed destroyed), No«401 (tvra claimed destroyed,
a.) and No.56 Sqiiadron (one claimed destroyed and one

All combats took place in the Rheine - Enscliede

Other sq'-
aircraft c
two damage
probable).

No.331 Sqdn.
O.R.B.
Deo., 1944.

C-
area.c

Low olond and mist made flying impossible on 30 December
but a break in ^ne weather enabled 2nd T.A.P. to make further
attacks on rail traffic in north-v^est Germany on 51 December
and 1 January. During these two days pilots claimed to have
Sstroyed 30 locomotives and over 80 goods wagons, damaging a
wfnumber of Munster - Paderborn -
Lnfbruck “train a nib® carrying military traffic

on 88 mm guns. The biggestincluding
January, the day vdiioh

the G-,AoP» and scale attack on 2nd T.A.P,
claims for

airfielJ®_ nLstring the^^a
a

■yainattemp extent of All-i fighter-besnbers
activiti®^;^ pnoved tliat tblwl ̂  operations tlmt day in
the Ruhr are F e Luftwaffe had failed dismally in

object.its

2nd T.AoP.
Daily Log
Sheet No. 2325 ..
2328 and 2335 -
2339.
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GThe threat from north*-v7est Holland.

Meara7hile about 70 per cent of No*84 Group "VTas being
detained for operations on the First Canadian Army front cn
account of a threatened German attack on Antwerp and its
approaches from north of the Maa

Commanding 2nd T,A«F, had instructed that the requirements
of the Ardennes battle must take first priority and No<.&l}-
Group's principal contribution had been to provide escorts
for British and American medim bombers

hovTeverj it T/as learnt that the enemy ground forces in the
Gorinchem area (near the mouth of the Maas) had been rein
forced for the purpose of advancing south of the river*
■was also s'uspected that paratroops "would be employed to
support this attack. No.84 Group reconnaissance aircraf'b
having confimed that repairs had recently been made to
SoGsterburg ai2rfield in the Utrecht area,
of No. 84 Group therefore reverted to the cutting of rail
routes leading into north-^rest Holland,

The Air Officer

At Christmas,

It

Certain squadron

a
No,84 Group

Bsc., 1944.
s

By 31 December General Ck'erar (First Canadian Army) ,had
.H,A.E,P, (Air) become greatly concerned over the v/ealm-ess of IxLs front, (w

Hist. ^Record in particular the Scheldt estuary, whj-Gh the enemy could
and Diary threaten from the island of SchouvTen v^hi-ch lies to the north

DP* of Walcheren, and he requested assistance both from the Navy
1945 and the R.A.P. S.H.A.E.F. was at that time una.ble to spareJan and

D.s.c./r.s,
100/9 Pt.4
end. 8A,

● 9

any ground reserves as all its available forces were canraitted
to the Ardennes sector*
increasing in Alsace on the southern flardc.

In addition enemy pressure was

Reconnaissance missions along the Maas -were followed up
by attacks on bridges, headquarters and gun positions on 29
and 31 December and again on 1 January by 2nd T.A.F, fighter
and medium bcanbers v/Mle on 3 January support was given to an
operation (Trojan) undertaken by the Polish Armoured Division
■bo discover the strength of the enemy be"tween Gertruidenberg
(on the Maas) and Gorinchem. Here a dyke intersected island
is formed by the -bwo rivers TTaal and Maas proceeding to the
sea and on v/hioh a small bridgehead had been established by
General Student's First Parachute Army, and attached troops.
This island is connected to the north bank of the Maas by
road and rail bridge which crosses the Waal (or Merwede as it
is called along th_at stretch) at Zaltbommel £uid by a ferry at
Gorinchem besides which there is an important road bridge at
Giessen on the island itseli*.

a

No.84 Group
O.R.B,
Dec., 1944 -
Jan., 1945.

In connection -i/o.th these operations General Student' s
headquarters near Hilversum and the main headq"uax'ters of
IXXXVIII Gennan Corps vrere again attacked "with rockets and
bombs on 29 December,
staff were believed to be living were destroyed but later were
discovered to have been unoccupied at the time of attack.
Similarly at the Corps headquarters only one of the buildings
listed among the targets v/as occupied at the time but severe
damage vras caused to all the houses around. On 31 December
No* 84 Group in response to Canadian Army requests flew nearly
200 sorties over south-^vest Holland, Tliis time the Typhoons
raided the Tactical Headquarters of LXXXVIII Corps outside
Zaltbommel.

Two houses in which Student and his

Other Typhoons carrying one thousand poimd

>

2nd T,A,F,
O.R.S.
Report No.34
PP- 8, 9.

No.84 Group
0,R.B,

bombs attempted to destroy tv/o railway bridges on the Utrecht
Zaltbommel line at Tricht and Culenberg, but failed to hit
them. Another squadron attacked a vehicle rei:)air depot at

T

(1) There "were only tivo divisions in the line along the
Lower Maas.
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2nd T.A.F.

O.R.S. Report

No.34 P*9.

Doom, but, once again, it v/as subsequently learnt that the
building had been unoccupied by the enemy.

On the morning of 1 January, fighter bcmbers attacked
two bridges on the road to Zaltbommel frcm the north, claim-
ing hits on both of them. The ferries across the Mervvede
east and v/est of (lorinchem were bombed at the same time. In

the afternoon Mitchells of No, 2 Group bombed the big road
bridge at Zaltboramel but v/’ere met with intense flalc and the

On the 5th, No, 84 Groupattack was consequently inaccurate.

2nd T.A,P,

Daily Log
Sheet No* 2338

O
succeeded in cutting the road bridge across the Lek at
Vinanen, thus severing communications between Utrecht and
Zaltbommel, It inflicted further damage on the bridge at

Ibid

Daily Log
Sheet No* 2360

O
Culenberg,

During the night of ̂ /6 January photographs were taken
of the ferry at Gorinchem which showed German transport moving
eastwards across the Maas and tlius confirmed agents’ reports

Just over an hour after thethat a vd.thdrawal was imminent,

2nd T.A.P.
O.R.S. Report

No. 33 Para. 4,
P.2 and
2nd T.A.P.

O.R.B.

App, No,32A
Pob 1945.● >

development of the photographs and the passing of this
important information to 2nd T.A.P, Reconnaissance Centre,

Mosqmtoes, then operating over the Ardennes, vrore diveiroed to
Gorinchem, Nothing v/as seen by the aircrews but they dropped
bombs on the crossing place and hit a jetty. Despite this
evidence First Canadian Army Intelligence still confessed to
be in the dark about the position on the Maas and, v/'hile it
Y/as more worried about a threat from Schomyen Island, came

upon evidence that two fresh divisions had moved into the
Gorinchem area,

the two threats, the greater v/as at Schou,7en,
But, by 12 January, it considered that, of

Report No.173
Hist. Scot,
can. Mil. H.q.
Paras, 133, 12*.i

155 - 156.

Reports had readied Headquarters, First Canadian Aimy
that the garrison of SchouvYen had recently been reinforced
and its total brought up to 6,000 men. Many reconnaissances
Y/ere flov/n over the island by No,35 ̂ V"ing but they revealed

barely any activity and villages supposed to be sheltering
troops Y/ere in fact seen to be inundated. The Array, hav;'ever,
continued to be anxious over a possible attack on the Scheldt

from this direction and consequently Typhoons attacked
supposed assembly areas on the island. During the following
v/eeks a precautionary vfatch v/as kept by No, 84 Group over
SchouViTen and the nei^bouring island of Overflakee
while the interdiction of railways to western Holland continued
to be one of the principal tasks of this Group,

Air Operations in the Ardennes 28 December - 3 January

Mean-

No,84

O.R.B.
Jan. f 1945.

Althougli, during the turn of the year, the centre of
interest from the R,A,P, point of view was mainly north of the

RuJir, 2nd T.A.P, was still making a valuable contribution to
the Ardennes battle particularly north of the River Ourthe and
east of the SaUm where the S,S. panzer divisions were gather-

A re-arrangement in operationalattack.ing for a new

C‘

C'
boundaries was ordered by Headq-uarters 2nd T.A.P. on

30 December and the inter-Army Group boundary line was chosen
so that from hencefor\Yard the IXth Tactical Air Command vfas

responsible for controlling tactical operations north of this
line and XiXth Tactical Air Command those to the south.
Otherwise the areas allocated for aimed reconnaissance remained
much the same as before. The two U,S, Tactical Air Commands

operated over the western end of the salient and No, 83 Group
to the east; ® same i^e the latter was to maintain

-  entire length of thecontinuoTos
northern rim ot tne isn-c. As before the Americans could

Group for eupport. Similarly

Group Y/-hen required.

call upon
No,84 Group

v/as

2nd
O.e.B. App. 67

19Vi-.Deo, 9

c
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Ge racv-tjd in 'bitteriy Qold
to the "battle area on

Field iviarshal Montgomery's
and the

Two Wings of 2nd T5.A4F-, w
weather to airfields more adjacent
30 DeceFiber in ordex* to supi)
offensive in the early New fearo Two aq_uadx'ons
Kea5.quarters of No. 125 Wing (Spitfires) v/ere transferred to
Ophoven vrest of Roeimond in the American sector and No. 123

Wing (Typhoons) of No. 8i C-i'oup moved to Ohievres soixth cf
Brxsselsa ("1) These squadrons w’ere controlled "by the
Advanced Headquarters IXth Tactical Air Goinmond at Liege

where there 7/as also an advanced command post of No. 83 Group.
The wintry weather experienced during the first fortnight cf
Janiiary prevented many sorties "being flov/n "by this force o

No. 83 Group
O.R.B,

Jan. 1945.

Q
Most active participators in the battle from 2nd T»A.Fo

v/ere the light and medium bombers of No. 2 Group o
Mosquitoes were unable to operate on the nig'hts of 29 and
30 December but on the 28/29th and on New Year's Eve a large
number of successful sorties were flo^m.

to harass the panzer divisions lying up in the forest covered
hills between Laroche and "Vielsalm and they concentrated on

attacking crossroads using their navigational aids»
inability of the G.A.F.

to revert to major moves by night which afforded immy oppor
tunities to the roving Mosquitoes.

Tlieir object 'was

The

to give cover by day forced the enemy

During New Year's Eve a:xd the early hours of the
follov/ing day railv/ays just behind the salient v/ere seen to
be extremely active mainly in the Euskirohen Gemund and
Koblenz - ?/engerohr areas. No, 2 Group attacked 14 lengths
of train and about 600 w-agonsa In the salient they covered
the area betvTeen Monschau and Prum and road convoys and trains
were strafed. Tv/o flying bo?ibs v/ere shot dc-/ai in the course

2nd T.A.F.

Daily Log, Sheet
Nos. 2333 - 4,

of the operations. During the early po.rt of the night there
10/l0ths cloud and in some areas mist covered the hill

tops, but after midnight visibility improved and full advan
tage was taken of it by the
battle zone-,

was

Mosquitoes then arriving over the
On the follovring nl.ght manj'’ lorries and

armoured vehicles v/ere located and attacked and fires v/ere

started in the road and rail junctions of Euskirchen,
St, "Vith, Mayen and Prum.

Ibid Sheet

No, 2343.

Enemy bombers were out in strength on 3"^ December/
1 January over the northern sector and v/ere intercepted by
Noo 85 Group, The destruction of five enemy aircraft v/as
claimed. On the follcr,’/ing night another five were reported
to have been shot dov/n«

In daylight IsJitchells and Bostons raided the choke point

at "Vielsalra on 29 and 3"1 December through which panzer troops
v/ere loiown to be passing. According to investigations
conducted after the battle the first raid was judged to have

been the most effective ̂as it cut the road south of the town.
This v/as largely nullified by the fact that the enemy v/as

able to use a more v/esterly road as a by-pass,
mediums bombed the adjoining village of Bech and killed

number of Gemian troops. On New Year’s Day No, 2 Group
bombed the read centre of Dasburg on the River Our about
12 miles east of Bastogne,

prevented^results being obsei-^/ed and some aircraft

locate the primary target bombed a group of vd.llages four
miles to the east of the tov/n.

Some of the
a

Low cloud over the target area
uunable to

/

No, 2 Group
CcRoB. Dec, 1944
and 2nd T,A,F.

0-R,S. Report
No. 19p,l6,

No, 2 Group
O.R.B.

Jan. 1945»
7

(1) it oane m^der coritrol of No«, 83 Group,

ES 9632Vl(lO!h) £T<:C5RST
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^0 The IXth Bombardment Division which had Been imahle to

operate during the last week of December returned on 1 and
2 January to the interdiction of routes leading into the
saliento

St» Vith, Gouvy, Stadkyll v;ere homDed in the north; — -
south it concentrated on bridges at Bullay, the important

rail crossing of the Moselle, Simmem and Bad I-iunster6

The road centres of Laroche, Salm Chateau,
in the

S.H.A.EerF, Air

Daily Summar3’-
Opso Noo 77 ~ 78
Jan* 1945o

Fighter patrols over the salient were uneventful because
ITor did the IXth Air Force,0 of the absence of the Luftwaffe*

which in the past week had made such big claims, encoimter
the (x.A.F. in any strength and v/as thus able to devote itself

to attacking groimd targets* A quantity of tanks and armoured
vehicles were claimed by it on 29 and 30 December, generally

around Bastogne* A few support calls were answered by No. 83

Group from the Forvra.rd Control Post at Liege and some armed
reconnaissances were flown around St, Vith, most movement

being observed on 3i December 7:hen Typhoons claimed to have
destroyed or damaged three tanks. An interesting feature of
this operation was that a number of veliicles were seen drawn

1^ of the road and although struck by cannon
shells and bullets vrere not set alight, from V7hich it might
be inferred that they had run out of petrol, Enei^ flak was

and caused not a few Typhoons to fail to returnstill vigorous

0

2nd T,A,F,

Daily Log Sheet
Noo 23280

from their mission.

R,A.F, Bomber Command and the Vlllth Air Force continued
to devote a large proportion of their daily effort^to targets
in the rear of the front but morning and evening mxst over
airfields in the U,K. made these missions hazardous*
28 December to 3 January Bomber Command attacked in daylight

the Grembinrg marshalling yard at Cologne, two m^sj^l^g yards
at Coblenz and the railmy centre of Vohwinkel (.between

DcS,C,/loS. 100/9 Dortmund and Cologne), A more unusual type of operation took
Enclo 11A -dIpo^ on 1 January when 17 Mosquitoes of Bomber Command each

carrvins one ii-,000 pound bomb attacked 14 railW tunnels in
tbp bpcie of the salient betvreen Bonn and Trier. Snow covered

the targets making them hard to identify and apart from^four

tunnels reported to be blocked, results were disappointing^

A.M. War Room

MontliLy Summary
of Ops* Bomber
Command
Dec. "19^ “
Jan* 1945.

pto
13.para*

Nip-ht raids ̂ /lere made in strength against Troisdorf,

Bonn and Monchen Cladbach marshalling yards, Pranlcfurt city,
:narshalld^g yard at Cologne and the road -ntre of
re in the salient. In general the raids on railway

tanfrets continued the destruction which had already been
on these targets although better 7/eather conditions

V, irp creatly increased their efficacy* At Houffalize
ty the IXth Air Force) the main road from

BastlSr^s out and a delay of about four hours ms^osed
+  through the to^m. while the enemj'' quiclcly^ fiHc<3- in

-i-prs, A second raid by Lancasters on the night of
/? -^^,orv caused more damage to the town than to the highway^

nutside the tactical area but nevertheless important
strictly Qommunication were the Dortmund-Ems and Mitteland
as been repaired after R.A.F, Bomber Command’ s

c^als ̂  autumn. They V7ere revisited by day and night
attacks January and reconnaissance afterwards
i

the presence of much fresh damage.

2nd T.AoF,
O.E»S,

Report No,
.  15?PP

C
19

o

n the
revealed

R.A.Fo Bomber Command tended to seek targets
„  f37om the battle (in the first week of J^i^y it
farther targets as a chemical works at Ludmgshaven^

cities of Berlin, Nuremberg and Hanover) the Vlllth
apart from a few attaclcs on oil targets was still

Air bulk of its daily effort to targets west of the
Attacks ".Tere repeated with good effect on

SECRET
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VlITth Ab: comraunioation centres as Pziioi, Daun^ Bitburg, lAinebaoh,

Eorce Siiramary Euskirchen^ Gerolstein^ ¥ittlich^ Stadl^yll^ Koblenz ̂ Homburg^
of Ops. DeOo Bingen, NeunteLrchen etc. These missions were supported by
1544 Jan<, 194-5p large forces of Thunderbolts and Mustangs from VUIth Fighter

Command. A number of sorties were floT/n against road and

railway bridges across the Rhine in answer to requests from
the Array, Such precision attacks required good visibility
which was so rare at this time, furthermore by the beginning
of January sno\7 blanlceted the targets and reconnaissance
aircraft found it difficult to ascertain the extent of the

damage, Hov;ever, air photographs shov/ed that at least some
damage was done to bridges across the Rhine at Remagen,
Coblenz and at NeuT/eid above Coblenz,

Q

a
From 28 December, the Vlllth Air Force had flown well

over 4-yOOO sorties ("^5 and Bomber Command over 1,800 sorties
against tactical targets and it v/as evident that the
Strategic Air Forces had almost congpleted their task of^

Rail movCTient by day in

D.S.C./T.S.100/9 this area had practically ceased and G-,2, S.H.A.E.F, reported
Ft.4. End, 11A
para, I5,

interdiction vrest of the Rhine,

that of 4-1 targets in Western Germany 29 cent had by
4. January been suspended from attack and 4-1 per cent either
suspended or heavily damaged. Railway traffic east of the
Rhine had also been severely affected. Out of 65 targets

25 per cent had been suspended from further attack,
4- January the general opinion at the Air Commander’s
conference was that the Strategic Air Forces had accomplished
their task of disrupting ooramunications immediately behind
the Geman front in the Eifel, General Vandenberg told the
meeting that he felt there ?/as no need for such  a large scale
diversion of heavy bombers end that the effort had olready created a

shortage of targets* He considered that the one bonibardiaent
division placed umer his command was quite adequate a force
to deal with the large marshalling yards alongside and v/est
of the Rhine, These could be bombed by Pathfinder Force
aircraft v/hile his medium bombers would take on smaller

transportation targets. The remainder of the Strategic

Air Forces would thus be in a position to make their routine
attacks on oil targets or take part in large scale raids on
communications deeper in Geimany, This point of view v/as
supported by General Schlatter (Assistant Chief of Staff
f/dr)) and the representative of Bomber Command at S,H,A,E.F,
(Air Vice Marshal Oxland) who said tliat his Coimnander^in-

Chief Tjas also anxious to return to targets in Germany,
At the same time General Thatcher, Assistant Chief of Staff,
(Air Intelligence), drew the attention of the Al-r
Commanders to the critical position of oil in Germany and

urged attacks on the refineries in the Leipzig district.

On

'K '

Tvra days later the heavy bomber question was presented
to the Supreme Commander for consideration by his Chief of
Staff, General Bedell Smith, v^ho had by that time been
convinced of the necessity to return to the attack of

strategic targets such as jet aircraft ai^ tank production.
Supporting him General Spaatz requested that while the

division equipped with radar aids should continue its bombing

of tactical targets, the remainder of the Vlllth Air Force
should bo free to make visual attacks on the (to him) more

vital industrial targets. He stressed the point that it T/as

O

^3,H,A,E.F, (Air)
Hist, Record

and Diary,

App, IE,
Jan, 194.5,

(1) The U.S, heavy bomber casualties were not lig^t,

Betv/een 28 December and 2 January, 4-9 had been lost.

^ %326/l(l06)
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O essential to delay the Geman jet aircraft industiry for
another three months until U,Sa jet production got under way.

General Eisenhower agreed to these proposals, hut ovdng to
the enemy’s diversionary attack in Alsace in early January

and the poor weather, the return to strategic targets was
still further delayed.

The New Year’s Day Attack 19^5

See Chap, 4

Pc 111

O iilthough it had suffered a serious blow in the air
battles of 23 and 24 Deceniber the GcA.E, continued to

tain a high rate of effort v^en the v/eather permitted, (*J)
So far its role in the Ardennes battle had been by and large

a defensive one, and until the end of the month most sorties
v/ere flown against liberators and Portresses attacking
oomimnioations west of the Phine, A particularly powerful
effort to intercept the Americans was made on 31 December
and the usual large numbers of enen^r aircraft were claimed by
the Vlllth Fighter Command,

The prospect of fine weather for the first of January
gave Lufb.vaffe Command West its long awaited opportunity to
launch the meticulously planned attack on the con^sted

Allied airfields in Belgium and Holland which proved to be
the last major G.A.F, operation of any inportanoe in the west.
Goering had for some time intended that the Luftr/affe should
recover its tarnished prestige by a spectacular attack and
for this reason placed Major General Pelts, well Icnovm as a
pugnacious and daring airman, in control of Jagikorps II,
the fighter command for the western front.

Planning of the operation took place on the eve of
Von Rundstedt’s attack on 16 December when group commanders
were addressed by Peltz and informed of their re^eotlve
taslcs v/hile the routes to each airfield were carefully plotted

on the map. Scrupulous secrecy was observed and im)t until
Nev/ Year’s Eve were the pilots told that the attack would talce
place on the following morning, (2) In at least one unit
briefing v/as held just before aircraft took off v/ith the
result that there v/as confusion in the minds of some pilots
as to their objective. Despite these hasty preparations

great stress "VTas laid by briefing officers on the inportanoe
of dealing a heavy hlovr against Allied air power and each
pilot was given a map with his route marked on it.

G
\

Vlllth Air Force

Summary of Ops
Jan. 1945,

ADI (k)
Report NOtt
158/1945o

S.H.A,E,F, Air

Int, Summary
Ho, 44 Pt. II
Jan, 1945.

s
0) Only a monthly summary of G,A,F, operations during

December 19V+ is so far available, but some idea can be
obtained of the increase of effort when it is remembered
that most sorties v/ere flov^n during the last tv/o v/eelcs
of the month,

and fightexwibomber and 455 reconnaissance sorties were
640 filters, 1 6 bombers and fighter-bombers

In daylight 7?5^5 fighter, 627 bomber

flovm.

C

C
and 19 reconnaissance aircraft v/ere lost or reported
niissing. By ni^t there vrere 2,233 bomber and fighter-
bomber and 164 transport aircraft sorties, 137 of
the former and 130 of the latter were lost or missing,

Trans, of luftTfaffe Command West Statistics

of'ops,)

c On the same day the Germans began to attack in north
PJ,qsi.oq to relieve pressure in the Ardennes salient.

(2)

f

DS 9f3326/l (107)
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Altogether it is helieved that eight separate attacks were
planned mainly against the British airfields round Brussels,
Antvreip and Eindhoven. 'A few airfields in the U.S„ sector

such as C^hoven and Asoh, east of Brussels, and Metz were
also attacked from the Frankfurt and Stuttgart bases. The
majority of the enemy force flew from the Eheine  - Paderbom
chain of airfields.

C 'ADI (k)
Report No,
158/1945.

Estimates of the numbers of aircraft involved vary
considerably and while at first it was believed that about

350 aircraft made the attack,
tigations, it would appear that from 7OO t-o SCO fighter
bombers including a handful of Me.262*s took off on the
operation,
and included

the basis of further inveon

These were draivn from about four Gcschwaders

one training formation v/hich shows that all

G
s

0

Ibid and available aircraft had been io^ressed. Great pains v/ere
Int. App. No. 2 taken to ensure that all the aircraft reached their targets.
2nd T,A,P, O.R.B, As the formations took off in semi darlmess they v/ere guided
Jan, 1945.

to the front^ line by Junkers 88 vdiioh then broke off for
home. Turning points on the course such as Spaakenburg on

the south side of the Suider 2ee (the route taken by aircraft
attacking Brussels and AntiTero^ were marked by coloured

   i-ain* rocice'cs were fired as the aircraft

crossed the front line so as to give warning to the German
ground forces.

^^^toing bhe approach to the airfields by circuitous ̂
routes conplete wireless silence was observed and all air

craft ̂fle^T at treetop height to evade the Allied radar
organ^ation. These precautions afforded the G.A.P, complete
surprise and British aircrevra and ground personnel first
became conscious of the raid when F,W,190*s and Me.109*s flew
low across the

landing strips at about 0900 hours,

See Map No, 15

Once over their targets the German pilots strafed
cr^t on the ruiwra.ys, vehicles, dispersal huts with cannon

, ^ machine guns and after about twenty minutes made off
independently fox* home. The Me 262*s dropped a few bombs

of. a 500 ̂  1,000 pound oalibre. On the ground everyone
fo^d what cover he could in waterlogged trenches, culverts
aiid behind vehicles. At Eindhoven the dispersal hut of °ne

squadron was demolished but fortxmately it was unoccupied by
arQT pilots at the time. In a few minutes airfields were
covered with clouds of smoke from burning aircraft and petrol

dumps and bombs loaded on aircraft exploded in the heat for
about an hour afterwards. On the whole the attaclcs *v^37e
pressed home with determination but one case of an aircraft
colliding v/ith another v/as reported and there was a
of poor shooting. Several allotted targets such as Le Culot
airfield south of Brussels were missed altogether and the

aircraft intended to attack them joined up with other
formations,. A few aircraft attacked Antwerp docks and

machine gunned roads in the vicinity but this v/as probably not

intended in the original plan.

air-

Nos, 459, 440
Sqdn, O.R.Bs,
Jan. 1945.

The following I3 British occupied airfields vrere att^d:

Heesoh, Maldegem, Grmberghen, Antwerp/Dcurne Yfoensdrecht,
Gilze-Riejen, Eindhoven, Volkel, Brussels Melsbroek and
EVere, Knooke, UrselandSt, Denis V/estram, Tn the

sector four airfields at St, Trond, Asoh, Ophoven and Metz

were attacked. The greatest damage to British airorait ̂ s
caused at Eindhoven where ti.70 Typhoon squadrons of No, 143
Wing were taking off for an operation as the appeared,

Ko, 440 Squadron on the ruravay v/as the worst to suffer losing

2nd T.A,P,
0,R,B,

Jan. 1945p

DS 96326/1(108) aEOEE'T
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nearly all its aircraft "but fortunately the pilots escaped
●with their lives. ('^)
vras also caught hunched on the rummy and lost five aircraft.
In the U.S, zone the heaviest loss was suffered at Metz v/here
20 Thunderbolts vrere destroyed,

Ovdjig to the lack of any ■warning only a limited nuriber
of interceptions were made hy 2nd T.A.P. fighter aircraft.
Luckily a number of fighter and fighter-hombers were in the
air at the time and were diverted by radio to engage the
enemy while a few fighters managed to take off during the
raid, Tvto squadrons of ]^o, (Polish) Wing (No, 84 G-roup)
had oust conpleted an attack on ferries across the Lower Maas
and intercepted about 50 enemy over their airfield at

At Brussels Evere a Spitfire squadron

St, Denis 'Westram.
of their ammunition, forced down the enemy to ground level
and claimed to have destroyed 18 and damaged five for the
loss of one of their own pilots,
aircraft dived into a hut and a tree.
Y/ing out on amed reconnaissance east of the Rhine in the
Osnabruck ●● Lingen area was ordered to intercept the enemy
over Venlo, 'Squadron claims v/ere 17 aircraft destroyed and
tliree damaged, again for the loss of one Canadian pilot,
Ten^ests of No, 122 Wing destroyed seven and Spitfires of
No, 127 (Canadian) 1Ving destroyed eight enemy aircraft over
the airfields of Heesch, Brussels and Eindhoven in Ikilland,
Typhoons and Spitfires of 2nd T.A.P. on reconnaissance
claimed to have destroyed seven of the enemy.

The low fl5ring tactics of the Germans made them
exceedingly vulnerable to the anti-aircraft guns of Twenty-
Eirst AriTiy Group and the R-.A,F, Regiment which v/ent into
action vd.th alacrity and claimed 122 and 43 aircraft
respectively, American ground forces, too, made large claims
for aircraft destroyed.

The Poles, having already expended most

In tills action two German
No, 126 (Camdian)

●D.S,C./T,S,100/9
Pb,4j Enel, 11 A.
para, 9.

:  D

2nd T.A.P,
Daily Log
Sheets No,
2335 - 2342.

f-

2nd TcA.F.

1 Jan. 1945
and

Pile 2nd T.A.P./
30457/Qps,

The losses to aircraft of 2nd T,A,P. and IXth Air Force
A total of 138 operational aircraft

17 non-operational aircraft
Damage to aircraft of other

D,C.A/S, Pile
ID4./95A.

were not inconsiderable,
were destroyed and 111 damaged;
were destroyed and 24 damaged.
R.A.P, Commands which happened to be on the landing grounds
amounted to 12 operational aircraft and five non«»operational

Casualties to R.A,P, personnel came to 40 killedaircraft,
and 145 injured, in addition to ^jiich, six pilots v^ere killed
in air combat.

/i
alculated from the

They are as follows j
JjOssgs to enemy aircraft have been c

GeA«P» squadron records for 1 January. (2)

Aircraft damagedAircraft destroyed

Missing I65 Plalc 4

6 Piglater 14Flak

Fighter 22

Total 18Total 193

(1) This squadron vra.s on operations again after ‘tvra days.

General Galland, German Chief of Fighter Operations
stated that their losses were some 220 aircraft and an
almost equal number of pilots (see Rise and Fall of
G.A.P, (ACAS(I)) p.380.
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CThe final claims hy Allied air and ground forces make an

interesting con5)arison. Those by the Air Eorces were:

572nd T, A. E*

55IXth Air Force

92Total

CClaims by the anti- aircraft gunners were naturally
considerably higher,
have been seen to be hit and subsequently to have either

crashed into the ground, disintegrated in the air or fallen
into the sea.

In assessing them the aircraft must

122Twenty-First Army Croup

194Twelfth Army Group
(including Kinth U«S. Army)

Sixth Army Group 2File 2nd

T.A.F./30457/
45R.A.F, RegimentOps.

2IXth Air Defence Command

563Total

S.H.A.E.F. (Air)
Hist, Record
and Journal

App..2B
Jan. 1945.

About 45 enemy pilots were talcen prisoner by the British
and about 20 by the Americans. this
Air Irfershal Conin^am deduced that the proportion of killed
to prisoners v/as approximately tv/o to one because pilots
would not have had time to bale out owing to the low altitude
at which the action took place and he believod that the
luftv/affe had lost upvmrds of 180 pilots,

An enquiry as to why dispersion had not been more
effectively enforced on 2nd T.A.F, airfields T/as set in
motion by the Prime Minister but Air Marshal Coningham was
able personally to convince Mr. Churchill, viio was on the
continent shortly after the attack, that the risk had been
necessary in order to provide the utmost support to the

Allied Armies from airfields close to the front line, just
as on the roads and in the ports behind the front dispersion
v/as no longer observed in view of the undisputed fact of
●Allied air superiority. It was the principle of the 2nd
T,A,F, that there should be no more than one wing per air^*
field but this rule oould not be adhered to on the watery
fields of the Low Countries viiere hard standings and concrete
runv/ays were so scarce. However, orders for the protection
of airfields were reviewed. More suitable airfields to
contain tv/o v/ings were chosen, dispersion drill was to be
more rigidly supervised and additional anti aircraft batteries
were brought in.

These additional precautionary methods were to prove
unnecessary for in ^ite of the loss of life and the
destruction of aircraft the raid did not suoceod in its

A.C.A.S, File
ID4/95A and
2nd T,A,F,
0,R,B,
Apps, Ho, 40
and 45.
Jan, 1945.

\

(1) Apart from this operation, Vlllth Air Force fighters
claimed to have shot down 41 aircraft in escort duties,
R,A,F, Bomber Command made a dayliglrt attack on the
Dortniund-Ems Canal tliat morning but did not experience
any opposition from hostile aircraft.
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o^bject and v^as never followed up by another, for it was in
any case too late to assist Von Rimdstedt who had by then
reverted to the defensive. It has already been shown that

Allied fighter bomber operations continued at full pressure

throughout 1 January-and on that day 2nd T,A,.F., which had
been the main target, flew a total of 1,084 sorties. The
ground defences did not fail althougli it was the first time
since the summer that such a large force of enemy aircraft
had crossed into Allied territory. The operation, in fact,
proved to be too costly for the IuftTra.ffe which could not

afford to lose so many pilots, including esgperieziced fomation
leaders, Ro ircre than desultory air attacks v.rest of the
Rhine v/ere made after this date and it v/as not long before the
organizer of the .operation Major General Peltz was moved to
another command, A

I  ̂

The German diversionary attack in Alsace-Lorraine

On 1 January the enemy launched a small attack south
of Saarbruckeh from the iTooded country around Bitch© and

Saareguimines, his object being to divert attention from the
Salient where Von Rundstedt had decided to begin an ordered
wlthdraT/al,

backing of tvro panzer divisions aroused some anxiety at
S,H,A,E,P, and -was the cause for animosity between this head

quarters and the French represented by their Chief of Staff,
General Juin,

This thrust made mainly by infantry but ivith th

The Supreme Commander's intention had been t

e

S,H.A,E.F. (Adr)
Hist, Record &

o
withdravf General Dever*s VI U,S, Corps from the exposed
position on the plain north of Strasbourg to the line of the
Vosges leaving behind a light armoured screen to protect the

This move would, he felt, strengthen his
southern flank and provide him "pri-th additional reserves for
the Ardennes, Unfortunately General Eisenhower under
estimated the political and historic significance of
Strasbourg in the eyes of the French v/ho at once tlireatened to
vd-thdravr their Army from S,H,A,E,F. control. This and the
possibility that the evacuation of Strasbourg might provoke

grave unrest along the lengtl^y British-American lines of
ooiiimunication led General Eisenhower to compromise, and only

the left flank of VL U,S, Corps was ■withdrawn to the Vosges,
Strasbourg being covered by the right flank,
was made after conversations vdth General de Gaulle on
3 January, at which the Prime Minister, Mr. Churchill, was
also present,

Tirenoh city.

This decision

Diary.
Apps. 1A,

1C.
11.
1K.
1M.

S.O.A.F. 167
7 Jan. 1945*

(1) Eye T/itness desorptions of the raid may be found in
Squadron O.R.B’s (all differing in amount of detail)
particular Nos, 439 and 440 Squadrons stationed at
Eindhoven and Nos. 403 and 416 Squadrons at Brussels/
Evere, Longer accounts v/ere entered in the O.R.B's of
Nos. 83 and 84 Groups and Main Headquarters 2nd T.A^F^
The lat-ber produced a report 'Attack on Airfields by
the G.A.F. 1 January 1945' to be found in Intelligence
Appendix No, 2, 2nd T.A.F. O.R.B. January 1945»
Claims and casualties were amended later in the monbh
and may be found in A,0,0,"in«C
letter to Air Mnistry, They v/ere again amended by
S.H.A.E.F, on 19 February (See Pile 2nd T,A„P./30457/
Ops, Enel. 27A) , Probably the most accurate assess'^®
ment of German losses are those in G.A.F, Records,

in

2nd T„A,F*s
D.O.A.S, File
H)A/95A.
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The enemy meanwhile exerted strong pressure around
Bitohe attenpting to force his v/ay towards the Saveme Gap,
On 6 Januaiy a small bridgehead vra.s made at Gambsheim on the
west bank of the Rhine a few miles north of Strasbourg with

out incurring Allied opposition. In conjunction v/ith this
sally the enemy attenpted to break out from the Colmar
pocket. These converging attacks led S.H.A.E.F, to despatch
one armoured and one infantry division to strengthen the
Sixth Army Group sector for a limited number of da3rs - a move
it was loathe to implement when so much effort v/as required
to drive the enemy from the Eifel,

Buring this time there v/as much dissatisfaction at
S,H,A,E,F. over General Dever*s conduct of the battle and
General Eisenhower and his Chief of Staff criticised the

former's inability to hold tlae initiative in ̂ pite of
numerical superiority while they were irritated at the
tendency of a number of Erenoh units not to co-operate.
This pre-occupation vd.th affairs in the southern sector
led the Supremo Comniander and xiis Chief of Staff to devote
too much attention to moves v/iiich v/ere really the affair of

the Army Group Commander on the ^ot. In shaip contrast
to this procedure there was little communication with the
headquarters of Twenty-First Array Group apart from conver

sations between General de Guingand and General "Whiteley
(S,H,A,E,F, G2),('J) Nevertheless in spite of Initial set
backs the front in Alsaee-Lorraine remained unbroken.

o

o

o-

Ibid.

The fighting in this sector vra.s naturally outside the
province of British tactical air forces but support was
given by Bomber Command by attacks on railway centres in the
I^per Rhine district vjaich reconnaissance aircraft had found
congested with traffic. Such raids were made on Ludv/igshaven

the night of 3A- January and be^nning on 13 January two
daylight attacks euid one ni^it attack took place on the

marshalling yardat Saarbrucken;
explosive were dropped,
most effective and photographs revealed that all the lines

were out and, railv/ay activity was believed to be extinot,C2)

on

some 1760 tons of higli.

The ni^it attack }proved to be the

A,M. War Room
Simmary of
Bomber land

Ops, Jan. 19^5*

R.A,F, Bomber
Cmd. O.R,S.

Ni^t Raid
Report No. 813-

(1) This criticism was made by A, M, Robb who attended the
Supreme Commanders Conferences at S,H,A,E,F. and included
it in his daily notes on meetings to be found in
S.H,A,E,F, Air Hist. Record and Diary Dec, 1 9'Mi. - Jan.
19^5.

(2) On the night of 2/3 January several British heavy bombers
were shot dovm ani others damaged by U.S. anti-aircraft
fire from an Inner Artillery Zone near Metz and Luxembourg.
An inquiry into the affair was held at S.H.A.E.P,

follov/ing upon a stiff protest from C,-in^O, Bomber
The chief reasons for the mishap were foundOommand,

to have been faulty oomraunioations bet’ween XIXth Tactical
Air Command Control Centre (whoso duty it was to inform

anti-aircraft units) and the Movement Liaison Station
at Stanmore added to which some of the bombers were

flying off their course, A number of recommendations

vrere made by the investigating committee including the

rebroadoast of flight plans to Tactical Control Centres
ffora Le Bourget which were to be aclmowledged by the
former Bomber crev/’s were to sitvitoh on I.F.F, when

dmbtful about their oourss and it was proposed that
the height li!Bit of Inner Artillery Zones be lov/ered to

8,000 feet to assist aimrart operating in b^
(See D.S.C./T.SJ00/9 Pt 4 Bncl.11A, para. 14; Enol.12A

para. 3 and S.H.A E p (lir Hist. Record and Diary
5A, Jail. 145)" ’ ’
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16 Jan,The elimination of the Salient - Air Operations 5

In the salient Third U,S. Army held its ground against
counter attaclcing German armour in the vicinity of Basto^e
and by the first of January there was no doubt that the
crisis had passed,
the salient ■was conducted with great skill for although
suffering severe losses in armour and vehicles (the majority
of the former from anti-tank weapons) the armoured force
were withdra%m more or less intact^, it being Rundstedt*s
policy to withdraw the S.S, panzer divisions at the esqper^e
of the other two Armies,

The German withdrawal from the nose ofD.S.C./T.S.100/9
Pt.4 Encl,20A
para. 1 and
Encl.23A
para. 1.

The First IT.S, Army*s attack in the direction of
Houffalize began on 3 January and two days later the
Laroche—Vielsalm road - the enemy* s main northern supply
route was cut,
was mounted on the 9th,
and sncnvdrifts on the VTooded hills in this district where the

On the I6th the trro

General Patton^s attack north of Bastogne
Heavy figliting ensued in the slush

Gezmans had concentrated their armour.!’Eyes only
Field Marshal
Montgomery to
S.A.C. MZ^
16 Jan. 1945,

Armies met at Houffo.lize which v/as found to have been deserted
by the enemy. On that evening Field Marslial Ifontgomery
informed General Eisenhower that he had acconplished the task
given him in the Ardennes and ’that tactical victory in the
salient had been achieved,’ The Eirst U.S. Army was returned
to the command of General Bradley at midnight on 17/18 January
and the IXth Taotioal Air Command ret'urned to the control of

t

S.C.A.F. 175
16 Jan, 1945o

General Vandenberg,

Tlrcoughout this period heavy snow falls and severe
icing prevented extensive support being given to the Armies
by the Tactical Air Ebrees, particularly during the second
week of January when all the tactical^aircrafb \7ere grounded
for five days. "When flying "VTas possible 2nd T.A.F, continued
to direct its fighter bombers to north of the Ruhr »/here the
vreather was less inclement and routine attacks on locomotives
and goods wagons were maintained. A handful of close ^ support
missions were flown over the Ardennesj one of these being on
13 January when a long infantry column moving northeastwards
from St. Vith was machine gunned by Typhoons. Spitfires
giving cover to Marauders joined rn in this affray, By ni^it
No, 2 Group attacked transport, bombed cross-roads, road
centres and in general harassed all movement in the northern
area of the ’bulge*. Low cloud often hampered the pilot’s
vision and icing frequently prevented aircraft taking off.
On 7/8 January, for exanple, only 11 aircraft became airborne
because of icing yet 7/-hen conditions were favourable a big

invariably made such as on the night of 5/6 January
when 117 sorties were flown.
effort was

2nd T.A.F, Daily
Log Sheet Nos.
2375; 2379.

Ibid Sheet No.
2371 -
Ibid Sheet No,
2364 “ 5.

Movement of enemy transport in the salient began to
it was laboriously pinched out by the Americansincrease as

and Allied airborne troops and the IXth Air Force v/as
presented vd.th a situation not dissimilar to that whioZn.
2nd T.A.F, exploited during the closing of the Falaise Pocket
only with the difference that weather conditions were against
it In this first fortnight of January the most intensive
air operations took place on the 14th when the low cloud v/as
blov/n away and good visibility prevailed for most of the day.
As usual the commitments of 2nd T.A.F, were north of the Rote?
and a strike against communications leading to a rocket
firing site in Holland was organized. The G.A.F. also took
advantage of the weather on this day and made its biggest
effort since the disastrous Ner/ Years Day Raid. No, 126 Wing

arned reconnaissance was lucky enough to catch fighters
talcing off from Tv/ente airfield and claimed to have shot
on

2nd T.A.F.
Daily Log
Sheetw No.
2381 - 2389.
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doTOi *13 of the eneniy„ Other squadrons on armed reconnaissance
and fighter patrols operating between Eheine and Osnabruok
brought this total up to 28 aircraft, A total of 81+6 sorties
ms flown altogether by 2nd T.A.E, and 10 pilots and ei£^it
aircraft were lost. The IXth Air Force on the same day

flew over 1100 fighter and fighter bomber sorties mainly
against motor transport mthdrawing from the salient and
claimed to have destroyed 300 vehicles.

S,H,A„E,F, (Air)
Summary of Ops.
No. 90 para, 5,

oBritish medium and heavy bomber attacks over the salient
became much more infre<jj.ent, Bomber Commandos attack on

Houffalize on 5/6 January caused severe damage to the tov/n azid
was the last occasion on which British heavy bombers were
used for close support in this battle. No. 2 Group bombed
Houffalize on 3 January which was followed up by Mosquito

2nd T.A.F, attacks both on this town and St, Vith during the night.

Daily Log Mitchells and Bostons attacked Ifenderfeldt, a road centre
Sheets No, south of Gerolstein north east of the salient on 13 January

23A6, 2348, but bombing had to be done through 10/l0ths cloud, American
Marauders and Bostons continued to attack road rail centres

Ibid, Sheet No, and bridges^ their most important targets being Houffalize,

2377. St, Vith, Clervaux, Gouvy, Bitburg, Sohleiden and Rodt and
the bridges :of Bullay, Simmern, Dasburg (over the Our) and

S.H.A.E.F. (Air) Steinbruch, Poor visibility v/as the reason for many of
Daily Summary of these attacks being m-isucoessfUl but good results vfere

reported at Clervaux (also on the Our, east of Bastogne)
■where a road defile was accurately bombed while excellent
results v-rere rt^orted on the frequently attacked Bullay
bridge over the Ifosel.V’^)

R,A,P,
Bomber Cmd,
O.E.S, Ni^t
Raid Report
No, 810,

Ops, Nos, 79 <09

92.

o

It was not until 1A January that the British and U,S,
Strategic Air Forces ●went back to unrestricted bombing of

S.H.A.E.F, (Air) oil and industrial targets. Although the Supreme Commander
Hist, Record and had given his approval to the diversion of the Vlllth Air
Diary App. 1E
Jan. 1945,

Force away from the battle area (apart from the division
under General Vandenberg) this in .fact did not materialise
owing to the enemy*s pressure norlSi and south of Strasbourg
and the now familiar road and rail centres west of the Rhine
continued to be battered. Bomber Command attacked the
rail\vay centres of Hanau, Neuss and Grevenbroich, all targets
well away from the Salient, By 11 January Generals Bradley
and Vandenberg agreed that to continue attacks west of the
Rhine would be a waste of time. The IXth Air Force
Commander, no doubt at the instigation of Twelfth Army Group,
then suggested at the Air Commanders Conference on that date
that their next task should be the destruction of bridges to
prevent the enemy vdthdra-wing his equipment across the Rhine
in spite of the fact that earlier in the meeting
General Doolittle (Vlllth Air Force) had pointed out that
this type of operation was futile in view of the poor

Vlllth Air Force weather and the vast amount of effort which it would entail.
Such attacks were nevertheless pursued during the second
vmek. of January to give the utmost support to the Army when
U.S. heavy bombers including aircraft of the Pathfinder
Force attacked road emd. rail bridges across the Rhine at
Karlsruhe, Mannheim, Y/orms, Mclnz £uid Cologne,. The best
results T/ould appear to have been obtained on tv/o bridges at
Cologne, in particular the Hohenzollcrn bridge vdiioh, in air
photographs, vra,s revealed to be severely damaged.

D.S.C,T,/T.S,
100/9 Pt,4
Enel. I7A.
paras, 6, 7»

Summary of Ops,
Jan. 1945 &
d,s.c,/t.s,
100/9 Pfc«
End. 24A,
para, 8,

(1) But General Vandenberg reported that the bridge
still unbroken at the Air Commanders Conference on
18 January,

was
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D There is little doubt that this constant hombing of
oonmiunications although not always of great accuracy (*^)
had kept the Geman railway system hetrireen Cologne and
Franlcfurt thoroughly paralysed and as January wore on "both
the Panzer ArraieSp in particular the Fifth, were strictly
rationed for fuel and anminition. It lias already "been tol

D,S,C„/T.S,
100/9 Pt, 4
Enel, I7A
para. 9,

d
hoT7 all supplies for the front were unloaded at the Pliine
thereby involving a long road haul often by unreliable vehicl
For exan^le General Bayerlein, commander of the Panzer Lehr
Division operating in the Bastogne-Dasburg area stated on
capture that all the petrol for his division had to be brought
by road from Troisdorf, east of the Rhine in the Cologne
district, while between 11 and 15 January he vra.s compelled
to abandon 53 armoured vehicles by the roadside through lack
of fuel, spare parts, etc,
withdrawal from the salient the General ̂s panzer troops were
actually forced to march on foot to take up new positions.

In the final stages of their

Ibid

Enel, 24A

para. 1.

A.P.T/7.I.U.
IXth A.F. Adv.
63/1943.

paras. 88, 94.

F/ 0

S.H.A,E,P. (Mr)
Hist, Record and
Diary 1H.
Jan. 1943.

Another distraction for the heavy bomber forces was the
necessity to make another attack on airfields,
the renovation of ceirtain airfields in the vicinity of Cologne

led the Intelligence Division of S.H.A.E.F, (Mr) to give
Y/aming of another large scale operation by the G.A.F, which
Yras to divert the attention of the Allied Tactical Mr Forces

from the offeiislve in Alsace, VIhen this threat ’was discussed

at S.H.A.E.F, meetings, the Deputy Chief of Staff (Mr),
Mr ivlarshal Robb (2) pointed out tliat the enemy must have
realised by now that each Array Group was supported by its own
Tactical Mr Force and tliat large moves of Allied air units
YiTere unneoessary for such eventualities,
10 Jaimary four airfields in the vicinity of Cologne v/ere
cratered by Fortresses and Liberators,
assumed threat vms still being discussed at S.H.A.S.F. but it
was agreed that the best way in Y/hich to destroy the G.A.F,
was in the course of air battles.

At this time

However, on

By 13 January this

Ibid App, 1L
Jan, 19^3.

Vlllth Air Force

Summary of Ops,
Jan, 1945.

D,S,G,/T.S.
100/9 Pfc. 4
Encl. 21A

para. 7.

Meanwhile General Spaatz and his Deputy, General Anderson
of U.S.S.T.A.F., continued to press for the redirection of the
heavy bomber forces to long term objectives,
that the strategic effort was suffering ov/ing to the prolonged
heavy bomber operations in support of the Array,
oil, the U.S, commanders vrere especially concemed over the
growth of the German fighter force ■which they believed
vrauld be in a position by the beginning of simmer to curtail
their long range daylight penetrations into Germany,
types of tai’gets vrhich they cojisidered should assume higher

Both believed

Apart from

Other

See chap kt P»

SoH.A.E»F. Air
Hist. Record and
Diary App« 1H#
Jan.

D.S.C./T.S.100/9
pt.4 Ends. 17A
para. 13 S: Ends.
20A« 24A,
para. 12.

I

(1) There had been a number of incidents in which the Vlllth
Mr Force had bombed American troops when visibility vras
poor,
oast on the value of a. directive to stop ground troops
retaliating by fire,
para, 6)
General Doolittle advised that aircraft should not bomb

close to the troops in overroast conditions.

At the Air Staff Meeting on 9 Jan, doubts were

(D.S,C./T,S.100/9 Pfc, 4 Enel, 16A
At the Mr Commanders Conference on 11 Jan,

so

I Mr Irlarsloal Robb v;as at this time deputising for
A,C,M. Tedder Yrho left London for Moscow on 1 Jan. In
oon^any with other members of S.H.A.E.F. to discover
Stalinas plans for the next offensive on the Eastern
Front (see S.H.A.E.P. (Mr) Kist, Record azid Diary
- ,2 Jan, 1943 and D.S.C./T,S.10o/i2 Ft, 2 Ends. 10A.^
I3A, I7A and 18A and also Chap, 4, p. 110 of this
narrative).

P

(2)
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priority were tank and U-lioat factories, ("^)
Mr CoramancLers v;ere absent at the meetings at which these

matters were discussed (11 and 18 January), but the Deputy
Chief of Staff (Air) continued to stress the importance of

S,H,A,E,5’. (Mr) keeping oil as first priority,
Ops, Journal
15 Jan, 1945.
Serial No, 1,

Prominent Brit

Prom 14 January onwards th

ish

e
increasingly powerful blows at oil

On the evening of the 15th
S,H,A,E.P, Mr informed General Spaatz*s headquarters tliat
there vrere no tactical targets to be bombed.

Strategic Mr Force struck i
and industrial targets,\2)

The sixteenth of January is a convenient date at wiiich to
conclude this account of the operations in the Ardennes

salient for, although heavy fighting yras to continue until the
end of the month, the attenpt to split the British - U,S,
Armies and cut off their supply line had been frustrated*
the Allied Commanders v^ere already looking forward to the next

phase, the advance to the Rhine, General Eisenliower estimated
that the German counter-attack had delayed these operations
by ’at. least six weelcs*. Casualties to U.S, troops

(excluding Sixth Army Group) amounted to 75^685 IcLlled,
wounded and missing. At the same time the heavy bomber
force had been diverted from its normal tasks in Germany -

oil, aircraft and other industrial targets - to support the
land battle for about a month.

Report by S.A,C,
to C.C,S.
P. 96 and

S,C,A,F, 179
20 Jan. 1945.

On the credit side to the Allies, the enemy had suffered
heavily in men and material after this all out effort. Prom
16 December to I6 January he had sustained about 120,000

serious casualties, lost 600 tanks and self-propelled guns
and well nigh exhausted his laboriously accumulated stocks of
fuel. By the end of January the total number of casualties

load increased to 220,000 men and 110,000 had been taken
prisoner. The Tactical Air Forces had once again struck a

hard blow and claimed some 6,000 motor vehicles and
550 locomotives in the critical period of the battle, v/'hile

in the air over 1,000 aircraft had been destroyed, Yforse,
was the indisputable fact that no objective of any importance
had been gained and the disillusionment which followed such
a great effort ms extremely damaging to the spirit of the
Wehrmaoht, Meantime a more dangerous crisis had arisen on
the eastern front. On 12 January the Russians had launched
their long av/aited offensive along the Upper Vistula and, from

that moment, the policy of 0,K.Y^, vvdth its dv/indling resources
was to try and stem the sv/eeping movement across Poland
towards the Elbe; this pemitted no more than a delaying
action in the v/est.

(1) At the Mr Staff Meeting on 12 Januaiy General Spaata
stated that the Supreme Commander load agreed to oil and
jet aircraft factories being placed on first priority.
S,H,A,E,F, (Mr) ms to decide betv/een the relative
ingportanoe of communications and tank factories,

(r>«S.C./T.S,100/9 Pb,4 Enel. 18) ,

(2) On 14 Jan. an VTIIth Air Three attack on oil targets at

I^agdcburg and Derben (on the Elbe) met -with strong
opposition from the G- A P and 17 heavy bombers were
lost. A useful contribution was made during this period

by Bomber Command, which raided refineries and other
installations at Brux Polits and the Benzol plant at

Wanne Eikel in the RuJir U M. War Room Summary of
Bomber Command Ops aaid^VIIIth Air Force Monthly Summary

of Ops, for Jan. 19Z^53
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CHAPTER 4D
STRATEGY FOR THE SPRING- CAMPAIGN 19/4-5

AKD OPERATIONS PRECEDING IT

The Supreme Commander* s appreciation and plan

■When the Pirst and Third U,S. Armies had joined hands
at Hoiiffalize the battle of the Ardennes ms virtually ended
although mopping up operations v/ere to continue until the end
of January, The time had come for the Allies to regain the
strategic initiative and resume their advance into Germany*
On 1i January the Combined Chiefs of Staff had requested the
Supreme Commander to submit his appreciation and plan of
operations for that 7^inter and the coming spring by the 28th
of the month. The general strategy for the invasion of
Germany had already been discussed and agreed upon but it ms
left to the Supreme Commander to make a decision regarding
the proper time and place. He submitted his appreciation
and plan on 20 January in time for a conference held by the
Combined Chiefs of Staff at Malta ten days later*

General Eisenho?jer had decided that future operations
in the -west -would fall into three phases;- one, the
destruction of enemy forces -west of the Rhine and an advance
to the line of that river; t-wo, operations to secure
bridgeheads across the Rhine from -where an advance into

. Germany could be developed; three, the destnjiction of enemy
forces east of the Rhine and the advance into Germany.
The first 'phase was to begin as soon as possible and it was
hoped that operations in Germany proper would be simplified
by the sound defeat of the German armies west of the Rhine*

0
d.s.c./t.s.
100/12 Pt.2
Encl,56A

0
D.S.C*s Log
S.C.A.P. 78^.
9 Sept* 1944

d.s.c./t,s.
100/12 Pt.2
Encl,54-A.

The nature of operations west of the Rhine depended
largely upon the subsequent advance into Germany,
been much discussion as to the most suitable axis of advance.
Two approaches were possible,
across the north German plains on Berlin by mobile columns
while the Ruhr valley would be enveloped by forces converg
ing from north and south,
the Thuringian plateau from Erankfurt through Kassel aimed
at the industrial area of Dresden and Leipzic second to the
Rvhr in importance.

It was agreed that the most suitable approach for the
main advance into Geimany lay north of the Ruhr*
the most direct route to the centre of Germany; it provided
the most favourable terrain for mobile operations;
advance in that area would quickly cut off the Ruhr
industries from the rest of the Reich,
it would naturally be more strongly held by the enemy than
elsewhere because of its importance.

There had

The first was a thrust

The second was an advance across

It was

an

On the other hand

There were two suitable areas for the forming of
bridgeheads across the Rhine, between Emmerich and Wesel in
the north and between i^inz and Karlsruhe in the south*
The assault crossing in the northern sector would have to
take place on a very narrow front for geographical reasons
and it was certain to be pov/erfully opposed by the enemy.
It would therefore be necessary to divert enary forces 'by
closing to the Rhine near Frankfurt and possibly making a
diversionary crossing. In the southern sector crossings
would take place on a wider front and would not meet with
such hea-vy opposition. Above all it was essential that
before a major crossing of the Rhine took place the Allies
should hold the left bank of the Rhine securely*
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The plan of the Supreme Commander vyas as follov/s:-

(a) To destroy the enany north of the Ivfoselle and to
close to the Rhine north of Dusseldorf.

(b) To destroy other enemy forces still remaining v^est
of the Rhine*

(c) To seize bridgeheads over the Rhine in the north
and the south,

(d) To deploy some 35 divisions east of the Rhine and
north of the Ruhr (the majcinium force v/hich could be ●

maintained beyond the river),
the Ruhr valley,

(e) To deploy a force east of the Rhine on the axis

Prankfurt-Kassel which v/ould distract the enemy from the
major effort in the north.

This force would isolate

C

cr

General Eisenhower stressed the difficulties of crossing the
Rhine in the north because it would take place on such a
narrow front,

would be used on a large scale as well as a large number of
amphibious vehicles of all types,
element of the plan was flexibility so that in the event of
the Glossing in the north proving a failure it would be
possible to shift the main effort from north to southed

Airborne forces and Strategic air support

Finally an essential

The British Chiefs of Staff did not, at that time, agree
They believed that heto the Supreme Commander^ s strategy.

should concentrate the maximum forces north of the Ruhr while

the troops along the remainder of the front west of the Rhine
should remain on the defensive.

January for instance, they expressed concern over the fact
that General Eisenhower had concentrated more divisions in

the Saar area than in the north although he had declared that
it was in the north that the main assault would take place.('l)
The Supreme Commander detemined to abide by his plan,
also opposed the idea of an overall ground commander who could
operate under S.K.A.E.F, (2)

During the first week of

He

In all this he had the s\:ipport

c.o.s.(w)
564
6 Jan. 1945

Biennial Report
of C.O.S.

U.S. Army
1 July 1945 -
30 June. 1945
p.46

of the Chief of Staff of the United States Army, General
Marshall. On his way to l^alta for the Combined Chiefs of
Staff Conference, General Ifershall travelled apart from his
colleagues and met the Supreme Commander at a secret
rendezvoiis near l^larseilles. He gave full approval to the
strategy for the invasion of Germany.

The Deputy Supreme Commander* s mission to Moscow

Another important factor T^hich had to be considered
when plans were drawn up for the Spring was the intentions
of the Russian High Command for it was essential that the

(1) The reason for this concentration in the Saar was the

German diversionary attack north of Strasbourg described
in Chapter 3 and referred to by General Eisenhov/er as

*the running sore in the south*,
had been sent to assist General Dever*s operations by

25 January. (S.H.AoEeFa Hist, Rec. and Diary Jan. 1945),

Poiir extra divisions

(2) Reference was made to this argument at the end of
Chapter 2 of this volume.- General Eisenhov/er* s views

on this matter are outlined in his Report to the C.C.S.

on page 105^
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0 Supreme Commander should co-ordinate his plans "with those of
President Roosevelt and Mir* ChurchillMarshal Stalin*

D.S.C./T-S.

100/12 Pt,2
Encl.lOA therefore proposed to Marshal Stalin that he should receive

a representative from S«H*A.E.P. "vvho Tjould explain to him the
sit\iation on the -western front and arrange an exchange of

information concerning future operations*
concurred and on 27 December the Supreme Commander delegated

his Deputy, Air Chief Marshal Tedder, acconp»anied by Major
General Bull, Chief of Operations and Brigadier General Betts,
Assistant to the G2, to visit Moscov?*

Marshal Stalin

Ibid
Encl.lSA

O
Air Chief Marshal Tedder arrived in Mosco-w on

1A January after a long dra-wn out journey, and he had ̂
in-fcervie-w -with Marshal Stalin on the folloTving day.

immediate purpose of his mission had been to discover -whether
or not the Russians -were going to launch a -winter offensive
but this had, of course, already begun by the time he had

Marshal Stalin informed him that the

The

reached Moscov;*

0

ultimate objective of this offensive -was the line of the
Oder,

the general plan of Allied operations for the coming spring
and d-welt on the effort being made by the Air Forces to

disorganise the oil industry and to paralyse cominunications
In ans-wer to his inquiries as to -whether the

At this meeting Air Chief Marshal Tedder unfolded

in Germary*

D/S.A.O. Folder
Notes on Mdscotv
Visit
Jan. 1945

Russians -would be able to maintain offensive operations

during the tha-w period from mid I,ferch to the end of May,
(the time -when the Allies -would be engaged in crossing the
Rhine) he was assured by I/Iarshal Stalin that local
offensives would be made*

that he believed that Germany would event-ually be con^elled
to surrender because of famine but that that would not come

He did not think that they could

The Marshal then went on to say

about before the summer,

resist the great v/eight of the Soviet offensive in the east
to v/hich he referred as the ’decisive theatre of operations’.

The talk ended after a mut-ual exchange of questions concern
ing various military problems in v^hich General Bull and
General Betts took part,

party arrived back in London on 19 January.

Air Chief Marshal Tedder and his

Air plans» Revision of the directive to the Strategic
Air Forces

Air strategy for spring operations also underwent
revision. It v;as noted in the last chapter ho-w concerned
the U,S* Strategic Air Force commanders were over the
growth of the German jet fighter force. They believed that
it 7/ould not only interfere with strategic air operations
over the heart of Germany but the Tactical Air Forces might

encounter difficulties in providing cover for the Armies in
the forward areas especially as the enemy was en-ploying jet
propelled aircraft for recoi-inaissance and ground attack.
On 15 January, therefore, the third directive to the

Strategic Air Forces -was issued by Air Marshal Bottomley and
General Spaatz, Operations against the G.A.F* were to be
one of the primary objectives and were to include the bomb

ing of jet aircraft production and training and operational

establishments. The first tv/o priorities, the petroleum
industry and the enemy’s lines of communication, were to
remain -the same as hitherto* Hea-yy bomber xinits based in
the United Kingdom were to concentrate on attacking the Ruhr,
because of its increased inportance to German economy. In

the event of bad weather blind bombing technique was to be
used in raids on inportant industrial targets* The Supreme
Commander could, as before, call upon the Strategic Air

Forces to provide his Armies with direct support and this
remained an over-riding commitment^

See Chap. 3.

D,S*C./T.3*-''00

Pt„9
Enclc.334
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OR.A.F.
Bomber Cmd.

Supplement to
June Record

The procedure for requests byS.H.A.E.P, for heavy bomber
support T;as vigorously criticised by R,A#F, Bomber Command#
During January S.H.A.E.P. (Air) had been in the habit of forward
ing a nimiber of requests for attacks on communications targets
as top priority for the ground forces*
R.A.P, Bomber Command was bound to attack the target when it
might, on occasion, have been possible to make a successful
attack on an important oil target (top priority in the
directive to the Strategic Air Forces)*
the Vlllth Air Force was attacking Army siQ>port targets on a
high priority which did not conflict v;ith its attacks on
visual' targets*

This meant that

On the other hand

1945
pp,86 - 88

O!
©

This matter was discussed at a meeting of the Combined
Strategic Targets Committee on 24 January*
conclusion the Committee recommended to the Deputy Chief of
Air Staff that requests from 3.H.A.E*F, should state clearly
whether an attack was required as an emergency priority over
riding oil targets,
made when far-reaching Strategic issues v/ere at stake*
Requests for attacks on a lower priority should be made as
infrequently as possible to enable the strategic targets
programme to be fulfilled,
controversial point at the Air Commanders Conference at S.H.AJIJ’.
on 1 February, when Air Chief Marshal Tedder stated that the
Supreme Commander could pass top priority requests only if he
was certain that a heavy bomber attack would affect the
immediate battle. He asked that this principle should be
observed in future*(l)

At its

Such requests, it held, should only be

A decision was taken on this

Minutes of
Meetings
O.S.T.C.
Jan. 1945

d.s.c./t.s.
100/9 Pt*12

A further amendment to the Directive to the Strategic
Air Forces was made early in February,
on tank production,
vehicles suffered by the enemy during his push in the Ardennes,
and since he had made determined efforts to replace his losses,
the Ground Staff of S.H.A.E.F. felt that tank produc
tion centres might prove a decisive and economical target*
It recognised, hov/ever, that air attacks on communications
in the Ruhr v/ould have a more widespread effect on German
annament production than the singling out of specialized

General Strong (G2) therefore recommended that
filler* target and

It concerned attacks
In view of the heavy losses in armoured

targets,
tank production should be rated as a

D.S.C./T.S.100
Pt.9
Encl*56A

should not be placed on a higher priority than oil and trans
portation targets in the Ruhr.(2)
the Joint Intelligence Committee were both anxious that
attacks on aimoured fighting vehicle production should be
raised to the level of second priority in the current
strategic directive and because of their pressure the
Combined Chiefs of Staff decided at the Malta Conference
that tank factories should rank with communications as second

On 11 February the directive v/as amended
A target list was drawn up by the Combined

But the War Office and

priority*
accordingly*

Ibid
Enel. 57-^

D„S.C./T.S.
109/9 Pt.4
Encl.47-4
para.13

Strategic Targets Committee which included amoured fighting
vehicle plants at Berlin, Nuremburg and Friedriclishaven*
The Deputy Supreme Commander, as well as General Strong and

(1) See also in connection with attacks on Rhine bridges p ,1 7,

S.H«A.E.P*s point of viev/ had cheuiged since 13 Jan, when
attacks on aimoured fighting vehicle plants had been
urgently requested. It was recommended that these
attacks should be on a level with and above communica
tion targets but below oil and Jet ● aircraft*
(S.H.A.S.F, (Air) Hist, Record, App, 9A, Jan* 1945)#

(2)
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0 his assistants, expressed his disapproval of the nev/ amend
ment ■when it was discussed at the Air Commanders Meeting on
8 February*

Effect of the Russian winter offensive on air strategy

By the end of January East Prussia, Poland and Silesia
had been occupied by the Russians and they had reached a
point some 50 miles from Berlin and Stettin^ The loss of
Silesia made the position of the enemy -well nigh disastrous*
He had relied increasingly on its coal mines and steel
producing plants as they "Vi’ere not subject to air attacks in
the -way that the Ruhr zone was battered daily and nightly
by the Allied Air Force* Allied intelligence then estimated
that as a result of the loss of Silesia, German coal
supplies -would be reduced by about
tion would be cut by a further 25 per cent and it v/as
reckoned that during that year there v/ould be an output of
ten million tons as compared with 56*57 million tons in the
middle of 19^* The readjustment of the Ruhr to being the
main productive centre in Germany -would have the effect of
thoro-ughly disorganising German economy and communications*
The latter, in turn, v/ould be aggravated by troop movements
from west to east to meet the Russian threat.

In Poland oil plants, aircraft component and armament
factories had been put out of action. Worst of all -was the
loss of the three synthetic oil plants in eastern Germany
T^hich had been producing 20 per cent of the current output
of petrol. This weakened drastically the mobility of the
German air and ground forces. A redoubling of the air
effort against oil plants and the transport system leading
to the Ruhr was clearly indicated*

Operation Thunderclap

third, steel produc-one

0
O S.K.A.B.F. (Air)

Hist, Rec.
and Diary
App, 10F
Jan. 19^5

The situation on the eastern front made certain of the
Air Commanders believe that the time had come to begin
large scale attacks on the morale of the civil population*
From early in the campaign a plan had been evolved for mass
attacks on enemy morale loiown by the code

Its object v/as sinply to produce a state of
terror by heavy bomber raids and to convince the German
ci-vilian that if he 7?ere involved in such a raid his chances
of escaping death or serious injiory iiere very remote.
Suggestions as to whether it should be put into effect
after the German collapse in France had been made in the
previous August but the movement was then considered
inoppor-tune* Operation Thunderclap
Air Commanders Conference on 25 January.
Marshal Tedder and General Spaatz agreed that the operation
should be carried out at a favourable moment but they did
not believe that this would occur until the Russians
either held the line of the River Oder in strength or until
they were actually across it* The operation was again
discussed by the Chief of Air Staff, the Deputy Chief of
Air Staff and General Spaatz at the Air Ministry before
the former left for the Malta Conference and also by Air
Chief Marshal Tedder and Air Marshal Bottoraley at S.H.A.E.P

of Operationname
Thunderclap*

was reviewed at the
Both Air Chief

D.S.C./T.S.100
Ft.9
Encl.38A

c- D*S.C*/T.S.
100/9
Encl.5'’^
PaLTa.7

'  r After this latter discussion on 31 January the Deputy
Chief of Air Staff sent a signal to the Chief of Air Staff,
who had arrived at Malta for the Combined Chiefs of Staff

which he defined a revised order of
priorities_for the Strategic Air Forces to meet the changed
situation in Germany* First priority was to continue to

Coni’erenoe, inD.S*C./T.S*
Ft *9
Encl,4^-A-

100
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whenever visual conditions permittedo
was significant as it gave approval to raids on G-erman morale,
v/hich -were to take the form of attacks on Berlin, Leipzig and
Dresden and associated cities by the Air Forces operating from
the U.K.
panic amongst the civilian population then fleeing from the
Russian advance and secondly to in^ede any movement of
reinforcements tov/ards the east from other fronts.Cl)

The second priority

The intention was firstly to spread confiision and

Third O
priority -was the attack of communications -with particular
reference to the ‘assembly, entraining and movement of rein
forcements for the eastern front,* The Strategic Air Forces
based in the U.K, -were to concentrate their attacks against
targets in the Ruhr - Cologne - Kassel area,
U,S, Air Force -was to impede suspected movements of troops \sy
attacking the appropriate communication centres,
priority 7/as to be the attack of Jet aircraft production and
comrnunioatior^ in southern Germany*
be devoted to tanlc and submarine production.

The Fifteenth

Last

Ivlarginal effort was to

Fighter escorts to the Strategic Air Forces were to
attack rail movement on the main routes used by reinforcements
travelling from the’western to the eastern fronts,
Spaatz had already defined areas of operations for the ’VTIIth
Fighter Command in a signal to General Doolittle, Commanding
General 'Vlllth Air Force, on 25 January,
to the east of the British and U,S, Tactical Air Forces in an
area extending southwards from Borlcum Island through Hanover
to Gottingen, then to Juterbog east of the Elbe and northwards,
excluding Berlin to Straslund on the Baltic,
railway lines were considered to be most v;orthy of attack:-

(a) Bremen - Uelsen - Stendal - Y/ittenberge - Blankensee.

(b) lianover - Stendal - Berlin,

(c) Ekuneln - Elze - Hildesheim - Magdeburg - Berlin,

The Deputy Chief of Air Staff requested that both he and
General Spaatz should be kept ini'orraed of the rapid progress
of the Russian Armies so that they could re-adjust the bomb
line for the Strategic Air Forces when necessary.

General

It v;as to operate

The following

S.H.A.E.F. (Air)
Hist. Rec, and
Diary,
App, 9C
Jan. 19A3

This signal was read out to the Air Commanders by
General Spaatz at their meeting at S.H.A,E .F. on *l February,
was first put into action on 3 February when about 980 hea-vy
bombers of the Vlllth Air Force bombed the Templehof marshall
ing yard in the heart of Berlin.-
raids were made by both British as well as U,S, hea-vy bombers
on Chemnitz and Dresden,
be related in due course.

It

Later that month further

Details of these operations will

D,S.C./T,S.
100/9 Ft.If
Encl,59A
Para, 8,
Vlllth A.F.
Summary of Ops,
Feb,
See p, 122,

Additional air and ground forces required for the coming
offensive in the west

On 15 Januaiy the Supreme Commander had sent General
Marshall a request for the additional resources v/hioh he
required to bring the war in northv/est Europe to  a swift
conclusion.
Ills ground forces together with the necessary supporting arms
and services in order to give weight to the subsidiary thrust

He asked for an additional ten divisions for

S.H.A.E.F. (Air)
Hist, Reo, and
Diary
App, 6B
Jan, 19^f5

(l) General Spaatz had already ordered the Vlllth Air Force
to make daylight attacks on Berlin -whenever weather
conditions were favourable.
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0 into Germany ●v/hich. 7/as to take place simu.ltaneo'asly v/ith the
major offe'nsive north of the Ruhr. T/ith regard to the Air
Forces, General EisenhOT/er demanded an increase in the U.S»
tactical air units and suggested that the Xllth Air Force in
Italy should be transferred to the Sixth Army Group front
less its medium and light bombers together v/ith units
employed for protective purposes and the Spitfire squadrons
attached to that Air Force. Other requests v/ere as

The strength of each U.S. Fighter Group, includ-f o llo7/s ●
ing those in the Xllth Air Force, sliould be raised to 100
aircraft on unit establishment and an additional ficconnais-
sanoe Group should be allocated to the Xllth Air Force.
At the same time the fighter squadrons of the Strategic Air
Forces should be increased to 100 aircraft on unit establish
ment but addition to these units should rank as second
priority to the reinforcements destined for the Tactical Air
Forces.

O
O

General Spaatz, Commanding General United States
Strategic Air Forces in Europe, had already 7/ritten to
General Arnold proposing to him that in viev? of the Russian
advance tov/ards the industrial zone of eastern Germary, part
of the XVth Air Force, hitherto reserved for attacks on
synthetic oil plants, such as Blechammer, should be trans
ferred from the Mediterranean theatre to the U.K.
force would comprise six heavy bomber groups and two Groups
of fighter aircraft.
Force ●would be moved to the Continent to make room for these
extra imits.
France, he suggested that the XVth Air Force might command
the remainder of the Am.erican Air Forces in Italy,
idea, however, proved to be unacceptable to the Combined
Chiefs of Staff,

This

Six fighter groups of tlte Vllth Air

In the event of the Xllth Air Force moving to

This

Ibid
App.1, 2
Jan. 19A5

Conferences held by the Combined Chiefs of Staff and Heads
of Allied governments

Air and ground strategy was discussed and defined at
a Combined Chiefs of Staff Conference held at Malta in the
last 7/eek of January.(l)
Mr. Churchill, President Roosevelt and Marshal Sta].in 7/hich
took place at Yalta in the Crimea during the first week of
February,
of Staff, General Bedell Smith and the Deputy Chief of
Staff (Air), Air Marshal Robb
represented the United States Strategic Air Forces in
Europe
the Rhine were fully discussed at these conferences and were
eventually approved by the Combined Chiefs of Staff,

This preceded a meeting of

S.H.A.E.F. was represented at Malta by the Chief

General F. L, Anderson

The Supreme Cornmander^s plans for the crossing of

D.S.C’s Log
P.A.C.S. 130
22 Jan. 19A5.
S.H.A.E.F (Air)
Hist. Rec. and
Diary
App, 1, V
Jan. l9A5o

G.G.S./776/5
9 Feb. 1945C

Build up of air and ground forces on the western frontC.;
Instructions to transfer air and ground units from

Italy to the v/estern front were contained in 9. directive by
the Combined Chiefs of Staff to Field Marslial. Alexander,
Supreme Allied Commander in the Ifediterranean theatre on
3 February, They disclosed that it v/as their intention to
decide the war in Europe on the western front. The
instructions regarding the Air Forces in the Mediterranean
were that two fighter groups of the Xllth Air Force were
immediately to precede to France, Thereafter as much as
possible of the Xllth Air Forces was to move to France

S.H.A.E.F, (Air)
Hist. Reca
and Diary
App o "I
Feb. 1945

C

(1) Knov/n by the codename Cricket,

(2) itnown by the codename Argonaut
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O■without con5>romising General Alexander’s future operations in
Italy,
this order ■were discussed at a conference held at Cannes and
attended by commanders of the Mediterranean Allied Air Force
and ty General Spaatz, Air Marslial Robb and General Thatcher,
Assistant Chief of Staff (Air),
and LXXXVTth Fighter Groups vjere transferred from Italy to
France●

Three days later, on 6 February, the iaplications of

On 20 February the XXVIIth

OIn addition, plans -were- made to bring troops from the
Italian front to France to reinforce the Northern Group of
Armies. These movements, known as Operation Goldflake,
began in the middle of February and, by the second ■week in
April, a corps headquarters, four infantry di'visions and one
araioured division had travelled across France and taken up
positions on the western front.

%

I.fove of S.H.A.E.F. Foinward and the location of Principal air
headquarters at the beginning of the spring campaign

Since early November the Supreme Commander had been
anxious to move liis Forward Headquarters av/ay from the Paris
area, more for political than for military reasons, and, after
possible sites had been reconnoitred in Luxembourg and Spa,
the city of Reims ■was chosen as being the most central place
for the V^estern Front. Arrangements for the move v/ere made

File D/S.A.C./
T.S.108/12
Encl.6Zj. et. seq

during that month and it ■was planned to take place on or about
1 January, 192^.5.

.

Senior air officers at S.H.A.E.F. ■were concerned lest
the Air Staff be split and the major part detailed to remain
at the l^ain Headquarters in Versailles.(O
investigation of the Headquarters site at Reims revealed that
signal communications were entirely inadequate for an effec~
tive Air Staff to be located alongside the Ground Staff.
\Then the proposed move was discussed at the Air Staff
conference on 13 December, the Personal Assistant to the
Deputy Supreme Commander explained the latter’s opinion, which
was that the move must be delayed until a strong Air Staff
could be maintained at S.H.A.E.F. Forv/ard.
was agreed upon until adequate signal corara'unioations v/ere
installed at Reima but it was not until after the battle of
the Ardennes that the date of the move v;as fixed for
20 Febnxary.

I'breover,

A postponement

On that date S.H.A.E.F. forward, including the Ground and
Air Staffs and a Liaison Detachment from R.A.F. Bomber Command,
moved from Versailles to Reims where it was located in a large
school,
hostilities.

Here it was to remain until the close of

S.H.A.EoF.(Air)
Hist. Rec. and
Diary, P.7,
Feb. 19^1-5

The other Allied Air Headquarters were located as
The Main Headquarters of 2nd T.A.F. remained in

the Residence Palace, Brussels, until after the crossing of
the Rhine.

folloV/So

The Main Headquarters of the IXth Air Force was
located at Chantilly with an Advanced Headquarters at Namur.
The Main Headquarters of the 1st Tactical Air Force was at
Vittel in south eastern France.

S.H.A.E.F.
Orders of Battls
Peb. 1945

(l) It was anticipated that the Supreme Commander and his
deputy might be unduly influenced by members of U,S.St*AS
should the buLc of the Air Staff remain at Versailles.
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Air plans of a tactical nature. Attacks- on the Rhine Bridges

In the latter half of January the primary task of the
Tactical Air Forces ms to harass and delay the enemy’s
v;ithdra-wal from the Ardennes ’bulge’ and in the second place
to halt his offensive activities in the area of the Saar-

The Sixth Army Croup and the IXth Air Force v^ere in favour
of heavy bomber attacks on all the main Rhine bridges so as
to prevent the Germans vdthdravdng their heavy equipment,
On 13 January Advanced Headquarters, IXth Air Force suggested
to S.H.A.E.F, that, as there ms a fair yveather forecast
for the following 72 hours, Bomber Command should attack
bridges north of Cologne and the VUIth Air Force should be
responsible for destroying the bridges in Cologne and those
to the south of it,

for attack amounted to tv/enty-tv;o.
The total number of bridges selected

0

O S,H.A.E.F. (Air)
Hist. Rec,

and Diary
App. 9A and 1M
Jan. 1 9^5

O

See Map. No. 10

A lengthy discussion as to whether or not tlie Rhine
bridges were a suitable target system, took place at the
S.H.A.S.F. (Air) Meeting on 15 January. It was generally
agreed that it v/as impossible to destroy all the bridges in a
limited period of time,
already dislocated rail traffic v/est of the river and there

v/ould be little point in bombing bridges to prevent the
enemy withdrawing at a time when the Allied ground forces
y/ere not in a position to force them to do so.
tion was then made that the attack of railway communications

east of the Rhine in the Cologne and Frankfurt areas
combined v/ith the bombing of armoured fighting vehicle
factories would be more practical. General Schlatter
(Deputy Chief of Air Staff, S.H.A.E.F. alone opposed this point
of view and said that it would be wrong not to attack

bridges v/hen strikes against them earlier in the campaign had
been so effective. General Thatcher (S.H.A.E.F. A3) struck

a note of coirpromiise by pointing out that interdiction could
be achieved either by putting specific bridges out of action
or by bombing marshalling yards.

Furthermore the Air Forces had

A sugges-

D.S.C./T.S.
100/9 Pto4-
Encl.21A.

Para.5

Following upon this meeting Air Staff S.H.AU.F. defined a
policy which was circulated among the Array Groups. It made
it quite clear that the bombing of all the Rhine bridges
would divert too much effort from raids on oil targets and

jet aircraft production,
which had been turned into a line of interdiction v/ould be
attacked when weather did not allow operations against high

priority targets in other areas.(1)

A little later in the month when tlie enemy’s withdrawal

to tlie Rhine was in full swing, Tv;elfth Army Group demanded
that rail and road bridges across the Rhine from Bonn to
Dusseldorf should be attacked. Tvjenty First Army Group,
concerned about the protection of its left flank exposed
towards the Rhine during Operation Veritable, asked that the

road and rail bridges at Wesel should be bombed. At the
Air Commanders Meeting on 1 February a further discussion
on bridge attacks was instigated by General Spaatz who
enquiried whether medium bombers would not be better tlian
heavy bombers for such a task. General Schramm (Chief of

Staff to General Royce, the Commander of First (Provisional)
Tactical Air Force) said that they were useless against well

But certain key bridges on rivers

S.H.A.E.P- (Air)
Hist. Rec.

and Diary

App. 9C
Jan. 19450

Ibid

D.S.C./T.S.

100/9 Pt»4o
Enol.39A Para.8.C

(1) They were the Cologne (Hohenzollern) rail and road

bridge,the Dusseldorf/Neuss rail bridge, the
Duisburg/Rheinhausen, and Ruhrhort/liochalen rail

(See Ikfep. No, 10),
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0Tlie Air CoEnmanders agreed that in thedefended targets.
Tvinti^- -weather which they were then experiencing Rhine bridges
should not be attacked unless the urgency of the tactical
situation demanded it and in that case medium bombers should

be di^atched. Both at this Air Meeting and at the next
held on 8 February^ the Deputy Supreme Commander said he felt
that the Array -was expecting too much from the destruction of
bridges. He reminded his c-olleagues that the Germans YJere
adept at crossing -wide rivers by ferries and pontoons and he
reminded them of the success of the German -withdrav/al across

the Seine during the previous simimer. He ruled that no
other target -was to be given a priority above oil except -when
urgently required for attack in support of the ground force.Cv

The plan for the interdiction of the Ruhr

Ibid

Encl.47F
Para,13.

O

By the beginning of February the situation on the
■western front -was such that the Rhine -was too close to the
battle zone to be of any real use as a line of interdiction
either for strategic or for tactical purposes,
system west of ths Rhine was in a chaotic state after the
numerous bombing attacks wMch took place d\iring the battle
of the Ardennes, and the Air Commanders had to choose a nev;
line of physical obstacles along which the battlefield could
most satisfactorily be isolated,
that since the loss of Silesia to the enemy, the Ruhr was of
the utmost importance to German econcmiy as it was now the
only source of hard coal and steel.

The railway

There was general agreemen

D.S.C. /T.S.100
Ft.9 EndoS^A

D,C.S./T.S.100/9
Pt,4. End,47-^
?tira.15.

t

See p, 113»

The Strategic Air Forces, as already related, were
engaged in bombing rail centres on routes running east and
north-east from the Ruhr. There were as follows:-

(a) Haram - Bielefeld - Minden

(b) Soest - Paderborn Hameln

(c) Schwerte - Arnsberg - Warburg

Munster - Osnabruck - Bremen.

Hea’vy bombers had also bombed the key viaducts and bridges on
the railway routes and m3.jor railway centres within and along
the approaches to the Ruhr, and had also made a series of
attacks on the highly inportant inland water\'/ays leading into
the Ruhr, the Dortmund - Ems and Mitteland Canals, The Air
Commanders wanted a plan in T/hioh the Tactical Air Forces
would combine in isolating the Ruhr with the Strategic Air
Forces, subject, of course, to the Array's requests for
support in the land battle.

The IXth Air Force had experienced a good deal of success
in their bridge cutting operations between the rivers Moselle
and Rhine during the battle of the Ardennes, and had
destroyed 64 out of 67 bridges,
suggested that his medium bomber force should be used to cut
bridges carrying railways leading into the Riihr from eastern
Geiraiany. The line of interdiction (a total of 19 bridges or
viaducts) was to run up the Weser from Bremen to the Minden
district and then swing wes-tjwards towards Coble ns including
bridges on the rivers Seig, Dill and Ls.hn. The Deputy
Supreme Coinraander supported General Vandenberg's plan as he

(a)

General Vandenberg therefore

See Cliap. 2
pp, 31j 37, 59
and Chap. 6
pp. 183-185.

%:■

(l) This 7/as confirmed in a S.H,A.E.F,. (Air) signal on
2 February,
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believed that it -would assist land operations as T.'ell as

strangling the economic life of Germany*
“O

Discussions first took place on the isolation of the
Ruhr at the Air Commanders conference on 8 Febraary. As

they -were interested in the scheme the Deputy Chief of Air
Staff was asked to convene a meeting of the Working
Committee (Communications) from the Combined Strategic

Targets Committee.
After general discussion on the IXth Air Force plan, at
which Air Chief Marshal Tedder and Air Marshal Robb 7/ere

sub-committees were formed to discover whether it

An alternative system of targets

nearer the Rhine, which included the three main railway
lines carried by the Bielefeld and Arnsberg viaducts (alreac^
attacked by heavy bombers) v/as rejected as being impracti
cable as suitable targets could not be found on all the
lines v/hich required cutting. It v/as agreed, therefore,
that the air forces should aim at the con^/lete isolation of

This was, in fact, the object of the IXth Air
Force plan* If it v/as completely successful all rail
traffic betv/een the Ruhr and the rest of Germany v/ould

Air Chief Iviarshal Tedder drew the atten-

They met at Versailles on 10 Februaiy®

present,
was at all feasible*

the Ruhr.

virtually cease*

d.s.c./t.s,100/9
Pt*4 Encl*52A

O

O

tion of the Committee to the importance of co-ordina-fcing

heavy bomber attacks in the Rulrc v/ith this interdiction
scheme* Rail cuts made around heavily bombed areas would
add to the confusion and v/ould not only cause difficulties
in re-routeing trains, but the enemy would find it diffi^lt
to introduce fresh supplies of rolling stock and locomotives

into any one affected area*
the \7eser were out of range of medium bombers it was decided

addition to

As the three bridges across

that they should be attacked by heavy bombers in

d.s.c./t.s,
100 Pt*9

Encl*59A the Bielefeld and Arnsberg viaducts*

After approval by the Combined Strategic Targets
Committee the plan was presented to the Air Commanders at th^r
conference on 15 February and they agreed that it should

be put into operation at once* General Vandenberg stated
that he was about to begin attacks on the more southerly

bridges*
the weather v/as unfavourable for bridge attacks the medium
bombers should bomb rail centres in the vicinity, in order
to increase the enemy’s shortage of rail repair facilities*

Fighter bombers were to cover railway lines near centres
recently attacked as they would probably find profitable
targets in the shape of stationary trains*

The Deputy Supreme Commander suggested that whenD.S.C./T.S.100/9

Pt*A Encl.55A

An outline plan was issued by S.H.A.E.F. (Air) to the
The IXth AirTactical Air Forces on 17 February*2nd T.A.F./50317/

7^0ps*i Force was to attack the following bridges arranged in order

of priority according to their traffic capacity and
importance*

ee

C'
Herford

VoUcnarsen
Dottesfeld
Neuwied

Bergheim
Colbe

Arnsberg

Bad Oeynliausen
Vlotho
Nieder Marsberg
Praclit
Niedei' Scheldt

Lage

It was to attack as alternative targets small railway centres
st of the line of interdiction and south of the Ruhr

industrial area* Fighter bombers were to attack stations,
open lines, locomotives and rolling stock in the same area.

v/e

Map. No.24See

c
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In conjunction with the IXth Air Force 2nd TbA.F. was to
attack small railway centres, stations, open lines, locomo
tives and other rolling stock north of the Ruhr industrial
area.

The 1st Tactical Air Force was to attack similar t^gets
south of the IXth Air Force tactical area, these operations

were designed to interrupt communications leading to and from
the Saar industrial area.

The Tactical Air Forces were also to attack raily/ay

targets east of the Ruhr and v/ere to delay the repair of
bridges by attacking personnel and material. In this v;ay
they would help to paralyse the rail system completely.

The Strategic Air Forces were responsible for attacking
the following bridges or viaducts:-

Bielefeld
Altenbeken

Arbergen
Bremen

Nienburg

The Bielefeld and Arnsberg viaducts spanning the rivers
Johannes and Ruhr respectively, although v/est of the inter
diction line were placed high in the priority list because it
v^as believed that their destruction would at once reduce by
half the traffic on the enemy's most important railway lines
leading to the Ruhr from the rest of Germany.

During the week beginning 18 February the IXth Air Force
commenced attacks on bridges east of the Ruhr and the
Strategic Air Forces increased the rate of their attacks on the
great railway viaducts,
until Zk- Iviarch, the day on which the Rhine was crossed by the
Twenty First Arry Group, and little more than a ?/eek before
the Ruhr was finally encircled by Allied ground forces.

These operations were to continue

O

See Map, No.24-

See Chap. 6
p. 183

Operations by the Strategic Air Forces against oil and

oommuni oat ions targets 17 January? February.' ’ ■

Weather restricted the operations of British and J.S#

heavy bomber operations during the period especially in the
last two weeks of Januaryei

632 sorties by day and 4870 sorties by night,
capped by a shortage of high explosive bombs to which Air
Chief Marshal Harris drew attention at the Air Commander ’ s

meeting of 1 January,
dropped on targets which would normally liave been saturated
with high explosive.

R.A.P, Bomber Command flew
It v/as hand

Incendiaries had therefore to be

D.S.C./T,S.

i  100/9 Pt.3
Encl.39A
Para,6

i-

r

After the battle of the Ardennes the Strategic Air

Forces began to increase their effort against oil targets
which had inevitably slackened because of the recent require

ments of the land battle for close support,
at S.H.A.E.P, stressed the importance of maintaining attacks on
oil targets so as to bring the enemy's transport to a halt.
At the end of January there were only four sjmthetic oil
refineries in th

required attack,,
in Central Germany remained under close scrutiny as much of

The Ground Staff

uhr and in eastern Germany V'/hich still

The heavily bombed refinery at Politz

Ibid

(1) They were at Bohlen, Ruhland, Magdeburg and
Lutzkendorf,
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the damage there had been repaired® The Benzol plants in
the Ruhr v^ere also listed as targets as the enemy 7?as
believed to be using as much as 70 per cent of crude benzol
in his motor transport fuel® At the same time Air Chief
Marshal Harris pointed out that the new German weapons such
as their guided missiles and jet aircraft did not require
fuel of a high grade® He suggested that it might be
necessary to make a nev/ estimate of essential oil
requirements®

Oil targets attacked by R,A®F® Bomber Command during
this period were at ¥anne Eikel and Duisburg in the Ruhr®

The nearby coking plants of ilansa and Prosper also suffered
damage. At the same time the VTIIth Air Force bombed

marshalling yards, oil plants and armoured fighting vehicle
factories in the Ruhr.

’O

■0

o
Communications targets were chosen with the object of

retarding attempts by the enemy to concentrate against the
imminent offensive of the Allies v/est of the Rhine® For

on targets in thethis reason the heavy bombers concentrated
Rhineland, particularly in the last week of January,
that t'ime 25 railway centres had been heavily damaged, ten
had suffered medium damage and 2A were reported to be

R.A®F® Bomber Command

By

unharmed in western German^'’*
attacked marshalling yards at Cologne Kfefeld and Monchen
Gladbach and the Vlllth Air Force bombed rail centres at
Neuss, Hohenbudberg and the already devastated marshalli^
yards at Cologne. Several attacks were made against Rhine
bridges. On 28 January, Fortresses and Liberators made
another attempt to destroy the Hohenzollen roa^/railway
bridge at Cologne. Strike photographs showed bombs burst
ing on the v/estern approach to the bridge® Other aircraft
bombed the Rheinhausen bridge at Duisburg lower dov/n the
river® Although this bridge did not appear to have been
put out of action the western approach was observed to have
been damaged® East of the Ruhr a small attack was mde by
37 UoS® heavy bombers against the Bielefeld viaductA )  O^^her
sorties during the first week of February were flov/n against
the Wescl bridges and marshalling yards at Mannheim,
ludwigshaven and Magdeburg®

Vlllth Air
Force Monthly
Siommaiy of
Ops® Jan. -
Feb. 1945

As usual American heavy bomber. sorties operating over
Germany v/ere accompanied by swarms of Mustangs and
Thunderbolts of the Vlllth Fighter Command.^
a large scale did not occur with the exception of the Berlin

On that day nearly 900 fighter sorties
claimed to have been

The 352nd

Air battles on

raid on 3 February®
were flown and 41 of the enemy were
desti'oyed v/ith the loss of nineUeS® fighters®
and 361 st Groups of this Command continued to support the
XXth Air Force over the area west of the Rhine and a number

No large claims for theof sweeps and patrols were made®
destruction of enemy aircraft were made by the fighters
taking part in these tactical operations®

C"

In the southern sector of the front R®A®F® Bomber
Command made tv/o attacks on the city and railv/ay centre of
Stuttgart in response to
Other city targets attacked during this period were at
ICarlsa7ulie, Wiesbaden, Jfe.inz and Gelsenld-rchen® An increase
in i!bsquito attacks was noticeable from the close of January
onwards and sorties by this type of aircraft were flown

request made by the ground forcesa ®

(

(1 ) A ilirther attack by the Vlllth Air Force on the 29th and
by Bomber Command on 6 February v/ere both abortive®

SECRET
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against tovms centres and oil targets in place of the heavy
bombers. On the night of l/2 February Mosquitoes flev; to
cities as far apart as 1/fe.inz, Seigen, Mannheim and Berlinj
the latter place was attacked by two Y/aves of 122 aircraft,

STjpport by the Strategic Air Forces to the Russian Offensive
3 February to 18 March

G

Outside the Ruhr the heavy bombers were directed^ on
certain occasions^ against centres on the main comraujiication
lines between the eastern, Y^estern and southern fronts, the
main object being to prevent the enemy from bolstering up the
eastern front against the Russian onslaught. The heavy
attacks on Berlin, already close to the battle front, should
be included in these operations. They began when the Vlllth
Air Force attacked Berlin on 3 Febinzary and dropped
2,279 tons of bombs in the vicinity of the Templehof Station*
Photographic reconnaissance after R.A.F. Bomber Command’s

Mosquito attack on the night of l/2 February and the American
daylight raid shov/ed that while (iimage to railway facilities
had only been moderate, an area about one and a half miles
square in the heart of the city had been devastated. Resi

dential and industrial property suffered severe damage.
Nor did Government buildings escape and amongst those hit
were the Chancellory, the Air Mnistry, the Foreign Office
and the Headquarters of the Gestapo. Further attacks by the
VTIIth Air Force against railway stations in Berlin were made
on 23 Febroiary and 18 I\!arch, in both cases over 1,000 aircraft
taking part. Once again the extent of damage to property
and buildings in the city was greater than that to railway
facilities.

GI  .

See p, 115

VXIIth Air

Force Monthly
Summary of Ops,
Feb,1945 ●

In the second week of February no less than five heavy
bomber attacks were made on targets near the Russian front
by the Air Forces based in England in collaboration v^ith the
Russian High Command, They were the important rail centres
of Dresden, Chemnitz and Cottbus, the latter p]ace at that
time being only 15 miles from the Russian forward position
The XVth U.S, Air Force operating from Italy also gave direct
support to the Red Army v/hen it made a number of attacks on
rail centres in Austria, Czechoslovakia and southern Germany
all of them feeding the German front in the Ballcans.

The cities of Dresden and Chemnitz Y^ere raided alter

nately by night and day heavy bombers. On the night of
13/14 February R.A.F, Bomber Command visited Dresden for the
first time in great strength; 805 aircraft took part in tiie
raid. On the follov/ing day the Vlllth Air Force dispatched
one force to bomb Chemnitz about 40n.iiles v/est of Dresden and
another to make a second attack on Dresden, On the night of

14/15 February, R.A,F, Bomber Command follov/ed up the
Vlllth Air Force attack on Chemnitz with 717 heavy bombers.O)
On the 15th the third attack was made on Dresden by U,S,
heavy bombers and other Vlllth Air Force aircraft bombed the
town of Cottbus about 70 miles north east of Dresden,

o ●

RoAoF, Bomber
Command 0,R.B,

Feb. 1945

f.'Vlllth Air

Force Monthly
Summary of Ops
Feb, 1945

It was not possible to make a photographic reconnaissance
over the city of Dresden until 22 J-fe-rch.T^)

0) On the nights when Dresden and Chemnitz Y/ere bombed

diversionary attacks took place on oil targets in the

vicinity of the main objectiveso

(2) The damage shov/n in the photographs included that caused
by U.S, attacks on 7 October 19V>-? Januuiy and
21 March 1945 in addition to the three Febiaiary raids,
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The conibined British-U,S. attacks vJere then seen to have
It ms estimated thatcaused tremendous dam.age.

R.A.F. Bomber

Command Night
Raid Report
No.857

85 per cent of the city had been destroyed,
several bridges over the Elbe and public buildings mre
severely damaged,
not on such a vast scale; the bombing v/as
the tovm and railv/ay facil?.ties v/ere barely touched.
Cottbus a good deal of damage was inflicted on the town and
the marshalling yard,
nights and days R.A.P, Bomber Command had flown 1,522 sorties
and dropped 5^256 short tons of bombs; the Ylllth Air Force
had flown 1,266 effective sorties and dropped 3j050 tons of
bombs.(1)

Industries,

the city of Cheiimita was
scattered over

The damage to

At

During the attacks of these two

Ibid

Report No.838

C

( h

Dxiring the second Yijeek of March a different kind of
operation took place at the request of the Red Ariry,
12 March the Allied Military Mission in Mobcot^ forv;arded a
request by liarshal IQiudyakov of the Russian General Staff
to the Combined Chiefs of Staff for an Allied air attack on

O.K.H.(2) which was believed to be housed in a huge -under

ground shelter known as the ‘Citadel’ at Zossen some
38 kilometers south of Berlin.
Staff instructed that an attempt should be made to destroy
it if such an operation was at all practicable,
ingly on 15 iferch 570 Fortresses and Liberators bombed the
assumed site of the headqiiarters.
later revealed that a number of buildings in the area Y?ere
gutted or seriously damaged.(3)

On

The Combined Chiefs of

Accord-

Reconnaissance reports

D.S.C./T.S.100
Rt. 9,
Ends. 81A-82A
and File

B.0ps.Il/7-t/378
r

Vlllth Air

Force Itonthly

Summary of Ops.
Mar.l94-5«

r

Summary of ground operations 16 January - 8 February

Ground operations in this phase were of necessity on a
restricted scale because the Allied Armies were preparing
for their great thrusts to close to the Rhine,
northern sector British and Canadian troops concentrated
near Nijmegen for their offensive beb>Afeen the Rhine and the
l\^aas.

tinued by British forces.
First U.So Army resimied its offensive to capture the Eoer
dams while the Third U.S. Array continued to drive back the
German rearguards from the salient in the Ardennes,
south the First French Army reinforced by the XXIst U.S.
Corps and the 12th U.S. Armoured Division began operations

In the

Mopping up operations west of the Roer were con-
In the central sector the

In the

0) An indiscreet remark by a member ofS.H.A.E.F. (air) at a
Press Conference in Paris aroused the U.S. press into

announcing a change in Allied bombing policy Yvith the
launching of ’terror’ attacks. General Arnold (Chief
of Staff U.S.A.A.P.) insisted that Si?.A^.F, should deny
this implication and requested that it sho\ild be more
careful in f\iture. (See SJI.A.EJ*. (Air) Hist.Rec.

Diary p.1 March 194-5 which contains extracts from AJ/I. News
Analysis on the so called ’terror* raid

have been ordered as a result of the Yalta Conference)*

Ober Kommando Heer - The Gemnan Army High Command.

A discussion on the vulnerability of the shelter at

Zossen took place at Hitler’s conference on 23 March.

General Burgdorf, Adjutant to the Amied Forces,
reported that Zossen was still ’perfectly usable' but
if the barracks were destroyed in a future attack it
would be impossible to remain there.

Directs His VTar', Records of Daily Milit;
Conferences, p.144.)

and

supposed to

(See t -Hitler

ary

(2)

(3)
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to eliminate the Colmar Pocket, CThe Nineteenth German Army
could not 7?ithstand the additional -weight of men and material
in this sector and -withdrew. Colmar Y^as captured by
3 Febriiaiy and by the 9th all resistance -west of the Hiine in
that area had ceased.

Army became involved in bitter fighting and only limited
advances -were made.

Aroimd Saarbrucken the Seventh U.S,

t

Tactical Air operations 27 January to 7 February

Air Support for Operation Blackcock C
In the meantime the Tactical Air Forces took full advan¬

tage of the fe-w fine days during the second half of January
to strike against the enemy* s v^ithdrawal from the Ardennes
salient,
the IXth Air Force.

For the most part this ms the responsibility of
The 2nd T.A.F. gave indirect assistance

by continuing its attacks on communications north of the Ruhr.

But in the third week of January it was primarily responsible
for supporting the Second British Army's operations in the
Roermond 'triangle*. This -was an area bounded by the P.ivers
Roer, Wurm and ifeuse and it will be recalled that plans
made early in December for XXX Corps to clear the
weather and the subsequent German attack from the Eifel

caused this attack (Operation Blackcock) to be postponed
temporarily. On 15 January Xllth Corps began the operation
vjhich had for its main objective the capt-ure of Heinsberg,
The battle that ensued was an affair for the infantry as the
ground was too slushy for mobile operations. The Xllth Corps
completed its task by 26 January and the area v;as then taken
over by the Ninth U.S. Amy,

were
area. Bad

See Chap, 2,
p. 42.

S,H,A,E.F.

Daily Int./Ops.
Summary No.92,

Mediimi, light and fighter bombers supported the ground
operation but apart from an attack by the IXth Bombardment
Division on Erkelenz, east of the River Roer on .16 January
weather did not allow extensive air activity until the 20th.
On that day Typhoon fighter bombers attacked gun positions
and strong points on the south western edge of the
Birgelervjald at Ophoven, Herkenboschy Vlodrop and Vfassenberg.
Good results were obtained by Typhoons of No. 24-5 Squadron
which attacked and hit five gun pits near V/assenberg.
number of the enemy -v/ere seen running for cover and were
sprayed with cannon fire. This was the first close support
given to Second Army by No. 83 Group for some time. The
Group's Typhoons continued their effort for the next two days.
The "villages of Montfort and Voorst north west of Erkelens

were set on fire on the 21st and on the 22nd, a clear day wi-th
snow on the ground. No.84 Group's aid was enlisted. No, 1Zf6
Wing (No. 84- Group) destroyed a factory building at Heinsberg
using 1,000 pound and 500 pound bombs and a large oil fire
was seen b-uming. Other Typhoons made f-urther strikes

against Montfort and dive bombed the villages of Utterath and
Sohleiden, a few miles south of Heinsberg
fires and explosions,

acti-vities a squadron of Spitfires was employed in dropping
leaflets over the district of Heinsberg - Geldern,(l)

Continuous dive bombing attacks by No, 83 Group

made on 23 and 24 January on the villages of Kerapden,
Utterath, Dremmen, Schleiden, Forselen, Oberbruch and Horst,
Pilots claimed that the roads leading to these
well covered by craters,

a chateau near Birgelen were strafed by rocket-firing Typhoons
A number of these targets were indicated to the fighter
bomber pilots by the ground forces which fired red smoke shells

A

causing large
In addition to these destructive

were

areas were

A headquarters and strongpoint in

2nd T.A.Fo

Daily Log
Sheet No.2407

Ibid
Sheets No,

2422 4. - 24-37 -
4-0.

Ibid

Sheet No. 24-50

(1) Known as *Nickelling*.
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OPERATION BLACKCOCK
I

L E G E  N D

●  TARGETS ATTACKED BY FIGHTER BOMBERS 2ho T.A.F. ROADSENEMY DEFENCES

RAILWAYSTARGETS ATTACKED BY MEDIUM AND LIGHT BOMBERS 2nd T.A.F.OAAAA ANTI - TANK DITCHES(

t

< FORESTTARGETS ATTACKED BY HEAVY BOMBERS 2nd T.A.F.▲FRONT LINE AT OPENING OF OPERATION
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The first operation of No. 38 Group in conjunction v/ith
No. 2 Group took place on the night of 20/21 January when ten
Halifaxes bombed the communications centre of Vfegberg north
east of Heinsberg. No results v;ero seen because of lov/
cloud. On the next night Stirlings bombed the billeting
areas in the towns of Arsbec and Nieder ICruchten, also north
of the Birgelerwald. Once again no results v/ere observed.
The Group's operations became more ajnbitious towards the end
of the month; on 28/29 January twenty Halifaxes attacked
tov^ns of Modrath and Liblar, towns lying between Euren and
Cologne, Bombs were seen to burst across the railway at the
latter tovm. Beginning on the night of l/2 February No, 38
Group aircraft attacked communication points v;hich might be

used by the enemy to bring up reinforcements against the
■ imminent operations Veritable-Grenade, Pour raids were made
on Grevenbroich, an important railv/ay network' lying betv;een
Cologne and Rheydt, On 7/8 February, the eve of Operation
Veritable, 95 Halifaxes and Stirlings attacked the billeting
areas of Calcar, Udem and Weeze west of the Rhino in the

2nd T.A.F,

Daily Log
She et No. 24-11

Ibid

Sheet No.24.15

Ibid

Sheet No.24.65

Ibid

Sheet No. 2513

See Chap. 3 P« 14-7 district of Goch,

Armed reconnaissance and night harassing operations by 2nd
T.A.F. 17 January to 8 February

V/ith reference to armed reconnaissance, the tasks of 2nd
T.A.F. and the IXth Air Force remained the same, although the
IXth Tactical Air Command had reverted to the command of the
IXth Air Force, On 25 January the areas for 2nd T.A.F, were

No, 83 Group was to operate within an area extend
ing* roughly from Boxmeer to Hanover and Paderborn and

included the tov/ns of Lingen, Unna, Hajnm, Dinslaken,
Paderborn, Neuss, Rheydt and Linnich.
cover the northern area up to Bremen and Borkum and the
Netherlands north of the River Maas,

Air Command operated within an area bounded by Monschau,

Gemund and Euskirchen on the south, along the Rhine down to
Neuss on the east and Rheydt and Linnich on the v/est.
will be remembered that the Vllth Air Force had been
instructed to make armed reconnaissance to the east of these

At the end of January certain routes v/ere singled
out for concentrated attack,
as follows?

changed.

No. 84- Group v/as to

The XXIXth Tactical

It

areas.

These for No. 83 Group were

2nd T,A,F,
O.R.B.

Apps, No, 76
and 78

\

(a) Wesel - Munster - Osnabruck - Bremen

Hamm Lohne

Ibid

App, No. 80
(b)

(c) Osnabruck

Soest - Altenbeken

Lohne Hameln

For No, 84. Group the following

(a) Delmenhorst - Leer - Groningen - Assen - Meppel -
Zwolle

Lohne - Wunstorf

(d)

(e)

defined?v/ere

(b) Leer - Lingen

(c) Meppen - Oldenburg

And for the XXIXth Tactical Air Command!-

(a) Neuse

(b) Neus

- Cologne

s - Grevenbroich - Deren

(c) Duren -

(d) Grevenbroioh -

Cologne

Cologne,
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The threat in the Ardennes having ended, the 2nd T,A,P,
■was able to cover nev; territory north of the Hiihr in its
armed reconnaissances. On 20 January, for example, No. 168
Typhoon Squadron (No. 145 ^^ing) operated between Hameln and
Hol^minden and attacked seven trains;
22 goods 7/agons were claimed to have been damaged,
good flying weather experienced on 22 January all over
western Germany enabled 2nd T.A.P, to fly over 450 armed
reconnaissances. It so happened that cor^iderable rail
movement Y;as observed and a large score of locomotives and
goods v/agons vjere claimed as destroyed or damaged,
other targets Tempests of No- 122 V/ing spotted a number of
tv/in engined aircraft at Bielefeld. The enemy attempted to
provide cover over the Lo'v/er Rhine area by flying patrols of
Me,109s and P,W,190s. An interception of one such patrol
was made over Rheine by Spitfires of No, 421 Squadron. Five
enemy aircraft were claimed to have been destro3red for the
loss of one Spitfire.
fliDwn a total of 1,218 sorties on all types of operations.

six locomotives and
The

Among

By the end of the day 2ndT.A.,F. had

2nd T.A.F,
Daily Log
Sheet No. 2404i

Ibid
Sheet No.
2417 - 2421

Armed reconnaissances in some strength against railways
and rail traffic continued in this manner "until the start of
Operation Veritable and a detailed acco'unt would merely
become a series of repetitions,
however, be singled out for note.
24 January 15 locomotives v/ere damaged on the Hamm-
Bielefeld line by Nos, 484 and 80 Squadrons.
v;ere claimed to have been damaged by No, 486 Squadron on the
Ivfunster-Osnabruck line. Sorties by No. 80 Squadron that
afternoon resulted in seven more locomotives being damaged
east of Osnabruok.

One or two operations must

A further "tv/o

Other souadrons made successful attacks

.
On the morning of

Ibid
Sheets No.
2447-8

on rail transport north of Gottingen and around the
Steinhuder Meer,

A. special effort was made during armed reconnr.issances
to harass the network of G.A.P. airfields north of the Ruhr.
A characteristic operation took place on 25 January v/hen a
strong effort was made against a
Rheine, Osnabruck and Twente.^w
patrols into the air and there were clashes betvjeen
Me.190*s and Tenpests and Spitfires,
became engaged in a dog-fight but one of them flying low to
the ground was shot down by a Tenpest pilot of No. 56 Squadron
near Coesfeld
Squadron on 29 Januaiy when it 'strafed about 20 Me.109's in
the dispersal area at Hesepe airfield,
one aircraft destroyed, and six damaged.
Tempests of No. 122 Wing accounted for an Me.109 and a
Dornier 217 (the latter destroyed at aero feet) and for two
Me.109’s claimed to have been damaged.
No. 132 Wing attacked
airfield.

irfields at Bielefeld,
The G.A.P, sent protective

A handfxil of Me.262's

A successful attack -was made by No, 274

Claims were made for
On 2 February

Spitfires of
a Juo 88 on the ground at Soesterberg

Ibid
Sheets No.
2451 - 2456

Ibid
Sheet No.2467

%
Ibid
Sheets No.
2479 - 80

At night Mosquitoes were active during the last v/eek of
January. Their task was to cover approximately the area
over which the fighter bombers had flown by daylight while in
addition calls were made on them to attack road and rail
transport assisting the enemy forces, in particular Sixth S.S.
Panzer Army, to withdraw to the Rhine south of Cologne.
Mosquitoes thus attacked road and rail traffic betv/een the
Roer and the Rhine from Euskirchen to Erkelenz and Rheydt.

(1) Tracks in the snow at Tv/ente airfield revealed that
aircraft were being di^ersed in farm yards one and a
half miles away.-

DS 96326/1 (135) SECRET
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East of the Rhine they ranged from Bocholt to Osnabruck,
Hanover and Minden including such tovrns on the northern fringe
of the industrial Ruhr such as Hamm^ Unna and Bielefeld
Southwards they flew over Seigen, Altena and Koblenz.

On the night of 25/26 January No, 2 Group discovered a
concentration of motor transport retiring from the Prum ai'ea
and about 150 vehicles were claimed to have been damaged.
Seven trains were attacked by Mosquitoes that evening including
an ammunition train which caught fire v/hen attacked. i
flown on the nights of 27th, 28th and 29th yielded good
results particularly north of the Riihr,

28/29 January, for example, about 1,100 goods wagons standing
in marshalling yards 7vere attacked in addition to twelve
trains.

Mosquitoes concentrated on striking at traffic leading into
the area west of the Rhine ●●

Sorties

On the night of

As the target date for Operation Veritable grew near

2nd T.A.P.
OeR.B*

Apps. 72
et seq.

No. 2 Group
OoR.B,
Jan, “ Feb.

19A5,

Reconnaissance by 2nd T.A.F, during January

The severe v^eather e:q)erienoed during this month made it
very difficult for the day and night reconnaissance squadrons
to perform their respective tasks. But Nos. 35 and 39 Wings
attached to the Composite Groups operated whenever possible
making tactical, photographic and artillery reconnaissances.
No. 34 Wing* s activities (strategical reconnaissance) v/ere
also extremely restricted by fog, snov/ and ice.  A number of
Spitfire, Wellington and MDsquito sorties were nevertheless
completed successfully over the Rhineland and north-west
Germany. The extent to which weather influenced air opera
tions may be illustrated by the fact that the Mosquitoes of
No, 1Zf0 Squadron attached to No. 34 Wing flev/ no more than
nineteen sorties in daylight and thirty five by night through
out the month. The Wellingtons of No. 69 Squadron flew forty
eight visual and photographic reconnaissance sorties by
night.'(*1)

Nos, 35 and 39

Wings, O.R.B,
January 1945

No, 34 Wing
O.R.B,

January 1945

Some notable sorties were flown by the latter squadron
despite the v;eather. Its main task was to make visual and '
photographic reconnaissances over roads, railv>/ays and mar
shalling yards opposite to the Second British Army front.

Bright moonlight assisted the squadron on the night of 2^/23
January, when nine sorties were flovoi. One Wellington,
piloted by the Squadron Commander, made a reconnaissance of
roads east of Venlo and took a valuable photograph of motor
transport moving along a road near the village of HeTOngen.
The enemy retaliated by opening fire on the British aircraft
but it returned safely to base. Another featirre of this

sortie was that six 250 pound bombs Y/ere dropped on a road in
the same district j it was the first occasion on which a

Wellington, operating in a reconnaissance role, had carried
bombs. During the period 27/28 to 29/30 January nineteen
sorties v^ere flown, a number of them at little more than tree-

top height. On the last night in the period one aircraft

completed three sorties, refuelling and reloading in the most
unfavourable conditions. Road and rail activity on the Roer
valley front were closely scrutinised. The moonlight and the
snow assisted aircrews in the recognition of roads and rivers,
while the explosion of flares against the snow exposed a
wider area and enabled aircrev/s to take a number of valuable

photographs showing the direction of enemy transport movements.

No, 69 Sqdn.
0 bR.B.

January 1945
and 2nd T.A.P.
O.R.B e

App. No. 74
January 1945

(1) In passing it should be noted that this squadron lost
eleven aircraft in the German attack on airfields on

1 January,
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Countermeasures by 2nd T,A,F„ against the rockets and

flying bombs

During the vjinter months of 194V^45 enemy T;as still
using rockets and fl3ang bombs in a fruitless attempt to
disrupt Allied supply installations on the continent.(1 )
This threat had not in any vjay abated,
of December an average of about 100 rockets a T<eek 7-rere
fired mostly against Antv/erp wMch since 13 October, had
become the principal target on tlie continent for this kind of
attack. A large number of rockets also continued to be
fired against the United Kingdom and during January 226
incidents v;ere reported conpared v?ith 137 in December.
Launching sites vvere situated mainly in northern Holland but
there were also a few located in the Eifel* From January

until March the rocket effort against Antv;erp steadily
declined (apart from a brief interlude in February when
91 rounds were recorded in one week),

rocket was fired against London and on the following day the
final rocket 7,'as directed against the port of AntT/erp.

In the latter half

On 27 March the last

See Chap, 2,
p. 40

Account of the
Continental
Crossbov/

Operation
1 944-45 by Air
Defence Division

S.H.A.E.F. p.14
1

An increased effort in the flying bomb offensive,

the rockets, had been timed to coincide v/ith the German
offensive in the Ardennes and Antwerp and Liege

naturally the principal targets,
attack the flying bomb effort slackened,
the eneny’s laiinching sites in the Wittlich-Munstereifel
district west of the Rhine ceased fire and Liege, their main

But firing continued

like

7;ere

After the failure of this
On 7 February

target, was not attacked again,

Ibid
19-21pp.

against Antv^erp from eastern Holland and the Rotterdam area

where three new launching sites had been observed. These
attacks did not, however, interrupt tl^ steady flow of
si:ipplies through the port. During the period 27 January to
26 February the average rate of effort against Antv/erp was
70 bombs a day which, in the last week of the period, rose
to more than 80 bombs a day. During I'krch the effort
gradually declined from 70 to 20 rounds a vjeek and the last

flying bomb was launched at Antwerp in the early hours of
Only a few flying bombs v/ere fired from east of

the Rhine against the central sector and they ceased
altogether on 20 March.

30 Ikrch.

The main responsibility for countermeasures against the
CrossboT.' targets continued to lie v/ith R.A.F. Fighter Command
while a marginal effort was provided by 2nd T.A.F., the
operational area of vjhich, included la\mching and storage
sites and the supply lines leading to them*
the Tactical Air Forces should be distracted as little as

possible from their support of the Allied ground forces
continued to be observed,

flying bomb attacks against Antwerp during the winter the
Deputy Supreme Commander ruled, on 30 January, tliat the
commitments of the Tactical Air Forces did not permit any
extra effort to be directed against Crossbow targets.(2)

The policy that

Thus in spite of the increased
X

DoScC./T.So

100/9 Ft.4
Encl.36A para.2.

(1) For details of flying bomb and rocket attacks on the
United Kingdom and counterm.easures by R.AoF. Fighter
Command the reader should consult R.A.F. Narrative,
Air Defence of Great Britain Volume Ciiapter 7*vr

The en^^loyment of heavy bombers against V y/eapon produc
tion centres was considered to be impracticable as it
was more in^Jortant that they should concentrate on their
primary objectives - oil and transportation targets.

SECRET
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oThere wove four kinds of air action used "by 2nd T,A»F,

in coimtei'measures against the rockets and flying bombs;-

(a) Pre-arranged attacks on specific targets,

(b) Armed reconnaissance sorties over areas v/here ●

static targets might be found or where fleeting targets
might present themselveso

(c) Rail interdiction sorties design to check the move

ment of supplies to firing areas or forward storage
sites,

(d) Night intruder missions in areas associated v/ith
rockei/f'lying bomb equipment and supply*

At the end of December the V^ar Cabinet -were anxious that

co;mtermeastire3 against the rocket attacks then being made on
London should be increased,

for attack by both Tactical and Strategic Air Forces but it

was not considered that a very large diversion of air effort
against the rockets would be justified*
23 February consultations betv/een representatives of R.A.F,
Fighter Command and 2nd T.A.F. took place at the Headquarters
of 2nd T.A.F, 7;ith the object of finding liow counter-measures
against the rockets might be intensified* ^ general
exchange of information and intelligence took place and a
number of decisions were reached. Tliey agreed that the best
way by T/hich rocket fire could be reduced was by cutting the

supply lines leading to the launching sites,
sites and field storage areas usually lay v/ell camouflaged in
v/ooded areas and v;ere very, difficult tn spot from the air.

It was not worth while attenpting to bomb launching sites,
unless they were actually in operation, because of the
temporary nature of their construction. Pre-arranged attacks

were, in future, only to be made on suitable targets such as

railway stations and sidings, y;here rockets were known to be
unloaded, and bridges on the supply lines.

Various targets were examined

However, on

The launching

Air Division
S.H.A.E.F,

Report PP.54--56

Q
r

R.A.F. Narrative
Air Defence of
Great Britain

Vol, VII

pp.268-272

2nd T.AoF.

O.R.B, App.
N0.36A
Feb. 1945*

I

I
sorties vjas discussedThe value of armed reconnaissance

and they agreed that it was impossible to predict with any
degree of certainty at what time after a recorded launching

In the meantime 2nd T.A.F.another could take place,

to maintain small standing patrols over the most active sites
at Enschede and 2wolle, on the borders of Holland and Germany,
which would attack any targets seen by the pilots and would
deter the rocket crews from firing by their presence ̂ over the

Tactical reconnaissance aircraft were to notify their

Group Headquarters when they

was

area.

rocket fired.saw a V'l

Another' decision taken, shortly to end in an unfortunate
incident, was that medium bombers were to be enployed against

certain storage and technical adjustment areas provided that
tliey could be spared from the support of ground operations.
The use of Mosquitoes was i*uled out as the danger from flak

was too great. Targets lists, arranged in order of priority,
were to be supplied by R.A.F. Fighter Command together with
the necessary intelligence on the targets. Headquarters,
2nd T.A.F, were to select the most suitable

list and were to decide i^on the time and metiiod ot attack. —

-arranged operations of
Instructions for the
Icnov/n that there were

Prior to this conference tv;o pre

note load been carried out by 2nd T.A.F
first were issued on 7 January. It 'was ^ .
rocket firing sites in the around
nine miles to the east of Deventer. Eeconnaissance had

« 9

2nd T.A.F.

O.R.B. App,57*
Jan. 1945*
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shovm that the projectiles and other equipment -\vere carried
by rail'way to the vicinity and then distributed from stores
in the v;oods to the firing points o

v;as brought by rail to the nearby station of Nijverdal*
Air Marshal Coningham' decided that a Joint attack by Nos*83
and 84- Groi5)s should be made against the rail facilities and
certain road bridges behind the firing sites* It Tjas hoped
that the operation TOuld shov/ to vjhat extent air action
against comiminioations in rear of the firing points would

The ijxportance of the operation
was such that it ranked second in priority to the commitments
of 2nd T»A.P, in the Ardennes.

Fuel for the rockets

affect the rate of fire.

The attack was hot made \mtil 14- January, seven oays

latero Kb. 84- Group dispatched 55 Spitfires to bomb
ijverdal station and the road bridge at hankate several

,, The station was hit but the bridge
At the same time 31 Typhoons of No. 83

2nd T.A.F.

Daily Log
Sheet No. 2385

●^TIN

miles to the north
escaped damage.
Group made a strike against the field store and railv^ay
station south of Oramen about six miles to the north of

They fired 102 rocket projectiles at a quantity
Their second target

Nijverdal.
of rolling stock in the station yardsi<

a bridge across a canal at Nieuweburg of which a section
More fighter bomber

was
7;as reported to have been blovm up^
s.ttacks in this area and at points near 2wolle and Deventer
were made on 3 and 6 February,
hit but a strike against the firing sites was unobseived.

Nijverdal station was agai
Ibid
Sheets No.
2489 and 250?

n

A different type of target v;as the oxygen plant of
Alblasserdam several miles north of Dordrecht v/hich vjq-S
attacked by 4-8 Spitfires of No. 132 V^ing (No. 84- -
the afternoon of 22 January. ("I) ^be aircraft carried 5^
pound and 250 pound bombs. The first two squadrons to go
into the attack dropped eight bombs on the v/orks. ^Nos.;>22
and 66 Squadrons, following in their v/ake, succeeded in
directing all their bombs onto the target area. The Dutch
reported later that the factory had been oonpleteOy
destroyed and that no civilian dwellings had been afo-ected.
Subsequent reports stated that the factory only produced

It transpired that most of the
transported from Germany.

on

oxygen gas for repairs,
liquid oxygen for the rockets was

Ibid
Sheet No.2422

No● 84 Group
O.R.B, App,
No.11 Feb. 1945

Armed reconnaissance areas during January and early
February v/ere defined by Ife-in Headquarters, 2nd ToA.F. as
follows:- No. 83 Group operated east of the Dutch border
over Enschede - Ahaus - Coesfeld - Stadtlohn. No. 84- Group
operated to the v?est over the area Sv/olle - Almelo

to progress from west to east.Deventer. Operations were
By the end of Jani:iary armed reconnaissances and the inters
diction of supply lines had considerably increased^
On 3 February 15 out of 35 and on 6 February 17 out of 37
rail outs miide by 2nd T.A.F. were on known rocket supply
routes.

2nd ToA.F,
Baily Lo_
Sheets No,2485-
2492 and 2501-
25O8

CTo

A series of attaclcs on rail/road bridges and railway
lines leading into the Hague district (where there were
known to be firing sites) was made by No. 146 V/ing (Typhoons)
of No. 84 Group from tiie middle of January up to the
beginning of February, v/hen No. 84 Grot'p became absorbed in
preparations for the First Canadian Army offensive in the
Bhineland.
not only helped to interrupt the flow of supplies and

These attacks served a dual purpose for they

(1) A previous attenpt on 20 Janiiary had been abor tive
because of bad weather,

SECRETDS
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oequipment to rocket firing sites but they distracted the
enemy* s attention from the Eeichv^ald area south of Nijmegen
T/here ground operations v;ere shortly to take place*
hoped tliat the German commanders in the ●west v;ould believe
that they v?ere preparatory attacks for an Allied advance into
vjestern Holland from south of the I>5aas,

It v^as

See Chap*
p*

No, V/ing v;ere ordered to bomb bridges on the lines
●from Leiden to the Hague, Utrecht and Haarlem and from
Dordrecht to Rotterdam,
targets -were flo7/n on ■l^ January but it -was not until the
22nd that satisfactory results v/ere obtained,
seven bridges "was attacked on that day#
hit, one of them, a railv/ay bridge north of Leiden, v/as seen
to be sagging.
Movement a -week later indicated that rail traffic be-bween
Leiden and Haarlem had stopped completely,
producing prefabricated barracks which "was situated near one
of the bridges also received several direct hits,
near Utrecht escaped damage v.dth a near miss,
bombers also cut railway lines in several places.

The first sorties against these

A total of
Two bridges were

Reports received from the Du.tch Undergro'und

A factory

A bridge
The fighter

2nd ToA.I’.
0 ,R ,S«
0pp. No,6A
Jan, 19A5 r

No. 84 Group
OoR.B,
App. No. 11.
Peb, l945o

During the folio-wing ■tv^o days eight bridges were
attacked by the Typiioons and four of them were claimed as
damaged. At other points there vere near masses and the
railway track was dislocated. During one of these attacks
the Dutch reported that a n'umber of private houses v;ere
damaged. On 29 January rail interdiction proved to be
successful according to Dutch reports. The railway track
near Sliedrecht east of Arnhem received four direct hits.
In the Utrecht area the line near Woerden was demolished for
a distance of 1,200 metres but urifortunately a number of
Dutch houses also suffered damage,
to be repairing the line in great haste.
No, 146 Wing flew sorties against another tv>/elve bridges
mainly between Leiden, Gouda and Haarlem and. some damage was
done. The Underground Movement reported that one of the
targets, a railway bridge, south east of Amsterdam, had
escaped harm and requested an early attack as there v/as
intensive traffic along that line.

The Germans viere stated
On 3 and 6 Februa

2nd T,A,F, Dally Log
Sheets Ho.-;, 3438
and 2449

No, 84 Group 0oR,B,
App. NO, 11,
Feb. 1945.

ry
2nd ToA.F, Dally Log
Sheets No, 2489 and
2507

No.C^i Group 0,R,B«
Apps Mo, 11,
Feb. 1945,

Counter measures against rocket firing activity in the
form of armed reconnaissances and rail interdiction in eastern
and w e stem Ho Hand continued, insofar as support to ground
operations permitted, until the Rhine was crossed by Twenty-
First Army Group, after which an advance was made into
eastern Holland by First Canadian Army,

See Cliapo T,
Pc 229

The medium and light bombers of No. 2 Group also attacked
Mitchells and Bostons made furtherthe rocket supply lines,

attacks on 3 ^^nd 6 February against bridges over the River
Ijssel at Zwolle and Deventer.C'l)
intact and the ma-in reason for the failure of their destruc-

Both bridges remained

tion would appear to be the hea-vy concentration of flak at
these vital pointSo(2)
harassed traffic on railways and in stations in eastern

At night the Mosquito squadrons

(1) The same bridges had been attacked by No,2 Group during
the previous autumn
volume,

2nd T,A,F, had asked the IXth Air Force to help with
attacks on the Ijssel bridges but the American commihnen-bs
in the central and southern sectors were too extensive.
See file 2nd T,A.F,/30450/0ps. Ends, 51“32^«

SECRET
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Holland throiighout January, Februaiy and early l^aroh, notably
at Holten and ̂ larienburg stations. The enemy usually moved
his rockets and supplies to the firing sites and unloaded
stores at night and it ms believed that a good deal of
delay was imposed upon him by the intruder operations.

At the beginning of ivlarch the primary Crossbow target
was the Haagsche Bosch, a wooded area on the outskirts of
the Hague where rockets had been seen lying on the ground.
Numerous attacks on the site had already been made by R.A.F.

Fighter Command. Headquarters, 2nd T.A.F. decided that
No. 2 Group should attack this target as it was first
priority on 3 J^arch in accordance with the arrangements
recently made with R.A.F# Fighter Command. Accordingly two
Wings, Nos. '137 and 139 (3^ aircraft) bombed the storage site
at 0100 hours on the 3rd.

A few days later the Dutch Embassy protested to the Air
Ministry and the Foreign Office that a number of bombs had
fallen in a built-up area during this attack and a
number of Dutch people had been killed. The Frime Minister,

Mr. Churchill, demanded a thorough investigation of^the
affair and it transpired that the error was caused firstly
from a mistake in reading map co-ordinates by the o±iicer^
briefing one of the Wings and secondly to a misunderstanding
over target information on the night before the attack took

The Air Officer Commanding 2nd T.A.F.
ordered that medium bombers were in future not to make

attacks on targets in the Hague and an assurance 7/as given to
the Dutch Government that they would be consulted whenever
attacks were planned against Crossbow targets situated
built-up areas in Holland No further attacks against tne
Haagsche Bosch v/ere not made either by R.A.F. Fighter
Command or by 2nd T.A.F,

at onceplace

in

I

A.M. File

C.3381V47/I
Ends.155-176
and Ft.II
Encl.lA.

Ibid

This is not the place to assess the effectiveness of
coimtermoasures against Crossbow but it must be stated that
rail interdiction, night intruder sorties and the occasional
attacks on specific targets by 2nd T.A.F. must have

t  .

Report by Air
Defence Division increased the difficulties of the enemy in maintaining a
S.H.A.B.F. P«36 steady rate of fire,

sance were of such value as aircraft were over the firing

areas for too short a time nor did they ever report anything
which could definitely be associated v/ith the firing of
rockets or flying bombs.(1)

It is doubtful v^hether armed reconnais-

Attacks on special targets by 2nd T.A.Fo

Several raids against special targets took place during
See also Chi^.2, this period. Tv/o attacks v/ere made against the Gestapo

Headqiiarters sitiiated in a large villa at Dordrecht on 22
and 28 January.(2) The first attack made by No. I64 Squadron
met with failure although the pilots had claimed  a number of
direct hits. The second made by four Spitfires of No, 66
Squadron practically destroyed the building, A number of

44

and T.A.Fo Dally Log
Sheets No. 2k2.Z and
2i|63

(1) An analysis made by Air Defence Division S.H.A.E.P. of
the Allied air effort and the number of rockets fired
between 22 January and 26 J/Iaroh showed that whenever there

was an increase in the air effort against rocket instal-
(See Air Defencelations the rocket effort decreased.

Division S.H.A.E.F. Report p.57).

(2) This target was cleared for attack on 15 December, 1 9^j4-
by the Dutch Government, (see A.M, File 33814/47/1
Ends. 92A-96A.
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0Germans -were reported by the Dutch to have been killed.
On 22 Janmry Typhoons of No. 605 Squadron flev; to the
Gorinchem district and attacked a ship laid up in  a creek
near the River V*^aal v/hich was believed to be sheltering enemy
troopSe' Investigations by 2nd T.A.Fo Operational Research
Section showed that this information v/as entirely false.
The vessel had sustained two direct hits but was still sea-

wortfcy. Another misdirected attack took place on 28 January.
The target was the Kaastel de Rutterberg neai' Doom v/hich
was supposed to contain a Saboteur Training School.Cl) Two
squadrons (20 Spitfires) of No. 152 Wing made the attack and
severely damaged the building. In the coirrse of the opera
tion one aircraft was lost.' Subsequent information proved

that the building was never used as a training school but a
headquarters had closed dov/n there six weeks before the
attack took place.

No, 84 Croup 0,R,B,
App. No, 11,
Feb, 1945.

2nd T,A,F,- Daily Log
Sheet No, 2422

2nd T.A.F. O.R.S.
Report NO, 34 p.lO,

o2nd T.AoF.Daily Log
Sheet NO, 2463

2nd T.A.P.. O.R.S,
Report No, 34 p,I3,

Close Support to First Canadian Army 17 January -  7 February

Close support was on a small scale as there v/as little
ground activity on this part of the front during the period
under reviev/,

attacks on military headquarters,
a battalion headquarters at Randwijk near Amliem and a
regimental headquarters east of Nijmegen on the right bank of
the Rhine v/ere attacked by Spitfires of No, 125 Wing.
Direct liits were claimed on both buildings and this was con
firmed by tl:^ 49th British Division on whose front the head
quarters was situated.

The most frequent kind of operation v/as
On 22 January, for exampH^

2nd T.A.F, DaiJy
Log Sheet No.
2422 and No. 84

Group O.R.B,
Jan, 1945»

A final atten^/t to clear out the enemy from the
ICapellsche Veere, the island betv/een the Y/aal and the Maas,
where the enemy had established a bridge-head for some time,
began in the last v/eek of Januaiy*
Spitfires from No. 34 Group afforded close support on
28 January and 5 February and bombed positions in the Dussen-
Perenboom area,

sides of dykes and it was difficult to ascertain from the air
what damage had been done.

Two squadrons of

The enemy had dug himself into the reverse

2nd T.A.F, Daily
Log Sheets No.
2465 and 2490

Attacks on Naval Targets by 2nd T.A.F.

Another responsibility of 2nd T.A.F. was to conduct
offensive operations against the midget submarine bases on
the coast of north-west Holland.

16 Lancasters of Bomber Command had made (according to Dutch
reports) an extremely effective attack on the submarine base
at Poortershaven near Rotterdam,

out of the 11 U-boat pens were destroyed and that all the
U-boats inside v/ere damaged,
inflicted on German personnel in the vicinity,

however, the daily directive of 2nd T«A,F, contained the in
formation that the base was still in active use^

indicated that midget submarines v/ere being stored near
Maassluis on the estuary of the Lek near Rotterdam,

attack was made on the submarine sheds by Spitfires of
No. 152 Wing on 17 Januaiy and bombs v/ere reported to
have covered the target area.

On 29 December

It v/as stated that seven

Heavy casualties were
By 16 January

Reports

An

No, 84 Croup
O.R.H.

App. No. 11,
Feb. 1945o

,

2nd T.A.F,
O.R.B.

App, No. 66
Jan, 1945°

2nd T,A,F, Dally
Log Shoot NO, 2397

.7

(1) Headquarters, Tv/enty First Army Group liad asked for this
It "wastarget to be attacked as early as 28 November,

believed to be engaged in training saboteurs to
interfere with the use of Antv/erp port. (See File
2nd ToA,F./30450/l/0ps, Enel, i6A).'
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In the meantime No. 82|- Group kept watch on midget sub
marine activity with reconnaissances over the bases of
Poortershaven, Nieuwesluis and Helleuetsluis whenever there
v/as favourable weather. A second attack on the Maassluis

submarine pens, based on information from reconnaissances,
was made on 2A Januaiy, No, 152 Wing again claimed that
it had- caused severe damage. On 3 February Bomber Command
attacked the base at Poortershaven and TJ and E-boat pens at
IJmuiden further up the coast.

Ibid Sheet

No. 2449

AoMb War Room Summary
of Bomber Cmd. Ops.
Feb, 1945*

Operations of ZXIXth Tactical Air Command in 2nd T.A.E.

5
The XSIXth Tactical Air Command continued to operate

under -bhe general direction of 2nd T,AoEo after the battle
of the Ardennes,

General P. E, Nugent, had his main headquarters at I»iaastricht.
Pour Thunderbolt Groiips, together v/ith tr/o Reconnaissance
Groups, were-disposed on airfields at Le Culot and St, Trend,
The ijvio squadrons from No, 85 Group, which had moved into
the American sector during the battle of the Ardennes,
remained at Ophoven until the end of the month.

At this time its Comraander,

No. 132

Pile 2nd T.A.P,

30317/17/Ops.

Wing, which had been teirporarily attached to No, 83 Group
during this emergency, moved from Chievres to Gil^e Riejenin
the middle of Jamary, but it continued to operate under the
orders of No. 83 Group,

General Vandenberg decided that as the Ninth TJ.S, J\rmy
was not actively engaged in the battle for the time being,
he v/ould allow General Nugent to use no more than one
Thunderbolt and one Ldistang Group and assigned the remainder
of his aircraft to the IXth Tactical Air Command, The

I^ustangs, moreover, were
to the IXth Air Force medium bombers.

Group available to support the Ninth U,S, Army,
ing of this ordes:^ the Air Officer Oommanding-in-Chief,
2nd T.A.P, decided that the XXIXth Tactical Air Command

should not f3y escort duties without permission from him,
and he made it quite clear that the tasks of this Command
were two-fold; first to give cover to the Ninth U.S. Army
and second, to pro-vi.de immediate support to this force when
so required.

on}y to be used for escort duties
This left only one

On learn-

In an emergency 2nd T.A.P. would divert
mediv-Qn and fighter bombers should it be necessary,
arrarj^ement v/ith the IXth Air Force v/orked satisfactorily.
At the beginning of February the XXIXth Tactical Air Command
occupied the airfields of Asoh and Ophoven in preparation

for the coming Joint British — American offensive in the
Rhineland,

gave support to the British operations west of the river
Roer (Operation Blackcock) with attacks on the marshalling
yards at Rheydt and Grevenbroich.

This

In the meantime General Nugent's Thimderbolts

'Tc

Operations by the IXth Air Force against the German
withdrawal from the Ardennes Salient

The German withdrav/al v/as aided by poor weather', but
on 22 January the IXth Air Force was given a great oppor-
■fcunity to make harassing attacks, which resembled in
character the operations of 2nd T.A.F, over the Falaise -
Argentan gap on 18 Aijgust 1944. Pilots of Thunderbolts and
Mistangs recl<joned that there were concentrations ranging
from 1 00 to 500 vehicles on the roads leading into and away
from Pram north of the salient, Ikich congestion was
discovered at points further south, such as Vianden,
Bisenbaoh and Das'tog, I-fedium bombers assisted the fighter
bombers by attaclcing road and rail bridges at Bullay,
Sijnraern, Sinaig and Easburg. Other bombers visited the
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GS.H.A.E.P. (Air) marshalling yards of G-erolstein and Blankenheim*
Int«/Ops. Smim. of the day the IXth Air Force had flov/n a total of 1,56l sorties
No.98 Jan. 194-5 a-nd claimed to have destroyed over 1,500 vehicles of all

de scriptions●

By the end

Reasonable ^veather enabled the IXth Air Force to continue
the pursuit from 23 to 26 Janiiary.
Division spent the 25th attempting to destroy railv/ay bridges
and marshalling yards v/est of the Rhine^CO
day l/iarauders made an accirrate attack on the important rail
junction of Euskirchen*
bombers devoted their attention to enemy motor transport
travelling in the direction of the Rhine,
made these targets easy to identify.

The IXth Bombardment

On the folloY/ing

At the same time the fighter

Sno^w on the ground

Ibid Nos. 99
to 102 G

r

Bad T/eather v/ith snovi and sleet set in on the night
24/25 January and continued iintil the end of the month,
that time the Sixth S.S. Panzer Army had disengaged itself'
from the battle and T/as concentrating in the area of Bonn
prior to moving to the eastern front.(2)
1st S.S. Panzer Corps with the 1st and 12th S.S. Panzer
Divisions had assembled near the Rhine.
Rundstedt liad formed Panzer Schwerpunkt J at Koblenz composed
of the 2nd Panzer and Panzer Lehr Divisions,
on the river Mosel yjsls another concentration of armour ¥;hich
included the 2nd S.S. Panzer Corps, the 2nd and 9th S.S.
Panzer Divisions,
this point,
forward of the Eifel, but elements of 116th Panzer Division
■were withdravdng northwards and the only amour in the line
belonged to the 9th Panzer Division.

By

On 30 January

Field Marshal Von

South of Cochum

The 2nd Panzer Division v;as on its v^ay to
The Headquarters of Fifth Panzer Army "was still

A.H.B.6. Doc.
lage West
30 Jan. 194-5

Medium and fighter bombers of the IXth Air Force
continued to attack the road and rail transport of these
forces and bridges and communication centres.
General Vandenberg told the Air Commanders' Meeting tliat his
Air Force had completed the task of harassing the German
●withdrawal from the Ardennes,

On 8 FebriiaiyDoS.C./T.S.
100/9 Pt.4-
Encl.' 4-7A
part.13

(1) Spitfires of 2nd T.A.Fo escorted the U.Sd medii.-um bombers
occasionally during this period.

(2) In the middle of March it
the Hungarian sector.
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CMBTER 3

TliE ALIXSD ADVMOE TO THE RHINE

The Supreme Commander plan

During the period 8 February to 2A- March the Allied
Armies in north west Europe staged three offensives with the
object of expelling the enenor from west of the Ehine©
Coramander in Chief "West, Von Rundstedt, had at the end of
January, according to Allied estimates, about 80 divisions

on the \vestem front, not all of them, hov/ever, at full
strength*

increased by another 22 divisions should the Allied
offensives on the eastern front and in Italy prove
ineffectual*

The

It was believed that this force could be

Both the nature of the ground and the strong

D,S.C./T.S.100/
12

Ends*
and 61A

defences west of the Rhine favoured the enemy and he could
use his wealc divisions to the best advantage*

At the end of January General Eisenhower had at his
disposal 71 divisions for the forthcoming battle but some of

them had suffered heavy casualties in the fighting in the
central sector,(1) There was, therefore, no great disparity
between the apposing ground forces.
Allied Tactical and Strategic Air Forces have overwhelming

superiority. The policy for operations in this phase of the
cairpaign was that only one major offensive could be staged at
a time. This would enable the Allies to concentrate their

air and ground forces with the greatest possible strength.

The Supreme Comnander had divided his plan for^the^
advance up to and the subsequent crossing of the Rhine into
three phases, each of which would merge into one another.
They were as follows :~

Only in the air did the

The intention was to clear the enemy
from the area north of the Moselle and west of the Rhine,

The main operation, (Operations Veritable-Grenade) which
was to begin as soon as possible, was to be the responsi
bility of Twenty First Amy Group with the Ninth U.S,
Anry under its control. Its task was to seize the left
bank of the Rhine between Emmerich and Duisburg, The

First U.S, Amy "was to launch an attack to coincide with
this offensive and was to seize the area round the
River Erft north of Cologne with the object of securing
communications between Aachen and Munchen - Gladbach,
In the Ardennes sector the Third U,S, Amy was to con

tain the eneny and widen the breaches recently made in
the Western Wall, South of the Moselle the Sixth Amy

Groip, apart from inproving its ̂positions for the future
capture of the Saar, would remain on the defensive.

Twenty First Amy Group was to prepare
to cross the Rhine and seize an initial bridgehead

between Emmerich and Wesel,
Armies were to secure the communications of the Northern

Group of Armies by clearing out the remainder of the
enemy north of the Moselle (Operation Lumberjack),
The Sixth Amy Groip was to remain on the defensive

until operations north of the Moselle had been conpleted.
It vrauld then launch an offensive to clear the Saar and

advance to the Rhine (Operation Undertone),

Phase I,

Phase II,

The First and Third U.S,

See p,171

(1) He had requested an additional ten divisions for the
(See Chap. A, p* 114-)battle of the Rhine,
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The 'bridgehead across the Rhine north

of the Ruhr "was to "be widened until it was possible to
deploy within it the large stirring force necessary for
future operations towards the east*
the Ruhr and the Moselle would remain on the defensive

and south of the Moselle the Sixth Army Group was to
conplete its operations to secure the left bank of the
Rhine south of Prankfurt*

Phase III.

The front between

cr

See p. 173.

The first phase of the advance to the Rhine cr
Early Plans for Operation Veritable*
January '1945

December “

<7'
Once a stalemate had been forced upon him at Arnhem^

Field Marshal Montgomery had intended to consolidate on the

left bank of the Rhine as quickly as possible,
this operation was that Twenty First Army Group should drive
in a south easterly direction from the Nijmegen bridgehead and
captiire the ground enclosed by the Meuse and the Rhine,

reader will recall that the first attenpt to fulfil this plan
was made at the beginning of October 1944- (Operation Gatwick),
But an attack never materialised for the reason that all

resources of Twenty First Army Group had to be brought to bear
first, on clearing the approaches to the port of Antwerp, and
secondly, to relieve pressure on the Second British Army front
by pushing back the eneny forces which were still west of the
Meuse in the neighbourhood of Venlo,
pleted by the beginning of November and the second during the
early part of December,

The plan for

The

The first task was oom-

See Chap, 1
pp, 2-4,

The Coramander-in-Chief, Twenty First Army Group
appreciated at that stage that the time had come to continue
preparations for the clearing of the Rhineland,

become known as Operation ‘Valediction and was shortly to be
renamed Operation Veritable, Field Marshal Montgomery
expounded his plans to Air Marshal Coningham acconpanied by
the Deputy Senior Air Staff Officer, 2nd T.A.F. at a .
conference held at Main Headquarters T.venty First Army Group
on 9 December, The Field Marshal declared that there

two ways by which the war could be ended rapidly,
was the capture of the Ruhr, Germany*s remaining industrial

centre and the second way was to force the German Army into
mobile Virarfare*

This had

were
The first

This would handicap it severely because of

Polder S.A.S.O.
2nd T,A.F,

Operation
Veritable*

its shortage of fuel, transport and armoured fighting
vehicles. He enphaaised that it was important that the enemy
should be given no rest during the winter months,
the battle for the territory west of the Rhine would lead

naturally to the crossing of the Rhine in the coming

spring, The First Canadian Array was to be responsible
for the cperation and vras to advance to the line Orsoy - Venlo
(tov/ns on the Rhine and the Meuse respectively),
^proximate target date for the cperation was to be 1 January
and Field Marshal Montgomery described it as the ‘British

Enpire's contribution to the winter campaign*,
acconpanied by an American thrust towards the Rhine from the
River Roer*

Moreover,
up

The

It was to be

2nd T,A,P,
O.R.B.

^pu No, 1A
Dec, 1944

Planning conferences for Operation Veritable took place
during that week at the Main Headquarters of 2nd T,A, F, and

Twenty First Array Group* No, 84 Group, R.A,F,, -vrtiich normally

(1) Engineers reckoned that they vrould be unable to construct
temporary bridges across the Rhine before mid-March

because of the danger of drifting ice*
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and supported First Canadian Array operations was made responsible
for the air plan and on I7 Iteceniber a detailed discussion was
held between its Air Officer Coimnanding, Air Vice Marshal

Hudleston^ and representatives from First Canadian Army and

XXXth British Corps, which was to play a leading part in the
operation,

of strategic necessity the operation must go forv/ard even if
the weather V7as unfavourable for air si^port.

Commander of XXXth British Coips, General Horrocks, believed
that his chances of success would be increased by 'fifty per

cent* if air operations were practicable at the start of the
operation.

The Army made it clear from start that because

But the

Folder S,A,S,0,
2nd T„A.Fo

Operation
Veritable.

,

D
The main features of the air plan were that heayy

bombers were to be used before D Day to knock out the Wesel

bridges which were the main artery feeding the battle area
from east of the Rhine,
concentration areas of Goch and Cleve behind the Siegfried

Line together with Emmerich on the Rhine on the night befo2?e

the operation was launched

bomber attack was requested to neutralise the Siegfiued Line
defences,

high ground at Hoch Elten, east of the Rhine near Emmerich,
used as an artillery observation post, was turned down as the
R, A,F, e3q)lained that it could not meet the requirement in
full.

They were also to attack the

On D Day a heavy or medium

A request for aircraft to drop smoke bombs on the

Folder S,A,S.O,

2nd T.A.F,

Operation
Veritable,

Considerable discussion arose over the Napalm or fire

bombC'l) which the Amy wanted to see used by the R, A,F.
Tliey refused to take into consideration the technical dis

advantages which were explained to them by Air Force
Officers, The IXth Air Force had used this bomb in recent

operations on the Continent but the R. A,F, had not been

favourably inpressed with the results,
YTeapon could only be used by American aircraft and at a time

viien they would be heavily committed with operations on their

Apart from the last two requests Air Vice

Furthermore this

own front.

Marshal Hudleston agreed with the Anry*s demands.

Von Rundstedt*s offensive began on the day of this con

ference and all plans for Veritable had to be shelved for the
time being. The XXXth British Corps became Field Marshal

Montgomery*s strategic reserve and certain of its divisions
were soon involved in the Ardennes battle. By the end of

January the situation in the west was very much more favour
able to the Allies than it was in early Deceraber, The

defeat of his armoured force west of the Rlaine coupled with

the Russian threat from the east reduced the enemy’s strength

in the western front. However, the First Parachute Amy^
the principal unit in the northern sector, had not yet been
involved in any major action and was still fresh and of good
morale.

See Chap, 3
71.P*

The Final Ground and Air Plan for Operations Veritable-
Grenade

In view of the conparative success of the First and

Third U,S, Ajrmies in the Ardennes the Supreme Commander was

undecided whether he should allow these operations to become

the major effort in the west, or whether he should abide by

his original plan, revert to the defeiisive on that front
and order the Twenty First Amy Group to go ahead with its

(1) V/ing tanks which could be dropped at a low level on a
ground target.
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operations to close the Rhine north of the Rulir,

decided to con^romise,
issued to the Amy G-roi;jp Commanders.
Eisenhower stressed the importance of recovering the
initiative hy laimching offensives north of the River Moselle.
The Northern G-roup of Armies with the Ninth TJ.S. Army under

its command was to complete preparations (interrupted hy the
sudden German counter attack) for closing to the Rhine north
of Dusseldorfe But these operations (to he controlled hy
Twenty First Army Groip) were not to prejudice
Gteneral Bradley*s attacks in the Ardennes,
situation in this sector continue to he favourable to the

Allies the Twelfth Army Group vras to breach the Siegfried
Line and advance on the Axis Prum-Euskirchen.

Some of the Commanders -vriao attended the daily meetings
of the Supreme Commander at his Headquarters, including his

Deputy, General Spaatz, and the Deputy Chief of Staff,
^neral Morgan, were in favour of early and vigorous action
in sectors other than the Ardennes. They held that once the

Aimes had probed and discovered a weak spot armoured

divisions could be used to exploit the breach. They
believed that instant action was required to offset the great
Russian advance on the eastern, front ij^iich had begun in the

second week of January. Moreover, it was essential that the
Allied Expeditionary Force should hold the left bank of the
Rhine from iif;here crossings v«rould later be made north of the
Ruhr.

Instead he

On 18 January a. new directive was
In it General

Should thersc/TS 100/12
Pt, 2 Enel. 5OA

S.H.A.E.F. (Air)
Hist. Record

and Diary
App, 1U
January 1 9A5»

By the end of January the Supreme Commander was more in
favour of concentrating the bulk of the Allied Expeditionary
Force on an offensive in the northern sector and at last

recognized the importance of gaining the left bank of the
^ quickly as possible so as to follow up the German

"the eneny had extricated the
bixth b.S, Panzer Army from the fighting and the Fifth Panzer
Aray w^ being pressed back across the River I^yll. In a new

^rective issued on 1 February General Eisenhower stated that
Operations Veritable and Grenade were to take place at the
earliest

DSC/TS. 100/12
Pt. 2 Enel. 59A.

4. ^P^^^^uity. Operation Veritable was to be launched
® February and Operation Grenade no later than

A  February. ̂ The modified directive effected the Twelfth
Amy Group, in^that while its effort to seize the Roer Dams
(,an cperation interrupted by Van Rundstedt*s attack) was to
continue, the offensive in the Ardennes was to be reduced to
an "aggressive defensive".

„  Marshal Montgomery issued a new directive to the

Twenty First Army Groip on 21 January. After describing the
plight of the eneny he defined the task of the British and

.toerioan Armies under his control. In general this was to
^  ̂ enemy from west of the Rhine from the forw^ard

positions near Nijmegen to the line Julioh - Dusseldorf,

^terw^ds they v/ere to cross the Rhine and engage the eneny
™ the plains of northern Germany. In

aetaii -cne First Canadian and the Ninth U.S. Armies were to
make converging attacks,
attack towards the
Rhine.

drive the

Tlie First Canadian Amy was to

^  south-west with its left flank on the
The Ninth U.s. Amy was to attack north-eastwards

through Julich and Dusseldorf.
The Second British Amy was to cross the Meuse at Venlo and
advance in the y^ake of these attacks. Before the Sipreme
Commander had amended the target dates of these operations.

Field ̂ sh^ Montgomery had intended that Operation
Veritable should begin on 8 T?ebruary and Operation Grenade

Ibid
End, 56A.
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The Air
to control the

at the earliest possible date, after the 15tho

Officer Cominanding-in-Chief, 2nd T.A,E« vvtw'i
supporting operations of the 2nd T.A^P. and the XXX^^"cn
Tactical Air Coinmand*

TTas

On 24 January, three days after the ̂ Commander-xn- ,
Tvrenty First Army Air Group had issued his directive

Operation Veritable - Grenade, a conference 7^^ he ^ ®
Main Headquarters of First Canadian Army No, 84 ° .
discuss the air effort in support of Operation Veri a  ejm
the light of the new situation in the west. Attend!^
the Senior Air Staff Officer, No, 84 Group, Air Comnoaore
T,N, McEvoy and the Chief of Staff, First Canadian Array,
In general the ground and air plans did not differ in co^
plexion from the ones discussed early in December,
the air point of view the weather was, of course,  s i  a
predominant factor but the Commander XXXth British orps
agreed to posi^one the operation up to twenty hours
should it be unfavourable for flying, Ihe conference
decided that a tv/enty four hour vreather forecast

telephoned to the Headquarters of XXXth Coi:p>s by '
on D Day minus one. Referring to the Napalm bomb e
Senior Air Staff Officer, No, 84 Group, said that  1 wou

but that the M?onot be available for the operation

3
No, 84 Grovsp
O.R. B,

App, No, 19
Feb● 1945 ●

incendiary bomb was effective against houses and open
enplacements. During the remainder of the conference,
targets for heavy and fighter bombers were discusse ,
On 27 January a final conference on the air plar.

attended by representa-
Twenty First

gun

v/as held

No, 84 GroTJ^ Main Headquarters and
tives from S ir Force,

at

,H,A.E,F the Vlllth A
Amy Group and First Canadian Amy,

●»

to be fought was
to theReference

The terrain over which the battle was

far from ideal for military operations, ^ ^ m
map will show that north of Duisburg the Rhine and Meu
pursue, to being with, almost parallel courses an gra u ^ y
converge towards each other until the Meuse is only six mi e
south of Nijmegen, The Rhine at this point becomes e
Waal on entering Dutch territoiy. A third river,  e lers
fl07/s parallel with the Maas and joins it at Genny,
Trest of Nijmegen, The Allied front line follovred the
as far as Cuyk (south of Nijmegen) and then STTung across e
high-lying, wooded ground north of the Reichwald
met the Waal about three miles south of Nijmegen, The cnie

the Reichwald

south

topographical feature in the distidct v,ras
Forest 7/hioh dominated the area vriiile the strongly forti 1
high ground known as the Nutterden and Materboin features
lay west of Cleve, ElseTihere the ground was low-ly^ng an
subject to flooding from the Meuse and Rhine, The water
had receded after floods in December and had left the ground

further floods on

9

in a sodden state, cause
the Rhine by blovring the winter dykes

The eneny could

The German defences were constructed in great depth in
The first was a series of outposts west of

Behind
three zones,
the Reichwald Forest linked by an anti-tank ditch,
it v/as the northern extremity of the Siegfried Line which

 south from the village of Kranenburg along the end of
the Reichwald to Goch (itself well fortified) and thence to
Geldem from v^ere it could dominate the Meuse valley*

were a series of trench systems which hadMost inportant
been constructed on the high ground near Materbom.
the winter a third line had been made from a point on the
Rhine opposite Rees which stretched to Geldem and farther

This defensive system was known as the Hoohwald

Durin

south,

g

layback*®
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The enciny was ̂ 7Qli served "by communications,
the Rhine there was the railway network radiating from the
large junctions of Munster and Rheine.
bridges crossed the Rhine at Wosol and there
ferries on the stretch of the river between Emmerich and
Wesel.

Duisburg. . ¥est of the Rhino class A1 roads linked the
administrative centres of Goch and Geldorn.

cant was the proximity of the Ruhr industrial area mth its
marshalling yards and supply depots,
from the Cologne area through suGh centres as Grcvenbroich
and Hohenbudberg.

The eneiry’s grouna forces were under command of
General Blaskovitz who had available for action the TiTenty

Fifth Ariyy based largely in south west Holland, and the First
Parachute Amcr centred around Emmerich,
district was controlled by the 84th Inf antry Division.

East of

Road and railway
7/ere three

Further to the south the Rliinc v;as bridged at

Most signifi-

Railways ran north

The Reichvmld

Paper G.S,l(a)
Main HQ,

21st Amy Group

fi ..

The plan for the Allied ground forces were briefly as

The XXXth British Corps was to begin the attack
at 1030 hours on 8 February enploying five divisions.
Before they moved forward one thousand guns were to put down

a heavy barrage on eneny positions,
had been achieved the Ilnd Canadian Corps was to join the
battle and take over the left hand sector,

operation was designed to take place in three phases.
The first was the clearing of the Reichwald Forest and an
advance

follows.

Once a break through

The Yiiole

Cleveup to the line Gennep - ̂ perden -
the main German defensive line
south east of the Reichwald.

the towns of Weeze, Udem, Calcar and the ground on the south
bank of the Rhine opposite Emmerich. Finally the Army was
to breaJc' into the Hochwald ’layback* and advance to the line
Geldem ~ Xanten.

Secondly,
to be breached east and.was

This included the capture of

No, 84 Group was to co-ordinate all air support for
Operation Veritable and the resources of Nos. 83 and 2 Groups

were also available. The final operation order of No, 84
Group was issued on the afternoon of 6 February.  A Typhoon

Wing of No, 83 Group was to operate under No, 84 Group for
period of five days or longer should the situation demand it.
But in^goneral No. 83 Group was to conplete the more distant
isolation of the battle field allowing No. 84 Group to brdng
close support to the First Canadian Amy*

available for the operation were R. A.P* Bomber Command and
the VIIIth and IXth Air Forces.

a

Other forces

Operation
Veritable
Air Plan,

29 Jan, 1945

No. 84 Gp.
O.R.B.

App. No, 19
Feb. 1945*

Both Nos, 83 and 84 Groups
was intended that No, 83 Group should bear the brunt of
fighter eperations in order to allow No. 84 Group to con
centrate on the battle. Air cover was

shape with offensive patrols and attacks on G.A.P.
Reconnaissance tasks were to be the responsibility of No, 84

Groyxp but would be augmented by No, 83 Group, if necessary.

to provide cover but itvrere

to take an aggressive
airfields.

pie pre-arranged support programme was divided into
targets vrtiich were either within or outside the resources of

the two conposite groups. Broadly speaking the support
offered by fighter bombers before D Day was firstly, the

isola^on of the battlefield and secondly pre-arranged Amy
airport tasks such as attacks on headquarters. It was
fortoate that the former task coincided with the current

2nd T.A.P. intercaction plan and did not involve shifting
the weight of air attaol^ to a new area and so arouse

suspicions in the eneny«s mind, The railway lines running

north and south through Geldem, Venlo and Wesel were
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especially singled out for attack so as to hinder the move
ment of enemy reinforcements and supplies»

plans for the Strategic Air Forces had as their primary
object the attack of oil and communication targets in the
Ruhr and this had no little effect on the battle area

immediately.'v?est of the Rhine®
were to be struck by heavy or medium bombers were the two
Wesel biTidges, ammunition dun5>s at IXilmen, Xanten and Greven
and the oil mill at Heiden east of Emmerich*

At the same tim

Nearer targets wiiich'

e

heavy bombers v/ere to
Light bombers were to

On the night of D Day. minus . one
attack Cleve, Goch and Emmerich,
harass the towns of Weeze, Udem and Calcar throughout the
night. .

On D Day the most pressing task for the Ain Forces was
the dest3Tuction and demoralisation of the enemy in the

strongly held Nutterden and Materbom features. It was
obvious that these defences could be neutralised by heavy air

bombardment but the Army wanted its mechanised forces to make

a rapid break through after the initial attack. This vrould
be in^ossible if all the roads were cratered and  a coirpromise
had to be made between air and ground forces. The XXXth

British Corps Commander accepted shallow cratering of the
Materbom feature -wiiere he had a choice of roads. ̂  Medium
bombers were allocated.for this task. No cratering 'was

permitted on the Nutterden feature and the majority of
targets here were to be attacked by fighter bombers.
However, medium bombers using air burst bombs were to strike
at enemy troops moving back to this area and they were to be
followed by fighter bomber attacks i^idch were to continue
until the arrival of the ground forces.

The remaining requirements for pre-arranged air support
on D Day were in the following order of priority,

(a) The isolation of the battle field,
continued after D Day both by day and by night

This was to be

This was to
(b) The silencing of enemy artillery,
involve a big artilleiy reconnaissance effort from D Day
to D Day plus two.

ammunition reserves in(c) The destruction of enemy
the vicinity of the battle area,

(d) The destruction of important enemy headquarters.

Immediate sipport was to be provided by a
one Wing of Typhoons controlled by a Forward Control Post^
located in the vicinity of the Headquarters of XXXth British

Corps. Each of the assaulting divisions was to be equipped
with a contact car and R, A.P. pilots irfio had completed their

operational toiar of duty were to be employed as controllers.
After a breaic through, when a division might be outsiclB the
effective range of the Forw^ard Control Post, the contact car
would assume control over the * cab-rank*

also talcen to maintain the weight of air support in the likely
event of bad weather* A Mobile Radar Control Post

(S.C,R,584) had recently arrived in the British sector and
to be held in readiness near the Forward Control Post to

guide fighter bombers on to their targets.

»cab-rank* of

Measures were

was
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The Air Plan for Operation Grenade C
The Jdr Officer Coiranancling in Chief, 2nd T.A.P,

delegated the planning and execution of the air effort in

support of Operation Grenade to General Nugent, Coinmanding
General, XXIXth, Tactical Air Command,
was contrived of i^ich the following were the main features.
Air supremacy over the Ninth U.S. Army was to be maintained
by a series of heavy and medium bomber attacks against G. A,P.
airfields; fighter bombers of 2nd T. A,P, and IXth Air Porce
were to strafe aircraft on the ground,
battlefield 7/as to be isolated by destroying the Elaine
bridges between Wesel and Bom.
between the Rivers Roer and Rhine was to be cut so as to

An elaborate air plan

Secondly, the

The rail and road netv/ork

File

2nd TAP/3031/
73/Ops,
End, 2A

prevent the flow of reinforcements and supplies into the
battle zone. The usual close support to the Ninth Army
would be given by the XXIXth Tactical Air Command,

for a heavy bomber attack on the east bank of the Roer, vhich
was the first objective of the Ninth U,S, Army, were
abandoned after it had been decided that the best time to

Plans

cross the river was just before dawn,
sufficient artillery had been assembled in the area for
counter battery fire.

Furthermore

Assembly of ground forces and the deception plan
for Operation Veritable

In the meantime the troops due to take part in the
operation were being assembled in the Nijmegen area. This

was in itself an involved and complicated movement. The
XXXth British Corps disengaged itself from the Ardennes
battle and troops from Xllth British Corps were extricated

from the Heinsburg salient, where they had been taking part
in Operation Blackcock, The concentration area was

extremely limited for topographical reasons, in addition to
T'^ch it was very close to the front. There were only two

bridges across the Maas, at Grave and at Mook, ̂ diere the
divisions could pass into the concentration area, and these
points became a congested bottleneck, A.dded to this the
thaw had turned the roads into deep mud and slush only to be
aggravated by the flow of heavy transport along them.

Fortunately the Belgian railv^ays were by then in a
serviceable state. During February 343?800 tons were off
loaded at Canadian Amy road heads and 44-6 good trains moved

up stores to railheads, some of v^ich were in close proximity

to the front line. In spite of the difficulties of weather
and terrain everything vms ready by the target date set for
the operat.lon.

See Chap, 4
po 131.

AH.B.6

Trans, Diary
of Luftwaffe
Command West

Ops, and

Report No, 185
Hist, Sect,
Canadian

Mil, HQ,

pp, 22-23.

Vfliile all these preparations were in progress an
elaborate deception plan was put into being so^as to deceive
the enemy as to the exact object of the offensive, it was
hoped that he would be led to conclude that a push across the

Maas Was imminent north of Nijmegen,

a-n the last chapter. No, Group played an iii^ortant part in
this scheme with its attacks on bridges and the cutting of

railway leading into north west Holland, But despite the

fact that their Arado 234»s were fljdng almiost daily over the
British sector, the German Supreme Comjnand did not entertain

suspicions of a push southwards from Nijmegen, but
believed that the main attack would be directed either from
venlo

As mentioned already

or from the Roer valley.
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Disposition of 2nd T,A«F, for Operation Veritable

On the eve of the "battle Noo 84 Group 'was composed of
five Typhoon rocket-projectile, four Typhoon bomber
squadrons, fourteen Spitfire fighter and three Spitfire and
Mustang reconnaissance squadrons. They operated from air
fields at Gilze Eiejen, Woensdrecht, Mill and Schijndel in
Holland. No, I3I Wing (Typhoons) stationed at Grimberghen
near Antwerp, the most distant airfield from the front, was
to operate daily from Schijndel for the period of the battle.
The Main Headquarters of the Group was located at Goirle
near the town of Tilburg. - The Group Control Centre was at
Tumhout north east of Antwerp,

At this time No. 83 Group was coiiposed of twelve
Typhoon, thirteen Spitfires, five Tenpest and three
reconnaissance squadrons. They flew from airfields occupied
throughout the v/inter at Eindhoven, Heesch, Brussels, -
Evere, Volkel and Helmond, The Main Headquarters of No, 83

Group was still at Eindhoven and the Group Control Centre at
Erp, Holland,

By 20 January a detachment of No, 6lb Squadron flying
Meteors III had arrived on the continent and was stationed

.. at Brussels/i/Ielsbroek, The remainder of the squadrons did
not cross over to the continent until the first week of ̂ ril

for the reason that the Meteor had been equipped vd.th the
B230 engine which had a poor rate of climb and was limited
in endurance when compared v/ith the eneiry's Me,262,
Air Marshal Coningham considered, therefore, that there were
obvious disadvantages in maintaining these aircraft close to
the front line and decided that as soon as the squadron had

been equipped with Rolls Royce Derwent (B37) engines it
should be used in an interceptor role over Allie<3. ter*ritory.
Meantime pilots of No, 616 Squadron were trained in photo
reconnaissance tasks and it was not until the end of the

caiipaign that the Meteors were eirployed on armed reconnais
sances and offensive fighter cperations,(1)

)

2nd T,A.P,
Orders of
Battle for

Feb , 1 943

3

S.H.AoE.F, (Air
Hist. Record

and Diary

App. 11A
Jan, 1943«

rsc/T,s.ioo
Ft, 9 Ends,
61A - 65A.

2nd T. AoP.
O.R. B.
App, No, 12
Mar. 1943.
See Chap, 7

229.Po

Tne state of the G. A.E, on the western front
in February 1943

Tliroughout the ensuing battle the G,A.P. interfered
Tnis was largely owing to theonly on a very small scale,

transfer of units eastwards to meet the Russian threat and

secondly to the drastic fuel economy measures which were

inposed on air operations in the west at this time. Moves
of fighter and ground attack Geschwaders began soon after the
start of the Russian offensive on 12 January, It is
reckoned t|rat about 700 aircraft were transferred from west
to east. Thus the strength of Luftwaffe Command west was
reduced by about one half bringing it to the same position as
in October The only dangerous element in the enemy's
air resources in the west was his jet aircraft. It has

already been seen how this threat was to a large extent

nullified by the continuous British fighter and fighter-
bomber offensive against G,A.F. bases north of the Ruhr,

Based on
Infonnation
from

A, H,B,6
Translated
Documents,

(1) Meteors flew their first sorties on armed reconnaissance
16 April 1943oon
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COn 5 PelDruary Jagdlcorps II, the German fighter command in
the west, ordered that fighter operations must he cut down to
the minimum hecause of the fuel shortage^ Even sorties by
jet fighter-bombers had to be reducedo . commanders were

. instmicted by OoK.W. to reduce their demands for close
supporto 0)

Rise and Rail
of the G.A.P.

(A.C.A,S.(1))
p. 38*1«

Preparatory air operations by Tectical and
Strategic Air Forces to Operation Veritable 2 - 7/8 Pebruary

On 2 and 3 Pebruary No, 84 Group was en^loyed on the
cover plan for Operation Veritable,
the headquarters of 6 Parachute Division at Gameren near
Zaltbommel,

On the 2nd it attac

On the 3rd Spitfires of No. 329 Squadron bo

2nd T.A,P,

Daily Log
Sheet No,

2481, 2491.

ked r
mbed

the headquarters of LXXXVIII Corps then located in a villa
about a mile north east of Utrecht, Two hits and three near

On 6 Pebruary, a clear day, a bigIbid
Sheets Nos,

2301-2508.

misses were claimed,

effort VTas made by both Nos, 83 and 84 Groups against rail
communications leading into Holland and in the Mrmster-Rheine
district.

Mitchell bombers of No, 2 Group also took part in these
On 3 and 6 Pebruary unsuccessful attackscover operations,

were made against the railway bridges across the Ijssel at
Deventer and Zutphen and the aircrai’t encountered intense
flak,

for Veritable 'VThen 60 Mitchells were dispatched to bomb the
oil mill at Heiden, about 18 miles east of Emmerich,
bombing was accurate and a reconnaissance aircraft which flew
over the target area an hour later reported that the mill was
still on fire.

On 2 Pebruary a start was made on pre-D Day targets

The

Two attacks by No. 2 Groi:p were made on the

No. 2 Groip
O.R.B.

Peb, 1945.

petrol, oil and lubricant depot at Emraericdi on  4 J^d
6 Pebruary in place of heavy bombers,
abortive because of poor weather but the second time many
bombs were dropped in the target area,
continued to isolate the battlefield by harassing communica
tions leading to it from the Cologne district.

The first attempt wa

At night Mosquitoes

s

On 1 Pebruary heavy bombers of the VHIth Air Force made

their first attenpt to destroy the road and rail bridges at
Wesel,

road bridge dropping 3'15 (short) tons of H.E. around it.
The railv/ay bridge v/as bombed with 66 tons but was undamaged,

R. AoPc Bomber Command entered the battle at 2200 hours

on the night of 7/8 February vrtien it attacked the town of
Goch and Cleve with 769 aircraft,

aircrews to bomb their targets from 3^000 feet, where they
were below the cloud, as both targets wrere well marked,
total of 1,870 tons of high explosive was drcpped,
and centre areas of Cleve vrere severely damaged;
tions and roads suffered hea^;y damage in Goch,

fighters appeared on the scene just after the attack had ended
and pursued the Goch force over Allied territory as far as
Brussels,

later that night R,A,P, Bomber Command made a further attenpt
to disrupt repair work on the Dortmund-Ems Canal at Ladbergen
but all bombs missed the target.

The Por*tresses and Liberators concentrated on the

Master bombers ordered

A
The south

defence posi-
German night

Two Lancasters were shot down# About two hours

VIIIth AoP,

Monthly
Summary of
C^s. Peb, 1945.

Bomber Command

Night Raid

Report No, 832,

See Chap, 6
p, 184.

R, A.P, Bomber Command had intended making a repeat attack
on Goch but despite the fact that the Amy v/as entirely satis
fied with the results the Commander in Chief Bomber Command

(i) Dispositions of the G,A.F, on 6 Pebruary may be seen on

a captured situation map re-produced as Map No, 22,
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stated that the tomi would he homhed unless adequate reasons
At the AirTi/ere produced for the attach to he cancelled,

Coirananders Meeting on the 8th the Deputy Supreme Commander
reminded his colleagues that Bomher Command had recently

heen conpjlaining of a shortage of homhs and ordered that a
second attack should not he made.

D,S.C./T.S,100/9
Pt, 4 End. 47A
Para, 11 „

Operating under the orders of No, 2 Group, 93 Halifaxes

and Stii'lings of No, 38 Group homhed enemy billeting areas

at Calcar,- Udem and Weeze, all l3dng to the south of Bomher
Command’s targets,
hours to 25 minutes after midnight on the night of the 7/8th,
One Halifax was forced down with engine trouble near Lille,

Tliese operations continued from 2330

The First phase, of Operation Veritable Air^Ground Operations,

8 February

The infantry began to advance at 1030 hours after an
intensive artillery bombardment had silenced the enemy's guns.

But a good deal of opposition was encountered and progress
was slowed down by minefields and floods,
hours and nightfall the floods north of the Cleve-Nijmegen
road had risen 18 inches.

Betvreen I3OO

Spitfires and Mustangs of 2nd T,AF, on tactical
reconnaissance were the first aircraft airborne in the

The weather wasoperation shortly before O8OO hours,
promising in the early morning but quiokly deteriorated

and low lying patchy cloud gathered over the Rhineland,

No, 84 Groip supported by No, 121 Wing (Typhoons) of No. 85
Group began its ■ore-arranged support shortly after 0820
hours ●
ICranenburg but it v;as not attacked because of low cloud.
No, 2 Group bombed it later that morning using navigational
aids,
Millingen on the Rhine south east of Nijmegen T^iich had been
converted into a strongpoint,
emergency wooden bridge built by the enemy across the Ijssel
at Doesburg some miles north-east of Arnhem,
west Spitfires bombed the headquarters of I03I Grenadier
Regiment (84 Division) at Tuthees south of Afferden but it
was later discovered that the building was not hit,
ammunition dunp and shell factory supposed to be situated
just noi*th of Goch were bombed by Spitfires,
later found to be no target of military iirportance in the
vicinity.

The primary target was an ammunition dump at

In its place the Typhoons set on fire the village of

Typhoons also set on fire an

To the south

An

There was

Ibid
Sheets N

2514 - 2523
and No, 84 Group
O.R.B. ^

8 Feb, 1945^

os.

Ibid
Sheet Nos
2518 - 2519

N

2nd
0.R,S,
Report No, 28,

One of the principal fighter bomber tasks for D Day was
the cutting of military telephonic communications between
Holland and Ge2miany, Intelligence believed that the main
telephone exchange system for the First Parachute Army was at
Terborg north of Emmerich. No, 83 Gro-up was detailed to make
the attack and over 100 rockets were fired by Typhoons
against the building. The extent of the damage was later
revealed by members of the local Dutch resistance group and
by the 2nd T,A,F. Operational Research Section, The
exchange was housed partly above and partly below ground.
The first floor vras almost entirely ruined but the enemy
was able to inprovise and carry on. In another house the
teleprinter room was destroyed. The same aircraft also hit
the adjacent headquarters of General Windig, the Commander of
Artillery, First Parachute Anry,(l) The general himself

T,a.F
0.R,S, “

Report No,
PP» 6-8,

28

(1) Photographs of the damage caused to the buildings will
be found at Appendix No, b.

DS
(155)
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died shoirtly afteiTvards as a result of his vrounds.
Wing claimed to have attacked and set on fire a headquarters
in the castle of Huis Wisch near Terhorg^
civilians later declared that no such attack on this huilding
took place that month.

Wo. 121

However,

Typhoon squadrons of No. 84 Group which attacked two
other telephone communication centres were less successful.
This was due in the first place to the TTrong pin point map
reference "being given "by the Dutch Resistance,
were at Arnhem and Zevenaar a few miles to the east of the

Low cloud also helped to frustrate the cpera-
Parther afield Typhoons and Spitfires on armed

reconnaissance cut railways and strafed rail traffic east of
the Rhine and in the Zwolle-Groningen district.
Group claimed to have cut the main line between Emmerich and
Wesel,

The targets

former town,
tion.

No. 84

Ibid.

The PozTiTard Control Post vras hardly used for close
sT^port operations because of the low cloud and for the first

time on No. 84 Group front, the Mobile Radar Control Post
went into action,

villages of Mehr and Niel on the Canadian aocis of advance

from a height of 10,000 feet guided by the Mobile Radar
Control Post (M.R.C.P. )

During the afternoon Typhoons bombed the2nd T.A.P.

Daily Log
Sheet No. 2321«

As the afternoon wore on there was a slight inprovement
in the weather,

sing the arrival of energy reinforcements from the south east.
The villages of Zi^fflich, Mehr and Niel came under attack.
Cratering v/ould not be accepted by the Army in this area.
Investigations showed that a number of bombs fell in the

target area and may v/ell have caused some delay and confusion.
Another inportant target attacked by Spitfires of No, 66

Squadron at that time was the 84th Divisional Headquarters and
a nearby ammunition duiip at Asperden, north of Goch.

ammunition dunp v;as, however, unscathed and very little
damage was done to the headquarters.

The air effort was then directed to haras-

The

2nd T.A.P.
O.R.S.

Report No. 28
p* 5o

2nd T.A.P.
O.R.S.

Report No, 28,

The ground forces were due to reach the Nutterden feature

late in the afternoon and they were to have been preceded by
an American medium bomber attack,

weather this operation was put forward to the morning and the
enej^ was thereby given some respite before closing with the
Allied infantry.

But in view of the bad

The ground forces were also delayed by the
minefields and the soggy condition of the ground. The IXth
Bombardnent Division had planned to use navigational aids but
the Oboe chain did not function and not more than one of the
seven missions against the Nutterden and Materborn features
was effective. The attack took place at 1100 hours. Atrijid pp. 2 - 4«

Group sent fighter bombers to bomb these
defended localities directed by the Mobile Radar Control Post.
A number of 500 pound bombs were dropped. The enemy had

umed houses into strong points and incendiary bombs might
niade the attack more effective. Air attacks on the

jNutterden feature continued from I63O hours until nightfall.

The
reconnaissance programme which was such an

i^ortant featu^ of the air plan had to be abandoned because
01 tne poor visibility. Tactical reconnaissances, hov/ever,
revealed that the eneniy was moving up his reserve from south
east of Geldern. a total of 102 reconnaissances were flovwi

by 2nd T.A.P. that day.

No, 84 Group
O.R.B.

8 Peb. 1945.
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Sorties flown "by the two Con^josite G-roiips on fighter
cover over the Reichwald district were uneventful.

G«A,E, did not attenpt to come to the assistance of their
comrades on the ground.

The

By night fall British troops had captured Wyner and
Kranenhurg but the Materbom and Nutterden features had not
yet been taken. At least the Germans had been driven out

of the positions they had occupied throughout the vnjiter and
about 1,200 prisoners had been talcen.
sorties were flo?/n by 2nd T.A.E, of 7,diich 547 were pre-
ai’ranged. The IXth Air Force had flown about 167 sorties

in support of Veritable, Although the air effort would have
been far more effective had the v/eather been more favourable,

the attacks against headquarters, communications and reserves
ensured the success of the first day*s operations.

Throughout the night Mosquitoes of No, 2 Group harassed road
and rail movement east and west of the Rhine,

A total of 1,201

2nd T. A,P.

Daily Log
Sheet No. 2524.

i
Air-Ground operations 9"*^ 4 February

On 9 February operations in the air were further
restricted by low cloud and rain vriiich lasted until the

afternoon. By the evening the Materbom and Nutterden

features had been captured, Canadian troops advancing north

of the Cleve-Nijmegen road in anphibious vehicles had
British troops were making

Water v/as rising on
occupied Millingen and Mehr
their v^ay through the ReichT/ald Forest,

the Nijmegen-Kranenburg road and evearywhere travel on the
ground became increasingly difficult.

It was the intention of No, 84 Group to prevent the

enemy from reinforcing his forward troops from the south
east,

fighter bombers to attack rail transport and locomotives in
No, 83 Group flew sorties

But not until the late afternoon was it possible for

the Krefeld-Geldem-Wesel area,

No, S4 Group
0.R.B,

peb. 1945.
well to the east of the Rhine and claimed to have destroyed

bridge with rockets at Schermbeck due east of Wesel,

No, 2 Group was also ordered to delay movement to the front.
It bombed the Rhineland towns of Geldem and Rheinberg in

10/l Oths cloud. Cover was provided by Nos, 85 and 84 Group

Spitfires,

a

Close support sorties were flown betvreen I5OO and I7OO

hours and Spitfires and Typhoons operating under the Mobile
Radar Control Post bombed Goch, Calcar, Moyland and Till, the

later two places being south east of Gleve, No, 193

Squadron attacked the headquarters of the First Parachute
Anry at Dinsperlo north of Eirmerich# Part of the building

claimed to have been conpletely destroyed.was

2nd T.A.Fo

Daily Log

Sheet Nos. 2528,

\

For the following three days (10-12 February) the object
of 2nd T.A.F. operations was still to isolate the battlefield

rather than to give close siipport,

swiftly to the British advaiice and had already moved up
116 Paaizer division and I5 Panzer Grenadier division from the

Tlie poor weather made close si:pport prohibi-
Movement was attacked both east and vrest

The enemy had reacted

Cologne area,
tive in any case,

No, 84 Group
O.R.B. 10-12

Feb, 1945.
of the Rhine,

flovfli.

Munster and Paderborn

to stop and take cover on the approach of British aii^
A total of 22 locomotives were claimed as destroyed

a large number of goods wagons.

On the 11th, 425 armed reconnaissances were

Fighters and fighter bombers ranged as far east as
East of Cleve a motor convoy was

seen

craft,

and 71 damaged together with

2nd T.A.F,

Daily Log

Sheet

Nos, 2533-2547
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The majority of these claims came from No. 83 Group. (*^)
two days 49 rail cuts had been made round the battle area and
a number of railway stations had been attacked.

In

Pre-arranged attacks were made against headquarters and
On the afternoon of 1 0 February No, 84concentration areas.

Group made two attacks on the administrative section of the
84th German Division headquarters then located near
Marienbaum south of Xanten,

fallen in the target area and fires v/ere started,
before this attack fighter bombers staged an attack on light

gun positions in the vicinity,
successfully bombed the headquarters of LXXXVth Corps,
believed to be north east of Goch. Nearby at Afferden Spit
fires attacked another headquarters (180 Division),
second attack was made on the telephone exchange at Amliem
but no results were observed,

directed against stores and ammunition dunps south of the
Reichwald Forest,
Mobile Radar Control Post re-attacked Till and Moyland,

Bombs were reported to have
Shortly

Another Typhoon squadron

A

Other fighter bombers were

On the 11th Typhoons controlled by the

Ibid.

Air operations on 12 February were inpracticable and
only 23 sorties vjere flown by the vrfaole of 2nd T.A.F,
the 13th 433 armed reconnaissances were flown,
feature of close support operations was a heavy attack by

72 lyphoons on Sonsbeck lying between Kevelaer and Xanten and
through which reinforcements were passing. Full use was
made of the Mobile Radar Control Post, Nearer to the scene

of the fighting assistance was given to XXXth Corps advancing
in the direction of Goch by 'winkling* operations on the
Cleve-Goch road,

deal of enemy movement was in progress particularly from
Holland in the direction of Emmerich,

On
The main

Tactical reconnaissance showed that a good

Ibid
Sheet- Nos,

2330-2358.

Bostons and Mitchells of No, 2 Groijp took part in bomb

ing concentration areas in the eneny's rear areas and between
10 and 13 February two attacks were made on Xanten and
Kevelaer and one attack eadi on Sonsbeck, Udem and.Weeze,

All operations v/ere conducted with navigational aids,
several occasions intense flak was encountered by these air
craft.

No, 2 Group harassed road and rail movement in both the
Veritable and Grenade areas.

On

On the night of IO/II February 100 Mosquitoes of

No, 2 Group
O.RoB,
peb, 19A5.

The IXth Air Force had, in the meantime, been engaged in
preparatory air attacks in support of Operation Grenade,
But vdiile the First U,S, Army was approaching the Roer dams
the enemy destroyed the discharge valves of the Schwammenauel
Dam and caused the River Roer to overflow its banks along the
entire front of the Ninth U.S, Amy,

Montgomery had no alternative but to postpone the American
operation.

9

Field Marshal

r'

The Strategic Air Forces gave indirect support to
Operation Veritable -whenever they attacked communications in
the Ruhr,

land battle as, for exanple, on 8/9 February,
on the afternoon of the 8th a pilot of No, 83 Group on
tactical reconnaissance reported a concentration of goods

But on occasion they intervened directly in the
At 1500 hours

2nd T,A.P.
O.R.B.
8 Feb. 194-5*

(1) Very extensive armed reconnaissances were flown that day
by all the Tactical Air Forces and the Vlllth Fighter
Command,

Magdeburg and Berlin and bet-ween Wurms and Karlsruhe,

The hea-viest rail traffic was located bet-ween
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wagons and locomotives in the marshalling yard of Hohenhudherg
on the west hank of the Rhine near Krefeld, At 1535 hours

Main Headquarters, 2nd T. A,P, submitted this repo3rfc to
S,H,A,E.P. (Air). An attack hy R.A.P. Bomber Command was at
once laid on and at O615 hours the follovdng morning I5I

Lancasters dropped 633 tons on the marshalling yard,
attack was reported to have been rather scattered.

At the Air Staff Meeting at S.H.A.E.P, that day Air Vice

Marshal Oxland, Senior .Air Staff Officer, R.A.P, Bomber
Command Advanced Detachment at S,H. A,E,P,, stated that his
Command was uncertain as to the degree of prdority to be

accorded to special targets requested by S.H.A.E.P.
informed that the si^port of the ground forces was to be given
overriding priority according to the current directive to tne
heavy bomber forceso This included priority over oil targets.
Other targets were recommended by Air Staf^ S.H, A.E.P. were to
be regarded not as immediate operational requirements but as
^filler^ targets. Certain members of the meeting accused

SaH.A.E.P. of impeding the strategic bombing plan by suggest
ing too maiiy of the latter kind of target. On the other hand

it was pointed out that the purpose of the Bomber Command
Mission to S,H,A.E.P, was to liase with Air Staff S.H.AE.P.

and discuss these problems. This apparently was rarely done.

The Vlllth Air Force attacked the road and rail bridges

across the Rhine at Wesel daily from 8 to 11 Pebrniaiy but two
of the attacks were abortive. The petrol, oil and lubricants
depot at Dulmen east of '^V’esel v/’as bombed as  a diversionary
target. Air Marshal Goningham had reported to S,H.A,E.P.
that Twenty First Amiy Group had demanded that the ̂ esel bridges
should continue to be bombed until the enemy himself destroyed
them. Comments were made on this ' seemingly illogical request

at the Air Staff Meeting at 3.H.A.E.F. on 9 February.

By 14 February the First Canadian Amy was faced by one
panzer, one panzer grenadier, four parachute and three
infantry divisions. Flooding had slowed up all progress
the ground. But by the 13th the first phase of the opera

tion had been conpleted. In the western part of the sector
the British had captured Gennep vdiere it was proposed to
build a bridge across the Meuse and relieve the congestion at

Mock and Grave, They had cleared the Reichwald Forest and
were advancing on Goch. On the east the Canadians had
secured the west bank of the Rhine opposite Emmerich.

The Ninth U.S, Array, on tiptoe to begin Operation
Grenade, was still held 15) by the floods in the Roer valley.
The enemy was therefore free to concentrate his reserves in

the north. On the other hand it was hcped that when the U.S,
attack began their task would be easier. Furthermore, the
postponement of Operation Grenade enabled the IXth Air Force
to fly sorties against Veritable targets vhich otherwise it
would not have been in a position to do.

The Second Phase of Operation Veritable. Air-ground

Operations 14-26 February

The

He was

on

Bomber Command

Night Raid

Report No. 833T

D.S.C./T.S.100/9
Pt. 4 End, 47A

para. 6.

See Chap. 4

p. 112.

i

VlUth Air

Force Monthly
Summary of Ops.
Feb, 1945o

i

Tiie intention of First Canadian Amy in this phase was
to penetrate into the second line of defence in the area
Goch - Udem - Calcar,
took over the left hand sector of the front and advanced upon
Calcar and Udem,
east of the River Niers on the axis Goch - Geldem.

On 15 Februaiy Ilnd Canadian Cozps

The XXXth British Coips operated to the
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On 1/f. February, for the first time since the start of
Operation Veritable, intensive air activity was possible.
As the morning progressed visibility extended from four to
eight miles.
Their tasks were twofold; close support was to be provided
for the Amy and the remainder of the fighter bomber force

The main effort in the

Aircraft of 2nd T.A.F. vrere out in full force.

No, 84 G-roijp

14 Feb, I945 and was to isolate the battlefield,
2nd T. A^P, Daily former category was devoted to the area around G-och and Cleve.
Log Sheets
No, 2562-2579

Strong points, gun and mortar positions and self propelled
guns were attacked throughout the day.
No, 180 German Division near Kevelaer was bombed by No, 84
Group and a number of direct hits vTere claimed,
fighter bombers attacked fuel and ammunition dunps, the bridge
over the Ijssel near Arnhem (a failure) and a staging canp
behind the front,

good score of damaged or destroyed rail transport.
Officer Commanding 2nd T.A.P, had already reported on these

D.S.C./T.S,100/9 operations to the Deputy Supreme Commander and pointed out
that a congestion of rail transport occurred in the vicinity
of rail centres which had just been bombed by heavy bombers.
As usual No, 83 Groip oper&tod east of the Rhine on armed
r^oojina±saanoo and No, 84 Group divided its effort over the
^ea between the Rhine and the Meuse and western Holland,

shown that the roads leading to Emmerich

^ujphen and Arnhem were then in constant use. Aircraft
on armed reconnaissance also strafed villages in the rear

^ total of 81 rail cuts were made round
^ttlefield, a big proportion of them being west and south

01 Wesel,

The headquarters of

Other

Nos, 85 and 84 Groups both accumulated a
The Air

Ft, 4 Enel, 55A
para, 6,

No, 2 Group contributed no small share towards the day*s
^  Its alrcraf't flew 122 sorties against likely eneny

concentration areas at Udem, ¥eeze, both road and rail centres
leading to Goch and Nieulcerk and Straelen where the road and
railway converged on the fortified town of Geldem,

coiipany with No, 2 Group, the IXth Bombardment Division
attacked targets in the Veritable area for the second time.
Just under 200 effective sorties were flown against the towns

of Ibidem, Revelaer, Issum, Cairp, Xanten and Goch,
claimed by aircrews varied from good to excellent,
rem^der of the IXth Air Force, including fighter as vrell as
medium bombers, bombed bridges east of the Roer in preparation
for Operation Grenade,

effort.

In

Results
The

No, 2 Group

14 Feb, 1945,

SoH, A.E.F,
Summary of
Ops. No, 121
para. 5,

Air

w  _''^IIIth Air Force made its fifth attack on the two
esel bridges and this time put the road bridge out of action,
ne span at the western end was destroyed and the framework
^ seen to be sagging in the water. So far the railway
bridge was intact.

Vlllth A.F.

Monthly Summary
of Ops.
Feb. 1945o

4-v, Visibility induced the G.A.F, to participate in

Arts IS morning, About 55 Me's 262 and

Gerin,=T.^^ targets in the area Oleve - Kranenburg -

elusion f ^'^^tted having lost two Me*s 262 at the
enemy betL™ ®fitish fighter patrols engaged the

con-

eneny Cleve but did not shoot down any
During the

Tenpests made
fields.

afternoon Spitfires, I^hoons and
attacks on the Munster - Rheine Group of air

A,H,B,6 Trans

Reports by
Intelligence,
G,A,F,

Operational
Staff p,21
Feb, 1945.

ing cover FoWJ90's had been engaged in provld-
One airnr^ fighter bombers as they came into land,
three claimed to have been destroyed in the air and
This ev^ f ground by No, 83 Group at Munster and Quackenbruclc,
that Group cause for self congratulation as on
since If claimed to have destroyed one thousand aircraft
6 June which 793 had been accounted for since

y'r'T* 6

2nd T.A.F,

Daily Log
Sheet No, 2567

No, 83 Group
0.R.B,
14 Feb. 1945.
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The total number of sorties flo^m by 2nd T.A.F.
14 Pebimary amounted to 1^822 out of v/hich 751 soirties
pre-arranged. Twelve pilots and I3 aircraft were lost as a
result of these operations. That evening the M.ain Head
quarters of 2nd T.A.F. received a message from General Crerar,
the Commander of First Canadian Array in which he e:q)re-ssed
his appreciation of the support given by the R.A.F, and
American Air Commands. He ended vd.th the follov/ing words:
’’The teamwork has been quite first class and the results
quite excellent".

The 14th of February was a notable day for .air operations
in the north west European campaign and the biggest total of
sorties since the days of the fighting in Normandy was
reached. The VlUth Air Force was out in strength and
bombed the marshalling yards at Magdeburg, Dresden and
Chemnitz
Altenbeken viaducts,

targets in Vienna. The total number of sorties for the day
was divided as follows:

on
were

R, A.F. Bomber Command attacked the Bielefeld and
The XVth U.S, Air Force bombed oil

2nd T.A.F.
O.R, B,

Apt). No. 19
Feb. 1945.

i\

40R, A, F, Bomber Command
VTIIth Air Force Bombers

Fighters
Bombers
Fighters

XVth

1.353
973
691
379

1,822
2,297

2nd British T.A.F.
IXth Air Force
1st T,A,F,
R.A.F. Fighter Command
C.A,T,O.R, British Sector

"  American Sector

881
417
114
191

Total 9,160

Heavy bombers of No. 3^ Group attacked the towns of
Ijsselburg and Rees for the second consecutive night.
Results were unobserved because of 10/I Oths cloud,

majority of No. 2 Group Mosquitoes harassed movement in
districts north and south of the line Roermond-Neuss.
Mosquitoes operated east of the Rhine with cannon, flares and
machine guns.

The

Other
2nd T.A.F.
Daily Log
Sheet Nos.

258O-258I*

Bad weather returned on 15 February and flying was not
possible until midday on the 16th, Pre-arranged si:q>port c
that day was given to 51 (Highland) Division i^^ich had out
flanked the Forest of Cleve and was advancing on Goch.

During the night it captured the villages of Hassum and
Asperden about two miles north of Goch shortly after both
places had been subjected to attack by No. 84 Group. This

Sheet No. 2586 was a closely co-ordhiated air-ground operation. Between
and No. 84 Group 1413 and 1615 hours 71 O^yphoon sorties were flown against
0 g B. Asperden and between 1413 and 1600 hours 37 Spitfires dropped
4eb. 1945. 18 tons of bombs on Hassum. Prisoners of war captured later

testified that these areas were evacuated as a direct result
of air attacks. Mitchells and Bostons continued their
attacks on Weeze and Udem. Medium bombers of the IXth Air
Force were reported to have made a successful attack on Rees.
Armed reconnaissances east of the Rhine ranged as far as

Bremen, Hanover and Minden,^ Pre-arranged attacks on rail
ways resulted in 37 cuts being made in the vicinity of the
battle area and caused a scarcity of rail traffic near the
front.

on

tr

2nd T.A.F.
Daily Log
Sheet Nos.

2583-25890
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> _121 Fehiraaryj, for exarrple, while 48 Me*s 262 and Ar’s 234 were
despatched on low level attacks west of the Ehine^ 80 conven
tional type aircraft had to provide cover for an hour and a
half over the Eheine group of airfields. Only occasionally

2nd T.A.Pc
0.R.B,

Intelligence
^^pSo Feho-Msy

1945-
did British fighters engage the enemy vi^en providing cover or
escort. Between 21 and 25 February 2nd T. A. P. claimed to
have destroyed 33 enemy aircraft shot down for the most part

Teirpests accounted for I5 of these
An outstanding operation of this natirre took

place on the afternoon of 25 February when 96 enemy aircraft
were engaged in providing cover for the jet fighter bombers.
Spitfires of No, 442 Squadron (No. 83 Group) engaged one of
these formations and were credited with destroying five of the

In facts ton German aircraft were reported as lost

over or on enemy bases,
aircraft, )

enemy, or

2nd I. A.F,

Daily Log
Sheet Noo 2648
A.H.B.6 Trans,

Intelligence
Reports G. A.F.p
Operational
Staff

Feb, 1945 pA3»

missing according to the Luftv/affe Command West situation
report for that date.

At night Ju*s 87 and a few fighter bombers attacked
communications and troop concentrations behind the Allied
front but the majority of these attacks were aimed at. the U.S,
sector,

Army Group area were flown by No, 85 Group but during the
month of February it did not claim to have destroyed more
than five eneiry aircraft.

Nightly defensive patrols above the Twenty-first

Ibid

2nd T.A.P.
0,R.B.

Intelligence

Apps, Feb, 1945«

25 February to 10 MarchOperation Grenade;

The Ninth U.S, Army had been iiipatiently awaiting the

At last on 17 February,
Field Marshal Montgomery decided that, weather permitting, the
Ninth U. S,' Army would begin its attack on the 23rd,
hours on that day General Sirrpson's troops assaulted across
the Roer under cover of a powerful artillery barrage.
Within a few hours twelve battalions were on the far bank.
By the next day a number of bridges had been thrown across the

river. The town of Julich 7/as taken that day and by the
26th Erkelenz was in American hands. The enemy put up little
resistance and a large number of prisoners of war was taken.
The ultimate objective of the Ninth Amy was to seize the left
bank of the l^hine from Neuss to Rheinberg to link up with the
First Canadian Army,
on Neuss and Krefeld;
towards Viersen and Dulken,

floods on the River Roer to subside.

At 0330

On the right XIXth U.S, Corps advanced
in the centre Xlllth U.S, Corps made

On the left flank XVIth Corps,
entering the battle a few days later, advanced northwest and
took Roermond and Venlo. Meanwhile to the south of Ninth
U.S. Army, the First U.S, Army began an advance across the

upper reaches of the Roer, their object being to close to the
Rhine south of Dusseldorf,

^Vhile the Ninth U.S, Army was waiting to cross the Roer
the air plan for Operation Grenade underr/ent revision,
heavy air attacks on G. A.F, bases were cancelled for the
following reasonse

with Allied ground operations because of its pressing commit
ments on the eastern front and elsewhere,
German aircraft available in the west had the choice of

operating from a large number of airfields which made a power-
Count erme asures

The

The G, A. F, would be unlikely to interfere

The small force of

ful attack against them uneconomical,
File

2nd T.A.P./

303-17/73/QpSo against jet reconnaissance aircraft would remain the responsi
bility of 2nd T.A.F. The bombing of the Rhine bridges was

(1) No# 84 Greap had acquired tv/o squadz'ons of Tenpests v/hich
began to operate on the v/eatem front on 24 Febmary, On

that day one of these squadrons claimed to have damaged
six F.W, 190*3 in an attack Plantlunne airfield.on
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also ruled out, firstly, because the eneny possessed
sufficient harges and pontoons to cross the river if the
■bridges vrere destroyed, and secondly, "because the heavy
■bomber force could not be spared for the long period v;hich
would be required for such operations. Finally a list of
communications targets to be bombed by the Tactical Air
Forces v^as issuedj, The medium bombers were to attack
17 railway centres or bridges* the XXIXth ajid the
Tactical Air Commands were to raid 26 small

IXth
marshalling

yards and bridges.

On 1A February the Senior Air Staff Officer, 2nd T,^F
visited General Nugent at his headquarters to discuss *  *
d

final
etails of the air plan for Operation Grenade. it was

decided that armed reconnaissance should not be concentrated
in one area so as to deceive the eneny as to the probable
axis of advance. Rail interdiction was to be the most
iniportant task for the XXIXth Tactical Air Command together
with attacks against small bridges. No. 2 Group assisted bv
heavy bombers of No, 38 Group was to concentrate on attacks ^
on movement by night in the area of Neuss, Ivrefeld, Munchen
Gladbach and Grevenbroich, Medium bombers of the IXth Air
Force were to attack, when possible, the major communication
centres behind the enemy's front by day. Finally should
General Nugent be short of aircraft, No, 83 Group would
provide additional fighter cover.

I cy
2nd T, A.P.
O.R.B.
App. No, 22
Feb. 1945.i

I

The XXIXth Tactical Air Command had five Thunderbolt
Mustang Groups available and two more Groins were placed
General Nugent's control for the period of Operation Gren^
Between 8 and 21 Febimary his command attacked road and r^'1*
bridges and marshalling yards, Tlie principal targets
bridges across the River Erft, flowing parallel iTith
at Zieverich and Grevenbroich from whence roads
the front.

were
the Roer,

3Tan direr*‘f" ●i-r\
These attacks reached a climax on I4 Febr

S,H.A,E.F. (Air)
Summary of Ops,
Nos, 115 ct seq.

uanv
The cutting of railway lines began on the 20thj on the^^-^
day fighter bomber pilots claimed to have made 109 cuf
Another iirportant task of XXIXth Tactical Air Command
provide cover west of the Roer while the Ninth U.S*
concentrating for the offensive.

was to
Arny was

A valuable contribution to the battle●No, 2 Group
O.R.B.
Feb. l945o

made bv
Mosquitos of No, 2 Group which harassed movement by 1  '
between the Roer and the Rhine; they also covered
iirportant military route leading from central (German %
Cologne south of the Roer, through Lippstadt, MescSd
to Siegburg and rail centres and routes on the easte
southern outskirts of the Ruhr, Mention has alread?\^*^
made of the heavy bomber attacks in the Rhineland bv-nt
Group. ^ 38

See Chap, 4
po 125.s

Meanwhile the IXth Bombardment Division had bp-
with strikes against bridges in the First and Third^n
Armies' sectors and had succeeded in keeping rai.1 +
ijnmobile there. On 19 February it began to isolaS^f^°
by attacking bridges on the eastern approaches to
industrial zone. Bridges at Niedersoheldt and Pr- u
rivers Dill and Sieg east of Bonn were the fi^st
On 22 February nearly all available aircraft ^
Force were pre-ocoupied with Operation Clarion
done in the tactical area* Mediura bombers were
by the Ameidcans for night operations but on the
22/23 February 30 Bostons bombed tar-gets in supr^n +
tion Grenade, In conpany with them Mosquitos opera-

Ruhr

.  ̂ on the
of ^ "^^ombed

_  e Was
used

^ight of

bombed the towns of Grevenbroich, Zulpich and ^ ^roiin
G.H. technique. No results were observed, using

S.H.A.E.F, (Air)
Daily Ops,/into
Sunmary No^ 1
19 Reb, 1943.

See Chai)o 6
p. 183#

,
Ninth Air
UttlIbid Noo 3,

23 Feb, 1943
No, 2 Group
O.R.Bo
Feb, 1945
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On 23 February the day of the ground assault the XXIXth
Tactical Air Command flew 525 sorties and attacked armoured

fighting vehicles, strong points and motor and rail transport.
They also bombed marshalling yards at Schleiden, Siegburg and
Gustorf in the vicinity of the battle zone,
provided overhead while assault bridges were throvm across the
Roer,

Cover was

Medivim bombers of the IXth Air Force flew 409 sorties

S.H.A.E.F.

(Air) Daily
Opsg/inta
Summary Noo 5
23 Feb, '!9i5*

against communication centres in the Roer valley at Erkelenz,
Elsdorf, Buir, Jackerath, Zulpich, Golzheim and Grevenbroich,
Reconnaissance pilots reported that all targets had been

severely damaged. No, 2 Group dispatched 69 Mitchells
against a railway bridge at Schweinhein south 'of ICrefeld said a
roa(yrail bridge at Neersbroich near Munchen Gladbach,

Results were unobserved because of 10/1 0th cloud.

No, 2 Group
0,R,B.

23 Feb. 1945.

For the next two weelcs the XXIXth Tactical Air Command

gave full support to the Ninth U.S, Armj". Each Coirps
assi^ed one Group of Tliunderbolts for close support,
remaining Groups were eirployed on armed reconnaissa2ice and
rail cutting from the front to Dusseldorf and Cologne,
enemy could do little to resist the American advance as most

of his^reserves had been committed against the British,
on 25^February the 11th Panzer Division was reported to be
detraining west of Cologne, A.ttacks which lasted for the

next three ̂ days v/ere made by XXIXth Tactical Air Command
against this division which delayed its deployment,

pi an^ attempt to remedy the ineffectiveness of the German
Ajrmy^in tnis sector the G.A.F, made several large scale
bombing attacks against the Roer River crossings on the nights

of ̂ /25 and 25/26 Pebiuary, During the first attacks two
pontoon bridges were destroyed and this caused some delay in
ferrying equipment to the far bank. On the second night
220 aircraft (Ju*s 87 and F.W’s 190) attacked roads, bridges
and towns in the Roer valley. Fighter bomber attacks wore
also made by night against the Ajnerican spearheads driving
tov/ards^the Rhine. By daylight some times as many as 125

ene^ j-ighters made sweeps west of the Rliine, But the U.S,
Rhine at Remagen and Oppenheim soon diverted

tbe G.Aoj. into attacking these vital points.

was
The

The

But

S3H,A,5oP8 (Air)
Daily Ops,/lnt»
Sunumary No, 6 ct seq,

D,S.C,/T,S,100/9
PC, k Encle 68A»
para, 2,

2nd T^A.F, O.R.B.
Feb, 1945*
P. 109,

A.H,B,6 Trans,

Reports G, A. F,
Operational
Staff
Feb, 1945

ppo 39-40,

See pp,172-173

The IXth Bombardment Division had been ordered to support
Operation Grenade until 26 February but by then it was going

^eaa mth the isolation of the Ruhr and only a small propor-
tion oi its effort was devoted to targets v/est of the Rhine.
Nevertheless it bombed communication centres at Grevenbroich,
Horren and Quadrath on 25 Febriary, Tliree rail centres
e ween ologne and Grevenbroich vrere bombed on 1 March,

ihree d^s later a few U,S. medium bombers operated on the
Iwenty First Amy Group front east of Wesel, Military routes
leading to Cologne such as that from Lippstadt to Seigen vrere
also effectively attacked. Another target, the bombi;jg of
which probably affected the battle area, was the ini)ortant
ordnance depot at Umia
of the main east of Dortmund, believed to be one

si^pply dumps for th

S,H.A,E.F, (Air)
Daily 0ps,/lnt,
Summary No, 7
25 Feb, 1945o

Ibid Nos, 11
and 14
1-4 Mar, 1945o

e German troops west of the
Rhine,

medium bombers Oi3erated on the out-
r the Ruhr by day, the light bombers of No, 2 Group

approximately the s-ame area by night. In the la^t
ex OI February these aircraft bombed communication centres,

D^racks and motor transport parks west of Cologne, East of
tne ̂ ine they harassed the railways between Munster and Wesel
^d lines feeding the rocket launching sites from northern
Germany,

No, 2 Group
O.R.B.

peb,-Mar, 1945
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By 2 Mordi the Ninth IToS. Army had cleared Neuss and
reached the left hanlc of the Rhine. The enemy was once
again trapped in a pocket with one escape route through
7/esel, Eai-ly on 3 March U.S, troops entered Geldem and
joined hands mth the British Dilvision on the northern

approaches to the towno

Operation Veritahle; The final phase; the elimination of

the bridgehead west of 'Wesela
26 Febmary to 10 March

Air-ground operations)

On 26 Pehruary the Ilnd Canadian Corps begaai the assault
(Operation Blockbuster) against the Hoch^7ald 'layback', its
object being to reach Xanten on the vrest bank of the Rh5.ne
opposite ¥eselo
savage deterroination and progress was still slow across the
water-logged ground,
as vrell as by day methodically drove the enemy back.

The First German Parachute Ajnry fought with

But the Canadians operating by night

C>

Pull scale air operations were planned to give inpetus
to the attack. The main fcatur-e was to have been a powerful
strike by No® 2 Group against the anti-tanlc gun screen in
front of the Eochwald Forest Fighter bombers were to have

contributed to this operation by drcppjjig cluster bombs among
the gim creYJSc
arrival of reinforcements into the battle zone by bombing
rea2?ward communication centres®

In addition, 2nd T.A.F. was to delay the

But as so often had

No. 84- G-roup
O.R.B.
26 Feb® 1945.

happened before, low cloud and rain were responsible for
Only 88 sorties were flown by British

The effort of
2nd T. A.P.

Daily Log
Sheets No®

2658-2659.

, curtailing this plan,
fighters and fighter bombers on the 26th.
No® 2 Group was reduced to 30 sorties against gun positions in
the Balbcrger ¥ald«

On 27 February similar weather conditions prevailed, the

only operations of any importance being two attacks by No. 2
Group against Jiarienbaum on the northern outskirts of the
Hochwald Forest and one raid against the town of Sonsbeck.
During the second raid on Marienbaum, Bostons bombed on the
Mitchells which were using radar aids.
Control post directed Typhoons on to Winnekendonk an important
road centre for the Hochwald area.

The Mobile Radar

Ibid
Sheet No®
2662.

At night the Mosquitos of No. 2 Group continued their
intruder cperations® For the second consecutive night an
important target had been a big dutip at Xanten vriiich was
believed to be one of the main sources of supply for the
LXXXVI German Corps. On the night of 26/27 February their
attacks were supplemented by ten Stirling heavy bombers from
No. 38 Group®

Ibid
Sheet No® 2660

21 Army Group/

Into/1116
24 Feb. 1 945.

By 28 February, tlie Car.adian advance viiich had been making *
fair progress was delayed by fierce artillery and mortar fire®
Fortunately the mist shrouding the Low Countries lifted by
mid-day and enabled 2nd T.A,F» to malce its one and only large
cale effort in support of the last phase of Operation Verit

able, Strikes were made by ̂ typhoons against mortar, artillery
and infantry positions in the Hochwald in an attenpt to subdue

2nd T.AoFo their fire. But the major part of the tactical air effort

Daily Log was devoted to attacks on troop concentration areas and strong
Sheets No® 267O- points jus’l: behind the front line. Such targets were at

17innekendonk, Weeze, Sonsbeck, Xanten and Kenpen.
outstanding close support operation v^as an attack by three
squadrons of No. I5I Wing on a military headquarters believed
to be located at Birten about two miles south of Xanteu.

Outside the battle area fighter bombers severed railways

s

Another2676.
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leading into the Wesel district in 57 places,
encounter v/ith a large force of Meo109‘s an<i E.W.190*s over
Osnahruck Ten^ests of No* 274 Squadron claimed to have shot
do^vn five of the enen\y,

Noq 2 Group despatched 121 Mitchells and Bostons against
the road centres of Geldern and Rheinberg,

place there was also an inroortant supply depot,
were obseiTved after these attacks,

fighters of 2nd T.A.F,

flown 1117 sorties, of which just over half had been pre-
arrangedc

In an

At the latter
No results

Escort was provided by
At the end of the day 2nd T.A.P, had

2 Gro-up O.R, B,
28 Peb, 1945»

■■ 1

During the first two days of March there were signs of
eneny troop concentrations on the west bank of the Rhine at
certain .points bet''j7een Duisberg and Cologne, but opposite
Wesel there V7as, so far, no sign of a break, British
reconnaissance aircraft operating by day and by night kept a
sharp' watch for signs of a general withdrawal,
of 2/3 March Mosquit

Rhine crossings, discovered a large concentration of motor
2nd T.A,F. O.R.B. vehicles along the western bank between Mors and Krefeld and

on the approaches to the ferry at Orsoy further down stream.
The XXIXth Tactical Air Command was infoirmed and the next
morning U.S, fighter bombers claimed to have destroyed over

100 motor vehicles, six armoured fighting vehicles and
29 barges in that area.

2nd T.A.P.
O.R. B.

pp, 22j 26

2nd T.A.P,

Daily Log
Sheet No, 2607

On the nigh

138P
Mar, 1943*

t

oes of NOo 34 Wing, operating over the

In the meantine there

activity west of the Rhine in the Twenty-First Amy Group

area partly due to strong
and partly because of a decision to reduce the number of close
support sorties. This was taken at a conference attended by

representatives of No, 84 Group and First Canadian Amy on the
evening of 1 March. Reference has already been made to the

heavy losses then being sustained by 2nd T.A.P, It was,
therefore, decided that the number of Typhoons operating in a
^cab rank'

slackening of fighter bomberwas a

winds over No, 84 Group bases.cross

the Fo2Tward Control Post was toto be reduced;

No, 84 Groi^
0.R.B,
1 Mar, 1945®

divisional or brigade front
front; fighter bomber a corps

confine its activities to
rather than to be

a

eirployed on
attacks on eneny batteries v;ere to be made only v/hen guns v/ere

out of range of Allied artillery or in the event of their
being especially troublesome to the ground forces.

However, small fighter bomber strikes were made on

Sonsbeck, the Hoohwald area, Winnekendonk, Veen and Twistedon
(near Kevelaer), a close v/atoh was also kept on barge
traffic and ferry boats on the Rhine, Aircraft of No, 2

Group continued to disrupt communications with three raids on
Kevelaer and one each on Xanten and Geldem, The last attack
on Kevelaer was unsuccessful because of the failure of the
G,H. equipment; the towns of Mors and Eheinberg were bombed
in its place.

2nd T.A.F,

Daily Log
Sheet No,
2681-2696. Os'

,J

The rapid advance of the Ninth Army towards Neuss and

Krefeld was also reduoinp: British air effort west of the Rhine.

By 27 February the operrtional boundary of the XXIXth Tactical
Mr Command had been extended to the line Venlo - Geldern -
Wesel but its aircraft were to operate at least five miles in

front of the British bombline. Consequently .here was an
increase in 2nd T.A w's fishter activity north of the Ruhr.

M agreement was bet^SerLd T.A.K the ̂ Kth
Tactical Air Command that when eneny J®*V^Shter bombers were

reported over the U.S. sector, sweps would be made by the
British fighters over the G A.F. bases. lu fact, on 1 and

2 March, nearly 200 enony fighter aircraft were engaged either

2nd T.A.P,

0.R.B,

p, 90
Feb, 1945*

D.S.C./T.S.100/9
pt. 4 Enel, 73A

para. 3«»
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in providing cover to the jets or making lii.cni.-rG ions -west of
the Rhine north of Cologne,

and Spitfires of 2nd T.A.R. claimed to have destroyed 1?

enemy aircraft,(1) in the course of fighter sweeps. Note
worthy combats v/ere made on 2 March by No* 222 Squadron

Tempests) viiich claimed five and Nos* 350 and I30 Squadrons

Spitfires) which claimed six aircraft.

During that period Tempests

2nd T.A.P*

Daily Log
Sheets No,

2695.

By 3 March a more mobile battle was developing on the
The Hochwald and Balberger Forests had been largely

To the v/est XXXth British Corps taldng advantage
ground,
cleared,

of the hard fighting around the Hochwald made considerable
progress towards Geldem and had joined up with the Ninth U.S,

Shortly before 1100 hours that day

Air Marshal Coninghara acting on information that the enenny
withdrav/’al across the river had definitely begun ordered

British and U.S, fighter bombers to cover the roads leading
They were to operate on the

Amxy,

to Vfesel west of the Rhine,

C>

2nd T.A.P,

O.R.B,

Extract from

Ops * Log Book

p, 3'!
3 Mar, 1945o

I

assumption that there -would be no enemy aircraft in the

vicinity* For the next week the efforts of 2nd T.A. F, were

directed towards harassing the enezqy*

Calls were also made upon the Strategic Air Forces to
Tiventy First Arn^y Groupbreak up the enemy^s vdthdrawal*

requested S.H. i.E.P, (Air) that heavy bombers should malce an
the Rhine between

atteinpt to destroy the nine bridges
Cologne and “^Tesel and so isolate the enemy forces then being

pushed back by the British - U.S.

the Air Staff Meeting held at S.H.A.E.F. op 27 Pebruary_both
Army and Ad.r Force officers expressed dis^proval of this

scheme. They believed that the harassing of the enemy's
withdrawal could be more efficiently performed by fighter

there insufficient time in which to

over

AtArmies to the river.

bombers. Not only v/as

D.S.C./T.S0IOO/9
Pt. 4 Enel, 7OA

para. 4o

carry out heavy bomber attacks but the fact that the enemy

had an ample supply of feiries, barges and pontoons had been

overlooked. They agreed it vras far better for the Strategic
Air Forces to continue the present policy of destroying

German oil production Vihen the Reich v/as on the point of
Air Chief Marshal Tedder, v/ho v/as presiding

once
collapse,

again quoted the example of the Seine crossings durdng the
previous summer v^en so much enemy equipment had been saved*

»

In any case the rapid advance of the Ninth U.S, Amy made

the planning o.f bomber sip'port eperations extremely difficult.

On 28 February, for example, 0200 hours, Greneral Simpson
had requested a heavy bomber attack on Neuss, This was at

once passed on to R.A,F, Bomber Command and a force of 307

aircraft v/as dispatched that morning but all the bombers had
to be recalled ov/ing to the close proximity of Allied troops

to the target area. On 3 March General Simpson infonned

Headquarters, T’wenty First Amy Group that the present rate
of the American advance made it unsafe to make heavy bomber
attacks on the Vfesel and Duisburg bridges and the Dusseldorf

marshalling yard*
bombers wore

Wanno Eikel in the Ruhr*

On the night of 3/4 March photographs by reconnaissance

aircr^ift of No* 34 Wiiig talcen over the Homberg area (opposite

Duisburg) revealed concentrations of betv/een 80 to 200

Instead a force of 128 R,A,F, heavy

dispatched to bomb the marshalling yard at

2nd T>A,4F. O.R.B*
P. 95.
28 Feb. 1945.
R.A.F, Bomber
Command 0»RnB,
App, A, Feb, 1945,

2nd T.A.F, O.R.B.
P. 32
3 Mar. 1945-

2nd T.A.F*

O.R.B. pc 35.
Mar* 1945.

(1) Daily reports issued by Luftwaffe Command West claim that

14 aircraft were lost and 20 were missing for those t.vo

days on the northern sector of the front. (A.H,B,6 Trams'-

Int Report G.A.F. Operational Staf:^ March I945 1^12)^
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Bombers of NOo 2 Group v/ere ordered to stand byvehicles,

but the Ninth U.S, Jtoxy still refused to permit bomber
attacks on the vrest bank of the Rhine, On the 2(.th the

TTeather was too bad for U^S, tactical air units to attack the

targets as they had done on the previous day.

In the meantime a five mile safety limit had been fixed
round the Wesel bridges and No, 2 Group was ordered to bomb

theiiio Two atten^ts were made on 3 an'^ 5 March (157 sorties)
to destroy both the rail and road bridges. On both cases
the targets v/ere covered with cloud and it was difficult to

ascertain what destruction, if any, had been done. On the
last attack aircrews believed they had damaged the eastern
end of the road bridgeo During the final attack on the
afternoon of 5 March the. Mitchells experienced some di.ffi-
culty in locating the target because of 'Window’ dropped by
R. AoP, Bomber Command aircraft then engaged in a raid on
GelsenlcLrchen in the Ruhr,

O'
2nd T.A.P.

Daily Log
Sheets No,

2700, 2713-

The bombing of the Wesel bridges on the 5th vz-as
evidently effective for at midday on that date the XXIXth
Tactical Air Command informed 2nd T.A.F, that the west bank

of the Rhine opposite Wesel v/as congested with troops waiting
to withdraw across the river. No. 84 Group was ordered to

attack the choke point in conjunction with the American Air
Force, They were also to strafe ferryboats in the
neighbourhood of Wesel, East of the Rhine both Composite

Groups were to block the enen^y's escape routes and delay the
arrival of reinforcements. At that date the areas defined
by 2nd T,A,P, for armed reconnaissance were as follows.
The XXIXth Tactical Air Command covered the southern

approaches to the Ruhr from Cologne as far east as Soest,
Paderborn and Kassel while its southern boundary was the

River Sieg. No, 83 Groi:^ operated from Groenlo (south
eastern Holland) as far east as Hanover and Paderborn and
along the northern fringe of the Ruhr to lialtem and
Dinslalcen, No, 84 Group covered the Netherlands and the

2nd T.A,F.

0,R, B,

App, No, 73
Mar, 1945»

coastal belt as far oast as Bremen and southwards up the
Rhine as far as Rees,

The prevailing lov/ cloud covered the eneny's movement on
5 March and the small number of aircraft on armed reconnais
sance did not claim more than three motor vehicles. Fighter
bomber pilots also had to contend with a great concentration

of flak in the Y/esel bridgehead (it was reckoned that the
eneny had assembled upwards of eighty 88mm guns) ̂ ich made
low level flying most hazardous. The greatest number of

soirties was consequently flown by fighter aircraft -v^ich pro

vided cover to No^ 2 Group and swept the G,A. P, airfields.

As Wesel had become such an iii^ortant communication

centre to the enemy, Twenty First Amy Group asked for it to
be bombed again. At the S.H.A.E.P. (Air) Meeting on 4 March

the Deputy Chief of Staff (Air) ordered that
should be made provided the target had been cleared with the
Ninth U.S, Amy, On the evening of 6 March (which had been

very cloudy day) a small force of 48 Lancasters attacked
V/esel with the object of destroying enemy troops and equipment

in the town. During that night 138 heavy bombers of R,A.F»

Bomber Command dropped 460 tons of H.E. over Wesel,
had already been partially devastated by previous raids and
the additional debris and craters made further road blocks.

a visual attack

a

2nd T.iuP.

Daily Log
Sheet No, 2712
et seq.

3'
D.S,C,/T.S,100/9
Pt, 4 Enel, 76A

para.

R.A.F, Bomber
Command O.R.B,

App, A,
Mar, 1945«

R.A.F. Bomber
Command Night

Raid Report
No, 857o

5*
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The eneiny con'^leted his -vTithdrawal across the Rhine
under cover of low cloud and drizzle during the next three

(7-10 March), A G-erman officer capt’-ired hy the
Canadians stated that the Wesel railway bridge was still
intact and had been converted to take two lines of motor

vehicles. To the south the enemy Tithdrew with greater
rapidity and by 7 March the vrest banlc of the Rhine between

Rheinberg and Cologne, except for small pockets, v/as clear
of the enemy. Aircraft of 2nd T.A, could no longer
operate over the IVesel bridgehead because of .the lov/ cloud
and the intense flalc and devoted their attention to harassing

road and rail traffic leading to Yfesel from the east and to
the Zwolle - Enschede district where the majority of the

rocket lai.m.ching sites were located. Large sections of the
rail track had been taken up for repair around aischede,

order issued by 7th German Parachute Division captured
about this time stated that ’the enemy’s attacks on lines of
communication and transport seriously affect supplies to the
fighting troops unless units themselves take pronptt action to
clear away damage’.

An

2nd T.A.F,

0,R,B, p, 41
6 Mai’o 1945e

o

No, 03 Group
Intelligence
Suunmazy No, 261,

I

No, 2 Groi:^ had also.shifted its attacks to railway
centres east of ¥esel v/ith the object of harassing the Geiroan
withdrawal. On 9 March 121 Mitchells and Bostons raided

On 10 March No, 2 Groi^ niade its
No,- 2 Group
0,R.B.
Mar, 194ho

Borsten and Haltem,

deepest penetration into Germany since Operation Clarion when
it bombed the marshalling yard of Burgsteinfui’t between

eSC02Tt toMunster and Rheine, Spitfires and Tenpests gave
the bombers and continued to scour the G, A,P, bases but did

not shoot down more than three of the enemy,

By 9 March the Ilhd Canadian Ooips had occijqpied Xanten
and the Ninth U,S. Army had reached Ossenburg four miles
south of Weselo The XXXth British Coips had swung east
wards on ¥esel. In the early hours of 10 March the German
rear guard withdrew across the Riiine and blew the ¥esel rail
way bridge,

had also been destroyed by the enemy and Allied troops had
reached the left bank of the Rliine in that sector by the
same date.

The remaining bridges betTreen Wesel and Cologne

Summary of Operations Veritable - Grenade

The first phase of General Eisenhower’s plan to close to
Operation Veritable had been athe Rhine was now complete,

long draTiTO out battle v/hich lasted for four weeks due to the
bad weather conditions in which it began and the fanatical

'But the postponement forresistance of the German Army,

I

fortnight of the Ninth UaS. Army offensive because of the
floods on the Roer proved to be advantageous to the Allies,
The enemy vAio had deployed the buUc of his reserves in the
north was tiireatened with converging attacks
and 7/as compelled to vrithdraw in order across the Rhine,

The gi‘eat importance of the Ruhr was the real reason for the
fierce stand west of tlie Rhine but his heavy losses made the
enemy ino^able of defending that great river obstacle,
A total of 35->000 prisoners was taken by the British and IT,S,
forces and it v/as reckoned that the enemy casualties were
about 40,000 men killed or missing.

a

both flankson

The co-ordination by the Air Officer Commanding in Chief,
2nd T.A.P, of eperations of both British and U.S, tactical
air units worked smoouhly and there was no friction or
:v_isuiiderstanding TAien Anerican aircraft were controlled bymi

j
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o:The non-existence of a houndairy
Armies considerably

the British or vice versa*
line betTveen the tv/o British and U.S,

sirr5)lified close sigpport operations*

The slow progress on the ground made a greatly increased
number of close supoort requests both for Strategic as well
as for Tactical Air Forces necessary. For example. No* 84-

G-roup, concerned entirely with Operation Veritable, flew
11,15^ sorties during this phase of -viiich 2,628 sorties vrere
flown on pre-arranged or iiipron^tu missions, for the most
part in support of the Army* It became necessary to .
restrict ‘cabranlc' operations to a divisional or brigade
rather than a corps front* R, AoF. Bomber Command flew 1,792
and the Vlllth Air Force flew 563 sorties in support of
Veritable and Grenade* This was a diversion from strategic
attacks on oil and communications targets*

Tire prolonged battle west of the Rhine prevented 2nd
T.A, P. from going for^vard with interdiction and harassing

preparations to support the crossing of the Rhine by Twenty
First Arn-y Group later in-March* Moreover,
Air Marshal Coningham had hoped to have forward landing
grounds closer to the Rhine so as to give effective support
to the ground forces \7hen they were advancing east of the
river* But the engineer resources of T%7enty First Array
Group became absorbed in road building and repair during the

thaw period when troop concentrations for Operation Veritable
were in progress* Air Marshal Coningham has stated his

opinion that a boldly planned offensive begun earlier, wiiile
the ground was still hard, \70uld have gained the main
objectives of Operation Veritable more quickly even though
there would have been fewer troops available.

The A-llies enjoyed conrolete air superiority throughout

the operation and the O^hoon and Spitfire force of No. 84
Group could be used solely for close sij^port when required*
Such air superiority made armed reconnaissance sorties more
manoeuvreabie as aircraft could work in twos or foiars instead
of in larger formations. On the other hand the concentra

tion of flaic at vital points along the Rhine eventually
became a serious deterrent to fighter bomber operations*

Light end medium bomber operations were also affected because
of the number of aircraft T^ch reti.irned vn.th minor flak
damage and thus reduced the nvimber of sorties in subsequent
qpera-cinns* Another feature of the Rhineland battle was the
use of the Mobile Radar Control Post wiien bad weather pre

cluded air-grouhd attack by visual means.

a

A.M, Goninghara^s

Draft Report on
2nd T* A,F.

Operations,

p.aras, 213“214»

tr
A final point appertaining to the more fluid stage of

the Rhineland operations was the difficulty experienced by

air headquarters in planning heavy bomber attacks during a
rapid advance* When the eneny was withdrawing from his

bridgehead opposite Wesel, for example, several heavy bomber
attacks vrere cancelled because Allied, troops \vere too close
to the target area. This
heavy bombers involved in

profitably elsev^ere*

took place at a time wiien the
could have been used

the- operation

Mr Marshal Goningham therefore asked Tronty-First Jteiy
Group firstly to explain to Army Oommanders how important it
was that they should he able to forecast the position of their

forward troops at least 12 hours ahead and secondly that they

should evolve a system viierehy forward elements, out of touch
with the main bochs would display recognition signals to Allied
aircraft ovorheaS^^ The Chief of Staff Twenty-First Aw.
Group issued iustruotions on these lines to the thuree Armies

SECRET

2nd T.A*P.

O.R.B,

Aq)p* No, 3°®
Mar, 1945*
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At the same time Nos, 83 and 8^ Groi:^s waremder command,

instmcted by 2nd T.A«F. to make sure that the, mobile columns
viiich they -would support on future operations were equipped
"With contact cars and that reconnaissance aircraft should

check their positions at regular intervals,
tion would be of invaluable assistance to the planniiig of
hea-vy bomber operations, (”l)

Such inforraa-

Strategic Air Operations; Operation Clarion

The battle of the Rhineland -was accompanied by an
intensive bombing of benzol plants and oil refineries "which
still assumed precedence over communication targets,

D.S'.C./ToS. 100/9 it ■was the opinion of the Deputy Supreme Commander and
Pt, End, 64A S.H, A,E,P, G,2 that, as the fuel shortage on the western front

v/as so acut^ there \7as little point in expending such a great
effort on these plants. They suggested that the ground

Pt, 9j Bnclo 66a, offensive would derive more benefit from attacks on communica
tions in the Ruhr i^ich -would be combined -with the inter-

But

and
D,S.C./T.S.100

C>

diction of this area. The Deputy Chief of Air Staff, viio
conferred -with the Deputy Siroreme Commander on 22 February,
refused to lovrer the priority of benzol targets. The

S.H.A.E,P, (Air) Combined Strategic Targets Committee stated, at this time
Hist, Record
and Diary
p. 9
Peb, 1945»

that the remaining tliree large oil refineries in central
Germany and the benzol plants in the Riohr were responsible
for producing about 30 per cent of the enemy’s fuel pro
duction and must be put out of action in order to cripple
the Wehimiacht’s mobility.

The activities of the Strategic Air Forces over the
Rulir from 8 February to 9 March are summarised in the folio-w
ing table

Trans-porta-
Sorties tion

Targets
Oil Targets SortiesAir Force

R, A.F, Bomber
Command 1if9Dortmund

Datteln
Dortmund-Ems

Canal

GeIs enkirchen
Kamen
Politz
Reizholz

712
875 159
475 222
128

I
Vlllth UoS,
Air Force

I
548Dortmund

Datteln
Gelsenkirchen
Castrcp Rauxel
Essen
Langendreer
Huls

731 Hamm
Osnabruck
Munster
Essen
Rheine
Hagen
Dortmund

219 329
163341
106113

116 212
111230
635111

3,653 2,434TotalTotal

At the same time the increased range of the Tactical Air
Forces turned their rail cutting and harassing of transport
into operations of a strategic character. For exanple on
11 and 14 February the joint efforts of 2nd T,A,F., the

(1) Full details of lessons learned in Operation Veritable
together vri.th a -/reather analysis of the period and a
report on the use of the Forv/ard Control Post and the
Contact car may be found in No, 84 Group’s Report
Cperation Veritable to be found in No, 84 Group
j^pendices for April 1945o

on
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rXth Air Force and the Vlllth Fighter Conmand covered the
■whole of norbhern and -oarts of centraJ. Germany from the Rhine

2nd T.A,P./303'I7/ to Berlin, They foreshadowed a plan for the TTidespread and
51/Ops, simultaneous low level attacks on Geiroan communications  ■by-

all availa'ble Air Forces known as Operation Clarion and con
ceived by General Spaatz -who circulated a suggested plan on
17 December 1 944« His scheme was in direct contrast to the
Air Ministry plan, supported by Air Chief Marshal Tender, for
concentrated attacks on the Ruhr industrial area, Icnovm during

See Chap, "J p« I9 the autumn of 1944 as Operation Hxorricane, and wiiioh, had
and Chap, 2 p, 32 never properly been executed because of the poor weather at

that time. It was hoped that Operation Clarion would
directljr benefit the ground forces and that in addition it
would;

File

File
B.C./S.32303

r

(a) Overi'ihelm the already strained rail'way repair
organisation,

(b) Result in a redeployment of flak and a consequent
softening of the enemy* s defences around priority
targets,

(c) Pro-vlde a most effective demonstration to the
German nation of AJLlied air superiority and potential.

2nd T.A.F.
O.R.B.
^ppo No, 62
Feb, 1945

The Deputy Chief of Air Staff opposed the plan
27 December and reiterated his belief that the heavy bombers
should concentrate on bombing oil targets,(I)
the ability of Clarion to affect the land situation at the
time.

on

He doubted

The plan "was consequently held in abeyance,

D,S,0./T.S.100
Pt, 9
Enel. 21 A,

case the heavy bombers ■'ffore then committed to the support of
the land battle west of the Rhine, On 1 February, in reply
to a question by General Spaatz at the Air Commanders Meeting,
the Deputy Supreme Commander pointed out that the Tactical Air
Forces were already executing” a kind of Clarion by their deep
penetrations into the Reich on armed reconnaissance.
Meteorological ejqperts, meanwhile, had forecast  a spell of good
weather for four days after 20 February oxid S.H.A.E.F, (Air)
decided that -with the iiicreasing Allied pressure on both
eastern and western fronts it was an opportune moment to try
out Operation Clarion, The date was fixed for 22 February
and the operation 'was timed -bo begin at I3OO hours, A.t the
Air Staff Meeting at S.H,A.E,F, that morning
General Bedell Smith said that it must be made clear to the

2nd T. AoF,/303l7/ Press that Operation Clarion "VTas an attack on cominunications
51/Ops, not on morale.

In any

D.S.C,/T,S.l00/9
Pt, 4 End, 39A
para, 8,

Ibid
Enel, 62A. para, 2
and

All the Allied Air Forces in Europe took part in Clarion,
Each Air Force was allotted an operational area but individual
commanders vrere to draw up their own schedule of targetso
They consisted of bridges, marshalling yards, rolling stock,
crossings and signal installations,
unprotected targets were chosen so that bombers could fly low
enough to insure accuracy and could follow up the bombing with
machine gun or cannon attacks.

Only lightly defended or

(1) Both A, C, M, Harris and General Anderson (Deputy to
General Spaatz) were of the cpinion that the operation
was only practical in the summer months and that heavy
casualties would result from interceptions by the G, A.F,
(See File B,C./S,32505)
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For Nos. 83 and 84 Groups Operation Clarion "was  a normal
day^s activity and apart ftrom instructions that the minimum
effoirt Tras to "be devoted to close suppoi*t and cover of Twenty
First Army Group, fighter bombers operated in their usual
armed reconnaissance areaa. An interesting feature of the

2nd T.A.F,
0,R.B.

App. No. 60
Feb* 1945-

operations was the number of barges seen in use on the water
ways, in itself evidence that rail interdiction was being
effective,
control of the IXth Air Force for the period of the
operation.

The XXECth Tactical Air Coimiand reverted to the

O
The medium bombers of No, 2 Group made much deeper -

penetrations than was their wont but Spitfires of 2nd T..A.F,
provided escort. A force of 72 llitchells and Bostons,
flying in formations of six, bombed seven railway stations,
four bridges and an aqueduct. One bridge was claimed to
have been destroyed and there were near misses on other
targets. But the operation was unique in that the Mosquito
night intruder force was ordered to fly on a daylight
operation. Although only one Wing was detailed in the
cperation order issued on 1 Fobn^aiy, the maximum effort was
ordex-ed on 22 February, and tlii’ee Y/ings (143 airci’aft)
attacked targets of opportunity, factories, buildings, signal
boxes and railway stations around Hanover, Bremen, ICiel,
WiUielrashaven, Flensburg and along the borders of Holland

The low flying, vulnerable aircraft sufferedand Germany,

O ■

heavily from flak and 21 Mosquitoes and their crews were
lost. This proved to be the biggest loss to any Group or
Commp-nd which took part in Operation Clarion. The view of
the Deputy Supreme Corajnander on this matter v/as that
original orders for Glairion had been issued two months befoa?e
and that such an error of judgment could only be attributed
to bad planning on the part of Main Headquarters 2nd T,A,F,
or No. 2 Group. But from the time of the original concep

tion of Clarion, 2ndT.A-F. had planned to use Mosquitoes^in
a daj’-light role and for this reason had requested^S.H. A.E.F.
(Mr) that their opera-tional sone be extended to include
the Kiel and Hanover areas.

S.H.A.E.F. (Air)
Hist. Record

● and Diaxy

p. 9
Feb. 1945.

2nd T.A,F,/30317/
51 /Ops.

The claims made by 2nd ToA,P, at the end of the day
were as follows;

DamagedDestroyedTarget

13128Locomotives
Goods wagons
Motor Transport
Barges
Rail Cuts

81883
19382
719

104

S0H.A.E.F. (Air)
Daily Ops./int,
Summary No, 4
22 Feb. 1945o

The IXth Air Force operated in strength south of the
Tlie mediumRuhr down to the line Karlsruhe - Crailshelm.

bomber force attacked 48 bridges, I3 marshalling yards and
junctions and another 15 railway facility targets
bombers made widespread armed reconnaissances,
ToA.F, was responsible for the Stuttgart area and its medium
bomber force bombed 29 railway centres.

Fighter
The 1st

Ibid

The Vlllth Air I''orce covered central Germany roughly
Cloud obrc. deast of a line from Hanover to Nuremburg.

of the targets and bombers returned on the follov.Ljgmany
day to complete their prograiniae, Tlie Fortresses a)'.d
Liberators flew in small formations like fighter bombers and
attacked 62 marshalling yards, railway lines, jiuxctior.s aiid
bridges,
against oil targets that day but a small force of LariCasters

Bomber Command operated over the KuiirR.A.F

Vlllth A,F.
Monthly Summary
Of Ops®,
Feb, 1945«
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R, A, F, Bomber
Command O.R. B,

Ap'p» A,
Febe 1945*

escorted by R. A.F, Fighter Command bombed the rail viaducts
at Bielefeld aiid Altenbeken but no results were observed, 0)
Heavy bombers of the XVth U.S. Air Force flying from Italy
also encountered bad \7eather and were unable to bomb all

their targets but they succeeded in hitting 20 marshalling
yards in southern Germany and Austria,

Just under 300 sorties were flown by the G. A. P. to
intercept Allied aircraft but this effort was in vain.
Apart from 2nd T.A.F., losses to Allied aircraft
extraordinarily small siid those were for the most "oart caused

by flak. According to G. A.iB’, Intelligence Reports the enemy
lost 29 aircraft in coiuiter air operations.

were

A,H.B,6 Trans,

Reports by
Intelligence
G. A. P. Operational
Staff p. 33.
Feb. 1945-

The Allied air effort for 22 February is summarised as
follows:-

Pre-arranged

Targets

Bomb

Tonnage^
("short)

Air Force Sorties Looses

(2)
R^A-F. Bonber Conmand 2Q3207 p 1

Vlllth Air Force Bonders 62 3,833 7

Fightersn II 068 13

XVth Air Force Bombers 770 20 2, OX 3

n n Fighters 361 10

2nd British T.A.F. 1,735

1,935

11 33

IXth Air Fonje 73 1,276 10

9k61st T.A.F, 29 350 10

R.AoF, Fighter Conmand 330

CoA.T.O.R, 125

8,688 202 8,109 87

It is difficult to assess with any degree of accuracy
the effect of Operation Clarion upon the German rallv/ay
system as a v-diole but x^botographs taken on aerial reconnaiss
ance diuring the following week showed the extent of damage at
particular railv/ay stations,

attacks on 22 and 23 February through running was impossible
at 24 rail centres in Germany and Austria^ there were large
bomb concentrations at 25 centres and locomotive facilities
were damaged at 11 railway de-pots,
ordinated with any ground offensive it is i-uilikely that the
land can^jaign v/as at all affected,

bomber forces must achieve concentration in time and place if
they are to assist a land operation effectively has now been
established as a result of air ground operations in this

The bombing of rail communications west of the

As a result of heavy bomber

Since Clarion was unco-

The axiom that hea-vy

campaign.

S.H.A.E.F. G,2,
Eneny Communi
cations and

Supply
Summary No, 28,

IlS/108/1
Effect of Air
Power on

Military

Operations in
V/, Europe p. 65,

Rhine was a more effective Icind of Clarion and, in fact, it

(1) In the original plan for Clarion E. A. F. Bomber Command
v/as to make a st-aiTdard attack on the Ruhr dioring the

operation or on the nights preceding or following it,
(See File B.G./S.32305).
assigned to Bomber Coiranand in the plan for the isolation
of the Ihilir,

The two -viaducts had been

(2) Not more than 35 aircraft of Bomber Command v/er© engage!

in Operation Clarion and therefore only the sorties and
tonnage of bombs dropped by this small force have been
included.
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has already been noted that General Spaatz intended the
operation to tai:e place at that time,
the time both the Deputy Supreme Commander and the' Ground.. ●
Staff at S.K.A,E,P, appeared to be satisfied v/ith the
results of Clarion,

Nevertheless at
)

Operation Bugle

But in spite of these Tddespread air attacks concen
trated bombing of the Ruhr v/as believed by S.H,A.E,P, to be
the best way to destroy the German economy, and the best
way in which the Strategic Air Forces could assist the ground
forces at that stage of the war.
source of coal for the Reich and the recent bombing of rail
centres in western Germany had thoroughly disorganised the
distribution of coal,

was believed, bring industrial life to a standstill,
the same time the oil offensive had indubitably affected the
enemy's mobility on the ground and in the air and attacks on

the major centres of oil production should be continued.

The Ruhr was the only

If continued, these attacks would, it
At

) 0

) O
D.S.C./T,S.100
Pt. 9
Ends, 66A_, 79A.

The Deputy Supreme Commander had always stressed the ,
in^jortance of heavy attacks on the Ruhr since the previous '
autumn. At the Air Staff Meeting at S,H.A,E.F. on

26 Pebruar;)i^ he suggested that, as Operation Clarion had been a
success, it should be followed by a big attack on communi
cation centres in the Ruhr dixring the next spell of fine

xveather; this would be succeeded, in turn, by further wide
spread attaclcs, (■^) -Operation Bugle, as this new plan was
Called, was discussed at the Air Commanders Meeting on
1 March,

D.S.C./T. 3,100/9
Pt, 4
Enel. 69A
para. 4*

Tile divergent vie^/ra of British and American Air
Commanders on strategic bombing which had existed for some
time -were presented with .unusual frankness,
the Deputy Supreme Commander, representatives from R, A.F,
Bomber Command and the Ground Staff of S.H.A.E.F, argued for
concentrated attacks on the Ruiir xiriiile on the other
Generals %>aatz and Anderson and American air officers at
S,H,A,E,P. opposed Operation Bugle for the reason that they
thought the 'VIIIth Air Force would suffer heavy casualties
from flak in the ,Ruhr(2) and, secondly, that v/ide spread attacks
v/ould prove equally decisive, combined vdth a big attack on
Berlin.

On the one hand

The discussion v/as closed by the Deputy Si.^reme

Ibid
End. 734
p ara. ^3 ^^d
S.H.A.E.P. (Air)
Hist, Record and
Diary
_
March 1945»

Commander who said that everyone was agreed i^at oil targets
should a-emain as top prior*ity v^enever vreather conditions
were suitable. As for air attacks on transportation he was
in favour of alternating Clarion and Bugle, but that for the
immediate future Bugle should take precedence,
the decision as to how the Strategic Air Forces should best
be en^^loyed was the responsibility of Air Marshal Bottomley
and General Spaatz,

In any case1

'\

(1) S,H,A,E,F, (Air) stated in the plan for Bugle that there
vrere 17 key railv/aj'- centres in the Ruhr of which eight
were act.ive at that moment.

(2) It Iiad recently been reluctant in making visual attacks
on marshalling yards aroimd the Ruhuj in spite of the fact
that aircrews were reporting slackening of flak in the
area and that on 19 February a force of 1200 U.S. bombers
attacked targets in the Ruhr and returned without loss,
S.H.A.E.F, (AJ.r) Hist. Record and Diary. p,8. Fob, 1945,
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F, (Air) issued anOn the evening of 3 March S.H. A. ^ j.-,
order defining areas of operation (I) for^Bugle o the
Tactical and Strategic Air Eorces and iniomied them that ohe
time and date for B\.iglo would be decided
Commanding General, United States Strategic Ajir j?orces,

By error the Air Ministiiy was not included in the
The dispute over

'thus re-emerged in a nev/ form.

Europe,
distribution list,
bomber targets by S.H.A.E.F.

the selection of heavy

D.S.C./T.S.100
Ft. 9
Enel. 74A.

The Feputy Chief of Air Staff on learning ox Operation

Bugle sent a signal to the Deputy Supreme Commander^on
6 March in which he condemned the continuation of mdespread
air attacks and quoted the Joint Intelligence Committee's

adverse opinion of Operation Clarion. Provided 'chat oil
targets in the Rulir vrould also be attacked he v/as in agree
ment vri.th the aims of Operation Bugle and with the ̂selection
of marshalling yards as aiming points. ^ He concluded that
the targets would be chosen by the Workiiig Committee

(Communications) of the Combined Strategic Targets Coinmittee
in consultation with the various Air Forces concerned.

Ibid
End. 76A

Air Chief Marshal Tedder was provoked into making an

attack upon the system of selecting targets for the Strategic
Air Forces v/hereby "committees and sub-committees have
immense influence on the conduct of operations". He

explained in his reply to the Deputy Chief
8 March that wliile he had alv,rays acknowledged the authorities
controlling the Strategic Air Forces, at the present stage
of the cairpaign, it was difficult to distinguish betv/een
heavy bomber operations which directly affected and those
■^rfiich indirectly affected land operations,

DSC /T.S.100/9 Meanwhile the U.-S.A.A.F. had appajrently accepted the

Ibid
Ends, 77A,

of Air Staff on8AA.

Pt *4-Encls. 77B idea of Operation Bugle, At the Air Staff Meeting at
T>ara, h- S,H.A,E,F, on 9 March General Schlatter (Deputy Chief of Air
^d Id;. 5 Staff, S.H.A.E.F.), announced that^ weather permitting,
End 2A Operation Bugle would take place on 10 March and vrauld be

followed by Operation Clarion II on the following day,
^  " Both Air Chief Marshal Tedder and Air Marshal Robb were then

in London, \Vhen asked to approve this decision on the
telephone, the Deputy Supreme Commander said he would discuss
the plan with the Chief of Air Staff and his Deputy. All
three officers agreed that two days should be d*evoted
entirely to Operation Bugle rather than in alternating Bugle
with Clarion and this decision was passed on to S.H, A, E.F.
(Air).

S.H.A.E.P.
(Air) Hist.
Record and
Diary

1F
March, 1945*

In fact poor -weather prevented a simultaneous Allied
air attack in and aroimd the Ruhr but the heaviest daylight
attaolcs made by H, A
directed against Essen and Dortmund during 11 and 12 Mar*ch
(34.13 sorties in tvro days) and on the 10th a strong attack
was made by the Vlllth Air Force in the Ruhr,

Bomber Command during the war were●  0

From 10 toA,M, War Room
Summary of R,A.F. 20 March 2,383 sorties vrere flown against railway targets and
Bomber Cmd. 1,075 sorties against oil targets in the Ruhr by R. A, P.
Ops. and Ylllth Bomber Command.
A.P. Monthly
Sunnary of Ops*
March 1945*

The Vlllth A.ir Force flew 2,738 sorties
against railway targets in the Ruhr and west of the Ruhr line

(1) 2nd T,A,F. v/as to operate north and the IXth Air Force
south of the Ruhr v^iile the Ruiir itself was divided into
two sectors, R.A.P. Bomber command attacking west and
the Vinth Air J'orce attacking targets east of the line
Essen - Vohvrinlcel ,
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of interdiction.

Air Forces attacked rail viaducts and "bridges and on
14 March the Bielefeld ●'/iaduct was destroyed "by R.A.F. Bomber
Command using a ten ton bomb.

On the outskirts of the Ruhr the Strategic

Preparations by the Tactical Air Forces for Operation Plimder

No time was lost by the 2nd T.A.F. and the XXIXth
Tactical Air Command after the conclusion of Operations
Veritable - Grenade to begin preparatory attacks in support
of Operation Plunder, the main crossing of the Rhine north of
the Ruhr,
for the assault, fighter bombers of 2nd T.A.F, yrere to cut
ail railway lines leading into the Wesel - Emmerich area and
western Holland; Mitchells and Bostons of No, 2 Grov^ were
to bomb the communication centres just east of the Rhine;
fighter sweeps were to be maintained over the G. A. F. bases
north of the Ruhr with the object of neutralising the jet
fighter-bomber force; finally fighter bomber attaclcs on vital
eneny military headquarters in the area of future operations
such as those of Army Group 'H* and Twenty Fifth Amy 7/ere to
begin v/hen weather permitted.

While Twenty First Amy Group was concentrating

The second phase of Allied operations to reach the Rhine -
Operation Lumberjack

On 5 March General Eisenhower directed that as soon as
the objectives of Operation Veritable and Grenade had been
achieved. General Bradley was to invest the city of Cologne
and close to the Rhine north of the Moselle, This offensive
(Operation Lumberjack) would protect the comnunications of
the Northern Group of Armies and would eliminate opposition
by the eneny west of the Rhine against the Rhine assault
operations in the northern sector.

The First U,S, Amy attack TTsnt forward with imezpected
rapidity. The Gemian forces west of the Rhine had been
depleted as a result of the heavy casualties in the battle of
the Ardennes and because so many trocps had been ST/itched to
the eastern front. They were, therefor(^ quite unable to
meet a series of thrusts along the entire length of the
western front. The R,A.F, played a part in this offensive.
On 1 March a request was made by First U.S, Amy for
heavy bomber attack on Cologne to destroy troops and equip
ment, The request was approved by General Eisenhower vrtio
was touring the front at the time. The target was passed to
R. A.F, Bomber Command and on the morning of 2 March 858
Lancasters and Halifaxes dropped 2,898 tons of H.E. on the
already devastated city. The aiming points v/ere the
Hohenzollem and Deutz bridges across the Rhine and two ferry
crossings on the west bank of the river which were within
480 yards of the Hohenzollern bridge. Luring the attack
American troops were only six miles from the western outskirts

Photographs confirmed the accuracy of the
attack, the v/eight of vjiich had fallen in the western quarter
of the city. Once again the G, A..P, did not attempt to
interfere.

a

of the city.

D.S.C,/T,3,100/
12 pt. 2
End, 62A,

S,H,A,E.F, Main
IIf4/A52/1Ua A. 3
Mar, 1945
R, A,P, Bomber
Command O.RqB,
App, Mar, 1945«.
ref.

By 7 March not only had Cologne been occupied but First
U.S, Amy troops held the west bank of the Rhine down to
Lusseldorf where they linked up with Ninth U.S. Amy,
Trocps of the 9th U,S, Armoured Division had also advanced to
the Rhine at Remagen, south of Cologne and on the evening of
the 7th seized the Ludendorf railway bridge.
General Eisenhower has described this event as one of those
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QS.A,C's Report rare and fleeting opportunities v^ich occasionally present
themselves in war, and -w^ich, if grasped, have incalculable
effects in determining future success".

General Bradley to exploit this unforeseen sitxiation and five
divisions were instantly thrown across the Rhine to reinforce
the bridgehead.

He at once ordered

to

C.C.S. p,111

D.S.C,/.T.3.100/
12 pt. 2
End, 63A

The enemy made desperate attempts to drive back the
Americans with hastily assembled elements vrLthdrawn from the
fighting in the northern sector,

to destroy the railway bridge and the pontoons thrown
the Rhine by General Bradley’s troops.

20 March about 640 sorties were flo'm against the bridgehead
by Ju‘s 87, Me*s 109 and Pw’s 190 and jet fighter bombers.
Although some damage was caused to the bridge they could not
stop the flow of troops to the opposite bank,
days three U.S. Army Corps had been established,east of the
Rhine,

The G, A. P. was committed
across

Between 8 and

Within ten

Once again the G.A..P. had shov/n itself to be

A.H.B.6
Trans,

Intelligence
reports,
G.A.P, Opera
tional Staff

March 1945*

Q

ineffectual in providing support to the Army. The enemy
also used guided missiles against the bridgehead viien, on
17 March, 11 rockets were fired at Remagen from the Hellendoom
area in eastern Holland,

long, range rocket as a tactical weapon.

This was the first use of the

D.S.C./T.3.100/
11 Pt, 2

End, I5A,

The IXth Air Force played an inportant part in this
battle by providing cover over the bridgehead and its medium

and fighter bombers attacked communications leading towards
the Remagen area to delay the arrival of enemy reinforcements.
During night time Mosquitoes of No, 2 Gro\;p covered rail

S.H.A.E.P, (Air) routes between Seigburg, Pranlcfurt and Hildesheim, The
Daily 0ps,/lnt, IXth Bombardment Division also struck at G.A.P. air bases in
S

No, 2 GroiJip
O.R. B,
March 1945*

ummaiy No, 4 the vicinity and in an outstanding attack on I4 March the
March 1945« IXth Tactical Air Ooramand claimed to have destroyed 58

aircraft and damaged 46 on the ground at the Lippe airfield
north of Cologne, These operations evidently hurt the
for after I3 March noticeably fewer formations
against the bridgehead,(1)

eneny
were dispatched

\

A.H.B.6
Trans, G.A.P.

Into Reports

The^Third U.S. Amy which, since eliminating the eneny
salient in the Ardennes, had stood on the defensive along-
the line of the River i^ll advanced towards the Rhine along-

D.S.0,/T.3.100/ side of^Pirst U.S, Amy troops who had completed their task
of closing to the Rhine north of Cologne, On 9 March units
of the two Armies met at Andemach on the Rhine north of

Coblenz and trapped elements of the Fifth Panzer Amy in their

converging thrusts.^ By 11 March the greater part of the-
west bank of the Rhine down to the Moselle had been cleared of
the enemy.

12 Pt, 2
Enel, 67A,

General Eisenhower decided on 13 March thal^ in view of
the success of Tv/elfth Amiy Group's operation^ he would launch

attack from the Remagen bridgehead (Operation Voyage)
towards Frankfurt vri.th the object of diverting eneny troops
from the operations of Twenty First Amy Group in the north
and future operations of Sixth Army Group south of the
Moselle, But at the same time First U.S. Array were to hold

up to ten divisions in readiness to exploit the bridgehead
north of the Ruhr and the scheme was not to prejudice Third
U.S. Amy’s operations on the left flank of Sixth Amy Group,

an

\

Ibid

End. 66a,

(1) 2nd T.A.P, had also intensified fighter sweeps

the northern G.A.F, bases,
specialized in this task.

over

The Tenpest squadrons
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On the same day the Supreme Commander announced that the
target date for Operation Plunder, the main crossing of the
Ehine in the north, would he 24 March.

The Third phase of Allied operations to close to the Rhine-
Operation Undertone

The Supreme Commander had already stated that the Sixth
Army Group would laimch an offensive to clear the enemy from
south of the Moselle and to establish a bridgehead in the
Mainz - Mannheim area as soon as the objectives of Operation
LTomberjack had been attained.

Seventh U.S, Army began an attack against the 'ffestem Wall
defences between Saarbrucken and Pirmasens*

Group had requested heavy bomber sx^port and on the night of
14/15 March 391 Halifaxes and Lancasters of R.A.P. Bomber
Command bombed the communication centres and billeting areas

of Homb-urg and 2weibi*uGken in rear of the enemy’s defences.
Aerial photographs taken after the attack revealed that in
both places railway lines had been severed and roads blocked
by rubble and craters.
R. A.P. Bomber Command ■\7est of the Rhine for on 17 March
S.H.A.E.P, (Air) directed that, because of the rapid Allied
advance south of the Moselle, the bombing of targets west of
the Rhine should cease unless co-ordinated by S.H.A,E.F.

On 15 March, therefore, the

The Sixth Army

This was the last operation by

Ibid
End.
64A and 65A.

R.A.P. Bomber
Cmd. Night Raid
Report No. 865*

Pile B.C./T.S.
31943 Pt. 2
End. 128A.

On 15 March the IXth Bombardment Division and the 42nd
Bomb Wing of 1st T,A,F. attacked defended localities at
Neunkirchen and Pirmasens in support of the Seventh U.S. Army,
The enemy troops west of the Rhine, mainly from the First
German Attiq^ were short of fuel and ammunition and resisted
feebly once their main defences had been broken.
Seventh U.S, Army had penetrated into the Western wall by
19 March and made towards the Rhine. It was supported by
further medium bomber attacks. In addition extremely
effective sx;^ort was given by the Xllth Tactical Air Command
■’^ich flew 3,458 sorties during the first five days of the
operation and obtained excellent results against the with
drawing enemy
horsedrawn transport claimed as
enemy’s acute shortage of petrol.

The

A significant feature was the quantity of
destroyed which indicated the

S.H,A.E.P. (Air)
Ops./int,
Summary No, 25,

But the enemy’s retreat was also thrown into confusion
by the Third U.S, Army v^hich, forsaking inter-Amy boundaries,
on 14 March, struck south west across the Moselle in the
enemy's rear instead of advancing north towards the Reraagen
bridgehead as had been anticipated
had no alternative but to withdraw to the Rhine,
evening of 21 March General Eisenhower directed that
Operations Voyage and Undertone were to be prosecuted
vigorously in order to establish a bridgehead across the Rhine
in the Frankfurt area. The Third and Seventh U.S. armies
were to seize any opportunity of making a surprise crossing of
the Rhine, Shortly after the issue of this order, on the
night of 22 March, troops of the 5th U.S, Division (Third U.S,
Army) advancing south of the Moselle crossed the Rhine at
Oppenheim south of Mainz without serious opposition and
quickly established a bridgehead,(1)

The First German Army
On the

D.S.C’s Log
S.C.A.F, 240
Mar, 1945*

(1) Airbome landings which were to have supported  a crossing
by Seventh U.S, Army (Operation Choker II) were therefore
cancelled.
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Conclusion

By the third vreek in March the enemy had been defeated
in battle west of the Ehine,

of the great river from Emmerich to Basle,

of the Northern Group of Armies had proceeded more slowly
than had been expected and the flooding of the River Roer

The enemy,
however, was unable to bring up reserves to slov/ down the
American advance once it began and the final stages of
Operations Veritable-Grenade were swiftly concluded,
the central sector events took an entirely unforeseen turn
and accelerated General Eisenhower’s plan of attack.

First U.S, Amy rapidly cleared the ground west and north of
Cologne while the seizure of a bridge at Reinagen gave the
Allies

The Allies held the left bank
The operations

delayed the advance of the Ninth U.S, Amy,

In

The

a footing on the far bank of the Rhine a fortnight

C .

before the major crossing was due to begin,
Moselle the eneny entrenched in the Siegfried line had
expected that they would be able to stave off an offensive
by the Seventh U.S. Amy.
Southern Army Groups defeated the German Army in the Saar
basin and heavy losses were inflicted on men and material by
the Allied Air Forces,
ordered to
this was

South of the

But units of the Central and

Commanders in this sector were

seize any opportunity of crossing the Rhine and
accomplished by General Patton’s troops on the

night of 22/23 March. Thus by the target date for
Field Marshal Montgomery’s crossing of the Rliine two bridge
heads had been established on the right bank.

of fighting behind the formidable barrier of
the Rhine the German Armies disintegrated in the watershed

between the Maas and the Rhine, in the hills of the Ardennes

^d the Eifel and finally in the Sanr Valley. No trained
formations were available to defend the Riiine or to halt the

easterly advance of the Allies. As General Eisenhower later

wro e in his Report to the Combined Chiefs of Staff, ’The war
was won before the Rhine was crossed’.

Report by
The Supreme
Commander to
the G.C.S.

p, "146.
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CHAPTER 6)

OPERATION PLUI'iDER - THE NORTHERN CROSSING
OP ITS RHUS

Flans for Operation Plimder

The main assault crossing of the Rhine began late on
23 Haroh in the area of Rheinberg, Y/esel and Rees north of
the industrial area of the Rulir« Army, Naval and Air Forces,
on a large scale took part in the greatest and most arduous
combined operation since the assault across the Channel on
6 June

about 1200 feet 'VTide vd.th steep banks and a sv^lft current
during the spring months caused by the melting snov/s.
Elaborate planning and preparation over several months, 7/ere
therefore? vital elements of success,

craft for vehicles and personnel and anphibious vehicles and
bridging equipment were assembled and the troops who were to
malce the assault underwent intensive training,

preparations went alaead, the Allied Air Forces carried out an
intensive bombing programme in and around the Ruhr which

began over a month before the aissault was due to talce place.

The River Rhine at this part of its course was

Quantities of landing

T/hile these

On 13 March the Supreme Commander confirmed that Twenty
First Army Group "with the Ninth U.S, Army on its right flank
under command of Field iviarshal Hontgomery would secure a

bridgehead across the Rhine North of the Ruin* which vrauld be
a bsise for future operations to encircle the industrial

The FirstThe target date was to be 24 March.region

I

d.s.'c./t.s.100/12
Pt.2
Encl.66A .

Allied Airborne Army employing the XVTII Airborne Corps v^as

to support the assault,
the highest priority to operations in connection with the
northern crossing of the Rhine.

The Allied Air Forces were to give

But by the target date for v/hat was intended to be the
first and biggest of the crossing operations, there were
already in existence two considerable bridgeheads across the
Rhine. Tire larger bridgehead, at Remagen, extended to a

depth of ten miles on a front of 25 miles while the Oppenheim
bridgehead, only two days old, was already six ndles deep and
nine miles vdde. These developments strengthened what

appears to have been a predilection of General Eisenhower’s
for a drive into central Germany to divide the Wehrmacht and

to capture the Leipzig
be less and less impressed with the advantages of advancing
direct to Berlin across the north German plain

of 24 March, the day tliat the assault across the
the north was launched, the Supreme Commander, in a

signta to the Combined Chiefs of Staff, gave it as his
opinion tliat everything should be done to exploit the success
in the southeni bridgeheads and on the following day the
First U.S. Army was svdtched from its foimer role of

supporting -
support operations

From then onwards he seemed toarea.

On theSa

evening
Rhine in

Field Marshal Montgomery and was made available to
from the Remagen bridgehead.

See Chap. 2
63P-

See Chap. 5

p. 172

Tv/enty First Army GroupPlan of the

Field Max-shal Montgomery exercised command over all the

forces talcing crossing of the Rliine north of the
Rulir. At his disposal were the Second British Army, the
Ninth U.S. Ai-my and the First Canadian Army,

troops of* XVIIIth U.S. Airborne Corps comprising
British American Airborne Division v/ere also placed

The airborne
one

wider Field Marshal Montgomery but the planning and execution
of Varsity? as the airborne operation was called,

SECRET
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imdertaken Toy the First Allied Airhome Army oonsnanded by
General Brereton and will therefore be dealt %vith

subsequently.

The intention of Field-Marshal liontgoinery v/as to cross
the Rhine north of the Ruhr and secure a firm base from

which he could carry out operations to isolate the Ruhr and
deliver a thrust towards the capital of the Reich,
was in accordance v/ith the plans of General Eisenhower
approved by the Combined Cliiefs of Staff in January of that
year.

Thi

See Chap, 4
p. 1 09 et seq:

qField-Marshal Montgomery decided to cross the Rhine
betvreen Rheinberg and Rees vd.th the Second British and the
Ninth U.S. Arnd.es. The River Lippe which meets the Rhine
just south of Yfesel was to be the boundary line between the
British and the Americans, The Second British Army vfas to
attack to the north of this line and the Ninth Army to the
south.

The main objective was "^esels a very in^ortant communi
cations centre, already much bombed, since it had been one of
the principal crossing points of the German forces retreating
to the east of the Rhine. Three highways extended from

See Chap, 5
p. 162

One led to Enschede and Bremen,Yfesel to north-west Germany,
another to Munster and Osnabruck, and the third to Hamm and
l/ionster. Crossings by the Second British Army in Naval and
other assault craft were to take place at Rees, Xanten and
Vresel, At the same time the Ninth U.S, Army vras to assault
between Rheinberg and Orsoy, its main objective being
Dinslaken on the east bai-ik.(l) It should be mentioned here
that the role of the First Canadian Army during this phase
was to protect the assaulting forces from the north and
north-east? for it was possible for the Twenty Fifth German
Army to threaten Ant\7erp and the Twenty First Army Group's
main line of communication.

Operations to expand the bridgehead after the crossing
vfere to be undertaken in three phases,
the British was to secure the road centre of V/esel against
enemy counter attacks; following this the Second and the
Ninth Armies were to push inland in order to give sufficient
protection for the bridge-building operations vfhich were to
●calce place at ¥esel, Xanten and Rees,
all three Annies were to es^and to the east and the north
east so that further offensive operations might be initiated
as the Supreme CoinmEaider directed,
intended the Second Amy to advance to the north-east on the
axis of Munster; the Ninth IT.S, Army v/as to advance in a
similar direction but south of the British and was to include
Hajcm as an objective,
the Rhine at Erranerich and Arnhem and capture Deventer and
Zutphen and it was to be responsible for opening up a supply
and communications route tlirough Aniliem to the north-east.

Air Flans for offensive operations

The first task of

In the third phase

Field-I'/iarshal Montgomery

The First Canadian Army was to cross
f

Allied AIt Forces Available

Log D.S.C.
S.C.A.F.231
13 Mar 1945

As he considered that the crossing of the Rhine would
be the last major operation in north-west Europe,
General Eisenhower had laid down that the utmost support was
to be given by the Strategic and Tactical Air Forces.

€

(1) This assault was known as Operation Flashpoint.
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The Air Eorces concerned were as follovrs:

1. R.A.P. Bomber Gommancl

2. The VIII th Air Force

3. The 2nd Tactical Air Force

k» The IXthU.S. Transport Carrier Command

Nos, 38 and 46 Groups5*

5 6, The IXth TJ.S. Transport Carrier Command

7. R.A.F. Fighter Coimnand.

In addition to these forces R,A.,F, Coastal Comniand was

to carry out diversionary operations on the Dutch Coast and
imits of the XVth U.S, Air Force operating from Italian
bases were to make an attack on a tanic factory in Berlin on
D Day.
drawing away enemy fighters from the main area of operations.

It \7as hoped that these operations would assist in

Enemy A-ir Forces available

H.Q.P.A.A.A.
Revised Plan

for Varsity
App; C,

Allied intelligence officers had reckoned that there
vrere approximately 80 jet aircraft available for operations
against the bridgehead but as these aircr£ift were able to
use only a limited number of airfields the effort likely to
be made was not thought to be veiy high. Night ground-
attack fighters were believed to auioimt to 135 ailrcraft which
were centred in the Dortmund-Cologne area,
orders of battle discovered lately show that there were in
fact no more than 70 of these aircraft,
fighters whose strength had been husbanded for some time
were believed to number approximately 625 aircraft, of which
455 were within range of the bridgehead (150-160 miles).
Out of this total 370 were presumed to be stationed in the
Rlieine-Achmcr area.

Liiftwaffe Command V/est has revealed that there were, in fact,
approximately 430 single engined fighters on the western
front on 15 March 1945«

But German

Single engined

Research into the records of

German Document.
Luftv/affe Vfest
Order of Battle

15 Uar 1945
A.H.B.6,
Trans,

i

Although airfields in north-west Gennany were in good
condition, and, even if bombed, could only be put out of
action for possibly 36 hoiors, shortage of fuel and aircrews
and the steadily increasing pressure from the eastern front
put the G.A.F. at a strong disadvantage,
officers believed tliat only at night would it have a chance
to interfere seriously vri.th ground operations.

Allied air

Plans for air support to Operations Plunder, Varsity and
Plash Point, 28 February to 21 March

The Air Officer Coimnanding-in-Chief, 2nd T.A.P., was
placed in control of all air operations in support of the
airborne landings - Operation Varsity,
operations by the Strategic Air Force in so far as they were

File connected v/lth support to the airborne operation, lan
2nd T,A.F,/30317/ for air operations in support of the assault across the

Rhine by Twenty First Army Group (Operation Plmder)
also worked cut by 2nd T.A.P.

He controlled

The p

74/Ops. was

and included operations of the
XXIXth Tactical Aar Command which was then under its command.
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But requests for heavy ‘bomber support still had to be
approved by S.H.A.E.P, (Air) in the normal manner. 0 )

The first conference on the a:lrborne operation and
requirements for air support ̂ 7as held at S,li.A.E.F. (forward)

at Reims on 28 February. Air Chief i'.'Iarshal Tedder,
General Brereton (Gomraanding General First Allied Airborne
Amy), General Vandenberg (iZth Air Force), Air ‘Vice l^arshal

D.S*C,/T.S,100/9 Scarlett-Streatfeild (^To.jSGroup) and representatives from
Pt, 4 Enel. 71 A. the Vlllth Air Force and Bomber, Fighter and Coastal Commands

R.A.F, were present. (2)

An exposition of the airborne operation was given by
JtiajQr General Ridgv^ay, Commander of the XVIIIth 'O'. S. Airborne
Corps.

operation, instead of being launched simultaneously with the
ground assault, (to begin under cover.of darkness) was to
take full advantage of the great Allied air su'periority in
the ^7est and was timed for the morning or early afternoon of
E Bay. (3)

borne assault was to follow upon the launching of  a ground
offensive,

the ground forces fighting their way inland
The dropping-landing zones were all to be within two or
three miles of the Rtiine so that the two forces should

experience no difficulty in linking up on that same day.

The main features of the plan were that the airborne

This was the first occasion on which the air-

It would help to ensure a speedy junction with
fi-om the river.

There were three major tasks for the Air Forces.

Firstly they were to protect the vulnerable 'broop carrier
aircraft on their journey from the U.K. to the dropping
landing zones east of the Rhine. Secondly, they were to
protect these zones from air and ground attack. Heavy
bomber raids on G.A.F. airfields in the neighbourhood would
safeguard them fran the air while medium and heavy bomber
attacks on all the nearby communication centres v;ould
prevent the arrival of eneny supplies and reinforcements.
The 2nd T.A.F, was to provide for attacks on eneny troop
movements tov/ards the battle area - a foature which had been

neglected diu'ing the Arnhem operation,
the silencing of flak positions in the "Viresel area which v?as
to be the sole responsibility of 2nd T.A.F.
which had been neglected before the launching of Operation
Market was that there should be an increase of photographic
reconnaissance before the assault to discover both the

location of flak and the movements of enemy reserves towards
the battle area.

The third task was

Another task

(1) On 22 March, Air J.^arshal Coningham stated at an "off the
record" Press Coni’erence that he was co-ordinating and
directing all the Air Forces during the crossing,
fact operations by the Strategic Air Forces had been
co-ordina-bed at 3.H.A.E.F. on the previous day ,

(see pagel8l). The Deputy Supreme CoiiTmander later
confirmed that Air Morshal Coninghara’s claim was
unfounded.

In

(See S.H.A.E.F. Hist. Record and Diary
Mar, 1944, Verbatim Report of A.O.C, in G. 2nd T.A.F. *S
Press Coni'erence, 22 March and File A«E.A.Fo338l4/47/^)'»

(2) Representa4;ives from 2nd T.A.F, and Tv^enty First Amy

Group were unable to be present because of bad weather.

In addition the transport
to attacks by Ge3rman niglit fighters.

SECRET
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Air Marshal Coninghani had meantime charged the Air
Officer Commanding No* 85 Gro'up, Air Vice Marshal Broadhurst^
with the planning of air cover in a semi-circular area
stretching for 50 miles beyond the Bhine*
him responsible for the destruction of flak positions around
the dropping-landing zoneso
disposal were the resources of No, 84 Group and the XXIXth
Tactical Air Command as well as No* 83 Group*
■were concerted v/ith the headquarters of the Second British

He also made

At Air Vice Ivlarshal Broadhurst’s

These plans

Air Marshal
Coningham’s
Report on 2nd
T.A.P. Ops*
Page 49*

Army.(l)

On 5th March the Senior Air Staff Officer of 2nd T*A,P.
Air Vice-Marshal Groom^ sent a report both to S.H.A.E,P. and
the Chief of Staff, First Allied Airborne Army on the progress
of the planning* He stated that hea'vy bombers would be
required to attack YIesel and Rees prior to the assault and
enemy Jet airfields both before and on the day of tlie air
borne operation. He informed them that the destruction from
the air of flak positions (a Joint air-artilleiy effort)
had increased in importance as it had been foreseen that the
artillery would not be able to reach the enemy guns on the
far side of the dropping zones* They would have to be
attaclasd by rnedium as well as by fighter bombers with
fragmentation bombs before the airborne landing began*

Other important points in his report included
criticism of the plan to drop dummy paratroops on the day of
the operation v/hich he believed would be ineffective in caus
ing a re-deployment of enemy forces* Further, he asked that
re-supply missions should be reduced to the minamura other
wise they would only complicate and interfere T/ith tactical
tasks such as escort attacks on flak positions and immediate
support missions*-(2)

a

2nd T.A.F,
O.R.B, App,
No* 5 J/Iar 1945

On 17 March a conference to co-ordinate the air plan for
Operations Varsity^ Plunder and Flash Point was lie Id at the
Iilain Headq'uarters of 2nd T*A*F« at Brussels* Present 7/ere
Air Marshal Coningham and representatives :^om all Air Forces
and Air Commands taking part in the operations as well as
officers from First Allied Airborne Army and Twenty First
Army Group*
plan for ground aind airborne operations and said that ̂ the
ground forces were prepared to delay the attack for five
days should weather conditions prove to be unfavourable*
The Senior Air Staff Officer of No,83 Group, Air Commodore
IX A. Boyle, then expounded the air plan, after which it was
discussed in detail*

Air Marshal Coningham explained the general

Ibid Apps.
No.54 and 38
Mar 1 945 ●

At the end of the conference the Brigadier General
Staff Opei'ations
asked whether it'might not be possible to start heavy bomber
attacks tlxree or four days before the assault in the
area between IXisseldorf and Emmerich, as the enemy must
know roughly where the attack would take place*
the conference that his Headquarters wanted as many enemy
troops, guns and equipment to be destroyed as possible, and

He stressed the

Twenty First Army Group, Brigadier Belchem9

He infoiroe

that communications siiould be disrupted*

i
d

difficulties of cxsDSsing a river like the Rhine, and said
that once across it they had to face well tried divisions of

(l) Both the British Air and Army Headquarters were
located at Eindhoven Holland*

(2) See the Arnhem Operation*
Vol* XV. Chap* 7.-
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the First Parachute Army and the XLVIIth Panzer Corps, This
TJas the climax of Allied strategy on the western front and
nothing should he spared to make the operation successful.
Air Marshal Coningham replied that the Air Forces would do
all they could to assist the ground forces, hut that only
suitable and specific targets could he chosen. A meeting
was then arranged to take place at the Headquarters of
Second British Array on the following day to select suitable
targets. Representatives from the Strategic Air Forces as
well as from Nos.2 and 83 Groups were to he present. 'J'

The air plan for Operations Varsity, Plunder and Flash
Point was issued by 2nd T.A.F, on 20 March,
the Air Forces has been summarized as follows:-

The tasks of

(a) The establishment and maintenance of air superiority,
over the assault area and dropping-landing zones.

(b) The neutralisation of flak.

(c)2nd T.A.F, O.R.B.

App, No,2f2
Mar. 1945
No.83 Group
O.R.B, App. C
Mc«.r. 1945

Fighter protection of the troop carrier aircraft.

(d) Close support of the ground and airborne forces.

(e) The prevention of enemy movement in and between
the battle area.

(a) Fighter cover was to be provided by Nos,83 and 84
groups, 2nd T.A.F. over the Second Army area and by the
AXIXth Tactical Air Command south of the River Lippo over the
Ninth U.S. Army zone,

sufficient to guarantee complete air superiority,
therefore, decided to bomb all the airfields vjithin fighter
range of the bridgehead so that enemy aircraft would be
unable to take off during the critical phases of the
operation, A number of these were believed to harbour both

jets and night ground-attack fighters. These were to be
bombed by the Vlllth Air Force not only before the operation
but also on D Day itself. In addition to this armed
reconnaissances were to be carried out by the VXIIth Air
Force beyond the fifty mile belt to prevent eneny aircraft
reaching the bridgehead,
G.A.F. airfields during D Bay.

(b) Flak amounting to about a thousand light and heavy
anti-aircraft guns had been amassed in the Bocholt-Brunen
area. Many of these guns had been drawn from the Ruhr where
they had been used to combat the attacks of R.A.F*. Bomber
Command. The anti-flak programme (l)

by medium and fighter-bombers and artillery. No,83 Group
was to co-ordinate these operations for v/hich purpose an anti
flak committee had been set up to consider suitable targets,

(c) Escort tasks were to be carried out by R.A.F.
Fighter Command and the Ninth Air Force,
Commands were not to proceed east of the Rivine as fighter
protection could then be provided by 2nd T.A.P. and Tactical
Air Command.

These operations were not considered
It was.

This force was also to patrol

was to be carried out

Aircraft of these

f

f

(d) Close support T;as to be carried out by both heavy
The capture of Wesel was thebombers and fighter-bombers,

main objective of the Second Army and R.A.F. Bomber Conmnnd
was to give close support in two attacks which were to be

(l) Khov/n by code name Applepie,
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Rocket-firing i^hoons of 2nd T.A.P*made on 23/2if J^Iarch.
and fighters of the XZIXth Tactical Air Command -were to
assist both ground and airborne troops with attacks on pre
arranged targets and to answer req.uests from the advanced
infantry formations.

(e) Attacks on enemy movement Y/ere to be made by both
Tactical and Strategic Air Forces. The Tactical Air Forces
■were to cut all railway lines likely to be used by the eneny
during the battle. Their medium bombers were to attack
communication centres in the vicinity of liVesel up to D Day
and on D Day itself. R.A.F. Bomber Command was to attack
certain road/rail centres either on the eve of the assault
or on D Day. Armed reconnaissances were to be continued
throughout the preparatory phase and on D Day by the lac ic
Air Forces. The Vlllth Fighter Command 7/as to fly armed
reconnaissances outside this area on D Day.

The plan for additional heavy bomber attacks was
submitted to S.H.A.E.F. on 19 llarch. In the Second Britxsh
Army area there were 26 targets, small towns or villages
believed to be focal points in the enemy’s defence

2nd T.A.F./30317/ all of which were north of the River Lippe. South of the
Lippe 16 targets, mostly barrack areas were chosen for

The object was to prevent the enemy from resting
or sleeping by successive at-tacks, to destroy oojnmunica-
tions, to delay the forward movement of reinforcements and
supplies and finally to retard the preparation of defences
east of the river.

File

74/Ops
attack.

Targets south of the Lippe were to be engaged by ea"vy
bombers because of the intensi'fcy of ■the flak which mde
medium bomber attacks too expensive,
were to be raided on equal priority so that the
element would not be lost.

Both lists of targets

^     - Each target v/as to be attacked
t least twice every 2A hours, if possible by day and by

Five of the targets were situated in Holland and
therefore to be cleared wi'fcli the Dutch Govemmen'c,

Cl

night,
were ■

This plan was discussed at the Air Staff Meeting at
S.H.A.E.P. on 19 March. Air Marshal Robb pointed oux, .
Air Marshal Coningham had already done, that the heavy boiler
force must not be wasted on area targets. On the following
day the Deputy Supreme Commander sent a ̂ member of the G-,3
Division, General Tffhiteley, to liaise with Headquarters,
Twenty-First Amy Group on this controversial point and no
advanced the date of the next Air Commanders' conference by
one day to ensure that the air plan was settled to the satis
faction of all concerned.

as
D.S.C/T.S.100/9
Pt.5 Encl.11 A
para, if

D,S,G/T.S.100/12
Pt,2 Encl.69A

At this conference, held on 21 March, Brigadier B^ohem
said in defence of,the plan that the object was
the eneny's morale (17 and that its essence was what he called
’continuity and diffusion of attack’. He was supported in
his views by Air Marshal Coningham.
Commander, General Spaatz and General Vandenberg, on the
other hand, were all agreed that the targets were too small
and too numerous. Air Chief Marshal Tedder pointed out
that ‘spread and continuity of bombing were incanpatible
aims’. He directed that S.H.A.E.F. Air Staff should examine
the list and select targets which were to be attacked by the

The Deputy Supreme

DoS,C/ToS.100/9
Ft.5 Enclo13A
para,1A

(1) The Amy*3 intention had changed somewliat since the
conference on 1? March when it was destruction of -feroops
and equipment.
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3heavy bombers after they had disposed of airfields and the
large communication centres,
were

necessity.

Targets on Dutch territory

only to be attached in the event of urgent military

A new schedule of targets was circulated by S.H.A.E.P,
to the Air Eorces later that day.

targets in the British sector YJere approved of which three
were to be attacked by R.A.P, Bomber Command and the
remainder by British or U.S. medium bombers.
U,S, Army sector nine out of 16 targets were approved and
all were to be attacked by the VIIIth Air Force,
by heavy bombers began on 22 March,("I/

Eighteen out of the 26

In the Ninth

Operatio

File 2nd T.A.F.

30317/7ii/0ps, I
nsSee p,l88 1

The Airborne Plan

General Brereton, Commanding General of the First Allied
Airborne Array was responsible for the execution of Operation
Varsity,
in close touch with Air-Marshal Goninghara and Field

l^or General Paul Williams commanded

He set up a Command Post at Brussels where he was

Marshal Montgomery,
No.38 Group
Op, Order
No.531
16 Mar. 1

the troop ceirrier aircraft and he delegated to the Air-
Officer Commanding No.38 Group command over the aircraft
involved in the British part of the operation.
Command Post was set up at liaison Lafitte(2) in order that
close liaison between British and Americans might be main*^
tained.

A Combined

Nos,38 and Groups together provided 440 aircraft and
gliders and the 52nd Wing IXth Troop Carrier Command 243
aircraft to carry the British paratroop and Air landing
Brigades,
East Anglia shortly before the operation began,
remainder of the IXth Troop Carrier Commaiid moved from England to
the Chartre-Rheiras area,

of Dakotas and a number of C.46s and gliders prepared to
carry the American airborne troops.
the Vlllth Air Force (240 Liberators) was detailed to carry
out a re-supply mission iraraediately after the landings.

For this purpose all aircraft were moved to
The

A total of 908 aircraft made up

The 2nd Division of

IXth T.CoC,
F,0, No.5
16 Mar. 1945

The two airborne divisions which made up the XVIII
U.S, Airborne Corps were the 6th British and 1?th U.S.
Airborne Divisions,(3) They were to assist the main a

No,38 Group
Report on
Varsity ssault

across the river by seizing the Diersfordter Wald which
dominated the Rhine north of Wesel, the village of Hamrainkeln

’ and a number of crossings of the River Issel, a tributary of
Parachute drops

P, hour) on D Day,
the Ijssel, already mentioned in Chapter 5.
were to begin at 1000 hours (known as
after the main assault(4).

J(1) The Supreme Commander was on leave during this week in
the south of Prance and was kept informed of the situa

tion by daily signals sent by A.G.M. Tedder. On the
evening of 22 March he informed General Eisenhov;er that
T.-;enty-First Arriy 'Group appeared to be satisfied with the
air plan. D.S.C./T.S,100/12 Pt.2..Encla.69A-72A.

Main Headquarters of the First Allied Airborne Army,
near Paris,

Major General Eiagway
tome Corps, MajS- ̂ neral E. the 6th
and Major cineral W. M. I'Hley the 1 /xh A.urbome Diviaoii.

Further details of the planuinS Operation Varsity
No.3‘may be found at Appendix

(2)

I
(3)

(4)
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Operations preparatory to crossing the Rhine

AriAV and Naval Operations

See Chap 5

p.163
The operations conducted by First Canadian Anry to clear

the eneny from west of the Rhine ended on 10 'March vjhen his

rearguard withdrew to Wesel on the east bank of the Rhine.

Preparations by Second British Amy and other forces for the

long planned crossing which was due to take place on the

23/2A March had meanwhile been going forward,

the transportation of a flotilla of Royal Naval landing craft

by road across Belgium and southern Holland,

destined for the assault carried out amphibious training on

a quiet stretch of the River Meuse,
accumulated in the rear areas and reserve divisions T;hich

would reinforce the bridgehead also began to arrive.

These include

The divisions

Ammunition and stores

d/

Preparatory air operations.

1 9 February to 24. ̂ iarch

The isolation of the Ruhr

Prom the third week in February air attacks were made on

bridges and viaducts south and east of the Ruhr,
target date for Operation Plunder grew near these operations

assumed an additional significance,

prevent coal and other industrial supplies flawing to the

rest of Germany from the Ruhr but they isolated the future
battle field north of the Ruhr,

reserves from the rear areas to stem Field. MamhalMontgcmexy's
assault across the Rhine at Wesel was thus effectively

delayed.

As the

Not only did they

The arrival of the eneny's

See Chap.4

p.118

I

The medium bombers of the IXth Air Force were respon

sible for the majoriiy of the attacks. Prom 19 February to

24 Miarch 23 separate attacks were made on bridges listed in

the isolation programme, southeast of the Ruhr and 31 air
craft were lost in these operations. The bridges over the

Weser (out of range of medium bombers) and the big railway
viaducts inside the interdiction line carrying the principal

trunk lines into the Ruhr were attacked by the heavy bomber

forces. From 22 February to 23 March, the day before the

main assault crossing took place, R.A.F. Bomber Command made
14 and the VIIIth Air Force made nine attacks on bridges or

viaducts. R.A.F, Bomber Command lost six aircraft as a

result of flak. Its most notable attack was made on

14 March against the much bombed Bielefeld viaduct. Two
spans were shattered by one 22,000 pound borab(1)

12,000 pound bombs wrecked the by-pass which had been erected
"When intensive a.ttacks on the Ruhr viaducts began(2).

and thirteen

S.H.A.E.F. (Air)

Daily Ops/int.
Summarie s

Feb, Mar. 1 945

R.A.P, Bomber Cmd.
O.R.B, Feb. Har. 19/j5
Vlllth Mr Force
Summary of Ops
Feb,-Mar. 1945

R.A.F. Bomber Cmd.
O.R.B, interp Rept.
1.64
Mar, 1945

A total number of 19 bridges or viaducts were chosen for

attack. By 24 March, despite the energetic attempts of the

enemy to keep them repaired, ten had been destroyed, two very

seriously damaged and two others damaged but were believed to
be passable. The latter bridges, at "Tlotho and Colbe, were

finally bombed by the IXth Air Force on 24'March and destroyed.
A final attack was made on Fracht Bridge that day when it was

seen that the enemy had repaired it. Two other bridges, at

Neuwied and Dottesfeld, were suspended from attack when they

within range of artillery fire from U.S, troops in the
They had already lost their importance

came

Eemagen bridgehead.

SoH.A.EoF.(Air)
Report on
Allied Air Ops
1 Oct, 19^i4 -
9 May 1945*
P.20

f

(1) ICnown as 'Grand Slam*.

(2) A photograph of the damage caused by R.A.F. Bomber
Command may be seen at Appendix No.4,
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because the approach lines had been cut at Seigen and to the

south. Fighter bombers also out railv/ay lines on the

approaches to the bombed bridges and harassed the enemy’s

repair parties. Nor must it be forgotten that by night

Mosquitoes of 2nd T.A.F. harassed relay movement within the

Feb. - Mar. 1545 area isolated by the heavy and medium bombers.

Below is a summary of air operations against bridges

surrounding the Ruhr from 19 February to 24 March inclusive, ("I)

No,2 Group
O.R.B.

i
Number of Effective Short Tons of Aircraft

Attacks Sorties Bombs Dropped lost J
14 384 2,624

2,399

1,924

6R.A.P. Bomber command

741U.S. IXth Air Force 9

958U.S, Vlllth Air Force 23 31

Air Operations Against the Dortmund-Ems and hltteland Canals

The attacks by heavy bombers on inland waterways must

also be mentioned as they, too, played an important i^art on
the isolation of the Ruhr,

vals since the autumn against these tvjo canal systems which

had assumed great importance when Allied air operations
against the rail system of western Germany were intensified.
This became evident when air reconnaissance revealed tha.t

the enemy was desperately trying to keep them open.
Dortmund-Ems Canal flows north from the Ruhr between Emden

and the North Sea and is joined near Rheine by the Mittel-

and or Ems-Weser Canal, which runs from west to east.
These -two canals carried all the inland waterbome traffic

between the Ruhr and central and eastern Germany. (2)

Attacks had been made at inter-

The

See Map No.24-

The stretch of the Dortmund-Ems Canal between Datteln

on the northern outskirts of the Ruhr and Rheine was a

bottle neck where there was an inevitable congestion of
traffic. The point chosen for attack was at Ladbergen,
south of Rheine, where the canal is elevated to pass over the
River Glane. Reference has already been made to attacks

made by R.A.F, Bomber Corranand on the canal at this point
during the autumn of 1944.
further attack was made by the R.A.P. when it was discovered

that the eneiiy was trying to put the canal into operation,
in spite of the fact that it was normally blocked by ice

during January and February,
R.A.P. Bomber Command on the night of 3/4 February,

At the beginning of January a

A final attack was made by

See Chap,2,

p. 31

i
The Mitteland Canal was attacked by both R.A.P. Bomber

The latter bombed it at the

point where it crossed the River Weser at Minden, during the
autumn and early winter, but these operations were much

hampered by poor visibility,

●two attacks on the canal at Gravenhorst near its junction
with the Dortmund-Ems Canal, one in November and the second
on the night of l/2 January,
larly effective.

Command and Vlllth Air Force,

R.A.P, Bomber Command made

This last attack v^as particu-
the beginning of March, ten attacks

I

R.A.P. Bomber
Cmd, O.R.B.
Jan. 1945

(1) Further details concerning number of attacks on each
bridge, bomb tonnage, status of bridges, on 24 March
may be found on Hap No. 24*

During 1943 it

Canal carried approximately 30 raillion tons of freight.

estimated that the Dortmund-Emswas(2)
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On the
effectively attacked tv?o headcjaarters near ¥esel.

next day No.Bij. .Group made three separate raids on head-
auarters in Holland. No.12|.6 Wing struck against
feneral Blaskovitz's headquarters (Army Group located

Her Aar north of Gouda, the principle eneny headquarters in
At Zegwald, a few miles west of Utrecht,

at
the northern sector.

No.83 Group
OeR.B, Msu:. 1945

62 Typhoons of No. 123 Wing attacked the advanced headquarters
of the Commander-in-Chief, the Netherlands, General Christiansen.
No. 145 Wing hombed another headquarters near Leiden. Investi

gations by the Operational Research Section of 2nd T.A.P.
revealed that 'Amy Group "H" Headquarters was occupied at the
time of the attack and 62 of the enemy were killed. A radio
transmitter was damaged. At General Christiansen’s Head

quarters about 40 men and two high ranking officers were
killed.

<

2nd T.A.P. aR.a

Report No.34
P.11

General Christiansen, meanwhile, was not left in

peace and, on the 29th, i^phoons of No.84 Group raided his
villa near Hilversum. Pour rocketHeadquarters m a

projectile salvoes struck the building where the General and
his staff were taking shelter. The top floor was destrcyed
but the house did not catch fire. Other military targets
attacked during this week were a battalion headquarters, the
headouarters of LXXXVlIIth Corps (where all bombs were

reported to have fallen in the target area), and an ammunition
2nd T.A.P. O. E,S, dump and a vehicle repair depot at Doetinchera in western

The depot had been evacuated by the Germans that
the attack,(1)

Holland,

day before
Report No,34
p.11.

A notable exploit during this phase by two squadrons of

S.H.A.E.P, (Air) the XIXth Tactical Air Command took place on 19 March when
Ops. Int. Sum.
No.29 Mar, 1945 Coramander-in-Chief West, near Bad Nauheim, north of Frankfurt,
and Analysis of Field Marshal Von Rundstedt had been replaced by Field
IXth Air Force

Ops. Mar. 1946
P.46

they bombed and put out of action the headquarters of the

Marshal Kesselring on the previous day.

The effort mde by Strategic and Tactical Air Forces

against communications from 10 to 20 March were as follows:

Effective Short tons Aircraft
Sorties lost

3,266

1,908

1,955

R.A.P. Bomber Command 14,571

4,369

2,875

1,700

17

VXIIth Air Force

IXth Air Force (mediums)

2nd T.A.F. (mediums)

2

931 3

(1) Moves by Wings of 2nd T.A.F, to airfields east of the
Maas to enable them to strike more deeply into eneiry
territory east of the Rhine were held up because of the
slow advance on the ground and only three wings moved
forward during this preparatory period. No.121 (Tjrphoai)
Wing moved from Volkel to Goch airfield on 21 Mar.

No, 143 (Typhoon) V/ing moved from Eindlioven to Goch on
No,123 (Typhoon)Wing moved from Gilze Riejen to

Kluis about two miles south of Nijmegen on 20 Mar.
29th.
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Air attacks in the immediate vicinity of the future 'bridge*

head 21 to 23 ‘March

During the 72 hours preceding the launching of the

assault adr operations in the neighhoinrhood of Wesel 7/ere

greatly intensified. There v/ere three types of operation
which will be considered in turn:

(a) Air operations directed against the communication
centres within and close to the proposed battle area.

(J (b) Air attacks on eneiry barracks, camps and other
military defences;

(c) Air attacks on the G.A.P, bases v/hich would most
likely be used against the assault.

Excellent weather attended these operations and

permitted visual bombing at medium and high altitudes while

targets of opportunity were easy to recognise. The only
handicap to good bombing and observation of results was the
smoke drifting from burning towns and villages across the
Rhine and the dense smoke screen concealing preparations by
the Allied ground forces.

Air attacks against communication centres

Heavy, medium and light bombers now concentrated their
attacks in an even smaller area, R.A.P, Bomber Command

raided Munster and Rheine, both towns being within a 70 mile
radius of the future bridgehead. On 23 March the VIIIth
Air Force attacked marshalling yards near the lower Rhine in

great strength. Of these the most important were at

Coesfeld, Recklinghausen, Gladbeck, Munster, Rheijie,
Dortmund. Hengstey and Geseke (the latter two being south of
the Ruhr), The IXth Bombardment Division attacked
23 targets north of the Ruhr just east of Wesel, Nc.2 Group

bombed Bpcholt and Borken both important road or rail
centres,\1/

lUA.F. Bomber Cmd,
0,R*B. Mar. 1945

II S2/4 Vinth Air
Force Report on Ops,
21-24 Mar, 1945

S,H,A.E,P,(Alr)
Ops/Int STJnimaries
No.31-35 Mar. 1945

The fighter bombers, meantime, redoubled their efforts
to keep all railways leading to the Wesel a3rea severed.
The 2nd T,A,P, and the XXIXth Tactical Air Ccmmand working

respectively north and south of the River Lippe made 257 rail
cuts and claimed to have destroyed 76 locomotives, 1,795
goods wagons and 298 motor vehicles to say nothing of the
moral superiority which they imposed over enemy territory
east of the Rhine.

204. sorties, harassing road and rail transport, bombing
towns near the proposed bridgehead and attacking lights and
other objects with cannon and machine gun fire.C^/

^ night the light bomber force flew

2nd T.AoP,
Dally Log Sheets
No.2807-2837 and
S.H,A.EoP,(Alr)
Ops/int Summaries
No.31-35 Mar, 1945

No,2 Group 0,R.B,
Mar, 1945

(1) For results of these attacks see File D.S,C./H,20 Pb 4.
. Encl,69A based on photo reconnaissance up to 25 March,

(2) When boniblng towns Mosquitoes were directed on to their
targets by the Mobile Radar Control Post,
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These operations are contained iii the folloTving suinmary.

Targets Effective Short
Attacked Sorties Tonnage

2622 1,005

3,482*.

2,859

R.A.P. Bomber Command

1,248

1,704

10VIIIth Air Force

IXth Air Force (mediums)

2nd T.A.P. (mediums)

23

632 103

Air attacks against camps, harracks and other military

positions

The Vllliii Air Force devoted the -whole of 22 Ivlarch to

II S2/4
vmth Air Force
Report on Ops.
21-24 Mar. 1943

bombing this type of target in accordance -with the air plan.
All v/ere situated south of the River Lippe in the built up
area of the Ruhr. The most important concentration points
●were at Y/esterholt, Dorsten, Barmingholten, Mulheira and
Hinsdeck. R.A.P, Bomber Command bombed Bocholt, Dulmen and
Hildesheim north and Dorsten south of the Lippe on the same
day.

No.2 G-roup made 21 attacks on camps, defended towns north
Ijsselburg and Anholt were attackedof the River Lippe.

several times but the enerty^s flak and smoke screens prevented
the Mitchells and Bostons from being veiy successful,
medium bombers of the IXth Air Force attacked 11 targets, the
majority of them south of the Lippe, in addition to 19 flak
positions in the battle zone, Dinslaken, a town on the axis
of advance of the Ninth U.S. Army, was the most hdavily
bombed target.

The

No,2 Group
O.R.B,
Mar. 1945

S.H.A.EoFo(Air)
Ops/int
Summaries
Nos.31“33
Mar. 1945 British and U.S. fighter bombers went forv;ard with pre

arranged attacks on headquarters, dumps and other prepared
positions in response to requests by the ground forces. On
the 21st No, 84 Group made a number of raids on Y/ehrmacht
targets in eastern Holland. During the morning four Typhoon
squadrons of N0.146 Wing attacked the headquarters of the
German Twenty-fifth Amy located in a hotel at Bussum on the
shores of the Zuider Zee with rockets and bombs. Pilots saw
the target 'enveloped in smoke and well on fire' and reported
it destroyed. Air reconnaissance shortly confirmed their
evidence.

2nd T.A.F, ●
Daily Log Sheet
No.2811 and ■
No,84 Group
O.R.B. Mar. 1945

During the afternoon No. 123 (Typhoon) Y/ing attacked
paratroopers* barracks, alongside which was an ammunit'ion
and fuel dump, near Zwolle, This military area had been
camouflaged by the Germans and resembled a sixteenth centuiy
village complete with church steeple. Fifty-four Typhoons

Spitfires took part in the strike. The Operational
Research Section of 2nd T.A.F. discovered that about l6bu:Ud
mgs were hit and some 200 troops were killed and 400 wounded
as a result of the raid. At approximately the same time
No.131 (Spitfire) Wing bombed a hutted camp between Zwolle
and Nunspeet on the Zuider Zee. The camp proved to be
unoccupied at the time of attack but it had been used as a

2nd T.A.F. practice firing range. No. 123Wing (Typhoons) attacked a
D

2nd T.A.F,
O.R.S«
Report No. 34
p.lO

aily Log Sheet petrol and ammunition duian hidden in a chateau south west of
Nob. 2811-2812 Groningen, Direct hi^ Lre claimed with rockets and cannonfire.

a

. »
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On 23 March No.1Z}.6 (Typhoon) ¥ing attacked an ammunition
duHip reported to he concealed in a tamiac factc-ry near

This information sub-

Xbid Sheet

No,2831 2nd 1iA,P, Zevenaar north ●v^est of Emmerich.
0,R,S, Report
No.34 p.l2

sequently proved to be false,
raided a Dutch S.S, troops headquarters in the village of
Bennekom -west of Arnhem;
claimed.

On that day No. 123 V7ing

A number of direct hits -were
Meantime No. 83 G-roup began its pre-arranged attacks

on flak positions near the proposed landing-dropping zones
of the Xtnillth Airborne Corps (near Anholt, Bocholt and
Terborg) which were out of range of artillery fire.

2nd T.A.P.
Daily Log Sheet
Nos. 2833C)

There can be little doubt that all these attacks caused
severe casualties among the German forces east of the Rhine
and unnerved the troops "before they v/ere committed to battle.
The summary of this type of operation is as follows;

O

Targe ts Effective
attacked sorties

Short
Tonnage

6 825R.A.P, Bomber Command 3,920

1,S34-Vlllth Air Force 11 753

30 32
(19 flak positions^

IXth Air Force (mediums) 4760

2nd T.A.P. (mediums) 56021 291

Attacks on G.A.F. bases within striking distance of the
assault area

The final preparatory task 7;as to destroy airfield
facilities and enemy aircraft based near the Ruhr,
heaviest attacks were made by Fortresses and Liberators of tte
VIIIth Air Force operating from the U.K,

II S2/4 VIIth Air place on 21 March - the four major jet airfields in north
Force Ops,
21-24 Mar. 1945

The

The first took

west Germany, Hopsten, Eheine, Achmer and Hesepe were the
main targets, ase
jet propelled aircraft sou^t shelter on them after their
normal bases had been bombed.

Smaller airfields were also attacked in c

During the rooming ten air
fields were attacked together with two diversionary targets.
In the afternoon the airfield at Essen*^Iulheim was bombed.
In all cases extensive damage was done to runways and
installations,

Mustangs of the Vlllth Fighter Command made strafing
attacks following the heav^'- bombers - they flow 743 effective
sorties and claimed to have destroyed nine aircraft in the
air and 48 on the groimd,

German air activity centred over the Remagun bridge
head and the American break-through in the Saar Phlatinato.

Enerry air reaction was very
slight.

On 22 March five airfields outside the Rheine - Hopsten
net-work were attacked as it was thou^t that aircraft after
being flushed out of their bombed bases might have sought
shelter on airfields in the Frankfurt area which would accom
modate jet propelled aircraft. Airfields at Schwabisch Hall,
Giebelstadt, Kitzingen and Frankfurt-on-main soutli of the Ruhr
and Ahlhom on the Dutch-German border were bombed. Fighter
aircraft claimed to have destroyed a total of 17 aircraft.
The effort made by the Vlllth Air Force heavy bonbers during
these two days was as follows:

Effective SortiesAttacks Short Tonnage

Xbid

4,23916 1,458
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The 2nd T.A.P. and IXth Air Forces maintained sweeps
the German airfields near the Ruhr as had "been their

On 22 March Tempests
Five of the enemy v^ere shot dov;n

On 23 March airfields at Plantlunne,

over
custom for the past three weeks,
encountered 12 F«W,190's*
and three were damaged.

Furstenau, Twente and Steenwijk were attacked but without
result,
craft in aerial combat and 7A on the ground during this

The IXth Air Force claimed to have destroyed 4-0

2nd T,A.P. Dally Log
Sheet Nos.2814, 2825,
2833

S.H,A*E.P,{Alr)
Opa/Int sunimarles
31-33 Mar, 1945

 air-

72 hour period.

All this time the only hostile air activity by day over
the northern, sector consisted of a few reconnaissance sorties

and anattempt to shoot downU.S. Air Observation Post aircraft in
the Dusseldorf area. The waning effort of the G.A.F, wasA,H»B, 6 Trans,

G«A»P, Int,
Reports
Mar. 194.5

pitted against the bridge-heads made by the Americans at
Remgen and Oppenheim, and jet aircraft, as well as F.W.'s
190 and J.u. *s 87, desparately attempted to stem the flov^ of
troops and equipment crossing the Rhine(l),

Defensive air operations over the battle area by night

The night operations of No. 85 Group were uneventful when
compared to the great activity of the day fighters and fighter
bombers,

an average of 36 aircraft (Mosquitoes) covered the Tv9enty-First
Amy Group sector from, the Scheldt to the Ruhr,
air/sea rescue work was performed along the Dutch coast when
required.

Each night when weather conditions were favourable

In addition

No,85 Group
O.R.B, Mar. 194-5

The Mosquitoes encountered few eneiiy aircraft and between
10 and 23 March only one aircraft was claimed to have been

destroyed (an Me.110) and two probably destroyed,
not due to any lack of enemy air activily by night,
according to the G.A.P, Intelligence Reports 135 sorties were
flown during ● this period over the Rhineland,
usually attacks by F.W.'s I90 against targets of opportunity
and a favoiarite time for their penetrations was between 19OO
and 2100 hours.

This was
For

They were

Bombs were dropped over Xanten, Cleve,

A,H,B, 6 Trans.
G.A.P, Int,

Reports
Mar, 194-5 Emmerich and Duisberg by forces numbering from seven to 29 air

craft. The eneny also attempted to discover the extent of
Allied preparations for an assault across the Rhine in that

Night reconnaissances were flown over roads in thearea.

Rhineland by solitary F.W,‘s 189,

Reconnaissance by 2nd T.A,F. - 21 to 23 March

The fine weather during the period immediately before
Operation Plunder was eagerly welcomed by the reconnaissance
squadrons which we2?e able to fuljfil effectively all the tasks

Prom 21 to 23 March
2nd T.A.P. flew a total of 306 reconnaissance sorties. Only
two difficulties were experienced by the pilots, and they were
the smoke screens put up by both allied and eneny ground
forces in the vicinity of the Rhine and the dust and smoke
hanging over bombed targets.

2nd T.A.P. Daily requested of them by the ground forces.
Log Sheet Ncs,
2816-17, 2823,
2830.

t 1

(1) Occasional raids by jet propelled aircraft were still
On the morning ofmade behind the British front,

19 March, for instance, 21 Ar. ‘a 234. were despatched to
Pour aircraftbomb the marshalling yards at Brussels,

bombed targets of opportunity, among them the 2nd T.A.P.
airfield at Melabroek. Reports state that 22 aircraft

c*^Ji5a-ged (only four seriously)o
6 Trans, G.A.F. Int. Reports Mar, 1944»

S.H.A.E.P, Weekly Air Int, Sunro. No,55»

were
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Nos. 35 and 39 Wings attached to the Con5)osite Groups
●wore conoei'ned -wd.th covering the tactical ar^a east of the
Rhine,
■was especially active,
looat’ion of gun positions, hoth for anti-aircraft as well as
for ground artillery, and the list of anti-aircraffc gun
positions at Second Array Headquarters was kept up to-date.

No, 39 Wing, -working for the Second British
Of primary inportance vra.s the

No, 29 Wing
OeKoBft Ivlar, 1945.^ addition photographs were taken of recently bombed

marshalling yards in the rear of the proposed br5.dge-heady
rail outs and suspected vehicle concentrations. (bi 23 15aroh
aircraft on tactical reconnaissance reported the extent of
damage in bombed towns near the front and the conditions of
railway centres in the same area. Other aircraft discovered
tha'b i’our out of five bridges spanning the Lippe Canal south
of Wesel were destroyed. At first liglit on the 23^^ a
photographic reconnaissance sortie was flo'wn over the dropping
landing zones near Yfesel, The photographs vrere developedp
printed and inteipreted as scon as the aircraft landed and
special report acccnpanied by the photographs was flown to
the headquarters of the XVIIIth Airborne Corps in the U.K, by
2100 hours that evening. Photographs of their objectives,
only 2h. hoixrs old, vrere subsequently distributed to platoon
commanders in the airborne force.

a

r}

])

No, 3h- Wing was occipiied with long range reconnaissance
by day and reconnaissance of the tactical area by night. By
day l^fosquitoes and Spitfires photographed airfields, river
lines, defensive positions, auto-bahns and dams in north west
Germany and much useful infomation -;vas passed on to Tiventy-
ITlrst Amy Group, By ni^t Mosquitoes and Wellingtons, the
latter in particular, searched for ground movement whether
mechanized or on foot east of the Rhine. On the night of
22/23 i-Jareh the task for No, 69 (Wellington) Squadron was to
search the roads between Munster and Bocliolt for movement of
15 Panzer Grenadier Di-'/ision, (I) 51ve aircraft carried
250 lb, bombs which iTere dropped on targets of opportunity and
six took photographs. Nine Mosquitoes took photograp!^ of
road junctions in the same area.

Operation Plunder: land operations - 23/24 March

On the afternoon of 23 the weather forecast was
favourable for the assault and, ’ after consulting with
Major General Williams, Air Vice Marshal Scarlett-Streatfeild
and Air Marshal Coningham, General Brereton recoirmended to
Bield Marshal Mbntgoraery that the operation should be launched.
At 1730 hours a message v/as sent out from Headquarters,
Twentyi-Birst A2my Group to all forces engaged in Cperations
Plunder^ Flashpoint and Varsity that the assault would talce
place according to plan.

During tliat afM;emoon troops in the forv/ard localities
opposite the Wesel iTere wltbdra-ivn one thousand yards from the
river. At 1530 hours 80 Lancasters of Bomber Command made
the first of ●t’.Yo attacks on Wesel in preparation for the
assault that evening. They used G«H, technique and heavy
dam^ige ’was ca:ased,

A very heavy artillery barrage, designed to knock out
eneiro’- batteries on the east ban!-:, be^n and mounted in
intensity duiing the evening. The movements of the troc^a
as they VA52it foiward to the starting line ^7ere obscured by a

No, 34 Wing
O.R.B,
Mar, 1945.

R,A,P, Bomber
Cmdo 0,R,B,
23 Iv!ar, 1945.

(1) This di-vislon ivas even-fcually located In the Borken area.
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dense smoke barrage T7hich covered-the entire front.
At 2100 hours the assault was begun by XXXth 0o2:^s on the
left flank Y/hen the 51st Highland Division crossed over to

Rees in assault craft. On their right, upstream, the
1st Commando Brigade, attached to Xllth Corps, crossed over
in *buffaloes® and formed up at the eastern end of the V/’escl
rail\7ay bridge to await tlie big attack by R.A.R. Bomber
Command which v/as to begin an hour and a half before midni^it.

I

■Air Operations - 25/2A March

Great inportance vra.s attached to the visual attack on
Wesel by Bomber Command and the .Army felt that if vreather
conditions were unsuitable the whole operation might have to
be called off as so much depended on the success of the
Commandos who were carrying out the assault, (1)
troeps were only carrying tommy-guns and li^t equipment it
v/as essential that they should have the maximum support from
the air.

Since these

a

The Commandos waited I5OO yar’ds av/ay from the target
area duiring the bombing. This began at 2235 hours and
218 lanoasters and Mosquitoes from Nos. 5 ^.nd 8 Groups took
parfe,' Tvto hundred and two aircraft made successful sorties
and 1,100 tons of high explosive Y/ere dropped. The main
weight of bombs fell on the north-west part of the tov/n.

R.A.R. Bomber Photographs taken after the two attaclcs revealed that the
Cmd, Night Raid streets were blocked vd.th craters and debris from Vi/reoked
Reposrt No, 874 houses and that both the railway and the road bridges leading
24 Mar, 1945* into Wesel from the west were sliattered. The road bridge

had already been partially destroyed by the enemy during his
retreat across the Rhine some weeks before.

The air attack ended at 2245 hours and shortly after
Enemy resistance

Field
midnight the Oommandos entered the tovm.
was to continue, however, for another tvra days.
Marshal Ifontgomery in a message to the Air Officer Commanding
in Chief, Bomber Conmand said that the attack was invaluable
to tlie success of the operation.

Further to the east 96 sorties were made by No, 2 Group
Jfosquitoes against enemy transportation and assembly areas2nd T,A,F,

Daily Log Sheet opposite the Second British and Ninth IT.S, Army fronts,
Thirty-six'aircraft of No, 1/fO Wing left their base at
1910 hours and attacked Dorster, Haltem and Dulmen, all
likely concentration areas. One hundred and thirty eight
500 lb, bombs and a small number of incendiaries vrere
dropped. No movement was observed on the roads but attacks
on towns, villages and -vTOods were believed to have been
successful. Notable among these v/as an. attack on V/eseke
%vhere flames were seen to rise to 1,000 feet.

No. 2836,

"hTwenty^tv/o out of 24 l^fosquitoes of No, 13^ Wing attacked
Ijsselburg and Anholt, concentration points in the Second
Acmy Tactical area,
and Ijsselburg especially was heavily damaged,
aircraft o.f No, 138 Wing attacked Drevenaok, Peddenberg and
Raesfeld, rail junotions likely to be used by reinforcements
during the operation,
results were obtained,
and no aircraft failed to return.

Sixby-six 500 lb, bombs were dropped
Thirty-six

The targets were identified and good
Sorties wero flown until O614 hours

r

(1) It was decided at SoHnA.EoF. that if weather conditions
were unfavourable for the ni|^t bember attack No.  2 Group
Mosquitoes would undertake this missiono
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Defensive operations conducted "by No, 85 Group -were less
Patrols ■were made by 23 aircraft from No, 12^8

Vfing and 17 from No, 149 Wing starting from 1840 hours.
These covered an area extending from northern Holland to the
Ruhr,

eventful.

German Document
Luf-fcwaffe West
Sit, Rep,
24 I&r. 1945

6 trans.

Althou^ the eneniy had despa.tched a force of 27 E,W,190s
to cariy out free-lance attacks in the Rees - Wesel area
during the early hours of 24 llarch only three sittings "were
made by British aircraft,
attacking Wesel at 0430 hours but it made off -when cho.llenged.
At 2115 hours a Mosquito cf No. 219 Squadron shot dovm a
P#W,189 "Which had been making an armed reconnaissance in the
Duisbiarg area.

Earlier in the evening two reconnaissance missions were
carried out by No, 34 Wing,
was probably a P,V2,190 but successful evasive action was
taken by the British aircraft.
Operation Varsity - The Airborne Operation and Resuyply
hlission

One enemy aircraft ■was observed

One of the Wellingtons saw "what

The 6th British Airborne Division carried in 440 aircraft
and gliders of Nos* 38'and 46 Groups and 240 Dakotas of the
52nd Wing IXth U,S, Troop Carrier Command began to take off
from their bases at 0600 hours. In addition to the troops
and their personal equipment, jeeps and trailers, six and
seventeen poiinder anti-tank guns, raor'tars, raotor-qycles,
bicycles and ammunition were carried by the aircraft.
Weather conditions were excellent over east Anglia and only
one glider of No, 38 Group failed to take—off(^).

The airborne stream crossed the English coast near
Hawkinge and at Wavre joined the IXth Troop CJarrier Oomrand
with the 17th U,S, Airborne Division,
610 tug aircraft and 906 gliders made up the American columns

The leading aircraft came over the battle area at
0954 hours, seven minutes earlier than had been pla.nned.
This interfered with the attacks on the flak positions by
fi^-fcer-bombers of 2nd T,A,P,
encountered by the troop coriying aircraft and this continued
until the airborne troops began to consolidate themselves on
the ground and had captured eneiry gun positions.

The British gliders came in at 2500 feet and the
Americans at 6OO to 700 feet, olthougji the lat^ber did not
always adhere to this ruling. But in fact gliders released
at low altitudes suffe3?ed less casualties than those released
at a greater hei^t.

In spite of the smoke and dust very acciarate landings
were mde by the gliders of Nos, 38 and 46 Groups,
compared most favourably "with the Americans whose landings
tended to be scattered,
landed within 20 or 30 yards of Iheir selected points and
Air Vice Marshal Scarlett-Streatfeild later pointed out that
tlieir success was largely due to the thorou^ training ajid
careful briefing of all air crews before the operation.
The paratroops of the 6th Airborne Division (3ropped close to
their objectives and "the coup de main parties carried in
fifteen gliders seized the tv/o bridges over the Ijssel in^baot.

298 troop carrying.

Hea-vy to slight flak -was

These

The British gliders frequently

!

No, 20 RaS, Section
21 Anny Group and
2nd T-A.F, 0oR,S,
joint Report
No, Uo

Lecture on
Varsi-ty
A,M,W,1313
(May 1945)0

No, 38 Group
Report on
Varsi'ty,

(1) A detailed account of ■the planning and execution of
this airbccrne operation -taken from the R,A,P. Monograph,
History of Airborne Forces prepared by A,H,B,1 -will be
found at Appendix No. 3 of this volume.

<
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In the Diersfordt area the American paratroops were
dropped, some near, others some distance away from their
selected areas. One battalion "became entangled with the17th U,S,

Airhome Div.

Report on Op.
Varsity.

British airhome troops, while another discovered its v^here-
ahouts from a Prisoner of Vfer. Gliders came up against
fairly heavy flak and much opposition was met by the troops
once they had landed,
objectives mtil 1730 hours.

Some units did not capture their rr

Losses to aircraft yiere light considering the weight
of anti-aircraft artillery concentrated in the area,
aircraft of Nos. 38 and 46 Groups v/ere shot downj 14 of the
American Dakotas which had carried British paratroops and
32 tug and troop carrier aircraft of the IXth Troop Carrier

Damage to gliders "was considerable.
160 British gliders suffered serious or minor damage and the
American total was as high as 38I.

Seven

Command were lost.

By 1300 hours some 8,200 airborne troops had been landed
in the Varsity area and were speedily talcing their assigned
objectives.

Division, elements of which now attempted to gain contact
with the troops fighting inland from the Rhine,
hours the Americans joined hands with the I5th Scottish
Division.

Haraminkeln was occupied by the 6th Airborne

At 1A34

The Resupply Mission

Supplies v/ere dropped to the two airborne divisions
between I310 and 1330 hours. They were delivered by 24

2nd Air Div,

Report Annex 2
Vlllth Air Force

Report on Ops.
21 to 24 Mar.
1945.

3
Liberators of the 2nd Air Division, the VIII"bh Air Force,
The bombers had flov/n from England preceded by five Mustang
v/eather scouts in the wake of the troop carrier aircraft.
They experienced no difficulty ,;in recognizing the dropping^
landing zones.

Flak v/as fairly intense both from the Wesel area and

from guns mounted on trucks posted at points inside the
dropping area. Nevertheless the drops were put down
accurately; the 17th Division reported 75 °®nt recovery
v/ith many bundles scattered over a wide area. The

6th Airborne Division reported 85 per cent recovery and the
Americans claimed that an additional 10 per cent v/as close
enough to be easily retrievable. Drops were made at only
300 feet with the aircraft travelling at 145 m.p.h. It is
not surprising that casualties were high. Seven aircraft
v/erc loio\7n to have -been shot dov/n by fire from automatic
weapons and seven others were lost, probably due to flak,
although it is possible that some may have hit obstructions
such as pylons over the dropping area. One aircraft, for
example, had to avoid two 400 foot towers carrying high
tension cables near Xanten.

Only three aircraft dropped their loads west of the
Rhine and 235 aircraft made successful sorties. No enemy
aircraft interfered with the operation althou^ four groups
of Vlllth Air Force Mustangs on armed reconnaissance beyond
the Ruhr were available had this been necessary.
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G-round Operations Zl\. ?i^arch

At 0200 hours on the morning of 24 Jlaroh the main
crossing hy XCIth Corps at Xanten began when troops of
●J3^h Scottish Division crossed over to the east bank. At
the same time troops of the X'/Ith U,S, Corps crossed over
at Ossenburg, An hour later another U,S, Division assaulted
D.oross the rdver from a point south of Rheihberg, Apart
from a few casualties the landings on the eastern bank of
the Eliine were acconplished successfully and bridging and
ferrying operations began v^hen dayli^it shov7ed.

Around Wesel the enemy was thro-'.vn into confusion by
airborne landings during the morning and the advance of the
British and American forces was greatly accelerated,
i^rray troops entered Dinslaken during the evening and hy
nightfall fcrvra.rd troops had reached the line of the
Dinslaken

Ninth

North of the Lippe street fixatin

('i

g
continued in V/'esel and the 15th Scottish Division captured

Near Rees

"ffesel road.

small villages north of Wesel,Mehr and Haffen
there was stubborn resistance from German paratroops well
dug-*in in fortified villages, and it will be related how
support from 2nd T.A,P, proved to be invaluable in turning
out the enemy.
Division liad taken Bsserden and Speldrop and leadirig elements
had entered Bienen,
continued throu^out the day, e:coept opposite Rees where the
river was covered by fire from enemy weapons.

^9

At the end of the day the 51 st Highland

Bridging and ferrying operations

See p, 204«

Air Operations in support of Plunder and Varsity 24 March

Escort and Cover

R.A.E, Fi^iter
Cmd. O.R.B.
24 Ifeu?, 1945 £Uid 140 Idistangs and 73 ^itfires of No. 11 Group R,A,.?, Eightor
S,H.A,E,P, Daily Command and 676 filters of the IXth and XIXth Tactical Air
Int. Ods, Summary Commands,
24 Ivlar, 1945.
PP. 6-7,

Escort of the troop carrier aircraft: and gliders from
their bases to the west hanic of the Rhine ^ms carried out by

None of these aircraft flew east of the Rhine as
they would have interfered with the artillery bombardment and
the strafing of flak positions by the Tactical Air Ebxoes,

These missions were acconplished v/ithout incident and
only five sightings of enemy aircraft were claimed by R.A.P,
Pightor Command,
Liberators engaged on the resupply mission but American
pilots reported that no eneny aircraft had been obseived by
them.

These were seen supposedly attacking the

Over 900 sorties were made by 2nd T,AeP, in cover
operations east of the Eliine,
follows £—

Tasks were carried out as

(i) Standing pa.trols over the Shine from Rees to Wescl
to cover bridging and ferrying operations,

(li) Patrols in the Dorsten - Bocholt - Mnterswijk area,

(lii) Pront line patrols to give cover to the assaulting
formations,

(iv) Bi’ee lance pa-krols,

●anding patrols in the early morning over tho
northcx-zi G,AeP. airfields.
Cv) 04-
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Tvto squadrons of Spitfires were kept at readiness to meet an
South of the River Lippe protection v/as given to

the troop carrier aircraft and glia.ers hy 142 Thunderbolts
and Mistangs of the ](XCXth Tactical Adj? Command,

emergency. I

Second T,A,E, No, 122 Wing of No, 83 Group carried out the first of
Daily log Sheets these tasks throughout the day. Two flights of Teimoests
No, 2850 to 2853. which were to operate at 5^000 feet took off for the*^first

mission shortly before O6OO hours. The number of Ten^ests
was increased during the time of the airborne operation to

forty. No enemy aircraft interfered vd.th the bridging
operations and there was little to report save the destruction
of a staff car travelling to V\-'eden. One Tensest v/as hit
by flak and made a forced landing safely.

5

^ High cover at 12p000 feet was carried out by Spitfires
Wings from Winters^vijk to Dorsten. Very

shortly after O63O hours 120 Spitfires v/ere active, Tk*ee
lance patrols, also operating at'12,000 feet, were provided
^ yp* Wing and kept a look«out for targets of opportunity,
to the first of these patrols Nos, 41 and 402 Squadrons
attacked

^  near Zutphen and strafed a machine-gun post,
0920 hours No, 66 Squadron spotted three enemy aircraft

I lying east in the Geldern area.

■k 1000 to 1200 hours tvro additional squadrons
■in^^ operate over the Emmerich-Wesel area at

, 00 leet; altogether- 63 Spitfires were employed in giving
this period, a small concentration of motor

e  c es was ^observed in some woods east of Altschermbeck and
a  runen reinforcements appeared to be arriving,

movement on the Dusseldorf-Gologne Autobahn or in the
1 ages of Bocholt and Aalten - both probable concentration

v/sre

But there

,  lance patrols operating during the same period
amount of enemy movement through Raesfeldt,

^ ®®^ly afternoon some tanks and motor transport began
r  south of Bocholt, Patrols

^  shortly after dusk but they saw nothing
lurtner of interest.

meitie-Aohmer airfields were
ViTTth A-1 ^ until the arrival of the

thrpp n-?Tv. 0600 hours and during the swe^s
jnoluding an F,W,190 were sefn at TweSe-

prevented successfully
aotivitv tonv -%>art from this no enemy air
down hv^fiaV Tenpests ivere lost, one v/as shot

y  and the other lost through unknown causes,

againSt'^+^a mk? appears to have been more successful
23 March anfl 'bi'idgehead v/hich had been made
the vlelTv!+-.r ■fche Oppenlieim bridgehead and targets in

on

dusk, <ieliverea by 54 Me. I09's both at dam and

Geiman Doou&ent
liuf'w/affe West
Sit. R^t,
23 Mar. 1945o

V
s.^

despatched to make a swee^ of the
Vlllth ^^ave been broken up by the
Tbur Me 109* filters before reachilng the battle area,
the Vfesef cariying out a reconnaissance of

wesel bridgehead between I900 md 203O hours.
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South of the iliver Lippe 12f2 fighters of the XXCXth
i’aotioal Air Command carried out patrols over the Ninth Army

V7hich was atten^ting to reach Ihnslaken, No enemy aircraft
●virere seen in the air hut five American aircraft vrere shot
do-^vn hy flak.

The cover operations hy fighter aircraft were^ there
fore, on the whole uneventful since the enemy found difficulty
either in taking off from his airfields or in penetrating the
strong screen of Allied fighters. Nevertheless their cover
v/as indispcnsahle for the protection of the bridging operations
and the vulnerable transport aircraft during a most critical
phase of the battle.

Attacks on airfields by heavy bombers and on flak positions
by the Tactical Air Forces

Vinth UoS. Air
Force Operations
2Zj. Ivlarch 19A5,

The attaclcs on jet and night ground-attack filter
airfields v/'hicli had been begun on 21 l^rch were continued
during the morning and afternoon of D Day by heavy bombers
of the '^/lUth iiir Force, v1) Twelve primary targets were
attacked in the irorning and four in the afternoon,
deciding upon these targets full use was made of aerial
photographs to ensure that on no airfield would the enemy be
able to use his jet aircraft during the morning of D Day,
Four of the airfields detailed for the morning operation had
already been bombed on 21 i'larch,
hav/ever^ that the enemy vra,s desperately atteiipting to repair
the runways at Achmer and Kopsten and tvra Groups of Fortresses
were instructed to attack these airfields,
Fheine airfields were considered to be equally important to
the enemy and \7ere attacked by one Group each despite the
fact tliat they were still unserviceable,
Zwischenahn as air photographs shelved that one runway mlglit
still be of use.

\7hen

Reconnaissances revealed^

The Hesepe and

Two Groups attacked

I

I
I

Twenty seven Groups of Fortresses from the 1 st and
Air Divisions, and one Wing of Liberators from the 2nd Air
Division vrere available for the morning operation,
reason for the small force supplied by the 2nd Air Division
vras due to the fact that it also had to carry out the mid
day supply drop,
sqLiadrons of I&istangs and one Thunderbolt unit,
force of Ivlistangs acting as weather scouts preceded both
morning and af’bernoon missions.

The airfields attacked in the morning v/ere as follows:
Vechta^ Steenwijk, Plantlunne, Varel, Varrelbusch, ZTd.sohcnahn,
Furstenau—Vechtel and Nordliom,
divided into four forces,
between 0750 and 0900 hours on the morning of D Day,
time of attack v;-as to be imi-.ediately before and durdrig the
airboivie landings,
Zwolle and Bad Oeynhausen and, as the weather v/as fine, the
journey to the targets v/as uneventful.

The

The heavy bombers were escorted by two
A small

_(2)

The 1050 heavy boiribers were
They left the east ilnglian coast

Their

\ery slight flak v/as encountered botv/cen

. i

(1)R,A,F, Fighter
Cmd, 0,R,B,
23/24. Mar o 1945 =
PP* 2-5 ●

Mention should also be made of Intruder Bomber Support
Operations made by R.A,F, Fighter Command on 23/21t- March,
21 I^tosq?iitoo3 flo*w at low level over airfields in
N.W, Germany and made several attacIts on ground targets,

3viap No. 25 shotTO the position of the airfields.(2)
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Force I (1?9 Ebrtresses) bombed Vechta north of
Duinmerlake at 0849 hours and aerial photographs taken later
shov/ed that some I50 craters were made on the runway and a

number of buildings vrere damaged,
the runway were also v/recked.

Seven aircraft parked on

)

Force II which consisted of 518 Fortresses attacked

Steerre/ijk (in Holland), Plantlunne, Varel, Varrelbusch and
Zv/isohenahn between O845 and 0930 hoircs.
failed to drop its bombs correctly,
Steenv/i.ik but, as it v;as unable to nin-Doint the target, an
airfield at Vfittumimdhafen-Ardorf near V/ilhemshaven Y/as

attached, an aTis place. In this rorce 49t aircralt droppea
1575.1 tons of bombs on primary targets and the results were
later discovered to have been highly satisfactory,
Steem-Tijk the runways were pot-holed v/ith craters and a few
aircraft v/ere damaged; the landing grounds and runways at
Varel, Varrelbusch, Plantlunne and Zwischenahn v/ere all made
uns ervic eable,

Only one squadron
It should have attacke

At

d
)

Force III attacked Achmer, Hopsten, Purstenau*-VGchtel,
Eheine and Hesepe from 1000 to IO30 hours,
had, vd.th the exception of Furstenau-Vechtel, all previously
been attacked,

attacked the primary targets and dropped 643.6 tons of bombs.
One squadron again failed to identify its target, which was
Hopsten, and instead dropped its'bombs on Plantlunne,
Achmer photographs confirmed that repair work was under way
at the time of the attack and many craters had been filled
in.

These targets

Tvro hundred and seventy seven aircraft

At

No such repair work had been carried out at Hesepe,
At Eheine, Kopsten and Furstenau-Vechtel runways were
cratered and buildings damaged.

The last airfield to be attacked during the morning was
at Nordhom.

squadrons of Liberators and concentrations amounting to

121,8 tons fell on the target making it teirporarily useless.

Luring these operations five Fortresses were lost,
was shot down by an enemy aircraft (later destroyed by a
Fortress),
shot down in this manner,
●unkno\7n causes.

This was bombed by Fb^rv^e IV consisting of six

On

Flak v/as not severe and only three aircraft wer

e

e
One aircraft was lost through

That afternoon it was the object of the Vlllth Air Force
to attack as late as possible v/hile allowing time for
formations to return to their English bases before nightfall.
Little enemy opposition v/as expected and, apart from three
Mustang squadrons detailed as escort, American fighter aircraft
oarxying out armed reconnaissances east of the Rulir were on
call if their assistance v/as needed,
liberators from the 1st and 2nd Air Divisions and seven Groups
of Fortresses from the 1st and 3rd Air Divisions took part.

Six Groups of

11
y

Airfields at Kirtorf, Stormede, Twonte-Enschede and
Ziegenhain were attacked. The latter was attacked in place
of Breitscheid as it had been discovered that a G,A.F, unit
h^^recently moved there. The 446 heavy bombers were
divided into four forces and attacks were oaxried out be'bween
1715 and 1748 hours, Kirtorf and Stormede v/ere attacked by
three Groups each of Liberators and Ziegenliain by three
groins of Fortresses. These tv/o airfields lay south-east of
the Euhr and involved the deepest penetration of the day by
the heavy bombers. All aircraft carried out their tasks
unmolested.
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At Stormede the entire foroe of Liberators dropped its
■bOHibs successfully but at I^i.rtorf t'\70 squadrons failed to
discover the primary target. One squadron attacked
Ziegenliain and another unable to pinpoint the target made a
somev/hat fruitless attack on the railv/ay line at Trej^a,
Another squadron detailed to attack Ziegenhain e::^erienced
teoimioal trouble over the target and instead attacked the
marslialling yard at Siegen but thisp too^ met -with failure.

Just after 1730 hours four groups of Portresses making
the last operation of the day attacked Twente-Enschede on
the I>utoh border. Despite smoke and haze in the area all
the 152 aircraft bombed the target.

As -with the morning attacks, reconnaissances and
photographs proved that all the airfields ^7ero, at least
temporarily, put out of action. Pour liundred and forty t-'.To
aircraft dropped a total of 1109,5 tons of bojiibs. No air®
craft ^Yere lost. This is not surprising 7/hen it is
considered that the only enemy ground opposition met by the

Nor "vvas the attention
of enemy fighter aircraft dravm. The only e^/idenoe of enemy
aircraft in the area covered by the Eighth Air Porce occurred
■7hen a Mustang unit was diverted to attack a mixed force of
55 Me,109*s and P,W,190*s at I525 hours, A running fight
lasting half-an®hour took place near Kassel in which the
ianericans claimed 27 aircraf'b destroyed and seven damaged.
No record of tliis action lias so far been discovered in enemy
documents. Five Mustangs were shot domi.

The return flight to England ivas uneventful and  a small
fbree of RoA,P. ^itfio^ andl&jsquitoes provided protection while
the bombers returned to their bases in the gathering dusk,

N eutralisation of flak pos it ions

VTIIth .Air Porce heavy bombers was at Twente-Enschede.
Report on Opera
tions 24 Mar,
1545, Po 27.

It is true to say that the most iirportant task of the
Tactical Air Forces during the morning was to neutralise flak
in the vicinity of the Diopping/Landing Zones, As already
explained in the air plan, artillery, fightery^omber and
medium bombers took part.

Tlie artillery zone extended from the east bank of the
Eliine as far as the unooirpletcd autobahn which ran in a north-
lYesterly direction through WcseH almost parallel to the
Eliine, It iTas calculated that there were 25I light anti
aircraft and IO8 heavy anti-aircraft guns in position here
and in the farther zone possibly 668 li^it anti-aircraft and
78 heavy anti-aircraft guns. Later examination proved that
this was an overestimate but ovn.ng to the reluctance of the
enemy gunners to reveal their positions and the hindering of
reconnaissance by bad weather, counter-'battGry intelligence
7/-as hard to obtain,

eperations against flak positions were begun by the
medium bombers of No, 2 Group and the IXth Bombardment
Division, (1)
and 159 Wings took off shortly before 0800 hours from their
bases at Vitry and Melsbroek to attack four large flak
positions in the Brunen area viiioh lay Just over t\'/o miles
from the landing/dropping zones. The attaclcs took place as
planned botv/een 0900 and 0950 hours and one hundred and

QA

Seventy tv/o Bostons and Mitohells from Nos. 1572nd T,A,P,
Daily Log
Sheet No, 2840,

('I) For location of positions see Map No, 26,
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twen'};y=»six 500 pound bombs and 6708 tT.'onty pound fragmen-
after the battleInvestigationstation bombs vrere dropped

2nd T,A,P,j
21 Array Group
OpR.S. Joint

Report No, 2[-,

,
showed that t\70 out of the four positions received good
Qorioentrations,
a mile to the east and the other the same distance to the

north of Brunen, Poor reception of control signals is
believed to have been the cause for the failure to achieve

satisfactory results on the other two batteries situated
in the nei^bourhood of ICradenburg and Peddenburg,

One of those batteries was situated about

J
‘Two hundred and sixty five bombers of the IXth Air

Force attacked eight positions in the Eocholt area,
hundred and seventeen tons of fragmentation and
were dropped on the targets, Most of the gun posrti
attacked a little earlier than those by No. 2 Group|

were engaged between 0744 and 0802 hours
at approximately 0900 hours, '
subsequently found to have been unoccupied during the time
of the attack; one of these had contained four 83 mm. guns.
Guns had fired from three other positions during
24 March but v/ere removed by the enemy later in the day.
No battery was actually hit, but on one position damage to
nearby houses was observed and on another it is believed

that two machine guns and three v/agons were destroyed.
Besides these attacks in the battle zone the IXth Bombardment
Division made attacks on seven other flak positions scattered
over a wide area,
the others lay near Minster,
either by British or American bombers during these operations.

Five
bombs
ions were
four

and the remainder

Tv7o of the positioios were

Two were situated north of Emmorioh and
No casualties wore incurred

Air Staff

S,H.A,E,F. Daily
Int/Ops,
Summary No, 34
24 Msir. 1945.
Vo 5.

Nos. 121, 123, 124 and 146 Wings of 2nd T.A.F,
engaged in anti«flak patrols during the period of the air
borne landings. Many of these aircraft v;ere later engaged
in close support during the afternoon. They v/ere equipped
vdth rockets or cluster bombs in addition to their normal
armament of 20 ram, cannon shells.

The first flights of Typhoons from No. 123 V/ing took off ●
from Gilze-Riejen before O915 hours in order to be over the
battle area half an hour before the paratroops dropped.
Each flight was given an area of operation and had been
instructed to dive down and attack any anti-aircraft gun seen
to be firing, if no batteries were observed pilots were to

attack a pre-arranged target before returning to base,
attacks took place to the east of the autobahn so as to
avoid inflicting casualties on the airborne troops.

The artillery barrage on flak positions to the west of
the autobahn opened up at 0930 hours^ the same time as
fi^ter/bomber operations v/ere due to begin. But owing to

the early arrival of the paratroops this part of the pro-
grannne was somewliat curtailed.

were

All

2nd T.A.P,

^aily Log
Sheets

No. 2841 - 43,

Ji

After 1000 hours of 37 aircraft fle\v up andan average ' . .
down the flak area and during the first half hour of the
landings there were as many as 60 Typhoons in the air.

Visibility
ground haze.

and smoke and dust mixed v/ith the\7as poor
It is not sujiprisingp thereforej, that many

pilots repoi-ted that they had not seen any guns firing at
all, JUrthernioro the gun positions themselves presented^
an extremely difficult target. Few direct hits were claimed
by pilots and examination after the battle shovrad that only

one direct hit on a 3,7 cm. light anti-aircraft gun was
scored. This situated a mile v/est of Brunen,

landed close to a number of positions and tv^o multiple

Rockets
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L,A,A. giins shoFsd signs of damage tThich easily be
attributed to figbter/bomberSo A fragnentation bomb vras
discovered to have landed inside a 88 irim. gjn pit and had
killed the crew. Craters v/ere observed round a number of

positions and the bonibs dropping so near must have had a
disturbing effect on the guncrews,

Interrogation of P.OeWs by 2nd SbAoP. and Twenty First
Anny Group Operational Research Sections after the battle
showed that many of the men did not appear to have been

frightened by the fi^iter bombers. This may be put down
to the rlarge number of aircraft which were operating over
the battlefield and also to the fact that the Germans "were

probably more anxious about the airborne troops coming down
directly above them.

Altogether' 92 gun positions situated in the area of
Booholtj Brunenj, Dingden and Peddenburg were attacked by
2nd T,A,F, and a total of sorties were made. Only two

ajjTcraft v;ere shot dcvni during these hazardous operations.
Damage to gliders and aircraft prove that there was no
slackening of f3.ak during the peak of the filter effort;
this did not occur until the paratroops had actually captured

gun positions.("I) Despite this, the operations should not r
accounted a failure as their persistence must have made the
gunners inaccurate and they therefore contributed to the
excellent protection given to the troop-oarrier aircraft.

No. 266 Squadron continued anti«fl?.k patroLs after
operation from 1A00-1500 hours and twent7“’four 500 pound

bombs were dropped on positions north of Bocholt.
attacks on anti-aircraft artillery were made in the course of
close support operations.

One hundred and twenty one aircraft of the XXIXth
Tactical Air Command took part in anti-flak patrols south
of the Lippe and a number of gun positions were attacked.

Armed reconnaissance ax]S. close sup-port

Armed reconnaissance in the tactical area was carried out

by 2nd T,A.P, north of the River Lippe and by the XXIXth
Tactical Air Coirraand south of this line,

Vlllth Air Force patrolled beyond the tactical area,
of the Lippe No. 8A Group carried out the major part of armed
reconnaissance during the morning,
squadrons of No. 1A5 7.ing took part,
of the afternoon Nos. 121 and 124 Wings of 83 Group whi ch had
been engaged in close support and anti flak attacks in the
morning ’were also involved.

Interdiction of the battle area by 2nd T.A.P. began
shortly after 0900 hours. Nineteen sorties by Nos. 317 snd
127 Squadrons were made to the east of Aalten from 0900
1400 hours. These ̂ itfires made a small number of attacks
on rai3.way lines and two direct hits were observed. They
also destroyed three motor vehicles. During the sa2ne period
squadron of Spitfires patrolled further to the east from

Enschede to Manster, Little of interest occurred exsept for
a large fire and explosion in a wood noicth of Bblsterlmusen
caused by strafing.

the

Gbher

Filters of the
North

Noso 131, 132Winga andthree
During the latter part

a

2nd T.A.P,
Daily Log
Sheets No.

2838 - 39»

(1) 'iliese probably amounted to about fifteen positions in
close proximity to the landing/dropping zones.
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iThe Typhoons of 121 and 12lt- V/ings No, 83 Group
carr-ied out armed reconnaissance closer to the battle area
but vrithout iiiiioh success for little movement was seen and

pilots occupied themselves by attacking flak positions east
of the landing/dropping zones, A hutted canp near Eocholt
and gun positions north of Gendringen in the Rees area v;ere
also attacked.

Spitfires of No, 403 Squadron were more fortunate in
coming upon a small party of cyclists proceeding from Groenlo
to the battle area and they strafed several M.T, vehicles on
the same road.

J

Tempests also took part in armed reconnaissance during
the afternoon and evening,
road from Bocholt to Eorken caught a lorry tov/ing a gun and
set the lorzy on fire,
the Dutch border tov/ards V/esel was noticed,
operating again in the Bocholt-Borken area at 1800 houars
attacked a number of M.T, vehicles,

TeA,P. flew 212 sorbies* eigjit rail cuts v/ere made,
29 M.T, believed destroyed and 22 damaged.

No. 3 Squadron patrolling the

No movement on roads leading from
Tenpests

During the day 5nd

Apart from this effort by 2nd T.A.P,, 92 sorties were
Nos, 131 and 132 Wings tookfloTm, over v/estem Holland,

part in operations from first li^t until dusk in the region
of Utrecht — Anersfoort - i^eldoom. Barges were attacked,
a fe^Y rail outs made and eleven motor vehicles were presumed
destroyed,
carried out armed reconnaissances in the Dortmund-Dusseldorf-

178 aircraft of the XXXth Tactical Air Command

ALr Staff

S.H.A.E.P, Daily
Int/Ops,
Summary No. 34
24 Mar, 1943,
P. 7.

An important attack v/as made on an airfieldWesel area,
nofth-v/est of Dorsten and 24 aircraft were claimed to have

been destroyed and 28 damaged %Tithout loss to the Ancrican
aircraft. Other claims v/ere 270 motor vehicles,
vehicles, 416 trucks destroyed and 31 rail outs.

On 24 March the Vlllth Air Force had I4 Mustang Grovips (I)
(two of v^iioh were based on the continent) and one limited
size Thunderbolt Group (2) available for operations east of

They v/ere supplied by the 63th, 66th and 67ththe Rhine,

VTIIth -Air Force
Report on Air
Cps. 21-24 Mar.
1545 EPi. 24 - 28,

Filter Wings and the Vlllth Fi^iter Command,

It will be recalled that the tasks of these fighter
aircraft were in the first place to give air protection to
operations in the bridgehead, secondly to protect the oper
ations of the Ei^th Air Force heavy day bombers and thirdly
to attack movement to and from the battle area.

Vinth Air Force
Monthly summary of
Operations
Mar, iciijSo
P. 73o

The area of operations which extended eastwards from
the arc Zwolle - Siegen had been divided into an inner and
outer defensive perimeter. The bulk of the filter strength
(12 Groups) operated in the inner perimeter and their main
task v/as that of interdiction,
into six patrol areas, each approximately 30 miles square.
The outer perimeter was divided into two large zones both
roughly 100 miles long and 25 miles wide,
two groups kept watch for enemy aircraft proceeding to the
inner perimeter and from thence to the bridgehead.

The perimeter v/as divided

Here the remainin

'J

g

a?'(1) 884 aircraft,

(2) 27 aircraft a

I
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The day had been divided into five periods. In the
inner perimeter half the number of Groups operated vd.tlrin a
single period during the morning. Priority was given to the
task of interception during the vital period of the airborne
landings and while the attacks by the American heavy bombers
were in progress. It wa.s therefore necessary for all units
to make double sorties.

Six fighter Groups operated from 0730-1945 hours.
They took over from the Tempests of 2nd TgA.P, v;hich had been

The remaining six Groups operated
The

out before first light,
during the second period from 0S45”1200 hours.

/

Groups which had operated during the first period refuelled
and returned for their second sortie in the same area for the

third period from 1145-14-4-5 hours. The filters which had
flov/n sorties during the second period returned to carry out
the afternoon patrols. These weire from hours and
from 1600-1800 hours.

n

In the outer perimeter patrols v/ere carried out continu
ously from 0630-1950 hours. Periods overlapped so that
tT.70 units would patrol in the same area for some time,
liistang groups based on the continent undertook all sorties
for this perimeter.

An elaborate account of the armed reconnaissance sorties
■would be of little value as road and rail movement in the
rear areas was on such a small scale that ground targets ●were
few and far be-fcween. Claims were made for 39 locomotives^
117 tracks and 5I M.T. destroyed. But for^the most part
pilots were engaged in shooting up obseawation towers, high
tension wire pylons and radar installations. Larger targets

military camp ■wiiioh was attacked by eight Mustangs and
small marshalling yard strafed by six aircraft.

There were, hov/'ever, several encounters v/ith enemy air
craft these being mainly Me,109*s and P.W,190*s and claims
were made for the destruction of 53 enemy aircraft.

Tlie

were a
a

Shortly after mid-day 46 Me.109*s were sent out to make
in the Bocholt-V/esel area. Sixteen

German Document,
Luftwaffe West
Sit Eeps.
p. 125
A.H.B.6. Trl.

armed reconnaissances , _ , ^ ^
of these aircraft encountered a number of Mustangs near
Gutersloh, Enemy reports state that eleven of their o;m
aircraft ■vrere shot dovm, t^vo xmve missing and four damaged,

refe^^ence to the operations of the remainingThere is no
28 aircraft.

At 1300 hours vmth Air Force fighters operating near
Hamm saw 15 Me.109*s attenptlng to land at Eikelon airfield,
Thev claimed to have destroyed 12 aircraft but no record of
this action appears to have been made by the G.A.P. to confirm
this.

.1

During the afternoon there vrere two further engagements
took place over Kassel and Soest. At Kassel a Mustang

nm't suuuorfcing a force of heavy day bombers on its -way to
airfields v/as diverted to intercept a large force of

on F W 190*s and 15 Me.109 s, A fierce action then took
“ in whioh 27 enemy aircraft vrere thou^t to have been

^ seven damgcd for the loss of five of the
TvTO s were claimed to have been

place in
destroyed

shot dovmMustangs.
I^vo other ^stangs were destroyed and four

these operations.
wer

In
e

passing, it is interesting '
were recognized during the

Soest,over
missinS
to note
whole day.

fr
th

om .
at only t-v/o jet aircraft
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The results of armed reconnaissances carried out by

fighter/bombers might appear to be disappointing consider5.ng
that 1653 sorties v/ere flown over a wide area of northwest
Germany. But it seems evident that the enemy fully appre
ciated the great superiority of the Allied Air Forces and
was not going to take foolish risks in moving large quan

tities of either men, vehicles or equipment during the
hours of dayli^t. As for his fighter aircraft, a large
proportion of them were either grounded throu^ lack of
fuel or else were unable to take off due to the bombing of
their airfields.

Close support

Close support was given to the ground and airborne
troops by fi^ter/bombers of 2nd T.A.F, and XXIXth Tactical
Air Command and also by medium bombers of No, 2 Group,
Attacks were either made on prc-a2rranged targets or in
response to calls from the contact cars operating -vdth
the assault formations. No. 83 Group was responsible for
the latter task in the Twenty First Army Group zone.
Nos. 174, 175, 243? ■184 Squadrons of No. 121 "V^ing and
Nos, 182 and 247 squadrons (124 Wing) and Nos. 439 and 2f40
squadrons (I43 Wing) took part. With the exception of the
two last named squadrons, all carried rocket projectiles.

For the 2nd T.A.F. the first of the pre-arranged taslcs
was the destruction of four headquarters shortly after
0630 hours. The first of these was at Erie and Typhoons of
No, 440 Squadron claimed to have scored tvra hits on the
buildings. The second lay in Zelhem north of Emmerich;
nine Typhoons of No. 197 Squadron dropped eighteen 500 pound
bombs and caused a large fire. No. 263 Squadron attacked
the third situated in the village of Halle vdth rocket
projectiles and succeeded in setting fire to a large building.
Nos. 193 and 266 Squadrons attacked the fourth headquarters
in the village of Knadenburg, Here buildings v/ore wrecked
by hi^ explosive and a large fire v/as seen burning at the
conclusion of the attack.

Aircraft engaged in immediate support were active
shortly after O600 hours. The main centre of opposition to
the assault proved to be*in the Eees area which ■was occupied
by seasoned enemy paratroops. No. 121 Wing was engaged in
all these missions. Three attacks with rocket projectiles
v^ere made on Bienen wliich had been made into a strongpoint
and v^'as also a concentration area for reinforcements.
Operations were conducted by the Bbrward Control Post,

From 1000-1230 hoirrs pre-arranged support was given
east of Hamminkeln in support of the airborne landings.
Artillery positions and strong points occupied by infantry
v/ere ^ attacked by Z,4 Typhoons At Peddenburg,to the south of
Hamminlceln, tliree 88 mm, guns were attacked^ and a farmhouse

containing several ligH'fc
partially demolished. Salvoes of rockets were fired at
pother flak position hidden in the church steeple of
Singeriburg but falling debris prevented any results being
r®?* I^hoons made attacks on transportation tar^

'1'l^e same period as well as on the ooncenaration areas
at Bocholt, Brunon and Erie.

J

J

2nd T.A-qFo Daily
Log Sheet Nos.
2840-2849.

nao-v* area pre-arranged
t  line. Two flints

31 rocket projectiles into gun positions near Ijsselburg
which were harassing troops^ossing the river and a

at'backs were made in the
of Typhoons fired
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number of light flak posts hidden in vfoods near TT’erthe ●

south of Ijsselburg were also attacked.

Aircraft' detailed to talce on requested targets were
also operating in the Eingenburg - Bocholt area during the
period of the airborne landings but poor visibility hairpered
the pilots considerably, A headquarters at Ringenbuirg was
hit with rocket projectiles and two attacks were made on
Bocholt, On one of these missions 30 motor vehicles were
attacked south of Dingden and at Bronen an 88 mm, gun %7as
strafed.

'

During the afternoon constant attacks, both pre-arranged
and impron^tu were made in the Sees area where opposition
was stiffening considerablo'"*
41 Typhoons from Nos. 123 and 14^ "»7ings continued to roake
pre-arranged attacks. Smoke and haze also obscured operations
in this area and a requested target of infantry on a road
south of Werthe was not located,

believed to be lying up in the vicinity was made,
further to the north were also attacked by these aircraft.

They included an attack on a radar installation north of
Emmerich vdiich proved to be abortive.

Prean 1530"‘l830 hours

A search for tanics
Targets

No, 193 Squadron made a powerful raid on strongpoint
equipped with mortars and othervAveapons at Millingen, north of
Rees, which had been obstructing the advance of the 5'lst
Division, Twelve 500 pound H,E. and four 500 pound armour
piercing bombs vrere dropped. Pilots reported that there vrere
five direct hits on a building \vhich vra.s seen to burst into
flames,

2nd T.A.P.

Daily Log
Sheet No, 2844.

Tanics were now being brought up to support the enemy
paratroops in this area and No, 197 S^adron was detailed to
attack a concentration of A.P.V.S, and M,T,(1) in  a wood near

IJsselburg, The attack was made imder direction of the
llobile Radar Control Post but most of the bombs fell short

of the target.

No, 2 Group was also called in to support eperations in
Three medium gun positions south of IJsselburg

required to be destroyed and 18 Bostons of No, 137 Wing
One thousand and

2nd T,A.P.
Daily Log
She et No, 2842,

the Rees area.
VAere

attacked them between 1400 and I5OO hours,

ei^t 20 pound fragmentation bombs v/ere dropped from a height
of 12-13000 feet. Aircraft were directed by the Mobile
Radar Control Post aiid good results %7ere believed to have
been obtained on two targets and fair on the third.

Aircraft engaged on immediate support were also kept
busy near Rees. Further attacks were made on Bienen and an
observation post and troops defending buildings were attacked.
Attacks were made on the concentration of tanks and motor

transport at Vferthe but no results were observed.

i

Attention was also paid to the Bocholt - Erunen - Dingden
where the airborne troops were in the process of

Flak positions wero
area

consolidating their newly vron ground,
strafed and rockets fired on motor transport at Dingden.

Sixty four Typhoons of No, 83 Group operated in a "cab
ranlc" from 15OO-I8OO hours engaging targets on instructions
from the Group^Control Centre, On four occasions targets
v/ere

targets were taken on.

not located due to poor visibility and alternative
Troop concentrations in the villages

(1) Armoured fitting vehicles and motor transport.
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of Eh-edCj ICruderiburg, Gendringen and Sinderen T/ere attacked
■vvith some success while in the Groenlo area stationery rail
way trucks in the railway station were strafed.

a
Casualties to aircraft during these operations were

extremely low,
sorties were made in close support tasks and only one Tempest
and four Typhoons were shot do^^n by flako

Eour hundred and fifty fighter/bcmber

The XXIXth Tactical Air Command \7as also Active through
out the day, A force of 288 aircraft supported the two
assault divisions of the IXth U, S, Army in its effort to
enlarge the bridgehead up to the Dinslaken-Wesel road.
They attacked 44 defended positions and nine armoured
fitting vehicles were destroyed. Five aircraft were lost
as a result of these operations.

i
S.H.A.E.F. (Air)
Daily Int,/0ps,
Sum. No. 34
24 Mar. 1945.

Reconnaissance

A total of 180 reconnaissance sorties were flown by
2nd T,A,F. on 24 March, out of v7hioh just over 100 were floivn
by No, 83 Group alone. The effort of No. 39 V^ing (No, ’83
Group Reconnaissance \Ting) %7as divided into 19 tactical,

2nd T.A.F, Daily 14 artillery, 11 contact and 12 photographic reconnaissances.
Log Sheet Tactical reconnaissances were flovm over the battle area
Nos. 2844 to 2845. betvreen the River Ijssel in the north and the River Lippe in

the south. Apart from a number of cyclists moving tov/ards
the front after midday, very little movement v/as seen by
pilots but they repoirbed considerable damage from aerial
attack at various points.

For an hour and a half before the airborne landings
began, special patrols were flown over the landing/^ropping
zones to discover unidentified flak positions and five guns

No, 39 Wing were located. Other sorties were flown over ground and
O.R.B. Mar, 1945. aiiti-airoraffc artillery in the vicinity of the dropping

Smoke and haze made observation of pinpoint targets
extremely difficult and it was found impossible to direct
Second Army batteries on to enemy positions from the air.

zones,

The task of aircraft flying contact reconnaissances was
to provide xnformation for the leading elements of the ground
forces,
were informed by reconnaissance pilots of the position of a
few motor vehicles; a sortie, north of Wesel, revealed that
a bridge near Mehr, reported intact the day before, had been
destroyed. Other aircraft r<^orted tanlcs moving towards the
battle in the Ijsselburg-Eocholt ar-ea.

Sorties v/ere on the whole uneventful. Typhoons

/I
:

Spitfires of No, 400 Squadron (Photographic
Reconnaissance), v;hich prior to the start of the battle had
been taking photographs of road, and rail centres north of the
Ruhr, flew sorties east of Wesel, their task being to check
the l^est position of the airborne troops,
were florm over communication centres such as Haltem and
Osnabruck,

A few sorties

ri

(No, 84 Group) was not directly concerned
v/lth the battle raging around V^esel. Tactical reconnaissances
were flown over Emmerioh and along the Dutch-German border

.  any movement of troops towaaais the Rhino,
r^omaissanoes were flovm over the Eheine airfields.
Artillery reconnaissances, flown by No. 263 Squadron, wore

successful than those flown by No, 83 Group and Canadian
artillery effectively shelled and hit several gun positions
as a result of spotting from the air.

Photo
No, 35 Wing
O.R.B, Mar, 194-5. to discover

No. 263
Squadron O.R.B,
Mot. 1945.
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No, 3^ Wing, concerned mth strategic reconnaissance,
flev; 15 Mosquito and tv;o Spitfire sorties, the former extending
from the bridgehead area to Hanover and the Rrisian Islands,
A number of enemy aircraft were identified over airfields at
Hopsten and Enschede during the morning. Shortly before
10,00 hours four Me.262^s vrere seen over Winters Wijk,
The Spitfires flew weather reconnaissances behind the front.

That nigfit, Headquarters Twenty-5’irst Army Group asked that
the Wing should cover roads and road jmictions behind the
bridgehead. Sorties v/ere flov^n by ten Wellingtons and
13 Mosquitoes, One of the latter was directed by the
I.fobile Radar Control Post (the first occasion on which it was
used for a niglit reconnaissance). Excellent results were
obtained and about 70 vehicles were distinguished on the
photographs.

Attacks on Communications and Troop Concentrations

These operations were carried out by both medium and
heavy bombers and brou^t to a conclusion the heavy preparatory
attaolcs made before D Day, R.A.P, Bomber Command, No. 2 Group
and the Ninth Air Ibroe were involved.

The most ambitious of the attacks vrere made by R.A.P,
Bomber Command on troop concentrations and defended positions
in Gladbeok and the large communication centre of Sterkrade
in the Ruhr, Both targets were in the Ninth Army tactical
area and the operations v/ere designed to stop enemy movement
towards the front, R,A,P, Bomber Command had undertaken
these tasks because the commitments of the Tactical Air Forces

were so heavy.

One hundred and seventy five Lancasters, Halifaxes and
Mosquitoes took part in the attack on Gladbeck at I3OO hours
and 177 bombers attacked Sterkrade forty miles to the west
a quarter of an hour later. No escort acoon5)anied the bombers
as the targets lay vd.thin the zone in which Allied filter
aircraft were operating in large numbers. Weather conditions
were excellent and the results proved to be most satisfactory.
At Gladbeck roads v/ere blocked and rail’.vay lines out. At
Sterkrade rail trades in the passenger station and in the

sidings were cut and the northboxuid line to Wes el was blocked
by a crater,
toivn,
visited the Ruhr

185 aircraft,
the Jfe.thias Stinnes Benzol Plant at Bottrop were both damaged

and put out of action until the arrival of the Allies on
28 March,

9

In addition heavy damage was caused in the
Later in' the afternoon Bomber Command once again

, this time to attack oil targets vri.th
The Harpenerweg Oil Refinery at Dortmund and

No, 3k- Wing
O.R.B. Ifer,
1945.

0

R.A.P. Bomber
Cmd. O.R.B.

Ops. 24.3.43.

R.A.P, Bomber
Cmd, 0,R,B,

Inte2:p,
Reports H.2308
H.23II Mar.
1945.

The wddespread attacks on communications and defended
localities were continued by the IXth Air Force and No, 2

Group, both in the Second and Ninth Anry tactical areas.
) One hundred and thirteen mediiun bombers of -l-he IXth Air Force

took part in attacking possible concentration points. These
T/ere jihaus, Eocholt, Holtiivick, Coesfeld and Borkon - small
tovais which roughly formed a parallelogram in the rear of the

fitting zone. South of the Lippe, Dorsten and Reden were
attacked by 52 bombers both ̂ vlth good results.

S.H.A.EoF, (Air
Daily Int,/0ps,

Noo 34'
24 Mar. 1945a
Summ,

No, 2 Group undertook t-urgets nearer the battle zone,
A force of 24 Mitchells from Nos, I37 and 193 Wings which had
already taken part in the moming attacks on flak positions
bombed Brunen from 1405 to 1412 hours,
were
divisions,

Here enemy troops
gathering in an atten5>t to throw back the airborne

A smaller force consisting of 18 Mitchells

Second T.AoPo
Daily Log Sheet
No. 2842o
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attacked another troop concentration at Raesfeld betTreen '12|.'18
and 1420 hours, dropping one hundred and sixteen 5OO lb.
bombs.
Mitchells unable to find Raesfeld flew to Erie and dropped a
good concentration on it as an alternative target.

During the nigjit of 24/25 March a large force from
No. 2 Group (94 aircraft) set out to disrupt movement and
o ommunlo at ions,

Ninth Air Eorce during dayli^t were now bombed by
Itfcisquitoes.

■ ^d Meppen were attacked.

Good results were obtained on both targets. Five

The targets v/hich had been bombed by t?ie

In addition to these targets, Seigen, Dulmen

Second T.A.P.
Daily Log Sheet
No. 2855.

i

A number of targets in proximity to the battle area were

These were Boar, a small
defended locality stiill holding out on the \rest banlc of the
Rhine, Rosbach another military target near Pracht and t^
communication centres

visited by the Ninth Air Force,

'Elbefeld and Paderbom,

TUrther attacks on the Ruhr line of interdiction vrare

made by the Ninth Air Force on the afternoon of D Day.
Reconnaissance had shovai that three railway bridges - at
Pracht, Colbe and Vlotho - were still in a passable condition

A total of
Tvraidges,

Air Staff

S.H.A.E.F, Daily althou^ they had been previously attacked,
Int./C^s,
Summary No, 54
24 I<Iar. 1945.

p.

208 aiicraft took part in attacks’on the br
attacks were made on Oolbe bridge, subsequently found to have
been destroyed, and one each on the bridges at Pracht and
Vlotho .-

Diversionary Operations

The Fifteenth U.S, Air Force and R.A.F. Coastal Command

carried out cperations which, although not directly connected
with the assault across the Rhine north of the Ruhr were

planned to divert enemy aircraft from this sphere of operations.
A brief description of their widespread activities should
therefore be included.

Six hundred and sixty Fifteenth Air Force heavy bombers
escorted by 594 fighters flying from bases in Italy made
series of attacks de^ into Germany^ thus undertaking the
normal role of the Eighth Air Force then fully engaged in
operations in the Rhine area,

S.H.A.E.F, Daily the Daimler-Benz Tank vrorks in Berlin,
Int./Ops.
Suramairy No, 54
24 lifer. 1945.

p.10.

a

Air Staff The largest of these ms on
One hundred and

forty nine Fortresses made an all round journey of I500 miles
and dropped 556 tons on the target,
enemy filters was met over Berlin,
southern Germany were attacked and some 40 aircraft were
destroyed on the ground,
attacked railv/ay centres at Plattling and Budejovice.
Losses of the Fifteenth Air Force were I7 bombers and nine
fighters.
R.A.F. Coastal Command ma.de a reconnaissance in force along
the Frisian Islands during the momingj tliereby keeping the
enemy engaged in that quarter©
a coaster was sunk but apart from this the sorties were
without incident©

Stiff opposition from
Three airfields in

One hundred and five Liberators

Closer to the battle zone 51 Beaufightors of

In the course of operations

R.A.F. Coastal
Cmd, O.R.B,
Ops, 24 Ife^.
1945.

Summary of air operations 24 March

By nightfall on 24 March the British and American Forces
had secured a firm lod^ent on the east bank of the Rhine,
Heavy fighting was to oontime, e^eoially in the northern
sector, vAiere enemy paratroops vrere trying desperately to
hold their ground.
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The issue of the tattle had already been decided and
Tvithout doubt this was due to the ̂ eat effort which the
Allied Air Poroes were able to bring to bear,
to the airborne landing had not materialised and although
enemy aircraft atten^ted to attack the bridgehead during the

following two nights, bridging operations and the passage of
reinforaements over the I?hine continued unabated.

The threat

The G-,A.P, was thoroughly disorganised by the heavy
bomber attack on airfields and his attempts to break into
the ring made by British and Ame3rican fighters had been
hopeless. Although flalc in the battle area had been severe
in spite of the strenuous effort made by medium and filter

bombers only 57 out of a fleet of i,500 troop carrier air
craft -were destroyed.

The effort made by filter aircraft in support,
recoimaissance and cover operations was remarkable. For
instance a number of fighter squadrons of 2nd T*AoP<» made as
many as 52 sorties in the dayo The total number of sorties
on 23/24. and 24 },larch flown by the. Allied Air Forces have
been summarised as follows:

I

Shorl

tonnage

Effective
Air Force LossesSorties

K.A.P, Bomber Command 3,429 4719

VTIIth U,S, Air Force
Bombers

Filters

XVth U,S, Air Force
Bombers

Filters

4,096 141,721
1,404 9

660 1,415 15
394

2nd British T,A,F, 2,223

2,747

1,095

511 17

IXth Air Force 1,623 12

1st T,A,F, 314

263First French Air Force 94

R,A,P. Filter CoramaM 338

R,A,P, Coastal Command 31

Nos, 38 and K6 Group, R,A,F,

IX U.S„ Troop Carrier Command

440 7. I

1,149 46

13,184 11,482 129

This was a striking demonstration of the great superiority of
Allied air power during the last phase of the canpaign in
nortl>-v/est Europe,

G-round-Air Operations : 25-29 Sferoh

The expansion of the bridgehead progressed steadily.
Two bridges capable of bearing heavy traffic were thrown*
across the Rhine thus enabling armoured formations and
reserves to take part in the battle. The Ninth U.S, Army
cleared Dinslaken and advanced elements struok out*towards

96326/1(217)
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1Kirchellen and Gladbeck reaching the Dortinund-Ems Canal on
27 March, The Second British Army crossed the autobahn
(running north fVom the Ruhr) and entered Ringenburg on
26 March. . In the Rees area slower progress v/as made ov/ing to
the stout resistance of tliree enemy paratroop divisions but
British troops had taken Raesfeld and Booholt by 26 March,

The 2nd T,A,E, and XXIXth Tactical Air Command gave
unceasing support to the ground forces although the fine
weather which had continued during the assault deteriorated
on 26 March.
742 armed reconnaissances from Dortmund to 'Witdorf on

25 March and on the next day 674 sorties were flown®

reconnaissances on 25 March by Nos, 83 and 84 Groups
(4^5 sorties) were also on a far larger scale than on
24 March as enemy transport was more active and tanlcs
deployed in an attempt, to hold up the Allied advance.
Sixty-five motor vehicles and eight tanks were claimed to have
been destroyed.

The XXIXth Tactical Air Command carried out

Armed

Y/ere

Air Staff

S.H,A,E,P, Daily
lnt,/0ps.
Summary No, 35.

c
2nd T,A.P,

Daily Log
Sheets No.
2856 - 60.

On the next day, the 26th, the enemy showed distinct
signs of collapse. Aircraft engaged on armed reconnaissance
along the Dutch border and from Dorsten to Iviinster found

shorfcage of targets. Convoys of motor vehicles including
large number of petrol tankers v;-ere caught as they made their
escape from the battlefield, 2nd T.A.P, increased its
numbers of sorties to a total of 67I and I59 vehicles v/ere

olaimed as destroyed. Aircraft engaged on other tasks,
including fighters on return from patrol, olaimed 383 vehicles.

no
a

Ibid Sheets

No. 2873 - 2878.

2nd T.A.P,

Daily Log
Sheets No,
2861 - 63.

Close support operations, although on a smaller scale as

coirpared with 24 March, v/ere of great value throughout the
next two days. On 23 March a powerful effort v/as made by
2nd T.A.P, to loiook out medium guns in the IJsselburg -
Anholt area, RLights of fighter/bombers directed by contact
cars made frequent attacks on batteries and also bombed and

fired rockets at mortar positions and strong points.
No, 2 Group also took part and made 603 sorties on gun
positions. By that evening Second British Army reported
that only tv/o batteries v/ere still firing into Rees,
26 yiBJCoh another 48 sorties were made by No, 2 Group and
fi^ter/bombers continued to attack gun positions and strong
points.

On

2nd T.A.P,
O.R.B. Ops,
23 Mar, 1945,
Page 106,
2nd T.A.P,
Daily Log
Sheets No,
2879 - 83,

During the period of the next five days (27-31 March)
the enemy %7lthdrev/ from the Vfesel area in some haste. As
v/as usual, after a reverse, there was an inevitable increase
of movement during daylight and this v/as most notic iable along
the roads running north-east along the Dutch frontier,
was a steady stream of motor and horse-drawn vehicles among
which a few tanks and tank transporters mingled. Unusual
activity v/as also noted on the railway lines leading east from
Wesel, Reasonable weather, vn.th the exception of the 27th,
enabled the pilots of 2nd T.A.P, to harry the withdra\val,
Evidence of the success of their operations came from members

of the Dutch Resistance who reported that they had observed
excellent air to ground attacks on the roads Oldenzaal-

Dormekamp and Nordhom«*01denzaal—Bentheim, Operations reached
a olimax on 31 March and the following night when 2nd T,A,F,
olaimed to have destroyed 279 and damaged 527 motor vehicles.

There

A.M. Pile

0,33814/47/11
Enol, 9A,

2nd T.A.P,
Daily Log
Sheet Nos,
2917 - 2926.

Further valuable attacks v/ere made on enemy headquarters
by No, 84 Group, On 23 Inarch the second attack on the
Dutch S.S, troops headquarters located in a castle west of

96326/1(218)
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seo p. 189 Amliem v/as made "by No, 131 (Spitfire) \7ing,

2nd T,A.F. Dally Log iji-yphoons of No, 123 Ning re-attacked the castle which
annnd°T.A!F/o,R.3l discovered to have "been gutted by fire. On 30 J-toch
Report No. 36 another attack v/as made on General Blaskovitz* headquarters

P* (Army Group H) near Oldenzaal by rocket carrying Typhoons of
A member of the Dutch Resistance Movement

On the next

No, 164 Squadron,
reported tliat the building was burned down ivith all material.
Members of 2nd T.A.P. Operational Research Section confirmed

that the building had been used as a staff headquarters and
that General Blaskovitz had worked there during the previous

On the same day Spitfires of No. 123 Ning attacked
nder in Chief Netherlands in the

All bombs were reported to

week-,

the headquarters of the Comm
Bussiim (Zuider Zee) area.w/

2nd T.A.F.
Daily Log Sheet
No. 2911 - 12,

A.M. File
C.338l/i/47/II
Enel, 9A.

have fallen in the target zone.

2nd T.A.F,
OcR. S. Report
Ho. 3-'i p.13.

Enemy aircraft sent to attack ground troops were
ineffectual against the large number of fighters operating^
over the bridgehead. During daylight on 25 March 74 sorties
v/ere made by F.V4190*s from Rees to Kirohellen, Tliey -were
intercepted by Ten^ests and Spitfires engaged on cover
operations and 12 were shot dov/n. That night four more air

craft were destroyed and on 26 I-Iarch only 15 fighters^and a
fev/ reconnaissance aircraft ventured as far as the Rhine,

Meamvhile the headquarters of Luftwaffe Command Vfest was
evacuated to southern Germany.

R.A.E, Bomber Command continued to assist the land
battle by attacics on coraraunications. On 25 I’^arch 607 bombers

attacked Hanover, Monster and Osnabruck using *0boe* technique
and 895.4 tons of H,E, v/ere dropped. The next day the iXth
Bomb Division returned to the scene of operations and attacked

three marshalling yards in the TTankfurt area. On 27 March
R.A.P, Bomber Comand, in spite of the poor v.’eather, sent^
276 aircraft to attack Paderborn. By 29 Iferch Twenty^E^st
Army Group had broken out from the bridgehead; 14 divisions

operating north of the Ruhr and enercy resistance was
rapidly becoming disorganised.

were nov/

Uiftviaffe West
sit. Reps,
p. 126. I

2nd T.A.F.
Daily Log
Sheets No. 28^ - 70,

Luftwaffe West
Sit. Reps,
PP. 131, 135.

R.A.E.

Bomber Cmd.

Report on Day
Ops, No, 21,
Mar. 1945o

xbid No, 22
Mar. 1945,

■

(1) Attacks on these three headquarters wore made before the
crossing of the Rhine (See pp, 186-188),
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CHAPTER 7

THE iODVANCE TO THS ELBE AHD THE CAPTURE OF BREMEN

Strategy for the final phase

On 25 Inarch, the day after the northern crossing of the
Rhine, General Eisenhower made the First U.S. Army available
to the Central Group of Armies in order that the success
gained by the Americans in the Remagen bridgehead might be
fully e>^loited.
originally been intended to operate with
Field Ivlarshail Montgomery* s forces north of tlie Ruhr.

It 7/ill be remembered that this Army had

Log D.S.C.
S.C.A.F. 246
25 liar. 194-5

See Chap. 5»
172.

r O
General Eisenhower issued orders to the commanders of

Army Groups for the first phase of operations east of the
Rhine on the same day. The main task to be accomplished
77as the isolation of the industrial Ruhr from the rest of

Germrcny. This v/as to be undertaken by the First U.S. Army
striking to the north from the Remagen bridgehead and joining
hand v/ith the Northern Group of Armies heading eastv/ards from
their bridgehead at Wesel.

Ibid

S.C.A.F.' 24-7
25 Mar. 194-5

Plans for developing an offensive into the heart of
The SupremeGermany were nov; developed by S.H.A.E.F.

Commander believed that these must be closely co-ordinated
7/ith the Russians and he determined to discover their

On 26 Inarch he sent a personal message tointentions.

Ikirshal Stalin, as Commander in Chief of the Russian Armies.
The plan v/hich he divulged to the Marshal ms as follows.
Once the Ruhr liad been encircled the main effort of the

Anglo-American forces v/as to be contained in an advance across
central Germany on the line Erfurt - Leipzig - Dresden with
the object of joining hands with the Russians. It was in the
centre rather than in Berlin that the Wehrmacht must be given

A secondary thrust was to be made in thea crushing blow,

Ibid

S.C.A.P. 252
26 Mar. 194-5

south to link up with the Russians in the Regensburg - Linz
In return for this information General Eisenhov/erarea,

.asked Stalin to give him an outline of the Russian strategy.

Eyes only
C. in Co 21

Army Group
to S0A..C0

Refo No. l/i.562
27 ilar. 1945

In the meantime Field Ifershal Montgomery had issued neyr
orders to his Army commanders,
the Ninth U.S. Army ̂ 7e^e to mal:e an all-out dash to the
River Elbe, at the same time linking up with U.S. forces
advancing from south of the Ruhr.
Field lilarshal envisaged a rapid thmst on Berlin.

The Second British Army and

Once across the Elbe the

Eyes only
S.A.C. to
C. in C. 21

Army Group
SoHoAsEsFo

F.Y^D. 18272
28 Mar. 1945

This was not in accordance with the ideas of the Supreme
Commander who at once informed Field 1/larshal Montgomery of his

strategy
Ninth Army v/as to be returned to General Bradley’s command in
order to give him the maximum sr^jport for the central thrust.
At the same time si©ials were sent to the American ysrnvy

informiing them of the change of plan.

He added that when the Ruhr had been out off, the

Commanders

Minister (and the British Chiefs of Staff) were

greatly perturbed when they learned of this change and the
Prime Minister telephoned the Supreme Commander on the evening
of 29 March juid asked for fxirther information,
informed the Combined Chiefs of Staff in Washington of his

These were officially conveyed by General Marshall to
The British were disturbed

The Prime

He also

views a

the Supreme Commander in a cable.
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rnot only "by the procedixre adopted by (General Eisenhovrer in
communicating vdth the head of a foreign state before
informing the Combined Chiefs of Staff but also in his
cliange of plan hitherto u2iSnov/n to them* ̂’^4 They maintained
that a STTift advance should be-made from the Wesel bridgehead
across the plains of north-vrest Germany v/hich v/ould end at
Berlin. The folloTdng advantages v/ould accrue

(i) A subsidiary attack T/ould open German ports in the
\7est and north and a nevr line of communication would be
available to the %7estem Allies,

(ii) The capture of these ports vrould hasten the end
of the U~ boat war.

Log D.S.C.
Gen. l&rshall
to S.A.C.

60507
30 ItSar. 1945

(iii) The Allies woiild be able to liberate Denmark and
This vrauld freeopen up communications vdth Sweden,

nearly tv;o million tons of neutral shipping.

(iv) The relief of the Dutch Y^ould be facilitated.

The U.S. Chiefs of Staffs on the other hand, supported
both General Eisenhower's action in commuiiicating v/ith I\i2rshal Stalin

and his strategy and they considered that the maximum number
of divisions had been deployed north of the Ruhr,
31 I«^arch the Combined Chiefs of Staff instructed the Supreme
Commander to inform the Military l^ssion in MoscoTf that they
were not to divulge further details of his plan to
Marshal Stalin end asked him for a full explanation
strategy.(2)

On

of his

Ibid

E.A.C.S. 170
31 Mar. 1'945

General Eisenhower stood by his original plans and was
fully prepared to make an issue of the matter,
reply he stated that his intention ms to divide and destroy
the main German forces.

In his

This could only be achieved by his

Ibid
S.C.A.F, 260

31 Mar. 1945 Armies carrying out operations in Germany phase by phase.
There were three broad areas which contained the remaining
troops of the Wehnnacht: around Kiel and Hamburg in the
north, Leipzig in the centre and the Nurnberg - Regensburg -
Munich area in the south. Berlin, as he had already
informed Stalin, had lost its importance as the Nazi
ministries yreve on the move to central and southern Germany,
Moreover Berlin lay within easy grasp of the Russians standing
on the banks of the Oder. General Eisenhower reiterated
that the main thrust should be into central Germany for these
reasons:

(i) The Wehnnacht would be split into tv/o parts,

(ii) The Allies vi’ould captirce the enemy's last
industrial area around Leipzig.

%

(1) For details of the Supreme Commander's strategy for
1945, see Chap 4, p. 109®"^ seq..

(2) An amplification of the Supreme Commander's plan had
been requested by General Deane, Military Mission
Moscov/, and tliis was sent to him. On 31 Itarch
General Eisenhov/er instructed him that it must not be
passed on to Marshal Stalin.

f

j
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(iii) An advance across the central plateau of Germany
would prove easier hecause the main German rivers would
be crossed at their head waters and not on the main

In advance across the northern plains wouldstreams*

be arduous because of their waterlogged state at this
time of year.

V/’ith regard to the two other areas of strategic

importance, a drive on Bremen and Hambirrg would rank next in
importance although these ports would not be available to the
Allies until the Brisian Islands and Heligoland, dominating
the estuaries of the ■^Teser and Elbe, had been reduced by
Haval and Air Forces. In the south it was important that
early junction with the Russians should be made in order that
German atteir^ts to hold out in the Bavarian moimtains might
be frustrated.

an
\
\ O

The Prime Minister remained adamant in his belief that
it was Berlin and not Leipzig that was the inportant
objective. He pointed out the political significance of the
capture of the city by the western Allies. The Russians
were about to enter Vienna and if they were first into Berlin
this event vroiold only strengthen their conviction that they
load achieved everything. Further, a march on Berlin by
British as well as U.S. troops would avoid "the relegation of
His Majesty's forces to an une^ected restricted sphere".

Iviarshal Stalin, on the other hand, replied that the plans
of General Eisenhower entirely coiaoided with those of the
Russian High Command, The main Russian forces were to be
directed into the Leipzig ~ Dresden area and would also link
up with U.S. forces in the Linz - Regensburg area.
'Secondary forces' f/ere to launch an attack against Berlin.

In the meantime further telegrams had been exchanged
between General Eisenhovrer and Field Marshal Ifontgomery as
the latter had requested him not to remove the Ninth U.S. Army
from his command* But General Eisenhower firmly adhered to
his strategy and the Combined Chiefs of Staff decided to
allow him to proceed vTith his revised plan giving him freedom
to change them if the c\irrent situation so demanded.

Pile D.S.C/h.12
A.MeM.S.O, -|jQ
S.H.A.E.p, Ref,
No. 2072 31 Ivlar*
19^5.

Log D.S.C,
Military Mission
Moscow to S.H.A.E F
M.X, 23588
1 Apr. 191*5.

Eyes only c. in c 21
Anny Oroup to SaA c
Ref. No. >562/1
29 Mar. 1945

and
S.A.C. to c. In c, 21
AHny croup s.u . I
r.W.D. 18389

Mar. 1945

The effect of the rapid advance east of the Rhine on heavy
bcmber operations

In the first fortnight of April the area of Germany still
occupied by enemy forces was rapidly decreasing in size.
By 11 April the Ninth U.S. Army had already reached the Elbe
in the region of Ivlagdeburg.
Third U.S. Array was making towards Leipzic.
from the west was reciprocated by the Red, Array in the east.
On 22 March it had launched a new offensive in Silesia which

to bring it to the banks of the Elbe within a month.

In the central sector the
The pressure

was
In the south east other Russian forces were s’^eeping into
Austria and its capital fell into their hands on  9 April.

The Deputy Supreme Commander stated, after the crossing
of the Rhine, that the list of priorities for the Strategic
Air Forces should remain the same but that it would be
necessary to protect the Allied spear heads thrusting across
Germany and the vulnerable transport aircraft required to
supply them, by further heavy air attacks on the G.A.F. bases.
On the same day, the Deputy Chief of Air Staff informed the
Strategic Air Forces that since the recent air attacks
German airfields in connection v/ith C^eration Plunder had
"been so successful, heavy bombers were to intensify operations
against this type of target instead of bombing aircraft
production centres.

on

D.S.C./T,s.
pt.b
End" 9A
para. 12.

100/9

p.s.c./t.s.
Ft. 9
End. 87a,
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Meojiwhile R.AbP. Bomber Command was engaged in

attacking the remaining oil refineries held hy the enemy

and towns "believed to contain headquarters or government

See Chap 8, p.253«' departments evacuated from Berlin, such as h'ordhausen«
The Vlllth Air Force, hovrever, was bombing a large nimiber of
ordnance depots and several munitions factories which
SbHbAbE.F. considered Yfould have little immediate effect on

General Strong (S.H,AoE,F. G2) there-

RoAbF, Bomber

Command O.RoBo (1

Apr, 1945

Vlilth Air Force

Monthly Summary
of CpSo. ground operations©

)

Apr> 1945o

DoSoC./T.SoIOO
Pt«9
Enel, 90A.

fore urged the Deputy Supreme Commander that he should not
permit the heavy bombers to slacken in their attacks cn
communications, wliich had all along been a battle winning

factor, ● especially when the enemy might stage a withdra.wal
into the Redoubt*\2)

0‘

Four days later the Deputy Supreme Commander, who had
just returned from a conference with the British Chiefs of

Staff in London, expressed the same point of view, more
strongly, in a signal to the Deputy Chief of Air Staff,

stating 'that he was ’’gravely concerned lest during this
crucial period we allow ouirselves to wander from 'the agreed
bombing policy* ” He noted that the Combined Strategic
Targets Committee had objected to attacks on transportation
and requested that they should submit a list of suitable
transportation targets in the Leipsio

Air Marshal Bottomley, replying on the 11th, agreed
that the main object of the Strategic Air Forces was to

assist the ground forces although he believed that the
completion of the oil offensive would directly benefit the
land battle. He considered that S.H.A.E.F* should direct

heavy bomber operations outside oil and G.A.F. commitments©
That evening he met General Spaatz and the Deputy Supreme
Commander to consider a revision of the current directive to

the Strategic Air Forces.
Air Staff and General Amold.

area*

A draft was sent to the Chief of

Xbid

End. 96a.

X^id
Enel.97A.

d.s.c./t.s.100/9
Pt©5
Encl.33A

paxao12

At the Air Commanders Conference on the next day.
Air Chief i^arshal Tedder declared that the Strategic Aix
Forces would nov^ concentrate on attacking transportation

targets and a small efford: would make 'policing’ attacks on

the oil industry,
regarded as tactical rather than strategic teirgets.

S.H.A.E.F. officially announced that it would select
communication targets, in a sigial to the Strategic Air Forces

These were to take place south and east of the
Hof - ■'^Taldsassen - Augsberg - Ulm as the

As for ordnance depots, they v/ei-e to be

on 13 April.
line Dresden
recent advances into the Leipzic amea prohibited attacks
yrest of the bombline, Potsdam - Dresden - Hof,
long standing dispute over the selection of targets affecting
the groTJind battle betv/een S.H.A.E.F. and the Air Ministry
vra.s finally settled©

Thus the

See Chap.A, p.112
and Chap © 5 ?
ppo 151^ 17O0

SoHcA.E.F, (Air)
Hist Record cS:
Diary
App© 1E
Apr. 1945 c.

In the meantime the Deputy Supreme Commander,
General Spaatz and Air Marslial Bottomley agreed that their
revised directive to the Strategic Air Forces, so far
approved by the British Chiefs of Staff, but not yet
sanctioned by the Combined Chiefs of Staff, should govem

0) At Lutzkendorf, Molbis, Karb\irg and Regensburg.

It must be remembered that there was a strong belief at
S.H.A.E.F. at this time that the enemy would make  a last
ditch stand in south Geiroany and Austria,
as 19 April A.C.M. Tedder believed that heavy bomber
attacks would continue for another two months.

SECRET
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3j«S.Co/t
Ruo9

Enolo99A,

Q
o]

heavy TDomber operations as from 16 Aprilo^**) In place of a
directives orders to their respective commands -vyere issued by

Chief Marshal Harris and G-eneral Spaatz on that date, in
y. ch they declared that the main purpose of the Strategic
ir rorces ms henceforward to afford direct support to the

and to continue the homhin^ of naval targets.
ff^^O'wing three priorities vrere later expanded in the

and final direc tivei-

00

3

Oil supplies (with special emphasis on petrol),

(h) Enemy lines of oomniunication.

(c)
^

Other missions vdiich might he requested hy the
^Preme Commander 0

Ibid.

J^ieasure, due to the rapid contraction of enemy

^"^Q-ff d.e^' taken on 9 April v/hen the British Chiefs of
■*^0 stop area attacks on towns and cities in

"^he They Believed that at that stage of the v/ar
of °f such attacks vrould not he felt before th

"'^^^ich irif f °^^aigti and that they must spare accoramodatiou
required to house the future army of

Certain exceptions to this rule were ;
follom:-

end

r
(a)I If enemy resistance should stiffen on the westei^

^astern fronts.
orE

(h)
y^-®n the time factor did not allow precision

en central and southern German communication
att
n

^  Tr\
known to he occupied hy the German High

or Government departments were open to attach*

involve heav^on naval targets vrauld also
n to civilian property as, for example, at

I

Pt
'’’Co/q

to’ deputy Supreme Commander found it
^n the destructive impulses of the _
that -p commanders and at the Air Staff Meetii^^

General Spaat2s and other air officer®
attacks on rail centres were intended to

Vfhen they had suggested that UaSo
0  s3iould he v/ithdrawn from lialle to ^

th Ai
th

r Force to homh it« On the following

E

li

I
I

^ to tne btranegrc Air forces was
;^y (g the Comhin.ed Chiefs of Staff and issued oi

A 2*HoAoE,Fo (Air) Hist Record & Diary App»
DS
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during a discussion on a proposed raid on Berchtesgaden he
harmed an attack on the neighbouring city of Salzburg# /

Toid
Enel* 33A#

Notable operations by the Strategic Air Eorces early
in April were the extensive attacks on U-boat construction
yards and port facilities at Hamburg and Kiel# U-boats

(particularly the Schnorkel type^
around the shores of the U«K#

by Bomber Command on surface craft# The pocket battleship
A^iral Scheer v^as sunk and the cruisers Admiral Hipper and

Emden damaged in the raid on Kiel on 9/l0 April# Mosquitoes
made several attacks on the cruisers Lutzow and Frinz Eugen
which were located at Sv/inemunde# Direct hits were scored o.

the Lutzow on 16 April after several attempts v?hich were
frustrated by bad weather.

had still been very active
Attacks were also made

See p# 227.

R,A#E# Bomber

Grad. Night Raid

Rept No. 887
April 194-5 ●

Ibid Day Raid

Rept. No. 35
April 194-5*o{

Liaison with the Russians

Early in April the Supreme Commander became concerned
over the prevention of incidents in the air and on the ground
betv/een the Anglo-American and Russian forces# An encounter
between U.S, and Russian aircraft on 2 April in the Berlin
area gave some point to his anxiety# He drafted a message
which v/as to be sent to Stalin urging him to define a
procedure which might be adopted on the contact of the t7^o
forces and also a system of mutual identification.
British Chiefs of Staff did not approve of the vrording of
the signal and the Deputy Supreme Commander met them in
London to discuss the matter on 7 April# It was decided that
no mention should be made of the inter-zonal boundaries that

the Allies had agreed to take up on the occupation of Germany
both for military and political reasons. VHien the Armies
had ^ined contact,boundary lines were to be fixed by the
Army Group Commanders on the ^ot# A signal was sent to
Stalin by S.H.A.E.P. along these lines and the Supreme
Commander stated that he was prepared to send Air Chief
Marshal Tedder or another senior officer to discuss the

problem with the Russians.

The

Log D.S .0#
S.O.A.F. 264-

5 Apr# 194-5*

Ibid
A.M.MeS.O. to
S.HaA«E#F. Ref.
No. 2183

6 Apr# 194-5*

Ibid A.M.M.S.O.
to J#S.M.

V/ashington
c.o.s#(w) 743
11 Apr# 194-5#

Ibid
S.C.A.F. 273
12 Apr# 194-5*

(O By the middle of April members of S.H.A.E.P, had become
anxious about the continued destruction of locomotives,
rolling stock and shipping in central and northern
Germany#
considered inpracticable but it v/as held that the'
sinking of ships in the Weser and Elbe would merely
block the ports of Bremen and Hamburg at a time when
they v/ould be required by the Allies
to cease attacks on shipping in ports, estuaries and
inland waterv/ays were subsequently dispatched to
2nd ToA.E# (D,S#C#T.S#100/9 Pt.^ End. h£)k').

The cessation of attacks on the fomer was

Instructions

(2) The Vlllth Air Force attacked Kiel on 3 and 4- April#
Bomber Command attacked Hamburg on 8/9 and 9 April and
Kiel on 9/l0 April#

Harabiirg, six months loss of production being estimated
by the Germans#

Great devastation was caused to

DS 96326/1(227) SECRET
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heavy bcanber operations as from 16 Aprilo^”'^
directives orders to their respective commands were issued hy
Air Chief Marshal Harris and General Spaatz on that date, in
which they declared that the main purpose of the Strategic
Air Forces ms henceforward to afford direct support to the
ground forces and to continue the homhin^ of naval targets.
The following three priorities were later expanded in the
fourth and final directives-

(a) Oil supplies (with special enphasis on petrol),

(h) Enemy lines of communication,

(c) Other missions which might he requested hy the
Supreme Commander.

In place of aD.S.C./T.SolOO
Fb.9
Enclo59A.

■ _I

Another measure, due to the rapid contraction of enemy
territory, was talcen on 9 April v/hen the British Chiefs of
Staff decided to stop
Germany. (2) They believed that at that stage of the war
the full effect of such attacks vrould not be felt before the

end of the campaign and that they must spane accommodation
v/hich might be required to house the future army of
occupation.
They were as follows:-

area attacks on towns and cities in

Certain exceptions to this rule were specified

Ibid

Enel. 91A

.

(a) If enemy resistance should s'ciffen on the vrestem
or eastern fronts,

(b) When the time factor did not allOT/’ precision
attacks on central and southern German communication
centres,

(c) Tovjns knoi,m to be occupied by the German High
Command or Government departments were open to attack,

(d) Attacks on naval targets v/ould also involve heavy
destruction to civilian property as, for exanple, at
Kiel,

However, the Deputy Supreme Commander found it
necessary to restrain the destructive impulses of the

D.S,C,/T,S.100/9 Strategic Air Force commanders and at the Air Staff Meeting
on 11 April reminded General Spaatz and other air officers
that heavy bomber attacks on rail centres were intended to

assist the Army, when they had suggested that U.S.
reconnaissance elements should be Y/ithdravm. from Halle to
allow the Vlllth Air Force to bomb it.

Pt.5
End. 32

A para.5

On the following day
♦r> ^

*

I

(1) Directive No. A to the Strategic Air Forces was
approved by the Combin.ed Chiefs of Staff and issued on
5 May (See S,H,A.E,F, (Air) Hist Record & Diazy App,
1E Apr, i9/,5).

After consultations vri.th the Deputy Supreme Commander and
the Deputy Chief of Air Staff.

(2)
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during a discussion on a proposed raid on Berchtesgaden he
"banned an attack on the neighbouring city of Salzburg# U)

roid

Enel. 33A#

See p# 227.

R.AflE. Bomber

Crad. Night Raid
Rept No, 887
April. 1945-

Notable operations by the Strategic Air Forces early
in April v/ere the extensive attacks on U-boat construction
yards and port facilities at Hamburg and Kiel#

(particularly the Schnorkel type^
aroxmd the shores of the U.K. 12)

by Bomber Command on surface craft# The pocket battleship
A^iral Scheer v/as sunk and the cruisers Admiral Hipper and

Emden damaged in the raid on Riel on 9/l0 April# liosquitoes
made several attacks on the cruisers Lutzow and Prinz Eugen
which were located at Svdnemxmde, Direct hits were scored o

the Lutsow on 16 April after several attercpts which were
frustrated by bad weather.

U-bcats

h-ad still been very active
Attacks vrere also made

Ibid Day Raid
Rept. No. 35
April I945.

I ^'>

Liaison with the Russians

Early in April the Supreme Commander became concerned
over the prevention of incidents in the air and on the ground
betvveen the Anglo-American and Russian forces. An encounter
between U.S. and Russian aircraft on 2 April in the Berlin
area gave some point to his anxiety# He drafted a raessa
which vra.s to be sent to Stalin urging him to define a
procedure which might be adopted on the contact of the t7/o
forces and also a system of mutual identification#
British Chiefs of Staff did not approve of the vrording of
the signal and the Deputy Supreme Commander met them in
London to discuss the matter on 7 April# It was decided that
no mention should be made of the inter-zonal boimdaries that

the Allies had agreed to take up on the occupation of Germany
both for military and political reasons# Ifhen the Armies

had gained contact,boundary lines were to be fixed by the
Army Group Commanders on the ^ot# A si©ial was sent to
Stalin by S.H.A.E.P, along these lines and the Supreme
Commander stated that he was prepared to send Air Chief
Marshal Tedder or another senior officer to discuss the

problem vdth the Russians.

The

Log D.S.C,
S.C.A.P. 264
5 Apr. 1945.

Ibid
A.M.M.S.O, to
S.K.A.E.P. Ref.
No. 2183
6 Apr. 1945#

Ibid A.M.M.S.O.
to J« S. M.
Vfashin

C.O.S.tw) 748
11 Apr# 1945.

on

Ibid

S.C.A.F. 275
12 Apr. 1945o

(1) By the middle of April members of S.H.A.E.P, had become
anxious about the continued destruction of locomotives,
rolling stock and shipping in central and northern
Germany,
considered iirp)racticable but it was held that the'
sinking of ships in the TTeser and Elbe vrould merely
block the ports of Bremen and Hamburg at a time vrhen
they would be required by the Allies,
to cease attacks on shipping in ports, estuaries and
inland watervra.ys were subsequently dispatched to
2nd T.A.P# (D.S.O.T.S.100/9 Pt#5 Enel. 2*0A).

The cessation of attacks on the former -was

InstiTuctions

(2) The Vlllth Air Force attacked Kiel on 3 and 4 April.
Bomber Command attacked Hamburg on 8/9 and 9 April and
Kiel on 9/l0 April#

Hamburg, six months loss of production being estimated
by the Germans.

Great devastation ●vra.s caused to
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The Russians considered that the matter was too urgent
to wait for an officer to come to Moscow and they submitted a
draft of identification signals and markings for aircraft
and vehicleso S,HoAoEoF» and the Russian High Command came
to an agreement on this matter on 21 Aprilo
infantry^ tanks and aircraft v/ere to identify themselves by
firing a succession of gi-een rockets and Soviet troops were
to be recogiized by a series of red rockets®
the three Allied nations would be recognized by their
normal marldngs® (1)

An gl o-American

Aircraft of

1
General Antonov of the Russian General Staff suspected

that the zones of occupation had been changed because the
Supreme Commander had stated that boimdary lines should be
agreed upon by Array Group Commanderse
assured him that this referred only to tactical areas.
Combined Chiefs of Staff approved of this action and on
21 April laid down the policy that the two Armies should
halt vfhen and 7/here they met and that after fighting had

ceased dispositions should be made with regard to the
tactical situation and not to inter-zonal boundaries,

gave the Supreme Commander authority to negotiate vri.th the
Russians over these matters but in the event of a delicate
sitiiation advised him to communicate with them before

informing the Russians as there might be far reaching
political and military repercussions.

The Russians, although they had agreed on the recognition
signals, made no comment on the procedure to be adopted on
the contact of the tv/o Armies until General EisenhoY/er

proposed that the boundary of the Elbe and Mulde should form
a natural boundary line.

24 April and their troops pushed on to the Dresden area.

Another problem which arose Y/ith the approach of the
Red Army and the v^stem Allies was the prevention of air
attacks on troops and clashes between the aircraft of the
respective Allies*
targets for the Strategic and Tactical Air Forces would
have to be cleared vri-th Moscow i+3 hours in advance.

General Eisenhovrer
The

They

The Russians agreed to this on

On 11 April S.H.A.E.F. decided that all

r;

Ibid

S.C.A.P. 282

17 Apr. 1945o

Ibid s.C.AoF. 292
21 April 1945

Ibid Mil, Mission
Moscov/ to S.H.A.E.F.
MX 2Zj032
2h April l9i+5.

File D.S.C./T.S./
100/9 Ft*5
Enel, 32A
11 April 1945.

3y 19 April the Tactical Air Forces under command of
S.H.A.E.P* v/ere finding that the bombline was hampering cover
and reconnaissance operations and attempts Y/ere made by
S.H.A.E.F. to fix a bombline in addition to clearing targets
in advance,
in the Oder and the situation Y/as very fluid*
did not agree to the bombline proposed by the Russians Y/hioh
Y/as too restrictive and the Russians still refused the offer

made by S.H.A.E.F. to send them a liaison officer*
23r<3 the Russian advance had gained momentutm and the
following bombline ms proposed by the Russians and agreed! to
by S.H.AoE.P.
IConow - Sandiia - along the River Elbe - Tamemunde - Genthin -
Ziesar - Kos'wig - along the River Elbe - Dresden*
point the area south of the Elbe was free to attack by
Anglo-U.S, forces,
had been established this bombline Y/as advanced about 40 miles

to the vrest in order to include the River Mulds, Chemnitz and
Prague,

The Russian brealrbhrough had just taken place
S.H.A.E.P*

By the

Prom the Baltic - ‘^ameraunde Rostook -

Prom this

''?/hen the boundary on the Elbe and Mulde

Log D.S.C.
SoH.A.E.F.
Fwd- to lai*
Mission Moscow

19 Apr* 1945«

Ibd.d
1/3-1* Mission
Mosccr.7 to
S*H,AoE*P*
izs. 24019

23 Apr* 1945«

Ibid

I/K 24032
24 Apr* 1945 o

(1) A change in recogiition signals vras made on  1 Ivlay after
the capture of a Gemian tank bearing the Soviet recog
nition markings* Aftei* agreement by S.H.A.E.P. the
Russians then identified themselves by firing a series
of v/hite rockets*
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Air-G-round Operations from the Rhine to the ElTpe

In his first directive for operations east of the Rhine,
Field iiarshal Montgomery had intended that the Second British
Army should go all out to secure the line of the Elhe het-ween
liamhiorg and Wittenhergea The Ninth U#S. Army, having linked
up with Twelfth Army Group, was to secure a foothold on the
Elhe between V/ittenherge and ivlagdeburga The First Canadian
Army was to liberate north east Holland, open up  a supply
route to the north east through Arnhem, isolate western Holland
and clear the coastal belt of north Germany.

From the air point of view the significant passage in the
Commander in Chief's orders was his instruction that the

capture of air fields should be one of the major objectives of
the Amy. Air Marshal Coningham had warned him that in the
event of a rapid advance by the Army, the Tactical Air Force
would not alvra.ys be able to give the fullest amount of cover
and support. Air Marshal Coningham had also counted on
using air fields round Munster, but when the Ninth U.S. Army
was returned to General Bradley's command, this area lay
within the IT.S.

Celle and V^unstorf were allotted to 2nd T.A.F. although in

the Ninth U.S. Army area.

Dispositions of 2nd T.A.F.

At the end of the month, hov/ever.zone.

File D.S.C./
H.12 28 Mar.

19^5.

i c-y Draft Dispatch

by Air Marshal

Coningham on

operations by
2nd T.A.F. in

N.W. Europe

p. 37

During the first v/eek of April the Main Headquarters of
2nd T.A.F. moved from Brussels to Suchteln near Krefeld. v/here
it vras adj'acent to the liain Headquarters of Twenty First Army
Group. Here it remained until the end of hostilities.
But Air Marshal Coningham during that week sent a reconnais
sance party to find a more advanced location for his Head
quarters at Bad Eilsen in the province of Schaumberg-Lippe.
British Intelligence had discovered that -impm-hant members of
the firm of Pocke-Wulf had been evacuated there, and so the
party had a tvrofold mission to fulfil. Although the place
was in the U.S. zone permission v/as obtained by the R.A.P.

party to go ahead,

of U.Sb forces, and captured the chief designer of Pocke-Nulf
Y/hile he Y/as at a craiference, (1)

They seized Bad Eilsen before the arrival

No. 83 Group, under Air Vice Marshal Broadhurst, supported
all Second Army operations, and bore the brunt of the air war
east of the Rhine,

2nd T.A.F. to move to bases in Germany,
resistance on the Dortmund-Ems Canal no moves Y?ere possible
until the folloYdng Y/eek. Prior to 12 April squadrons were
based at Eindhoven, Helmond, Petit Brogel and Volkel, all in
south west Holland, and about I70 miles from th^ Weser - the
first big river obstacle.(2)

It was therefore the first group of
But ovnng to enemy

Cl) Furcher details of this operation will be found In 2nd TeA.F. O.R.B.
April 1945o

(2) Composition of 2nd ToA.Fo on 6 April 19li5
No. b3 Groffl Total 32 Sqdns.
Typhoons, "faupests. Spitfires IX, XI, XIV, XVl, Austers

10 h h 1 5 4 4
Noa 84 Group Total 34 Sqdns.
Typhoons, Tempests, Spitfires IX, XI, XIV, XVI, Austers

■  9 3 7 1 1 7 5
Meteor 1/III

1
No. 85 Group Total 9 Sqdns.
Mosquito XXX

3 3 3
No. 2 Group Total 14 Sqdns.
Mitchell Il/lII Boston IIIA/IV Mosquito VI

XIII A.S.R. Sqdn. eto«

<.

1 85
No. 34 Wine Cattached to No. 2 Group) 4 Sqdns.
Spitfire P.R.XI Wellington XIII Mosquito1  P.R.IX/XVI

1 1
Spitfire IXF

1
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No. 2 Group Headquarters under Air Vice Marshal Embry
remained at Brussels. The Mitchell and Boston squadrons vrere

based at Vitry and Melsbroelc, and the Mosquito squadrons at
Coxyde, Epinoy and Rosieres. No. 85 Group, under Air Vice
liarshal Steele, had its iiain Headquarters at Ghent and its
squadrons were at luiocke, Glisy and Lille-Vendville. (l )

Dispositions of the G.A.E. east of the Rhine

Luftflotte Reich which had once been the enemy’s
strategic air. force now assumed control over tactical
operations, and the much battered Luftwaffe Command West v/as
withdrawn to southern Germany, leaving behind two Flieger-
divisions. The jet fighter force (PliegerKorps IX (j)),
also in the north, but it gradually moved south into
Czecho-Slovakia during April*
the Allies, Luftflotte Reich took over command of air forces
on both eastern and western fronts, and in Denmark and Norway.
The major part of the air force operated against the Russians.
The main types of aircraft v/ere Me's 109, TV/’s 190, a small
number of Ju’s 88 and 188, and a few jet propelled aircraft -
Ife's 262 and Ar's 23A.

was

On the division of Germany by

On 1 April the strength of Luftflotte Reich was as
f oHo--/rs:

Type of aircraft

Day Fighters

Night Filters
Bombers
Recce

German Document
Luftflotte
Reich
Order of Battle
A.H.B.6 Trans.

ServiceableStrength

1,076 739
896 748

169227
k879

2,278Total 1p704

On the ground Allied Intelligence believed that there
were about 21 divisions, including several Panzer divisions, of
poor quality in Holland, north-west Gemany and Denmark.
The bulk of the troops in north Germany, like the air force,
were operating on the eastem front,
facing the British were the fanatical paratroop divisions
which had already offered considerable resistance to the
Second Army during the Rhine crossings.

The toughest troopsS.H.A.E.F.

J. 1.0.(45/17)

Air operations in support of Second British Army

The encirclement of the Ruhr was con^pleted on 1 April
when the First U.S. and Ninth U.S. Armies met at Lippstadt
about 20 miles to the east of Paderborn. The entire German

Array Group B and tv/o corps of Army Group H v/ere thus trapped.
The S\:^rerae Commander now ordered the great central thmst to

take place. Ninth Army v/as to be returned to the command of
General Bradley on 4 April as already foreshadowed. In the
north Field Marshal Montgomery’s forces were to advance to the
Rivers Y^eser,Aller andLeine, capture Bremen and afterwards
were to make a thrust to the Elbe Tdth the intention of
pressing on to the Baltic coast.

General Bradley's forces v/ere to remain behind and mop up the

Ruto pocket while the bulk of the First Army_was to advance on
Leipzig and Third Army v/as to make for Chemnitz. Protection
on the right flank v/as to be given by Sixth Army Group which
was to advance on the axis Numberg - Regensburg - Linz,

In the centre, part of

* i

Log D.Se Co
S.C.A.F. 261

2 Apr. 1945o r

t _'

(1) No, 8A Group dispositions "will be found
on Operations in Holland. (Page 229)

in the section
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i.
On if April the Ninth U.S. Amy

Generaa Bradley and the XXIXth Tactical Air Coromand returned
to the command of the IXth Air Force. FieU i^IsrshalMantgomer^j^

issued a new directive on the foll07dng day.

Second Army to cross the Weserj capture Bremen and secure
bridgeheads over the Aller and Leine. Canadian Army

operations remained basically the same as before.

The first British troops over the T/eser vrere from
Vlllth Corps. They crossed at Petershagen north of Minden
on 5 Aprilj v/here the river v/as about 2^0 feet wide. The
Xllth Corps crossed at Stolsenau about 15 miles to the north

of Petershagen on 7 and 8 April. They met with little
opposition, and the advance continued to the Aller and^Leine.
Further north, XXXth Corps met considerable opposition in the
Enschede area, where the enemy sought to withhold the air
fields from the British, and slow progress vras made tovra.rds
Bremen.

taken over bywas

He ordered the

ff

File D.S.C./
H.12.

»

Bad weather during the first v;eek of April prevented
extensive air operations. Low cloud and sudden rainstorms
obscured the battlefield, and the enemy made good use of these

945. conditions. On 1 April 26 fighters of 2nd T.A.P. were shot
do’OTi, and 24 damaged by flak as they flew low to the ground

enemy troops on the inarch. No. 83 Group carried out
close support and armed reconnaissance whenever possible, but

much of the enemy movement took place at night, and Spitfires
and Typhoons had to scour the roads for targets.

Cover for the first Weser crossing vreis flown by Tempest

squadrons from No. 83 Group, from Steinhuder Meer to Dummersee,
two large lakes on either side of the '\7eser. A fe?/ enemy

fighters darted in to attack the bridging operations, but the

Teirpests claimed to have destroyed seven of the enemy.

On 7 and 8 April fighter cover was increased over Second
British Army and No. 84 Group also took part. 2nd T.A.F.
made 628 sorties over the tYfo bridgeheads. But the enemy was
intimidated by this increase of strength, and another reason
for his non-appearance v/as that on 7 April the VIIIthAir Force
began heavy attacks on airfields in north Geimiany

that week No. 83 Group moved to German airfields.
V&ig, made up of Spitfire squadrons, was the first across the
Rhine, and moved to Twente on 8 April. This airfield had been
talcen over by the R.A.F. the day after its capture by Second
Anny. On 10 April Air Vice Marshal Broadhurst's Itlain
Headquarters moved in conpany with General Denpsey's Head
quarters (Second British Army) to Mettingen, a few miles to
the east of Osnabnick

Centre began to operate at Rheine.
was operating from four bases east of the Rhine at Hopsten,

and Achmer, and two T?rest of the Rhine at Goch

over

During
No. 125

On the same day the Group Control
By 12 April No. 83 Group

Twnte, Rhepe

2nd T.A.F.

O.R.B. Apr. 1

2nd T.A.P.

Daily Log
Sheet Nos.
2966-2973

i

and Heesch, (0

Nov; that it had secured forward airfields. No. 83 G-roup
was able to cover a wider area in its armed reconnaissance

missions. The principal zones of operation were on the main
roads to Bremen and Hambiirg. Large enemy forces were
observed moving from the Weser to the Elbe and many vehicles
vrere shot up or destroyed,
inactive during daylight because of the bad weather in the

No. 2 Groip, which had been

(l) See Idap No. 28.
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)first week of April, despatched *110 Mitchells on 10 and
11 April to Cloppenhurg, west of Bremen, and also to Soltau
and Rotenhurg, the tv70 latter to-'.vns lying south west of
Hamburga Good concentrations vrere reported on all ttie
targets and hardly any flak ms met by the medium bombers*

Jfention should be made here of the valuable vrork carried

out during this period by the tactical and photographic
reconnaissance squadrons# No. 39 Wing made tactical
reconnaissances for the Second British Army over the River

Weser and No. 55 Wing kept the First Canadian Army informed
of enemy dispositions and movements in Holland,
carried out strategic reconnaissances over Denmark and
Schleswig-Holstein; they reported on shipping in the Baltic,
and on the G.A.F, then concentrating on airfields in the
Danish peninsula.

The Vlllth Corps continued its rapid advance from the
east bank of the Weser and by 10 April Celle had been
captured and bridgeheads established on the river Alien - the
next large water obstacle. Some resistance was met at

Uelzen and v/hile operations were proceeding to reduce the
tovm, armoured elements had pressed forv/ard on the left and
seized Luneberg on .the 18th. The Vlllth Corps then advanced
in force to the west bank of the Elbe which was cleared by

2A April. In the centre, Xllth Corps crossed the Aller at
Rethem, captured Soltau on 18 April and arrived opposite
Hamburg on the far bank of the Elbe on 23 April. At the
same time XXXth Corps on the north flank advanced on Bremen
with the object of making an assault on this great sea port.

The most inportant event on
week had been the elimination of the Ruhr Pocket by the

Twelfth Army Group. The troops under Field Ivlarshal Model
had made several atteirpts to break out but shortage of
ammunition and equipment and the wretched state of the
communication system made their attenpts useless. The elan

troops gradually evaporated and in spite of orders to
hold out from Hitler they gave ● themselves up in ever
increasing numbers. On 18 April the total number of
prisoners amounted to 325,000 and altogether 21 divisions
were destroyed. The collapse of this 'fortress* mthin the
Reich itself showed that the end of the canpaign could not

be far off. The Third U.S. Army bypassing the pocket had
reached Chemnitz and began to thrust dov/n the Danube valley
on 22 April. Sixth Array Group had cleared the Nuremburg
area and v/as about to cross the Danube in a thrust on Augsberg

to crush any attenpt by the enemy to bring forces^into the_
National Redoubt. The Russians had launched their offensive
from the river Oder and
Americans on the Elbe.

No. 34 Wing

the American front that

of the

about to join hands with thewere

)

See Map No. 27

I

The Second British Army was now Trf-thin. easy range of the
enemy's air bases east of the Elbe. But the organisation ol

the G.A.F, had broken dov/n, their
congested vdth aircraft both from the v/estem and eastern

fronts; shortage of fuel prevented many of the aircraft from
flying and strafing and bc^bing by the VlUth Air Force Md
caused heavy casualties. On 13 April aircraft of No. 83

Group reported that the enemy was burning aircraft on the
airfield at Luneberg. S X north as well as on the Ruhr
the enemy's vdll to resist v/as decreases

irfiel'^.s were becominga

2nd T.A.F.

Daily Log Sheet
3033(C)
Apr. 1945.
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EKiring tihe second week in April the weather inproved and
greater air activity v;as possible after the usiial early

morning fog ̂ d dispersed. This spring-like weather held
until 21 April* A few ineffective sorties \vere made on the

British Bridgeheads on the Aller and Leine rivers andP.W.190’s

and Meo109’s carried out ground attacks on transport either
at dusk or dawn. Prom 14 to 19 April, enemy aircraft flevr

239 sorties during daylight and 75 sorties by night, a feeble
effort, considering their effective strength at that date
amounted to over 800 aircraft. On 16 April three hits on a

German Document

Luftwaffe Sit.

Reps. Apr. 1945*

Second British Army bridge over the river Aller were clanned
by Ju’s 88 and 188.

columns and motor transport.
Pighter-bombers also attacked armoured

No. 83 Group 7/as able to give auple cover to Second
Army and fighter patrols flew in the area Verden  - Celle -

Quackenbruck - Lengerich - Salzwedel - Luneburg, thus
covering an area extending from the west bank of the Weser to

the Elbe, German losses during the period 14 - 19 April
were^reported to have been 18 aircraft either shot down
missing and six damaged in combat vdth Spitfires andTer^ests.
On the other hand. Nos. 83 end 84 Groups claimed that they

h^d destroyed 44 aircraft in the area during the same period.
Pighter-bombers of No. 83 Group were frequently called in to
assist the Army, their main task being to attack fortified
villages v/ith bombs and rocket projectiles. Airfields were

also swept east of the Elbe and rail and road transport
constantly attacked.

or

was

2nd T.A.P. Log
of Casualty

Claim, Sheet
Hbs. 198 - 205*

Big claims were made by No, 83 Group for enemy aircraft,
especially on 20 ApriJ^when the G-.A.P. were unusually active.
The practice of maintaining patrols near Luftwaffe bases in
the hope of pouncing on the enemy as he took off had become
most profitable,
were

On this day the pilots of No. 401 Squadron
very fortunate and claimed to have destroyed 18 Me .109's

and P.VM90's as they took off from an airfield near Hagenau.
At the end of the day's operations. No. 83 Group claimed to
have destroyed altogether 39 aircraft (only two of which were

_  ̂ the ground) for the loss of seven of their own fighters.
This brought the total score claimed by the Group to
1 jOOO enemy aircraft destroyed since 6 June 1944. '  -

on

over
On the

next day rain and low cloud retiimed to cover the tactical
area, but in spite of this,No. 83 Group carried out 161 fi^er
sorties and claims were made for the destruction of
PoW.190's.

seven

Ibid Sheet Nos,

205 - 206.

See Chap. 5j

p. 152.

2nd T.A.P, Daily

Log Sheet
No. 207*

While their aircraft were being shot down in the air and

strafed on the ground, officers and staff of O.K.L, (Ober

Kommand Luftv/affe) fled from Berlin to a small village in the
moimtains near Berohtesgaden called Wasserberg. Reports on
air operations were not issued from 20 to 23 April, so there
is no means of verifying the claims of 2nd T.A.P.  * A few
members of O.K.L. remained in the north to mai^itlin liaison
v/ith O.K.W. wMch moved into Schlesmg-Holstein about the same

date. Although radio contact was maintained with Headquarters
an the south, further reports on operations in the northern

sector do not appear to have been issued. The Headquarters
of Luftflotte Reich, the enemy air command in north Germany
was now at Schvrerin near Plensburg.

Night Operations by 2nd T.A.P.

The paucity of enemy movement during daylight during the
firet week in April has already been menfioned. due
to the fact ttet the -a a or moves of the Geman an«y v^re
carried out at night. Although a few In+T’ii/^ov.

flo™ by the IXth Air Force, it ^
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maintained Allied pressure from the air during the night
hours. Enemy communications were harassed all through the
month of April hut operations v/ere very fruitful during the
first two vreeks after the Allies had crossed the Rhine.

2nd_T.A,P. Daily
Log Sheet lloso
2931 to 2981, Large convoys were then moving east in the direction of

Bremen and Hamburg.

Sorties vrere undertaicen by Nos. 136, 138 and 1A0 Wings
equipped with the Ifosquito VI. The Mosquito squadrons
continued to be based in Belgium but, by the end of April,
No. 176 Wing had moved to Volkel in the Eindhoven

During the first week in April, No, 2 Croups’ area of operation
by night stretched from Groningen in north east Holland,
along the bomb line of the Second British and Ninth U.S.
Armies toT,'7ards Stendal and Magdeburg. In this area were

the rail and road junctions of Brandenburg, Halberstadt,
Bruns\7ick, Hanover and Nienburg. During daylight, medium
bombers of the ECth Air Force carried on the task of

attacldng communication centres, frequently the same as the
ones attacked at night. Besides these attacks on v/ell
frequented centres, No. 2 Group bombed small towns and
villages on the ground forces axis of advance v/’here enemy
troops and transport were believed to be located. Railway
lines were cut and trains, rolling stock and motor transport
were attacked.

area.

See J,5ap No. 29

Defensive Operations

The main tasks for No. 85 G-roup were to protect by
night the vital Rhine bridges and to provide cover over
Tvfenty First Army Group area by night,
these tasks, it took over from No. 84 Group on 1 April the
responsibility for providing fighter protection east of a
line drawn north and south through Dunkirk in the area
vdthin 4) miles of the continental coast,

shipping patrols off the Dutch coast vrere carried out by
No. 157 Wing.

In addition to

Nightly anti»-Noa 85 Group
O.R.B. Apr. 1945*

The cover patrols made by No. 83 Group Mosquitoes were
very uneventful because few enemy intruders made sorties into
the battle area,
mouth of the river Scheldt along the Lower Rhine to the
Ruhr and from that line as far east as Hanover,

period, only three en^y aircraft - a Ife.110, an He.177
a Ju.l88, v/ere claimed to have been shot dovai.

From 1 to 20 April they flew from the

During the

On 21 April the airfield at Rheine vra.s given up by
No. 83 Group and No. 12+8 Wing moved there from Lille
Vendeville,

'1Operations by the Vlllth Air Force in Northern Geimany:
3-20 April

At the same time as the Second Array was advancing into

Germany, extensive operations vrere carried out around Bremen
and east of the Elbe by the Vlllth Air Force. Apart from
maintaining the watch over the oil installations still in
Geiman hands, the main task of the Strategic Air Forces at ^
this date was to give a death blow to the German Air Force
order that the Allied armies might move freely in Germany sna

heavy bombers and transport aircraft might ca^y out their
missions vinopposed. It had become apparent that the

Luftv/affe was gathering into two areas s 3^ SclTleswrg
Holstein and around the ports of Bremen and Hamb^g in the
north and around Munich and Nuremburg in the south,
in the north that the Allies would first come withnn close
range of the Luftwaffe.

in
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The remnants of the German Navy had also concentrated
in Kiel novr that the southern shores of the Baltic were

threatened "by the Russians and an in^ressive number of
battleships, cruisers and U-boats presented a perfect target
for the heavy bombers^ On 3 April the Vlllth Air Force
raided the U-Boat v/orks at Kiel (728 sorties) and, on the
follovdng day, a combined attack on the same targets and

surrounding airfields ms made by a force of about  1 ,hOO

heavy bombers acconpanied by a large escort of J^stangs and
Thunderbolts from the Vlllth Fighter Command. (*1) Kiel
itself suffered great devastation, about 100 people being
killed and a large number of houses "were badly Tvrecked

damaged. The U-Boat yards mre put out of action and it
v/as estimated that there ms six months loss of production.

or

Vlllth Air

Force Monthly
Summary of Ops.
April 1945*

I

German Document
Luftv/affe Sit*

Reps. April
19A5 A.H.B.6
Transl*

The enemy still had his jet fighter force, consisting
of Me* 262* s, in reserve for the interception of heavy bombers,
but they did not fly against the U*S. force during the first
raid. On the second attack, hovTever, they retaliated
strongly and about k$ Me.262^s vrent into action. Escorting
U.S, fighters claimed to have shot dovm 25 of the enemy, but

the Luftwaffe situation reports stated that only
destroyed and five missing. American losses amounted to
tv/o bombers and four filters*

Seven airfields v^hich formed a perimeter stretching from
Bremen to Hambirrg, including those at Perleburg, Parchim and
Fassberg, were attacked with fragmentation bombs which
caused a good deal of damage to hangers and runways*

seven were

I

On 7 April 591 heavy bombers renev/ed the attack on the
marshalling yardssame targets in conjunction 7/ith attacks on

Workshops and other installations vrere heavily damaged
about 50 aircraft vrere destroyed on the ground# The airfield
at PajTchim suffered severe damage, although the Germans, in
their situation report, stated that the runways would be
serviceable again vd.thin three days# A desperate effort was
made by the Jet fighter force on this occasion and about ̂
59 Me* 262’s took part. The morale of the pilots was ̂whipped

by broadcasts of the Horst Wessel song and patriotic

®-PP®als made to them by their fighter controllers# ^Inspired

by this they shot dovn 20 U..S. bombers, but the Americ^ air
gunners claimed the destiTuction of 62 and the VTIIth Fighter
Command claimed to have shot down 65 enemy aircraft.

Strangely enough, German records maintain a silence on this
air action.

VIII Air Force

Summary of Ops.
pp. 74, 85,
Apr. 1945*

German Document
Liiftwaffe Sit*

Reps. Apr. 1945.

On 10 April the last big attack by the Vlllth Air Force
in north Germany was made on ten airfields north and south of

Over 6Q enemy fighters came up against them but at
great cost, as over half of them were accounted destroyed or
missing. American Mustangs and Thunderbolts strafed air
fields at the same time over a wide area from Fassberg and

Celle in the Hanover area, Reohlin east of the Elbe and
Juterbog and Werde in central Germany* According to the
German reports, 191 aircraft were destroyed and 278 damaged

the ground, but the Americans claimed 356 destroyed and
278 damaged.

Berlin*

on

Vlllth Air

Force Monthly
Simimary of Ops.
pp. 765 86
Apr* 1945o

(1) See Map No. 30.
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Most of the enemy jet fighters, except for forces
protecting Haroburg and Bremen, had moved south hy 13 April
and no opposition "was made to a force of UoS, heavy ’borahers
■which raided north German marshalling yards on that day*
The Vlllth Fighter Command roamed at ■will over the congested
airfields and landing grounds and returned with the enormous
claim of 278 aircraft destroyed and 2? damaged on the ground.

!)

Ibid, p®86.

From to 13 April the VTIIth Air Force hea^vy bombers
fle^w 1,’9A6 sorties and dropped about 4,800 tons on airfields
in north Germany. Their fighters flevr about 2,700 sorties
and over 8OO enemy aircraft v/ere claimed to have been
destroyed either on the ground or in the air. The vast
claims made by the American Air Forces v^as the subject of
comment by the Senior Air Staff Officer, 2nd T.A.F
Air Vice Marshal Groon^ at an Air Commanders* Conferenceo
He suggested that some of the aircraft v/hich had been claimed
as destroyed on the ground vrere really dummies as many had
been discovered on airfields captiored by the British.
German records do not always give full details of these
ground attacks as the Luftwaffe vras in such a disorganised
state at this period, so that it is hard to verify claims.
It is known that with other targets such as transport the
claims of the ,U.S.A.A.P. were frequently exaggerated and so,
in the case of aircraft, large figures should be treated

● ('^) But ●fcihe p-Qzpose of these operations had
been achieved, the Luft^waffe had been rendered innocuous and
although Allied ground forces operated ■within easy range of
occupied airfields the enemy could do nothing to halt
them. (2) 3h the air, unarmed transport aircraft -were able
to fly without fear of attack.

● 9

vdth caution

;i

S.H.A.E.F. (Air)
Historical
Record and
Diary p.7 Apr.
1945.

The marshalling yards both east and vrest of the Elbe
used by the enemy to reinforce his armies in north vrest
Germany were bombed by the Vlllth Air Force on 7 an<3. 13 April.
Attacks were made against Luneberg, Uelzen wrest of the Elbe,
Neumunster in SchlesTrig-Holstein and Schwerin, Wittenberg©
and Boizenburg east of the Elbe,
on 20 April when railway centres north of Berlin at
Brandenburg, Nauen, Neuruppin and Oranienb'urg were attacked
by 232 hea^vy bombers and 538 tons of bombs ■were dropped in
support of the Russian Armies who had now begun their
offensive vrest of the Oder.

Another attack vra.s made

VTIIth Air Force
Summary of Ops.
Apr. 1945.

(0 It should also be remembered that, due to the rapid
Allied advance, the enemy’s airfields, already crammed
vri-th aircraft belonging to training units and
obsolescent machines, had also to accommodate
c^erational units. The latter were undoubtedly given
the best dispersal facilities while the remaining air
craft were parked out in the open. A large number of
Allied claims must inevitably have included non-
operational aircraft, (See 2nd T.A.F. O.R.B. Int.
App, No. 6 Apr. 1945$o

(2) On 12 April the strength of serviceable aircraft in
Luftflotte Reich had fallen from 1,704 to 875
(A.H.B.6 Trans. G.A.F. Order of Battle).
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Air-Ground Operations in Holland and the German CoastaJ.Belt:

25 J.larch to 20 April

In the meantime satisfactory progress had been made by

Canadian troops in Holland and on the road to Oldenbiirg.
It will be remanbered from the last chapter that Ilnd Canadian

Coips was to cross the Rhine at Emmerich on the left flank of
the Second Army*
perform after the crossing of the Rhine;
supply route to the north through Amhem and then clear north
east and western Holland*

as an area bounded on the east by the Zuider Zee and on the

south by a line stretching from Bussum on the southern shores
of the Zuider Zee to Emmerich on the Rhine,

natural boundary is formed by the Rivers Ijssel and Eras.

The Eirst Canadian Array had two tasks to
it was to open up a

North-east Holland may be defined

On the east a

See Chap* 6p

p* 176.

No. 82}. Group, under Air Vice Jlarshal Hudleston, supported
His main HeadquartersMap No * 28 all the First Canadian Army operations.

Yms.s at Grave, to the south of Nijmegen until the third week

of April,
and Melsbroek in south v/est Holland

Squadrons v;ere placed at Gilze Riejen, Schijndel
No. 616 Squadron,

See Chap. 3,

p. 12f3 and
Chap. 8, p, 240. equipped with Meteors III, the single jet filter squadron in

2nd T.AoP, was by this time attached to No. Qk Group.
Hitherto it had been used in a defensive role at Brussels,

but as no opportunity arose for it to engage enemy aircraft
in Holland u). at the end of the month, it was moved to a

2nd T.A.P.
Orders of

Battle, May
to June

i945*
No. 2 Group adso gaveforv/ard airfield on the Elbe*

extensive support during operations in Holland.

Air operations in Holland 7/ere naturally planned v/ith
great care so that the least amount of harm might befall the

Dutch people v/ho, in the v/estem district, had been suffering
from lack of food for some/months. By the beginning of
April the long range rocket offensive was over and the heavy
attacks which had been made on road, rail and water
communications were consequently reduced. In an order
originating from S.H.A.E.P, on 29 iiarch, attacks on bridges
were prohibited, locomotives and rolling stock Twithin a
fifty mile belt in front of the bomb line vrere forbidden to
be attacked and military targets in built up areas were to
be bombed only if they were already vrithin medium artilleiy
range and under fire. The Canadians advanced so rapidly
that the airfields in north east Holland and the coastal

belt v/ere no longer of use to the enemy and there was hardly
any fighting in the air. Constant support v/as given to the
Arroy by No. 82}. Group but its main task was to stop the enemy
escaping from Holland to the Bremen - Hamburg area.

See Chap. 2}.,
129.

A.M* File

C. 338-1V47/11
End. 2A.

The Assault Over the Rivers Ijssel and Eras

The troops of II Canadian Corps -^lich had crossed the
Rhine at Emmerich on. 21+ March struck to the north on the

right bank of the Ijssel towards Zutphen and Doesburg Tfith

the object of clearing north east Holland. After they had
crossed the Twente canal on 3 April, an armoured division

thrust northvrards into Germany on the axis Meppen —
Oldenburg and crossed the river Ems on 8 April. It had to
fight its v/ay forv/ard against fierce opposition by
paratroop divisions. Another division of II Corps then
attacked towards Groningen in the north. On the west bank
of the Ijssel the 3rd Canadian Division seized Deventer on

(1) During April Meteors flew sorties and destroyed
or damaged 22 road and rail vehicles.
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16 April and held the line of the river Ijssel facing west.
The 1st Canadian Division launched an attack across the

Ijssel in the direction of Apeldoom on 11 April.

Airhome Operations

Two airhome operations by S.A.S. troops were planned to
assist the First Canadian Anny> firstly by causing confusion
behind the enemy lines and secondly by helping the Resistance
in Holland and thirdly to obtain information and to assist
the advance'of the ground troops©

(0

The first and largest operation was known by the code
This was designed to assist II Canadian Corps

Two battalions of
name Amherst,
in its advance into north east Holland.

French S.A.S. troops, already well versed in clandestine
warfare, under the command of Brigadier J. M. Calvert were to
be dropped in a triangular shaped area south of Groningen
about 30 miles wide, formed by the villages of Assen, Birmen
and Meppel. No. 38 Group was detailed to carry the force
into action. The operation was due to take place on the
night 6/7 April hut the Canadian troops met little opposition
in their advance from the Twente canal and the operation

was postponed for 2A hours.

On the night of 7/8 April low cloud and fog co‘'/ered the
dropping area and it was decided that the drop would have to
take place from 1,500 feet,
to have been dropped ?ri.th the troops hut this part of the
operation had to be abandoned. Forty seven Stirlings
carried the force and their containers and of them

released their troops successfully,
dropped *blind* because of the poor visibility but the average
error was only about three and a half miles. The remaining

aircraft dropped its party on the next night,
enthusiasm ms displayed by the French troops and they linked
up with the Canadians on the 8th; their mission vra.s prac
tically conpleted by 10 April,
the S.A.S. troops mth weapons and equipment which v/ere
dropped by Typhoons on 8 and 12 April.

In the original plan jeeps

The troops were

Great

No. 8A Group resupplied

2nd T.A.F. Pile

30317/86/Ops.

2nd T.A.F.

Daily Log Sheet
No. 299A.

The second airborne operation ms known by the code
It v/as designed to assist the crossing ofname Keystone,

the river Ijssel, and I30 British S.A.S. troops, equipped
mth deeps and wireless sets, vrere to drop on the v^est side
of the river and advance in the direction of Utrecht, on the

axis Deventer - Apeldoom - Otterloo, seizing bridges and
providing information for the Canadians,
had originally been intended to talce place at the same time
as Operation Amherst, but it was postponed imtil the Canadians
were due to assault across the IJssel on 11/12 April, Low
cloud and mist lay over the dropping zone and the operation
was cancelled that night. (it had previously been decided^
that drops would take place only if contact had heen made with
the troops engaged in Operation iimherst).
night eq\.ially bad weather conditions prevailed, and it was
decided to abandon the operation altogether.

Operation Keystone

On the iiext

2nd T.A.F. File

30317/86/Ops.

(1) For further details of the airborne operations, see
Appendix No. 3 Extract from R.A.F. Monograph, History

of Airhome Forces, page 20.
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Operation Amherst was highly successful considering the
poor weather conditions in which it was carried out. Apart
from this the troops vrere well trained and had already
operated "before in enemy territory. Enemy resistance was
slight and disorganised so that there was little chance of the
parties being cut off from the advancing groiind troops.
The Canadian advance proceeded with great rapidity and
Groningen and the area up to the North Sea had been cleared
by 16 April.

)

Air operations in north«-east Holland

No. 8A Group in the meantime had been assisting the
Allied operations in north-east Holland by armed reconnais
sances extending as far north as Groningen and in the coastal
belt as f*ar east as Oldenburg and Bremen,
troops retreating into Germany were destroyed or damaged.
Cuts were made on the railway lines from Amersfoot to Z^7olle
and Iifeppel. Close support to the ground troops v/as given
and during preparations for the Ijssel crossing (7-8 April)
148 sorties f/ere flo\m.

the first week of April made air operations very hazardous and
great credit is due to the pilots of No. 84 Group who were
able to maintain a high number of daily sorties.

"Vehicles and

Sudden storms and low cloud dirring

2nd T.A.P,

Daily Log
Sheet Nos.
2973 - 1986.

I'iitchells of No. 2 Group flew -110 sorties in support of
Ilnd Canadian Corps on 4 and 9 April v/hen they attacked six
gun positions in the Zutphen - Deventer area.

Air operations in the advance to the Grebbe Line

While these operations 7/cre proceeding in north-east
Holland 1st Canadian Corps had been clearing the area between
Nijmegen and the Lov/er Rhine. An attack was now launched on
Arnhem from the right flank by Canadian troops who crossed
the Lovrer Rhine near its confluence with the Ijssel north
east of Arnhem.

3014* fighter-bomber squadrons of No. 84 Group attacked 88 mom. gun
positions, strongpoints and infantry concentrations. On the
night 12/13 April an assault crossing of the Lovjer Rhine vra.s
made and Arnhem was cleared of the enemy by the Canadian

troops now pushed on towards the Zuider Zee, captured Apeldoom
and cut the road from that place to Amersfort (the ^ail^7ay
line had already been cut by No. 84 Group). The Zuider Zee
was reached on 18 April and by that date Zwolle, Meppen and
Steenwijk had fallen into Allied hands. Fighting in Holland
nov/ as aimed a more static nature and the Canadians did not

attenpt to penetrate beyond what vra.s called the  * Grebbe Line*
formed by the rivers Eem and Grebbe stretching from Wageningen,
due west of Arnhem, through Amersfoort to a point just east of
Bussum on the shores of the Zuider Zee. Repo3rfcs had reached
the Allies that the Germans were preparing to open up more

dykes and the Supreme Commander decided that further operations
in western Holland ’flould only increase the plight of the
Dutch people.

The Germans had placed a garrison of Russian ‘volunteers*
Texel Island at the mouth of the Zuider Zee. These

troops had grown weary of the serai-siege conditions whioh they
had been forced to undergo and revolted against the German
regular trocps. This battle was waged far from the major
operations in Germany, but No. 84 Group was able to divert
some of its aircraft to assist the rebels by attacking heavy
gun emplacements v/hich had been firing on Texel from the Hook

of Holland. Two squadrons of Typhoons dropped forty-eiglut
3028. 1,000 lb. bombs on 13 April, and reconnaissances afterwords
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shovred that at least one of the guns had "been damaged hy a
near miss#

island added one more problem to the many iffhich the enemy now
had to face. (1)

Little else could be done but the rebels on the

Air operations in the coastal belt

No. 8A Group had moved to airfields east of the Rhine by
Air Vice Marshal Hudlestons* Main and Rear

See Map No. 3*1 ●
19 April.
Headquarters were situated at Leiden near Enschede and the
Group Control Centre was set up at Brogbem.
●13‘1 Wings we2?e based at Plantliinne and Nordhom;
132 Wings at Twente; No. 135 Wing at Quackenbruck and
Nos. 145 and I46 Wings vrere at Drope. Air operations could
now be carried into Schlesv/ig-Holstein and Denmark and as
far east as the shores of the Baltic. These dispositions
remained almost the same until the German surrender.

Nos. 123 and
Nos. 35 and

The main effort of the First Canadian Airmy was now
directed to the coastal belt in northern Germany.
to_ operate against Oldenburg and capture Emden and

.  There had been heavy fighting on the road to
Oldenburg, and No, 84 Group fighter-bombers vrere frequently
called in to give support. The village of Priesoythe south
of Oldenburg, in particular ms defended stubbornly by
paratroops and on 12 April’Typhoons set the place on fire
v/ith rockets. A message was sent to No. 84 Group from the
commander of the troops assaulting the village which expressed
his appreciation of the fighter-bombers' effort. Shortly
afterwards it was captured by the Canadians.

It was

Wilhemshaven.

No. 84 Group
O.R.B,
Apr. 1945.

Oldenburg_ was the key tovm to the peninsula formed by
the Weser and the Ems and was a convenient concentration area
for the enemy. No. 84 Group atten^ted to out it off from
the ports of Wilhelmshaven and Emden and attacked road and
rail routes, but by 23 April the enemy was still using the
railway line connecting Wilhelmshaven to Oldenburg, No, 2
Group made ttoee attacks on the town from 17 to 21 April
(154 sorties) and hits were scored on the barracks and
marshalling yards.

No 6 2 Group
O.R.B.
Apr. 1945*

As the Canadians advanced towards Oldenhung a number of
No, 84 Group over thereconnaissances●  vrere cairied out by ,

enemy airfields along the coast line and orders were given to
pilots to shoot airfields whenever they sav/_a big concen
tration of aircraft. On 11 and 12 April airfields in the

See Map No, 29» general area of Oldenburg at Jever, Marx, Varrelbusoh,
Broekzetel, Rotenburg and Wittmundhafen v/ere strafed and
claims were made for 16 aircraft destroyed on the ground.
Combats in the air vrere few but on 12 April about I5 Me. 109 s
took No, 84 Group Tempests bv surprise in the Hamburg area ^d
shot down two o/them! Th^Te^^sts claimed t^ee Me. 109’b.
W^h the establishment of No. 84 Group east °^_the Rhine,
extensive attacks on i.he Weser - Elbe peninsula
were carried out, in p^rtic^S^Ir on'stade and Nordholz on the
west bank of the Elb^^!’« 1 ^ » were also made over Utersen,
^heck and oTtte 30 AprilhO aircraft were Z\r^ destroyed by pilots of

»c. 84 tTo33^:f1ro?Seir own aincJalt.

(1) The mutiny soon flickered out.
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Azmed reconnaissaoices were extended as far east as
possible in order to cover the estuaries of the ??eser and
Elbe. By 17 April the enemy land routes from western Holland
to Germany had been severed but the Germans were determined
to remain in * Fortress Holland' and also to form  a redoubt in
the coastal belt* Communications betv/een these two areas

No. 8A Group was thereforewas now restricted to the sea.

ordered to attack shipping v/henever possible from the Hook of
Holland to the mouth of the Elbej embarkation and debarlcation
points were strafed, particularly at Delfzijl and Harlingen.
No. 34 Wing assisted in these operations by making photo-
grapliic and visual reconnaissances at sea.
during the third week of April was never very satisfactory
over No. 84 Group area and fog and mist frequently hampered
operations.

The weather

R.A.F. Bomber Command Operations Against Heligoland and
Wangerooge

The planning staff of S.H.A.E.F. had recognised for scmie
time that v/hen the Allies captured the German ports, they
vrould be useless -until the islands lying off the coast had
been reduced. Coastal batteries had been built on the

File 301402/4/
Plans
2nd T.A.F.

Frisian islands and Heligoland - the latter being the key-
point of the long range artillery system, which would hinder
any mine-svreeping operations being carried out by the Allies.
The plateau of Heligoland is about one-fifth of a mile -wi-de
and rises out of the sea to a height of 190 feet ̂ vith vertical
sandstone cliffs. The island was honey-combed mth under
ground shelters and magazines interconnected by tunnels.
A system of 12 inch and 6 inch coastal guns and a number of
heavy anti-aircraft batteries had been built into the

About a mile av?ay v^as the island of Bune on v/hichsandstone,
See J-lap No. 23

an airfield had been constructed.

The Navy believed that a bombardment would be too costly
for men and ships and as an assault by Commandos was too
rislqy, it v^as decided by Air Staff, S.H.A.E.F. to launch an
aerial attack.
Command and the Admiralty,
the first would sv^amp the flak defences and coastal batteries
v/ith normal calibre bombs, vrhile the second attack -would be

made with specialise- trained Lancaster crews with very hea-vy
bombs. The attack was planned to take place in the week
before the assa-ult on Bremen.

Clear weather was forecast for 18 April and 981 heavy
bombers of R.A.F. Bomber Command carried out the first part

of the operation escorted by 10 Spitfire and one Mustang
sq-uadrons from Fighter Command. The enemy did not atten^jt
to resist the forces in the air and A921 tons of H.E. were

dropped, destroying several of the guns.
Dune was heavily cratered and severe damage was caused to

Three bombers -were lost to flak.

Visibility remained good on the next day and 36 Lancasters
carried out the precision attack using 22,000 pound and

12,000 pound bombs. Several gun positions were confirined
to have been either damaged or destroyed. After the first
raid the Germans reported that every building on the island
had been destroyed; radar and location instruments \rere put
out of action, as were 60 per cent of the flak defences, and
all the -vessels and small craft in the harbour -were sunk.
No further operations -were required to complete this thorough
devastation.

The planning was carried out by E.A.F. Bomber
Two attacks were to be made:

The airfield at

naval installations.

P.A.F, Bomber
Command O.R.B.
J5ay Raid
Kept. No. 37
Apr. 1943.
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It ms also believed that resistance would be made on

the Frisian Islands and the responsibility for their reduction

T/as passed to the 1st Canadian Army and No. Sk- Group.
Navy then made a request for the bombing of ¥angerooge, the
most easterly island, which dominates V/ilhemshaven andiheTTeser
estuary, and on 25 April 4S2 R.A.P. Bomber Command aircraft
dropped 2169 tons of H.E, on the coastal defences.
17 gun emplacements were damaged and the airfield there was
heavily cratered.

The

About

R.A.F# Bomber

Command Day
Raid Rept.
No. A3
Apr. 1943*

The Assault on Bremen

The Supreme Commander’s plan for operations east of the
Elbe Yra.s that Tvirenty First Army Group assisted by the
XVIII U.S. Airborne Corps should thrust towards Lubeck on the
Baltic and cut off the Danish peninsula. In the south
U.S. trocps were to occupy the Danube basin and link up vdth
the Russians. In the central sector the communications of

the Twelfth Army Group had become so strained that
General Eisenhower left it to the Russians to take Dresden.

As for an advance on Berlin this v/ould not be possible until
the flanks of the Allied Ejpeditionary Force were secure, .

Field Marshal Montgomery issued orders for Twenty First
Army Group to capture Bremen, Hamburg, Lubeck and Emden on
22 April. Acconpanying these orders was the procedure to
be adopted on contact with the Russians.

I

Log D.S.C.
S.C.A.P. 280

14 Apr. 1945*

File

D.S.C./T.S.100/
12 pt.2 Enel. 79
C.' in C. 21 Army
Group Orders
22 Apr. 1943. The T-'flenty First Army Group plan for the capture of

Bremen was that XXX Corps should cross the Weser and carry
out an assault from the east, while a holding frontal attack
was to be made from the west,

urgently needed as ports by the Allies (Bremen had been
allocated to the U.S, forces and Hamburg to the British) and
naturally S.H.A.E.F. vdshed to capture the ports intact as

The Army insisted, however, on having a

Both Bremen and Hambiurg were

far as possible,
number of heavy bomber attaclcs laid on for them, although
the Deputy Supreme Commander pointed out that the port
facilities were urgently required as soon as the city had
been captured.

Operations by 2nd T.A.F. and R.A.F, Bomber Command

No, 83 Group in the meantime had been keeping pace with
the Second Army troops who had lined up on the Elbe in the
third v/eek of April,
ms at Schneverdingen some miles north of Soltau and

squadrons v/ere disposed at Hopsten, Hustedt, Langenhagen,
Diephola, Wunstorf and Celle, the latter tvro airfields being
Y/ithin the Ninth U.S. Army tactical area.

The most important task of the Group, prior to the assault
on Bremen, had been to cut road and rail communications between
that city and Hamburg, and from 14 to 20 April 197 rail outs
v/ere made. From 20-29 April sorties were extended to cover
the Qchleswig-Holstein peninsula and a further 178 cuts were
made, completely disorganising traffic within the remaining
stron^old of the V/ehrmacht. After the cong)letion of their
mission pilots were instructed to attack shipping lying in

On the 23rd the Group Control Centre2nd T.A.F.
Orders of Battle

May 1944 to
June 1943*

2nd T.A.F.

Daily Log
SVieet Nos.

3033(b) - 3165.

I

(1) See Map No. 31. I .^0

I
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the estuaries of the Elbe and \7eser*

cargo ships rrere strafed and damaged and a light cruiser
lying off Wilhemshaven ms attacked on 18 and 19 April.
As a result of the second attack the vessel ms hit seven

times and ms left listing to port.

Coasters and small

Ibid Sheet

Nos. 50669
5079 - 81.

Another task of No# 85 Group ms to make reconnaissances

over Allied P.O.W. Caiig)s in the area and messages were
dropped instructing the prisoners to lay out sijiple iden
tification strips# All these operations were carried out
in poor visibility and violent rainstorms frequently smpt
inland from the North Sea.

Both Bomber Command and No# 2 Group carried out pin
point attaclcs on Bremen before the assault troops %vent in.

On 22 April aircrev/s were briefed to attack strOngpoints in

factories, camps and defended localities. Over Bremen that
day there ms 9/l0ths cloud and out of 757 aircraft despatched
by Bomber Command only 206 accon^lished their missions.
The remainder flew home vdth their bombs on instructions frcm

the Master Bomber. Only four out of 30 Mitchells despatched
by No. 2 Group dropped their bombs in the right area. Enemy
aircraft did not atteirpt to intercept the bombers and it is

probable that, by this date, the jet fighter force protecting
the sea ports hnd been withdravn to the south. During that

night, 22/25 April, more effective attacks were carried out
by a small force of J4O Mosquitoes of Bomber Command using
Oboe technique.

R.A.P. Bomber

Command Day

Raid Rep
No. Apr. 19A5*

4-
o o

2nd T.A.P.

Daily Log Sheet
No# 5'1G3

R.A.P. Bomber

Command Ni^t
Raid Rept.
No. 900 Apr.
194-5o

No. 2 Group
D.R.B. Apr.
1945.

On the folloYving three days further attacks were under
taken by No. 2 Group and 288 sorties v/ere flovn against
strongpoints and gun positions. Low cloud and rain squalls
limited visibility and aircraft were directed by the Mobile
Radar Control Post on most of the soiTties. Results were

mainly unobserved because of cloud and smoke but on one
occasion the Army reported that a particular strong point
■had been well and truly hit.* Relays of No. 2 Group
Mosquitoes attacked Bremen on the nights 25/24 and 2i*/25 April.
On the first night three encanpments vrere hnt and large fires
sprang up.
two dangerous strong points.
500 pound bombs were dropped on them iTith satisfactory results.

After the last of these attacks on 25 April two divisions
of XXX Corps entered the city but the enemy put up little
resistance# On the east bank of the Weser from where the
assault was made No. 83 Group gave immediate support:.
Fortified villages, mortars and gun positions ●srere attacked
with bombs and rockets,
cleared the city as far as the dock area,
effort was made by No. 85 Group, attacking headquarters, self-
propelled guns and nebelvferfers# The weather had now
improved and although there was a good deal of fog in the
morning, visibility 7ra.s excellent later in the day.

On the follovdng night Mosquito pilots made for
One hundred and thirty-four

On the following day the Army had
Another full day* s

The capitulation of Bremen took place on 26 April when
a Naval Intelligence Officer reached the City Hall and accepted
surrender from the Burgemeister. Very little damage was
found in the docks and quaysides but the warehouses had been
totally destroyed. Pew ships were found afloat in the
harbour whiich shoves ho7/ thoroughly 2nd T.A.F. and R.A.P.
Bomber Comm':uid had executed their tasks. The main task ncr,f

to clear the river of mines and smken ships. In theyra.Q

A.M. Pile
C.5W5/L.S.T./
2074o

meantime, the 51st Highland Division was sent ahead by
General Dempsey to clear up the Ems-Weser peninsula.
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During the operations conducted by XXX Corps to invest
Bremen and the deployment of the rest of the Second Army along
the west bank of the Elbe fighter cover was given from
Hamburg to Lauenb\arg, the proposed crossing place on the
Elbe,by No. 83 Croup,
congested airfields in Schleswig'-Holsteinj Denmccrlc. and other
airfields east of the Elbe, and did little to dispute the

supremacy in the air maintained by 2nd T.A.P.
assault on Bremen continual sweeps were made over Grerman
airfields and 30 enemy aircraft were destroyed by No. 83
Group.
Ludwigslust.
9 aircraft on airfields in the Danish peninsula and No. 85

Group operating at night claimed 6 aircraft destroyed, thus
making a total of 45 aircraft destroyed by 2nd T.A.P.
losses amounted to 21 aircraft.

The Luftmffe was sheltering on the

During the

These were mainly at Neustadt, Rechlin, Hagenow and
No. 84 Groi:p claimed to have destroyed

Their

)2nd T.A.P.

Log of Casualty
Claims etc.
Sheet Nos.

209-213.

rj

Armed reconnaissance tasks remained as inroortant as ever,

and from 12to27 April 7?252 sorties were flov/n hy 2nd T.A.E.
and claims were made for 194^'motor and horse drawn transport

destroyed; locomotives and trains were also attacked. The
bomb-line in the British sector now ran straight across
Mecklenburg from Iffamemunde on the Baltic to Rostock, Karov;
and Sandau on the Elbe, the last named tovfli which is south
of Wittenberge. Prom about 21 April Russian troops were
fighting in the suburbs of Berlin and a great exodus to the
north and south began. The staffs of O.K.H. and O.K.W. were
evacuated to Plensburg and Hitler, Goebbels and other intimates
of the Fuehrer stayed on in Berlin to face the end.

2nd T.A.P.

Laily Log
Sheet Nos.

3026-3157.

2nd T.A.P. aircraft had to wait for the northvra.rd bound

convoys until they had crossed the bomb-line, but squadrons
on cover duty frequently flew east of the bomb-line and on the
evening of 23 April No. 350 Squadron reported ‘the longest
convoy of enemy vehicles ever seen* travelling north on the
I^rritz - Nauen road, but no action could be taken against
them,

aircraft vdth the Russian forces either on the ground or in
the air took place while the Second Anr^ was on the Elbe.

It must be mentioned here that no clash of British

Xbid Sheet No.

3-113(0)

In addition to its operations against Bremen,No.  2 Group
found it possible to make a start on preparatory bombing
operations for the assaiolt across the Elbe.
tvTO concentration areas at Potrau-Buohen near Lauenbiirg and
Elmshom north of Hamb\arg, were bombed by 72 Mitchells, (i)
In both oases bombs straddled the targets and large explosions
vA3re observed.

On 26 April

Night Operations by No. 2 Group and RoA.P, Bomber Command

●j*

See 2Jap No. 3i At night No. 2 Group had continued its harassing
Until the bomb-line vra.s drav^i from the Baltic totactics.

the Elbe, road and rail transport was attacked east of the
Elbe and north of Berlin. Rail junctions at Neuruppin,
Perleburg, Wittenberge, Pritzwalk, Wittstock and Wismar vvere
bombed and traffic dislocated. In the northern pocket
Ifosquitoes ranged along the coast from Emden to Schleswig-
Holstein flying as far north as Westerland on the borders of
Denmark,
operations vjere restricted entirely to the coastal belt

Prom 23 April mtil the end of the caapaign.

2nd T.A.P.
Daily Log
Sheet Nos®
2990-3127.

(1) The Boston SqiAadron of No. 2 Group had been disbanded.
There were now 5 Mitchell Il/lII Squadrons and
8 Mosquito VI Sqdas® (2nd T.A.P. Orders of Battle).
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Commimication centres^ airfields.
The maij:i

enemy concentration areas -VTere "believed to he at Bad Oldesloe^
Flenshurg, Rendshurg and Itzehoe* During the last v/eek of
the month flying hy night became inroossible because of sleet
and snovr-storms and operations 7/ere abandoned until 2/3 tiayc.

and Schleswig-Holsteine
toYffis and villages 7/ere all subject to attack.

Mosquitoes of Bomber Command continued No. 2 Group* s 7/ork
in this area at night and attacked airfields and marshalling
yards in Schlesmg-Holstein. On 20/2'l April the last
Mosquito attack T/as made on Berlin,as the Russians had entered
the town, and in the follov/ing 7/eek Kiel port v?as raided nightly
and 153 sorties v/ere flovn against U- boat yards and port
facilities. Other Mosquitoes attacked airfields at "ffittstock,
Schlesv/ig, Eggebek, Grossenhrode, Husum and Neumunster. The
Rendsburg marshalling yards near Kiel and the port at
Travemunde on the Baltic 7/ere also attacked,

level Intruder patrols v/ere flov/n and Windov/ and Mandrel
Screen operations v/ere carried out by No. 100 Group provoking

One

High and low

only a very slight reaction by enemy night fighters,

R.AaP. Bomber
Coiiimand

Night Raid
Repts.
Apr. 1945»

V  -

See Map No. 29.

large daylight operation v/as made by Bomber Command on
2if April v/hen 110 Mosquitoes bombed the inportant mai’shalling
yard of Bad-Oldesloe.

Defensive Operations

On 26 April Air Commodore D.A. Boyle the Senior Air
Staff Officer of No. 83 Group took over command from

Air Officer Commanding No. 85

The latter y/as shortly to become the Senior Air

Ail* Vice Marshal Steele

Group.
Staff Officer of 2nd T.A.F.

as

The Group* s operations at the end of the oairgpaign
were unspectacular ̂ vhen conpared with the achievements of the
day fighters.
Rhine an offensive coiild be carried out over the enemy* s

Pilots flew as far east as Berlin and succeeded

But since a Wing ms operating east of the

airfields,No. 85 Group
O.R.B.

Apr. 1945o
in inducing the enemy* s night fighters to go into action.
3n the last two v/eeks of April they claimed to have destroyed
about 15 enemy aircraft in the air, a satisfactory score,
considering that no flying took place for three nights in
this period because of storms and poor visibility,
types of aircraft' v/ere among those destroyed including
Ju‘s 52, 87, 88, 188, 190, 290, He*s 111 and P.W*  s 189 and
190

Various

Ivlany of them were obviously escaping from the Russian
front.

On only one occasion did enemy night fighters elude the
vigilance of No. 85 Group and that was when an P.W.190
strafed No. 83 Group Kead<^arters at Bispingen on l/2 May
but lit'ble damage v/as caused.
April amounted to four Mosquitoes and one Spitfire.

Losses to the Group during

Summary of air operations from the Rhine to the Elbe

The advance of over 200 miles from the Rhine to the Elbe

was made by Twenty First Airniy Group ■with scea.t dash.
Fanatical resistance was met at many points; at every stage
river obstacles had to be overcome and over 500 bridges v/ere
constructed,
to form a line of defence.
Ivlagdeburg that a strenuous effort was made to halt tiie Allies.
In western Holland and around the ports of Bremen and Hamburg
the trapped divisions that remained were determined to hold
out.

But the enemy was broken and did not attenpt
It was further south at

In the third v/eek of April the German Command
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left Hitler to his fate jji Berlin and proceeded to Plenshurg*
The Luft*v7affe in the north also assembled in the Banish
Peninsulao

southj as had "been predicted, that .any attempt at a last
stand was madee

There were 'few opportunities, (with the exception of
Bremen) during this phase of fast-moving armoured columns, for
the heavy homhers to assist the Army#
strategic operations yrere carried out against the German Navy
concentrated at Kiel and Hamburg and a powerful blow ̂ vas
delivered at coastal batteries on Heligoland and Wangerooge#
The Vlllth Air Force caused great havoc among the Luft'v/affe
with attacks by Portresses and Liberators on airfields and by
fighters on gromdsd aircraft*
to the Army and ■unarmed transport aircraft*

Thus it T/as in the north, rather than in the

But in^ortant

Immunity was thereby given

)

The operations of 2nd T.A.P. were notable, in that once
airfields in the Enschede
always placed well for^mrd so as to support the Ann;^''*
7ra.s a great achievement of the administrative services
clearing enemy airfields for use and maintaining the supply
of fuel and ammunition* Spitfires, Ten^Dests and Typhoons
flew 5>748 sorties during cover operations for the British
and Canadian Armies and they ansv/ered support call

area

in

Aircraft on tactical reconnaissance flew i>5'19 sorties*
Although a fev; tip and run raids
Leine bridgeheads were made by the enemy they could not stop
the momentum of the advance.

had been secured,squadrons we

the ^iTeser, Aller andon

re
This

2nd T*A,Pb found many opportunities to hurt the enemy in
armed reconnaissances. Convoys on the roads and rail traffic
v/ere continually attacked during the hours of daylight by
Noso 85 and 84 Groups and at night by No* 2 G-roupj Nos. 83
84 Groups made a total of -10,837 armed reoonnaissjpces and
Mosquitoes of No* 2 Group flew 2,095 sorties by night*

● Altogether 5>441 motor vehicles, 1,019 locomotives and
2,944 railway trucks were claimed to have been either damaged
or destroyed and over 500 rail outs were made in the area
round Bremen and Hamburg.

The main effort of the Luftwaffe was directed against
the Russian advance from the Oder and therefore 2nd TeA*P.
took the offensive into the enemy’s camp. Nos. 83 and 84
Groups claimed to ha.ve shot dovn 181 aircraft (many of them
over the enemy’s airfields) and to have destroyed just under
*100 aircraft on the ground* The night fi^iter organisation
was never fally put to the test but the threat of enemy
intruders was always present. No* 85 Group flew G7I sorties
and claimed to have shot d07m 18 enemy aircraft during the
month.
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CHAPTER 8

PINAL OPERATIONS IN NORTHWEST EUROPE

The Crossinj? of the Elbe - Operation Enterprise

By 26 April U.S. troops on the central sector had
Joined v/ith the Russians at Torgau on the Elbe and a
further advance to the east ms no longer possible,
south General Patton advanced to meet the Russians, approach
ing from Vienna, at Linz and the Seventh U.S. Army thrust
towards Augsberg and Berchtesgaden to clear up the
National Redoubt.

In the

Log D.S.C,
S.C.A.P. 280

14. Apr, i945

The Supreme Commander had instructed Field Marshal
Montgomery to strike tov/ards Lubeck v;ith all speed so ttiat

the Danish peninsula, ■which was the remaining stronghold of
the Reich in the north, might be cut off. The urgency of
this operation was expressed in a personal message sent by
General Eisenhov;er to the Field Marshal asking him to
inform him instantly ’if any slo-wness on the part of the
U.S. Corps' ('The XVTII U.S. Airborne Corps had been attached
to Tv;enty First Army Group for the crossing of the Elbe)
’might hold up your plans for a day or even for an hour’.
The Supreme Commander promised him extra support if this
was necessary.

The River Elbe was a stiff obstacle and next to the
Rhine was the widest river in Germany● An airborne opera
tion had .been planned to assist the assault. One battalion
of the 6th Airborne Di'vision carried by aircraft of Nos, 3.8
and 48 Groups was to seize a bridgehead opposite Lauenburg
about 30 miles south of Hamburg where the. river v/as about
300 to400 feet wide< No.2 Group medium bombers were to
prepare the 7;ay by bombing flak positions and enemy concen
tration areas - the same technique which had been en^loyed
in Operation Varsity.

The ground assault was to be launched six hours later
by VIII Corps and a rapid link up on the east bank v/as to
be made vjith the airborne parties. On D plus one day the
U.S, Corps was to make an assault at Bleckede, a few miles
higher up the river* The British troops were then to
push on to Lubeck and the Americans were to contact the
Russians advancing from Stettin, On the left flank
XIIth Corps (Second British Army) was to make an assault on
Hamburg.

Eyes only
Eisenhov^er to
Montgomery
S.H.A.E.F.
EWD-20042
27 Apr, 1945

2nd T.A.F. ■ '
Pile
50517/87/ops.

See Map, No.32

After the surrender of Bremen on 26 April, enemy
resistance weakened suddenly and Field Marshal Itontgoraery
decided to go ahead with the Elbe crossing without the air
borne part of the operation
place on the first day of the following week.

This was planned to take

The Vlllth Corps preceded by Commando troops in
amphibians crossed the Elbe at 0200 hours on 29 April*
Little opposition was met on the opposite bank and bridging
operations were set in motion* In the air No. 83 Group
gave its customary pre-arranged and immediate support to
the troops, and covered them from attacking aircraft. The
one thorn in the Gorman defence system was a number of
railway guns vJhioh ran to and fro on the Ludwigslust -
Hamburg line, firing on the bridging operations. Fighter
bombers were at once called upon -fco silence the batteries.
No hits on the guns were scored but the Germans must have
been harassed by the continual strafing with bombs and.

i

2nd T.A.p,
pai4y log
Qtieet No,3-165
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Other aircraft made outs on the railway

Concentration areas, especially the village of
v;ere severely

rocket projectiles,
line.

Schwarzenbek about ten miles from Lauenburg,
attacked.

Fighter patrols protected the bridgehead from
Wittenburg, opposite the assault area, southwards to
ludwigslust and north eastv^ards from Ahrensburg, some miles
north of Hamburg, to 2arrentin about 20 miles east of the
bridgehead# They Yiere thus able to cover all the airfields
east of the Elbe. Thick cloud often falling to about
600 feet and rain and sleet interspersed with fitful sun
shine gave good opportunities to enemy fighter-bombers to
make tip and run raids on the bridgehead area. Their air
fields were in close proximity to the fighting and little
fuel was required to bring them over the bridgehead.
Several waves of P.W,190's and Me.109*s were intercepted by
No. 83 Group and 14 of them were claim.ed to have been
destroyed on the 29th.

):

v3'

On 30 April the 82nd U.S. Airborne Division of XVIIIth
U.S. Airborne Corps crossed the Elbe at Bleckede without any
difficulty and bridging operations were soon well in hand.
The weather had improved and between the shov/ers visibility
Yia.3 often up to five miles,

activity, was on a larger scale than the previous day.
Numbers of P,V/.l90's tried to reach the bridgehead, but No.83
Group fighters on cover and armed reconnaissance missions

kept a close watch over eneny airfields and attacked aircraft
as they took off.
been destroyed,
and escape into the clouds,

enemy on 1 May but only one or two actually penetrated the
British fighter screen and dropped bombs
area.

Both Allied and enemy air

About 37 of them claimed to have

Others were forced to jettison their bombs
A final atteirpt was made by the

were

the bridgeheadon

2nd T.A.P,

Log Casijalty
Claims,

Sheet No, 215
Apr. 1945»

2nd T.A.P,
Pile

30317/87/Ops.
Encl.22A

Air Vice Marshal Broadhurst, the Air Officer Commanding
No. 83 Group expressed the opinion that the heaviest air
fighting since the early days of the campaign in Norman^
took place during these operations#

The Meteors (No, 616 Squadron) had been moved up to the
Elbe from No. 84 Group area and were now attached to No. 83
Group to gain experience in air combat. Unfortunately no
aircraft were encountered in the, air but the Meteors carried
out a number of ground attacks. One aircraft and  a loco
motive were destroyed during the short time that they
operated with the Group,

on 29 April when two Meteors collided in
both pilots were lost.

An tinfortunate accident took place
the lov/ cloud and

Although Meteor operations were

See Chap. 7.
p. 229

2nd T.A.P,

O.R.B. Summary
of Ops.
May 1945.

only on a small scale, the morale, both of the pilots of
2nd T.A.P. and the troops on the ground v/as strengthened by
the sight of the latest type of fighter aircraft in action.

^ *■ >

The Drive to the Baltic

While British and German squadrons were fighting their
last actions of the war over the Elbe the Second British
Army experienced little difficulty in%reaking out of the
bridgehead. By 2 May two divisions had struck out towards
Lubeck across the flat, marshy coimtry drained by numerous
streams and canals. On the right flank the U.S. troops
advanced on the axis Dommitz-Ludwigslust-Schwerin mopping up
the eneny as they went. The 6th British Airborne Division
now attached to the U.S. forces met no opposition and
occupied Wiamar on the Baltic that day. A few hours later

SECRETDS 9632^1(248)
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●( the Russians entered the tov/n and made contact "with the
British,
forces entered Lubeck without any opposition,
division operated into Schleswig-Holstein on the west side- of
the Ratzeburger Zee, one of the many large lakes in the area.
The garrison of Hamburg was thoroughly shaken by the
advances east of the Elbe and its commander surrendered to
Xllth Corps on 3 Ma-y*
that day in the Schwerin area were Neustadt, Bad Siegeburg
and Heumunster.

On the left flank Second British armoured
Another

Other tovms v/hich surrendered on

C
It was now the intention of Eield I'larshal Montgomery to

advance into Schleswig-Holstein liberate Denmark and
capture the many important Germans who had tal?Bn refuge in
the peninsular. landings hy paratroops (Operation Red
Admiral) had been planned to help Second Army across the
Kiel Canal - the last water obstacle of the cairpaign.

2nd T.A.P, A bridgehead was to be formed by the 1st British Airborne
Pile 30517/90/ Division betv;een Rendsburg and the port of Kiel. This force

was to be flown from the U.K. by No. 38 Group and was to
join up with Second Array within 12 hours
missions were to be flown immediately after the drops.

Ops.
Re-supply

(

But the enemy had no longer any fight left in him.
The roads leading into the Danish peninsula were crammed with
troops and civilians fleeing from the Russians on the east
and from the British on the west. On 30 April Hitler had
poisoned himself in his bunker below the Chancellory at
Berlin and the city itself sin-rendered to the Russians on
2 May. Admiral Doenitz who had escaped to Plensburg with
other members of O.K.W, assumed the office of Head of the
Reich. He wanted to end the war but at the same time was
unwilling to surrender to the Russians. By surrendering to
the Anglo-American forces he thought he might divide the
Allies.(1)
already been put forv/ard by the Allies to the Germans in
western Holland at the end of April when negotiations had
taken place for the relief of the Dutch, but Reichs Komissar
Seyss-Inquart had refused to come to any terras. In Germany,
however, several of the commanders were ready to capitulate*
Among these were Field Marshal Von Busch who commanded the
troops in the Hamburg area and the German commander in
Denmark who sent emissaries to Stocl<holra. Like Doenitz,
their main motive was to prevent their forces being captured
by the Russians. By 2 May the situation was beyond the
eneny* s control, Tlte German commander at Hamburg had
already infomed General Dempsey that his irranediate superior,
General Blumentritt, the Army Group Commander, was prepared to
surrender. But on 3 in place of Blumentritt^ representa
tives from Doenitz hdmself arrived at Second British Amy
Headquarters and they were at once sent on to Field ifershal
Montgomery's Headquarters on Luneberg Heath. In the mean
time the British troops halted on the line Lubeclo-Hamburg
and on 3 Ife-y Operation Red Admiral was cancelled.

Tentative proposals for a local truce had

2nd T.A.P.
O.R.B.
App. 50.
Apr. 1945

(

('

Last Air Operations

In the first week in May the only air operations of any
significance took place over the Danish peninsula in the
north, and in support of the Third Amy in the Danube Valley
and other U.S. forces in Bavaria in the south. In central
Germary the proximity of U.S, and Russian troops put an end
to active operations by the IXth Air Force. The Strategic

(1) Himmler had already attempted to do this on 24 April.
SECRETDS 9632^1 (249)
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Air Forces which had been operating in a tactical role in
south Germaixy and over the Gironde river in the Bay of Biscay
were engaged in dropping food supplies to the Dutch and
evacuating prisoners of war.

While operations v;ere proceeding to reduce Bremen, Air
Marshal Coningham had been able to base 2nd T,A,F, forces from

where they could carry the air war into Denmark, Sohlesv;ig-
Holstein and the Baltic,
the Second Army advanced from the Rhine to the Elbe - a dis
tance of over 200 miles which v;as accomplished in Just over
four weeks - had raised many administrative problems espe
cially with regard to fuel and ammunition,

even ammunition captured by the Germans from the British had
been used to rearm aircraft.

Some assistance was given by Nos, 58 and 46 Groups
operating under GATOR and during April they flew 1518.7 tons
of petrol to 2nd T.A.P, in addition to their regular commit

ment of supplying Twenty First Army Group.

The Main Headquarters of 2nd T.A.P. remained at Suchteln
and did not move to Bad Eilsen until the end of the month.

Frequent moves of squadrons while

On one airfield

Air staff S.H.A.E.F.
fWD GATOR O.R.B,
App. 2 May 1945

On 21 April No, 85 Group Headquarters left Mettingen for
Y/unstorf Just west of Hanover. It remained there for the
following week while the assault on Bremen took place and

then moved forward to Bispingen, east of Soltau, in company with
Main Headquarters, Second Army,
to control operations east of the Elbe.

Centre remained at Schneverdingen due north of Soltau,
Squadrons were located at Passberg, Celle, Winstorf,
Rheinselen, Hustedt and Luneberg.

It was thus well situated
The Groi^ Control

2nd T.A.P.
Pile Orders
of Battle

May 1944 -
June 1945

No. 84 Group remained in the Enschede area as already
described. Nordhorn airfield
Alhorn.

evacuated in place ofwas

One Wing of No, 2 Group had been moved east of the Rhine
during April to Achmer in the Enschede ..

of the Group and its Headquarters stayed west of the Rhine at
V^el, Gilze-Riejen, Epinoy and Melsbroek. No, 54 Wing
7Jhich.was used for strategic reconnaissance was still
stationed at Endhoven, (l )

No. 85 Group had moved one Y^ing forward to Rheine.
other Mosquito Wing remained at Gilze Riejen. Air Sea Rescue
Squadrons were stationed at Knocke on the Belgian coast.-

The remainderarea.

The

On 1 May it was decided at a conference between the
Senior Air Staff Officer, 2nd T.A.P, and the Air Officer
Comm^ding No, 16 Group, R,A,P, Coastal Command that Helmond
in the Netherlands should be used bv Coastal Command aircraft

to refuel ̂ ter operations east of the Danish peninsular.
The airfield was first used by Coastal Command on 5 May.

■'j

2nd T.A.P,
O.R.B. p.151
May 1945*

wintry weather seriously interfered
"  ” - Showers of sleet and rain blowing fromwith air operations. ;

the North Sea kept Ho. B^'s^wplro^de"! for tv» days.
No. 85 Group, with its bases further inland, was more fortu
nate but operations “ ' —stricted by poor visibilitywere often
Night operations were■

.
 on a very small scale ●'

re
f

(1) See Map, No, 52.
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On the ground the roads vjere packed with transport of
The sceneall kinds and with thousands of pedestrians,

often resembled the Palaise Gap of August 1944? but with an
Among the fugitive troops and civil-important differenceo

ians were many Allied prisoners of war and displaced persons
who had broken out of the labour camps; all were, hasrening

On 1 May S.H.A.E.P. sent ato reach the British lineso

signal to the Tactical Air Forces suggesting that they should
trict fighter aircraft from attacks on vehicles and

pedestrianso This was in response to an allegation made ty
the Swedish Red Cross that 16 motor trucks carrsring Allied
P.O.VHs had been destroyed near V/ismar and Schwerin in north

Germany during the last week of April. H.Q. 2nd T*A.F*
replied that a restriction of this nature would only enable
the enemy to concentrate his forces against the Elbe bridge
heads, while at night it believed that only foot movement took
place* It was suggested that Red Cross activities should
take place outside the battle area or in ports. On 1 May
ii.Q, 2nd T.A.P* issued orders to squadrons to attack only
motor transport guns and loaded goods trains by day*

res0*R«Bk'
Air Staff
2nd T*A,F,

■^p.71
May 1945

‘ C

i

It is difficult to discover whether in fact any P.O.W’s
were killed or injured by Allied air attacks but? with the
fighting taking place in a narrow area, most prisoners of war

On 1 ilay the 2ndtook good care to identify themselves.
T.A.P. Operations Record Book reported that the 'westward
movement of prisoners o.f war was observed for the most part
clearly marked*●

Apart from sweeps over airfields on 1 May, No. 83 Group
made a big attack on transport escaping from the Russian
front, and 343 vehicles were claimed to have been destroyed
and 594 damaged. Cuts were made on the railways connecting
Kiel with Schwerin but even so there was still a good deal of
rail traffic*
their targets to avoid hitting Allied prisoners of war or
displaced persons and it is remarkable that such  a high score
was obtained.

On the morning 2 ¥&y No. 85 Group reconnaissance
aircraft spotted Russian tanks moving into Goldberg about
20 miles east of Schwerin. Panic had gripped the eneny and
the writer of 2nd T.A.P* Operations Record Book observed that

of the few oooasions when the enemy was forced
to disregard the factor of air power'*
about 200 vehicles strong, converged on Kluetz, a small town
near
between Second Army and the. sea.
fugitives made for Eutin 20 miles north of Xubeck.
western side of the peninsula No, 2 Group, adding to the con- ,
fusion, bombed the railway junction at Itzehoe 50 miles north '
of Hamburg, At the end of the day about 587 motor vehicles
and 41 railway trucks were claimed to have been destroyed and

● 873 vehicles damaged by 2nd T.A.P.

Pilots exercised great care in selecting

this **was one
Several convoys.

Lube ck, and atteirpted to pass along the narrow corridor
Once through the gap the

On the

2ndT.A.P.
Daily Log
Sheet No. 3177

2nd T.A.P.
Daily Log
Sheets No,
3181-3186

Ships of all kinds were pressed into service by the
eneny and large convoys began to assemble in the expansive
bays of Lubeck and Kiel. It appeared that they were pre
paring to make a dash to Norway from where perhaps they
might continue the strtiggle. Violent storms prevented
No. 84 Group from operating over the Baltic;
had not sufficient resources to make a powerful strike and
R.A.P. Coastal Command had not yet taken over Helraond aia>>
field from where it could operate extensively over Norwegian

No, 83 Groip, nevertheless, damaged three motor
Further out to sea

No. 83 Group

waters,
vessels and hit two U-boats and an E-boat,

DS 96326/1(251) SECRETI
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R,A.Eo Bomber Command had laid mines in the Kattegat and Oslo

Fjord a v;eek before and Coastal Command aircraft daily
patrolled the Norv/egian coast*

That night the last air operations v;ere conducted by
British aircraft over north Germany*
from Bomber Command attacked Kiel and the neighboxoring air

fields of Husum and Eggebek and other Mosquitoes carried out
Intruder patrols and various Radar Counter Measure operations.

The enemy did not attempt to reply -with flak and only a
couple of night fighters took off to intercept the bombers.’

A force of MosquitoesR.A.F. Bomber

Cmd, Night Raid
Rept. No. 910

19A5

The weather was good enough on the continent for No, 2
Group to carry out its final night operation of the campaign.
Relays of Mosquitoes attacked Itzehoe railway station

(already bombed by the Mitchells that day) and seven tov/ns
and villages on the peninsula,
Wehrmaoht was allowed

Even at night the broken

rest,(l)no

2nd T.A.P.

Daily Log
Sheet No, 3191

On 5 May, while German plenipotentiaries proceeded to
Luneberg for negotiations, the war in the air continued at
full strength. Visibility had improved, often extending to
six miles. No. 83 Group continued to harry transport
around Eutin but by mid-day the mass of vehicles had dis
persed into the thick pinewoods.

2nd T,A.F, Daily Log
Sheets No, 3192,
32D2 and 2nd T.A.P,
O.EUB. May 1945

Nos, 83 and 84. Groups now operated against the large
convoys putting out into the Baltic for Norway. The ships
were concentrated in an area about <4-0 miles north of Kiel to
Pehrman Island, situated off the northern tip of Lubeck Bay.

Other ships were still waiting to leave Lubeok, Schwerin Bay
“  “ about 300 craft of all des¬and Kiel, In all there

criptions. At S.H.A.E.P, it was believed that important
Nazis who had escaped from Berlin to Plensburg were on -board

and were fleeing to Norv/ay or neutral countries.

were

unable to reach the area because of the
all out air effort was planned

r.A.P* Coastal and Fighter

As the Navy was

minefields in the Kattegat
to block this last escape hole.
Commands and the Ninth Air Force were called upon to assist
2nd T.A.Pi,

an

No. 83 Group spent the first part of the day around the
ports cf Lubeck, Kiel and Schleswig* The two Typhoon Wings
of No, 84 Group were moved to a forward airfield on the Elbe
so that they could operate over Lubeck Bay. As the ships
steamed out to sea they were followed by Typhoons and
Tempests, Tempests of No 83 Group attacked and hit the
liners Deutschland (21,04.6"tons) and the Cap -^.cona
(27,56irtmSy7 Altogether the 0?yphoons of 2nd T,A,F*
made 280 pre-arranged sorties while Spitgfires and

Tempests carried out many armed reconnaissances. Claims are
hard to assess as the same vessels were attaoked by numbers

of aircraft but most damage was caused by the Trohoons,
By the end of the day 2nd T.A.P. had made over 840 sorties
against land and sea transport. Wo. 83 G-roup claimed 13
vessels sunk and 101 damaged- No. 84 Group claimed four

(1) No. 2 GroupT
C

Y/iliiemshaven and aircraft flew over ^ j.4. , .
uxhaven where their predecessors had attacked the
German Fleet on 3 Sept, 1939*
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vessels sunk and six damaged.(l) Losses to 2nd
T.A.?, amounted to 13 aircraft shot down by flak or

damaged by explosions from enemy shipping.

Further up the coast at Plensburg the XXIXth
Tactical Air Command made 123 sorties and claims were

made for 13 cargo vessels destroyed and eight tanlcers

damaged.

Air Staff S.H.A.E.F.
int/Ops. Summary
P.4
3  1945li

} In the R.A.P, Coastal Command area No. 18 Groi^

operated to the north and No. 16 G-roup to the south
of the G-reat Belt.

Beaufighters escorted by tv;o Mustang squadrons carried
A U-Boat and a motor vessel

Braving the squally weather 45

out a successful strike,

I K.A.P. Coastal
Gmd. Narrative

123 May ■’945
r

and 22 vessels of various types were damaged. A
second strike force of 48 Mosquitoes ran into rain
storms and,unable to see anything, returned to base.

Friday, 4 May was the last day of air operations
in north Germany. Flensburg arid Kiel 7/ere declared
*open cities’ and the Second Army halted while peace
negotiations were in progress. Consequently movement
on the roads was greatly reduced and only 48 vehicles
were destroyed by 2nd T.A.F. At sea the large con
centration of ships had dispersed and many of them
seemed undecided whether to go to Norway or seek haven
in a neutral port. No. 83 Group carried out further
anti-shipping strikes and claimed to have destroyed
four small craft and six ships and to have damaged
66 vessels of varied description,
turned its attention to the Dutch coast,
blev/ up after a strike near Wangerooge and eight
others were damaged.

R.A.F. Coastal Command carried out another day's
operations with 62 Masquitoes and Beaufighters
escorted by 6l Mustangs of Fighter Command. Despite
the poor visibility they damaged two U-boats and a
destroyer and seven other craft were left smoking.
Sixteen attacks were made on small vessels. Another
Beaufighter force turned home because of the poor
visibility. By that evening the cloud which had done
so much to obscure air operations in the last fev/ days
had begun to lift.

No, 84 Group
One ship

2nd T.A.P.
Daily Log
Sheets
No. 3206-
3211

U.A.F. Coastal
Qjjid. Narrative
l24jMay 1945

The debacle of the G.A.P,

After 1 May the G.A.F. rarely attempted to launch
any offensive operations. Heavy claims were made by
No. 83 Group against a miscellaneous collection of
aircraft - both ancient and modern - which were escap
ing from the Russian front.
He*s110,111, Pi’s 156, F.?/'s 44 and many other types.
They had assembled at Plensburg, Eggebek, Schleswig and
Husum,
7/ere parked wing tip to wing tip in fields,
for example,over 100 aircraft were seen at Grossenbrode

the east side of the peninsula. Sea planes and fly
ing bo£.ts were destroyed as they lay moored at their
bases.

Among them were 3.V*s138>

Aircraft either stood helplessly on ininways or
On 3 May,

on

I

f

(1) A photograph of a liner attacked by Typhoons of
No. 121 Wing may be found at Appendix No. 6.

I
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The chain of command in Luttflotte Reich had completely
broken d07;n and its commander General Lieutenant Sturnpf v/hen

asked to produce an order of battle immediately after the
surrender ●was lonable to discover the strength of aircraft in
all his units,
for Just over 300 aircraft (mainly F.Y/,190‘s and Me.'l09‘s)
and 154 tran^ort aircraft.
Intelligence Branch of 2nd T.A.P. counted 2,950 aircraft
mainly north of the Kiel canal, of which about 2000 were air-
■worthy.

In the Schlesv^ig Holstein area he accounted

During May the Air Technical

O.R.B.
Air Staff
2nd T,A.P,
App.'66
May 1945

Prom 1 to 5 May 13'1 aircraft ■were claimed to have been
A final

2nd T.A.P,
Log Casualty
Claims Sheet
No. 227
May 1945

destroyed by No. 85 Group and 17 by No. 84 Group,
assessment of the claims of 2nd T.A.P. ■were reckoned to be
111 aircraft destroyed during this ■■week,
during this period came to 29 aircraft,
by flak as they flevj low over shipping in the Baltic and
some ■were destroyed by explosions from the ships.

British losse
I’/Iany -^vere shot

s
 dov/n

The Relief of the Dutch in Western Holland

The Pirst Canadian Aniiy had been engaged in heavy fight
ing during the last v;eek of April in the coastal belt. The
Polish Armoured Division under its command advanced along ■fche
east bank of the river Ems to Emden and, on the west bank of
the Ems, Canadian troops cleared the area around Delfsijl,
capturing that port on 1 May, On the next day, Oldenburg
fell after a long struggle. No. 84 Group gave support to
the Army ■whenever possible by attacking guns and strong
points.

2nd T.A.F. Daily
tog Sheets No.
3lft9 - 3161

In western Holland, air operations of a very different
character were now in progress, but it is first of all
necessary to go back for some months and review the situation.

Relief for western Holland which contained over three
million people had been an increasing source of anxiety to
the Allies since October, 1944a v/hen the enemy garrison
became responsible for feeding the people.
Holland, the majority of the population were farmers and
■were
highly developed urban centres such as Amsterdam, Rotterdam,
and the Hague, while in the event of military operations
taking place the countryside could easily be flooded by the
Germans.

In north east

therefore, self-supporting, but in the west there were

Negotia-famine conditions arose,
tions took place between the Allies and the Germans through,
the Swedish government, with the result that in January, 1945,
■tTWO Swedish vessels loaded with food stuffs were allowed to
pass through the Kiel Canal to a port in Holland where the
supplies were introduced into the stricken areas by devious

But it was clear that before long more elaborate

At the end of 194/^■9

means,

Rile A.C.A.S.
(ops).
1D/1^88

>>

methods must be employed.

Prior to the crossing of the Rhine, General Eisenhower
recommended to the Combined Chiefs of Staff that the best
metlK>d of introducing food supplies in the early stages
undoubtedly by air. In order to open up a sea route, mine
fields would have to be cleared and U-boats and E-boat bases
put out of action, while supply by land route v/ould involve
many vehicles which were in great demand east of the Rhine.
General Eisenhower requested that preparations for air
supply should begin at once in the U.K. and advised the
Combined Chiefs of Staff that three million of the packed
rations which had been reserved for Allied P.O.W’s should
immediately be made available to the Dutch.

log D.S.C,
S.C.A.P, 250
28 Mar. 1945
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Meanwhile, another relief ship the S^S. Hallaren had
sailed from Sweden after much delaj^ clearing the Kiel Canal
S April, This interrupted the series of attacks on Naval
targets at Kiel planned by the Strategic Air Forces,(l) In
order that the relief ship should have a port of entry, the
Navy asked that an air attack should be made on a

Sperrbrecher' or flak ship, lying at the entrance to
Ijmuiden Harbour on the west coast of Holland,

Sperrbrecher' was sunk by a force of seventeen Lancasters
from No, 5 Group, Bomber Command on 7 April. This was the
f*irst air operation in connection with the relief of the
Dutch,

The
I

on.

I>

R.A.P. Bomber

Cmd, Day Raid
Rept, No, 29
Apr.l9A5

A plan for dropping food to the Dutch (known by the code
name Placket C)(2) was made out by the Air Staff, 2nd T,A,P,
in collaboration with the Netherlands District Command which

had been set up by Field Marshal Montgomery to deal with the
administration of western Holland after the occupa.tion.
Briefly the procedure was that the Army should inform 2nd
T,A,P, of its requirements which, after approval by the latter,
would be passed on to Air Staff S.H.A.E.F. and C,A,T.0.R. for
action. The supply missions would be flovm by No, 38 Croup
from England, But 2nd T.A.P, insisted on being responsible
for the whole operation and this was approved by S.H.A.E.P,
on 15 April.

A list of dropping zones had been prepared by the Array,
but No, 38 Groi^ considered that many of them were unsuitable
and on 20 April, a new list of 30 dropping zones, chosen by
an officer of No, 38 Croup in conjunction with the Array, was
issued.

Pile 2ndT.A*p.

30317/85/Ops,

I

Meanwhile, Air Staff, S,H.A,E,P, had decided that as
transport aircraft were so much in demand, drops would be
carried out by R,A,P, Bomber Command and the Vlllth U,S,
Air Force,

bombing raid would be adopted,(3)
The same procedure for carrying out a strategic

No advance into western Holland had been made by the
Allies and the Germans were still determined to hold out.
But the food situation forced the Germans to act,

they got into touch by radio with Canadian troops on the

On 22 April,

(1) Instructions were issued that the canal must not be

blocked until the relief ship had passed through.

(2) Another plan, Placket B was the introduction of supplies
by sea 7/ith edrborneparties clearing the harbour entrances.

In the plan for Operation Eclipse, (the phase covering
Allied operations from the end of Overlord until the sett
ing-up of Military Government in Germany) the principal
task allotted to the Strategic Air Forces was to carry
out transport operations beyond the capacity of C.A.T.OJl.
and in particular the feeding and evacuation of P.O.W's,
Early in 1945 experiments had been carried out by
Bomber Command in dropping supplies and fitting out
heavy bombers to carry freight or passengers,
of the fact that there was a great shortage of
parachutes, rations were packed in double sacks and
dropped from a height of between 30D and 500 feet,
was found that although the inner sack burst, the outer
one remained intact,

dropping called for great skill on the part of the
crews, (Bomber Cmd. Pile B.C./S.3208y 2),

In view

It

The whole operation of supply
aii>-

(3)

I
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Grebbe Line, asking that they should send in food supplies to
the civilian population,
iately to the Combined Chiefs of Staff advising them that
something should be done for the Dutch at once, and asked
permission to send a message to the Commander of the German
T^venty Fifth Amy, General Blaskovits, pointing out the
futility of occupying an area which v/ould soon be indefen
sible and informing him that he and his subordinates would
be held entirely responsible for the tragic situation.

The Combined Chiefs of Staff allowed General Eisenhower

to proceed v/ith supply drops and they authorised him to
arrange a truce with the Germans, provided that he did not
depart from the unconditional surrender policy agreed upon
by the Allies. In the event of a truce the Germans must
cease all military and political activities, and the Allies
in their turn, were to end active operations against the
Germans in v/estern Holland. All negotiations were to be
carried out in collaboration with the Russians.

General Eisenhov/er signalled immed-

Vj

At the same time as the message was sent by S.H.A.E.P.
to the Germans, broadcasts were made to the Dutch Government,
informing them when and where food drops would take place.

On 25 Apidl a message from General Blaskowitz and
Seyss-Inquart, the Reichs Komissar of western Holland was
received by S.H.A.E.P, stating tiiat they agreed in principle
with the plan for feeding the Dutch, but they rejected the
method of supply by air, alleging that the Dutch themselves,D.S.C. ‘In» Log

21 Army Group to believed that fair distribution would be impossible, and
S.H.A.E.P. PV/D

26 Apr, 1945
that only the Black Market would benefit, especially if drops
were made at night. The Dutch Government in London agreed
with this point of view, and it was decided to cancel atrial
run at night, which was to be made by R.A.P. Bomber Command.

On Saturday, 28 April, a meeting was arranged between
the Allies and representatives of Seyss-Inquart and the

German Comraander-in-Chief, Netherlands. It took place in
the small village school of Achterveld, just outside the
lines of the First Canadian Amy. General de Guingand
Chief of Staff to Field Marshal Montgomery and Air
Commodore Geddes representing Air Marshal Coningham, and a
number of Naval, Army and Air Administrative Officers,
formed the Allied party. General de Guingand gave an out
line of the scheme and called upon the experts to expoiond
their detailed plans for relief. A further meeting was

arranged for the following Monday, 50 April, in order to settle
the method of supply.

On this occasion Lieutenant General Bedell—Smith, Chief
of Staff to the Supreme Commander led the delegation to

Achterveld. Other important members were General Susl^arov,

the Russian representative. Prince Bernhardt of the
Netherlands and Monsieur Louwes, the Dutch Director General
of Pood. Seyss-Inquart himself headed the German team of
experts. General Bedell-Smith en^hasised the hopeless
position of the Germans on every front and warned
Seyss-Inquart that he was on the Allied list of War Criminals.

Seyss-Inquart then agreed to allow the Allies to proceed
with the supply of food to the Dutch, but he refused to
consider a truce so long as the German High Command was in
being.

O.R.B.
Air Staff 2nd

T.A.P. App. 46
Apr. 1945

>

Ibid. App. 50

The two delegations then broke up into syndicates to
discuss the various methods of supply. Ibe Germans refused

to allow the Allies to fly over three areas at Voorne,
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and the E.A,F*Ijmuiden and Den Helder for security reasons,
officers accepted them as danger areas Tvhich v/ould he
prohibited to Allied aircraft during the dropping operations.

They also agreed to stop offensive air operations over vjest—
While theseern Holland during the period of the drops,

consultations v/ent on in the school room, the Dutch outside

demonstrated their loyalty by singing their National Anthem.

The final act in this strange drama took place on

^ May TJhen a -written agreement in English and German,
together with a map marking the three danger zones v/as taken
by Air Commodore Geddes and Group Captain Hill from Air
Staff S.H.A.E.F, to a ruined cottage between the Canadian
and German lines near Wangeningen.
officers of the Luftwaffe who took away the papers for

signature by the Superiors,
with the signatures and Air Commodore Geddes telephoned at
once to 2nd T.A.F. informing them that relief operations
could go ahead.(l)

They were met by

They returned that evening

The trial drop was made in daylight by Bomber Command
on 29 April (the day after the first meeting "v/ith the

All aircraft were instructed to fly west of a
Drops T/ere made at

Germans

line drawn north and south of Utrecht.

Rotterdam and the Hague, Mosquitoes acted as markers,
dropping target indicators over the zones which were already
marked with white crosses. This proved to be unnecessary

because of the clear visibility, and 253 o'lJ-t of 258 aircraft
dropped their bags of rations accurately,
crovjds of Dutch people watched the operations, waving Union
Jacks, The Special Force Headqioarters,in contact with the
Dutch Resistances later sent a signal to Twenty-first Army

Group stating that not more than one eighth of the total
amount had been lost and that the Dutch wished to convey
their 'eternal thanks' to the Allies. In spite of warnings

issued by the Allies, German troops fired at several of the
aircraft, but for-tunately they did no damage.

Enthusiastic

i

R.A.F, Bomber
Cmd, Day Raid
Kept. No, 4.7
Apr. '194-5

See Map. No.8

File 2ndT.A.F./

303'17/85/Ops.
End. 29A

On 1 May the Vlllth Air Force began supply drops with
396 Fortresses and Liberators. Again the Germans fired on

the Allied aircraft, but ai'ter this no fiu-ther incidents
were reported. From now until 8 May regular supply drops
v/ere carried out ever western Holland, Only 10 dropping

zones had been chosen, as the Dutch were unable to cope with
Dropping zones for R.A.F.distribution from a greater n-umber.

RoA,?. Bomber Cmd,
nay Raid Repts,

U7-56

Vlllth Air Force
Suiaroary of Ops,
1 May - 7 June,
19^5

MOS, Bomber Command were located at Kralingsche Plas and Waalburg

Airfield at Rotterdam, Valkenburg Airfield at Leiden and
Gouda. Airfield and the Race Course at the Hague, The Vlllth

Air Force dropped supplies on the east side of the peninsula
at Amsterdam, Vogelensang, AHonaar, Kilversum and Utrecht,
These were also either airfields or large open spaces.(2)

In this manner the Strategic Air Forces, v/hich had
carried so much destruction to the enemy, laid low the

A supply route by sea -was openedspectre of starvation.
4 May when the S,S, Hallaren at last reached Den Helder

and on the next day the Germans in northern Europe
surrendered and road and rail routes were quickly opened.

I^mcasters and Mosquitoes of Bomber Command flew

on

(1) An interesting account of the meetings with the Germans
and the signed map, may be found in Appendices 46  - 50
Air Staff, 2nd T.A.P. Apr. 1945*

(2) This was kno-wn as Operation Chowhound.
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3,500 sorties in ten days and they dropped 7344 short tons of
rations,

from 1 to 7 l''Is.y dropping over ^-^iSO short tons of rations.
The Americans lost one heav^'- bomber during the course of
operations,
been, all along, to fill the gap until l^.nd and sea routes v/ere
opened and this the Strategic Air Forces achieved -with great
efficiency,(1)

Evacuation of Allied Prisoners of 7/ar by the Strategic
Air Forces

The Vlllth Air Force flev; 2,191 effective sorties

The object of the air relief operations had

Another important activity of the heavy bombers during
the last days of operations in north west Europe, was the
evacuation of Allied P,0,W’s,

working out plans for loading the aircraft and providing for
the comfort of the P.O.Ws, many of v;hom were expected to be
sick men.

Chief, Bomber Command to the aircrews concerned, enphasising
the need for safety rather than speed during the operations.

Great care had been taken in

Special orders were issued by the Commander-in-

A.S the A.llies advanced into the heart of the Reich, the
German administrative system did not collapse suddenly as had
been expected, and only one supply drop v/as carried out over
a P.O.W, camp at Neu Brandenburg in north east Germany where
there was a grave shortage of medical equipment,
of leaflet dropping operations were carried out that week
over camps in eastern and northern Germany warning the
Commandants and Staffs that they would be held responsible
for any reprisals carried out against the prisoners.(2)

A number
R.A.F, Bomber

Cmd, Ni^t Raid
Rept. No, 902
Apr. 1945

By 25 April hundreds of prisoners of war freed by the
Allied advances had arrived at Brussels and S.H.A.E.P,

requested R.A.F, Bomber Commnd to provide 50 aircraft to
evacuate 1000 men per day to the tJ.K.
P.O.W’s was flown across the Channel on 26 April by 44-
Lancasters and this became a regular commitment until 1 June,
Only small parties were carried o.fter that date and the last
operation ended four days later.

The principal airfields used by Bomber Goraraand were at
Melsbroek near Brussels and Juvincourt, also in Belgium,
Bomber Command alone carried some 75>000 prisoners of war
during April and May and they flew 1,876 Belgian refugees
from England to Belgium at the request of the Belgian
Government,

The first batch of

R.A.F, Bomber

Cmd, Day Raid
Rept. No. 44
Apr. 1945

R,A-,P, Bomber
Cmd, O.R.B.

Apr. to June
1945

The VTIIth Air Force also undertook the transport of
prisoners of war and displaced persons, when they had
con^jleted the task of feeding the Dutch,
3 June they flev/ to German airfields carrying food supplies.
On the return journeys to airfields in Franco they brought
back A4>429 prisoners of war (of whom 2,836 were British)
and 6,768 displaced persons.(3)

From 7 l<fey to

Vlllth Air Force
Summary of Ops.
1 ffay - 7 June

(1) There were no drops on 6 Iitay by Bomber Command and on

A May by the Vlllth Air Force because of bad v/eather.

At the end of March the Supreme Commander had instructed
the First Allied Airborne Army to prepare a plan for the
protection of P.0.7/* s (S.H.A.E.F. FV®,18A17 dated
31 March, 19A5). This become known as Operation
Jubilant and special parachute detachments were to be
dropped on camps or hospitals where-ever necessary.
This operation v;as cancelled on 7 MAy*

Known by the code name ’Revival*,
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The Supreme Commander congratulated the Conimander-in-
Ghief Bomber Command on the conclusion of these ferrying
.operations and stated that the splendid effort made by the
aircrevvs ms comparable to 7Jhat they had achieved in their
bombing offensive against Germany.

Operations by Nos, and 58 Groups in support of Tv;enty

First Army Group

R.A.F. Bomber
Crad. Pile

BC/a.32085
Enel. 22B

It has already been mentioned that R.A.P. transport
aircraft carried fuel to 2nd T.A.P. during the advance to
the Elbe,

rations, petrol and diesel oil y?ere also flovm to the Tv;enty
First Army Group, although not in the large quantities that
7/ere received by the U.S. Armies,
reasons for this,
and several in the Hanover area came into the U.S, zone

after the Ninth Army returned to General Bradley*  s command
on 4 April,
required by 2nd T.A.P, for fighter and fighter bomber
squadrons,
the centralised control of transport aircraft by S.H.A.E.F,
and v/anted to direct these operations itself,
attitude T-;as not unnaturally a source of irritation to
C.A.T.O.R.
not put to such a strain as those of the U.S, Armies,

Supplies such as ammunition, ordnance stores.

There v/ere a number of

Airfields in the British sector -were few

Thus all forward airfields were urgently

In the second place 2nd T,A.P, disapproved of

This

Lastly the British lines of communication were

S.H.A.E.F.(P\VD)
Air Ops.3
App.II
Apr. 1945

No, 46 Group under command of Air Commodore Darval
carried the major part of the supplies. No, 38 Gro\ip
commanded by Air Vice Iviarshal Scarlett-Streatfeild also
took part but its main task was to drop supplies to British
agents and members of the Resistance in Holland, Denmark

and Norway. No. 46 Group had 13O aircraft and No. 38 Group
280 aircraft available each day for supply operations.(1)

All aircraft flew from their stations in east Anglia to
airfields on the Continent,
the Rhine at:-

Brussel^Evere
Eindhoven

Gilze-Riejen
Coxyde
Vitry
Dosieres
Go oh

Thirteen of them were west of

St. Denis - V/estram

lialdegem
Epinoy
Deurne
Kluis
Achiet

No, 46 Group
O.R„B.

Apr, 1945c

Six airfields east of the Rhine v/ere used ats-

Rheine

Diepholz
Hustedt

Achmer
Hopsten ●
Celle

Ihe peak period was reached during the last two weeks
of April. Y/hen Second Array was forming up on the Elbe.

On 23 April, for example 200 sorties were flown by British
transport aircraft which 7/as their highest total for the

month. During April* No. 46 Group flew 3>499 sorties and
handled 6,929.6 tons of supplies. No. 38 Group flew 220
sorties and carried 514,4 tons. On the retiarn joijrney to

(1) No, 46 Group was made up of
1 Squadron of Ansons (ADIS).
No, 38 Group contained 7 Stirling XV Squadrons and
4 Halifax 113/viI Squadrons.
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England 21,211 British and American P,O.V^*s and 5?9S6 battle
casualties -were carried by No, k.6 Group,
carried 6,057 sick P.O.W*s.

No. 58 Group
S.R.A.E.P. (PV©)

Ops.3 App.3
Apr. 1%5

Air operations on the IT.S. front dtiring the advance across
Geimiany

General Bradley’s Army Group made very rapid advances
after the break-out from the Rhine bridgeheads and the
encirclement of the Ruhr. On A April Kassel ■was cleared
and ●within a fev/ days General Patton began his dash into
Thuringia.
Third Army at Darmstadt on 27 March and on 1 April a cross
ing of the Rhine was made by First French Array south of
Mannheim.

General Dover’s Army Group Joined up with the

The Seventh Army then launched a thrust on the
axis Bayreuth-Nuremburg.

There were better opportunities for the strategic
bomber forces in central and southern Germany than in the
more sparsely populated north,
number of important railway centres such as Halle, Gera and
Chemnits.

Around Leipzig were a

Further south lay the important towns of
Bayreuth, Hof and Nureraburg and in Bavaria there were about
1A railway centres around Munich, Ten bridges crossed the ●
Danube between Linz and Ingoldstadt which, it "was expected,
the enemy would use in his retreat from Austria.

One of the tasks of the heavy bombers at the beginning
of April was to stop movement from the Berlin area into
central Germany and the National Redoubt (roughly Bohemia and
lower Bavaria),
extensive evacuation from Berlin to Thuringia in central
Germany had begun in the last v/eek of March and ttiat
government departments v/ere moving to such towns as
Nordhausen, Halle and Erfiart.
heavy rail traffic moving in a southerly direction from
Berlin.

Air Staff S.H.A.S.P, believed that an

●This vjas borne out by the

According to interrogations of enemy prisoners of

Pile D.S.C./T.S.
100 Pt,9
Encl.95B

S.H.A.E.P.(Air)
xK.st. Rec. and
Diary App.
Enemy Operation
Olga Mar. 194-5

v/ar» after the war, it appears that the v/hole of O.K.W. was to
have been evacuated to Thirringia when the Russians threatened
Berlin. A few adjTiinistrative sections did in fact leave
the ci-ty at the end of March but the swift advance of
General Patton forestalled further moves and those alrea(3y
evacuated moved south as fast as possible.(l)

The G.A.P. in the Central and Southern fronts

After Germany had been divided into two by U,S. forces
closing to the Elbe, Luftflotte 6 (transferred from the
eastern front) commanded by General Lieutenant Ritter Von
Greim(2) was responsible for the defence of the Reich in
that area. Among his forces was the remains of Luftwaffe ■>

Command West and a number of Jet fighters of the strategic
force evacuated from the noi'th.
made by the G.A.P. in the south during this last phase
although there were potentially large numbers of aircraft.
During the third week of April for example only 522 ground
attack sorties were flown by day and 251 by night.

Only a meagre effort was

(1) Notes -on interrogation of General Cliristian Chief of
O.K.L. North 17 May 194-5. D.S.C./T.S.10(^22.

(2) Von Gre'im later replaced Goering as C. in C. Luftwaffe.
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Air Operations by Strategic and Tactical Air Forces

D-uring the first fortnight of April, H.A,F. Bomber
Command undertook a nimber of important operations in central
and southern Germany in connection with the land battle.Cl)
In the first week two attacks were made on Nordhausen in

Thuringia where, it was believed, government departments had
been evacuated. Great devastation was caused to the town

but the Commander-in-Chief Bomber Command gave his opinion
that the barracks which were the main target were en5>ty at
the time of the attack. This is partly borne out by the
fact that the Germans in their reports on the raid malce no
mention of any Government occupied buildings being hit.

The reader will recall from Chapter 7 how concerned the
Air Staff at S.H.A.E.F. were with the necessity for concen
trating heavy bomber attacks on the railway system in central
and southern Germany, By 9 April air reconnaissance
revealed that there was a constant movement of troop trains
and oil tankers on the line Dresden-Leipzig-Halle, This
activity was the greatest that had been seen in that area
for some weeks, S.H.A.E.F. (Air) also emphasised the
importance of the Halle-Nuremburg line. In response K,A,F,
Bomber Command attacked two important marshalling yards in
Leipzig on 10 April which was followed up by a second attack
on the city that night by Lancasters and Mosquitoes, Other
aircraft attacked the marshalling yards at Plauen, On the
11th R,A.F. Bomber Command attacked the marslmlling yards at
Wuremburg and Bayreuth.

The next important operation in which R.A.P, Bomber
Command took part was on the night of lVl5 April when the
barracks and marshalling yards of Potsdam were bombed, Air
Chief Mirshal Harris had suggested that this target together
with Brechtesgaden should be obliterated, when he attended the
Air Commanders Conference on 12 April. But the Deputy
Supreme Commander doubted whether it was an important target
and reminded Air Chief Marshal Plarris that there was a poss
ibility of repercussions with the P.ed Arny, For this
reason the permission of the Chief of Air Staff had to be
obtained before the attack could be mounted. Heavy destruc
tion 7/as caused as a result of the raid but the operation
was also notable because it was the first time since

March that Allied heavy bombers had penetrated into the
Berlin defence zone by night.

In addition to these operations Mosquitoes of Bomber
Command were extremely active,
harass Berlin during the night hours but small forces also
attacked Lnportant railway centres such as Magdeburg and
Plauen,

Their main task was to

R.A.F, Bomber

Cmd. Day Raid
Repts. Nos.
26 - 27
Apr. l9^t-5

See Chap, 7',
216-217pp.

R.A.F. Bomber Cmd.
Day Raid Reports
Nos, 683-887
Apr.

D.S.C,/T.S.
100/9 Pt,5
Encl,53A
Para. 1 2

R.A.F, Fighter Command contributed not a little to
operations by night over Germany. Often aircraft on con^jlet-
ing their missions refuelled at an airfield on the continent

before retiurning to the U.K, Nos, 10, 11^and 12 Groups took
part and maintained patrols over enemy airfields both in

the north and south; they engaged targets of opportunity,
such as road and rail transport and assisted Bomber Command
by diversionary operations. Sorties per night varied from
8 to 39 aircraft depending on the weather,
frequently misled by all these operations reporting for larger
numbers of aircraft than there were in reality.

The enemy was

R.A.F, Fight
Cmd, O.R.B.
Appe B
Apr. 1945

er

(l) See Map No, 34
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The VIIIth Air Force’s main task as already noted in the

last chapter v;as to neutralise the enemy air force and this
they did most effectively in the south,
attack Tsas made on airfields in the second v/eek of April.
The heaviest of these "was made on the 9th v-/hen over 1000

heavy bombers attacked the Munich system of airfields,
supported by about 700 Mustangs and Thunderbolts of the
VIIIth Fighter Command,
■were
later they made an extensive sweep over
in Bavaria and Czecho-Slovakia,
over J>0Q aircraft had been destroyed.

A concentrated

Further air to ground operations
carried out by Vlllth Air Force fighters and a week

26 airfields
The Germans admitted that

See Chap. 7
p. 215 u
Vlllth Air
Force Monthly
Summary of Ops.
Apr. 1945

X:)''The next task of the U.S. hea'vy bombers in the south
v;as the destruction of communications, ordnance depots and
industrial plants. A good deal of success was met in these
operations and opposition by the enemy jet fighters was only
on a very small scale. Heavy attacks v/ere carried out
against Nurembiirg, Bayreuth, Plauen and Iieipzig in the first
week of April in an effort to dislocate traffic proceeding
into the Redoubt. Rail traffic on the line from Nuremberg
to Bamburg was seriously disorganised and at Leipzig seven
industrial plants were put out of action.

Ibid
pp. 72 - 74
Apr. 1945

Medium bombers of the IXth Air Force operating from
bases in the Luxemb'urg area carried out operations against
marshalling yards, railway bridges, supply dun^s, oil storage
depots, oil refineries and ordnance depots,
●was made in central Germany but towards the middle of April
the weight of attack shifted to the south.

The main effor

S.H.A.E.P.
Daily Int, Ops.
Summaries
Nos, 44-55
Apr. 1945

t

On 5 April the Tactical Air Commands of the IXth Air
Force were still operating from airfields east of the Rhine.
The IXth Tactical Air Command was at Aachen and Kelz, the
XIXth Tactical Air Command was in the Metz-Verdun area and
the XXIXth T.A.C. was at Venlo, Asch and Ophoven nesir Munchen-
Gladbach. . The Xllth T.A.C. which formed part of the
1st Tactical Air Force operated from airfields in the Nancy
area.

S.H.A.E.F,
Order of Ba-tble
App. I)(/15 Ops.
Records O.E.B.
Apr. 1945

Normal array support and attacks
carried out, but a speciality was made of attacking air
fields,
over 100 aircraft were destroyed
Germany and western Czecho-Slovakia.

transportation won

These operations reached climax on 12 April

ere
IXth Air Force
Monthly
Statistical
Summaries
Apr ● -May 1 945

 when
the ground in central

As in the north aerial
combats were few and far between, but several air battles did
occur over the Erfurt area on 8 and 11 April when American
pilots claijned over 70 aircraft destroyed.

a
on

By the third week of April the German airoies had been
divided. The First U.S. Array reached Dessau at the conflt^nce
of the Elbe and Mulde on 14. April and Leipzig fell to them on
19 April. 1‘he Third U.S. Army was in Chemnitz and to the south
the Seventh U.S. Array reached Nure;nberg on the  1 6th. Behind the
U.S. spearheads the Ruhr pocket had been eliminated and 21
enemy divisions destroyed. The Russians were adv/mcing
tov^ards the Elbe from the east. Central Germany 7/as now
prohibited to the hea-vy bomber forces. On I6 April the
Strategic Air Force Commanders announced that the  ’ strategic
war' was over and that heavy bombers were henceforward to bo
used entirely for tactical oj^erations. The task nov/ was to
prevent movement into the Redoubt from Czecho Slovakia, the
Danube Valley and Bavaria,

See Chap* 7,
p. 218

ofDuring that week R.A.F. Bomber Command made a series
night attacks against communications in western Czecho-SlovakiA
at Pilsen, Schv/andorf, Cham and Komothau. Out of 622 sorties
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578 attacked the primaxy targets and pilots reported good
concentrations of bombs*

out by No. 100 G-roi^ to deceive the enemy defences,
and Mandrel screens v;ere operated and other aircraft made
feint attacks on airfields in the vicinity of the target

As a result of these diversionary operations very

Extensive operations ●were carri

areas.

ed
Vfindovj

fev< aircraft were lost by Bomber Command.

Mosquito operations against Berlin continued until the
arrival of the Russians on the outskirts of the ci'fcy on

A fev; Me.262’s had attempted to defend the20 April,
capital but there "were never more than ten aircraft in
action at a time and fev? casiialties v/ere suffered by the
Mosquito sq'uadrons.

The Vlllth Air Force which had been diverted for ■fcr^o
days to bomb strong points on the River Cironde in south-
■Vi'est France ret'urned to attack targets in Germar^ on the l6th.
For the next ten days support v/as given to the U.S. Armies
by attacks on corarnunications.
Regensbm'g, Dresden, (1) Idmich and Salzburg,
forces went for rail-way centres in Czecho-Slovalcia and south
east Germany. About sorties were made entirely
against trans-portation targets. Tlirough lines v/ere cut,
■wagons cUur.aged or derailed, buildings adjoining stations were
gutted and bridges, locomotive roundhouses and depots were
demolished. Four bridges over the Danube at Regensburg,
Pirna, Straubing and tivviesel v/ere either destroyed or the
approaches mads impassable.

Further sv/ift advances -were made during the last -week
of April. General Bradley's forces had now joined up with
the Russians on the Elbe and on the 22nd General Patton
began his svJeeping movement to the south. On the same day
General Patch's troops crossed the Danube in the Dillingen
area. Two days later the Third krmy had seciired  a bridge
head over the Danube at Regensburg. The French Army
cleared the Black Forest area and linked up with the U.S.
forces at Ulm on 2A April.

A. big operation -was carried out by R.A.F, Bomber Command
on 25 April against Berchtesgaden which was believed at the
time to be the nerve centre of the Redoubt. Nearly 40C
bombers escorted by 13 squadrons of Fighter Command and 78 ■
Mustangs of the Vlllth A.ir Force were involved. Although
they flew over 250 miles of enemy territory the enemy made no
attempt to intercept them. About 1250 tons of bombs were
dropped on the mountain side on which the Eagles Rest and
Hitler's Chalet were perched. But events proved that, only
Goering, nov; in disgrace with Hitler, and the remnants of
O.K.L, were in the area. The Fuehrer had determined to
remain in the capital of the Reich until the Last and with
out him the Redoubt was an empty husk,(2)

Hea-vy raids were made on
Smaller

Vlllth Air
Force Simmary
of Ops, App,
23-38 and
81-8A
Apr.1945

Chap * 7
p.219

i

R.A.F. Bomber
Cmd. Day Raid
Rept. No. 43
Apr. 1945

Another important operation of R.A.F. Bomber Command
that week was the destruction of a transformer station near
Munich which served the Bavarian railways (electrified
bet-v.^een Munich, Innsbruck and Salzburg),
stations at Rosenheim and Traunstein ■were attacked by the

Transformer

(1) See Chap.4, p. 122.

(2) Oddly enovigh, General Eisenhower attributed tliis raid
to the Vlll'th Air Force - Crusade inEurope, p. 458..

For earlier raids on Dresden,
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By 26 April movement in the I’^onich-DachauVlllth Air Force.,

area had come to a standstill as there v.'as no coal to draw

on in the emergency.

The medium bombers of the IXth Air Force continued to

operate strongly against ordnance depots and marshalling
yards until the link up with the Russians after which date
there were few targets for them to attack,
objectives ranged from central Germany to Bavaria and along
the Danube - at Ulm, Donauworth and Straubing.
15“25 April over 3j900 sorties were flown. Seventeen
marshalling yards, 13 Ordnance and P.O.L, Depots, (1) defended
localities and towns were attacked.

Riany fighter and reconnaissance units of the IXth Air
Force were now disposed well east of the Rliine.
of the month, the IXth Tactical Air Command supporting the
First Army, occupied four airfields round Kassel,

south the advanced headquarters of XIXth Tactical Air Command
v;as at Eisenach and its fighter squadrons were disposed in
the ijtankfurt area in a position to support both Seventh and
Third U.S, Array operations*
Command operated from three air fields near 'Wiesbaden,

the north the advanced headquarters of the XXIXth Tactical
Air Command supporting the Ninth U.S. Arniy was at Brunswick arid
occupied six airfields in the Munstor-Brunswick area.

Their

From

At the end

Further

Reconnaissance units of this
To

S.H .A.E.F.(Air)
Orders of Battle

App, 1^13.
Ops, Records
Apr. 1945

The XIIth Tactical Air Command came into prominence at
the end of April with its attacks on airfields,

headqxiarters was established at Kitaingen Just east of
"Wiirzburg, Units were dispiosed in that area and also nearer
the Rhine at Mannheim, Ample support was given to U.S, and
French troops in the area. Marauders of the 42nd Bomber

Wing attached to this Command operated from bases east of
the Rhine at Dijon, St. Dizier and Dole Tavaux.

An advanced

In these last two v;eeks of extensive operations the
main task v/as the destruction of aircraft on the ground.
Large scores were claimed on 1 6 and 17 April by the IZth Air
rorce when about 300 aircraft were strafed and set on fire,
The^XIIth Tactical Air Command was in an advantageous
position to deliver a blow against the chain of airfields
round Nuremburg, Ingoldstadt and Augsberg and made claims
lor over 5OO aircraft.

S.H.A.E.F.(Air)
Daily Int./Ops,
Summs,

Apr.-May 1945

At the end of April Third Army troops had again
forced a crossing of the Danube at Ingoldstadt and on 2. May
bridgeheads v/ere made on the Rivers Isar and Inn.
went on to capture Linz whi.ch fell on 5 May,
Czechoslovakia First Army formations under Third jVrmy command
seized Pilsen on the following day. On the right flank
the Seventh Arn^ captured Augsberg on 28 April and
Innsbruck fell on 3 May, Two days later U.S, troops of
Iield Marshal Alexander's Coimnand linked up with Seventh U.S,
rmy troops at "Vipiteno noar the Brenner Pass,

the commander of German Army Group G surrendered to
General Devers. On the German surrender the front held by the
U.S, forces extended from Karlsbad to Pilsen and Budejovice
in Czecho-Slovakia.
the line of the Elbe

They
In western

That day

Further east Russian forces closed to
and "Vltavia,

Operations by the IXth Air Force had dwindled to  a very
the first week of May and only a few

P  Is and armed reconnaissances were flown, (2)

Air staff S.H.A.E.F
Daily int./ops,
Sininary No, 75
May ̂ ^l6

lubricant depots,
ine VIIIth Air Force was then dropping food to the Dutch,
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The single enenQr air activity of interest vjas the arrival of
a few Piesler Storohs behind the U.S, lines containing

German commando troops. Their task was to destroy railway
bridges and cut railv/ay lines. But the enemy troops were
half-hearted and were quickly rounded up by the Americans,

Operations by the IXthXJ,S. Troop Carrier Command in support
of the U,S, Armies

An in^ortant part of the air operations on the American
front was the supplying of forward troops by air.
by air during the campaign in northwest Europe had, of
course, become a regular feature of air operations but it
was not until the Allies were east of the Rhine that heavy
deliveries took place. They were on a far larger scale
than on the British front owing to the fact that the British
did not have such large numbers of. transport aircraft.

The IXth Troop Carrier Command had available for opera
tions 1,072 aircraft daily which operated from airfields in
the Amiens and Voisenon - Chartres areas. As with Nos. 4-6

and 38 Groups the planning and control of all operations
and the selection of airfields was performed ty C.A.T.O.R.
at S.H.A.E.P. (Main).

The type of supplies carried by air were mainly ammuni
tion, petrol (for Array vehicles and aircraft) and rations.
But many items of equipment were also flown in. The Third

U,S. Army, for example, constantly needed fresh equipment for
armoured vehicles, such as engines, bogie wheels, tyres and
dry cell batteries while 22 per cent of all the petrol
supplies for this Army came by air. In a report on air
supply the First Army stated that although only 10 per cent
of the total tonnage received hy it came by air, this meant
the difference between success and failiore during the

Medical supplies, blood plasma,
blankets, mail and personnel such as doctors, nurses and
drivers were also carried.

Supply

advance to the Elbe,

Air Staff
S.H.A.E.P.

(PV®) Ops.3
Apps,5-4
iiay 1945

Airfields on the U.S. front were more numerous than in
the British sector and friction did not arise between the
IXth Air Force and C.A.T.O.R,
April the ring of airfields round Kassel and Frankfurt were

used to supply the First US. Army. Oh the middle of the month,
during the fighting in the Hars Mountains, airfields east and
south of Kassel were used. At the end of the month Dakotas

were landing as far east as Jena, Gotha, Merseburg and Weiner.

The Third U.S. Army naturally absorbed the largest number of
transport aircraft as it had the longest line of communi
cations, During the first week of operations east of the
Rhine three airfields in the Frankfurt - Kassel area were

When the Army v/as mopping up the Leipzig ”■
Dresden area four airfields in the vicinity of Gotha were
used, the last phase IXth Troop Carrier Command flew
to airfields in the Nuremburg - Bayreuth area.

During the first week of

gsmployedo

From 30 March to 30 April IXth Troop Carrier Command
flew 21727 sorties to the U.S. Arn^r Groups and the IXth Air
Force, They carried 54,316 tons (long) of gasoline and
oil, ammunition, rations and other stores to the Armies and
Air Forces. On the return Journeys 71,405 repatriates
(including 22,604 British) and 52,033 casualties wore
evacuated to airfields in France,

Air Staff
s.h,a.e.f.(pwd)
Ops,3 App,3
Apr, 1945
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Allied air operations against German fortresses in France»
194-5* Operation Independence - Venerable

The enemy had continued to hold out in four fortresses
after the liberation of Prance and the reduction of Calais,
Le Havre and Boulogne. Dunkirk, one of the Channel ports,
■was invested by troops of Tv/enty Pirst Amy Group; on the
north "west coast of Brittany and, further south, dovi/n the
Atlantic sea-board, the naval bases of St. Nazaire, Lorient
and the fortifications at the mouth of the River Gironde -were
besieged by Pree Prench troops. Only one major operation to
reduce these fortresses had been planned during the autumn
of 1944, and that had been concerned 77ith the positions on
the River Gironde which 7/ere preventing Bordeaux from being
used as a port. Kov/ever, more urgent operations in the v/est
7/as the reason for postponing an assault against them
indefinitely.

Although Operation Independence (as operations in the
Bordeaux area v/ere termed) had temporarily been cancelled the
local Prench Military commanders on the Atlantic coast
appeared eager that air attacks should be made against the
defences guarding Bordeaux. Accordingly, on 10 December,

a conference v/as held at the Headquarters of
General de Larminat (commanding the Prench Army in the West)
at Cognac which was attended by Major General Royce,
commanding the 1st T.A.P. who was responsible for air opera
tions against the German garrisons on the west coast of
Prance, and the commander of the investing force,
Brigadier General Cornligion - Molinierc.

See Lib, N.W,
Europe Vol.IV,
Chap, 6

S.H.A.E.P.(Air)
Hist, Reo. and
Diary, Apps,
8A. to 8R
Jan, 1945

Three targets v/ere discussed as being suitable for
attack. They were gun positions at the Point de la Coubre
and at the Point de Grave and gun positions and strong points
in the area of Royan, General Royce stated that these
targets would be suitable for the tv/o night bomber squadrons
of the Vlllth Air Force then mdergoing training in the U.K,
He enquired, more than once, whether the civilian population
of Royan would be evacuated before the attack, and he was
assured by the Prench officers that the town would definitely
be cleared by I5 December.

The Headquarters of 1st T.A.P, then informed S.H.A.E.P.
of the targets which were required to be attacked,
by the U.S, bombers, however, did not materialize,
forecast of weather conditions for the night of 4/5 January
over western Germany was unsuitable for hea-vy bomber opera
tions, and the Commander-in-Chiof, R.A.P, Bomber Command
directed that Royan would be bombed in strength so as to
avoid^having to make a repeat attack. S.H.A.E.P, (Air)
immediately took action to discover, through the Head-
q^tera of 1st T.A.P,, whether Royan was still clear for

attempts by the Headquarters of both 1st T.A.P, and
Si^h Army Group to contact the Western Prench Air Force
and the French ground force commander v/ere unsuccessful and,
as no reply to the contrary v/as

operation went ahead. - -
ana Mosquitoes dropped 1576 tons of HcE. on the town.
Unhappily the most thickly populated quarter of the town was
aestroyed and about 800 civilians were killed and 200 injured.

The raid
The

received at S.H.AoE.P, by that
A force of 354 Lancasters

s.h.a.e,p,(air)
Hist. Rec. and
Diary, App, 1B
Jan, 1945

E.A.F, Bomber
Cmd, O.R.B. Jan.
1 945 DSC/TS
100/9 Pt.4
Enel, 1 6A,
para.

A protest by General Juin, Chief of Staff, French Army,
was addressed to S.H.A E P on 24 January, A thorough
investigation had, of course, been instigated by the Supreme
Commander as soon as he had heard of the incident. This
showed that there were two entirely different points of view
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On the one hand General de Larminat vJason the matter*

convinced that he had asked only for specific localities to

be bombed and on the other General Eoyce and his staff vJere

equally sure that the target area had been marked on a map
given to them by the French and that it definitely inclxoded
the to-wn of Royan,

The Supreme Commander’s Chief of Staff, General Bedell

Smith, -wrote an apology to General Juin informing him that
it \^as obvious that the main causes of misunderstanding in

the planning of the operation \vere due to differences in
language, poor communications and liaison between the head
quarters concerned. He assured General Juin that further
attacks on towns on the French -west coast vjould not be made

v/ithout his approval. The incident then appears to have
been closed.

No more active measures were taken in this area until

the beginning of April when a naval blockade was put into
operation to prevent Germans escaping to Spain. At about
the same time S.H.A.S.F. decided that a ground assault

against the fortifications on the Gironde would be made in
the middle of April by French troops. This 7/ould be
preceded by an air and naval bombardment on a large scale.
The code word for the operation had in the meantime been

changed to Venerable. The targets for the air forces 7/ere
the Point de Grave, situated to the south of the estimry;
almost exactly opposite was Royan on the northern banlc,
while a few miles to the west was the Point de la Coubre.

Heavy coastal guns were protected by casemates and surroimded
by a net-work of trenches and underground shelters,
and heavy anti-aircraft artillery gave protection from the

air. On 14 April, the day before the assault was due to
take place, the VIIIth Air Force despatched 1162 hea-vy
bombers to attack strong points, coastal batteries and hea-vy
flak positions at these tliree points. Thirty-tT,'JO targets

were attacked by visual methods and 2780 tons of bombs v/ere
dropped,
occasion,

flown, of which 1285 were effective on the same targets,
similar tonnage of high explosive was dropped.

The tremendous weight of this attack against so small
an area could not avoid causing serious damage to the defences
and it v/eakened the enemy's will to resist, the latter
already poor after the lengthy siege,
batteries were put out of action and a fair number of direct
hits were scored on the second day on emplacements and
sheltered casemates. Many near misses destroyed communi
cations, trenches and piled sand and rubble over other
positions, puttingthera out of action. Investigations
afterwards showed that the Napalm bombs had been ineffective

compared to the normal 2,000 pounder. Spitfires and
Thunderbolts of the French Western Air Force carried out a

series of attacks on gun positions, headquarters and
shipping the Estuary.

A ground attack was launched on 15 April and, with
support from French aircraft, the Royan sector fell on
18 April and the Point Be Grave on the 21st« Ships of the

French Navy bombarded gun positions assisted by spotting
aircraft from R.AoF. Fighter Command,

stubbornly on the Island of Oleron, north of the
Point de la Coubre, believed impregnable, unless air support
v/as given. Consequently, Iiferauders of the 42nd Bomber Wing
(1st T.A.F.) flew 288 sorties on 50 April against gun

Light

A new type of Napalm bomb was tried out on this
On the follOT/ing day (’D' Day) 1540 sorties were

A

About half of the

The Gormans held out

Vlllth Air Force

Monthly Summary

of Ops. April
1945 PP- 41
to 46

S.HcA.E.F. Dally
Int./Ops. Simimary
»o. 71 April I9ii5
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Shortly after-wardspositions and minefields on the island,
the French assaulted with great vigour and the German
garrison was overcome on 1 Ifey.

Air Operations against Dunkirk

From January to April, 1945 occasional air operations
were carried out against the garrison holding Dunl^irk.
They were the responsibility of No. 84 Group and fighter
bombers struck against small targets such as gun positions,
strong points and headquarters,
si^plemented by small forces of medium bombers from No. 2
Group which bombed fuel or ammunition dunps and strong points.

These minor operations were

No, Group O.R.B,
Jan, to April

No, 2 Group O.RpB,
Jan, to April 19I45

t'.

They were marred by an unfortunate mishap which took
A medium bomber attack against

Some of the

Mitchells of No, 1^7 Squadron detailed to bomb targets in

the tov/n mistook Calais for the proper target and as a result
a number of French civilians were killed and injured,
usual investigations were made and appropriate disciplinaiy
action taken.

place on 2? February.

The

Apologies to General Juin, Chief of Staff to

2nd T..A.E,-J}aiiy Log, Dionkirk was laid on in poor visibility.
Sheet N 0, 2662 and
S.H.A.E.F. (Air)
Hist. ReCo and Diary,
App, 2A March 19ii5

the French Army, V7ere tendered by General Bedell Smith and
the Deputy Supreme Commander va'ote a letter to
General de Gaulle, President of the French Provisional
Government, expressing his deep regret for the incident.

Pile

D/SAC/H26

DSC/T.3.100/9
Pt.5 Enel. 43A

Towards the end of April Twenty-First Army Group
rec[uested S.H.A.E.F, that a heavy bomber attack should be
made on enemy positions in Dunkirk. (1) It did not contem
plate a ground assault by the investing forces to follow up
the air attaclq but it hoped that the air bombardment would

induce the enemy to surrender. French Aimy Authorities
agreed to the attack provided that the British were sure that
all civilians and prisoners of war had been evacuated.

Shortly afterwards, however, General Juin requested the
Supreme Commander that Dunkirk should not be bombed. In

spite of this a further request v;as made by Headquarters,
Twenty-First Army Group, although it knew that the bombing of
the town had been prohibited. Air Marshal Robb, the Deputy
Chief of Staff (Air), refused to permit the bombing, for
political and military reasons, at the Air Staff meeting
held at S.H.A.E.F, on 30 April,

Ibid
Enel. 45A

Ibid

End. 48A

Operations against Dunkirk by the ground forces were
strictly limited, but they included a number of experiments

in psychological v/arfare. Nevertheless, attempts to induce
the enemy to siurrender proved to be a failure,
garrisons of Dimkirk, besides those of Lorient and

St, Nazaire, continued to resist imtil the general surrender
on 8 May,

and the

(1) In addition. General Spaatz required the destruction of
flalc positions in Dunkirk which were firing at the U,S.
bomber streams en route to Germany, (See File
D.S.C./T.S.100/9 Ft,5 Ends. 35A, 37A).
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CHAPTER 9

(
THE (g^RIvIAH SURRENDER IH THE NORTH

On 4 ilay Air ilarslial Conin^am informed his Comnand of
the procedure that was to be adopted when the Germans sur
rendered. All operations against the enemy whether on the2nd T.A.P.

O.R.B.

1945
ground in the air or on the sea were to cease at once,

the same time, a high state of readiness was to be maintained
which varied according to each type of aircraft.

At

On that evening. Admiral Eriedeberg, the represertative cf
Admiral Doenitz surrendered, Holland, the Erisian Islands,
Heligoland, Schleswig-Holstein and Denmark to- the British.
The «

cease fire’ took place with effect from 0800 hoiu’s, 5

Fighter squadrons of No, 83 (k’oup were already in the air
before this time and escorted several German aircraft to a

British airfield,(1) One aircraft, refusing to obey instruc
tions, v^’as shot down into the sea, later in the day, escort
was provided to an occupation party flying to Copenhagen,

Representatives of the German services arrived at
Luneberg on 5 ̂viay to receive instructions on the surrender of
their forces from Eield liarshal itontgomery,
Jfenshal Groom, the Senior Air Staff Officer at 2nd T,A,E, and
Air Commodore lYaite, in charge of Disarmament, led the R.A.E.
Party, and they gave instructions to the officers represent
ing General Lieutenant Stumpf, the Commander of Luftflotte
Reich.

Air Vice

All aircraft and anti-aircraft weapons were to be

2nd T.A.P.
Oo R, B,

May 1945*

instantly disarmed and immobilised and airfields were to be
cleared of obstacles and made ready for use by the R,A,P,

On. the next day. Air Commodore V/aite and a small party
took possession of the Headquarters of Loftflotte Reich at
Schleswig,
and they had to undertake the task of military government
until the arrival of the Second Amy on 'lO
Air Vice Marshal Broadhurst was made responsible for the
G.A.P. in north Germany by the Air Officer Commanding in
Chief 2nd T.A.P,

They were the first Allies to arrive in the ar

On 13 ifay

ea

Procedure for the disarmament of the G,A,P.

Plans for the occupation of Gemiany had been drawn up in
and were revised as the situation changed. A detailed

A.M, Pile

11/69/9.
Outline Air

Plan, Operation
Eclipse

194
plan could not, of course, be issued, as the conditions v/hich
might lead to the end of the war were difficult to predict.
Briefly the Tactical Air Forces were to assist the Annies
in any action which might be necessary and they were
responsible for the disarmament of the GaA.F. within their
respective military zones.

(»

British Air Disarmament Jfobile Detachments had been
formed Ih the autimn of 1944 to collect material in the

liberated countries. At the beginning of 1945 they gave
place to Disarmament Wings which were to operate within the
British Occupation 2ones in Germany, Pour (Sroup Disarma
ment Staffs were formed to work with the four Groups of
2nd T.A.P, and under them were I3 Disarmament Wings which

were to be located in north Germany and Denmark, In con
trol of all these operations was the Disarmament Staff

'Dissolution of
the Luf t7/aff e '

Vol, I Chap, 1,

(1 ) These v/'ere the last offensive sorties of the war flown
by the R.A.P. over Germany.
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Headquartersj 2nd T.A.E. (later Air Headquarters, B.A.F.O.)?
which had originally "been the A.E.A.F. I>isannament Staff on
detachment at S.H.A.E.E* iiain(l) Busliy Park,

Zones of occupation for the British Forces in Germany
were decided upon early in May and they v/ere allotted as
follows:-

Area of OccupationR.A.F. Arry

Schleswig-Holstein
Han.over

Westphalia - Rhine
Province.

No. 85 Group was the Base 1/iaintenance group of the R.A.P.
in Germany.

No. 83 Group
No, 82f Group
No. 2 Group

VIII Corps
XXX Corps
I Corps c

The end of the Task

After the tactical surrender at Lunehurg Admiral Briedeberg
was sent to S.H.A.E.F. at Rheims. The Supreane Commander soon
realised that the Germans were again playing for time, so
that they could evacuate troops and civilians from the Russian
front into the British lines. He told thm that unless they
imdertook to cease hostilities, he v/ould seal the western
front. This thorou^ly scared the Germans and, with the
approval of Admiral Doenitz, General Jodi Chief of Staff to
O.K.W,, signed the act of surrender at 02-M hoiu?s on the
morning of 7 yiay,{2) At midnight of 8/9 May? the terms
became effective.

Congratulatory messages began to pour into S.H.A.E.F.
and the other Comroands of the A.E.F. ,(3) from His Majesty
the King, the Prime Minister, the President of the
United States and others,

was received by the Air Officer Comi'nanding, 2nd T.A.F, from
Ir. Churchill, which summed up the British achievement in the
air throughout the campaign.

A particularly eloquent message

He' said

"Now that Germany has been ViTqII and truly
defeated, I wish to express to you on behalf of

(1) For a detailed account of the disarmament operations
soe

Doc. 1946’ produced by Air H.Q

The deed of unconditional surrender was signed by
General Jodi, in the presence of General Bodoll Smith,
roprosonting the Supremo Commander and General Suslaparov,
representing the Russian High Command. General Saves of
the Ii*ench Amy, Deputy Chief of Staff for National Deffence
signed as witness, A further ratification of the act of
military surrender was held in Berlin at the request of
the Soviet Command, This took place on 8 May and

was signed by Generals Friedeburg, Keitel and Stumpff, on
behalf of the German High Command, in the presence of
Air Chief Ifeirshal Tedder, representing the Supreme Coirsnander
and Marshal Zhukov of the Rod Army. General Spaatz and
General do Lattro Tassigny wore present as witnesses.
(For photostat copies of the doevunonts connected v;ith
the signing of tho deed of unconditional surrender soo
S.H.A.E.F. (Air) Hist. Record and Diary App. 2A May 1945).

Dissolution of the Luftwaffo (2 Vols) Fob. 1944 *“
B.A.F.O,● 9

(2)

4'

(3) Allied Expeditionary Force,
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I2.S Sjajesty’s Goverment the deep sense of gratitude felt

by all our people for the glorious part T/hich has been
played by the 2nd Tactical Air Force.

Their mastery of the skies above our Araiies, their
ever-vigilant reconnaissance, their interventions in the

land battles and their devastating attacks against the
eneiiy's vital communications, concentration areas and
supply organisation, has made the task of our Armies far
easier and less costly in casualties.

I know that our Armies are deeply conscious of these
achievements, and I knew too how much they appreciate the
care and skill with which your operations have been
planned and executed.

The great deeds of the Tactical Air Force bear

eloquent testimony to the high morale v/hich has sustained
your aircrews and to the devotion v/ith which their efforts

have been supported by their comrades on the ground.

The nation will not forget the decisive part which
your Officers, Airmen and Airwomen have made to the
Victory."

Air liarshal Coningham also received messages of congratu—
lations from General Eisenhov/er and the Air Council, the
latter's message ending:-

"British, Dominion and Allied Air Units share the

battle honours. They have played havoc ?ath the eneny's
cominunications. Again and again they have ihtervened
directly and with devastating effect in the land battles.

Their splendid record of mounting achievement reflects
the valour of your flying men backed by an efficient

planning and ground organisation in vrhich Staff Officers,
technicians, mechaiiics, airmen and airwomen of all

categories have striven ceaselessly regardless of the
difficulties, regardless of the hazards, to attain the
goal now reached. Our heartfelt thanics to you all,"

Duilng the rest of liay and June, 2nd T.A.F. began the
task of disarming the Luftwaffe,

in reconnaissances over German airfields and 'showing the
flag' over Germany and Denmark. On 14 July S.H.A.E.F. was
dissolved and the combined command of Anglo-American forces

came to an end. Two days later, on 17 July, the Second
British Tactical Air Force was disbanded and became the

British Air Force of Occupation in Germany,

Other activities consisted
Log D.S.C,
S.C.A.F.

478
12 Jul. 1945.
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APEBIg)IX NQ« 12

SQUADRON LOCATIONmNG TYPE OF REMARICS
A/C 01

Ho> 84 GROUP " Main - Nach&elgaelshoek. Antwerp (J06792) (ConCd.)
Rear «*~Hlngene (JaSVHb) tContd«}

SplCfire IX (LF)SC* Denls/Westram131 (Pol) 302 (Pol)
(B,61)

308 II n nfi

317 n n n It

132 (Nor) 66 Grlmberghen (B96O) Spitfire IX (LF)
(

To re-equlp Spitfire XVI
.5)127 ●  fi II 11 It11

0331 (Nor)
It

322 (Ducch)
332

(●5)n IIIt It II
nti n It It

u Ac A#PeCon

0Mervllle (B.53) Spitfire IX (LP) (.5)
(

135 33
o5)222 I!tl

3U9 (Beige)
i;85 (RNZAF)

(.5)n II

(o5)n n

liiS (Fr) 7k Courtral (B*55) (.5)It

329 (Fr) (o5)II tl

3kO (●5)II It It

341 («5)n It n
345 (.5)II dete at AeP«Cafl It

145 193 Antwerp/Deume (B.70) Typhoon
197 II It

257 tl n
263 !) n
266 It tl

A*0*P* Sqns* 652
66

Allocated to I Corps*
" II Can*IT

Aust* IV
0 II

Corps*
Allocated to First Can*
Army*

661 It

No* 85 CROUP H*Q, OHEI^T

142 176 (ASR) St* Denis/Westram
(B*6t)

Wanvlck
Walrus
Spitfire V

A Flight Portreath

148 409 (RCAF) Lllle-Vendeville
(B*51)

Mosquito XIII

149 Anilens/Ollsy (B*4B)219 Mosquito XXX
410(RCAF)

488 (RNZAF)

II n II

147 tl Under RoAsF* Fighter
Coramand for Ops*

Hunsdon

No* 2 GROUP - AdVo H*0» Brussels
Main H»Q* Mongewell Park

Best. IIIA/IV
Mitchell II
Host* IIIA/IV

II tl
It [i

VI try en Artois (B*50)137 88
226 It

342 (Pr) fl

138 107 Lasham Mosquito VI
)w305 (Pol; n tl

613 IIn

Brussels/M Glsbroek
(B*58)II

98 Mitchell II139
.)

It180
320 (Dutch) It tl

140 21 Thomey Island Mosquito VI
464 (RAAP)
4^ (RNZAF)

nn tl
itIt It

34 (PR) 16 (PR)
69 (NR)

140 (PR)

Brussels/M ©Isbroek
(B*58)II

Spitfire IX (PR)/XI (PR)
Well* XIII
Mosquito IX/XVI (PR)n

1
J
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AFESNDrX NO, 13

TYPE OFWING SQUADRON LOCATION REJiARKS
A/C

No« 38 GROl? - (a) H«Qo Netheraypn

296Rlvenhall Rlvenliall SUrt IV
570 n It

296Earls Colne Earls Colne Aiberaarle To re-equIp
Halifax V«

I

297 n n 0

196Weathersf ield Vleathersfield Stir. IV
299 n n

1

Tarrant Rushton Tarrant Rushton To re-equIp
Halifax III.

Halifax V

euh II n n n

Falrford 190 Fairford Stir. IV
620 n II

No. h& GROUP - (a) Main H.Q. Harrow Weald
AdVa H.Q» Netheravon

I

Broadwell Down Ampnoy Dakotas
n271 n n

512 Broadwell
Brussels (B#56)

II

575 II

BlakehlU Pana 233 Blakehlll Farm n

Zl37 (RCAF) IIII II

I-

(a) Under Operational control of S.H.A#E«F. except for Airborne Operations? under Admin. Control of
R»AaF« Fighter Cooimand.

NINTH U.S. ARMY AIR FORCE
Adv. HoO.a Luxembourg
Main Ho0.« Chantilly

IXth, Tactical Air Coranand HoQ. - Vervlers

H.Q. Llege/Blsset (Ao93)70th Fighter Wing

368th Grp-
370th ”
hokVrh-
365 th
48 th
3^th
474

11

II

n
It

Mth

Chlevres (A8/»)
Florennes (A78)
Sto Trend (A92)
Chlevres (A84)
St. Trond (A92)

Clastres (A?1)
Florennes (A70)

Florennes {A78)

CharleroQ (AS?)

395-396-397
401-402-485
506-507-508
386-387^388
492-493-494
392-393-394
428-429-/00

li22 (Night Fighter) Squadron

67th (Recce) Grpo 33 - I07 - I09

P 47
P 38
p 47
P 47
P 47
P 38
P 38

P 61

P 6
P530

XIXth Tactical Air Command

AdVo H.Qo Nancy
Rear H.Q. Juvigny

I
100th Fighter Wing H.Q. Bar le Duo (VU 0857)

354th Grp.
358th
362nd
405th
406th

i;S5th (Might Flehter) Squadron

365-366-367
377-378-379
509-510-511
512-613-514

II

n
II

n

Orcance (A 66)
Moumelon (A 80)
Prosnes (A 79)
St. Dialer (A 64)
Nouraelon (A 80)

Proaies (A 79)

P 51
P 47
P 47
P 47
P 47

P 61

10th (Recce) Gp. 12 (TR) -I5 (TR)
31 (PR)
155 (PR*^)

St. Dialer (A 64) F 6

F 5It II

F3[I n
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APPEM)IX m. ̂h

cTYPE OPSQUADRON LOCATIONWIND REMARKS
A/C

XXIXth Tactical Air Couarand
HoQo Arion

8ifth Fighter Wing
303rd IIn

HoQo Arlon
H«Q. Arlon

373rd Grpe 410-411-/tl2
22- 23- 53

389-390-391
36th II

366th n
0Relms/Champagne (A 62)

Juvlncourt
Laon/Couvron

(A 68)
(A 70)

P 47
P 47
P 47

0363rd (Recce) Grp. I6O (RE) 161 (TR) (A 97) F 6Saadweller

XII th Tactical Air Command
Adv» HeQ. Epinal
Rear H«Q. Dole.

64th Fighter Wing H*Q. - Dole/Tavaux

50th Grp.
371st
324th
4th »

339 Wing

II

II

10—81-313
i^c4-4^5-406
314-315-316
(F*A.F.) 1/4, n/3, n/5
(FoAJ^.) 326, 327, 328

415th (Night Fighter) Squadron

Lyon/Bron (Y 6) P 47
Dole/Tavaux (Y ?) P 47

(Y 7) p 47
(Y 5) P 47
(Y 8) Spitfire V, VII, IX.

II

Amberleu
Luxeull

(y 9) BeauflghterD13on

31st Bomb Grp. (F.A.F.) I/I9, 1/22, 11/20
34th " " (FrfA.F.) 1/32, 11/52, 11/63

Istres (T 0 939)
n

9th (Recce) Grp. (Provisional) (Y 9)Dijon
III (TR) 162 (TR)
34 (PR)

F 6II

n F 5

IXth Bombardment Division
H.Q. Chartres (A 40)

1st’ Pathfinder Squadron Andrews Field B,26

98th Bomb W1
323rd Grp.
397th
387th
394th

n
n
n

H.Q. Laon/Althles (A 69)
II

(A 72)
(A.39)
(A.74)

IIti

Petvnne
Chateaudun
Cambral

%3-454-455-456
596-597-598-599
556-557-558-599
584-585-586-587

B.26
B.26
B.26
B.26

99 th Bomb Wing
322nd Grp.
344th
386th
391st »

44
It

It

(A.60)
(A.61) b.26

H.Q. Beaumont sur Oise
Beauvals/Tllle
Corweilles-en-VexIn (A.59) b,26
Beaumont sur Oise
Roye/Amy

(A.60) B.26
(A.75) B.26

9-45Q-451-452
494-495-496-497
552^53-55ir555
572-573-574-575

97th Bomb (Light) Wing H.Q. MEIUN

668-669-670-671
640-641-642-643
6/(4-645-646-647

4l6th Grp.
409th
410th

II

It

(A.55) (A.2CG)
(A.48) (a 200}

Melun
Bretlgny
Coulommlers (A.58) (A.200)
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AREEI®IX NO. 15

SUPREME HEADQUARTERS ALLIED EXPEDITIONARY FPRCg
V

AIR TORCEI

ORDER OF BAmE

OPERATIONAL UNITS AS AT 2200 HOURS 2 FEBRUARY

RrMARKSSQUADRONWING LOCATION TYPE OF
A/C

SECOND TACTICAL AIR FORCE - H.Q, - Residence Palace, Brussels
Air Officer Commanding In Chief - A/M Sir A. Coningham*

I

No. 83 Group ** Main H.Q. Eindhoven
Rear H#Q. Valkensvraard CE !t208)

*● A/V/M H BroadhurstA«0 >C*

39 (R)CRCAF) 400 (RGAF) (PR) Eindhoven (B78)
4

Spitfire XI PR
IX FR

XIV FR
n
n

14 n II

100 n

174121 (B80)VolRel TyphoonI

175 nIt I

184 ItIt

245 II n

3 (B80) Tempest V122 Volkel
56 Itn
80 nn

274 ttn
486 (RNZAF) It n

dot from No. 125Wing41 II Spitfire XIV

124 1J7 Helmond (B86) Typhoon
181 AC APCIIIt

182 nti

247 Itn

130 Spitfire XIV125 Eindhovoi (B78)
402 (RCAF)
350 (Beige)

At APCIIn
nft

610 nIt

401 (RCAF)126 (RCAP) Spitfire IX LF.5Heesch (B88)
411 n It .5n
412 n .5nIt

442 ti n .5It

403 (RGAF)127 (RCAF) Spitfire XVI LFEvere (b56)
416 n IIn
421
44

n Itn
5 Itn

168143 (RCAF) Eindhoven (B78) Typhoon
438 IIfi

439 IIn
440 nn

653 Allocated to XII Corps*
" VIII
ft VIII "
” XXX

Itn
Q

IIn

Aust* IVA 0 P Sqdns*
65Q It

659 It

662 ti

No. 84 Group - Main H*Q. Goirle (E 1530)
Rear H*Q* Breda

- A/V/M.E.C. HudlestoneA«OoC,

Gilze Rijen (B77)n
2 PR
4 PR

35 R Spitfire XIV FR
XI PRItn

268 1 fit* A.R*C*

Temporarily under
oontrol of No,83 Group

It Typhoon

Typhoon

FR0

164123 Gilze Rijen (B?7)n183 nn
198 n n a
609 a n (I

302 (Pol)131 (Pol) Griraberghen (B60)n Spitfire XVI LF
IX LFIt308 n

To re-equip Spitfire
XVI IF.

n317 a n
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6 APFSmX M). 1

C.WING SQUADRON LOCATION TYPE OF RH1ARKS
A/C

No. 84 - Main H,Q. Oolrle (E 1530) (Concci.)
Rear H»Q. Breda (Contd.)

A.0.C, - A/V/M.E.C. Hudleston (Coned.)

Woensdrecht (B79) SpUflre XVI LP132 (Nor) 66
127 II n

331 (Nor) n n IX LF .5
n332 n n

322 (Dutch) nn XVI LP
Q)

135 349 (Beige)
485 (RNZAF)

GUae Rlden (B77) Spitfire IX LF .5 ●
n

Tanpest V
.5

To re-equIp Tanp. V
n II n II II IT

33 PredannacR Q)222 fi II

145 (Fr) 74 (B70)Deumo Spitfire IX LF .5
329 (Pr) n IT .5
341 It n IT .5
345 n H n ●5
340 Under operational

control of R.A.F.
Fighter Conimand.

DrsQ n KF E.

146 (B70)193 Deume Typhoon
197 n n
257 IT n
263 ● It It A t A .P, aC *
266 n IT

It

A.O.P.
Sqdns.

652 Aust. IV Allocated to I Corps.
" II Can.

Corps.
» First

Can. Array

n

It

660 II

661 II

No. ^ Group - H.Q. Ghent
Aj;).C. - A/V/M.e.R. Steele

142 276 (ASR) Knocke Le Zoute (B83)
Odihsra
Lille VendevlUe (B51) Mosquito XII/XIII

Spitfire V Walrus

264
409
60li‘

(RCAP) ti II n XIII
XII/XIIIn ITn

149 219 Amlens/Gllsy (B48) n XXX
410 (RCAF)
488 (RNZAP)

n XXXn n
It tt n XXX

No. 2 Group ●● H.Q. Caserne de Cavallerle Brussels
A.O.C. - A/V/MJ3.E. Embry

136 418 (RCAF) Mosquito VIBlackbu^e
605 nn

137 88 (B50) Boston III/IV
Mitchell n/III
Boston III/IV

Vltry
226 n
342 (Fr) n

138 107 (A75) Mosquito VIEpinoy
305 (Pol) ntt

613 Itn

139 98 (B58) Mitchell n/inMelsbroek
180 IIIt

320 (Dutch) n

140 21 (B87) Mosquito VIRosleres
(RAAP)

487 (RNZAF)
Itn
nIt

34 PR 16 PR
69 NR

140 PR

Melsbroek (B58) Spitfire XI PR
Wellington XIII
Mosquito IX/XVI PR

D
tl
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APPENDH NO. 17

SC?JADRCN LOCATIONWING T7PE CF RSiARKS
A/C

No* 38 Group (a)
A 0 C

H,Q, Earls Colne
A/V/M J R Scarlett-StreatfeUcl

RIvenhall 295 Rlvenhall Stirling IV
570 II n

296 Earls Colne Halifax V)Earls Colne
to re-equlp Halifax HI297 II )ti

196Weathersfleld Shepherdis Grove Stirling IV
299 II n

Tarrant Rushton 298 Tarrant Rushton Halifax HI
Skk II n

620 Stirling IVGreat Dunrtiow Great Dunmovj
190 II H

NO* liS Q?oup (b) Main H*Q Harrow Woald
Adv* H*Q* Netheraron
A/Olr, L* DarvallA 0 C

WBroadwell Down Anpney Dakotas

271 nn

512 Broariwell
Blakehill Fam

It

Blakehlll Fam 233 n

Z07 (RCAF) ItII

575 nn

Note; (a) Under (SJoratlonal Control of S*H*A*E#F. except for Airborne Operations;
under Admin*- Control of R,A,F, Fighter Command*

(b) Under Operational contnol of s*H*A*E«F* except for Airborne Operations:
under Admin* Control of R*A*F* Transport command.

NINTH U.S. ARMY AIR FORCE

commanding General - Ma3or General Hcyt S. Vandenber^
Namur (VJ 3612)
Chantilly

IXth TACTICAL AIR CQiMAND - H.O* Venrlers

Commanding General - Major General Elwood R. Qpesada

H*Q* Llege/Slerset (A93)

Commanding officer - Brig, General H* L, McCaulay

Le Culot (A89)
Florennes (A78)
Le Culot fAS9)
Florennes (A78)
Oiievres (A81+)

Florennes (A78)
(harleroe (AS?)

Adv* H*Q*
Main H*Q*

3
-388
-412
-450
-4S7

P 47
P 47
P 47
P 38
P 51

P 61 A 20
F 6

TOTH FIGHTER WING

36th Crp,
365th
373rd
WUch
352nd

Zi22nd NF Sqdn,
67th (Recce) Group 107-109

22-23-5
386-307
410-411
428-429
328-i<a6

n
H

It

II Attached from villth
Air Force

30 R F 5

(a) XXIXth TACTICAL AIR CCMMAND

COTinandlng General - Brig, General Richard E, Nugent
- MaastrichtHaQ*

li2Sh-49i;-494
389-390-391
506-507-508
/.|01«40&*485

33 PR
161 TR

P 47(ASE)48th QT3,
366th «
404th
370th "
363rd ” (Recce)

n

St, Trend
Asch
St, Trond
Ophoven
Le Culot East (YlO)

(Y10)

(Y29)
(A92)
(Y32)

n

P 47
P 47
P 38
F 5
F 6

Notes (a) Temporarily under Operational Control Of Second T*A,F,
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APPENDIX NO, 18

CTYPE OV REMARKSSQUADRON LOCATIONGROUP
A/C

XIXTH TACTICAL AIR COIMAND

Commanding General - Brig* General Otto P. VJeyland
Luxembourg
di alons-sur-Marne

Adv, H.Q,
Rear H.Q.

100TH FIGHTER WING H.Q. Meta

Consnandlng General - Brig. General Homer L. Saunders

Oi353-355-356
377-378-379
395-396-397
509-510-511
512-513-514
392-393-394
574-375-376

12 TR 15 TO
31 PR
155 PR N
160 TO

Rosleres en H^e (A98)
Verdun
Metz
St, Dlxler
Metz
Juvlncourt
diievTGS
Verdun
Conflans

(AS2)
(Y34)
(a64)
(Y34)
(a68)
(A84)
(A82)
(A94)

P 47354th Grp,
362nd '*
368th «
405th "
43 6th "
367th
361st »
425th (NF) Sqdn,
10th (Recce) Qrp.

It

P 47
P 47
P 47
P 47
P 38
P 51 Attached from Vlllth AlrFbroe
P 61

Q)

F 6
IIII F 5
tln F 3

F 6 Attached from XXIX TAG.n II

IXTH BCMBARLMENT DIVISION

commanding General - Major General Samuel B. Anderson
H.Q. Reims

B 261 Pathfinder Sqdn.

98th Bomh Wing

Peronne (A72)

H.Q. Laon/Athles (A6g)

OJiuaandlng Officer - Brig. General Harold L. Mace

453-454-455-456 Laon/Athles [l6S) 3 26
556-557-558-559 dastres (A71) B 26
584-585-586-587 Cambral (A74) B 26
596-597-598-599 Peronne c (A?2) B 26

H.Q. Beaumont sur Oise (a60)

323rd Grp,
387th
394th n
397th

II

It

99th Bomb wing

commanding Officer - colonel Reginald F. C. Vance

449-450-161-162
494-i©5-496-497
552-553-554-555
572-573-57 ir?75

Beauvals/TlUe (A6I)
Cormellles-eivVexln (A59)
Beaumont sur Oise (A60)
Roye/Any

B 26
B 26
B 26
B 26(A73)

322nd Grp,
344th
386th «
391 St

97th Bomb (Light) Wing

n

II

H»Q» Melun

Conmandlng General - Brig. General Edward N. Backus

640-641 “641 -643
644-645-6ii6^47
6^-669-670*^1 Melun

Bretlgny (A48)
Couloranlers (A58)

(A55)

A 26
A 20 A 2

439th Grp,
4l0th »
416th n

6
A 26

FIRST TACTICAL AIR FORCE (PRQVISICMAL)

Consnandlng General - Brig. General cordon P. Savllle
- VittelH.Q.

Xn TACTICAL AIR CCMMAND

Comnandlng General - Brig. General Olen'n 0. Barcus
/idv, H.Q.
Rear H.Q.

- uinevllle (WV 117999)
-Nancy (u 8307)

64th Flehter Wine

50th Grp,
324th n
371st B
358th "
415th (NF) Sqdn,
Provisional Recce Group:

H.Q. Naney

Ochcy
lunevllle (Y2)
Tantonvllle (Y1)
Croix de Metz (A90)
Och^

(A96)

(A96)

10-81-313
314-315-316
404-405-436
365-366-367

P 47
P 47
P 47
P 47
Beauflghter

111 TO 162 TO
34 PR 1/33 PR PAP

P 6Nancy Azelot (A95)
F 5II n

42nd Bwto Wing H.Q. Dl:lon (Y9)

COTcmondlng General - Brig. General jcAin P. Doyle
B 26
5 26
B 26
B 26

(Y9)Dijon
II

Lyon/Bron (Y6)
tl II 0

17th Bonb Grp.
32Dth
31st «
34th

It tl

n
U  H

34-37-95-432
44i-44&‘443-444
FAP 1/9 1/22 11/2D
"  1/32 11/52 n/63
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AFEEI^IXNO. 19

LOCATIONSQU/iDRON lYPE OFCROUP REK/JUB
A/C

FIRST FRENCH AIR COIFS

Conmandlng General - Cen de Brigade Oerardot

P 471/4 1/5
II/3 n/5 in/3
1/3 1/7

Dole Tavaux (Y7)
Luxeull (Y8)
Nancy/Ess^ (Y42>
Luxeuil {Y8)

3rd Group FAF
4ch P 47II »
1st Group spitfire VIII/IX <a)

II/7 n
n/33 TR sqdn. V/IX Attached 1st Groupn n

VIestern Air Forces HftQg cognac

(Y36)Group Patrle ni/33 TR
1/33 B
1/34 B
1/18 F/B
n/l8 F

Potez Morone slmoun
JU 83
Douglas DB 87 Maryland
A 24
Dewoltlne 520

●  Cognac
Toulouse
Bordeaux
Vannss
Toulouse

(Y38)
(Y37)
(A33)
(y:^)

Naval Group

(Y36)VFB 1
VFB 2

Cognac SBD
(Y3S)II u

Note: (a) Ifiider Administrative Control of No« 85 Group®

Kth TROOP CARRIER CaiM/lND

(Under Operational Control of 1st Allied Airborne Array)
Comraandlng General - Major General P* L. Williams

AscotK®Qc
I

IX T C Pathfinder Group (Prov)
1-2-3“ZrPathrinder Sqdns* » C 47 C SChalgrove

52 T C Vflng H«Qa Cottesmore

Commanding General - Brig* General Harold Clark

14“15-53-59
29-47-48-49
61-62-3^-50
34-43-309-310
36-37-44-45

C 47 c 53
n  - It

61 St Grp»
313th »
314th
315th «
316th »

n

Barkston Heath
Folkingham
Saltby
Spanhoe
Cottesmore

nII

II 11

ti n

H»Qn Grefflilian caramon53rd T C Wing

71-72-73-74
75-76-77“78
79-80-81-32
83-84-85-86
87-08-89-90

C 47 C 53Aldennaston
Welford
Membury
Ramsbury
Creenhara Conmon

434th Orpo
li35th "
436th
437th
438th ”

n
II

n It

II II

It It

n n

HaQc Chartres (a4Q)50th T C Wing

commanding General - Brig® General J. M® Chapp^l

91-92-93-94
95-96-97-98
99-100-301-302
303-304-305-306

C 47 C 53(A39)Oiateaudun
Orleans/Brloy
Dreux
St® Andre de l»Ehre (B24)

50)
(A41)

459th Grpo
41pth "
/441 St «
442iid «

11u
nn
Bfl
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SEGEffiT

LFFEmiX NO, 110

c
RECAPITULATION

HeQ» SECOND T,A,F. NINTH AIR FORCE

(1) No> 83 Group (I) IXth T,A«,Ca

12 Typhoon Sqdns
5 Tempest V Sqdns*
k Spitfire IX Sqdns*

XI PR Sqdn«
XVI sqdns*
IX FR Sqdn,
XIV Sqdns*

k Auster IV Sqdns*
(37 Sqdns,)

1 11

4 II

1
2 n

3 p 47 Groups
1 P 38 Group
1 P 61 Sqdtto
2 F 6 Sqdns*
1 F 5 sqdn,
1 F 51 Group
(19 Sqdns,)

Q)\

Oi:(11) XIXth T*A*C,

(il) No* 84 Group 5 P 47 Groups
1 P 61 Sqdn,
3 F 6 Sqdns,
1 F 5 Sqdn,
1 F 3 sqdn*
1 P 38 Group
1 P 51 Group
(27 Sqdns,)

9 Typhoon Sqdns,
FR Sqdn,

2 Tempest V Sqdns*
11 Spitfire IX Sqdns,

XVI Sqdns*
XIV PR sqdn,
XI PR Sqdno

3 Auster iv Sqdns,
(32 Sqdns,)

1 n

4 It

1 n
1 ti

(ill) XXIXbh t,A*C*

3 P 47 Groups
1 P 38 Group
1 F 5 Sqdn,
1 F 6 Sqdn,
(14 Sqdns,)

(111) No* 85 Group

3 Mosquito XXX Sqdns*
XHI
Sqdn*

3 II It

1 ASR
(7 Sqdns,)

(IV) IXth BC

(Iv) No* 2 Group

4 Mitchell n/III Sqdns*
2 Boston ll/iv
8 Mosquito VI

(14 Sqdns,)

II

II

8 B 26 Groups
1 B 26 (PFP sqdn,)
2 A 26 Groups
1 A 20 Group
(45 Sqdns*)

FIRST TACTICAL AIR FCRCE(V) No* 34 Vflng

(1) Xllth T,A,C,
1 Spitfire IX/XI Sqdn,
1 Wellington XIII «
1 Mosquito IX/XVI «

(3 Sqdns,)

4 P 47 CS’oups
1 Beaufighter Sqdn,
2 F 6 Sqdns,
2 F 5
4 B 26 Groups
(31 Sqdns.)

ti

No* 58 Group

6 Stirling IV Sodns,
2 Halifax V

II

(10 Sqdnsa)

It

2 III « (II) FIRST FRENCH AIR CCRPS

5 P 47 Sqdns,
4 spitfire Sqdns,
5 Groupe Patrle Sqdns*
2 Naval Sqdns,
(16 Sqdns,)

No* 46 Group

6 Dakota Sqdns,

IX TROOP CARRIER CCMMAND

60 c 47 C 53 Sqdns,

TOTAL SQUADRONS

Second T*/i,F«
Ninth Air Force
First T,A.C, Air Force
IX T.C.C,
Others

93
105
47
60
16
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SECRET

AHEM)IX NO. 111

SUPRE^E HSAPqiJARTERS ALLIED EXPEDITIQN<\RY FORCE

AIR FORCE

OPERATIONAL UNITS AS AT 2200 HOURS ON U Mi\Y 19l;5

SQUADRON LOCATION REMARKSWING TYPE OF
Aye

4

SECOND TACTICAL AIR FORCE - Main H.Q. Suchtelen (F O57998)
Rear H. Residence Palaoep Qnissels#

Air Officer Commanding In Chief - A.M. Sir A. Conlngham.

No, 83 Group - Main H.Q, Bispingen (S 5201)
Rear H.Q, N. W. Boye (X 541526)

- A/V/M E, Broadhurst,

Relnsehlen (B154)

A,O.C.

400 {RCAF (PR) Spitfire XI PR39 (R)
(RC/tP) XIV FR

XIV PR
I!

n
n414

4
n

30 tt n

121 (BI50)175 Hustedt Typhoon RP
184 n R

245 ItII

3 (B152)122 Tempest VFassberg
56 uII

80 II II

486 (RNZAF) n n

616 Meteor IIIn

124 137 (B156)Umeberg Typhoon RP
181 nn II

182 n n n

2it7 II n n

41125 (B118)Celle Spitfire XIV
130 IIn

350 (Beige) IIn

401 (RCAF)126 (BII6)Wunstorf Spitfire IX IF
(RCAF) 411 II nII

412 II 11II

402 n
XIV det from 125 Wingnn

403 (RCAF)127 Relnsehlen (B154) Spitfire XVI LF
(RCAF) 416 II nII

421 II tiII

445 II nti

143 438 (RCAF) Typhoon/ F Bomber(B150)Ifcstedt
(RCAF) II439 IIn

440 II IIn

653A.O.P,
Sqdnsb

Auster IV Allocated to XII Corps
n VIII
“ VIII
“ XXX

fl n u
n D R

flR II

658
659
662

No. 84 Group - Main H.Q, Delden (V 3008)
Rear H.Q.

* A/V/M E. c, Hudleston

IIII

A. 0. C,

35 2 Twente/Enschede (B106) Spitfire XIV FR
XI FRnII R(R) 4 (P8)

164123 (BI03) TyphoonPlantlunne RP
183 >1II

198 nn

609 nn

131 ●
(Pol)

302 (Pol) (B113) Spitfire XVI LF
XVI LF At APC
IX LF

Tfvente/Enschede (B106) Spitfire XVI LP

Varrelbua:h
RII

nn
308 II

n317

132 (Nor) 66
127 nII II

322 (Dutch) nn II

135 53 Quakenbruck (B109) Tenqjest V
222 Rfl

274 nII

349 (Beige) Spitfire IX LF to re-oqulp
Spit LF XVI

R
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SECRET

12 APHHS1DIX NO. 1

e
S^ADRQNWING LOCATIQ^ T7PE OF REN/iRKS

A/C

No. 84 Group - Main HjCl. Delden (V 300£> 'Contd.)
(Contd.)Rear HoCIb

“ A/V/M E C Hudleston (Contd.)

II H

A 0 C

74145 (BIOS) spitfire XVI LF.5
XVI LP
XVI LF
XVI LF
IX LF

Typhoon F/Boraber

ti

II

II

H

Drope
341 (Ft)
3(jO »

(Pr) II

II

345 IIn

485 (RNZ/J^) II

193 i'Jilom (Bill)
197 II II n
263 II II RP
266 II II II At APC

Auster IV Allocated to I Corps,
« II Can Corps,
" First Can Arw
“ I Can Corps

n It

n II

II II

652A 0 P
Sqdnso 660

661
664 (RCAF)
657 n " In II H

665 n II ●  " I n II

No# 85 Group - HdQ« Ghent
** A/V/M D A Boyle

Wiocke le Zoute (B 83)

(B108)
(B77)

(K77)

A 0 C

Rhelne
Gilze Rljen

Gilze Rljen

142 276 (ASR)

409 (RCAF)

Spitfire V Walrus

148 Mosquito Xin
264 II XII/XIII

149 219 n XXX
410 (RCAF)
488 (RNZAF)

II n It XXX
IIR II XXX

No. 2 Group - Adv, H#Q. Achmer (B110)
H.Q# Caserne de Cavallerlef Brussels

- A/V/M B E EmbryA.O C

136 ■4I8 (RC/iF)
6

Volkel (B80) Mosquito VI
05 nII

226 Gllze Rljen (B77) Mitchell Il/ni137
342 (fr) ti II D

138 107 Epinoy (A75) Mosquito VI
305 (Pol) fin
613 nn

Achmer (Bl 10) Mitchell II/III139 98
180 It II

320 (Dutch) R Q

143 21 Melsbrook (B58) Mosquito VI
464 (RAAF)
487 (RNZAF)

11 n
R II

34 (PR) 16 (PR)
69 (NR)

143 (PR)

Eindhoven (B78) Spitfire XI PR to re-equip
Wellington XIII (Spitfire XIX PR)
Mosquito IX/XVI PR

n
n

No# 38 Group (a) - H#q» Earls Colne
●' A/V/M J R Scarlett-Streatfelld

Rlvenhall Stirling IVRivonhall 295
570 IIn

Earls Colne 296 Halifax I/VIIEarls colne
297 Rn

SiJepherds
Grove

Tarrant
Ruchton

Great Dunraov;

299 Stirling IV
n

Halifax III/VII
II

Stirling IV to re*“equlp Halifax III/VII
R

Stirling/Hudson

Shepherds ttwe
196 n
298 Tarrant Rushton
644
6

(I
20 a*eat Dunmow

190 II

161 (S#D.) ■Tompsford Tempsford

Note: (a) Under Operational Control of S#H#;i,EbF. Except for Airborne Cjieratlonss
Under Admin# Control of R.A.P, Fighter COi^imand#
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SECRET

15 AEEroiXNO, 1

SQUADRON LOCATIONvnHo lYPE CF REMARKS
A/C

No# ij6 Group (b) - Main H,Q, Harrovj Weald
Adv* H«Q» Netheravon

- A/Cdr* Lt DarvallA 0 C

(

BTOadv/ell Down Ampnqr Dakota
271 It u
512 Broadv/ell

Blakehlll Pai-m
n

Blakehlll
Farm

233 ti

hJ7 (RCAF) It It

n575 ft

(b) Under Operational control of s.H*A*EeF* except for Alrbcrne Operations:
Under Admin, Control of B*A,F, Transport Commando

Note:

NINTH U.S, ARMY AIR FORCE

Commanding General “ Lieutenant General Hoyt S. Vandenberg
●* Wiesbaden
- Chantilly

Wiesbaden (Y80)

Adv. H.Q,
Main HoQo

9th Recce Group (Prov)
31 Fw6TR t!

39 PR
155 PR (N)
162 TR

ti 5^5n FW3
pw6It

IXth TACTICAL AIR COMAM)

Commanding General -< Brigadier General Ralph F* Stearley
HoQ. ^ Weimar (J 5570)

HoQ. BTUhl (F Zt2it8)

commanding General - Brigadier General James W, McCaul^

Kassel/Rothwestern (R12)
FTltzlar (Y86)

/”
Lagensala (R2)

tt

Eachwege (R11)

3
386-357-388
506-507-508

P i{
P 47
P 47
P 38
P 6
F 6

70TH FIGHTER WING

36th Grp.
365th
IjOifth
i*7l(th
i(22nd (NF) Sqdn.
67th ^'lecce) grp. IO7HO9

22*-23-5
ri
n
11

7

1 A 20

30 It F 5

XIXTH TACTICAL AIR CdlMAND

Coniuandlng General - Major General otto P, Upland
- Eisenach
- Bad Nauheim (M 7494)

Furth (R28)

Adv, H.Q,
Rear H.Q,

I 10th (Recce) Grp, pwg [a.6
12 TR
15 TR
31 PR

II

ti It It
II uw

100TH FIGHTER WING H,Q. Konlgsteln

Commanding General - Brig, General Homer L, Saunders

Illeshelm (R10)
Ansbach (R45)
Illeshelm (RIO)
Franlcfort/Eschborn (Y74)
Frankfort/Rheln^aln C!i73)
Pranlcfort/Eschbom (Y74)
Kltzlngen (R6)
Furth/lndustrlohafen (R30)

492-493-494
355-355-356
377-378-379
392-39>394
395-396-357
404-405-406
509-510-511

P 4748th Grp,
354th

●362nd «
367th
368th n
371st
435th It
425th (NP) Sqdl^,

tt

n

ti

P 51
P 47
P 47
P 47
P 47
P 47
P 61 A 20

XXIXTH TACTICAL AIR CQIMAI^D (PROVISIONAL)

commanding General - Brig, General Richard e, Nugent
- BrunswldcAdVo H.Q,

ftRear H«Q.

P 47389-390-391
410-411-412
412-513-514
401-402-485
33 PR

160 TR
161 TR

(Y94)366th Grp,
J73rd
406th a
370th n
363rd (Recce) Grp

It
Handorf
Llppstadt
Handorf
Guttersloh

P 47(Y98)
P 47(94)

(Y99)
Bnmswlck/Waggum (R37)

P 51
F 5
F 6II

F 6It
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SECRET

14 APESEDIX NO. 1

c
GROUP SCnJADRCB'I LOCATION TYPE OP REMARKS

A/C

IXTH BQIBARKffiNT DIVISION

Conmaxidlng General - Major General Samel E* Anderson
H.Q. - Namur

Ist Pathfinder Squadron C'Venlo (^55)

93th Bomb Wing
H.O, Havrlncourt m 6779^

Commanding General - Brl&, General Harold U Mace

323rd Group
387th H
39ijth
397th

n
n

h53-“h5k-h55~h56
556-557-558-559
58ir585-586-587
59^597-598-599

Denaln/Prouvy (A83)
Maastricht (,rkh)
Carabral
Venlo

(A74)
(Y55)

3 26
3 26
3 26
3 26

99th Bomb Wing H«Q» Tlrlemont

commanding Officer - colonel Reginald F, c, Vance

(A09)
(A78)
(A92)
(Y29)

3 26Le Cuiot
Florence
St. Trond
Asch

3 26
A 26
A 26

32ami ca^oup
3ii4th «
386th ti
391st II

kh9-k^-h5^‘‘k5^
49l-ii95-Ii96-i;97
552-553-55ir555
572-573-574-575

97th Bomb Light Wing. HaQ« Marohals (No> 1816)

Commanding General - Brig, General Edward N* Baclcus

^K)9th Group
4 0th
ill 6th n

fi 6lj0-6I}.1“6Ij2-6i5
6ijir645-6Ij^Ii7
668-669-670-671

Laon/Couvron (A70)
Juvlncourt {68}

(A69)

A 26
A 20 A 26 B 26
A 26

FIRST TACTICAL AIR FORCE (PROVISIONAL)

COTimanllng General
H.Q,

- Major General Robert M* Webster
- Heidelberg

XIITH TACTICAL AIR COMMAND

Comandlng General - Brig* General Glenn 0. Barcus
Adv» H.Qo
Rear HiQ,

- Gemund (S 5152lj5)
- Darmstadt

6iith Fighter Wing HaQ> m 260765)

Commanding Officer - Colonel Nelscn Po Jadcson

27th Group

e
3P.lfih
358th

(i15th (IF) Sqdn,
i|l7th

69th (Recce) Group 10 TR 22
3h PR

522-52>5
II

n
n
n

n

2ii
IO-6I-313
525-526-527
314-315-316

36^366-3^

(Y78) P 47BIblls
Olebelstadt
Brounsliardt
umevllle
Sandhofen
Braunshardt
Glebelstadt

TR 111 TR Hagenau

(Y90) P 47
(Y72) P 47

P 47
P 47
Beauflghters

(Y2)
(Y79)
(Y72)

P 61(YdO)
(39) P 6

F 5II

42nd Bcanb Hlnp H«Qc Dijon (Y9)

DoyleCoiranandlng General - Brlgo General John Po

17th Bomb Grpe
320th
31st 0
34th B

n  a

H F

3i-r37- -ii32
i|ii1-4i2-li43-444
1/19 1/22 n/20
1/32 n/52 11/63

B 26
B 26
B 26
B 26

Dijon

Dole Tavaux (Y7)
St« Dlzler {a64>

(Y9)

AP
H  n

II
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SECRET

iRPEKDIX NO. 115

GROUP SQUADRON LOCATICN WPE OF RQ1ARIK
A/C

FIRST FRENCH AIR CCRPS

Commanding General - Brig, General Paul Geradot
- Landau
- Strasbourg

Adv. H«C!,
Main H,Q,

1/3 1/7 II/7
1/4 1/5 III/6
n/3 II/5 III/3

1st Grpo FAF Sachgenhelm (E^)
Entzhelm (VijO)

(Y53)Colmar

spitfire VIII/IX (a)
3rd It II

P 47
Ifih n It

P 47
n/33 (TR) Sqdn.
1/33 (PR)

F 6M t!

II It F 5

Western Air Forces H»Q, Cognac

Cwnmandlng Officer ●● Colonel 0, Mlllnlor

Group Patric in/33 TR
1/31. B

Cognac (Y36)
Cazaux (0 2454)

Cognac (Y36)

Potezj Morane slmoun
JU 88, Maryland,
Douglas DC 87
A 2lft Dewoltlne 520
det at Vannes A 33
Equip A 24

Spitfires

1/18 F/B

11/18 Bo3?deaux (Y37)F

Naval croup

VFB I
VFB 2

cognac SH)
n ti

(a) Under Administrative contr*ol of No, 85 GroupNote:

IXTH TOOQP CARRIER CCMMAND

(Under Operational control of 1st Allied Airborne Amy)
commanding General ~ Major General P, L, V/illlans

- Ascot
- Louveclennes

Chartres (AljO) C 47 C 53

Main H.Q,
Adv. H.Q,

IX T,C. Pathfinder Group (Prov,)
1-2-3-lrPathfInder Squadrons (Prov.)

52nd T.C, Wing H.Q, Amiens

Commanding General - Brig, General Harold L, Clarlc

Abbeville/Drucat (B92)
Achlet (B54)
Poix (b44)
Amiens (B/j8)
Cottesmore
Rcye//Jiy (A73)

C 47 c 55
n It

It It

nD

ftIt

Itn

61 St Grp,
313bh
314th
315th
316th
349th

It

I)

II

tl

H

14-15-53-59
29-47-48-49
32-50-61-62
34-i^-309-310
36-37-44-45
23-312-313-314

53rd T,C, Wing HaO, voisenon

Conmandlng Officer - Colonel Maurice M, Beach

Mourmelon (A8O)
Bretlgny (a48)
Melum (a55)
Coulommlers (A56)
Prosnes (A79)

HbQ, Chartres (a40)

commanding General - Brig. General J, M, Ch«)pell

Chateaudun (A39)
Orleans/Brlcy {aso)
Dreux {a4H
St, Andre do L»ESiro (B24)

C 47 c 53
It It

It It

It 0

It It

C 47 C 53
Ra
Bt1

n

434th Grp,
435th »
436th n
437th n
438th «

71-72^3-74
75-76-77-78
7^30-81-82
83-0.4-85-86
87-88-89-90

50th T,C. Wing

91-92-93-94
95-96-^-98
99-100-301-302
30>30ir305-306

439th Grp,
44Dth «
44lst n
442nd It
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16 APPEmiY. N0.1

RECAP imATI OH

H.q. SECaiD T.A.F.
NINTH AIR FORCE

(I) Mo< 83 Group
{!) 1 F-3 Sqdn.,

1 F-5 "
2 F-6 n

10 Typhoon Sqdnso
h Tempest V Sqdns,
3 Spitfire IX Sqdns*

XI PR sqdru
XVI Sqdns,
XIV FR Sqdns,

,  XIV Sqdns,
4 /

4 It

2 u
4 I)

aister IX Sqdns,
1 Meteor l/in sqdn*
(33 Sqdadrons)

1 n
sj

(11) IXTH T,A.C.

3 P 47 Groups
1 P 38 Group
1 P .61 and A 20 Sqdn,
2 F 6 Sqdns,
1 F 5 Sqdn,
(16 Squadrons)

(il) No, 84 Group

8 Typhoon Sqdns.
1  " F R
3 Tempest V Squadrons
4 spitfire IX Sqdns,

XVI Sqdns,
XVI FR Sqdn,

,  XI FR Sqdn,
6 Au

8 ti

1 ti

1 II

ster IV Sqdns,
(32 Squadi'ons),

Uil) XIXTH T.A.C,

6 P If?
1 P 61 and A 20 Sqdn,
3 F 6 Sqdns,
1 P 51 Group
(25 Squadrons)

(IV) XXIXTH T.A.C.

3 P 47 Groups
1 P 51 Sroup
1 P 5 Sqdn,
2 F 6 Sqdns,
(15 Squadrons)

(111) No* 8S Gronp

5 Mosquito XXX Sqdns,
2  " XIII Sqdre,
1 ASR Sqdn,
(6 Squadrons)

No* 2 Group

5 mtchcll Ii/ni Sqdns,
8 Mosquito VI Sqdns,
(13 Squadrons)

(V) IXTH B.C.
(Iv)

6 B 26 Groups
1 B 26 (PFF) sqdn,
5 A 26 Groups
(45 Squadrons)

(V) No, 34 Mlnp

]  IX/II sqdn,
1 Wellington XIII Sqdn,
* Mosquito IX/XVI Sqdn.
(3 Squadrons)

FIRST TACTICAL AIR FORCE

(1) XIITH T.A.C,

5 P 47 Groups
1 Beauflghter sqdn,
3 F"6 Squadrons
1 P-5 Sqdn,
4 B-26 Groups
(34 Squadrons)

No, 38 Group

7 f Irllng IV sqdns,4 Halifax
(11 Squadrons)

No, 46 Group

6 Dakota Sqrins,

ni/VIl Sqdns,

(11) FIRST FRENCH AIR CORPS

6 P 47 Sqdns,
3 Spitfire SqdnSo
4 Group Patrje sqdns,
2 Naval sqdns,
1 F-6 Sqdn,
1 F“5 Sqdn,
(17 squadrons)

IXTH TROOP CARRIER CCIiMAMD

64 C 47 C 53 Sqdns,

TOTAL SQUADR01B

66Second Tactical Air Force
Ninth Air Force
First Tactical Air Force
IX Troop carrier COTimaid
Others

105
51
64
17
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APPENDIX. NO, 3SECRET

1

FURTHER AIRBORNE OPERATIONS IN EUR0EB(1 )

Developments Prior to Operatiom Varsity

Control of Ho, 46 Group

A.E.A.P, Pile/
TS.22518/A.3
Enel, 26a

Shortly after Operation Market had been completed, the

question of qualifying the operational relationship het^reen
the First Allied Airborne Army and Nos, 38 and Groups was

again raised by General Brereton in a signal to S.H,A,E,E,
It was desiredForward Headquarters, on 30 September 19'44.

to have a permanently clear relationship to facilitate the^
training and planning for future projected airborne operations.
The available resources of nos, 38 and 46 Groups were, there

fore, placed underthe control of Ihe First Allied Airborne Army,
after allowing for the demands on No 38. Group by SAS/SOE com
mitments and on No, 46 Group by transport work. The latter

-J

group screened two aircraft per squadron from transport opera
tions to carry out airborne training.

H.Q. P.A.A.A
File A.P.0,740,

21/9/44

● ? Naples II

During Septeniber 1944 the outline plan for Operation
Naples II was produced by First Allied Airborne Army, 1.
object of this operation was to assist the advance of the
central group of Armies by seizing a bridgehead on the east

Bank of the Rhine in the general area Koln/Sonn and to
achieve this the use of airborne troops was considered

It was intended to use 6th Airborne Division,

The

necessary,
which would be ready for combat during-October and the
XVIIth U.S, Airborne Division, which had arrived from the

U.S.A, in September.

For the purpose of Operation Naples II, all No. 38
Group aircraft, except 25 which were to be retained for
SAS/SOE operations, were made available and, with the excep
tion of 40 serviceable aircraft for transport purposes, all

No, 46 Group aircraft as well(2).

It was originally intended to launch Naples II in
November, but in view of the strategic situation it was
decided at S.H.A.E.P, Chiefs of Staff Conference, on

20 November 1944, that Varsity and Naples II should take
place on 1 January 1945, and be operated from the TJ.K,
operations beyond the Rhine, however, airfields on the conti
nent would be required, but the earliest date by which these
would be available was 1 February 1945*

The whole situation was altered by the German offensive
in the Ardennes in December, after which it became apparent
that the assault over the Rhine could not be undertaken until

the spring of 1945.

For

D,S,C./T.S./
100/9? Part III,
Enel, 18A

(1 ) This chapter has been extracted frem R.A.F, Monograph
*The History of Airborne Forces,*

(2) The 25 aircraft of No. 38 Group might be available for
the initial lift of Naples II, but not the 40 aircraft

of No, 46 Group,
scheduled air services to 2nd T.A,F, and Twenty-First

Army Group at all times, but this did not preclude the
possibility of No, 46 Group aircraft being required fer

an airborne operation if it were deemed important enough,
Thus all No, 46 Group air and glider crews were kept ful!ly
trained and available.

It was the intention to maintain all

A,E,A.F,/Pile
T,S.22518/A,3
Enel, 32A
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"When the operation for crossing the Rhine assumed
reality, the First Allied /lir borne Army requested operational
control of the total strength of the two R.A.P, Groups, dat
ing from 1 March, l945o This was granted, with the excep
tion of one squadron (25 aircraft) of No. 46 Group, v^hich was
to be retained for air transport vjork. A further 25 of the
125 remaining aircraft were retained on transport work until
three days before the operation.

C

A.M.S.O. File

nyI.275/D.D»Oe(P)
No, 58 Group Moves to New Location

As the operations in Europe moved further to the east,
the range for aircraft based in Britain greatly increased
and, at a meeting of the A.E.A.F. Airfield Committee on
23 September, 1944, it was decided to move No, 38 Group and
its squadrons to East Anglia, in order to facilitate flying
for any future operations.

The moves took place during the early part of October
and were as follows

H.Q, No. 38 Group to Marks Hall

All 38 Group Units at Brize Norton to Earls Colne

Fairford to Gt, Bunmow

Harv/ell to Rivenhall (including the
satellite at Hampstead Norris)

11

ir

II Keevil to Wethersfield

All these stations were in Essex^

Pre-Crew Training SAS/SOE Operations

During July 1 944 a-u. atteii5)t was made by the Director of
Operational Training, Air Ministry, to alter the Training
Syllabus of No, 38 Group to confoiwi to that in use at a
Bomber Command Wellington Operational Training Unit^

Air Vice Marshall Hollinghurst, A,0,C, No, 38 Group,
strongly opposed this suggestion and stated in a letter dated
29 July 1944, the absolute necessity for a high standard of
training, which was in no way diminished by the use of No, 38
Group crews in SA^SCE operations,r This lesson, he said,
had been outstanding from previous airborne operations. The
AcOeCo pointed out that the problems confronting No, 38 Group
were different to those of Bomber Command and that there was

no point, therefore, in standardising the training. The very
nature of the work involved in SAS/SOE operations rendered

individual pre-crew training of the highest standard to be
more essential that in any other phase of air activity#’

Section II, No,
38 Group Report

No, 38G/t,S,5
Air/Part II,
Enel, 67A

Ibid

End, 69A n-

The emphatic defence by the AoOoC, No, 38 Group of the
training method then in use had the desired effect, H.Q,
A,EoA,F, supported his view‘that no economy in pre-crew train
ing could be effected in No, 38 Group without considerable

detriment to the future operational success of the Group, and
no deviation from the high standard then maintained was
permitted.

DS 96326/1(292) SBCREP
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Training prior to May;

All training in No. 38 Group was new tieing carried out
in order to fit aircrews to complete their duties as laid
down in the Standard Operational Hrocedure (see Appendix 3)( 1)
and training hecame more or less static.

On 18 Ootoher, 1944? Air Vice ifershal J. R. Scarlett-
Streatfeild was appointed A.O.C. No. 38 Group in place of
Air Vice I'iarshal L. N. Hollinghurstj who was due to he
posted to South East Asia, The ne\v A.O.C, soon foresaw
the necessity of revising the method of supply dropping.
It had "been demonstrated in Operation Iviarket that lovr level
supply dropping could prove extremely costly. Therefore
he ordered experiments to he made in dropping supplies from
medium altitudes.

Throughout the winter months of 1944“‘1945? No, 38
Group continued to carry out SAS/SOE operations, although had
weather caused many cancellations. Normal training in large
scale glider and parachute exercises took place, designed in
preparation for any operations which might he called for in
crossing the Rhine.

It was decided hy the A.O.C, No, 38 Group and the
Commanding General IXth Troop Carrier Command that at least
one wing of the ECth T.C.C. would have to he available for
lifting any British airhorne division from the United Kingdom
to Europe. A large scale combined exercise was therefore
planned in which both British and American aircraft would
come under the control and command of the A.O.C. No. 58 Group.

No, 38 (Group
Report.
Section II.

Paras. 76-80

"2)

Exercise Eve was carried out on 21 November 1944? and

comprised a large scale parachute landing hy day from both
British and American aircraft together with a glider landing,
the gliders Being towed hj'’ British aircraft,
was some delay in tahe off, the exercise was fairly success
ful and vfas used as a basis for the planning of Operation

Exercises in D.R. Navigation were also held under

Although there

Varsity,
the code name Quiver as it was apparent that many crews were
relying too much on radar as a means of, rather than an aid
to navigation.

RE-ORGANTSATION OP TRAINING UNITSt

On 12 December 19Zf4, the Director of Operational Train
ing, Air Ministry, wrote a letter on the re-organisation of
No, 38 Group Training Units, ● In the proposed re-organisa
tion, No. 81 O.T.U. was to expand in order to reach the
output of 26 trained crews per month. It was also to be
equipped with V^ellington X aircraft. The re-equijanent of
the O.T.U, with the Wellington X, fitted with radar and other
specialist equipsnent and capable of carrying pre-crew navi
gators doubled up with the crev/- doing advanced training, was
intended to dispense with a certain proportion of the pre-
crev/ training then being carried out on Anson and Oxford
aircraft. It v/as also thought that the pilots’ flying time
on the Service type at the O.T.U.s could be reduced to nearer
80-85 hours instead of the 102 already in existence.

The Director of Operational Training also ordered a
revised Training Syllabus for the re-organisation of No. 81
O.T.U. to be prepared. On 5 January 1945? H.Q. A.S.A.P,
agreed to this proposal. The new syllabus was drawn up and
remained in force until after the end of the war.

A.M. File

S.95943/1'1A.0.3
dated 12/12/44

511e
S.H.A.E.P.

A.R.S./72O8I

(1) Of the A.H.B. Monograph 'History of Airborne Forces*.
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No. 58Q/S.3/Air The re-organisation of the Training Units v/as described
in a letter from No, ̂ 8 G-roup on 24 January ●1945>
included the following points:-

C

The future replacement for the Group Y^fas agreed at
fifteen Halifax and ten Stirling crews a month, thus it .
was necessary to intake 26 crews per month alloY/ing one
crew per month wastage in the Training Units.

No, 1665 Heavy Conversion Unit r
The new aircraft establishment for this Unit was

seventeen Halifax liark III and thirteen Stirling
1-Iark X7 aircraft. n
Operational Training Units

In view of the new replacement rate of 25 crews per
month, it was decided to close down No, 1^2 O.T.U. at
Ashbourne and its satellite and to increase No, 81 O.T.U.
at Tilstook and Sleap.
amongst the Derbyshire hills, had never been very suit
able in vieY/ of the poor weather and it had always exper
ienced difficulty in maintaining its output in the past.

Ashbourne, situated as it was

Once this re-organisation of the Training Units had been
put into effect, there was little or no alteration until
after the cessation of hostilities in Europe.

No, 38 Group
Report,
Section IV,
paras, 15, I6,

Special Training Prior to Operation Varsity

Owing to the inexperience of many of the R.A.F, and Amy
crews an intensive training programme was carried out during
the month preceding Varsity. It was as follows17

Flying time
Hours Mnutes

(i) Army

301Light lifts per day
Heavy lifts per day
Station Ealbos
Group Balbos

301
00

a]
2 3

001 2

(ii) R.A.P.

10 005Light lifts per day
b) Heavy lifts per day
o) Station Balbos
d) Group Balbos

a
002 1

2 3 00
0021

Squadron, Glider Pilotcrews were posted to "C
Regiment at Tarrant Rushton for further intensive train
ing and reached a high standard.

Hammilcar

Wo, 38 Group
Appendix 63

Exercise TokATi

In order to teat communications and other arrangements
for Operation Varsity, Exercise Tolcen was planned. Nos. 46
and 38 Groups and 52 Wing U,S. Xlth T.C.C. successfully
participated in an air lift and tow over a stimlated
dropping landing zone area in Prance on 1 6 March  1 945-
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Crossing the Rhine - Operation Varsity

General Situation

During the Autumn of 1944 while the Allied jtonies moved
inexorably to'vTards Gennany the Planning Staff of the First
Allied Airborne Amy were engaged in pr^aring plans for the
potential use of Airborne Forces in support of the groimd
advance.

i
D o S 9 Cc

Pile,

T.S./100/14,
Part I.
Enol, 13A,

On 15 October 1944^ General Eisenhovrer stated that the
First Allied Airborne Army would operate in support of the
Central Group of Amies for the crossing of the Shine,
Meamvhile six airborne operations v/ere planned - three to
breach the Siegried line and three to assist the Eliine
crossing - before the first outline plan for operation
Varsity was produced on 7 November 1944.

The area chosen for the operation was the general one of
Emmerich - Wesel, as it was found to be most suitable for air
borne landings. It consisted of a flat plain some five to
ten miles wise, similar to Dutch “polder" land but, unlike
Arnhem, the banks of the Eliine were high and reinforced
against flooding. In order to establish a bridgehead, two
Airborne Divisions would be required and the bridgehead would
have to be five to ten miles wide and approximately five
miles deep‘to avoid hindrance by enemy artillery. On
17 October, the United States IX Army had been moved to the
left flank of the U.S, Army Group in order to be in readiness
for a crossing of the Rhine, However, many months were to
pass before the last great airborne operation of the
European war could be launched.

The German counter-attack in the Ardennes in December

effectively destroyed any hopes of a Rhine crossing before
the Spring of 1945. By mid February 1945 the plan for
operation Plunder (the ground assault across the Rhine) began
to take shape. The main Allied effort involved the use of
three Allied Armies under the command of Field itohal Mntgpmery,

The U.S, IX Army on the right flank and the British Second
Amy on the left were to attack between Rheinberg and Roes,
capture the communication centre of Wesel and then expand
southwards to seize the roads through Wesel ai^ northv/ards
to secure a fim bridgehead for future operations. The
U.S, IX Amy with its bridging area at Rheinberg was to
attack south of Wesel and the British Second Army north of
Wesel, The latter, in addition to capturing the tov/n, so
that the IX Amy oould create bridgeheads there, was also to
bridge the river at Xanteen and Rees, To assist the Second
Amy advance the First Allied Airborne Aimy v/as to <3rop the

U,S, XVIII Airborne Corps, oonprising the U,S, X7II and the
British Sixth Airborne Divisions - north and northTest of

Wesel in order to seize key terrain in that area.

Airborne Planning

.  J

i

Ibid,
Enol. 16B,

S.AoCo’s.

report on
operations in'
Europe 6 June,
●192h4j -fco
8 May 1945.

Revised outline
Plan for opera
tion Varsity.
First Allied
Airborne Army
APO.740.

The plan for this airborne operation was proniul^ted on
iO February 1945
7 November 1944 in that the Airborne Forces were to operate
a few hours after the ground assault across the Rhino,
whereas hi the original plan a simultaneous attack by ground
and airborne forces had been proposed. This change of plan
y/as ^caused by the discovery of strongly established enemy
positions a few miles east of the Rhine from which counter
attach am artilie^^^ opposition might be e:q)©otca,
yfSLS also feared that

and differed from the original plan of

It
a night attack would expose the a^rbemo

SECRETDS 96326/1(295)
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forces to opposition "by German night filter aircraft iwitb-
out the chance of protection by Allied aircraft,
suggestion of the British Second Army the revised plan for
a one - lift sijmxltaneous drop by two airborne divisions east

of the Rhine during daylight, a. f&vr hours after the assault
across the river had been made under cover of darkness by
ground forces.

The British Sixth Airborne Division were to secure the

northern part of the assault area; seize high ground east of
Bergen and bridges over the Issel river; capture the to*i,vn

of Hajnminkeln, nrotect the northern flank of the U,S, XVIII
Corps (Airborne") and establish contact with the British XU
Corps and the U,S, XVII Airborne Division,

The U»S. XVH Airborne Division were to land on the

southern part of the area, seise the high ground east of
Diersfordt and bridges over the Issel river, protect the
southern flank of the U.S. XVIII Corps and establish contact

with 1 Commando Brigade, British XII Corps and Sixth
. Airborne Division,

The Commanding General U.S. XVIII Corps, Major General
M, B. Ridgwey? ordered to be prepared to marshal airborne

On the

troops for this operation to take place by 24 March, 1945.

C
Bile
D,SoCe/ToS»/
100/14 Pto2
Enolo 11A.

e

The modus operand! of the airborne operations involved In

crossing the Rhine differed essentially from those in Neptune ■
and klarket.

strategic role in advance of the main military effort:
success of the whole operation in each case d^ended iipon the
airborne troops being able to obtain their objectives,

operation Varsity the airborne forces were ancillary to the
main assault; their use was tactical rather than strategic.
The airborne tasks were sub-divided and allotted to smaller

groups and units which were to be landed as near as possible
Unlike any previous airborne operation

In these operations airborne forces played a
the

In

to the objectives,
the forces arrived afber the ground assault had been joined.

The decision to use airborne troops in this manner was

made by the General Officer Commanding, Sixth Airborne
Division and the Air Officer Commanding No. 38 Group after

detailed study of the terrain around Hainminkeln had been made

by the Commander of the Glider Pilot Regiment.
the opinion that units of the airborne division could be landed
in gliders close enough to their objectives^to acconplish
their tasks immediately after landing. This was taking full
advantage of the lesson so drastically learnt at Arnhem tlrnt
to land airborne troeps a considerable distance from their
objectives was to court: disaster.

He %vas of

The advantages of the method used for operation Varsity
were that the enemy vrauld be less likely to anticipate the
points of landing and even if they did, would be unable to
organise any large scale counter attack because of the
scattered nature of the opposition^, Subsequent events
justified the plan. The enemy were confused and unable to
co-ordinate their defences, Td.th the result that the
objectives were taken before they cou3.d—origan!se effective
opposition.

No. 38 Group
Report Operation
Varsity Seot, 3,
■tex. S.

Detailed Airborne Planning

The detailed airborne -planning was jointly assogied to the
Oomraanding General XVIII U,S, Corps (Airborne) who v/as in
control of the U.S, XVII and the British Sixth Airborne
Divisions and Major General Paul 'Williams, Commanding U.S,

SEOIgiTDS 96326/1(296)
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IX Troop Carrier Coramajid, who controlled the British and

American Troop Carrier imits, Further division of plaining
v;as necessary for the air lift as the U,S. XVII J^bome
Division were based on the Continent and T,-ere to be lifted

from there by U,S, XI Troop Carrier Coimnand, whereas the
British Siicbh Airborne Division were stationed in the United

Kingdom and were to be lifted by the R.A.P, Groups, Nos. 38
and and 52 V/ing of U.S, IX Troop Carrier Comnani,

As in foinner operations, the control of the RoA,P. share
of the lift vra.s vested in the Air Officer Connnanding, No, 38
GrouQ?.(l)

Each of the tiroop carrier formations was, therefore,
responsible for issuing its own operational orders,(2) The
British Siicfch Airborne Division in the United Kingdom oom-
prised 3^^ and 5th Parachute Brigade and the 6th Air Landing
Brigade Group. All glider towing was to be undertaken by
Nos, 38 and k-G Groups and all parachute dropping by three
Groups of No, 52 Wing U.S, IX Troop Carrier Conimard, vMoh
was also stationed in England,

Early in March, the final decision as to v/here and when
the operation was to take place \ms made, and the operational
staffs of the formations concerned began their task of pre
paring for the largest airborne operation of the war.

Providing Aircraft; and Cre\^^ for the lift

No, 38 Groi:^ provision of sufficient transport support aircraft

Narrative

Operation
Varsity H.Q,
First Allied Air

borne Army,

Page 3,

Report Operation and orews to acoon^lish the movement of Sixth Airborne Divl-
Varsity Sect, 3 slon in one lift provided a considerable problem for the
-^PPX, *So Coimnanders of Nos. 58 and Groups, ' The production of

transport aircraft had, for some time, been allocated a low
priority, so to find 50O serviceable aircraft for the opera
tion strained the Group resources to the limit.

Air Officer Commanding, No. 38 Groi^), in a letter to the
Air Ministry on i Iviamh, 19A5j requested an additional
50 Halifax IH*s and 5A Stirling IV*s to increase squadron
establishment' to 3A alroraft. Although the Director General
of Organization, Air Ministry, v/as not able to fulfil this
request coiipletely, Ms promise that 35 Halifaxes aM
32 Stirlings -would be available by 15 March 19A5, and that
the remainder -would be fortliooming as soon as possible but
probably not quite in time'for the operation, -was accepted by
the Air Officer Commanding, No, 38 Groi:^,

The aircrew shortage ̂ 7as overcome by retaining tour
expired orevra in the squadrons and using every orew within
the limits of the Group, by this means 320 crews became
available for the operation.

38 Group/'t'« S/10/
94/i Air.

(1) Air Vice l*darshal J, R, Scarlett Streatfeild had taken error
this post from Air vioe Marshal L, N, Plollinghurst -p^io
had gone to India,

It is not proposed to detail the Araorican Troop Carrier
hare of Operation Varsity except in so far as it directly

concerns the lilt of British forces,
military and air tasks of Varsity were largely interde
pendent but it is beyond the scope of the narrative to
escr:pDe fully the American operations,    .

B

The overall

For information

P^se of Varsity, reference should be made to

Air C^erations in support of Rhino Crossing”, the H,Q*s
●^st AIb.ed Aiibome Amy’s r^ort oi deration Varsity, eto,

SECRET
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No. 46 Group also had its problem.

History? Page 88 to maintain essential transport schedules? the Group "was can-
mitted to provide 120 Dakotas for the Airborne Operation(l)
and approximately 60 for possible resupply on the same day.
In order to increase the availibility? crews and aircraft from
the Operational Training unit had to be called in.

The R, A P, contingent was thus finally able to provide
440 aircraft and crews for a simultaneous lift of Sixth Air
borne Division.

In addition to havinNo. 4^ Group g

C
After the Arnhen Operation only 48 officers and 666 other

ranks remained in the Glider Pilot Regiment and as approxi
mately one thousand crews v/ere required for the British
Airborne effort in Varsity? the deficiency had to be made up
from R.A.P, reserve of aircrew. T^ese pilots were given
glider refresher courses - First pilots on Hcrsas and Second
pilots on Hotspurs - and a military course at the Glider Pilot
Depot. Although the R.A.P. element were operationally
inexperienced this was overcome by judicious mixing of Army
and R.A.Po personnel in the squadrons and excellent results
were achieved.

Glider Pilot
Regiment Report on
operation Varsity.
Pages

Table I

Order of Battle Air Porces

6th British Airborne Division Lift1.

Glider Towing

(a) No. 38 Group (R.A.P.)

Squadron
No.
295

Airfield Aircraft

(i) Rivenhall
^60

Stirlings
Stirlings

Stirlings
Stirlings

Stirlings
Stirlings

Halifaxes
Halifaxes

570

(ii) Shepherds Grove 196
299

(iii) Great Dijnmow
|60

190
620

(iv) Earls Colne
^60

296
297

(v) V/oodbridge 298 Halifaxes 12
Halifaxes 48644

(vi) Matching

(b) No. 46 Group (r„A.F, 1 Airfield

(i) Gosfield

O.R.T.U. Stirlings 20

Souadron
‘iiQ.

Aircraft

Or512 C-47
C-47
C-47

60575
271

(ii) Birch 235 C-47
160437 C-47

48 C-47

Paratroop Carrying

(c) 52nd Wing IX U.S.T.C.C.

Airfield AircraftGroup

315 Boreham
316 Wethersfield
61 Chipping Ongar

81C-47
81C-47
81C-47

DS 96326/1(298) SECRET
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Supporting Air Effort

H.Q. First
Allied Airborne

Army Report
on Varsity
A.P.O» 757.
Page 10

The overall air planning was initiated on 28 Febniaiy

19A5j a-t a conference at S.H.A.E.P, attended by

representatives of Twenty-First Army Group; British Second
Army and First Allied Airborne Army,
were allotted to the various American and British Formations?

and Second Tactical Air Force was given the responsibility
of making detailed air plans and controlling all co-operating
air forces#

and submitted to S,H,A,E,F, 'on 20 I-krch, 19A5*

The fact that the control of all air operations in
connection with airborne assault was again vested in the
theatre air commander? Commander-in-Chief Second T.A.F. ?

Air Marshal Sir Arthur Coningham? was another instance of a
lesson learned at Arnhem,

commander being in control of all activity in support of an

airborne operation was adhered to in subsequent operations
in the Par East,

The two main objectives of the supporting air effort
were the neutralisation of enemy air forces and flak posi
tions,

both by artillery fire and by fighter and fighter bomber
operations, A special anti-flak committee was set up to
study all flak problems and collect up-to-date information in
the area,
ckntinued until the first elements of the troop carrier
stream crossed the Rhine,

and fighters were to attack all flak positions which were
then knoT/n. During the landings a continuous patrol of
anti-flak fighters was to be maintained in the area to deal
with any flak positions which might provide oppositicn against
the troop aircraft.

The basic air tasks

The final plan was completed by Second T.A.F,

This principle of theatre air

SpecisQ. attention was to be given to the latter?

Artillery fire against flak positions was to be

At the same time? fighter bombers

D.S.C.

T.S.100/14
Pt.II

Appendix *E*

Fi/rhter Cover

Operation Market showed that with overwhelming fighter
cover airborne landings could be made with little or no
interference from the German Air Force,

appreciations of the German fighter strength led to the
following conclusions s-

( i) The German Air Force was not strong enough to offer

effective opposition to Operation Varsity,

(ii) Jet propelled aircraft? although technically
superior to our own? were not in sufficient numbers

seriously to affect the position,

(iii) The German Air Force would be better able to inter
fere if'the operation were to be mounted at night.

Air Defence of the Dropping Zones

It was thought that the Germans might bring in about

600 aircraft to oppose the operation,
screen would be necessary east of the dropping zones as well
as heavy bombers to attack airfields from which jet aircraft
would operate,
defence of the dropping and landing zones by day and night?

Up-to-date

Therefore, a fighter

The Second T.A.F. were responsible for the

!
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I

and were also to provide squadrons to be employed on ground

strafing of enemy troop movementSoC1)

]

A,M. File

C,M.S,75^
Do Ops./tag

Allocation of the Tasks

The various tasks in support of the Operation were
allocated as follows

Fighter

(a) The U.S, Vlllth Air Force v/ere to provide a fighter
screen east of the landing area during the period of the
landings,

(b) R.A.P, squadrons were to provide air escort of Trooo
Carrier Command colunns from the United Kingdom until

tney were relieved by Second Tactical Air Force,

(c) The IXth U.S. Air Force were responsible for the air
escort of the Troop Carrier Formation from the French
airfields until it v/as taken over b^'- Second GkA.F,

Second T^A.F. were responsible for fighter cover during
the final stages of the fly in.

Bomber

(a) The U.S, >VIIIth Air Force were to attack jet air
fields prior to the operation? flak positions neai’ the
area? communication targets east of the battle area? and
also carry out diversionary attacks.
Command were to bomb other targets and attack communica
tions not already undertaken by the U.S, Vlllth Air Force,

(b) Radar counter-measures,

(c) Coastal Command were also to provide day and night
diversionary operations.

R.A.F, Bomber

Two major diversionary operations were conducted on
Berlin was bombed by U.S. XIVth Air Force based di2k- March.

Italy and R.A.F, Bomber Command attacked the rail centre of
Sterkrade as well as oil targets in the Rhur,

n

The Flight Plan

Uo, 38 G-roup
Report? Varsity
paras, 45-46

The combd-ned flight plan v/as drawn up by the Jod_nt Plan
ning Staff of No, 3S G-roup and IXth U.S, Troop Carrier Command
at the latter Headquarters? Maisori Lafitte? near Paris,
groups of base airfields for the operation were to be used*
in the United Kingdom eight British and three American air
fields and? on the continent? fifteen American airfields.

Troop Carrier Formation based in the United Kingdom were to
assemble north and east of London? converge to cross the chfamel
near Polkstone to Cap (Ms-Nez? turn
then east-north-east to Wavre? where it would join the U.S,
XVIIIth Airborne Division from their bases in France.
7/hole stream would then proceed north east to Weeze.
decided in this operation that American and British aircraft
should fly in on parallel streams.

Tv/o

The

outh east to Bethune?

The
It was

These streams were kept

(1) This was the result of a lesson learnt from German
coT/iments on the Ariihem operation criticising over

concentration of defence against air attack and ignoring
the danger of ground attack,

SECRET^ %526/l (300)
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respectively one mile north and one mile south of the route,

maintaining a space of tvro miles hetYreen the columns until the
target rendezvous was reached. Erom this point the columns
v^’ere to diverge on to their respective dropping and landing
zones and turn left or right respectively after their release
or drop. The American paratroop aircraft \rere to fly in
formations of 81, that is nine formations of nine, and their
glider towing aircraft in formations of three. The British
aircraft tawing gliders were to fly in pairs at ten second
intervals.

Navigational Aids

In addition to the usual navigational aids, the Eureka
"beacons and Compass "beacons were to "be set up at the various

turning points, with additional beacons mid-way between Wavre
and the target area. There were no ground markings to be put
on the dropping/landing zones, but immediately prior to cross
ing the Rhine the Eureka beacons and coloured strips with dis
tinctive letter panels were to be set up for the guidance of
all formations. This was considered to be sufficient in view

of the close proximity of the Rhine to the zones.

The Clioice of Dropping/Landing Zones

Once the decision to use the airborne forces in a tacti

cal manner had been made, the next step was to select ̂ eas for
landing near to the objectives. Hiotographic reconnaissance
had shown that suitable areas existed.

H.Q. No. 38
a-oup "Varsity.
Report, paras.
25-26

Below the town of Bonn the Rhine flows through a flat

^ost featureless plain, averaging 45-80 f^t
and closely resembling Dutch polderland.
terrain was firm farm land consisting

the 4wo'pS-aohuta Brigades, 3rd and 5tb,
Sndtng ftSes for the air landing a^igade glxders.

U.s. IXth
T.C.C. Field
Order No● 5
Reg. No. A85

T-r-f-Mr* difficulty for identification
The sones aSd V/esel the Issel

from the air. x„„ck railway from Emmerich to Y/esel,.a
canal, the double track ^ running north from
large woodland area and the m^n ^
large j provided excellent land raarKs.Hainmn.

Airbgrne_Diylsign
sub-divided

6th Airborne Division weretasks of theThe
as follows:-

4- =-j-ncrp of the operation was to "be the drop-
(a) The Brigades on landing zones
ping of 3rd and 5th P ^ Carrier
i and B was^to hSld road crossings, patrol
Command. Their naoture the hi^ grovmd overlooking

general^aa at 10.00the river crossing,
hours.

H.Q. No. 38 Group
Report.
paras. 21.

Varsity

6th Airborne
Division Report,
Varsity.

,  \ +o the main glider landing of the 6th Air Land-
&OUP, two foup de main parties were to he

ing „„„ ?o' ana 'U' to capture one road bridge

orSe river Issel at Eingenbarg and another about one
mile east of Hammlnkeln.

DS 96326/1(301)
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(c) The ms-in p:licler landings on zones
*R’

Brigade Group.

Horsa gliders and 5ii. Hamilcars and released irni'Aediately
follcn,*ri.ng the oaratroop drop,
ture Hamniir'.lceln and road and rail "bridges over Issel
river also to secure dropping zones on v/-hich the 6th
Division KoQ. v/ouid land,

(d) At 10,57 hoiurSj li-6 minutes after the last paratroop
drop on dropping zone ’B’j the remainder of the remaining
elements of and 5th Parachute Brigade Groups and
6 Air Lending Brigade Group were to he transported to
dropping zones 'A* and ’B’ in 56 Korsa and 14 Hamilcar
gliders.

'O', 'U' and
involved the c-firrying of elements of 6th Air Landing

Tl'ese troops were to he carried in 32I

Their task was to cap-

j

%

Re "SUPply

As in previous airhorne operations, plans for re-supply
v/ere made as part of the original plan.
Arnhem influenced the planners to change the method of supply
dropping.

Arnhem, six were chosen and their positions v/ere given to all
crews of the supply dropping aircraft,
operation, hov/ever, only one supply dropping point would he
used for both British and American lifts, and it v/as intended
that this point he detailed at the briefing,
measure, the aircrev/s v/ere instructed to carry the pin-points
of all six supply dropping points so that, if necessary, the
main one could he changed even as late as after the aircraft
v/ere airhorne.

Supply aircraft to direct aircrews by means of I^T to their
correct dropping zone,
were fitted for this purpose and the procedure v/as laid dewn
that the leader of the supply aircraft, v/hen within 50 miles
of the target area, was to call up the Forward Visual Control
Post,(l) which was to he flown in with the airhorne force,
and verify the supply dropping point; when within ten
minutes from the target the Forv/ard Visual Control Post would
broadcast by VHP to the re-supply aircraft the location of
the supply dropping point.

The Re-supply Tasks

The first re-supply Immediately following the landings
was to he carried out by 2l\.0 Liberators of the Second Bomb
Division, Vlllth U, S. Array Air Force, who were to drop
24 hours supply of food and ammunition equally to each air
borne division.

Further re-supply, if required, v/as to be carried out by
six Halifax aircraft of No. 3S Group, v/ho were to load six
jeeps and six pounder guns, and all other serviceable air
craft in the Group v/ere to load containers and stand-by at
one and a half hours call from O7.OO hours on D plus 1,

Again, a lesson of

Instead of having one supply dropping point as at

Or. the day of the

As an emergency

Arrangements were also made for a Nnster

Three ilaster Supply Halifax aircraft

No. 38 Group
Operation Order.
Varsity,

38G/T.S. 10/94/
Air,

J

(1) Forward Visual Control Posts v/ere R,A,F, units consistirjg
of one Squadron Leader controller and two wireless opera
tor mechanics with a jeep and trailer fitted -with three '
radio sets and generators.
Post was allocated to each airborne division, and that
attached to H,Q. 6th Airborne division was set up within
an hour and a half of laivding.
Posts could also be used for directing Second T,A,F. air

craft on to targets selected by the forward troops of the
Airborne Division.

Appendix A No, 38 Group Report,

One Forv/ard Visual Control

Forv/ard Visual Control

(For full re- ort on F.V,C,P, see
Operation Varsity,)

)
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Three squadrons of No, 1}.6 (Sroup aircraft, after the air-

horne lift, were to land at Nivelles and load supply panniers.
These aircraft v/ere for emergency re-supply only and were to

he at tv/o hours call from dawn on D plus 1,

If after D plus 1 emergency re-supply was required, it

was to he carried ojut "fcy 100 aircraft of No, 38 Group.

The Pinal Stages of Preparation

Yfeather; CXving to the nature of the operation the final
decision as to the suitability of the ̂ 7eather could not he
made until about 17,00 hours on D minus 1, The Commander,

Tr/enty-Pirst Amy Group, was prepared, if necessary on
account of had vreather, to. postpone the Kiine crossing up to

seven days in order to ensure support of the airborne forces.
The decision as to vrhether the operation would ta!:e place was

made by the Commanding General Mrst Allied Airborne Army and

Air Officer Commanding Second Tactical Air Force, It was
then the responsibility of the Commander of the Troop Carrier

Formations to decide the timing of the operation in the light
of the weather forecast.

Lecture on Varsity
to School of Air
Support by A.0.C,
No. 38 Group
(A.M.W.13) p.^>.
h.q. f.a.a.a.
Report A, P. 0.
740

No difficulty arose on the score of weather as a very

favourable forecast was issued for 24 Iiiarch, 1945? no
alterations were necessary. Everything was in readiness for

the spearhead of the airborne assault to begin dropping at
the originalJy chosen 'P' hour (lO.OO) 24 Jferch, 1945*

Xio, 46 (iroup
O.R-B.

iTo. 38 Group
0, R* B,

>19 March, 19^^5

Briefini^: The briefing of Station and Squadron

Commanders by the Air Officer Commanding No, 38 Group took
place at 11,00 hours on 19 March, 1945? at Headquarters

No. 38 Group, Harks Hall, Individual aircrew briefing
follov;ed on 21 March, 1945« Once briefing had started all
stations v-ere sealed. (1)

Hi viev/ of the possibility that the visibility might be

bad in the battle area, all glider pilots were individually
briefed as to their own landing point. This was no small

task as each pilot had to know the air plan, their own glide
plan and any alternatives, as well as the exact tasks of the
troops they were carrying in the event of them thonselves

being called upon to assist. This meticulous briefing was

undoubtedly Justified because, on the actual day, although
the area was largely obscured with smoke and haze, accuracy
of the landings was remarkable. Many glider pilots landed
within 20-30 yards of their objectives despite not seeing
the ground until they were within a few hundred feet of it.

The 0peration(2)

Glider Pilot

liegt. Report

Varsity pag© y

on

Air Offensive, preparatory to the launching of
s Operation Plimder, the crossing of the Rhine, began on

u* /40
21 February, 1945? when the plan to isolate the Ruhr area was

(1) The weight of naps, fhotos and briefing material involved was In the vicinity
of five tons.

(2) nci So tfeteri
O.R.B, Appendices to 3o and 46 Groups

J8 Group Weekly Intelligence Sumiarie.8  " Report on Operation Varsity
Glider Pilot Regiment Report on Varsity
L6 Croup Unofficial History
6 Airborne Division Report
Headquarters 1st Allied Airborne Army Report on Varsity, A,P.0,7Ht0
IX Troop Carrier Coninand Report, A.P.0.133
IX Troop Carrier Coninand Field Order Ho. 3
Deputy Supreme Commander's Airborne Operation Flies
Miscellaneous 2nd T.A.F.
38 and hS Group Pi lea

96326/i(303)
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put into operation. Prom that day until D Day larr^e scale

heavy and medium bomber attacks vrere rained on rail bridges

and viaducts, road' and rail traffic and marshalling and i-epair
yards along a line from BrQr.en southv/ard to Coblenz.

Fighter bonibers carried, out extensive armed reconnaissance
and attacks on bridges and trains west of this line. In the

first 20 days of L-larch 1945 Allied Air Forces flev/ J>,966

sorties,(') This air onslaught, unsurpassed since the

Invasion of Normandy, culrriinated during the three days prior

to D Day in tremendous attacks on rail and road coiiamnications,

airfields, enemy troop concentrations and targets inside the
Tactical Zone. The tovm of Wesel was smashed and, by the

■ dawn of D Day, the v/hole area had been effectively^ '‘softened".
The result of this air preparation was shown on D Day by the

fact that, although Allied Air Forces flew more thai'i 8,000
sorties and over 1,300 gliders were airborne over Germany,
less than 100 enemy aircraft were seen. An indication of the

comprehensive nature of the air cover provided can be obtained

from the following account by” the 2nd Tactical Air Force of
the day's operations:-

File 2 T.A.P,/
3,74/1Q/Ops*

"The very large total of 2100 sorties fighters
and fighter bombers of Nos. 83 and 84 CSroups, and
liltchells and Postons of No, 2 Group, dujring the day
concentrated on supporting and hastening 21 Army Group

crossing of the Rhine.

In the morning 7I iSitohells and Bostons attacked

4-flak positions under M.R.C.P. (2) control and claimed

good results on two of them,

fighter bcmbers attacking similar flak concentrations in
the area of the Airborne landings.

They/- vrero followed by

Others flew irmaediate support missions from the

Cab Rank and under F,C.P, (3) control'against gun posi

tions, factories and centres of ene:;y resistance.

Previous to this three Headquarters behind the
battle area had been attacked by Typhoons with good

results, and Tempests had swept the North German air
fields without finding ary activity to deal v/ith.

On the turn round the Bostons attacked three medium

gun positions and the i.'S-tchells bombed a troop consentra-
tion at P^aesfeld and 'Brunen with good results.

All the time relays of four Typhoons kept attacking

flak positions, guns and hutted Ofvnps, and fighters flew
free lance and defensive patrols in the battle area.

Reconnaissance, aircraft also put in a full day on
artillery reconnaissance, contact reconnaissanceTac R

and photo reconnaissance.

(1 ) For detailed description of Air Preparations see liberation
of NVf, Europe, Vol V Chap 6, (l^epajred in AoHoBT) '

(2) Itobile Radar Control Post.

(3) Forward Control Post.

DS 96526/1(304) SECRET
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Total sorties divided as follo\7s:-

Nos, 83 and (Armed Reconnaissances

84 Groups ( It,mediate support

(Rre-arrahged support (Mtchells, 55^
Bostons and escorts)

Nos. 83 and (Reconnaissance

84 Groups (Fighter operations

The follo\'d.ng message v/as sent "by A.O.C. No. 38
(S?oup to A.O.C, No, 83 Group on the evening of
24th iiarch:-

212

254

I8O
9C4

*Thank you and your chaps for the magni
ficent cover we had today. No eneiiy fighters and
little flak.’

The Airhorne Operation - Varsity

The weather v/as perfect on the morning of 24 '^945

and everything was in readiness for the greatest airborne
offensive in history to begin,

overnight and the launching of the force proceeded v/ithout
hitch or delay,

ground organisation on the eight Royal Air Force airfields will

be appreciated when it is realised that, out of 4A0 tug glider
combinations scheduled to operate, all tut

way within one hoi.ir of the first glider being towed off at
06.00 hours. In addition. No. 46 Group were compelled to
operate from two strange airfields at Gosfield and Birch,
from each of v/hich 60 gliders had to be towed. Simultaneously,
from their three airfields - Boreham, Wethersfield and Chipping
Ongar, 242, out of 243 scheduled aircraft of 52 Wing U.S,
IX Troop Carrier Command, were airborne, carrying the main
paratroop elements of the division.

i

Gliders had been marshalled

The efficiency and well timed control of the

one were on their

The long Journey to the Rhine was uneventful,
weather remained excellent v/ith clear visibility and no enemy

fighters were encountered - so effective was the huge fighter

lunbrella that protected the whole route, which lay over
British occupied territory - hence there v/as no flak opposi

tion until the area of the IDropping/Landing Zones was reached.
V/hen the stream of aircraft from Britain reached Vfevre it was

Joined b}^ that carrying the 1?th U.S, Airborne Division from

Continental bases and the huge mass of more than 1,500 air
craft and 1,300 gliders flew on in parallel streams to the

target. It took 2^ hours to pass one given point.

The

I'-b. 38 Ocup Report
on Varsity,
36G/S. 10/94/Air.

The Paratroop Lift

Three (S?oups, Nos, 6I, 515 and 316 of 52 Wing, K U.S.
Troop Carrier Command were used to carry out the lift of 3rd
and 3th Parachute Brigade Groups and also to make the jettison
supply drop, 242 C-47 and C-53 aircraft took off from East
Anglia on schedule and succes.sfully dropped 3rd Pai’achute
Brigade GroLip on Dropping Zone A and 5th Para.chute Brigade

Group on Dropping Zone B, Both these drops v/ere  e xtremely
accurate and the supply containers fell to hand and were

retrieved without difficulty. Although only eight aircraft
were lost in this phase of the operation, II5 were damaged by
flak from defence positions in the target area, especially
heavj'’ gun batteries north of Rees and Ringenberg.

DS 96326/1(303) SECRET
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Ibid The Glider Lift

Of the 439 tug glider combinations that took off^ 34
failed to carrj'’ out their mission* Eight of these -.vere due
to technical failures^ 16 to slip stream trouble and nine
to broken to'n ropes. The slip stream failures were not
altogether une::pected in viev/' of the extremely close concentra
tion of the flight. Tv70 of the gliders ditched in the North
Sea but were picked up by Air/Sea Hescue. No interference
from the enemy was ex.perienced until the target zone was
reached j when considerable opposition from the ground was
encountered; the enemy were using 88 m.m, and Self propelled
guns a.s well a.s anti aircraft.

Although the ●weather was still perfect over the target
the smoke from the enemy guns in addition to that

anti flak barrage and also by the general
This proved to

area,
caused by the Allies
fighting on the groundy created a thick haze,
be a mixed blessing for, althoi.igh the smoke had the advantage
of confusing the enemy gunners who were u'nable to see where
the la'ndings were taking placsy it created some difficulty for
the glider pilots in finding their la'nding zones after they
had been released and ter.ded to spoil what would have other-
^v■ise been an almost flav/less .performance,
this handicap and the unenviable task of being raked with fire
from the ground whilst slov/lj'- gliding earthwardSy the land
ings shov.'ed a remarkable percentage of accuracy,
300 of the gliders siiffered dariage from fire from the ground,
although only 10 -were actually shot down.

Notwit!] standing

Almost

Glider Pilot
He r^ent ’ s
Report on
Varsity

lib. 38 &xrup Weekly
Intelligence
Sumi:iary, Form
540 Appendix 77

The Coup De I'aln Landing Zones - 0 and U

The 15 aircraft responsible for to7^ing the gliders carry
ing the coup de main parties achieved lOO^T^ successfully
release. complete surprise wasThe landings 7/ere accurate
achieved and the tv/o road bridges over the Issel were easily
captured.

Dropping Zones A and B

In addition to the paratroop landings, 24 gliders were
detailed to land on Dropping Zone A and 48 on Dropping Zone B.
These 56 Horsas and I4 Hamilcars carried the reinaining element
of 3rd and 5ih Parachute Brigade Groups and a portion of 6th
A.ir Landing >3rigade Group,
were successfully released, but on B some flak was
two aircraft were shot down a'nd five others damaged.

The landings on these
perfectly concentrated.

On Dropping Zone A 22 gliders
o'licoun’bea^d -

38 gliders v/ere correctly released,
especially on A, werezones.

0, U, R and Pla'nd'ing Zones2,

successful releases was also
6th Air

A high percentage of
achieved on ’bhe O'bber four zones v/here elewients 01
La-iiding Brigade Gi-oup and 6th Airborne Division Headquarters
(Zone P) v/ere landed. Oat of 354 aircraft detailed to these
zones, all but 27 reported successful releases,
graphic reconnaissance on D Day shev/s ■fche e^.cellent^
concentration achieved v/hich resulted in all objectives being
captured within tv/o hours of landing.

Photo-

Seventy aircraft of No. 4^ G-roup returned, after fulfilling
the Continent to prepare for thettioir missions, to bases on

resupply should the need arise*

D3 96326/1(306) SECRET
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17 U. S, Air~bome DivisionH,Q. P.A.A.A.

Report on

Varsity-j
A.P.0.7V-0

Simultaneously with the dropping of 6th Airborne Divi

sion j the 17th U.S. Airborne Division were being dropped on

their four zones of the southern sector by U.S. IX Troop

Carrier Command. This lift was carried out "hy 298 paratrocp

aircraft and 908 Waco (C.G./AA) gliders tw/ed in single and
double to\v by 610 tug aircraft,

were damaged and 32 shot down by enemy action,

were entirely due to opposition from the ground as consider
ably less than a score of’enemy aircraft v.’ere seen.

Of this nunber^ over 200
These losses

Resupply

Almost immediately following the landing of the last

glider., the automatic resupply aircraft began dropping their
cargoes on the Supply dropping 'point,
carried out by 259 Liberators of U.S, VIII Air Force,

using heavy bombers for resupply^ advantage was taken of
another lesson learned in previous operations - that as many
men and as much equipment and supplies should be landed in the
shortest possible time,

delay v/ould have been caused whilst aircraft employed in the
actual operation retiurnedto their bases and loaded with

supplies.

This mission was

If the Liberators had not been used,

Tlie resupply^ in this instance, cost 15 Liberators shot
dcrwn and many others damaged by flak, but as approximately 85>b
of the 600 tons of supplies dropped fell in the areas of the

two airborne divisions, the result more than justified
casualties.

Further resupply v/’as not found to be necessaiy, cwing to
the extremely favourable progress on the ground and the

arrangements vbich had been made for air resupply to both
airborne divisions v;ere cancelled on D Day and Dplus 1 by the
General Officer Commanding the Second Army„

to undertakie the suppler by normal surface transport,
evening of D -r 1 the operation was complete,

been overwhelmed and both airborne divisions joined in the

advance to north east Germany.

Conclusions

It was possible

'Ŝ  the
The Germans had

The planning and execution of the operation was an out

standing exaiiiple of profiting from experience gained in earlier
operations and attention being paid to enen-y criticism of
these operations. It can be stated, vdthout fear of contra
diction, that it Yra.s completely successful and this

entirely attributed to the adherence, by the planners, to
certain principles nov/ fundamental to airborne operations.
The main conclusions to be drav/n from the operation
follows:-

can be

were as

(

(a) Air Commander

importance of the appointment as Air Commander
for the operation of the Tactical Air

the theatre was most emphatically illustrated,

highly effective air operation iuring the month preceding
the operation over the whole area and the huge cmer

flying completely negatived any
atuempt at air defence by the

Force Conmander of
The

enemy.

DS 9*^526/1(307) SECRET
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(b) One Idft

The operation T^as carried out in one highly concen*
trated lift, the whole force being landed in one hour.
The enemy were thus unable to recover from the initial

surprise and prepare for any subsequent landings as at
Arnhem, but were overwhelmed almost before they
avrare of what was happening,

(o) Resupply

v/ere

Resupply follov^ed immediately after landing and was
Results indicated thatcarried out within one hour,

one day*s resupply should always be tlovm in as soon as
possible after the landing.

r-

(d) Tactical Landings

Possibly the outstanding feature of Varsity was the
landing of the airborne forces in a tactical manner.
The tasks of the division were sub-divided and allotted

to Units v/ithln the Brigades and these units v/ere landed

as close as possible to their objectives. In previous
operations the troops had been landed all together at one
or more zones and divided after landing. The speed

v/ith which 6 Airborne Division captured its objectives^
within two hours of landing, can be attributed largely
to the tactical landings causing conplete confusion to
the enemy who had anticipated a. concentrated landing in
the vicinity of an aerodrome near Hamminkeln,

(e) .Arfcillery Support

For the first time an airborne landing area vras
within allied arfcillery range. This was of valuable

assistance until the actual landings began, v/hen it had
to be Td.thheld, If resupply had been needed, an awkward
position might have arisen as to which ;yas most important,
resupply or ajrfcillery support. Fortunately, resupply
was not needed because of the success of the operation,

(f) Communications

No difficulties were presented by oomiminications and
the whole system operated most efficiently despite the
distances betwen the Commands and the number of Head

quarters and Control Posts involved. Three factors were
mainly responsible

(i) The operation v/as carried out in a very short
time, thus there was no v/idely fluctuating ground
position as at Amhem;

(ii) The weather was very good*

(iii) A large practice communication exercise Token
had been held on 16 March, 1945,

!

Eneny Opposition

Altliough enemy opposition from the air had been completely
negatived by tlie magnificent v/ork of the Allied supporting Air
Ibaxjes, there was appreciable opposition from flak,
■was not as bad as had been anticipated but a considerable
amount of damage was done fc o gliders and aircraft by small

fire as well as flak weapons.

This

One lesson v/as apparent.

Group
O.R.B, Weekly
Intelligei^®
Summary 77-
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Aircraft flying at low level (600 feet) were liable to
suffer as much damage from these small arms as from heavier
guns.
Carrier Command, flying well below 1,000 feet, lost air
craft shot down by ground fire and 348 damaged, whereas the
R.A.,F, Groups, flying at 2,500 feet, lost only foiir aircraft
through flak and 32' suffered damage.

Glider Loading

Apart from the difficulties experienced in carrying
the loading on schedule due to the aircraft from Tarrant
Rushton and No, 4^ Group having to move to staging airfields
trouble was again encountered with lashings for the Harailcar
loads,

This was the case in Varsity, The U.S, IX Troop

out

This was due to three factors

)

iC ,i
No. 38 Group
V4I.S,
Appendix 77-

(±) Types of loads were constantly being changed, j
requiring different types of lashings j [

(ii) Old types of loads underwent modifications v^ich ■
were not notified*

(iii) Modifications to loads v/ere made vri-thout notificatron |
of the new lashing requirements, ■

A great deal of delay and unnecessary work could have been |
avoided v/ere ib possible to decide on standard loads for
Hamiloars and the responsibility for ensuring that these j
standards were adhered to and also that changes in load were
notified in order that new lashings mi^t be designed.

Glider Unloading

In Operation Varsity the Horsas Mark II were used prin
cipally for all veh3.cle loads and the Mark I for troops.
The advantage of using Mark II for equipment v/as that it
could be unloaded throu^ the nose as well as the tail and
side.

Glider and Glider Pilot Casualties

This saved valuable seconds after landing.

Glider Pilot A distinct di^^arity between the glider pilot casualties
^^egiment*s Report in the British sector of 2’^fo and in the Anerlcan section of
on Varsity 38 approximately 11^ was apparent. This v/as probably due to
Group Report on the fact that thr British gliders were released from 2,50^
Varsity para, feet or above and the Americans firom about 600 feet, thus
1 30, the former were exposed to fire from the ground for a much

longer period. Conversely the Americans suffered  a rnich
greater proportion of parachute and tug aircraft damage than
did the British, The conclusion to be drawn from this v/as
that a loY/ release height exposed the tug aircraft to damage
as opposed to the gliders, whereas a hi^i release had the
opposite effect, libwever, one rea.son for the heavier
casualties to the British gliders and pilots was that,
ovd.ng to the shortage of glider orev/ available, many
inexperienced men had been pressed into service and thus
the standard of training was not up to the high level of
the previous operations. Three additional factors also
contributed to the high casualtiesg-

-J

i

(i) The difficulties of atterrpting a tactical landing
in conditions of bad visibility and a more severe
concentration of enen^ fire than the Americans
experienced;
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(ii) Several of the tug glider combinations arrived at
the target area at feet instead of 2,500 feet;
the gliders were released too high causing a tendency
to overshoot;

(iii) Damage to gliders also caused on the ground by
landing too fast due to lack of experience,

R,A,D, No, 4^ GroupNo, 46 Group
Unofficial
History,
Page 94,

The success of this Transport Support Group, in spite of
the fact that all its squadrons had to move from their home
stations on to tv;o unoccupied airfields whence they launched
their quota of the lift and that the Group carried out all its
transport commitments until Dmdnus 2, indicates that, provided
facilities are always available for glider training, the
launching of even a large scale airborne operation such as
Varsity does not present so many fearsome problems of
organisation for air transport as had been previously
e3q)erienoed.

This last of the great airborne operations to take place
in the European "VTar was, undoubtedly, the most successful.
The glider landings ani parachute drops were carried out
with great accuracy and almost 100^ of the supplies dropped
were recovered,
the surprise as planned and the rapidity with which the
force reformed and established positions after landing
resulted in the objectives being taken vd.thout delay and
casualties being extremely low.

In the words of the Supreme Commander himself,
General Eisenhower, ”The ^eat operation of forcing the
Lovrer Rhine proved successful to the fullest extent of my
desire".

The timing of the airborne attack achieved

r

Supreme
Conanander'^ s
Report to
Combined
Chiefs of Staff
on Operations
in Europe of
A,EgE»

Minor Airborne Operations

2nd T.A.E,/Eile
30317/86 Ops,
Enol, 2A.

■Amherst and Keystone

■As the Canadian First Army advanced into Holland, Tvrenty
First Array Group proposed to use S,A,S, troops to create
confusion in enemy rear areas, stimulate local resistance and
generally assist the Canadian First Amy,
not consider' that the operation could be launched before
5 -April, 1949* ^d preliminary planning conferences were held
on 2 ./^ril and 3 i^ril, 1945.
was between No, 38 Group and Headquarters, S.A.S. Troops and
the second was held at the Canadian FirstArmy Headquarters
between representatives of all fomiations concerned, including
No. 84 G-roup R.A.F
Force in the area,
meeting between No, 38 Group and S,A„S, Headquarters, Essex
and, on 5 Aprd.1 1945^ operational instructions were issued by.
Headquarters, First Canadian Amy,

The Plan

S.H.A.E.F. did

The first of these conferences

vdao were the controlling Tactical Air
The plan was finalised at a further

" 9

No, 38 Ck*oup
Report»

Ibid, End, 27A,

■Amherst

Forty-seven Stirlings of No, 38 Group, R.A.P,, were to
drop 2nd and 3^ Regiments de Chasseurs Paraohutistes
20 seleotd dropping points v/lth the task of securing air
fields at Steenwijk, Helve and Leeuwarden, I5 road and
3 railway bridges, Simultaneously 18 Halifaxes of No, 38
Group were to drop the same number of jeeps on six of these
Dropping Zones,

on
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Keystone

Seven Stirlings of No. 38 Group vrere to convey troops of
tile 2nd. S.A.S. Regiment^ v/ith titvo Jedburgh "wireless teams and
three je^s oa,rried in three Halifaxes to four previously
selected dropping zones. Their task was to take the airfield
at Teure and seven road bridges. The area of the dropping
zones was that east of the Zuider 2ee, South of Groningen and
north of Zwolle, and was chosen by planning staffs of S.A.S,
Headquarters and No, 38 Group, (1)

Control

C

A combined Headquarters, with r«^resentatives of Hos, 38
and 84 Groups and the Commander S,A,S, Troops was established
at Headquarters, First Canadian Army on 5 toil 1945,
Decisions regarding the air force rested vdth the Mr Officer,
Commanding No, 38 Group, Mr Vice Marshal J, R, Soarlett-
Streatfield at his Headquarters, Marks Hall, Essex.

Cover Plan

K

Xbid, Enel. 4
and 13.

In order to exaggerate the size of the operation in the
mind of the enemy, it was decided to drop simulators (dujnmies)
from the parachute carrying aircraft and for Bomber Coiunand
and No, 100 Group to operate in the areas as they would in
the event of a normal airborne landing. In this connection,
permission for direct contact between No, 38 Groi:p and Bomber
Command was granted, A special bonb-line was agreed upon,
beyond which the First Canadian Army would not advance bet'rTeen
the hours of 21,00 and 06,00 on the night of the operation.

RouteIbid, Enol, 24A,

The flight plan, drav/n up by No, 38 Group, routed the
aircraft in from a southerly direction via Dungeness aid Cape
Grdsnez, over friendly territory returning direct from Holland
to their bases in east Anglia, Allied anti-aircraft defences
en route vrere restricted for the ni^t and prohibited vdthln a
corridor 10 miles wide of a line Brussels/Gooh/Enseldo/fermen
for 45 minutes before and after certain fixed times.

ResupplyIbid, Enol, 3A.

Although S,A,S, Headquarters did not wish to plan for
resupply, the R.A.F. representative stated that, as aircraft
were available, prwision for resi^jply should be made
Daylight resupply by filter aircraft of No, 84 Group*
agreed upon.

The final decision as to the date of the operation
made on 7 ^ 945, for it to take place on the same night -
th

xras

e operation having been postponed 24 hours due to the rapid
advance of the Canadian First Army,

Execution - Amherst

vms
■ef

Ibid, Enel, 39A,
No, 38 Group
Report on
ibnherst.
Ref. 38G/s,10/
114/Alr,

The weather was poor on the night of the operation Mth
lovr stratus cloud and fog over the dropping area No 38
Group accordingly warned the Canadian First Amry* No it.
Group and 2nd T,A,F. that the drop would have to*be * ^made

(1) For details and map references of the drooDlnff
see No. 38 Group Rmort on C^erution AmheSt/levstone
Reference 38G File/^,10/l14/'Mr, ^ ystone,
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"blind" from 1,300 feet above the oloud and fog, using Gee
fixes and that dropping errxjrs up to tliree miles might be

Xn view of ground reception lights for droppingexpected,
the jeeps from the Falifaxes not being visible from the air,
it was decided to cancel tliis part of the operation and drop

only the troops.

No, 38 Group
O.R.B.

J^pendix 86.

Forfcy-six of the hrl Stirlings dropped their loads of

troops successfully on the night of ?/8 ̂ ril, 1945» and^the
remaining aircraft carried out its mission on the follo'iTing
night. No interference ■was encountered and all aircraft
re'tumed safely to their bases, ' Subsequent analysis of the
drops by Brigadier J, M, Calvert, Commanding S.A.S. Troops,
showed an average error in drop of slightly more than three
miles, which was not unsatisfactory in view of the fact tliat
there was insufficient time for special deployment of Gee
stations and that there was poor Gee cover in the area,
18 jeeps Y/ere flown to an airfield in the Canadian sector on
the folloYdng day and driven overland to the operational area.

The

Keystone

Operation Keystone v/'as postponed until the night of
11/12 %>ril 1943, Five Stirlings aiid three Halifaxes v/ere
detailed. The aircraft took off as arranged but, ov/ing to
bad vreather and consequent inability to make contact with the
Jknherst ground parties, the operation had to be abandoned.
Similar conditions on the follo'wing night again prevented the
operation being carried out.

On the ground the situation progressed favourably;
casualties were not high and reports from the S,A,S.
quarters indicated that the operation was successful.
There were no casualties in No, 38 Group, R.A.F,

Oonolusions

(l) Operation Aralierst proved that it was possible to
plan and execute an airborne operation of this nature
within 3 days, provided the Array and Air Force were
oo-ordinated in one Headquarters,

(2) Although, at the time of planning, resupply may not
appear to be necessary, it is always advisable to plan
for it. In this case it was found to be necessary.

Head-

(3) Selection of dropping zones in an operation of this
na'fcure may not always be possible in time to brief crews

It was recommended that av/ithout a last minute rush,
small committee of -Army and Air Force personnel  ^ should
continually be reconnoitring for suitable dropping zones
ahead of the advancing armies, so that an immediate
decision may be taken, thus expediting the launching of
the operation and sinplifying the problem of briefing.

(4) The jeep dropping part of the operation had to be
cancelled owing to bad weather preventing the ground
reception being visible to the aircraft. This could
have been avoided had parachute teams been dropped
simultaneously Y/ith the jeeps,

(5) In 03Tder to facilitate linking up on the ground
without delay, paratroops, when dropping at ni^t,
should always be dropped in as sliort a stick as

The reason for this vra.s that it was
and possibly under unfavourable

possible,
impossible, at ni^t
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■weather conditions, for the aircraft to guarantee to
drop t-S7o separate sticks of drops in the same place.
Even in the event of the drops being made "blind
a Gee fix, it ivould be almost inpossible to make the
two drops in the same place. lastly the safety of the
aircraft -was jeopardised by having to make more than
one run over -the Dropping Zone,

(6) "Blind" Paratroop Dropping

Operation Amherst proved that, when it was
necessary to drop paratroops "blind", ivith no assis
tance from the ground, use of Gee fixes was probably the
most effective navigational aid. In view of the fact
that the target area ■;vas badly placed for Gee coverage
and as the' angle of cut of the lattice lines T/ere
16 degrees, the error 'of drop of three miles was
une:j^eoted. However, even although it were possible
to create the best possible conditions for the use of
Gee — resulting in an accuracy of drop of approxima-tely
100 yards, this vrauld be scarcely practical, as it 7culd
involve setting up a special Gee chain which "would talce
anything from one to six months, according to the area.

Operation Schnapps

On 8 May 19/(-5, personnel and equipment ^ of ̂ 1st Airborne
Division were landed in Oopenhagen by 33 Stirlings, nine
Halifaxes and 10 O-^^s of No, 38 Group, The operation
carried out without undue incident and subsequent resiJpply

maintained at intervals during the remainder of the month.

Operation Doomsday

Althou^ hostilities had ceased in Europe on 8 May 19^5»
and Operation Doomsday did not take place until the following
day, thus scarcely coming "under the category of ̂ operations
against the enemy, it is "wortliy of mention in view of the
fact that more than 7^000 troops and over 2,000 toiK of
equipment and supplies "\7e2re transported by aircraft of
No. 38 Group across several hundred miles of sea.

The object of the operation was to land Allied troops in
Norway as soon as possible after the German surrender. The
purpose of this was to provide suppor*t for the Norwegian
Resistance Movement and to provide for the arrival of the
main forces. It "was also possible that minor operations
mi^t have to be performed against stray elements of Germans
or Norwegians. From the political vievf point it v/as
necessary to establish Allied control in NorvTay vdthout delay
in view of the fact that Sweden and Soviet Russia might also
have aims in this direction.

on

not

"VTas

was

(■ )

iJ

No, 38 Group
0,R.B.
Appendix 109,

No. 38 Group
O.R.B. j^pendix
152,

No. 38 Group
Report Operation
Doomsday.

i

Planning

Ibid.
Paras, 15*20

The first suggestion of the air landing of a force in
Norway, after the German surrender, tvas made at  a conference
held at Headquarters, Scottish Command on 21 November 1944,
Arising out of this meeting, a Special Planning Committee
■was fomed and a draft plan was prepared. On 23 ^ril 1945>
a conference at 1st British Airborne Coips decided that, as
S.A.S, troops were fully engaged at that time, it would be
better to enploy one of the British airborne divisions in the
landing. Pinal orders to carry out Operation Doomsday v/ere
received by First Allied Airborne Array from the Supreme
Command on 5 May 1945 and, on the follovdng day. No. 38 Group
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assisted oy 0-46 aircraftvrere ordered to furnish the lift,
from IX Troop Carrier Command,

Command

No, 88 G-roup K.A.P., was

appointed Air Commander to co-ordinate and control all Air
Ibrces for the operation. The Air Officer Gommanding
No, 38 Group was appointed Goinmander of the t3?oop carrier
forces.

The idr Officer Oommanding,

The Objectives

The main ohjeotives of the operation Trere as follows;-

(i) Oslo, capital of Norway and centre of adaninistratron -
"both German and Norwegian5

(ii) Stavanger, "because of its good airfield and having
of the nearest good harboxirs to ̂ the United Kingdom.

It was also suita"ble for the operation of fighter

aircraft 5

one

Ibid.
Paras. 25-35.

(iii) Kristiansands, because of its mportance as  a mine-
svreeping base in the Skagerrak, After detailed study
had been made of the airfields chosen for these objec

tives, it was decided to use only Gardertnoen, near Oslo
and Sola, near Stavanger, because they "ifere the only
suitable airfields on vdiioh four—engine tranaport air

craft might safely be landed, -^ry troops intended for
the Kristiansands area vrere to be landed at Sola and
make the rest of the journey by road.

PigNter Protection

It vra.s not considered that there would be any enemy
filter opposition to the operation, ^ precautioni
12 Mistangs were to cover Gardemoen arrtxeld and sir Mistangs,
Sola airfield, d-uring the initial landings.

Execution

The operation was carried out in four phases betvreen the
Delay was caused by unfavourable weather

took 36 hours longer than had
Pbid 9 and I3 May,

conditions and the operation
been intended. As no enemy opposition was expected, the
shortest possible route viras taken by o Q-incraft and the
landings were successfully ●_ -- —aircr
was lost and that contained the AiJ Oormnanding
No, 38 Group, Air Vice Marshal ^^J^'^’b-Streatfield,
1

a

0 Ifey 1945. Despite an intensi"^e special ajr/sea
r

ftone

on

escue being carried out throu^o^^^ perxod of thefoperation, no trace of the missing ● vas

Paras. 43r-67.

ouiid.ever

The fly-in of maintenanDe addition
to supplies, was oaxried out W ®;^itted ^ i
G-hJS aircraft when the weather
days during the month. The 27
last maintenance was flov/n into N May 1945.

Conclusion

Although No, 38 Group itself oanablF^ in_
transport operations, it -VTI^and <^2^
them out. Using Halifax Mk, Troon
In addition to 0-46 aircraft of i:it Troop Carrier Coimnand,

SECRET

■^as, 68-96.
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it v;as found possible to make the return flight from the
bases of the United Kingdom direct to the Nor’.Tegian
aerodromes ̂ vithout having to refael.

The Halifax and Stirling bomber aircraft i7ere not
They vrere notentirely suitable for a transport role,

designed to land vd.th a heavy petrol and freight load,
therefore the all-up landing weight had to be carefully^
considered when planning, so that, after landing at their
destinations in Norivay, the aircraft had enough petrol^for
the return journey. Some of the freight v<as carried in
parachute containers in the bomb bays and jettisoned before
landing, thus overcoming the danger of landing with an
excessive all-up weight.

Summary

No. of
Aircraft
Airbonme

No.
Success
ful

No. of
Destination Aircraft

Detailed

No.
Aircraft: IJissing

613815 71^ 100
abortive
1 lost

GardermoenNo, 38
Group

0505077If
U.S, 52nd
V/ing

83 08384No, 38
Group

Sola

322322 322 0If
U.S. 52nd
Wing

1,298 1,169 1,068 100
abortive
1 lost

TOTAL

It vd.ll be seen from these figures that the 0-46 aircraft,

employed by U.S. 52 Wing, vra.s more successful than the
Halifaxes and Stirlings in an operation of this nature,

leads Carried'

Between the 9 and 27 May, 1945, 'fche following vrere amongst
the loads carried to Norways-

1

- SuppliesMain Force

7,139Troops

654Jeeps

503Trailers

234Ivfotor cycles

etc. etc,

7101,896 Total tonnageTotal tonnage
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APPENDIX 5

ATTACK BT ROOCET TTPHOONS
ON

TERBORC TELEPHONE JUNCTION.

Building 1: the Telephone Control

Cables

under ground
floor in
basement

:  i

Building hit: Telephone switch-board on ground
floor destro^fed, but cables in basement still
usable.

Building 3* the Teleprinter House,

■R/P hit.

R/P

Telepr
Room

3 P/H with I^/P: rocm containing Teleprinters hit.

A 0.6./. /"AO. -V" ' */
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ATTACK BY ROCKET TYPHOONS

ON

TERBORG TELEPHONE JUNCTION

Building 4: General Vindig's House.

j

j
nI

1

Hit by unknown number

Gutted by fii*©

Genei'ol wounded a

of■'H

nd died.
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400/2343. - 0003. - Liner attacked by
Typhoons of 121 Ving, set on fire and
destroyed.
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430/874. - 0034. - Forward fac ing oblique.
The experiment of a forward facing oblique
on a Spitfire proved very successful.
This photograph illustrates a typical
interdiction rail cut on the finmerich-Rees-
■Wesel line.
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